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PREFACE

The author feels that some apology is due from him

for adding yet another to the large number of works on

Book-keeping which already exist. The only excuse he

has to offer is that considerable pressure was brought

to bear upon him to undertake the work. It was urged

that his somewhat extensive experience as an examiner

and lecturer should enable him to appreciate, and deal

helpfully with, the difficulties presented by the subject to

the average student.

It is not for the author to judge whether he has bene-

fited by this experience sufficiently to justify the appear-

ance of this treatise. He does, however, claim to have

made every endeavour to explain whatever knowledge

he has of the subject in as simple and concise a manner

as possible. Those doubts and difficulties which experi-

ence has shown to be very real and troublesome to the

examination candidate have been especially kept in view,

and, in dealing with them, earnest attempt has been

made to achieve clearness even at the risk of platitude

and iteration.

It would be a matter of regret to the author if this

treatise should come to be regarded merely as an aid

to the successful passing in examinations. It is hoped

that it may be found to possess real educative value,

especially in the elucidation of those preliminary stages

through which all book-keeping transactions must pass

before their final destination is reached. The principles

and details which underlie and govern these preliminaries

are of vital importance to the student who is to enter

commercial life.
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vi PREFACE
It becomes increasingly evident from the examination

work of the present day that many students have acquired

knowledge for examination purposes in a scrappy and

ill-digested form, the eagerness to obtain examination

certificates having apparently predominated over the far

more important necessity of laying sound foundations for

future success in life.

The limited leisure at the disposal of the author would

have greatly delayed the accomplishment of the work

without the able and loyal assistance rendered by Mr.

Stanley G. Smith, A.C.A., " Final " Prizeman, Institute of

Chartered Accountants, a former pupil of the author's.

L. C. C.

16, Finshury Circus,

London, E.G.
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BOOK-KEEPING AND
ACCOUNTS

CHAPTEE I

ELEMENTARY THEORY

Book-keeping has been defined on so many occasions

for the benefit of the student that it is difficult, and indeed

unnecessary, to find anything new to say in the way of

definition ; it has been well and briefly described as "the
art of recording business transactions with the view of

having a permanent record of them and of showing their

effect upon wealth." Alternatively, book-keeping may be

described as the science of recording transactions in money
or money's worth in such a manner that, at any subsequent
date, their nature and effect may be clearly understood,

and that, when required, a combined statement of their

result may be prepared.

It will be noted that the above definitions do not

prescribe any particular system of book-keeping, and
leave the student to infer that any method which proves

itself to be efficient is capable of being employed. Prom
the earliest days, whenever barter involved the intro-

duction of credit, some form of book-keeping became
necessary, even though it took the elementary form of

the notched stick or the chalked-up score ! In modern
practice, however, only one system of book-keeping can
be said to have become generally recognized as com-
pletely satisfactory, viz. that which is known as the

"Double Entry" method, although other systems are

still occasionally to be met with. The Double Entry
method first came into general use by the Italian mer-
chants in the fifteenth century, at a time when the
cities of Northern Italy were the principal trading

centres of Europe ; from Venice and Genoa the system
made its way to the commercial cities of the Low

B



2 BOOK-KEEPING AND ACCOUNTS
Countries, finally appearing in England about the
beginning of the seventeenth century. It may be claimed
for Book-keeping by Double Entry that it is the only
" system " worthy of general adoption, there being no
other which affords the trader so complete a history of

business dealings, coupled with a comprehensive state-

ment of their result ; while, on the other hand, the
" Single Entry " and other anomalous methods of keeping
books are usually, in practice, very little better than series

of disconnected memoranda, necessarily incomplete, and
often actually misleading.

An endeavour to explain the science of Book-keeping
by Double Entry forms the principal object of this

treatise ; as, however, the " Single Entry " method is

still to be met with, and candidates for examination are

occasionally asked questions based upon this system, it

is necessary to deal with the subject also. A brief

description of the Single Enti'y method and its short-

comings will therefore be found in Chapter XIII.

The dealings of an individual in regard to money or

money's worth are, in practice, termed his " Transactions,"

and one of the primary objects of book-keeping is their

classification in a form readily accessible for subsequent
reference.

A trader's transactions may, at the outset, be classified

according to the person or object to whom, or to which,

they relate.

If the trader deals in horses and sheep, and lends

sums of money to John Smith, a preliminary division of

his transactions would embrace three classes, viz. (1)

those which relate to horses, (2) those which relate to

sheep, and (3) those which relate to his dealings with

John Smith.

The book in which a trader's transactions are recorded

in a classified permanent form is called the "Ledger."
Very little reflection will, however, serve to show that

it would not suffice for a trader merely to record his

dealings with persons or objects in classified form in

a Ledger, and to do no more than this. Transactions

entered into by the trader with any particular person

may be of two kinds, i. e. they may result in making that

person either (1) the debtor or (2) the creditor of the

trader wuth whom he has dealt, whose transactions it is

desired to record. Similarly, transactions in material

objects may be either purchases or sales.



ELEMENTARY THEORY

It is thus needful that the Ledger shall record transac-

tions not only under their appropriate general heading,

but also according to their aspect with regard to the

trader himself. To fulfil this requirement the Ledger is

ruled as under

—

SPECIMEN LEDGER ACCOUNT
Dr.

A B D B F G II I

Cr,

K L M N

The name of the person dealt with, or object dealt in,

by the trader is placed at the top of the account.

Transactions are entered in columns A to G or in

columns H to N, according to the relation which they

bear to the trader owning the Ledger, Taking first the

left-hand side of the Ledger account, columns A and B
are designed to record the date (month and day) of each
transaction ; column C is to record the details showing the

nature of the item ; column D contains a page reference

to the book wherein appears a preliminary and more
detailed record of the transaction ; while columns E, P
and G contain the amount of the transaction in pounds,
shillings, and pence. The right-hand side of the Ledger
account is designed to provide for the entry of transactions

,

of similar general nature to those appearing upon the left-

hand side of the account, though opposite in their eftect

as regards the trader himself; consequently columns
H to N are a repetition of those on the other side of

the account, the uses of which have already been
enumerated.
Columns A to G together make up what is called the

" Debit " side of the Ledger account, and columns H to N
collectively form the "Credit" side. Abbreviations of

these words appear at the top of the account under the
forms " Dr." and " Cr."

Ledger accounts relating to the trader's dealings with
l^ersons are constructed as follows

—

The account kept by the trader with each person
with whom he deals is debited with all moneys,
objects, and values paid or transferred by him to

the person with whom he is dealing, and is credited

B 2



BOOK-KEEPING AND ACCOUNTS
with everything received by the trader from such
person.

Since everything paid by the trader to the other
party is thus entered on the debit side, and all

receipts from him are entered on the credit side,

it follows that the difference between the totals of

the two sides represents the net sum owing between
the parties, and this sum is owing to or hy the

trader according as the debit side of the account is

greater than the credit side, or the reverse.

An example of a " Personal Account " (?. e. an account
between persons) is appended.

I. Personal Account in the Ledger of A. Brown, Merchant

Dr, James Black Cr.

190S.

Jan. 1

,. 17

„ 25

„ 31

To loan to J.

Black
,, loan to J.

Black
„ horse sold
to J. Black.

,, cash paid
to J. Black.

,, cash paid
to J. Black.

190S.

Jan. 7 1 By cash, repay

-

' mentofloan
„ 11

!

I

>. 17

cash, repay-
ment of loan
carriage
bought from
J. Black.

100

In this account, which is shown as it would be kept by
•A. Brown, a trader, his transactions with James Black

are recorded. The first two items on the debit side of the

account record loans made by A. Brown to J. Black ; the

third entry records the price of a horse sold to J. Black

by A. Brown ; and the remaining two items on this side

of the account represent cash payments by A. Brown to

J. Black. The items on the credit side record moneys
received by A. Brown from J. Black, concluding with the

purchase price of a carriage bought by A. Brown.
It will be noted that the items on each side of this

account total up to the same amount, showing that the

transactions between the parties result in equilibrium.

If, however, the total of the credit items had exceeded

the total of the debit items, it would have indicated that

Black was Brown's creditor for the difference, and vice

versa. Such differences are termed " Balances."

It is customary in the case of all Ledger accounts,

whatever be their nature, to add up the two sides of the
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account at periodical intervals, and, after having inserted

on one side the difference (or "Balance") necessary to

make the two sides of the account equal in amount, to

rule them oif and to insert the balance afresh below the

ruled lines. This " Balance brought down," as it is termed,

forms the starting-point for further transactions and
relieves the account of unwieldy totals.

Ledger accounts kept by a trader for the purpose of

recording his transactions in material objects are con-

structed as under, viz.

—

All objects (c. cj. goods) acquired by the trader are

entered by him in his Ledger on the debit side of the

account headed with the name of the object dealt in, and
all objects disposed of by him are entered on the credit

side.

In the case of such accounts, the amount by which
the items on the debit side of the account exceed the

items on the credit side, at any particular date, represents

the stock of the particular thing remaining in the trader's

possession.

An example of a Real Account (i. c. an account relating

to dealings in material objects) is appended, in which the

balance is brought down at the close of a month in the

manner previously indicated.

II. Real Account in the Ledger of A. Brown, recording his

transactions in horses

Dr. Horses Cr.

1908.

Jan. 1

„ 1-t

>, 14

„ 15
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A. Brown's purchases of horses during the month, four
in all, and on the credit side appears the record of a sale.

It should be obsei'ved that Brown is not here shown as

having made any profit on this sale.

Eeferring again to the two Ledger accounts (Eeal and
Personal) illustrated above, it will be noticed that one
transaction, viz. the sale of a horse (on credit) by A.
Brown to James Black on January 17, appears in each of

the two accounts. Following the rules already laid

down a transaction of this nature must perforce appear
in A. Brown's books as under

—

1. On the debit side of James Black's Personal
Account.

2. On the credit side of " Horses " Account.

and in the accounts shown above this principle is carried

out.

It will thus be apparent that the transaction illustrated

has affected tico Ledger accounts, and that it has affected

them in opposite ways ; this simple illustration will enable

the student to appreciate the general nature of the main
principle of Double Entry book-keeping, which is as

follows

—

That every one of a trader's transactions is twofold, or

tico-sided in its nature, that it can he recorded simultane-

ously in tivo Ledger accounts, and that in one of these two

accotints the entry must he placed on the debit side, while

appearing on the credit side in the other*
All this has been somewhat laboriously set forth, but

it is of paramount importance that, at the outset of his

career, the student should clearly grasp the fact that, in

Double Entry book-keeping, every entry must be com-
pensated elsewhere by some other entry of corresponding
amount.

Since (as laid down above) every entry appears once
on each side of the Ledger it follows, as a corollary,

that the sum of the entries made on the debit side of the

Ledger is equal in amount to the sum of the entries

appearing on the credit side, and that, assuming the

* In order that the student may intelligentlj' grasp the applica-

tion of the Double Entry principle, it must be clearl}^ borne in mind
that each transaction stands entirely alone, on its own merits, and
has no connection with other items that may follow or precede it.

Unless this fact is always held in view confusion of mind is

inevitable.
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Ledger to have been correctly kept, these two totals, if

extracted or compiled from the Ledger accomits, should

agree. This fact is of the greatest value to a trader, and

enables him to check the accuracy of his book-keeping.

If the totals, when so extracted, fail to agree, it follows,

either that the totals have been incorrectly compiled, or

that the Ledger has been entered up inaccurately. It is

usually a comparatively simple matter to eliminate errors

made in compiling the totals of Ledger postings, and

their subsequent agreement or disagreement either raises

an inference (not of necessity conclusive) that the posting

of the Ledger is correct, or proves, on the other hand, that

it contains an error or errors. This possibility of readily

ascertaining, from the disagreement of the totals of the

"Trial Balance," that error exists in the Ledger is, in

practice, one of the principal utihties of Double Entry

book-keeping ; other systems provide no such means of

disclosing error.

The totals of Ledger postings extracted from a Ledger

are, as has been indicated, known as the Trial Balance.

In former days Trial Balances were compiled exactly

as has been explained. It is generally customary in

practice now-a-days to extract the balances of the various

accounts contained in a Ledger instead of compiling the

totals of the entries appearing on both sides, but inasmuch

as each balance itself incorporates the effect of the post-

ings on either side of the account in which it appears,

the principle remains unchanged. In preparing Trial

Balances in answer to examination questions, the student

will be wise to enter balances in preference to totals.

In cases where the trader exchanges one material object

for another, or enters into transactions in material objects

with his debtors or creditors, only Eeal and Personal

Accounts are involved, and suiSicient has been stated

already to enable the student to understand how to effect

the necessary " double entry " in each instance. There
remain to be considered those transactions which, at first

sight, appear only to concern one Personal Account, or

one Eeal Account, and which consequently may seem to

be incapable of being resolved into the necessary form of

a "double" entry. The most numerous of these trans-

actions are those wherein—

1. The trader acquires an object, or a debt becomes
due to him, without his giving any corresponding
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object or property in exchange, i. e. where he
makes a profit. Or where,

2. The trader parts with some object, incurs a

liability, or is deprived of some portion of his

property without acquiring anything in exchange
which he can regard as property, i. e. where he
incurs an expense or a loss.

Transactions of the above nature are entered firstly,

so far as they concern Eeal or Personal Accounts, in such
accounts on their appropriate sides, and secondly, in

order to complete the double entry, in accounts termed
Nominal Accounts, opened in the Ledger to record the

opposite aspect of the transactions. In other words, to

complete the double entry in the case of profits made or

received by the trader, accounts are opened in the Ledger
for such profits, and in these accounts the receipts are

entered on the credit side. Conversely, losses made or

expenses incurred by the trader are recorded in separate
" Loss " or Expense Accounts on the debit side, again for

the necessary purpose of completing the double entry.

Example.—If the trader receives in cash £20 by way of com-
mission, and pays thereout £5 for travelling expenses, both the £20
and the £5 will appear in his Cash Account, the former on the debit

side and the latter on the credit side. By opening a Ledger
account for " Commission," and by crediting the £20 in this

account, the double entry is completed as regards this item, and
by opening a Ledger account for " Travelling Expenses," to which
the £5 is debited, the double entrj^ of the other transaction is also

effected.

It would be possible for the trader to keep only one

nominal account in his Ledger to record all his gains

and losses, instead of keeping a separate nominal account

to complete the double entry of each kind of loss or gain,

and in point of fact many of the older books on book-

keeping prescribe this method. In practice, however, this

procedure is not convenient, as the trader usually desires

to know the totals of each kind of loss or gain over a given

period of time, and this object cannot be attained without

tedious analysis if all items of gain and loss are merged
more or less confusedly in one account. At the end,

however, of a given period of time, e. cj. at the end of a

year, it is customary for the various accounts repre-

senting losses and gains to be combined in a new
Ledger account, styled the Profit and Loss Account,

opened for that special purpose ; each separate "Loss" or
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" Gain " account previously existing is closed by making
an entry representing the total of the items already

appearing in it, on the opposite side to that upon which
such items appear, and a fresh entry for the total only

is then made in the " Profit and Loss Account," on the

same side as that upon which the original items appeared
in the separate Ledger account.

These total entries in the Profit and Loss Account then
replace the masses of separate items previously entered

on one side or the other in the original accounts recording

losses or gains.

One other nominal account is to be found in the Ledger
of every trader, and in every example of Double Entry
book-keeping, and remains to be explained, viz. the

Capital Account. This account, again, arises out of

the necessity for completing the "double entry" as

previously explained, and it represents the difference

between a trader's possessions and his indebtedness,
either at the date of his commencing to keep books
by Double Entry, or at any subsequent date upon which
he may calculate his net worth.

When a trader commences to keep his books by Double
Entry all property owned by him is entered, according
to the rules previously laid down, on the debit side of

the appropriate Eeal or Personal Account, and all sums
owing by him are entered on the credit side of accounts
opened under the names of his creditors. Except in the
very unlikely case of the trader's total liabilities being
exactly equal in amount to the total value of his posses-
sions the total entries (for property and debtors) thus made
on the debit side in his Ledger will not exactly equal the
total entries (for creditors) made on the credit side ; and,
consequently, in order to make the double entry complete,
an account headed " Capital " is opened for the difference

between the trader's possessions and his liabilities. In
this account is entered (on the credit side) the excess of

the possessions over the habilities at the date of opening
the books, or (on the debit side) the excess, if such there
be, of the trader's liabilities over his possessions ; in this

way it is brought about that the total balances entered on
the debit side of the Ledger equal exactly the amount of

the balances entered on the credit side. The balance
appearing on the "Capital" Account thus represents
either the net worth of the trader in his business, or
the net amount by which he is insolvent.
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Example.—J. Jones starts book-keeping with the following assets :

(1) Shop property valued at £1,200, (2) Goods worth £300.
He owes Brown & Company £600. Jones is thiis really worth
£1,200 + £300 - £600 = £900, and in opening his books he must
{1) debit £1,200 to a "Shop Property" Account, (2) debit £300 to
"Goods " Account, (3) credit £600 to Brown & Company's account,
and finally, (4) credit £900 to " Capital " Account.

The net balance of the trader's combined Profit and
Loss Account (cf. supra) is, at the date at Tvhich the
latter is prepared, transferred from the Profit and Loss
Account to the Capital Account, thereby recording the in-

crease (or decrease) in the trader's net worth at the close

of the period to which the Profit and Loss Account
relates.

Sufficient has now been said to indicate the general

nature of the accounts appearing in a Ledger kept upon
the Double Entry principle, and by way of further illustra-

tion a brief example is appended. It may, however,
be said for the purposes of reference that the balances

appearing in a Ledger at any particular date may be
classified as follow^s, viz.

—

Debit Balances {i. e. balances of accounts wherein
the entries on the debit side exceed those on the

credit side), representing either (1) Property, (2)

Debts due to the trader, or (3) Losses or expenses.

Credit Balances, representing : (4) Debts owing by
the trader, (5) Profits made, or (6) The amount
of the trader's capital at the last date up to which
it was ascertained.

When (3) and (5) (Losses and Profits) have been com-
bined in a single " Profit and Loss Account," whereof the

net balance has been transferred to (6) (Capital), the

balances on the Ledger remaining are (1) Property, (2)

Debts owing to the trader, (3) Debts ownng by the trader,

and (6) the Trader's Capital or net worth.

A trader's gross possessions and the debts due to him
are, in book-keeping, known as his Assets, and the

debts owing by him to other persons are known as his

Liabilities ; capital may thus be crudely described as the

excess of a trader's assets over his liabilities. If the

trader's liabilities exceed his assets, the entry in the

"Capital" Account must perforce appear on the debit

side, and indicates a condition of insolvency ; the use of

the term "Capital" in such a case obviously becomes
somewhat of a misnomer.
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UxajnpJe.— ]. James Wilson started business on November 2,

1908, as a cycle dealer.

2. On November 3 he borrowed £100 from Robert Wilson in

cash.

3. On November 4 he bought on credit 10 bicycles from the
Speed Manufacturing Companj' at £8 each

4. On November 5 he sold 5 bicycles to H. Brown on credit at £10
each.

5. On November 6 he paid the Speed Manufacturing Company
£40 on account.

6. On November 7 he sold 5 bicycles for cash at £9 10s each,
receiving the money.

7. On November 9 he paid £4 cash for expenses to date.

8. On November 10 he wrote up his books and ascertained his

position.

These transactions must be recorded in James "Wilson's

Ledger as follows—

(2) Debit Cash Account and credit B. Wilson loith

£100.

Cash having been received, and a debt to R. "Wilson

having been incurred.

(3) Debit Bicycles Account and credit Speed Manu-
facturing Company with .£80.

Bicycles of that value having been received, aiid a debt
to the Speed Manufacturing Company for a like amount
having been incurred.

(4) Debit H. Brown and credit Bicycles Account ivith

£50.

Bicycles having been parted with, and a debt from H.
Brown having become due to the trader (J. "Wilson).

(5) Debit the Speed Ma^mfacturing Company and
credit Cash Account ivith £40.

Cash to this amount having been parted with to the
Speed Manufacturing Company.

(6) Debit Cash Account with £47 10s. and credit

Bicycles Account.

Cash having been received, and bicycles of this value
having been parted with.

(7) Debit " Expenses " Account and credit Cash icith.

£4.

Cash to this amount having been parted with, without
any material property having been received.
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J. WILSON'S LEDGER
Account No. 1.

Dr. CASH Cr.

190S.

Nov. 3

1908.

Nov. 10
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Account No. 5.

Dr. SPEED MANUFACTURING COMPANY cr.

190S.

Nov. G To Cash on
I account

„ 10 „ Balance car-

ried down...
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In order to prove that he has correctly posted his

Ledger he first extracts his " Trial Balance," i. e. he copies

on a separate loose sheet the balances appearing on the

Ledger accounts, discriminating between those in which
the excess of entries appears on the Debit side, and those

in which the excess appears on the Credit side.

For example, the Cash Account on November 9th shows
debit entries totalling £147 lO.s. against credit entries

amounting to £44. There is thus an excess of entries

on the Debit side of £103 10s., which, incidentally, repre-

sents the amount of cash in hand on November 9th.

Following the above principle, J. Wilson constructs

the Trial Balance as under-

—

TRIAL BALANCE, November 9th,
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earnings of J. Wilson in his cycle business from Novem-
ber 2nd to November 10th, and must be transferred to

J. Wilson's Capital Account. It is to be noted that

whereas J. Wilson started business without possessing

anything, and with £100 borrowed from a friend, he

has now made £13 10s., and to that extent has become

a capitalist. Following the above definition of Capital as

an excess of Assets over Liabilities, the student will

naturally expect to find that J. Wilson possesses, in one

shape or another, £13 10s. more than he owes, and a refer-

ence to the Trial Balance will show this to be the case.

J. Wilson's assets are cash (£103 10s.) and a debt due

to him by H. Brown (£50), i. e. £153 10s. in all ; on the

other hand, he owes a total of £140 to E. Wilson and
the Speed Manufacturing Company, and the difference

between these totals, in other words, his " Capital," is

found to correspond with the balance (£13 10s.) appearing

on his Capital Account as on November 10th. This, of

course, is an inevitable consequence of correct Double
Entry book-keeping.

Having transferred the balance of the Profit and Loss

Account to the Capital Account, J. Wilson "balances"

(^. e. rules off and brings down the balances on) his

Ledger, and then constructs a fresh Trial Balance with

the sides reversed. This second compilation is called a

"Balance Sheet," and is drawn in the form which is

usually adopted in English commercial practice.

J. WILSON, BALANCE SHEET, as on
November loth, 1908

Liabilities.

Capital Account-
J. Wilson ,

Creditors

—

R. Wilson(Loan)..
Speed Manu-
fiicturing Com-
pany

&
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necessary for J. Wilson to place a value upon the bicycles

remaining on hand unsold, as on the 10th of November;
for the total value of the stock of bicycles thus arrived at

an entry would have been passed through the books
crediting the Bicycles Account for the period 2nd to 10th of

November (as if the bicycles on hand had been disposed
of immediately prior to closing the books for the period),

and debiting a new Bicycles Account opened for the suc-

ceeding period ; in this new account the " stock brought
forward " would have formed the first entry. The
Bicycles Account for the period 2nd to 10th of November
would then have been shown in such a form that all the

bicycles would appear to have been disposed of, the credit

balance then disclosed by the account would represent

the gross profit made, just as in the account set forth on
page 12, and would have been transferable to the Profit

and Loss Account.
The following example illustrates the Bicycles Account

of J. Wilson as it would have appeared had he, on the

7th of November, sold only four bicycles at £9 10s.

apiece instead of five. In this case one bicycle would
have remained on hand at the 10th of November, and
would have required to be carried forward to a fresh

bicycle account to be opened for the succeeding period.

The starting balance of £8 " brought down " in the new
Bicycles Account for the period commencing 11th of

November would have formed one of the Ledger balances

outstanding as on the 10th of November, and would, of

course, have required to be taken into any Trial Balance
prepared at that date, in order that the two sides might
agree.

Account Xo. 2a.

BICYCLES ACCOUNT, for the period from November 2nd
Dr. to November loth, 1908 Cr.

1908.

Nov. 4

» 10

To cost of 10 bi-

cycles bought
from the Speed
Manufacturing
Company

,, Balance trans-
ferred to Profit

and Loss Ac-
count
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Account No. 2ii.

BICYCLES ACCOUNT, for the period from November

Dr. nth, 1908, to 1909 Cr.

1908.

Nov.ll To Stock (1 bi-

cycle) brought
forward from
last period
valued at cost..

EXERCISES.

Enter the following transactions in a Ledger, preparing therefrom

a Trial Balance, Trading and Profit and Loss Accounts, and a

Balance Sheet, upon the lines laid down in Chapter I.

1909.

Jan. 1

9.

„ 10.

Exercise 1a.

The transactions of E. Jones ivero as follows:—

Started business as a tea-dealer.

Borrowed £200 from Brown Bros.

. Bought on credit tea from the Lampan Plantations,

Ltd., £250.

. Paid Lampan Plantations, Ltd. , on account, £150.

, Sold part of the tea to Harris & Co. on credit for £200.

. Sold the remainder of the tea by auction for cash,

£105.

Received from Harris & Co. cheque for £200.
Paid Lampan Plantations, Ltd., further on account,

£50.
Paid expenses in cash, £5.

Exercise 1b.

The transactions of 0. Smith were as follows :
—

1909.

Feb. 1. Started business with £100 cash in hand.

,, 2. Bought for cash fancy goods, £80.

,, 3. Lent Home & Co., £10.

,, 4. Sold to Robertson Bros, half the fancy goods bought
on Feb. 2 for £70, which sum was immediately
paid by Robertson Bros, to 0, Smith in cash.

„ 5. Lent Home & Co., £30.

,, 6. Paid in cash expenses, £4.

,, 8. Bought on credit fancy goods from the Western
Manufacturing Company, £60.

Note.—Stock of goods on hand as on Feb. 8th is to be valued at

cost, £100 (made up of the cost price of the remaining half of

the goods, bought on Feb. 2nd, £40, plus cost of the goods bought
on Feb. 9th, £60).

C
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Exercise Ic.

The transactions of William Murray were as follows

:

—
1909.

Mar. 17. Started business with Stock of Goods valued at £150,
Cash £50, and owing Wallace Brothers £85.

,, 19. Sold to Harriman & Co., goods on credit £25 10s.

,, 20. Bought goods from A. Morris upon credit, £36 5s.

,, 21. Paid to A. Morris, in cash, £20 on account, and paid
to Wallace Brothers £15 on account.

,, 22. Received from Harriman & Co., cash, £25 10s.

,, 23. Paid expenses, cash, £4.

Note.—Stock on hand as on March 23rd to be valued at £170.

Exercise Id.

The transactions of G. Smith xoere as follows

:

—
1909.

April 6. Started business with £500, cash.

7. Bought goods for cash, £365.
9. Sold goods on credit to A, Brown, £350.

11. Paid in cash, expenses and advertising, £10.

12. Sold goods on credit to R. Jones, £19.

13. Paid in cash salaries, £2.

15. Received cash from A. Brown on account, £300.

17. Paid in cash office i-ent and housekeeping expenses,

£2 5s.

Note.—Stock on hand as on April 17th, Xil.

Answers.

1 A. Net Profit, £50 ; Final Balance of Capital Account, £50.

iB. ,, £26; „ „ ,, £126.
Ic. ,, £5 5s.

; „ ,, ,, £120 5s.

Id. Net Loss, £10 5s.
; „ ,, ,, £489 15s.



CHAPTEE II

ELEMENTARY COMMERCIAL PRACTICE

Before proceeding to outline the methods of Double

Entry book-keeping in its application to modern com-

mercial practice, some brief explanation of the main

features of a trader's ordinary transactions may be useful,

and, indeed, is perhaps needful ; this chapter is conse-

quently utilized for the purpose of explaining certain

matters of everyday occurrence in the business of almost

every trader.

The custom of keeping a Banking Account, and the

extensive use of cheques in paying and receiving sums of

money first claim attention.

In countries where a proper system of banking cannot

be said to have been established, the trader is naturally

forced to keep his spare cash in the form of coined gold

and silver, and to retain the same in his own possession,

subject to such safeguards in the way of locks and strong

boxes as circumstances will permit. "Whenever money
is paid to any person he is put to the trouble of counting

it over, and of satisfying himself as to its weight and
currency, and where large sums change hands frequently

the loss of time arising out of these tedious operations is

obviously considerable.

The alDove difficulties are surmounted, to a large extent,

by the modern practice of banking. Now-a-days very few

traders retain any considerable sum in specie in their

possession, the majority depositing their spare money
with a Bank. A Bank is an institution the object of which
is the receipt of deposits of money from the community at

large, coupled with the obligation of repaying the same to

the depositor, or to any person or persons designated by
him, when called upon to do so. The trader who thus

keeps his cash balance with his Banker, instead of in his

own possession, avoids the risks attendant upon the

custody of a large sum in specie, and acquires the facility

of being able to direct payment by the Bank of any
c 2 19
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desired sum of money to himself or to any otlier person
or persons within the limits of the amount held by the

Bank on his behalf at any particular time. Money thus
placed with a Banker to be drawn against at sight by
means of cheques is said to be placed with the Banker
upon " Current Account."
The payments thus made by Bankers on behalf of the

trader are made by them on presentation of signed orders
called "Cheques," which set out the sum of money to be
paid and the name of the payee, and bear the trader's

signature. Cheques can be made out for any sum of

money, how^ever large or small, provided always, of

course, that they do not exceed the trader's credit

balance with his Banker.
On the following page is a form of cheque in common use.

The left-hand portion of the above form is called the
" Counterfoil." When the cheque itself has been filled in

it is torn off where the perforated line is shown and
handed or posted to the person in whose favour it has
been made payable, who is called the "Payee." The
details of the cheque (date, payee, what the payment is

for, amount, etc.) are entered in brief on the counterfoil,

and the details thus recorded are subsequently used for

writing up and checking the Cash Book and for compari-
son, in due course, with the Bank Pass Book.
The many advantages of the cheque system of making

payments have become so generally recognized that by
far the greater part of a trader's receipts come to him in

the form of cheques, which he, in his turn, deposits with
his own Banker for collection on his behalf. Such cheques,

when collected, are duly placed by the Banker to the

credit of the trader's account. Similarly, almost all the

modern trader's payments are made by cheque.
For the settlement of retail transactions, and for small

cash payments, the use of cheques has not attained as

great a vogue as is the case with wholesale transactions,

and in making payments of moderate amount ; most
traders, consequently, are still obliged to keep small sums
in coin on their premises, but the sums so held are, in the

majority of cases, relatively insignificant. The name
commonly applied to the small sums so held in coin for

the purpose of making payments of a trifling nature is

that of "Petty Cash," and, in most businesses, all money
except the " Petty Cash " is kept, as indicated above, in

the hands of the Bankers.
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The book supplied by a Banker to his customer con-

taining a copy of the latter's Ledger Account with the

former is called the " Bank Pass Book," or, briefly, the
" Pass Book." This book is delivered to the customer at

the time of, or soon after, the opening of his Banking
Account, and is periodically returned by him to his

Banker to be written up to date.

In the course of his business operations a trader

frequently requires additional funds wherewith to embark
upon special transactions, or to enable him to cope with

the increasing magnitude of his business, and for these

purposes he often obtains loans either from his Bank or

among his friends at such rates of interest as he is able to

bargain for. It may be assumed that, as a general rule, a

Banker will not advance money to a trader without some
substantial and tangible security, whereas private friends

may be willing, in certain cases, to trust to the trader's

reputation for ability and integrity without any special

security to cover their advances. In almost every case it

is the question of the presence or absence of security,

specifically given to cover the loan, which fixes the rate

of interest the trader is obliged to pay for the convenience
extended to him ; a loan may be obtainable from a Bank
at from 4 to 5 per cent, if the security offered is considered

to be adequate, whereas upon an unsecured loan obtained

from friends or business acquaintances a higher rate of

interest will, naturally, frequently be demanded.
As regards a trader's Current Account with his Banker,

the latter always contemplates, in opening an account,

that a sufficient balance shall be maintained by the trader

to cover the Banker's expenses and to allow a small margin
of profit for the trouble of keeping the account. As a

general rule a permanent balance of £100 in London and
£50 in the country will be regarded by the Banker
as sufficient in the case of an account where no very

large number of cheques are drawn, but, if the balance

frequently falls below these limits, the Banker will

usually make an annual charge (called a " commission ")

for conducting the trader's Banking Account.

According to the custom of London Bankers no interest

is allowed to the trader upon money placed by him to

the credit of his Current Account, but interest is allowed

upon sums specifically placed with the Banker upon
" Deposit Account." Deposit Accounts cannot be drawn
upon by cheque, nor is the money usually repayable upon
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demand as in the case of Current Accounts ; a stated

period of notice (usually seven days) is required before the

withdrawal of any part of a Deposit Account balance, and
upon the money entrusted with a Banker upon these terms
interest, varying with the value of money for the time

being, is allowed. The rate allowed is usually li per cent,

below " Bank rate," i. e. the current official discount rate

of the Bank of England. A trader who finds that his

CuiTent Account shows a balance considerably in excess

of his immediate future requirements can transfer a portion

of the money thus lying idle from Current Account to

Deposit Account, and thus obtain the advantage of the

interest allowed on the latter; he can subsequently re-

transfer from Deposit Account to Current Account such
sums as he may need from time to time.

In the north of England, also in Scotland, a custom
exists among Bankers of (1) allowing the trader interest

upon sums kept with them upon Current Account, and (2)

charging him a fixed rate of commission upon the total of

the cheques drawn by him over any given period ; this

custom is perhaps more equitable to both parties than

the London custom of allowing no interest upon Current
Account, and of charging no commission for keeping the

account unless the balance falls well below the standard

which is usually expected to be maintained, but the labour

involved to the Banker in calculating both interest and
commission upon a large number of Current Accounts
is obviously very great. The custom of allowing interest

upon Current Accounts, and of charging a commission
upon the drawings, exists largely, also, upon the Continent,

where, however, the system of making payments by cheque
has not attained the same popularity with which it is

regarded in this country.

Another commercial practice requiring explanation is

the method usually adopted by traders when effecting

purchases and sales of the commodities in which they
deal.

A trader may buy or sell goods for immediate payment,
or he may sell them on the condition that he receives pay-
ment for them at some future date ; in the former case
the transaction is said to be " For Cash," and in the latter

it is said to be "Upon Credit."

When a trader has sold goods Upon Credit, that is,

when payment for them must be made on a future

specified date, he usually allows any purchaser who may
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desire to pay for the goods before that specified date, a

percentage on the amount payable. This allowance or

deduction is called a Discount for Cash, or Cash Discount.

There is another kind of discount, called Trade Discount,

which may be described as follows :—Many wholesale

traders issue Price Lists (or Catalogues) in which their

goods are described and advertised for sale at standard

prices. From these prices certain deductions, called

Trade Discounts, are made, the percentage varying in

different trades.

Cash Discount and Trade Discount must not be

confounded with each other ; both of them may be, and
frequently are, allowed to the purchaser in the same
transaction. The Trade Discount reduces the catalogue

price to the real selling price ; while the Cash Discount is

offered as an inducement to the purchaser to discharge his

obligation to pay at an earlier date than he otherwise would.

The great advantage of the Trade Discount system lies

in the fact that in many trades prices are subject to

frequent, and often sudden, fluctuations. These fluctua-

tions may be caused by excess of the demand over the

supply of the manufactured articles ; or by excess of the

supply over the demand ; or by an excessive or a dimin-

ished production of the raw material ; or by other causes.

It is obvious that the alteration of a great number of

prices in a trade catalogue to meet every fluctuation

would involve the necessity of continually issuing new
Price Lists, with a consequent waste of time and money.
On the other hand, a notification to the trader's customers
that the Trade Discount has been changed is as effective

and is a much quicker and more convenient method of

adjusting prices.

In modern practical book-keeping. Trade Discounts are

not incorporated as such in the trader's Ledger ; a memo-
randum of their having been granted is made in the book
wherein the sale is first recorded, and the transaction is

passed through the Ledger as though the goods had
originally been sold at the standard list price, less the

Trade Discount.

Goods which, upon delivery by a seller to a purchaser,

are found to be unsatisfactory in some respect, e. g. " not

up to sample," are usually permitted to be returned by
the latter to the former, and an allowance is usually made
for them, calculated at the full original price agreed upon
between the parties. These transactions are termed
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" Returns," and are styled " Returns Inwards " and
" Returns Outwards," according as they are received by
or returned by the trader whose transactions are to be
recorded.

An enterprising trader usually prefers to receive prompt
payment of the debts due to him, even at the sacrifice of

a portion of the profit on each transaction ; he has his own
creditors to satisfy, and, in addition, he is usually in-

fluenced by the reflection that the more rapidly he can
obtain payment of the debts due to him, the more
expeditiously he can embark in fresh transactions.

In order to combine the debtor's inclination to defer

payment until the extreme limit of his credit with the
creditor's desire for prompt settlement, a document called

a " Bill of Exchange " has been brought into use.

A Bill of Exchange is a short written document, specimen
forms of which will be found in Chap. XII, whereby a
debtor promises to pay a certain sum of money at a
stated future date to his creditor, or to any other person
to whom his creditor may direct the money to be paid.

A Bill of Exchange resembles a bank-note in so far that
any hona fide holder of it can confer upon any other
person the right to receive the amount of the bill at

maturity by merely handing the bill to him ; on the
other hand, a bill differs from a bank-note in that it

requires an " endorsement "
(4. c. a signature on the back

of the bill) by the transferor to complete, in many
instances, the transferee's legal position.

The practical utility of a document of this nature will

be obvious ; in the first place, it is a written acknowledg-
ment of indebtedness, coupled with a definite promise of

payment, and for these useful characteristics alone, if for

no others, a creditor usually prefers a Bill of Exchange in

place of an ordinary book debt, and obtains the former
as embodying the latter. Secondly, the creditor who
has obtained a Bill of Exchange signed or " accepted " by
his debtor, possesses a negotiable piece of paper which, if

the reputation of the " acceptor " be good, is readily real-

izable. Banks and discount companies are always willing

to " discount " {i. e. purchase for something less than their

face value) Bills of Exchange bearing the names of well-

known traders, and the possessor of an accepted bill of

this high standing will have no difficulty in discounting
it, and, having disposed of it, he can of course employ
the proceeds in entering into fresh transactions.
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It must, however, be stated that the creditors signature

must ordinarily appear on a Bill of Exchange as well as

that of the debtor, although the latter is the person by
whom the money is expressed to be payable ; and, as a

consequence of this fact, if the creditor parts with a bill

accepted by his debtor, he is himself liable to pay the
amount of it to any third party holding it, if the debtor
fails to meet his obligation upon the presentation of the
bill at maturity. The double liability which attaches to

Bills of Exchange constitutes another cogent reason why
good trade bills are favoured by Bankers as temporary
investments.

When a debtor signs a Bill of Exchange in favour of

his creditor he is said to " accept " it, and the creditor is

said to " draw " upon him. As will be seen by a reference

to the illustration in Chap. XII, the actual form of a Bill

of Exchange is that of a letter addressed by the creditor

to his debtor requesting payment of a certain sum at a

fixed future date, to which request the debtor signifies his

assent by writing his name across the letter itself.

From the point of view of an "acceptor" outstanding
bill obligations are termed in book-keeping " Bills Pay-
able," from that of a "drawer" they are described as

"Bills Receivable." The deduction made by a banker
when buying a Bill of Exchange from any one possessed

of it is called " Discount," or "Banker's Discount," and its

measure is usually the interest on the face value of the
bill from the date of purchase to the date of maturity at

an agreed rate per cent, per annum. Bills of Exchange
are usually expressed as being payable at certain fixed

periods of time, e. g. 60 days, 90 days, etc., from the date

of their original date or date of acceptance, and this period

of time is termed the "Tenor" of any particular bill. A
custom of old standing permits the acceptor three ad-

ditional days in which to meet the bill, immediately
following the number of days actually mentioned in the

bill, and this custom of allowing three " Days of grace "

has been incorporated in English law, although it does

not prevail universally in foreign countries ; a bill there-

fore which is expressed as being payable "ninety days
after date" is consequently actually payable ninety-three

days after the date of its original execution. Where the

tenor of a bill is expressed in months, calendar months
are to be understood, and the three days of grace must
be added in order to obtain the actual date of maturity.
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EXERCISES.
Exercise 2a.

1. How does a trader keep his spare cash [a] in primitive countries,

[h] in countries where a banking system has been established ?

2. How does a trader make payments from the sums kept by
his Banker for him on Current Account ?

3. P]xplain the characteristics of, and the difference between, a
"Current Account" and a " Deposit Account" with a Bank.

4. What is the diti'erence between a sale of goods " for cash " and
" upon credit " ?

5. In the case of a sale of goods by a trader to another person
" on credit," explain what various methods of payment or discharge

of the debt are usually open to the debtor.

6. Distinguish between "Cash Discounts" and "Trade Dis-

counts." How are they treated iu practical book-keeping?

Exercise 2b.

1. Explain the terras "Returns Inwards" and "Returns Out-
wards."

2. What is the use of a Bill of Exchange ( 1 ) to the person who
receives it in discharge of a debt, (2) to the person who "accepts"
it to satisfy a debt ?

3. What is the basis upon which Bankers calculate the amount of

the " discount " when buying a Bill of Exchange ?

4. What is meant by the term "days of grace "

?

5. A trader wishes to raise a loan to employ in his business,

discuss the questions of security and rates of interest in connection
with such a loan from a general standpoint.

6. Where is it customary (I) to allow interest on Current Accounts
kept with a Bank, (2) not to make such allowance ? Explain the
working of a trader's Banking Account under each system.

Exercise 2c.

1. What is meant by the term "Bank Rate " ?

2. What is meant by the term " Banker's discount" ?

3. What is meant by the " tenor " of a given Bill of Exchange ?

4. Explain the terms "Bills Payable" and "Bills Receivable."
5. A Bill drawn on the 2nd of January, 1909, is expressed to be

payable " sixty days after date "
; at what date does it mature for

payment ?

6. State the reason why, under ordinary circumstances, a Trader
prefers to receive prompt payment of the debts due to him, even if

he is compelled to forego a small portion of his profit in order to
obtain it.

Exercise 2d.

1. Explain the liability of the " drawer " upon a Bill of Exchange
received by him and discounted with his Bankers.

2. Explain the following expressions, an "Endorsement," a sale
" for Cash " and a sale "upon Credit."

3. Explain briefly the nature and form of a Bill of Exchange.
4. How does a Bill of Exchange [a.) resemble and {b) differ from a

Bank-note ?

5. Are "days of grace" universally allowed in the case of Bills of

Exchange ?

6. W^hat are the characteristics of a "Deposit Account" with a
Banker ? Explain the advantages of such an account («) from the
depositor's and (6) from the Banker's point of view.



CHAPTER III

Practical Book-keeping

books of account, statistical books, the ledger

In Chapter I an endeavour was made to explain that, in

theory, the record of the transactions of a business could

be fully dealt with by means of Ledger entries. It will

probably, however, be obvious to the student that, in

actual practice, this method must be considerably modi-
fied in order that the same results may be attained with
far greater economy of time and trouble.

At this point it is advisable to request the student to

impress clearly upon his mind the fact that, in order that

the books of any commercial concern may approach as

nearly as possible to the maximum of usefulness and
economy, three essentials must be attained, viz. (1) The
utmost possible use of " original entries " {i. c. of entries

made at the time of the occurrence of each transaction),

(2) the prevention and localization of errors, (3) the

suitable division of the various books for the convenience
of the counting-house staff.

The books commonly employed by a trader in his

business may be grouped into two classes, (1) "Books of

Account " and (2) " Statistical " or " Memorandum Books."
The former class consists of those books which form

integral parts of the system of book-keeping employed,
and includes the Ledger, together with the books which
are subsidiary to it. The Ledger is always the principal

book in Double Entry book-keeping, and, as has been
explained above, could be designed so as to contain within

itself the whole permanent record of a trader's transac-

tions ; but, in view of the multiplicity of detail occurring

in any large business undertaking, and the excessive

amount of clerical labour which would be required to

deal with each transaction as a separate matter, various

labour-saving devices have of necessity been evolved by
successive generations of accountants, with the result

that, in modern practice, transactions are generally

28
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grouped together in totals for the purpose of being

recorded in their final resting-place on one side or,

the other of the Ledger.

By entering transactions in subsidiary books, or books

of original entry, a considerable amount of grouping in

totals, and the consequent avoidance of unnecessary detail

in the Ledger is rendered possible. This procedure is

the more desirable in large business undertakings, where,

as almost invariably occurs, book-keeping by Double
Entry is the only method permitted, inasmuch as the

entering of every transaction in duplicate would, if no

system of grouping were employed, involve an almost

prohibitive amount of clerical labour.

The books of original entry commonly employed in

practice necessarily differ in form to a great extent ac-

cording to the nature of the business in which they are

used, but such books usually group themselves into two
classes, viz. " Cash Books" and "Journals."

A Cash Book is nothing more nor less than the Cash
Account in the Ledger, removed from the latter for

purposes of convenience, and bound up separately.

A Journal is a book employed to classify or sort out

entries in a form convenient for their subsequent entry

in the Ledger. According to the particular department
of a business, or to the special type of transaction in

or for which any particular Journal is to be used, so the

name given to the book varies ; a Journal kept solely to

record sales is called the "Sales" Journal, or the Sales

Day Book ; a Journal for recording purchases is called a
" Purchase Book " or Journal, and so forth.

A Book of Account may be defined briefly as any
book which forms an integral part of the system of book-

keeping employed in any particular business, and con-

sequently includes both the Ledger and the books of

original entry. On the other hand, "Statistical'' or

"Memorandum" books are those which are used in a

business as accessories to the general system of book-
keeping, and which serve to explain or to elaborate the

necessarily limited amount of detailed information con-

tained in the " Books of Account."
The books employed in a warehouse, providing detailed

information as to the nature, qualities, quantities and values

of the various pieces of merchandise comprising a trader's

stock-in-trade are of a "statistical" nature, and serve to

explain or amplify the entries appearing in a trader's
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Sales and Purchase Accounts in his Ledger. Similarly,

factory books kept to record the successive processes to

which an article is subjected in the course of its manu-
facture, including records of the successive costs of these
processes, are " statistical."

Statistical books obviously vary greatly, both as re-

gards form and contents, according to the purpose for

which they are used ; and, being of an accessory nature,

any attempt to outline their nature must be postponed
until the student has thoroughly grasped the principles

underlying the main system of accounting as employed
in Double Entry book-keeping. Consequently, the re-

mainder of this chapter and the chapters immediately
following are devoted to an explanation of the Books of

Account commonly used in modern commercial book-
keeping, and to some description of their many uses.

The Ledger

The student has already been informed, in Chapter I,

that the whole of a trader's book-keeping could, in theory,

be contained within the limits of one book, viz. the Ledger,
and, in the same chapter, an endeavour was made to

illustrate this fact.

In a previous part of this present chapter the student
has again been told that, in practice, the Ledger is the
principal book in any system of Double Entry book-keep-
ing, but that, in order to save time and labour, certain

modifications and various subsidiary books are employed.
The author has found that many students experience con-

siderable difficulty owing to the fact that, at the outset,

they are taught that, in theory, a Ledger can be made the

sole repository of a trader's transactions, and then that,

subsequently, they are informed that in practice this

principle is not adhered to. In theoretical book-keeping
entry in the Ledger immediately follows upon the happen-
ing of each transaction, but in practical book-keeping
transactions are entered upon their occurrence, not
directly in the Ledger, but in one or more books "of
original entry," from whence their entry in the Ledger
is effected subsequently. Some students, it has been
found, are therefore apt to wonder why an explanation

of Double Entry book-keeping could not commence
with a description of the books of original entry, and
then proceed to a description of the Ledger, which is

the final destination of all transactions, and this per-

plexity on their part is not wholly unreasonable. The
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fact is, however, that whatever books of original entry-

may be employed, they are designed simply and solely

to facilitate the subsequent entering up of the Ledger
and to I'elieve the latter of unnecessary and cumbersome
detail. It is to the Ledger, and to the compilation of

an efficient trial balance from the Ledger, that all

subsidiary books gradually work up; and, although it

may seem to the student at first sight to be reversing the

chronological order of events in regard to a trader's

book-keeping entries, it is essential to explain the Ledger
(which epitomizes the general operation of the principles

of book-keeping) before explaining the peculiarities of the

various books of original entry, which are subsidiary to

the Ledger, and only contribute in a minor degree to the

efficient working of the general scheme of book-keeping.

The Ledger may be briefly defined as a book in which
a trader's transactions are " laid up " or recorded in a

form easily accessible for future reference.

In practical modern book-keeping it is commonly
taken for granted that the Ledger does not include the

Cash and Bank Accounts, which are usually bound up
separately in the form of one or more " Cash Books "

; it

must, however, be clearly understood that they are in

essence Ledger accounts, and require to be included in

a .Trial Balance (see Chapter IX) just as though they
were bound up in the Ledger itself.

Eegarding for a moment the Cash Book and the
Ledger as forming together one " Ledger," the cardinal

principle of Double Entry book-keeping, it will be remem-
bered, is that every transaction is capable of being recorded
in two accounts contained in the Ledger, on the Debit
(or left-hand) side in one account and on the Credit (or

right-hand) side in the other. The "Accounts" referred

to are, of course, the classified sections into which a
Ledger is divided.

The effect of this essential principle may be expressed
shortly as that " every debit requires its credit, and vice

versa."

A specimen form of a Ledger account is set out below

—

Dr. SPECIMEN LEDGER ACCOUNT Cr.
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Ledger accounts may be grouped in three classes,

viz.—

•

Personal Accounts, recording the trader's financial

transactions with his debtors and creditors, and furnish-

ing a record of the sales or loans to or purchases or

loans from these persons.

Real Accounts, recording the trader's dealings in

property (other than debts due to him), and material

objects such as Machinery and Plant, Buildings, Patents,

etc.

Nominal Accounts, recording the trader's losses, ex-

penses, profits and gains, or, in other words, his income
and expenditure, and his net worth or (in the case of a

business) the amount he has embarked in the business.

Sub-divisions of the Profit and Loss Account, such as

Discounts, Eent, Taxes, Salaries, Wages, Office Expenses,
etc., offer examples of Nominal Account items.

In the case of Personal Accounts all the individual

amounts or things yaid or sold to any person by the

trader are entered on the debit side of the Ledger account,

the person dealt with being regarded as a debtor to the

trader for each of these various sums, irrespective of the

pre-existing relations or dealings between them.
Conversely, all sums, properties, or values, received by

the trader from any person are entered on the credit

side of the account kept by the trader for the party from
whom they are received. The person transferring these

values or things to the trader is regarded as being the

trader's creditor for the value of each of them, again irre-

spective of the position, on striking a balance, between
them.

Students sometimes experience considerable difficulty

in appreciating the essential rule that each transaction

must be considered by itself, quite apart from any trans-

actions with any particular person which may have pre-

ceded it. For instance, J. Brown, a debtor to the trader

whose books are being written up, may discharge his

debt (say £100) by a payment in cash. To record the

entry of this cash payment the Cash Account must perforce

be debited, and J. Brown must be credited. In other

words, J. Brown is shown as a creditor for this £100 in

his Personal Account as kept by the trader, whereas the

student is sometimes at a loss to understand how this can
be, inasmuch as by the payment of this sum J. Brown,
on striking a balance, becomes neither a debtor nor a
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creditor of the trader, the debt between them being at

an end. The correct way to regard the matter is that

J. Brown, when buying goods from the trader, necessarily

became his debtor for, say, £100 ; that on paying the same
amount of money to the trader he becomes his creditor

for £100, and that these two separate relationships to the

trader cancel one another.

In the case of " Eeal " Accounts (sometimes called

"Property Accounts") all property acquired is entered

on the debit side of the Ledger account, the Property

Account being, so to speak, personified and regarded as

a debtor to the trader for the amount invested in that

direction. Conversely, when property is parted with the

Property Account is credited.

"Nominal" Accounts (sometimes called "Impersonal

Accounts" ), representing losses, are debited with all losses

incurred, and may, for purposes of illustration, be re-

garded as if they were Personal Accounts, all sums sunk

in the particular type of loss being regarded as amounts
paid to the imaginary person. In the case of Nominal
Accounts representing profits, the entries appear on the

credit side of the account, and may be likened to receipts

from imaginary persons. In point of fact, to be strictly

literal, the trader would head the account ''My Ofiice

Expenses Account," ''My Sales Account," etc.

The Capital Account, upon which appears the excess

of the trader's assets over his liabilities, may be regarded

as a species of Personal Account kept by the business for

the proprietor of it, and as showing at any time the

amount which the latter has invested in the concern. In

the case of limited companies this supposition becomes
an actual fact.

A trader's transactions are first entered, as and when
they occur, in the various books of " original entry." From
the books of original entry, the necessary records in the

Ledger are made, and this process is called " Posting the

Ledger."
Postings in the Ledger are made, (1) in the case of

" Gash Book " entries, on the opposite side to that upon
which they appear in the Cash Book ; and (2) in the case

of entries from " Journals," on the same side as that which
is indicated in the Journal. This difference of treatment

arises out of the fact that the Cash Book is really a

Ledger Account itself, and contains debit entries, which
must, to complete the "double entry," be posted to

D
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the credit of some other account or accounts in the

Ledger, and vice versa, while the Journals, as previously

explained, merely arrange the entries in a convenient
form for subsequent posting, both on the debit and credit

sides in the Ledger itself.

Eegarding the Cash Book as a Ledger Account which
has been bound up separately, it may be said that if the

balances of all the accounts in a Ledger are extracted and
classified under the respective sides (Dr. or Cr.) upon
which they appear in the Ledger, the total Debit balances

must agree with the total Credit balances. If this agree-

ment fails to ensue it follows either (1") that the extraction

of the balances has been done inaccurately, or (2) that the

posting of the Ledger is incorrect. For instance, if an
entry be posted in the Ledger twice on the credit side

instead of once to the debit and once to the credit, the

Trial Balance will disagree, and will show that such an
error exists, its location being then merely a matter of

search.

As has been already indicated, the Ledger is often

subdivided into several parts, bound up separately, for

the convenience of the counting-house work, or in order to

reduce the various sub-Ledgers to a convenient size. In an
undertaking of some importance, for example, the follow-

ing subdivisions might well be found :—(1) Sales Ledger,

for the record of all sales to customers
; (2) Bought Ledger,

for the record of all purchases from creditors
; (3) Im-

personal or Nominal Ledger, for the accommodation of the

various " Asset," " Eeserve," and other accounts of a like

nature
; (4) Private Ledger, for the record of the partners'

" Capital " and " Drawing " Accounts, and the Profit and
Loss Account. The "Sales" and "Bought" Ledgers,

again, if the accounts were very numerous, w^ould be

divided alphabetically, thus : A—K, L—Z. Or, if more
convenient, the subdivisions might be arranged upon geo-

graphical lines, thus : Town Sales Ledger, Counti-y Sales

Ledger, Foreign Sales Ledger, and so on.

EXERCISES.

3a.

1. What is a Ledger ? Briefly discuss its position (1) in tlieoretical

book-keeping, (2) in practical book-keeping.

2. What are [a) Personal Accounts, (6) Nominal Accounts, (f)

Real Accounts ?

3. W^hat is a Cash Book ?

4. What is the object of a Journal ?
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5. Why are "Books of Original Entry" employed in practical

book-keeping?
6. What is meant by '

' Posting the Ledger " ?

7. What is the ditference between a "Book of Account" and a
" Statistical Book " ?

8. What is the cardinal principle of Double Eatry book-keeping ?

3b.

1. What is a trader's " Capital Account," and what does its

balance represent ?

2. Classify the following Ledger accounts as among {a) Real,

{h) Personal, and (c) Nominal Accounts, viz. Capital Account,
Machinery Account, Telegrams and Postages Account, J. Wilson
& Co.'s Account, Discounts Received Account, Profit and Loss

Account, Wages Account, R. Brown (Loan) Account, Buildings

Account, Bad Debts Account, Office Expenses Account.

3. In which Ledger or other accounts, and upon which side of

such accounts, would you expect to find the following items ?—
(«) £1,000 paid for a plot of land.

[h) £50 received as commission for effecting a sale of another
person's property.

(e) £70 paid for wages.

{d) £100 paid to-day to R. Jones in full settlement of an
account for £10-1 12s. &d. due to him two months hence.

(e) £200 received from J. Brown in part repayment of money
lent to him.

4. What are the essentials to be attained in order that the books
of a commercial concern may approach as nearly as possible to the
maximum of usefulness and economy ?

5. Explain the term "Books of Original Entry" ; what are these

books ?

6. Give a specimen ruling of a Ledger account (Personal), and
enter therein three entries on the debit and three on the credit

side, and bring down the balance.

7. Open the necessary Ledger (or other) accounts from the
following items : On January 1, 1909, John Jones had cash at

the Bank, £150 ; freehold shop value, £1,000 ; a horse and cart value
£110; debts owing to him, £560—viz. , R. Brown, £400 ; J. Robinson,
£160 ; whilst he owed £670 (viz. J. Fitter, £420 ; R. Roberts, £250)

;

he also had stock of goods on hand valued at £312.

3c.

Menzies Bros, of London carry on a general agency and mei-cantile

business ; Brown, Knox & Co. of Gibraltar area firm doing business

with them. From the following particulars prepare the account of

Brown, Knox & Co., as it appears in Menzies Bros.' Ledger, bringing
down the balance at the 31st January.

McnzicH Bros.' trcmisadions

:

—
1909.

Jan. 1. Balance owing by Brown, Knox k Co., £462 5s. ^d.

,, 2. .Sold Brown, Knox & Co., goods on credit, £214 9s. 5c?.

,, 3. Paid R. Merton on behalf of Brown, Knox & Co., £40.

,, 4. Sold Brown, Knox &Co.
,
goods on credit, £212 10s. 2d.
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1909.

Jan. 4. Parcliased for cash on account of Brown, Knox & Co.,

3 sewing machines at £7 each, and shipped these to

Brown, Knox & Co. at Gibraltar, paying freight,

£4. Charge a special commission of 5s. on this

transaction.

,, 10. Received from Brown, Knox & Co. goods returned as

unsuitable, invoiced at £12 9s. Qd., allowed them
full invoice price therefor.

,, 11. Received from Brown, Knox & Co. cheque on the
Eastern Counties Bank, Ltd., £105 10s. Qd. for

credit of their account.

,, 13. Brown, Knox & Co. advise that they have remitted
through the Gibraltar otfice of the London and
Peninsular Bank, Ltd., £300 to be placed to the
credit of their account, and enclose a sight draft

for £500 drawn on Baring & Co. of London for

their credit. This draft was duly honoured on
presentation.

,, 14. Received from the London office of the London and
Peninsular Bank, Ltd., the £300 referred to in the
preceding paragraph.

,, 19. Sold Brown, Knox & Co. goods on credit, £39 2s. M.
,, 21. Brown, Knox & Co. forwarded a £200 Japanese

Government 4.T-per-cent. Bond for sale on their

account ; sold the same and received cheque from
the stockbrokers, £195 10s.

,, 23. Brown, Knox & Co. requested Menzies & Co. to

purchase on their account £200 London County
Consolidated Si-per-cent. Stock

;
purchased the

same at par and paid the stockbroker £200 therefor.

,, 25. Paid on behalf of Brown, Knox & Co. the following,

viz.

—

To Mrs. M. Jones, £250.
To Owen Jones, £125.
To Griffith Jones, £125.

Charge Brown, Knox & Co. a special commission of

10s. 6d. on the above payments to cover clerk's

travelling expenses and time occupied in making
inquiries as to the foregoing payments.

,, 29. Received from Albert Heatlier £15 in cash, to be
placed to the credit of Brown, Knox & Co.

3d.

Open Ledger accounts with tlie following balances under date
January 1st, 1909. Stock of Timber, £500 ; Cash at Bank, £600 ;

Bill Receivable in hand, 0. Child, due January 3rd, £100 ; Debtor,
B. Nugent, £32 10s. R. Jones' Capital Account, £1,232 10s. Post
l>y double entrj' the following transactions and prepare a Trial

Balance upon their completion.

1909.

Jan. 1. Bought a cargo of timlier from V. Oscarsson, gross,

£385, less 10 per cent, trade discount. Paid V.
Oscarsson by cheque £340 in settlement of account.
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1909.

Jan. 2. Sold to Smith Bi'os. , on credit, timber, £262 15s.

Drew on Smith Bros, at 3 months for £200 on
account of the above sale.

,, 3. Discounted Smith Bros.' draft with the Bank, being
charged Bankers' discount, £2.

3. Sold timber for cash, £200, paid the same to the Bank.
3. 0. Child's bill, £100, due to-day, paid through the

Bank.
4. Paid by cheque for office furniture purchased, £25.
4. Drew from Bank £4 10s. in cash, and employed the

same in paying wages for the week.
5. Bought for cash a cargo of timber ex. s.s. Lionic for

£325 net.

5. Paid b}' cheque electric light bill, £4 6s.

6. Beceived from B. Nugent cheque for £32 and banked
same ; allowed him discount, 10s.

Answers.—3b (7). Capital, £1,462.
3c. Debit Balance of Account, Jan. 31st, £565 13s.

3d. Trial Balance Totals, £1,238 10s.



CHAPTEE IV

THE CASH BOOK

When the principles of Double Entry book-keeping
were first applied to the methods employed in recording
commercial transactions, a Ledger account was kept for

the purpose of recording all receipts and payments of

Cash in just the same manner as separate Ledger accounts
were maintained for all other types of commercial property:

in these early days no other record of Cash was made.
It soon became apparent that the Cash Account greatly

exceeded in bulk every other Ledger account, and, of

necessity, the custom consequently arose of binding
the account up as a separate book. The Cash Book
having thus come into existence as a separate book, was
henceforth used as the sole book in which the original

entries of all cash receipts and payments were recorded.

Its nature, however, as an integral part of the Ledger
remained unchanged, and the items appearing in it con-

tinued to form the separate halves of twofold entries, the

remaining halves of the " double entries " being posted in

the relative Ledger accounts upon their respective opposite

sides ; in other words, every entry appearing on the

Debit side of the Cash Book had its corresponding Credit

entry in some appropriate Ledger account, and vice versa.

In modern practice cash entries are first made in the

Cash Book from the memoranda or counterfoils in the

trader's possession, upon the debit or credit side accord-

ing to their nature (receipts or payments), and the corre-

sponding entries (to credit or debit) in the necessary

Ledger accounts are made as soon thereafter as is con-

veniently possible.

The balance of the Cash Book, at any date, shows
the amount of money which should be in the trader's

possession.

A specimen ruling of an elementary Cash Book, in its

simplest form, is appended. It will be noticed that the

form employed is merely that of an ordinary Ledger
account

—

38
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THE CASH BOOK
CASH BOOK (Simple Form)

39

Cr.

Particulars.

& s. d.

Date. Particulars.

& s. d.

The above form is designed to contain the record of

receipts and payments in money, i.e. actual coin ; but if,

as is now usual, and as has been indicated in Chapter II,

the trader keeps none of his money in his own possession,

but pays all his receipts into his Bank and effects all his

payments by means of cheques, the form of Cash Book
given above will serve equally well to record the trader's

Banking transactions. All sums paid to the Bank in such

a case are entered on the debit side, and all cheques drawn
appear on the credit side ; the balance of the Cash Book
will show, at any date, the amount held by the Banker
on behalf of the trader, i.e. his " Bank Balance."

A specimen form of Cash Book, utilized to record the
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trader's Bank transactions, is set out above. The typical

transactions entered in the form will explain themselves.
The particulars contained in the columns of this Cash

Book are those which will ultimately appear in the
trader's Bank Pass Book, and it will be obvious to the
student that there will therefore be no need to keep a

Bank Account in the Ledger.
In practical experience, certain businesses will not

infrequently be met with in which the owner of the

undertaking keeps the greater part of his money with his

Banker, but is nevertheless obliged to retain some ready
cash in hand at his office ; for instance, in undertakings
where the receipts from debtors are partly in the form
of cheques and partly in coin, and in leases where
occasional payments in cash are required.

To meet the needs of such businesses a composite form
of Cash Book is necessarily employed, containing two
money columns on each side, designed to record receipts

and payments both in cash and through the Banker.
Apart from the necessary difference in form there is no
change whatever in the principle, or the uses, of this style

of Cash Book as compared with the elementary form
given above.

In this kind of Cash Book all receipts in coin or notes

are entered on the debit side in the ordinary way, the

amount being placed in the " Cash " money column.
All payments made in cash are placed on the credit side

in the " Cash " column, with their appropriate details,

and payments made by cheque appear similarly in the
" Bank " credit money column. Cheques received by the

trader, and immediately banked by him, are entered in

the Cash Book in the debit " Bank " column.
Where the trader himself pays into his Bank any sum

from his office cash-box (it frequently occurs that his

receipts in coin are in excess of his immediate cash
requirements for payments), the amount so taken from
otlice cash is treated as a payment made from "Cash"
on the one hand and as a receipt by the " Bank " on the

other hand ; the sum consequently appears as a credit

entry in the " Cash " column and as a debit entry, for

the same amount, in the " Bank " column.

Conversely, when the trader draws cash from his Bank
for the pm'poses of replenishing his Office Cash Balance,

the matter is recorded under the guise of a payment made
out of the Bank Balance and as a receipt by " Office
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Cash." The necessary entry is, consequently, a credit in

the " Bank " cohimn and a receipt in the office " Cash "

cohimn.
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1908.

Oct. 1. Balance of Office Cash in hand, £60; Bank
Balance, £120.

,, 2. Eeceived in cash from J. Jones, £20, and from
W. Brown £10 5s.

Eeceived cheque from Smith & Co., £60, and
banked the same.

,, 3. Paid for wages from Office Cash, £48.
Paid from Office Cash to Bank, £35.

Drew cheque in favour of Wilson Bros, for

£94 15s.

,, 4. Drew from Bank for Office Cash, £10.

The Cash Book is balanced off as on October 4, and the

balances are then cai'ried down.
In many businesses it is customary for the trader both

to allow and receive small " Discounts" (known as " Cash
Discounts"), when his debtors discharge their obligations

to him or he himself pays his own creditors. It is fre-

quently found in practice that, in many businesses, almost
every such receipt or payment of money is accompanied
by a " Discount " allowance, and, in order to avoid the

posting of an unnecessary number of separate discount

entries, an economical practice of passing these discount

entries into the Ledger simultaneously with the cash

entries out of which they arise has become general. If

John Jones pays the trader £49 in full settlement of a debt

of £50 due by him, it is obvious that the cash payment
(£49) and the discount (£1) must in one way or another

be placed to the credit of John Jones in the trader's

Ledger. If the £49 only were to be posted to the credit of

John Jones from the Cash Book, a separate double entry,

debiting " Discount" and crediting John Jones, would be
necessary, and similar entries would be needed for every

one of the many corresponding discount allowances.

The custom has consequently arisen of noting in the

Cash Book all such discounts allowed or received, and of

posting to the appropriate Personal Account in the

Ledger both the cash passing and the discount allowed

in one sum. Under this method the discount is entei'ed

in the Personal Account in the Ledger in company with

the cash payment, and the relation between the two
items is readily seen. At the end of any particular

period the total discounts so allowed and received are

added up in the Cash Book and posted in one total
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to the debit or credit of the "Discount Account" in

the Ledger, thus completing the double entry. The
economy of time and labour thus effected will be obvious

to the student.

An example may serve to make the principle thus

described more readily understood. Taking again the

transaction with J. Jones given above, the entries which,

under the system of noting discounts in the Cash Book,
take place would be as follows

—

1. The receipt of £^9 is debited in the Cash Book.
2. A note is made in the Cash Book (in the column

provided for that purpose) that £1 discount has
been allowed to J. Jones.

3. £50 (" Cash and Discount ') is credited to J.

Jones's Personal Account in the Ledger.

4. At a subsequent date all the discounts allowed,

including the £1 on this transaction, are debited

to the " Discount Account " in the Ledger.

In this way £50 is, under one guise or another,

posted on each side of the Ledger (remembering, of

course, that the Cash Book is a Ledger account), and the

double entry is thus complete.

A similar method is adopted in dealing with the dis-

count received by the trader on the cash payments made
by him. In this instance the total debit to the trader's

creditor both for cash paid to him and discount allowed

by him on the payment appears in the creditor's per-

sonal Ledger account ; the credit entry in the Cash
Book for the cash paid, plus the ultimate credit entry in

the Discount Account for the total discounts received,

completes the necessary double entry.

A specimen form of Cash Book, including a memorandum
column for noting discounts on each side, is appended.
The "memorandum" nature of the discount columns must
be clearly borne in mind ; the debit column represents

discounts allotved, and its total is destined to be posted

ultimately to the debit of the " Discount x\ccount "
; and,

in the case of discounts received, the total appearing in

the credit discount column is to be posted to the credit of

the " Discount Account." If the discount columns were
to form part of the Cash Book in the same manner that

the "Cash" and "Bank" columns form part of it, one
would naturally expect to find the contra entries for

their totals appearing on the opposite sides of the Ledger,
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but inasmuch as they are merely " memorandum

"

columns, the general rule of posting from the debit side

of the Cash Book to the credit side of the Ledger does

not apply to these totals. The individual items appearing
in the discount columns are posted to the appropriate

Personal Accounts in the Ledger (in company with the

cash passing) upon the opposite sides to those upon
which they appear in the Cash Book, and at the end
of a given period the total of these allowances is posted
in the Ledger in the Discount Account upon the same
side as that upon which they appear in the Cash Book.
The following transactions are entered, by way of

illustration, in the appended specimen three-column Cash
Book—

1908.

Oct. 1. Cash Balance, £60 ; Bank Balance, £105.

,, 2. Eeceived from J. Jones £10 in cash and allowed
him discount, <£2.

,, 3. Paid £70 to the Bank from Office Cash.

,, 4. Drew a cheque in favour of W. Brown for £62
;

discount received, £3.

,, 5. Eeceived a cheque from J. Jones, £30 ; allowed

him discount, £3, and banked the cheque.

The Cash Book is balanced as on October 5, when
the balances are brought down ; at this date the £5 and
£3, rej)resenting the debit and credit totals of the
" Discount " columns, are then posted respectively to

the debit and credit of the " Discount Account " in the

Ledger. Occasionally, in practice, the Balance only of

the discount columns {i. e. the difference between their

totals) is posted, but it will, in most cases, be found pre-

ferable to post the totals of each column in the Discount
Account.

Other specimen forms of Cash Books will be given in

due course to illustrate the vai'ious uses to which extra

columns in the Cash Book can be put. In common with
all the other books employed in modern commercial
undertakings, one of the salient points of a good Cash
Book is to facilitate the balancing of the books and to

economise labour.

The employee to whom, in a mercantile office, the work
of keeping the Cash Book, and of supervising the cash

transactions is entrusted is generally styled the " Cashier."

His duties comprise the receipt of all sums of money
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coming into the office and the subsequent payment into

the Bank Account of such of them as are not to be

retained in the office cash-box, together with the custody
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daily. It will usually be advantageous also to keep a

small memorandum book showing the details composing
the daily balancing of cash for future reference in case

of need. It is also the cashier's duty to obtain from the

Bankers the Bank Pass Book at regular intervals, and to

prepare statements showing that the balance shown by
the Pass Book tallies with the balance as shown by the
" Bank " columns of the Cash Book kept by him. It is

always desirable that the Cashier, who handles the cash
received from customers and others, should have no part

in the writing up of the Ledgers wherein the customers'

accounts are recorded, and that, as far as he is con-

cerned, the Ledgers and the posting of them should be

a matter in which he has neither part nor control.

The Cashier is also responsible for the correctness of

all the discounts allowed to customers upon payment of

their accounts, and he is also charged wath seeing that

his employers themselves obtain the full benefit of

all the customary discount allowances obtainable from
creditors when the amounts owing to the latter are

discharged.

As indicated above one of the duties of the cashier

consists in the periodical " reconciliation " of the Cash
Book with the Bank Pass Book. The amount shown by
the Cash Book as remaining in the hands of the Bank
at any particular time rarely tallies exactly with the

balance shown by the Banker's Pass Book at the same
date. This apparent discrepancy arises from the fact

that {a) short periods of time must necessarily elapse

between the drawing of a cheque by a firm and its

subsequent payment by the Banker upon whom it is

drawn, and (h) on the other hand from the similar lapse

of time which must perforce take place between the

drawing and dispatch of a cheque by a customer to the

firm and the date upon which such cheque is eventually

credited by the Banker to whom it is entrusted for

collection. In order to explain this divergence it is

necessary to construct a statement, known as a " Recon-

ciliation Statement," wherein the two differing balances

and the outstanding items which cause them to disagree

are clearly set forth. A specimen example is appended
showing how this " reconciliation " is arrived at

—

Ej:aiiiph.—On December 31, 1908, the Cash Book of Messrs.

Brown, Jones & Co. showed that £1,152 IG.s. iid. should be in the

hands of their Bankers ; the latter 's Pass Book, however, showed a
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balance of only £624 12a'. M., the difference being clue to the

following items

—

1. A cheque drawn by Brown, Jones & Co. on December 29,

1908, for £7 6s. 5d. had not yet been presented to the

Bankers for payment (although it had of course been

entered, when drawn, upon the credit side of the firm's

Cash Book).

2. A cheque received by Brown, Jones & Co. on December 29,

1908, for £535 10s. 2d., drawn upon Aberdeen, had not yet

been " collected " by the Bankers, and consequently had
not yet been placed by the latter to the credit of their

customers' account with them.

These diflferences are expressed in the following statement

—

Bank Reconciliation Statement, December 31, 1908.

Balance as per Bank Pass Book .... £624 12 8

Deduct cheque di'awn, but not yet presented to

Bankers for payment . . . . . 7 6 5

617 6 3

Add cheque on Aberdeen paid to Bankers on
December 29, 1908, but not yet collected by
them 535 10 2

Balance as per Office Cash Book . . . . £1,152 16 5

When balancing his Cash Book (weekly or monthly as

the case may be) it is usual for the Cashier to write up,

in red ink, in the Cash Book itself, for future reference,

the Eeconciliation Statement prepared by him when
agreeing the Bank columns in his Cash Book with the

Bank Pass Book.

Petty Cash Book

Even in businesses where all the cash receipts are

paid immediately into the Bank and, where possible,

all payments are made by cheque, it is usually found
necessary to keep small sums of ready money in the

office for the purpose of meeting those small disburse-

ments which are practically inseparable from every
business, e. g. postages, telegrams and office sundries.

The sum so kept in hand is usually termed the Petty
Cash, and, in practice, it may be found entrusted either

to the Cashier or to a separate Petty Cashier, according
to the amount of the work involved, to the size of the
undertaking, or to the organization of the clerical staff.

The book in which the various sums drawn from the
Bank and handed over to the Petty Cashier are recorded,

and in which also appears the detailed record of his

disbursements, is termed the Petty Cash Book. This
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book should be specially ruled so as to show clearly the

total expenditure to date upon any particular class of

business expense, in order that extravagance in any
direction may be readily revealed, and it must, of course,

be designed so as to shov^ the balance which, at any
particular date, should exist in coin or notes in the hands
of the Petty Cashier.

The expenditure made by a Petty Cashier is usually

comprised almost entirely of payments for small expenses,

but cases arise occasionally when small sums are ex-

pended by him, either for assets purchased or for the debit

of Personal Accounts in the Ledger. The payments
made by a Petty Cashier, being numerous and of a con-

stantly recurring nature, are more convenient to deal

with when collected into periodical totals, for subsequent
posting to the debit of the Expense Accounts in the

Ledger, by means of analysis columns provided in the

Petty Cash Book ; while the occasional payments for the

debit of Personal or Eeal Ledger Accounts must usually

be posted direct to the Ledger separately and in detail.

Upon the principles thus enumerated the subjoined

form of the Petty Cash Book is based.

This Petty Cash Book, as far as the debit and credit

total columns are concerned (Columns Tl and T2), forms
an integral part of the system of accounts just in the

same way that an ordinary Cash Book does. It ranks,

therefore, of course, as a book of original entry, and
the balance of Petty Cash on hand at any time

requires inclusion in the Trial Balance in order that the

latter may " agree," just as was described to be the case
' in reference to the balance of the Cash Book (p. 31). All

the sums received by the Petty Cashier from the Chief

Cashier are entered directly in Column Tl (Debit Column),
while all payments made by him are recorded in Column
T2 (Total Credit Column) ; the difference between these

two columns at any time, therefore, represents the balance

of Petty Cash in hand, and this figure should, of course,

tally with the Petty Cashier's actual holding of notes and
coin.

The Analysis Columns A to H are designed for the

repetition, and analysis, of the expenditure falling under the

various headings as set out at the head of these columns.

The posting to the Impersonal (Expenses) Ledger Account
of all I3etty cash expenditure made is effected by posting

the totals shown at the foot of these various columns at
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the end of any given period (usually monthly) ; by thus
effecting a classification of expenditure simultaneously
with the actual disbursement of the money, and by
posting the totals only of the various classes of expendi-

ture, the credits (for expenses paid) in the Petty Cash
Book are offset by a moderate number of " total " debits

subsequently made in the Ledger, and thus the necessary
double entry is effected with the minimum expenditure of

labour. This principle of summarizing transactions in

order to post them to the Ledger, either in one total or in

as few totals as possible, is not a new one to the student

;

it will be remembered that similar procedure is made use
of in the case of the " discount " columns of the Cash
Book : it is also used in the case of " Analyzed " Purchases
Books (see Chapter V) and in other places, although the

exact form under which the principle appears must
necessarily differ, according to the needs of the varying
books in which it is adopted.

There remains still to be explained the use of the
" Ledger" columns on the extreme right-hand side of the

Petty Cash Book as given above.

These columns are designed for the accommodation of

any amounts paid away out of Petty Cash for the ultimate

debit either of " Personal " or " Eeal " accounts in the

trader's Ledger, i.e. for payments which cannot be allo-

cated to any " expenses account," or collocated as coming
under any of the classes set out in columns A to H ; items

of this nature consequently require posting individually to

some special " Asset " or other account in the trader's

Ledger. A not infrequent example of a payment of this

type would be the purchase, out of Petty Cash, of such
small tools or parts of machinery as might be immediately
required in the workshop—sums expended in this manner
would be inserted, not in any of the " Expenses " columns,
but in the " Ledger " column, with the designation " Tools

Account " or " Machinery Account," as the case might be,

and the subsequent posting would be effected direct from
the " Ledger " column in the Petty Cash Book to the debit

of the " Tools " or " IMachinery " Account in the Ledger.

The plan of having a "Ledger" column in the Petty

Cash Book for the repetition of those items which need
to be posted individually direct to the Ledger, is of con-

siderable assistance to the Petty Cashier, although at first

he may bo inclined to regard the unavoidable repetition,

before posting, as savouring of extra and unnecessary
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labour; the duplication, however, on the credit side of the

book in one colunan or another of evcrij payment made
enables a useful check to be effected as to the correctness

of the additions of Columns A to H. Since the record of

every payment as and v^hen made is repeated in the

analysis columns, the latter, if added across, should, of

course, equal the total of the payments appearing in the

Credit Total Column (T2). It will be obvious that it is

essential that the additions of the expenses columns A
to H should be correctly made, as otherwise the Trial

Balance would be rendered incapable of agreement.
The best method of conducting and safeguarding the

keeping of the Petty Cash is that known as the " Imprest "

System. Under this system a round sum, estimated to be
sufficient to provide for all petty expenditure for a given

period {e.g. a month) is placed in the Petty Cashier's

hands at the outset, and, at the end of the specified

period, the exact sum he has spent during that period is

repaid to him, i.e. the sum necessary to restore the balance
he has remaining in hand to its original round sum.
For example, if a £50 balance were agreed upon as

sufficient to cover the anticipated expenditure for a month,
this sum would be drawn from the Bank upon the in-

ception of the scheme and placed in the Petty Cashier's

hands, the necessary recording entries being passed
through the General Cash Book (on the credit side)

and the Petty Cash Book (on the debit side). If at the

end of the first month the Petty Cashier had spent
£34 5s. GfZ., as set forth in detail in the " analysis " or
" expense " columns of his Petty Cash Book, a cheque for

this sum, drawn on the trader's banking account, would be
handed to him. At the same time the totals of the analysis

columns would be ruled off and posted to the debit of

their respective Impersonal Accounts in the Trader's
Ledger, and, with the bringing down of a balance of £50
at the commencement of the ensuing month, a fresh start

in all respects would be made. The same process would
be repeated at the close of each month. If the original

estimate of £50 subsequently proved to be too low, or
too high, for the requirements of the business, the limit

would, of course, be raised or reduced as was deemed
expedient at any time, further round sums being con-
tributed to Petty Cash from the Bank account, or
payments being made from the former to the latter to

meet the needs of the case.

E 2
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4c.

Rule a form of Petty Cash Book containing analysis columns for

the following kinds of Petty Cash Expenditure, viz. Stationery,

Postages, Telegrams, Carriage, Travelling Expenses, Cleaning,

Lighting, Firing, together with a column for such payments as may
require to be posted direct to the Ledger, and enter therein the

following transactions, bringing down the balance on hand at the

conclusion and showing how the necessary double entry is effected

throughout.

1909.

March 1.

9.

10.

10.

11.

12.

12.

£ s. d.

Received cheque from the chief

cashier for starting balance, and
cashed same....

Paid for Postages .

Telegram to Liverpool .

Electric Light Bill to Decem
ber 31 last .

Housekeeper's Book for Clean
ing . . . .

Housekeeper's Book for Fires

Fares to Euston
Carriage of samples sent to

Brown & Co.

Postages for March 2, 3, and 4
Telegram to Paris .

New Copying Press (Debit

Office Furniture Account)

Bus Fares to Charing Cross
Postages, 6th and 8th .

Telegram to Aberdeen .

Housekeeper's Book for Clean
ing ... .

Housekeeper's Book for Fires

New Typewriter (Debit Office

Furniture Account)
Typewriting Paper
Postages, 9th and 10th .

nth and 12th

Fares to High Barnet

50

2 6 9

13

10

8

12 10
8 10
4 6

3 5

4 3

4d.

1

.

What is a Cash Book 1 Compare its characteristics with those

of a Ledger account.

2. Explain (a) the form and (&) the special utilities of each of the

following forms of Cash Book

—

(1) The Single Column Cash Book.

(2) The Double Column Cash Book.

(3) The Three Column Cash Book.

3. Explain the practical working of a Cash Book from the stand-

point of the employee to whom, in a mercantile office, it is entrusted.

Discuss the employee's duties and responsibilities.

4. From the following particulars compile a Statement showing
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how the difference between the Cash Book balance and the balance

shown in the Bank Pass Book is reconciled

—

Pass Book balance, December 31, 1909
Cheques drawn prior to December 31, 1909

but not presented until after that date

—

A. B
CD
E. F

Country cheques paid into the Bank on Decem
ber 29, 1909, not collected until January 1

1910
Cash Book balance, December 31, 1909 .

1,104



CHAPTEE V

the purchases book

(invoice book or bought book)

The purchases of goods made by a trader arc usually

found to constitute a considerable part of his everyday
transactions, and, in view of the fact that, in the majority

of businesses, successive purchases of goods resemble

each other in almost every respect, special methods of

recording them concisely and economically have become
general.

By employing a system of grouping purchases of a like

nature, as far as is possible, the trader is usually able

to diminish the labour involved in their record in his

books.

The entry necessary to be made in order to record a

purchase of goods by the trader consists of a debit to

the " Purchases " Account in the Ledger, coupled with a

credit to the Personal Account of the seller, or a credit

in the Cash Account, dependent upon whether the trans-

action took place " on credit" or "for cash." If every
such purchase were to be made the subject of a separate

double entry, the debits to the "Purchases Account"
would necessarily be as numerous as the transactions,

and any method by which the labour involved in their

record can be reduced is, therefore, obviously to be
approved.

In an ordinary business it is the purchases " on credit
"

which are by far the most numerous, and these transac-

tions involve debit entries in the " Purchases Account

"

and credit entries in the several Personal Accounts of the

various persons from whom the goods have been bought.

In order to avoid the tedious repetition of every such
credit purchase in detail in the Purchases Account, a
" Purchases Book " or " Purchases Journal " is employed;
in this book all the purchases on credit are recorded upon
their occurrence, and from it the necessary entries are

55
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made in the Ledger upon the credit side of the Personal
Accounts kept by the trader to record his transactions

with the parties by whom the goods were supplied. At
the end of any given period (usually monthly) this book
is added up and the total of the purchases for the period

is posted to the debit of the "Purchases" Account in the

Ledger, and thus the necessary double entry is com-
pleted.

The effect of this procedure is that numerous succes-

sive credit entries (in the Personal Accounts) are com-
pensated for, or completed by, one debit entry for their

total (in the " Purchases " Account). This principle, of

offsetting numerous entries upon one side of the Ledger
by one total entry upon the other side, will be found to

be extensively employed in modern book-keeping, and
obviously saves much tedious and unnecessary labour.

A specimen of a "Purchases Book," in its simplest

form, is appended, the transactions in which will be
self-explanatory.

PURCHASES BOOK (Simple Form)
Column
A

Column
B

Column Column
C D

Column
E

Date.

1908.

Dec. 1

Details.

Brown & Co.—
Suite (Modern Sheraton).

,

Chairs, 4 at £1 Ws

Less 5 per cent. Trade Discount

Eiiston ManufactuHng Company—
MahogaTiy sideboard (Type 86,

Quality B)
Less 10 per cent. Trade Discount

Wilson Bros.—
Mirror, 346XT

Carried forward to next page *

11

£159
1 19

* At a later date the total purchases for the period are posted to the
debit of the "Purchases Account" in the Ledger.

Column A of the above form is designed to contain the

date upon which a purchase takes place, while Column B
contains the particulars of the goods acquired and the
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name of the seller, the different parcels acquired at the

same time from the same person being ranged immediately

underneath one another ; the cost of each parcel is entered

in Column D, and the total cost of the complete purchase

made from the seller is extended in Column E. The total

purchases are added up in the Purchases Book and carried

forward from page to page until, at any desired point of

time (usually each month), the total to that date is

entered in the " Purchases Account " in the Ledger

;

thereupon a fresh start is made as regards the addition

of the Purchases Book, and another total commences to

be built up for entry in the Purchases Account in its turn.

The student will already have noted that the account to

which the Purchases are debited is, as explained above,

the Ledger account denominated " Purchases," and that

the debit entry is not made immediately or directly in a

Ledger account headed with the word " Goods."
Judging by the work sent in at Book-keeping Examina-

tions, it would appear that the student is very generally

taught to open a " Goods Account" immediately he com-
mences to record a set of transactions in the Ledger

;

under this method, the Goods Account is debited with the

amount of stock on hand at the commencement of trading,

and the monthly (or other periodical) totals, as built up in

the Purchases Book and Sales Book (including both Sales

and Purchases returns), are also posted to the credit or

debit of this account successively as they are compiled
;

this procedure, of course, satisfies the strict requirements
of the theory of Double Entry book-keeping, but an account
compiled upon these lines tends to become obscure in its

reading, owing to the multiplicity of entries and reversing

entries which appear on either side. The author has
never seen an Account of this nature in actual practice.

It is preferable, in every way, to open separate Ledger
accounts for " Purchases " and " Sales," for goods returned
after purchase or sale by the trader, and for the initial

stock of goods on hand, and, when these accounts have
been completed, to build up a separate account, called a

"Trading Account," by transferring to it the totals of

these various "purchases," "sales," and other accounts
which have been confined to record items of one special

description. In this manner the Trading Account prac-
tically becomes a " Goods " Account in summarized form,
and the totals of stock, purchases (for the period), sales

(for the period), returns (for the period), closing stock,
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and gross profit, stand out complete in themselves, and
without losing their identity by being obscured in a

multiplicity of detailed entries. Further information as

to the nature and effect of a Trading Account, and as to

the manner of its compilation, should be sought under
the appropriate heading in Chapter IX. At this stage

of the subject it will suffice to say that, in actual practice,

the totals of the Purchases Book, and indeed those also

of all the other books of original entry, analogous in

their uses and method to the Purchases Book, are posted

to separate and distinct Ledger accounts under their

respective appropriate denominations, and that they are

not posted to a " Goods " Account immediately they have
been compiled. By means of transferring the totals of

these " side " accounts into a combined Trading Account,

the same effect (generally speaking) is produced as

though a " Goods Account " had been kept open through-

out the trading period, but the stating of the Account
is more workmanlike and infinitely preferable.

It frequently occurs that a trader's business consists of

two or more distinct departments, or that his purchases

of goods group themselves naturally into two or more
w^ell-defined classes. In such cases the trader usually

desires to be able to ascertain at any time the amounts
of his purchases to date, classified under the departments
to which they relate, or according to their nature, e. g. a

trader whose operations take place in furs, woollen, and
cotton goods will naturally desire to have his purchases

of furs kept separate from his purchases of woollen

goods, and the latter again kept distinct from his pur-

chases of cotton goods ; this division, too, is absolutely

necessary if the trader wishes to ascertain what profit

he is making in each department, or upon each kind of

merchandise in which he deals.

To meet these requirements a more elaborate form of

Purchases Book is employed, in which, besides the

columns included in the example given above, additional
" analysis " columns are appended. These analyses

columns are in each case designed to contain the pur-

chases made for any one department, or of any one
kind of goods, and the name of the particular depart-

ment or sort of goods appears at the head of its respective

analysis column. The analyses columns are added up
and carried forward from page to page in the same manner
in which the accompanying " total " column is dealt with.
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At the end of any given period of time the trader will

post the total purchases to date to the debit of the Pur-

chases Account in the Ledger, which, in its turn, will be
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be explained more fully later on in this treatise, the grand
total of the entries appearing in the Purchase Account is

subsequently transferred, at the close of any given period,

to the debit of the " Trading Account." The Purchases
Account in the Ledger can therefore be described as a

temporary resting-place only, for the purposes pf record
and analysis, of the items appearing in it.

There is, of course, practically no limit to the extent

to which analysis can be carried out by means of a
Columnar Purchases Book, and in some modern businesses

it is not uncommon to employ twenty or more analysis

columns. Again, where the volume of business is such
as to necessitate the subdivision of the books in order to

facilitate their expeditious posting, the Purchases and
Sales Books are often multiplied in number, and divided

alphabetically or geographically into sections, to meet the

needs of the business and the staff. "Where more than
one Purchases Book is employed there may be either one
Purchases Account in the Ledger to which the totals of

these books are all posted, or, in an extreme case, more
than one Purchases Account may be kept.

Specimen forms of a Columnar Purchases Book and the

analyzed account kept in the Ledger under the title of the
" Purchases " Account are given on the previous page.

The entries appearing in the Columnar Purchases Book are

posted in the Columnar Purchases Account in the Ledger
upon the assumption that no further transactions took

place during the month of December.

EXERCISES.
5a.

Write up the following transactions in King & Co.'s Purchases
Book, ruling the necessary form, and indicate what should be done
as regards the posting of the various items and of the total in the
Ledger.

Note.—All jmrchases stated beloiv arc " on credit."

1909.

April 1. Bought from the Western Distributing Company 1,000
tons large steam coal at 17s. Qd. per ton.

,, 13. Bought from Harris Bros. 2,000 tons large steam coal

at 17s. 9d. per ton, less 5 per cent, trade discount.

,, 14. Bought from the Brown Colliery Companj^ 850 tons

large coal at 17s. per ton, less 5 per cent, trade
discount, and 350 tons small coal at 9s. 3d. per
ton, less 74 per cent, trade discount.

,, 26. Bought from the Aberwryn Deeps Coal Syndicate 2,000

tons large coal at 18s. per ton, less 2^ per cent.

trade discount, and 1,000 tons small coal at 7s. lOrf.

per ton.
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OB.

Rule a form of Purchases Book containing Analysis Columns for

Clocks, Watches, and Jewellery departments, and enter therein the
following transactions

—

19U9.

May 2. Purchased from Verner & Cie.

—

3 clocks, nos. A621-623, at £4 I6s. "j , m
each. I

Less 10 per

10 watches, nos. B32416-25, at | "".^J^^' V
£3 15s. each. J

discount.

,, 13. Purchased from Harris & Co.—
25 pendants, assorted types, nos. C1840-64, at a

price of £38 4s. Qd. for the lot, less 2h per cent,

trade discount.

,, 18. Bought from Breguet Freres

—

12 watches, nos. B32426-37, at £8 4s. M. each net.

4 clocks, nos. A624-7, at £16 each, less 5 per cent,

trade discount.

,
, 26. Bought from the New York Clock Company

—

50 alarm clocks, nos. D14167-216, at 3s. 6d. each,

less 15 per cent, trade discount.

25 clocks, nos. V324-48, at 12s. Qd. each, net.

5c.

Rule an Analysis Purchases Book containing Analysis Columns for

the following departments, viz. (1) Furniture, (2) Carpets, (3)

Cutlery, (4) China and Glass, (5) Jewellery, and enter therein the
following transactions

—

1909.

April 1. Bought from Welton & Co., subject to trade
discount of 10 per cent.

—

20 doz. table-knives, Jl, at 25s. 6(/. per dozen.

30 doz. dessert-knives, J34, at 59s. per dozen.
15 gold bracelets, J716, at 26s. M. each.

,, 1. Bought from the Household Furniture Manufacturing
Company, subject to trade discount of 2J per
cent.

—

3 writing tables, W929 (4 ft.), at £3 Os. M. each.

3 fumed oak bookcases, W1042 (3 ft. 6 in. ), at

£4 18s. M. each.

Walnut dining-room suite, X1092 (tapestry), at

£9 15s. Qd.

,, 2. Bought from the Midland China Corporation, Ltd.,
30 toilet services, G1342/3, at £1 5s. M. each.

,, 2. Bought from Hansen k Co., subject to 5 per cent,

trade discount

—

100 art squares Axminster carpets, assorted patterns,

9 ft. X 9 ft., at £3 Os. M. each.

10 Brussels carpet squares, 9 ft. x 12 ft., at
£2 10s. Zd. each.

,, 3. Bought from Hervin & Co., subject to 15 per cent,

trade discount

—

30 18-ct. pearl and turquoise flower brooch-pins
at 20s. each.

25 15-ct. gold curb bracelets, turquoise collet, at
£2 each.
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April 4. Bought from the Universal Furnishing Company

—

50 kitchen chairs at 2s. 6d. each.

30 bedroom chairs at 25. 9d. each.

5d.

1. Explain why a Purchases Book is made use of in practical

book-keeping.
2. Give an elementary form of Purchases Book, and explain the

method of its use.

3. What is meant by an " Analysis " Purchases Book ? What are

its special iises and advantages ?

4. Rule a form of an " Analysis " Purchases Book suitable for an
undertaking consisting of the following departments—viz. (1)

Groceries, (2) Provisions, (3) Wines and Spirits, and (4) Household
X'equisites, and pass five specimen entries through this book.

Answers.—5a. Total purchases, £5,544 Os. 6d.

5b. Total purchases, £266 lis. Id.

5c. Total purchases, £581 6s. lOd.



CHAPTEE VI

THE SALES BOOK (OR DAY BOOK}

The principles which, in modern practice, underlie

the recording of a trader's Sales, are almost identical with

those described in the preceding chapter as regulating

the record of a trader's Purchases, subject to the differ-

ence that the sides upon which Sales are entered in the

Ledger (whether in the Personal or Impersonal Accounts)

are, of course, the reverse of those upon which the

Purchases appear.

Inasmuch as the sales effected by a trader frequently

form a large proportion of his transactions, and also as

sales upon credit are usually largely in excess of sales

SALES BOOK (Simple Form)

Date.
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one or more totals of credit sales for subsequent posting

to the credit of the Sales Account in the Ledger.

The lines upon ^Yhich the Sales Book is constructed,

= c C
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in general use in, small undertakings ; more elaborate
" analyzed " forms of Sales Books are, however, necessary

in large businesses, where the separation of the trans-

actions into classes or departments is essential.

Sales upon credit are entered as they occur direct

into the Sales Book (whether the simple or the elaborate

type be used), and from thence they are posted to the

credit of the Personal Accounts kept by the trader in

order to record his transactions with the persons to

whom he sells his merchandise.
The total of the Sales Book is carried forward from

page to page, and the final total, for any given period, is

posted to the credit of a " Sales Account " in the Ledger.
As will be seen later on, the grand total of the entries

appearing in the Sales Account are subsequently trans-

ferred to the credit of the " Trading Account," and the

Sales Account thus becomes merely a temporary resting-

place for the items recorded in it.

Specimen forms of Sales Books (Elementary and
Analyzed types) are given above, as is also an example of

a Columnar " Sales Account" in the trader's Ledger.

EXERCISES.

6a.

1. Rule a form of Sales Rook suitable for a small business, and
insert tliercin five specimen entries.

2. Indicate briefly the lines upon which the foregoing Sales Rook
is worked, and in what respect it may be described as saving
labour.

3. Wliat are the consequences, in a book-keeping sense, of an
incorrect addition being made in the extreme right-hand column of a
Sales Rook ?

Gf..

1. Rule a form of " analyzed " Sales Rook suitaljle for a business
consisting of tlie following four departments, viz. Furs, Woollen
Goods, Silks and Cotton Coods, and jjass through it eiglit trans-

actions (two for each department), four of which are to be for " net
cash," while the other four are to be subject to a trade discount of

5 per cent.

2. Indicate in what respects an analyzed " Sales" Rook resembles,
and differs from, an analj'zed "Purchases " Rook.

3. Cive a fornr of "Sales" Ledger Account suitable to the
analyzed Sales Rook ruled by you in answer to Question 1 of this

exercise, and state what is eventually done with the items posted to
this account.
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Go.

Prepare a suitable luling for a Tabular Sales Book to record the

undermentioned items, and enter tliem therein

—

1909. £ s. d.

March 3. Sold to Charles Birget & Co. 3 Chests
of Tea IG 10

,, 4. Sold to Robert Kih'ough 6 Cases of

Sugar, and allowed him 10 per cent,

trade discount . . . . IS

,. 5. Sold to James Birchets 10 Bags of

Coffee 40 IS 6

,, 7. Sold to John \Yarner 4 Chests of Tea,

and allowed him 120 per cent, trade
discount . . . . . 10 17 G

,, 12. Sold to George Coe 3 Cases of Sugar . 9 10

,, 14. Sold to Frank Ball 4 Bags of Coffee,

and allowed him 10 per cent, trade

discount . . . . . IS 6 4

Gu.

Rule an analyzed form of Sales Book containing columns for the

following departments, viz. (1) Gloves, (2) Hats, (3) Costumes, and
(4) Boots and Shoes, and enter therein the following transactions

—

1909.

April 1. Sold to Brown & Co. 50 pairs 12-button length
Chamois Gloves, at 2.9. per pair net, and 5 dozen
pairs 2-strap (Mace Kid Ladies' Shoes at Ss. Qd. per
pair, subject to o per cent, trade discount.

,, 1. Sold to Wilson Bros. 10 Hats, Paris models, at £10
IGs. the lot, and 4 Ladies' Costumes, Ready-made,
at £2 15.S-. each.

,, 2. Sold to Merriman & Honej'dew 2 dozen Ladies'

Blouses, Silk, Assorted Colours, at 7s 6fZ. each
(Costume Department), and 3 dozen pairs Ladies'

3-button French Kid Gloves, Imperial Points,

at 2.5s. per dozen pairs, both the foregoing sales

being subject to 10 per cent, trade discount.

,, 3. Sold to Weston & Co. 1 pair Ladies' Deerskin
Gauntlet Gloves, made to order, 6s. 6*^^.

,, 4. Sold to Myrtle, Rose & Co. 24 Fancy Frilled Pyrenees
Wool Capes, Assorted Colours, at 15.s. Qd. each,

subject to 5 per cent, trade discount.

,, 4. Sold to Merriman & Honeydew 2 dozen pairs Ladies'

Glace Kid Walking Shoes, Patent Cap and
Facings, at lOs. M. per pair, subject to 2h per
cent, trade discount.

,, 5. Sold to Verner & Co., subject to 3 per cent, trade dis-

count, 15 Paris Model Hats, at £1 2s. each ; 4

Costumes, Ready-made, at £2 2s. M. each.

,, 6. Sold to Myrtle, Rose & Co. 25 Ostrich Tips, assorte<l

colours, at 3s. 9r/. each, subject to 5 per
cent, trade discount.

,, 0. Sold to Warren, Charles & Co. 10 pairs Ladies'
Boots, "Rose" pattern, at 15s. 6'/. per pair,

subject to 2i per cent, trade discount.

Answers.— 6c. Total Sales, £123 2s. \d.

6d. Total Sales, £129 14s. \Qd.



CHAPTEE VII

THE JOURNAL

It bas already been explained that the Ledger forms the

complete and permanent record of a trader's transactions,

and, regarding the Cash Book as an integral part of it,

it is the Ledger which affords the necessary material

for the construction, successively, of the Trial Balance

and the Balance Sheet.

It has also been mentioned that, for purposes of con-

venient grouping of sales and purchases "on credit," and
in order to facilitate their subsequent entry in the Ledger,

transactions of these two types are marshalled in sub-

sidiary books (called " Sales " and " Purchases " Journals)

prior to their final record in the Ledger.

It still remains to be explained that those transactions

which do not pass through the Cash Book, Sales Journal,

or Purchases Journal, are similarly marshalled in one or

more subsidiary books, called "Journals," prior to their

respective entry in the Ledger. The Sales and Purchases

Books are themselves " Journals," in the sense that they

marshal entries for subsequent posting, and, except for

the fact that they occupy a somewhat special position in

a trader's system of book-keeping, these books could

have been suitably explained in this chapter in company
with the other Journals ; owing, however, to the extended

use to which books of this kind are put in modern
practice, it has been considered advisable to explain

them in detail in the two previous chapters.

The Cash Book and the Journals (of whatever class)

form the " books of original entry " in common use, and it

is an accepted rule in present-day book-keeping that no
transaction shall be entered in the Ledger without having
previously appeared in some " book of original entry."

This salient rule arises out of the necessities of office

organization.

The various books of original entry can be written up
by one or more clerks immediately upon the occurrence of

a transaction, and these books can be subsequently

67
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handed to the Ledger-keeper to be posted by him in the

trader's Ledger at his leisure or convenience. Incident-

ally, in the auditing of a trader's books, the fact that

the record of each transaction appears in a book of

original entry as well as in the Ledger permits of two
auditors being simultaneously employed to check the

accuracy of the trader's postings, one auditor being able

to "call over the transactions " from the book of original

entry to another auditor holding the Ledger. It will be

obvious that this convenience saves an immense amount
of time, especially when the books are ponderous in size.

Apart from the Sales and Purchases Books already

dealt with, the Journals employed by a trader for the

purpose of marshalling his transactions are as under—
1. " Returns " Journals, which are used to record

transactions in which goods purchased are re-

turned to or by the trader on account of some
defect, error, or unsuitability.

2. Bills Receivable and Bills Payable Journals (or

"Books ") which are employed to marshal trans-

actions respecting the Bills Eeceivable given to

the trader or the Bills Payable accepted by him.

3. Other Special Journals, devised and used to re-

cord transactions of one or moire special types

according to the particular requirements of the

business in which they are employed.

4. The Journal proper, which is used to record,

as a book of original entry, those transactions

(other than cash transactions) which cannot

conveniently be placed in any of the Journals

previously mentioned.

The student will find that the Eeturns Journals and
the Bills Payable and Eeceivable Books are explained in

the next chapter; the "Special" Journals, referred to

above (3), naturally vary according to the character and
requirements of the business in which they are employed
or according to the nature of the transactions they are

designed to record, and need no detailed mention here.

It is therefore

The Jouknal Proper

which remains for explanation in this place.

The generally accepted use of the " Journal proper,"

in modern commercial book-keeping, is, as has already

been stated, merely that of a book of original entry for
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the record of transactions which cannot be conveniently

marshalled for subsequent posting in any other book

of original entry. Its form, however, is such that any
transaction, whether "Cash," "Sale," "Purchase,"
" Return," or indeed whatever its nature, could, if

desired, be originally recorded in this book, although

the labour and inconvenience of such a proceeding in a

business of any magnitude would obviously be enormous.

In earlier times, however, the Journal was used as the

main book of original entry, and the Cash Book and such

other books of original entry as were employed were

regarded as accessory to it, entries in many cases appear-

ing first in the one set of original records and subsequently

in the Journal.

Judging by the work sent in by examination candidates

there would still appear to be great diversity of opinion

amongst teachers of book-keeping as to the practical iisos

of the Journal proper. Some candidates even go to the

extreme length of journalizing every item appearing in

an exercise before preparing the accounts required by the

terms of the question. The inevitable result of this

proceeding is that examinees pursuing these methods
rarely have time to attempt more than a small portion

of the paper set.

In the opinion of the author, teachers will be wise to

encoiu'age students, particularly in elementary stages, to

acquire facility in quickly and correctly journalizing any
transactions that may be put before them. Ample practice

in this direction will render many matters, which
often present difficulties to the student's mind, much
easier of comprehension, and will, moreover, enable him
to acquire the habit of deciding, with method and rapidity,

upon the proper destination of the items composing any
transactions he may encounter. Probably nothing will

exemplify more forcibly the principle that every debit

must have its correlative credit than the cultivation of

this practice. Let the student therefore acquire the

habit of thinking in Journal entries when confronted

by book-keeping problems.
If a reference is made to Chapter XXII it will also

be noted that, in the author's opinion, stiidents will be

wise, for the reasons there stated, to journalize the

adjusting entries arising out of any exercise or set of

accounts prepared by them for examination purposes.

Subject to the legitimate and helpful employment of
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the Journal in the above directions, the student should be
given clearly to understand that the uses to which the
Journal proper is put, in modern practice, are strictly

limited, as will be explained hereafter.

On the continent the Journal proper is still extensively
employed, and, in France, under the Code Napoleon, its

use is compulsory, and it is designed so as to contain the
whole of a trader's transactions; but in modern commercial
practice in the United Kingdom the employment of the
Journal proper has almost reached vanishing point. It is

now over twenty years since the author last saw the old

practice of Journalizing every transaction employed in

this country, and its continuance in that case was solely

due to the obstinacy of the book-keeper concerned, who
eventually died as the result of the breakdown occasioned
by the overwork entailed by his cumbersome and
antiquated methods.
Many important business houses emplo}' no Journal

proper at all, making all the necessary adjustments by
means of direct transfers from one Ledger account to

another.

In the opinion of the author, it is advantageous to

keep a Journal for the reason, if for no other, that it is

often convenient to have a permanent record in concise

form and chronological order of the annual adjustments,

provisions, etc., made upon closing the books of a

business for any given period.

It is often useful, also, for future reference in case of

doubt or dispute, for such entries to be signed or initialed

by the partners or by the company's officials concerned.

The entries passed through the Journal proper should,

however, be strictly limited to the necessary record of

opening entries, closing entries, adjustments, corrections,

etc., or to such entries as cannot be scientifically passed
through any other book of original entry. For the ac-

commodation of entries such as the above, the Journal

proper offers the only convenient posting medium.
The common form of the Journal proper is simple. It

contains columns for the date of the transaction, for the

details of which it is composed (including the names of

the Ledger accounts in which the entry is to be debited

and credited), a folio column, and a pair of money columns
(Dr. and Cr.). The purpose of Journal entries is merely the

lucid statement of transactions in correct form for posting

in the Ledger, a process which is called "Journalizing."
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This intention (the correct statement of transactions

in proper form for posting) could, of course, be accom-

plished by any form of book which permitted a succinct

and concise synopsis of the entry to be made, and some
such form as the one appended could be used.

E.g. It is desired to state, in convenient form for

posting, the parting with a horse worth £100 in exchange
for a carriage worth a similar sum.

Example.—

Debit Carriuffea Account
Credit Norses Account
In respect of the cairiage received from Jolin Siuitli in

exchange for my horse "Tol'y." *

'£
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(viz. clearness in posting) the following rules are followed

when compiling Journal entries, viz.

—

(1) That the account (or accounts, if there be more
than one) which is to be debited in the Ledger appears

in each Journal entry before the account (or accounts)

which is to be credited.

(2) That the Accounts which are to be debited are

shown in the Journal entry slightly more to the left-

hand side than those Accounts which are to be debited.

A transaction stated in proper Journal form, ready for

posting, appears, therefore, much in the following form

(taking the same example as previously used)—

•

Carriages Account I)r.

Horses Account Cr.

For property exelianged this day.

11 .
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entry for a certain sum is to be equalized by two or more
credit entries for different portions of this sum (the total

credit entries equalling in amount the debit entry), ox vice

versa, e.g. the trader may exchange a horse worth £50,

receiving for it a cart worth £30 and hay worth £20.

In order to record this transaction properly the trader

must credit his " Horses " Account with £50 and must
debit " Cart" Account with £30 and "Fodder" Account
with £20. The Journal entry will therefore appear as

follows

—

JOURNAL

1909.

Feb. 5 Sundries, viz.

—

Cart Account I
Fodder Account I
To Horses Account

For property exchanged this day.
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as has beeu indicated previously, those which from their

nature cannot be conveniently marshalled in correct form
ready for posting to the Ledger in any of the other books
of original entry; they are, in practice, consequently
mainly confined to " transfers " of amounts between any
two or more Ledger accounts, together with the opening
and closing entries made at the commencement and
termination respectively of any particular trading period.

Entries which are merely of the nature of transfers,

whether made during a trading period or at the close of

it, are usually of a comparatively simple nature, and
follow upon the lines previously laid down, but the

records which are necessary at the initiation of a system
of book-keeping, and at the conclusion of a trading period,

are perhaps of a somewhat special nature, and may be

advantageously explained in detail.

If a person possessing certain assets, and being subject

to certain liabilities (the difference between these two sets

of figures representing, of course, his " capital ") engages
in business, the details of these Assets and Liabilities

require to be marshalled in the Journal before the

necessary accounts for the respective items are opened
in the Ledger. The various assets are set forth in the

Journal in the debit column, and the liabilities and the

capital are similarly entered in the credit column ; the

totals of the items on either side counterbalance each
other, and the whole forms one comprehensive and self-

explanatory Journal entry. It must here be mentioned
that, contrary to the general rule which prohibits cash

entries from appearing in the Journal (their appropriate

book of original entry being, of course, the Cash Book),

the balance of cash in hand with which a trader com-
mences business is entered with the other assets on the

debit side of the Journal, and is posted from thence to the

Cash Book. This procedure arises out of a desire to

include the whole of the trader's initial financial position

in the one comprehensive Journal entry, including the

full figure of the trader's original capital, so that a com-
plete history of the initiation of the business may be

placed upon record.

This principle is carried out in the subjoined example.

E.rdiiiph.—A. B. starts in business on January 1, 1900. with the

followin<^ assets

—

Cash at the Bank, £100; Stock of Goods on hand, t'J.'jO ; Bills

Receivable, £100.
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(Total, i;8(i(.).)Debtors—W. Brown, £365; Holmes & Co., £\7>.

At the same date A. B. owes the following liabilities

—

Gremaud & Co., £45 ; Beck Bros., £250. (Total, £295.)

Tlie Journal entry necessary in order to open A. B.'s books will be
as follows

—

JOURNAL

Jan. 1 Smidries Dr.
To Sundries

Cash
Stock
Bills Receivable
W. Brown
Holmes & Co

Gremaud <fe Co
Beck Bros
Capital Account

For Assets, Liabilities, and
Capital at the commence-
ment of business.
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Accounts through the Journal, a reserve of £100 is to be raised to

provide for Bad and Doubtful Dt-bts, and the closing balance of the
rrofit and Loss Account is to be transferred to the Capital Account.

Opening Stock (Dr.), £500; Purchases (Dr.), £5,000; Sales

(Cr.). £6,000.
The Closing Stock, £400 (Dr.), is to be brought into the books.
Salaries (Dr.), £500 ; General Expenses (Dr.), £360 ; Discounts

received (Cr. ), £50.

JOURNAL (Closing Entries)

1908.

Dec. 31

., ?1

,, 31

Trading Account Dr.
To Sundries

viz. Stock Account ...

(Stoclt, Jan. 1, 1908)
Purchases Account ...

For Balances Transferred.

Sundries Dr.
To Trading Account

viz. Stoclv Account
(Stock, Dec. 31, 1908)

Sales Account
For Balances Transferred.

Trading Account Dr.
To Profit and Loss Ac-
count

For Gross Profit Trans-
ferred.

Profit and Loss Account Dr.
To Sundries

viz. Salaries Account
General Expenses
Account

For Balances Transfen-ed.

Discount Account Dr.

To Profit and Loss Ac-
count

For Balance Transferred.

Profit and Loss Account Dr.

To Ca]iital Account
For the Net Profit for the
year 1908 transferred to
Capital Account.

L. F.

131

131

132

74

132

132
1

&
5,500

s.\d.\
I

400
I

6,000 0'

OOO

50 !0

500

5,000

500

3()0

90

£13,800

As has already been suggested, in the earlier part of

this chapter, in many modern commercial houses, the
closing entries comprised in the above entry would be
made by means of direct transfers from one Ledger
account to another. The only valid objection to this

course is the fact that errors are perhaps more likely to

creep in where this practice is maintained than in cases

where the whole of the transactions are marshalled clearly

before the book-keeper in the form of Journal entries.
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EXERCISES.

7a.

1. \\'hat is a Journal? P^xplaiu the expression "Sales Journal."
2. Wliat are the books of "original entry," and why are they so

called ?

3. What is the object and utility of the rule that " every trans-

action shall pass through some book of original entry " ?

4. Apart from the Sales and Purchases Books give a list of the
Journals usually employed by a trader.

.5. What is t lie " .Tournal proper "
? Explain the nature of the

transactions which it sliould contain.

6. Briefly compare the present-day use of the " Journal proper
"

with the uses to which it was put in the early stages of Double
p]ntry book-keeping.

7. If the debit and credit money columns of a Journal proper
disagi'ce as regards their total, what woidd j'ou infer?

8. Give briefly the reasons which render the journalizing of the
whole of a trader's transactions quite ixnnecessary in modern practice.

Construct, from the following details, the Journal entries neces-

sary to open the books of Arthur Day on January' 1, 1909, ruling

the necessary form. Show Arthur Da\''s initial " Capital Account,"

Cash at Bank .....
Stock on hand .....
Creditors : Eager & Co.

Finch Bros.

Bills Receivable on hand
Plant and Machinery ....
Freehold Premises ....
Amount owing to W. Brown for Loans .

Debtors : W. Good ....
R. Hall ....

Cash at Office .....
7c.

Journalize the following transactions, ruling the necessary forms

—

April 3. Exchanged two horses worth £35 each for one carriage
worth £70.

,, r>. Exchanged fodder to the value of £G0 for one horse
worth £25 and scvt n sheep worth £35.

,, 8. Transferred from the Personal Ledger Account of A.
Brown (to which account it had been incorrectly
credited) a sum of £35 remitted by Brown & Co. for
their credit on February 14 last ; and credited
the same to Brown & Co.

,, 30. Wrote £30 depreciation oft' "Horses" Account and
£25 oft' " Buildings " Account.

,, 30. Wrote off as a Bad Debt £14 6.v.9(A owing by Wetherall
Bros.

£
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April 30. Created a Reserve of £100 as a provision against Bad

and Doubtful Debts, this sum being estimated to be

needed in future in respect of debts owing at this

date.

,, 30. Wrote £100 off Goodwill and Patent Rights Account.

The following balances, extracted from a trader's Trial Balance,

are to be transferred to the Trading and Profit and Loss Accounts
through the Journal ; a reserve of £200 is to be raised to cover the

estimated loss in connection with pending litigation, and the closing

balance of Profit and Loss is to be transferred to the Capital

Account. The closing Stock amounted to £1,200.

Opening Stock
Purchases
Returns Inwards .

Sales .

Salaries and Wages
General Expenses
Rent, Rates and Taxes

Answers.—
7i*.. Balance of A. Day's Capital Account (Cr. ), £8,436 16.s. 2d.

7c. Totals of Journal, £434 6*'. M.
7d. Net Loss, £140.

£



CHAPTER VIII

BILLS TAYABLE AND RECEIVABLE BOOKS. RETURNS BOOKS

It is a matter of experience in many trading concerns

that the transactions in Bills of Exchange (whether
" Bills Payable " or " Bills Receivable " from the trader's

point of view) are sufficiently numerous to justify, or even

to necessitate, the keeping of separate books of original

entry in order to conveniently marshal them for sub-

sequent Ledger posting. It is also a matter of experience

that the main features of a Bill of Exchange, f.r/. the dates

of acceptance and maturity, the names of the drawei',

acceptor, etc., are too numerous, in the majority of cases,

for complete record in the limited space available for

Ledger postings, and for this reason also the use of a

separate record is desirable. As a result of these essential

considerations separate Journals are, in practice, almost

invariably used for the purpose of recording all transactions

in bills, and the Journals so employed are commonly
designed to contain much information of a statistical

character in addition to fulfilling their purpose as books
of original entry.

Separate books are used for (a) the Bills Payable
" accepted " by the trader, and for (b) the Bills Receivable
acquired by him.

"When a trader "accepts" {i.e. undertakes to pay at

maturity) a bill drawn upon him by one of his creditors,

the necessary double entry consists of a debit to the
creditor's Personal Account for the amount of the bill,

and a credit to Bills Payable Account for a like sum. It

must be borne in mind that the " acceptance " of a
creditor's draft is always treated as cancelling the original

debt to the extent of the amount of the draft, and as
creating a fresh obligation to the holder of the bill (not
necessarily the creditor), this obligation being recorded
under the account styled "Bills Payable." When it is

remembered that the Bills Payable, accepted by the trader
in question, pass from hand to hand in commercial circles

79
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without any notification to the acceptor of the various

changes in ownership, the necessity for the BiUs Payable
Account at once becomes apparent, in view of the fact

that it represents, at any time, the amount owing by the

trader to the world at large on his Bills Payable.

When "accepting" a draft drawn upon him by a

creditor the trader could, should he so desire, effect the

necessary entry hy debiting the creditor and crediting

Bills Payable Account, by means of an entry in the

Journal proper, and he could of course repeat this process

in order to record every one of his acceptances as they

occurred ; as a result the credit entries of exactly similar

character appearing in the Bills Payable Account would
become so numerous that, in many businesses, the account

would soon become unwieldy if dealt with in this manner.
If, on the other hand, these numerous separate credits

to the Bills Payable iVccount can be replaced by one credit

entry for the total acceptances accumulated during a given

period, saj' monthly, it is obvious that economy and con-

venience in Ledger posting has been gained, and this

desirable result is effected by means of the Bills Payable
Book.

Consequently, in practice, all the drafts accepted by the

trader are entered, upon acceptance, in the Bills Payable

Book, from whence the Personal Ledger Account of the

creditor is immediately debited ; at the end of a given

period the Bills Payable Book is added up and its total

is posted to the credit of the " Bills Payable Account" in

the Ledger, thus completing the double entry.

The form of a Bills Payable Book in common use

appears on the opposite page, and three specimen trans-

actions have been inserted therein.

When a trader's acceptances mature they are presented

for payment either at his office or, more usually, at his

Bankers', according to the wording of his " acceptance
"

as written across the face of the bill. In either case,

upon the payment of the sum represented by the bill, a

credit entry must be made in the Cash Book (in the

"Cash" or "Bank" column as the case may be), and
this entry must be posted to the debit of the Bills Payable

Account in the Ledger in the ordinary course. It may
sometimes happen that the debit appearing in the Bills

Payable Account, representing the payment of the bill,

will reach the Bills Payable Account (on the debit side)

before the total entry for the bills accepted over a given
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period is effected upon the credit side, although the

former transaction takes place long after the latter ; this

apparent difficulty is made right when the total credit

entry for acceptances is made in due course from the

Bills Payable Book, and must not be allowed to confuse

the student.

The Bills Receivable Book proceeds upon lines similar

to those already explained as underlying the working of

the Bills Payable Book, subject, of course, to the fact

that the nature of the transactions it contains is reversed.

Bills Receivable as and when acquired by the trader

are entered in detail in the Bills Eeceivable Book, and
are posted from thence to the credit of the Ledger account

kept for the person from whom they have been received

;

at the end of a given period the total of the Bills

Eeceivable Book is posted to the debit of the Bills

Eeceivable Account in the Ledger in order to complete

the double entry.

"When any Bill Eeceivable held by a trader is paid by
him at maturity into his Bank for collection on his behalf,

a debit entry in the Cash Book and a corresponding

credit entry in the " Bills Eeceivable " Ledger account are

made. If, by any mischance, the Bill should be returned
" dishonoured," i. e. unpaid, it will be necessary to credit

the Cash Book (in order to reverse the preceding debit

to this account) and to debit the Ledger account of

the pei'son who has failed to honour his obligation. It

then remains for the trader to consider what steps he will

take with regard to his defaulting debtor. The small

charges paid by the trader's Bankers for formally

"noting," on his behalf, the dishonour of the acceptance

are also debited to the Personal Account of the defaulter.

It sometimes happens that a debtor, having previously

dishonoured acceptances in the trader's hands, and
having, consequently, been debited in the trader's Ledger
with the amounts they represented, will offer some sort

of composition, e. g. the immediate payment of half the

amount of the bill in cash, accompanied by the debtor's

fresh acceptance for the remainder of the amount. These

transactions, if carried out, are recorded in the trader's

books without any special reference to the circumstances

out of which they arise, and are dealt with as ordinary

transactions, the new Bill Eeceivable being passed through

the Bills Eeceivable Book and credited to the debtor in

the usual way.
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A form of Bills Eeceivable Book appears on page 81

containing three specimen transactions.

When a trader has acquired a Bill Eeceivable from one

of his debtors it becomes possible, should he so desire,

to convert it into ready money, by disposing of it to a

banker or to some other person or institution dealing in

commercial paper. To successfully dispose of bills before

maturity it is of course essential that the acceptor's credit

should be favourably regarded in commercial circles.

Naturally the trader will not receive, when selling a

bill maturing several months ahead, the full amount
which will be payable at its maturity; the purchasing

banker will require some profit in the way of interest

upon the amount advanced by him in accommodat-
ing the trader, consequently, when buying the bill,

the purchaser will make a deduction from the face

value ultimately receivable. This deduction is termed
"Discount," and is computed at the interest upon the

face value of the bill from the date of its purchase (or

its " discount ") until the date at which it is payable,

at such rate per cent, per annum as the credit of the

acceptor and the general condition of the money market
will justify the purchaser in demanding. For example,
if a trader, on January 1st, receives A. Brown's accept-

ance for £100 maturing on March 4th {i.e. March 7th,

allowing for three days of grace), and sells this bill subject

to discount to his banker on January 4th, at 4 per cent.,

the discount charged will be the equivalent of 62 days'

interest on £100 at 4 per cent, per annum, i.e. 13s. Id.

The banker, consequently, credits the trader with
£99 6.s\ 5c?. in exchange for the bill for £100, and this

transaction will appear in due course in the trader's

Pass Book in one of two w^ays, according to the custom
of the particular bank in question. The practice of

some banks is to credit their customer with the net

amount (£99 6s. 6d.) realized by the sale of the bill,

while other banks prefer to credit their customer with
the face value (£100), debiting him simultaneously with
the discount (13s. Id.) ; the efl'ect of course is the same in

either case.

The trader who disposes of a Bill Eeceivable by dis-

counting it with his bankers should record the transaction

in his books according to the latter of the two methods
adopted by bankers as described above ; and this rule

holds good in every case, whether his banker has
G 2
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employed this method in connection with this particular

bill, or the alternative procedure.

In the example given above the trader should con-

sequently debit his Cash Book (in the "Bank " column)
with the face value of the bill (£100), posting this item
at the same time to the credit of the " Bills Eeceivable"
Account in the Ledger in manner similar to that adopted
where a Bill Eeceivable is paid at maturity. In order to

record the amount of the discount (13s. Id.) a credit

entry should be made in the " Bank " column of the

Cash Book, which should be posted to the debit of

"Banker's Discount" or "Bank Charges" Account in

the Ledger. The discount charges made by a banker
in connection with the Bill Eeceivable bought by him
from the trader must not be confounded either with
the "cash discount" allowed by the trader upon pay-
ments made to him by his debtors, or with any " Trade
discount " which may be deducted from the nominal
catalogue price of goods sold ; consequently it must not

be placed in the " Discounts " column in the Cash Book.
The discount deducted when selling a Bill Eeceivable

corresponds with the interest paid to a bank in return

for a loan, and should therefore be grouped with "Bank
Interest" and other "Bank Charges."
The "remarks" columns on the extreme right-hand

side of the Bills Eeceivable and Bills Payable Books are

intended for the insertion of any useful notes regarding

the fate or history of any particular acceptance ; in the

case of Bills Eeceivable which are discounted, a memo-
randum of their having been thus disposed of should be
placed in the "remarks " column, and the same course

should be adopted in the case of any Bills Eeceivable

which have been returned " dishonoured " at maturity.

Returns Books

It frequently happens that, when a trader has pur-

chased a quantity of goods, either for use in manufactur-
ing or for immediate re-sale, portions of the goods supplied

to him are found, upon delivery, to reveal some defect, or

prove to be unsatisfactory in some respect ; e. g. goods
may arrive having been damaged in course of transit, or,

where bought in bulk, portions of them may be inferior

in quality to the type of goods contracted for, or they
may prove to l)e " not up to sample."

In such cases the trader usually at once returns the
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unsatisfactory goods to the firm from whom ho has

bought them, claiming at the same time an allowance

equal to their full invoice value. Where the selling firm

is one of good reputation, and is desirous of keeping the

trader's custom, this allowance will usually be readily

conceded.

It consequently becomes necessary to provide a special

book of original entry to contain the record of these

returns by the trader (known as " Returns Outwards "),

and to marshal them in such book in the proper form for

subsequent posting to the Ledger.

A return by the trader to the seller of goods found to

be unsatisfactory is, in effect, equivalent, from a book-

keeping point of view, to a re-sale of the goods to the

original seller, this re-sale taking place at the original

agreed cost of the goods to the trader, and it is upon
these lines, therefore, that the book-keeping record of the
" Return " is framed. In other words, the original trans-

action is allowed to pass through the Purchases Book,
irrespective of the fact that some of the goods are subse-

quently "returned," and the " Eeturn " in question is

treated in due course as a special kind of sale {i. e. a

re-sale).

The Returns Outwards Book follows upon lines almost
precisely similar to those employed in the Purchases
Book, as is obviously necessary, in view of the fact that

the entries in the former book are intended ultimately to

reverse certain entries in the latter. The entries in the

Returns Outwards Book are posted in detail to the debit

of the original sellers' accounts in the trader's Ledger, and
the periodical totals of the retui'ns are posted (usually

monthly) to the credit of the Impersonal Ledger Account,
headed " Returns Outwards." It will be remembered that

the purchases are posted in the Ledger upon opposite

sides, viz. to the credit of the seller's Personal Account
(in detail) and to the debit of the " Purchases " Account
(in total).

It was explained when dealing with the record of

purchases, that simple forms of Purchases Books are met
with as well as the more complex " analyzed '' forms,

examples of which were given : so also both simple and
complex types of Returns Books are met with. It will

in fact, probably be obvious to the student that which-
ever form of Purchases Book has been adopted must be
pomplemented with a precisely similar type of Returns
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Outwards Book in order that harmony of system and
analysis may be maintained throughout.

Specimen forms of Eeturns Outwards Books are

appended, an illustration being given both of the simple

and complex types, and these books may be taken to

correspond (as Eeturns Outwards Books) to the two
types of Purchases Book given as illustrations on pages

56 and 59. The entries appearing in these specimen
books, it is thought, do not require any fuller explanation.

RETURNS OUTWARDS BOOK (Simple Form)

Date.
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The forms of l)ooks used to record such " Returns

Inwards" are alinost identical with those employed to

record " Eeturns Outwards," subject, of course, to the fact

that the entries contained therein are posted in detail to

the credit of the person by whom they have been returned,

and that the total (for the given period) is debited ulti-

mately to a " Eeturns Inwards Account " in the Ledger.

As was explained to be the case in connection with

Eeturns Outwards, simple forms of Returns Inwards
Books are met with, as well as the more complex
analyzed forms, and in conjunction with the latter, an

analyzed form of Eeturns Inwards Ledger account is

found in use, just as was stated to be the practice

in reference to " Sales," " Purchases," and " Eeturns

Outward."
It will hardly be necessary to point out that in every

case the form of the Eeturns Inwards Book must
complement the form of the Sales Journal in use.

Specimen forms of Eeturns Inwards Books (simple

and complex) are appended, the entries in which will, it

is thought, prove to be self-explanatory.

The form of analyzed Eeturns Inwards Ledger Account
to be employed in conjunction with the analyzed Eeturns
Inwards Book follows upon lines identical with the ruling

set out on page 64 for the " Sales Account," subject, of

course, to the alteration of the heading of the account

and the reversal of the sides of the Ledger upon which
the items appear.

RETURNS INWARDS BOOK (Simple Form)

Particulars.
Ledger
Folio.

1909.
I

Jan. 2 Harriman Bros.—
30 Bags coffi'e

(Return eil as out of
condition)

„ 2 Buckley Bros, it Co.—
I 1 Bag cocoa

25 Bags coffci"

(Returned as not up lo

sample)

'

Carried forward ...

2 10

00
I

62 10

£ 137 10

* On the supposition ti at no funlier transactions took place during the
period {(.g.ta. month), £137 10s. Qd. would be posted to the debit of the
" Uetmns Inwards Account" in tlie Ledger.
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EXERCISES.
8a.

Rule a form of Bills Receivable Book for the use of Viiier & Co.

,

and enter therein the following bills received

—

1909.

April 3. Received from Harris Bros., accepted by them under
date April 2nd, 1909, the 3 months' sight draft for

£1,000 drawn by ourselves (Viner & Co.) in our

own favour. Payable at the London & Eastern
Bank, Norwich.

,, 7. Received from Wilson k Co. a draft, due April 25th,

1909, dated January 22nd, 1909, drawn by them
upon Child Bros, for £150, in their own favour,

the same being accepted payable at the Bank of

Ireland, Dublin.

,, 15. Received from Salviati Freres a draft dated April

13th, 1909, due 3 months after date, drawn by
Michel & Cie upon the Banque d'Avignon, Avig-

non, and accepted by the latter payable at the

British & Foreign Banking Company, Ltd., Lom-
bard Street, London, for £500.

8b.

Rule a suitable form of Returns Outwards Book for Jolin Gi

containing columns for Tea, Coffee, and Cocoa departments, and
pass the following transactions through the same

—

1909.

June 1. Returned to Vesey & Son 5 chests of tea, invoiced at

£10 per chest, as not up to sample.

,, 4. Returned to Warren Bros. 25 bags of coffee, invoiced at

£2 10.^\ per bag (sul)ject to 5 per cent, trade discount),

and 3 bags of cocoa, invoiced at £3 per bag net, the

same having been injui-ed by damp during transit.

,, 15. Returned to V. Massey 5 bags of coffee, invoiced at

£2 5s. per bag net, owing to insufficiency of contents.

,, 19. Returned to Warren Bros. 3 bags of cocoa of inferior

quality, invoiced at £2 per bag (not up to sample),

and 2 bags of coffee, invoiced at £3 each (in excess

of quantity contracted for).

3c.

1. What is the special utility of a Bill Receivable given in dis-

charge of a debt between traders, (1) as regards the person drawing
it, (2) as regards the acceptor ?

2. Explain the manner in which a Bills Payable Account in the

Ledger is constructed, and briefly describe the entries appearing in

it on either side ; in what book would j-ou expect to find the details

in explanation of the balance appearing at the close of a year on
the Bills Payable Account in the Ledger ?

3. A. B. receives a bill from C. 1)., one of his debtors, accepted by
the latter ; A. B. discounts this bill with the Union Banking
Company, Ltd. ; explain the entries necessary in A. B.'s books in

order to record these transactions.
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•4. Explain the nature of, and the diiference between, " Returns

Inwards " and " Returns Outwards "
;
give two examples of caiises

for which a trader may " I'eturn " to the seller goods purchased by
liini from the latter.

5. Distinguish between (1) Trade Discount, (2) Cash Discount,

(3) Banker's Discount, and explain the circumstances in which
these types of discount arise in the course of a trader's operations.

iShow how they are recorded.

6. Explain the uses of the "Returns Outwards" Account in a

trader's Ledger ; what eventually becomes of the balance upon
this account ?

7. A. B., a trader, holds a bill for £100 accepted by Y. Z. ; tlie bill

is paid into A. B.'s bank for collection at maturity and is returned
dishonoured. What entries must be made in A. B.'s books (1) for

the amount of the bill, (2) for the charge for " noting" (Is. Qd.) ?

8. Y. Z. subsequently pays A. B. in cash half the amount of the

bill described in the preceding question, together with the noting

charges, and hands him a fresh acceptance for the balance ; show how
these transactions should be recorded in A. B.'s books.

8 1).

Rule a form of Bills Paj'able Book for the use of Smith & Co., and
enter therein the following Bills Payable accepted by them. All

bills are made payable at the Fleet Street Branch of the London
and Western Bank.

1900.

Oct. 2.'). Accepted ISIichael Frcres' draft (to be charged to their

account) at 30 days' sight, for £500, in favour of

Lucien Ignace & Cie.

,, 25. Accepted the Glamorganshire Tinplate Works', Ltd.,

draft for £326 19.s'. 4r/., at 3 months from date thereof

(Oct. 22nd, 190!)), in favour of themselves and for their

account.

,, 26. Accepted, for account and on behalf of the Chicago and
Southern Packing Company, a draft at 3 months after

sight, drawn by their London agents (the Greenwich
Importing Co., Ltd.) in favour of E. V. Harris Bros.,

Incorporated, for £1,000.

,, 27. Handed to W. Dobson & Co. our acceptance, dated

to-day, in their favour for £100, at 3 months date, in

settlement of the balance owing to them.

,, 28. Accepted a bill paj'able at 3 daj's after sight, drawn by
the Eastern Townships, Ltd., of Calgary, for £250, in

favour of the Canadian Banking Company ; this draft

is to be charged to Beavis & Co., Ltd., of London.

Answers.—8a. Total of Bills Receivable Book, £1,650.

8b. Total of Returns Outwards Book, £141 12s. QJ.

8d. Total of Bills Payable Book, £2,176 19s. id.



CHAPTEE IX

THE TRIAL BALANCE, AND THE TRADING AND PROFIT
AND LOSS ACCOUNTS

A Trial Balance is a classified list of the balances
appearing, at any given date, in the Ledger or Ledgers
before the closing entries have been made. In extracting

this list of balances the Debit and Credit balances are

separated by being placed in their different and appropriate

columns.
The form of Trial Balance in general use is as

follows

—

TRIAL BALANCE

Ledger
Folio.
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been correctly accomplished, for errors may have been
made on both credit and debit sides for the same amount,
the error on the one side compensating for that on the

other, or an "error of principle" may have been committed
without necessarily upsetting the arithmetical balance of

the books, e. g. expenditure which should properly have
been treated as a " loss " may have been ranked as an
asset, or vice versa. Briefly put, the agreement of a

Trial Balance merely proves that there is a debit for

every credit, behind which agreement errors of omission,

commission, and of principle may yet remain undis-

covered. In practice, however, the agreement of the

totals of the Trial Balance is generally taken to indicate

that the work has been done with an ordinary degree of

care and accuracy, and, unless some error comes to light

subsequently to falsify this assumption, the attainment
of an " agreed " Trial Balance is usually looked upon as

practically conclusive proof of the accuracy of the books.

A Trial Balance is usually prepared at the end of any
given trading period {e. g. at the end of a half-year or

year), although, in some commercial concerns, where
special circumstances exist to render such a course advis-

able, monthly, fortnightly, or even weekly " balances

"

are effected. In an ordinary small trading concern, how-
ever, "balancing" frequently coincides only with the end
of the trading period.

Prior to the preparation of a Trial Balance the totals of

all the Journals {e. g. " Sales," " Purchases," etc.) should

be compiled and posted to their respective Ledger ac-

counts, although, in practice, this is not always done in

cases where a Trial Balance is prepared at a date other

than the end of a fixed trading period. If these Journal
totals are not actually posted in the Ledger they must
be taken into the Trial Balance as if they had been so

posted. In. view of the fact that the Cash x\ccount is a

Ledger account, bound up separately, the balance of the

Cash Book must also, of course, be included in the Trial

Balance. The same remark applies to the balance of the

Petty Cash Book, in cases where the latter has been kept

upon the lines laid down in Chapter IV.

A specimen Trial Balance is appended, the figures con-

tained in which Jiave been subsequently used as a basis

for the preparation of the Trading and Profit and Loss
Accounts, illustrated later on in this chapter, and for the

Balance Sheet explained in the following chapter,
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Thomas RoiuNyux.

TRIAL BALANCE, December 3, 1908

i-)6=<

9

16
31

(U
24
84

121
36
49
82
201
97
142
187

47

62
C.B.
114
114

Name of Account.

Capital Account
Freehold Premises
Stock(Jan. 1, 1908)
R. Wilson & Co
Browninn Mfg. Co., Ltd....

Purchases Account
Sales Account
Returns Inwai-d
Discounts allowed
Bills Receivable
Bills Payable
Salaries
General Expenses
Rates and Taxes
Fixtures and Fittings Ac-

C(Uint

R. Buckley (Loan Ac-
count)

Interest Account

Cash at Bank
Cash in Hand

Dr
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character of the book-keeping, and is an entire departure
from the strict principles of Double Entry. Given time,

patience, and accuracy, every Trial Balance can he made
to agree legitimately in the ordinary manner.

In seeking for the error which has caused any particular

Trial Balance to disagree, the book-keeper should first

satisfy himself that the Trial Balance itself has been
correctly compiled from the Ledger, and that its extrac-

tion and addition are correct. If this examination fails

to disclose the cause of the difference, the error must
be sought for in the Ledger itself, and in the books of

o]"iginal entry.

If any transaction has been entered twice on the Debit
side of accoimts m the Ledger instead of, as should have
been the case, on the Debit side of one account and on
the Credit side of another account, the Trial Balance will

obviously differ by twice the amount of the item ; simi-

larly, if an entry has been posted on the correct sides in

the Ledger, but for differing amounts, it will be impossible

to make the Trial Balance agree {e. g. a credit entry in

the Cash Book of £174 lis. IQd. posted incorrectly to

the debit in the Ledger as £174 Is. lOd. will produce a

difference of 10s. on the Trial Balance).

Again, if any addition, either in the Ledger or in any
book of original entry, be incorrectly made, it will affect

the correctness of the balance appearing on the relative

Ledger account, and hence cause disagreement in the

Trial Balance. A frequent cause of disagreement in the

Trial Balance is the fact that some item, or items, remain
unposted. Errors of this kind should, however, be easy
of detection, as the space opposite the item provided for

the entry of the posting folio remains blank. Should,

however, the Ledger reference have been inserted with-

out the completion of the posting, nothing short of an
exhaustive checking of the postings for the period will

discover the omission.

For errors such as those described above it must be

the task of the book-keeper to seek, and, in extreme
cases, he may even find it necessary to follow through
every posting appearing in his Ledger and books of

original entry, and to verify every addition. The work
entailed may be laborious and, indeed, almost prohibitive,

but no reasonable basis of certainty as regards the correct-

ness of the books can ])e attained imtil the Trial Balance
has been brought to agreement.
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Such an error as the debiting or crediting of any

particular item on its correct side in one Ledger account

instead of in another {c. g. the crediting of £100 received

from A. Eoberts to the account of J. Eoberts & Co.) will

not cause the Trial Balance to disagree ; such errors will

only become apparent as the result of a careful scrutiny

of the Ledger accounts, or through complaints from

customers of the inaccuracy of the statements rendered

to them.

The Trading and Profit and Loss Accounts

Having agreed the Trial Balance of any particular set

of books the next step towards a final statement of the

trader's financial position is the ascertainment, by means
of a Trading Account and a Profit and Loss Account, of

the net result of the trading for the period, as regards

the profit made or the loss sustained.

It has already been stated (Chapter V) that the

purchases, sales, and other items which go to form the

Trading Account appear, in the modern Ledger, in separate

accounts. It has also been explained that it is necessary

that items of this nature should be brought together at

the end of the period in a combined account, called a

Trading Account

The Trading Account contains, in summarized form, all

the trader's transactions, occurring throughout the trading

period, in the commodities in which he deals. Upon the

debit side of the account appear the opening Stock of

goods on hand (/. e. the stock with which the trading

period was started), the Purchases made during the period

at cost price, and occasionally the analogous items of

Eeturns Inwards when such have occurred. It must,

however, be pointed out that the Eeturns Inwards appear

more frequently, and more suitably, upon the credit side

of the Trading Account as a deduction from the gross

figure of the Sales for the period rather than upon the

debit side, as, so to say, re-purchases of goods ; this

treatment, moreover, is theoretically correct, as Eeturns
of this nature are very different from Purchases of goods

undertaken by the trader upon his own initiative, and
should not therefore appear as such.

In cases also where Eeturns Inwards have been made
by customers, the total sales for the period will be over-

stated if they are shown in the trading account at the
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figure they would have reached had no Eeturus taken
place.

Upon the credit side of the Trading Account appear the

Sales (usually the net figure after deducting Eeturns).

Keturns Outwards may occasionally be met with, in

manner analogous to the Eeturns Inwards, set out upon
the credit side of the Trading Account as if they resembled
sales of goods sent back to the party from whom they
were bought, but, in this case, also, it is preferable to

show them as ^deduction from the "Purchases" figure

appearing on the debit side of the account. The reasons

for this procedure will be obvious, and are similar to

those which apply in the case of Eeturns Inwards.
When the foregoing items have been incorporated in

the Trading Account it remains, («) firstly to include in

the account the ascertained value of the Stock of goods on
hand at the end of the trading period, and {h) secondly

to ascertain the Gross Profit which has accrued.

The closing stock is credited, at the amount at which
it has been valued, in the Trading Account, and is debited

to the Stock Account by means of a Journal entry

(see page 76).

The form of the Trading Account compiled as indicated

above is the simplest form in use, and is applicable to

such businesses as sell goods in practically the same
state in which they acquire them. The student must,

however, understand that in practice he will find, in

many cases, that the Trading Account will contain various

items in addition to those enumerated above. The object

of a properly prej)ared Trading Account should be to show
the gross profti made upon the amount realized for the

goods sold, after charging the actual cost of rendering

such goods marketable. It is impossible to dogmatize
upon so contentious and wide a question as that which is

raised when determining the nature of the items which
should actually appear in a Trading Account, and it must
be acknowledged that considerable difference of opinion

exists in expert circles upon the matter. It will be clear,

however, that in many cases Carriage, Manufacturing
Wages, Duty, Freight, and items of this nature, forming,

as they practically do, part of the cost of the goods sold,

are actual and essential charges before the true gross

profit upon handling the goods of such businesses can be

arrived at.

In the opinion of the author it is not advisable to make
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any pedantic endeavour to enlarge the charges debited in

a Trading Account. In his opinion, the items charged

should be confined to those which represent the direct

cost of production, and the account should be prepared

on broad and simple hnes as far as possible, and main-

tained upon a consistent basis, so that useful comparisons

may be available from year to year. A sample of an

efficient Trading Account for a manufacturing business

in illustration of these views is as follows—

James Smith.

TRADING ACCOUNT for the Year ended December 31st, 1908

Jan. 1

Dec.31
ToStock{Initial)i

,, Purchases
Less Returns

„ Manufactur-
ing Wages

1 „ Carriage

„ Balance car-

ried to Profit

and Loss Ac-
count, being
Gross Profit

for the year....

£l«. d.

Dec. 31

,, 31

By Sales
Less Returns

,, Stock (Final).

£
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incurred l)y the trader in order that the actual Net Profit

derived from carrying on the business raay be accurately

arrived at.

It occasionally happens that the total credits (for Sales

and closing Stock) in the Trading Account are less in

amount than the debits (for Purchases and opening
Stock). When this happens it indicates that the trader

has not only made no Gross Profit on his goods, but that

he has made a Gross Loss ; or, in other words, that he
has been disposing of his goods at a less price than they

have cost him. Obviously such an occurrence will be

rare, and, when met with, will probably be found to be

due to some special circumstance, such as a sudden fall

in the price of the articles dealt in at a time when the

trader was overstocked with goods, or the unexpected
alteration of the customs duty on the raw materials used
by the trader in manufacturing his goods. In cases where
a Gross Loss appears on the Trading Account it is trans-

ferred to the Profit and Loss Account, as in the case of a

Gross Profit (the requisite entry being a credit to the

Trading Account and a Debit to the Profit and Loss
Account). The Gross Loss on trading is then augmented
by the various debits for working expenses, and the

other charges against the business, until a total figure

representing the Net Loss for the period has been built

The Trading Account (simple form) arising out of the

specimen Trial Balance given on page 93 is appended,
and will be found to exemplify the principles laid down
above.

TRADING ACCOUNT for the Year ended December
Dr.
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be regarded by the trader as the actual income earned by
the business during the period under review.

Lord Justice Lindley said, during the course of a much
quoted case, " the word 'profit ' is by no means free from
ambiguity," nor have the iiiany definitions of the word
offered by various political economists afforded much
practical assistance to the student.

The question " What is profit ? " is a large one, and of

great interest, but the many considerations involved are

far too complex for the scope of this treatise. And,
after all, the student, at this stage, will probably be

wise to rest content with the broad commercial ac-

ceptance of the term as expressed by Mr. Justice

Kekewich that " profit is the sum which is ascertained

by the taking of a proper account of what has been
made by trading," in other words. Profit may be broadly
stated to be the amount by which the Capital of a

business is increased during any given period by reason
of the business transactions effected during that period.

In order to ascertain this amount it is necessary to

prepare a

Profit and Loss Account

The Profit and Loss Account of a trader, and, indeed,

of any business venture, is the statement wherein the
various items of profit and revenue on the one hand, and
all the losses and expenses incurred on the other hand, are
collected and offset, the one class against the other—the
simple rule to remember, in compiling such an account,
being

—

debit all the losses, credit all the gains. The result-

ing balance of this account at the conclusion of this

process represents the Net Profit or the Net Loss arising

out of the trading operations for the period under
review.

According to modern practice, and as has been pre-

viously explained, separate Ledger accounts are opened
at the beginning of a trading period for each type of

"profit'' or "expense," and it is to these accounts that
the individual items of this nature occurring throughout
the trading period have been posted. At the end of the
period all these subsidiary " profit " or " expense " ac-

counts are closed by means of transfers of the balances
appearing on them to the combined " Profit and Loss
Account." Fresh subsidiary accounts under tlie same
headings are then opened in order to record the " profit

"

H 2
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or "expense" items occurring in the succeeding trad-

ing period. Provisions and Keserves, for outstanding

expenses and other items, are carried forward in the

particular "profit" or "expense" accounts to which
they relate at the end of a trading period, in order

to avoid the unnecessary trouble of opening numerous
special Reserve Accounts for the various individual

items ; this procedure, however, does not affect the main
principle that the balance of all "loss" and "profit"

accounts must be transferred at the end of the trading

period to the appropriate sides of the combined " Profit

and Loss Account."
The practice of carrying forward reserves for losses

or gains appears to create some confusion in the minds of

many students, and furnishes a cause of frequent error

in examination exercises. It would seem advisable,

therefore, to deal with the general methods employed in

detail.

What actually occurs, in a case where it is desired to

make a provision in any particular Expense Account for

a debt incurred but not yet paid, is that, to the pre-

existing Debit items appearing in the account, a Debit

entry (representing the expense incurred) is added for the

amount of the outstanding item in question, and at the

same time a corresponding Credit entry (representing the

liability yet to be satisfied) is made at the commencement
of the particular Expense Account, for the next trading

period. As the Ledger account has to be closed later on,

it is necessary to make this Credit entry at a sufficient dis-

tance below the level of the existing entries to permit of

the insertion of the necessary transfer entry to the Profit

and Loss Account, and the totals of the account on
either side, together with the customary transverse lines

across the money columns.

This principle is illustrated by the following example.

Example.—In the "Repairs Accoimt " of a trader for the year

1908 the following payments appear as debits, viz. March 31st,

£32 14s. 6*;., September 26th, £17 4.9. ^d. On December 31st (the

closing date of the trading period) the trader owes, to various

contractors, small sums for repair.s etl'ected during the year but not

yet paid for, amounting in all to £10 Qs. 'dd.

The most economical and effective way of incorporating

in the Eepairs Account the £10 6s. 9^. owing at the end
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of the period is by means of a " Eeserve " (or " Provision "),

as under

—

Dr. REPAIRS ACCOUNT Cr,

1908.
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" Eepairs " Account of the amount set aside becomes
essential. In either case the necessary adjustment is not
unhkely to be overlooked.

The example previously given is that of a Eeserve made
in order to provide for a specific item of "Expense" in-

curred, but not yet paid, at the date of balancing, and it

will be obvious to the student that many other circum-
stances may call for the creation of Provisions and
Eeserves in a similar manner, e. g. Eeserves for discounts

allowable and for losses arising from the failure of debtors,

and also, on the other hand, it may be necessary to create

Eeserves for profits earned but not yet received, as well as

for Expenses incurred but not yet paid, c. g. Eeserves for

rents due to the trader but not yet received by him, and
Eeserves made for profits estimated to have been made
upon foreign shipments, the statements of the realization

of which have not yet been finally adjusted.

There is one kind of loss which is, unfortunately, only

too common in the experience of most traders, viz. the

loss arising out of the insolvency of debtors, and as the

methods of providing for losses of this character differ in

commercial practice, and appear to present special

difficulties to many students, it is worth while to consider

them in some detail.

In an ordinary trading business the whole body of book
debts outstanding at any given date may generally be

divided into three classes, viz. (1) those which are

expected to be duly paid (in other words, those which are

"good"), (2) those which are wholly irrecoverable (in

other words, those which are " bad "), and (3) those of

which there is possibility, but not certainty, that they
will be paid either in full or in part, and which are classed

as " doubtful."

Upon the realization of "good" book debts the

question of loss obviously does not arise.

Book debts which are known to be wholly irrecoverable

{i. e. "bad") must be written off on or before the date of

balancing the books, by means of an entry crediting the

individual debtor's Personal Account with the amount
of the balance owing by him, and debiting an account

entitled " Bad Debts" with a like amount. The l^alance

appearing upon sucli " Bad Debts Account " must, at

the date of the preparation of a Profit and Loss Account,

be debited, in one total, as a loss in the latter account. In

this way debts which are wholly bad become cancelled in
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the trader's ledger, and are duly charged against the

profits of the undertaking.

There remain to be considered those book debts for

which, for one reason or another, it is inadvisable to

anticipate payment in full, but which are not, so far as can

be foreseen, entirely hopeless, or, in other words, debts

which may be reasonably expected to be paid, at least in

part, at some future date.

Two methods of assessing the estimated loss on this

kind of debt exist ; one practice is to carefully examine, in

detail, all the debtors' accounts outstanding in the

trader's Ledger with the assistance, if necessary, of some
official conversant with the condition of such accounts,

and deciding seriatim which portions of individual debtors'

balances will probably prove to be irrecoverable, and conse-

quently need to be provided for out of current profits.

For the total amount of the expected loss thus arrived at

the necessary reserve can then be made. An investigation

upon these lines, in order to ascertain the partly irrecover-

able book debts for "reserve" purposes, can be made
simultaneously with such examination as is needful to

ascertain the wholly irrecoverable balances in order to

write them off to the " Bad Debts Account."

For the total reserve thus deemed needful a Journal

entry must be passed, dchitvig the Profit and Loss
Account and crediting the " Reserve for Bad and Doubtful
Debts Account."
An alternative method, and one which is simpler and far

more common, especially where the debtors' balances are

very numerous, is to set aside, in each trading period, as a

Eeserve for Bad and Doubtful Debts, a fixed percentage
{p.. g. 5 per cent.) of the total debtors' balances remaining
after all the wholly " bad " debts have been written off to

the "Bad Debts Account."
In this case again the entry required in order to create

the Eeserve is a debit to the Profit and Loss Account,
coupled with a credit to the " Eeserve for Bad and
Doubtful Debts x\ccount."

The " Eeserve " thus raised for Bad and Doubtful Debts
{i.e. for debts which are not yet considered to be wholly
irrecoverable) at any particular date of balancing should
be carried forward in the books until the next date of

balancing, when its sufliciency to cover the estimated
loss on the debts outstanding at this second date of

balancing will be reconsidered. At such second date
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of balancing the same process of writing off, direct to

the Bad Debts Account, all wholly irrecoverable balances

is again effected, and, either by examination of the

remaining debtors' balances then outstanding, or by re-

serving a fixed percentage upon them the amount of the

"Eeserve for Bad and Doubtful Debts" requisite at the

second date of balancing is again arrived at. If the

Eeserve required at the second date of balancing exceeds
the Eeserve which was made at the first date of balancing

(which reserve will already be standing in the books) a

further Eeserve for the excess must be made out of the

current profits ; conversely, if the Eeserve required at

the later date be less than the Eeserve which is at that

date already standing as a credit balance upon the books
the excess must be transferred to the credit of the

Profit and Loss Account.

The methods explained above are illustrated in the

subjoined example, in which the provision for Bad and
Doubtful Debts (as distinguished from Bad Debts wholly
written oft} is placed at 5 per cent, upon the total of the

debtors' balances left upon the trader's books after writing

off all actual bad debts. The reserve for Bad and
Doubtful Debts built up during the years 1906 and 1907 is

greater than is needed for the year 1908, and a re-transfer

to the Profit and Loss Account consequently becomes
necessary.

Exainple.—The folloM'ing details as to Bad and Doubtful Debts
are extracted from A. B.'s books.

It is required to show the entries involved in the following

accounts, viz. (1) The Bad Debts Account, (2) The Hescrve for Bad
and Doubtfid Debts Account, (3) The Profit and Loss Accomii.

December 31, 1906. Bad Debts to be written off C. D., £60;
E. F., £95, both being wholly irrecoverable.

Five per cent, is to be reserved for Bad and Doubtful Debts on
£1,100, being the total amount owing by the debtors then
outstanding.

December 31, 1907. Bad Debts to be written ofiF C. H., £10;
I. J., £75.

Five per cent, is to be reserved for Bad and Doubtful Debts on
£2,500, this being the total amount owing by the debtors

then outstanding.

December 31, 1908. Bad Debts to be written off K. L., £60;
M. N., £50.

Five per cent, is to be reserved for Bad and Doubtful Debts on
f l,f)00, this being the total amount owing by the debtors

then outstanding.
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BAD DEBTS ACCOUNT Cr.

1906.

Dec. 31
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If, after any debt has been written off as wholly " Bad,"
any portion of it is recovered {e. g. a dividend of Is. in the

£ under bankruptcy proceedings), the sum so recovered

may be credited to the Bad Debts Account of the year

during which it is received. It will obviously be im-

possible to credit the dividend to the debtor from whose
estate it comes, as the whole of the balance owing by
him will have been written off as a bad debt and his

account already closed.

A " Eeserve " Account, created for the purpose of pro-

viding for the anticipated loss on Bad and Doubtful
Debts should, when preparing a Balance Sheet, be

deducted from the item " Sundry Debtors "
; the net figure

thus extended into the principal cash column of the

Balance Sheet then represents the actual estimated cash

value of the trader's book debts at the date of balancing

according to the best information available. Some ex-

amination candidates show the Eeserve for Bad and
Doubtful Debts as a liability, and take credit for the

gross total of the book debts in their Balance Sheet as

an asset ; the incorrectness of this treatment will be

obvious when it is remembered that the reason for

creating the Reserve is to eliminate the irrecoverable

portions of various debtors' balances - from such as are

wholly good, the process of elimination should therefore

be clearly exemplified in the Balance Sheet.

When a Trial Balance, which contains^a credit balance

under the heading " Bad and Doubtful Debts Reserve,"
is given in an examination exercise, some candidates

appear to be at a loss to know how to deal with the

item, and frequently enter it as a separate liability in the

Balance Sheet, making a fresh reserve of (say) 5% on
the amount of the Sundry Debtors, the whole of which
reserve they deljit, in due course, to the Profit and Loss
Account. A credit balance of this nature, when appearing
in a Trial Balance, indicates, of course, that, in the
previous year, a Reserve was made which was carried

forward to the following year, and is now available

towards the Reserve which it is necessary to create

upon the new total of Sundry Debtors.

A careful examination of the accompanying illustra-

tions will make this point clear to such students as have
been confused by the matter.

" Reserves for special purposes," consisting of amounts
taken credit for, or set aside for the purpose of accurately
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adjusting the profits for a given period, must not be con-

fused by the student with those more or less permanent
accumulations of Profits earned but not distributed,

which are styled '' Reserve Funds,'' or "Beserve Accounts."

A "Reserve Fund" (or, as some accountants prefer to

call it, a " Eeserve "), such as appears in the Balance

Sheet of a great Bankin^x Company, for instance, is an

accumulation of profits which have been retained in tbe

business instead of having been divided " up to the hilt

"

among the shareholders. Such retention of profits has

been made, generally speaking, for the purpose of

strengthening the credit of the undertaking, by providing

against some unforeseen calamity or contingency, with

the object of accumulating working capital, or for some
other conservative purpose of a more or less general

nature. Some Banking Companies possess Eeserves, built

up out of past profits, equal in amount to their entire

paid-up capital, and many possess in addition " Secret

Eeserves," obscured in various ways, for the purpose of

further enhancing the financial stability of the under-

taking, and, incidentally, to ensure that their share-

holders may be secured from undue fluctuations of

business profits.

Some accountants contend that an accumulation of

profits so retained in a business cannot legitimately be

styled a Eeserve "Fund" unless it is oflset, on the Credit

side of the Balance Sheet, by an equivalent sum of

money withdrawn from the resources of the undertaking

and invested outside the business in gilt-edged securities.

An accumulation not thus independently invested they

prefer to designate by the term "Beserve" or "Beserve

Account." The question has been further complicated

by controversies as to the practical utility of a Eeserve

which is not invested in easily realizable outside securities.

This, however, is a subject upon which it is, in point of

fact and in practice, impossible to lay down any dogmatic

rule for universal adoption ; except, of course, in cases

where the fund is raised for some specific purpose (e.g.

the redemption of debentures). The question of the

utility of an independently invested reserve, and of the

disadvantages of an uninvested reserve, are in reality

questions of business finance rather than matters of

accounting, and can only be satisfactorily decided after

careful consideration of the merits of each individual case.

The question, too, of the appropriate designation for an
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amount of Profits set aside in a Balance Sheet is merely
one of nomenclature, and, after all has been said, any
expression which clearly conveys to the mind of an
ordinary individual the exact position of affairs is admis-

sible, even though it may not meet with academical

approval. The American term "Surplus" and the old-

fashioned expression " Eest " (the latter still employed by
the Bank of England) are, in the opinion of some experts,

preferable to the terms " Eeserve " and " Eeserve Fund,''

when used to express the fact that certain profits have
been retained in the concern, and are not separately

invested.

The scope of this treatise does not permit of any detailed

investigation into the niceties of these various significa-

tions, nor, in the author's opinion, would it be wise for

the student, at this stage, to embarrass himself with too

much research into what, after all, is largely a matter of

pedantry. The student will, however, be wise to adopt

some consistent nomenclature for items of this nature,

and it is suggested that, where the Eeserve is separately

invested, the term ^'Reserve Fund" should be adopted,

and that where such Eeserve is retained in the business,

" Reserve Account" is a suitable and convenient term to

employ.
Another type of adjustment which constantly needs

careful consideration at the time when a Profit and Loss
Account is in course of preparation, is the provision

necessary for the depreciation of any assets which have
decreased in value owing to one cause or another.

Depreciation is the term employed by accountants to

indicate the gradual and inherent diminution both in

the value and the usefulness of those assets which, by
reason of their nature and uses, cannot endure for

ever.

On reflection, the student will comprehend that many
of the assets used in a business necessarily partake of

this "wasting" nature, and only a few examples need
be given. Plant and Machinery " depreciate " through
use or obsolescence. Leases, Patent Eights and other
grants for a limited period of time obviously become
less and less valuable as the date of their expiration

approaches. Where an asset thus endures for a limited

period only, at the end of which time, or "life," it

becomes either absolutely worthless, or practically so,

the amount originally expended upon its acquisition must
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be "written oft" to the Profit and Loss Account in

instalments spread over the period during which the

asset is of use and benefit in carrying on the business.

This charge to the Profit and Loss Account is, in its nature,

just as much a necessary business expense as the moneys
expended each week on postages or wages. The example
of a lease for a term of years, purchased by the payment
of a lump sum (or "premium ") at the outset, offers per-

haps as good an illustration from the student's point of

view as can be taken. In such cases, in lieu of a quarterly

or other periodical payment of " rent," a premium is paid
down in a lump sum at the outset, and the trader obtains

in exchange for this premium the right to occupy, for

whatever term he has contracted, the premises covered
by the lease. The premium, in this case, amounts practi-

cally to the present payment of a large sum for rent in

advance, and this anticipation of future obligations must
obviously, in the trader's accounts, be spread over the

period to which it relates. The necessary adjustment is

accomplished by debiting the original cost of the lease

to an " asset " account (" Leasehold Premises "), and by
" Depreciating " the amount at which such asset stands
periodically, i. e. by transferring periodical portions of the

Ledger debit to the Profit and Loss Account.
A lease at the end of its term obviously has no residual

value ; its worth has disappeared absolutely ; but, on the

other hand, wasting assets of a more tangible nature, e. g.

machinery, frequently have a residual value, if only as
" scrap-iron," even after their usefulness to the business

has ceased to exist. In cases of this kind, the asset

must be written down, over its period of usefulness, not

necessarily to complete extinction, but to its residual

value for sale when no longer useful as a business

asset.

The gradual and inherent ivasting of assets, properly

termed "Depreciation," must be carefully distinguished

from the mere fluctuation in current market values, at any
particular time, of assets similar in kind to those under
consideration. It frequently happens that, when a trader

has purchased an asset for use, its market value, or the

current cost of similar articles, falls seriously owing to

external causes, e. g. land may fall in value owing to the

district in which it is situated becoming unpopular, and
plant may possibly be obtainable at cheaper rates owing
to the introduction of some new invention. These outside
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tluctuations are, of course, matters for which a trader

viay provide in his Profit and Loss Account should he so

desire ; and he will usually he wise to do so if circum-

stances permit. Eecognition of shrinkages in value of

this nature may be prudent ; it cannot, however, be

claimed that they are provisions which must be made in

the same sense that depreciation proper must be provided

for; and, in certain cases, if brought into a trader's

accounts, it is even permissible to disregard their effect

in considering the business as an entity by itself.

The amount by which any asset is required to be

depreciated during the trading period must be made the

subject of a debit entry either direct to the Profit and
Loss Account or to the "Depreciation Account" for

subsequent transfer to the Profit and Loss Account. The
corresponding credit entry is made in the account of the

individual asset itself, thereby diminishing its book value

by the amount of the " depreciation " sustained, and
leaving to be carried forward a sum representing, as far

as possible, the true present value of the asset.

In the case of many assets depreciation is eflected by
writing off an equal sum of money in each year (this sum
is usually expressed as a fixed percentage of the oi'iginal

cost), while in cases where increasing expenditure for

repairs may be expected, as the asset deteriorates owing
to increasing age, it is perhaps more usual to write oft

each year a certain fixed percentage of the balance which,

at the end of that year, appears to the debit of the asset

account. In this latter method it is obvious that the

sum of money debited to the Profit and Loss Account
under the head of "Depreciation" grows less year by
year, inasmuch as the balance upon the Asset Account is,

each year, less than that which was shown in the year
before, this diminish iiuj charge for depreciation is counter-

balanced by the increasing charge which will naturally be
incurred for repairs as the asset grows older.

The difference between these two methods may perhaps
be usefully illustrated by the following example. Let us

assume that certain machinery, the original cost of which
was £1,000, is depreciated in the books of Firm A. by a

fixed annual charge of 20 per cent, on the original cost,

and, in the books of Firm B., by an annual charge of

20 per cent, of the diminishing balance standing from
time to time to the debit of the Asset Account ; the

respective working of the accounts would be as follows :

—
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Firm A.'s Books.

MACHINERY ACCOUNT
(Depreciation charge, 20 per cent, on the original cost.)

1899.

Jan. 1
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Firm B.'s Books {con/inurd)—
MACHINERY ACCOUNT

(Depreciation charge, 20 per cent, on the diminisliing balance.)

1900.

Jan. 1
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books, in that an equal amount is written off each year,

but this amount is calculated so as to permit of interest

being charged periodically to the Asset Account so that

some compensating allowance, in the way of interest, may
be taken credit for in the Profit and Loss Account upon
the capital locked up, for the time being, in the asset.

Under this method the amount to be written off each
year is arrived at from fixed tables, and, contempora-
neously with each periodical instalment of depreciation

written off', a debit entry is made in the Asset Account
for interest for the period upon the balance shown at the

commencement of the period on the Asset Account.
This interest is credited either in the " Interest Account "

or in the Profit and Loss Account.
This method of providing for depreciation is suited in

the main to assets costing considerable sums at the outset,

and continuing in their usefulness for long periods, e. g.

leases.

The fourth m.ethod of providing for depreciation is by
means of a policy of insurance. Upon the purchase of

the asset, a policy, termed a "pure endowment" policy,

or a policy of leasehold assurance, is obtained from an
Assurance Company to secure repayment, at the end of

the period of the asset's usefulness, of the sum originally

expended in its acquisition. A premium, annual or other-

wise, must be paid by the person taking out the policy,

and, inasmuch as the latter provides for the complete
replacement of the asset at its stated period, the premiums
paid may be taken to equal, and therefore to satisfy, all

the allowance necessary for depreciation. In cases,

therefore, where this method is employed, the asset may
be left on the books at its original cost price, and the

premiums paid may be written off, as and when paid, to

the Profit and Loss Account.
The foregoing items, viz. Eeserves, Depreciation, and

Provisions, are perhaps the matters most frequently

requiring consideration when the preparation of a Profit

and Loss Account is contemplated, and, having thus

endeavoured to describe them briefly, the general lines

upon which the account itself is compiled may be pro-

ceeded with.

In the Trading Account all the balances relating to the

trader's transactions in goods {e.g. " Sales," " Purchases,"
" Stock," etc.) are, as has already been explained, combined
so as to produce one figure of " Gross Profit " or " Gross
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Loss." This "Gross Profit" or " Gross Loss" is trans-

ferred to the appropriate side of the Profit and Loss
Account immediately upon its ascertainment, and forms

the opening entry in the latter account.

All the remaining balances appearing on the Trial

Balance which represent either "profits " or " losses " are

next sought for, and by means of Journal entries, similar

to those outlined on page 76, are transferred from the

respective Ledger accounts upon which they appear into

the combined " Profit and Loss Account." The resultant

balance shown upon the Profit and Loss Account repre-

sents the 7iet result of the trader's operations for the

given period, and is either a "Net Profit" or a "Net
Loss " according as the items upon the right-hand side of

the account (viz. the " profits " and " gains ") exceed
those appearing upon the left-hand side of the account
{i. e. the " losses" and " expenses "), or vice versa.

The figure of Net Profit or Net Loss thus arrived at is

transferred, in the case of a sole trader, to the credit of

his capital account if a profit, and to the debit of the

same account if a loss, and this transfer, appearing in

due course in the Journal, forms the final entry for any
given period of trading. An example of such a transfer

will be found on page 76.

Thomas Robinson.

PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT for the Year

Dr. ended December 31st, 1908 Cr.

1908.
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The Profit and Loss Account relating to the specimen
Tibial Balance given on page 93, viz. that of Thomas
Eobinson, is set out on page 115. It vrill be noticed

that the items of (1) Outstanding expenses, £10, and

(2) Depreciation of Fixtures and Fittings, £12 10s., have
been brought into the Account; these two items will, of

course, affect the Ledger accounts to which they relate,

and will cause corresponding adjustments in the Balance
Sheet to be illustrated subsequently.

As will be explained later on in this treatise, it is

customary, in modern practice, particularly in the case

of limited companies, to present the Profit and Loss
Account in three or more sections, in which the various

debits and credits are scientifically classified.

EXERCISES.

9a.

1. Define the term " Trial Balance," and explain the method of

its construction.

2. If the Debit and Credit sides of a Trial Balance agree in amount
is this a conclusive proof that the whole of the book-keeping has

been correctly accomplished? If not, to what extent is the construc-

tion of a Trial Balance valuable to the book-keeper ?

3. What are (1) a "Trading Account," (2) a "Profit and Loss

Account " respectively, and what is the difference between them ?

4. How should " Returns Inwards " and "Returns Outwards " be

dealt with in a Trading Account ?

5. Explain the terms : (1) Gross Profit, (2) Gross Loss, (3) Net
Profit, (4) Net Loss.

6. Explain how you would provide, in a set of books, for an
amount of £10 arranged to be set aside out of profits to cover

numerous small expenses incurred prior to the date of balancing,

the statements for which have not yet come in.

7. What is meant by " Depreciation " ? How would you provide

for it in the books of a trader ? Discuss alternative methods of

providing for this charge.

8. Discuss briefly, and in an elementary way, the subject of

"Reserves" and "Reserve Funds." Give the use of these two
diflferent terms as indicated for general adoption in this present

treatise.

9. Define and explain the terms : "Profit," "Surplus," "Residual

Value of a Wasting Asset," " Rest."

10. If a piece of machinery expected to last for five years, bought

a year ago for use by A. B., and costing then £1,000, could now, owing
to manufacturers of such articles being overstocked, be bought for

£500, is it necessary or advisable to allow for such fall in values

in the books of A. B. ? Give your reasons. What depreciation

allowances are necessary ?
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9b.

From the subjoined particulars prepare the Trading Account
and the Profit and Loss Account of 0. Hyslop for the year ended
December 31, 1908.
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9c. {continued).

Notes.—
Stock on hand, December 31, 1908, was

valued at ...... .

Write off W. Jones's Debt as irrecoverable .

Write 10 per cent. Depreciation off Leasehold
Premises .......

Write 10 per cent. Depreciation off Furniture,
Fittings, and Fixtures.....

9d.

i,091 16 11

392 15 4

325

69 18 3

From the following list of balances extracted from the books of

V. Roberts, prepare a Trial Balance as on December 31st, 1908.

V. Roberts.
Balances, December B\, 1908.



CHAPTBE X

THE BALANCE SHEET

It has already been explained, in the preceding chapter,

that the first steps necessary for a trader to take towards
the ascertainment of his financial position, at the end of a

trading period, consist of (1) the preparation of an agreed
Trial I3alance, followed by (2) the compilation of a Trading
Account and a Profit and Loss Account.

By this means the net balance of all the accounts
representing "losses" or "gains," or containing elements
of loss or gain, are combined, and the net result of this

combination, in the shape of profit or loss, is ultimately

carried to the trader's " Capital Account." When this

process has been completed, the balances still remaining
upon the Ledger consist exclusively of (a) credit balances
known as " Liabilities" (ranking " Capital Account " and
" Eeserve Account" as liabilities), and (b) debit balances,

or " Assets."

In order to ascertain the financial position of the trader

at the date of balancing, and after the elimination of all

the " Profit and Loss " balances, the liabilities and assets

appearing on his Ledger at that date are arranged in

the form of a classified schedule or statement called

a " Balance Sheet." The " Balance Sheet " is, strictly

speaking, a second Trial Balance prepared after the
closing of the Profit and Loss Account, in which, however,
according to commercial practice in this country, the
sides upon which the items appear are reversed ; conse-
quently the trader's possessions (Assets) are marshalled
in the Balance Sheet upon the right-hand (or Credit) side

of the statement, while his Liabilities (including his

Capital) appear on the left-hand (or Debit) side.

If one is to pursue, with strict consistency, the theory
governing the Double Entry system, a Balance Sheet,

being merely a transcript of Ledger balances, is, of course,

not a Ledger account itself ; it is merely a classified state-

ment of the final balances appearing on a trader's Ledger
119
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after writing up his Profit and Loss Account and closing

his books for a given period. In accordance with this

view, therefore, the contractions " Dr." and " Cr." (debit

and credit) should never appear upon a Balance Sheet.

As a matter of consistency, also, the prefixes "To " and
" By " should be omitted, but, as a matter of practice,

they are almost invariably retained.

In fairness to the student, however, it must be clearly

pointed out that many accountants maintain that the

Balance Sheet is an actual account as between the business

and its Debtors and Creditors, including the proprietor,

and where this view is held both the contractions and the

prefixes mentioned above are legitimately iised.

The object of stating Ledger balances in the form of a

Balance Sheet is to convey to the trader himself, or to any
person whom it may concern, a clear and concise statement

of the trader's financial position in a summarized form.

The term " Statement of Affairs " is also applied, under
certain circumstances, to an account or statement pur-

porting to disclose the financial position of a business

concern or trader. In Bankruptcy proceedings the phrase

has a special technical meaning which we need not here

discuss. When the term is used in accounting circles,

however, it is generally meant to convey the fact that the

statement has not been prepared from a set of books

kept upon the "Double Entry" system, but from books
in which " Single Entry " or other incomplete methods
have been employed. The term " Balance Sheet," on the

other hand, imphes that the facts set out therein convey a

concise statement of the financial position under review,

as disclosed by a set of books kept upon the Double
Entry system. The student should bear this distinction

in mind, as it is important.

Although every balance remaining on a trader's Ledger
must, of course, be included in his Balance Sheet, it does

not follow that in the latter all the Ledger balances are,

as in the case of a Trial Balance, stated separately and in

detail. It will, in fact, be obvious to the student that

such a proceeding would be impracticable. Where, there-

fore, there exist several Ledger balances of a more or less

similar nature, e. g. amounts due to or from various credit-

ors or debtors, it is the practice to group such similar

Ledger balances together and to include them in the

Balance Sheet in one combined total; consequently the

amounts due to a trader's trade creditors will usually be
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found in his Balance Sheet grouped under the one heading
of " Sundry Trade Creditors "

; the various book debts

owing to him at the same date being scheduled in a

combined total as " Sundry Debtors."

This process of grouping together Assets or Liabilities

of a kindred nature is extended to other possessions and
liabilities when marshalled for Balance Sheet purposes.

Indeed, it will be obvious that in order that the Balance
Sheet may be expressed in as concise, and yet in as lucid

a form as possible, some system of grouping and classifica-

tion must always be inevitable. At the same time, it

must be borne in mind, that as is the case with many
other useful accounting methods, grouping and classifica-

tion may be carried to excess in a Balance Sheet. If

the Balance Sheet be loosely drawn, items of a dissimilar

nature may be erroneously grouped together under a

heading which may fail to disclose their real nature in

its entirety, and the ^Balance Sheet, instead of being

a lucid statement, may, by this and other misuses, be
distorted so as to show a better or a worse financial

position than exists in reality. It is therefore necessary
that the preparation of a Balance Sheet should be
undertaken with care and deliberation, and that the

interpretation which will probably be placed upon its

component items by an outside observer should be borne
in mind. A properly-prepared Balance Sheet should be

capable of being understood by any ordinarily intelligent

observer, even assuming him to be unacquainted with
the details of the particular business in question, and it

should convey its story to him in a clear and unmistak-
able manner. If it fails to comply with these requirements
it cannot be claimed as having successfully fulfilled the
metier of an ideal Balance Sheet.

The Balance Sheets on the following page have been
prepared from the Trial Balance set forth on page 93,

after the compilation of the Trading and Profit and Loss
Accounts set forth respectively on pages 97 and 115.

The student will note that, in these specimen Balance
Sheets, the Assets (being the debit balances remaining
upon the trader's Ledger) appear on the Credit or

right-hand side, and the Liabilities on the left-hand or

Debit side.

The space at the author's disposal does not permit of

any excursion into the ancient and still smouldering
controversy as to the correct side vipon which to place
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the Assets and Liabilities when preparing a Balance

Sheet.

The controversy is an interesting one, but at this stage

of the student's progress it will be sufficient for him to

know that, in the United Kingdom, the practice of placing

the Liabilities upon the left-hand side and the Assets

upon the right-hand is now practically universal.

It will be noticed that the figures composing the above
Balance Sheet have been drawn up or " marshalled " in

two alternative forms. The two methods of marshalling

the Assets and Liabilities set out therein are those in

most frequent use in modern practice. The first example
shows the Assets set out in the order of their permanence
and unrealizability at short notice. The second example
shows the Assets marshalled in the order in which they

could be most easily realized.

As will be explained later on, the first example given

above exhibits the order in which Assets are marshalled

in the great majority of the published accounts of limited

companies.* The second method has, however, much to

commend it. No dogmatic rule can be laid down upon a

matter of this sort, where expert opinions legitimately

differ, and the student will be safe in adopting either

method, provided he carries it out reasonably and con-

sistently.

The Assets set forth in the second Balance Sheet, as

already explained, have been arranged in the order of their

realizability, i.e. according to the degree of facility with
which they could, under ordinary circumstances, be con-

verted into Cash. The most liquid of the Assets shown,
viz. Cash, has been placed at the head of the statement,

as, being cash, it is already " realized," and the other

Assets which follow may be taken, in normal circum-
stances, to be realizable in the order in which they are

shown ; e. g. the Bills Eeceivable, maturing at fixed dates

not far ahead, are taken to be more easily encashed by
being discounted on or before maturity, than the amounts
owing by the ordinary trade debtors ; again, book debts

may be taken to be more readily realizable than the

* As a matter of curio.sity the author recently divided the
published accounts of 49 well-known companies, taken at random,
into the two classes mentioned above, with the result that 42
companies were found to have adopted the former of the two
methods described, while the remaining seven companies (mostly
banks) had adopted the latter principle.
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trader's Stock of Goods on hand, and the latter in its turn

ranks before the Capital which has been sunk in acquiring

the Fixtures and Fittings and Freehold Premises.

"When this method of marshalling the Assets is made
use of, it should be complemented on the debit side of the

statement in which they appear by adopting an arrange-

ment of the Liabilities in the order in which the various

creditors could enforce their claims. Under this method
the Capital Account would, of course, appear last.

The principle of stating Assets in the order of their

realizability is one which may usefully be extended to the

Balance Sheets of Banks and kindred financial under-

takings. As explained above, it is, of course, a matter of

individual opinion and taste as to whether it is wiser to

place the most " realizable " or the most " unrealizable
"

asset at the head of the statement. Whichever method
the student adopts he must, however, take care to make
sure that the remaining Assets are consistently grouped,

according to the order in which they may be ranked as

"reahzable" or "unrealizable," so that a due succession

of convertibility, or otherwise, may be preserved.

It may be stated also that, as a general rule, the more
difficult an asset is to realize, the greater will be the loss

on its realization if hurriedly effected. The loss entailed

by rapidly calling in a large number of trade debts will

probably be less, on a percentage basis, than the loss

which would ensue if land and buildings or plant and
machinery were put up to auction and sold without

reserve; further, items as "Goodwill" and "Fixtures,"

though originally they may have been costly to acquire,

may be absolutely useless for the purposes of raising

immediate funds. It is upon the wise preservation

of a reasonable and adequate proportion of a trader's

resources in a liquid form {e. g. Cash, Book Debts, and
Bills Eeceivable), having regard to the amount of his

trade creditors and other immediate indebtedness, that

the ability of the trader to honour his obligations, and
therefore to maintain his commercial credit, must always
depend. It would, perhaps, be difficult to over-estimate the

benefits which have accrued to traders from the advantages

afforded by the system of commercial credit operating in

this country. The student cannot too clearly comprehend,
however, that every credit operation implies a possible

cash transaction. The trader therefore, if he be prudent,

whilst making every legitimate use of the advantages
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afforded by his commercial credit, will make every wise

provision "for the cash demands involved by his credit

operations.

It is, of course, impossible to give any list or classifica-

tion of Assets which can lay any claim to be exhaustive,

but the following list includes some of the most frequenlily-

occurring types ranged in the order of their reahzability,

and may prove helpful to the student

—

Class I. Cash in hand.

Cash at the Bank.
Consols and other "gilt-edged" securities

readily dealt in on the Stock Exchange

and capable of immediate encashment.

Class II. Bank Deposits for short terms.

Securities dealt in on the Stock Exchange

for the fortnightly settlements.

Eemittances in transit.

Loans on short call (secured).

Class III. Bills Eeceivable.

Trade Book Debts.

Outstanding interest.

Calls outstanding (Joint Stock Companies),

and other personal obligations capable of

being called in at short notice.

Business loans on security.

Loans on mortgage.

Eeversions purchased (if transferable).

Class IV. Stock on hand.

Goods sent out on consignment to other

persons for sale.

Work in progress.

Class V. Land and buildings, («) freehold and (b)

leasehold, (c) in town or (d) country.

Class VI. Plant and Machinery.

Class VII. Goodwill, Patent Eights, assets or under-

takings of exceptional nature.

Fixtures and Fittings.

Class VIII. Obsolete plant and machinery, land in

undeveloped districts, " development

"

and other expenditure of a like nature.

"Preliminary Expenses." (Balance of this

account not yet written off.)

In considering a Balance Sheet, the student must be

warned against falling into the somewhat common error
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of imagining that the items placed on the Credit side of

the statement represent of necessity tangible property

capable of being readily converted into the exact sums of

money placed against each asset. Sufficient has already

been said above to indicate that different types of property

possess v^idely differing degrees of realizability, both as

regards the time required to convert them into money,
and as regards the actual amount likely to be produced
by their forced sale. Again, many of the Assets acquired

by a trader are frequently suitable for his particular type
of business only (e. g. plant and machinery of special

kinds). Such Assets necessarily fall considerably in

market value directly they are ranked, for selling pur-

poses, as " second-hand " ; the fact that their money
value to an immediate seller has depreciated in this way
is a matter quite apart from their cost, or their present

value, to the owner for use in a "going concern." The
student must clearly grasp the fact that this element of

the differing values of Assets, when viewed from such
widely divergent standpoints, is one which it is neither

necessary nor possible to take completely into account
when preparing the Balance Sheet of the actual user.

Provided always that, by means of adequate provision for

depreciation, the Assets are gradually reduced to their

residual or " scrap" value at the end of their period of

usefulness, market fluctuations may be ignored in the

books of an owner for use, and this fact forms one of the

instances which exemplify the differences which must
always exist between " book " and " market " values.

It would be quixotic, too, in the case of intangible

Assets like " Goodwill," to imagine that, in the majority

of cases, they are immediately saleable at a price approxi-

mate to the figure at which they stand in the owner's
books ; the monetary sum set out against the asset in the

Balance Sheet in these cases represents the "cost" to the

owner, or the amount of capital he has expended in this

direction, and bears no necessary reference to the amount
which the asset would produce if sold.

All that can be wisely claimed for a properly-prepared

Balance Sheet is that it discloses a conservative view of

the trader's financial position, after making such provisions

as are necessary in order to reduce his Assets to their

true present value to the trader as the proprietor of a
" going concern."

No trader's Balance Sheet does or can profess to
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represent the financial position which would result if the

Assets set out therein were immediately placed upon the

market.
In the opinion of the author the student will he wise to

accustom himself to refer to the two sides of the Balance

Sheet as the " Debit " and " Credit " sides, rather than as

the " Liabilities " and "Assets" sides of the statement.

A little thought and inquiry will soon demonstrate the

fact that the latter and more popular nomenclature is

often incorrect. As its name implies, a Balance Sheet is

an abstract statement of the debit and credit balances

remaining upon the Ledger after the elimination of all the

Profit and Loss items. Such a statement, or schedule,

may, and in fact does, of necessity often include items

which cannot properly be classified as Liabilities or

Assets. For example, the Eeserve Account and the

undivided balance of the Profit and Loss Account will be

found on the debit side of the statement ; whilst on the

credit side may be found the deficiency or loss (if any)

for the period, or any expenditure which is unrepresented

by any asset, and which is held in suspense, in order

that it may be written off over a future period {e. g.

Preliminary Expenses).* It will be self-evident to the

student that in such cases, which are by no means
uncommon, the designation "Liabilities" and "Assets"
is quite inappropriate.

As has already been indicated, a statement, such as those

prepared when a bankruptcy is impending, wherein the

Assets are stated as nearly as possible at their " break-

up" values, is termed a "Statement of Affairs," and differs

widely from a Balance Sheet both in its object and in the

manner of its preparation. The student has already been
warned that he must not confound statements of this

character with a Balance Sheet prepared from a set of

books kept upon the Double Entry system.

In the preparation of a Balance Sheet it is always
desii"able that all Assets, the market value of which is

liable to fluctuation, or which are realizable only with
difficulty, or which have been acquired for use, as dis-

tinguished from those acquired for subsequent conversion
into money, shall be stated separately and clearly ; care

should also be taken that the basis upon which the

Balance Sheet value of such Assets is arrived at is plainly

* An investigat ion of the Balance Sheets of unsuccessful companies
will furnisli the student with illustrations of "Assets " of this type.
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indicated. In the specimen Balance Sheet given on
page 122, it will be noted that the " Stock on Hand " and
"Freehold Premises " are stated as having been " valued
at cost price," and that the amount of the depreciation

written off the " Fixture and Fittings " is clearly shown

;

this wholesome practice should be extended to all Assets

except in those cases in which the monetary value is

practically certain, in order that the Balance Sheet may
be freed, as far as possible, from any uncertainties as to

the basis of the valuations placed upon the Assets

scheduled therein.

The valuation of Assets prior to the preparation of a

Balance Sheet frequently presents considerable practical

difficulties; it is impossible to discuss so large a question

at adequate length in this chapter, but two general rules

may be laid down for the guidance of the student, viz.

—

1. That Assets held for the imrpose of being subse-

quently converted into money {e. g. Debtors, Bills

Receivable and Stock of Goods on hand) should
not be stated in the Balance Sheet at any amount
which is in excess of their lyrobable realizahle value,

and that, if the latter is below their book value,

adequate depreciation must be provided. On the

other hand, it may be stated, as a general rule, that

it is unwise to write up (or " appreciate") Assets
of this description in cases where their market
value has temporarily risen above their book value.

Assets falling under this class are frequently

termed Floating or Circulating Assets. So far as

they are available, Assets of this nature form the

Working Capital of the business in which they are

employed.
2. That in the case of Assets held solely for use {e.g.

Plant and Machinery, Goodwill, Leases, Patent
Eights, etc.), fluctuations in current market values

may be ignored, and that, provided adequate depre-

ciation is written off the asset in order to reduce

it to its residual value at the end of its useful

"life," it may be included in the Balance Sheet at

its original cost less this necessary depreciation.

The basis of valuation should invariably be stated,

and, indeed, in the case of public Joint Stock

Companies owning Assets of this description such
a statement has recently become compulsory.
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The generic name of Assets of the above class

is Fixed Assets. The term is not altogether a

happy one, as Fixed Assets of some classes are

subject to wear and tear. When used in conjunction

with Assets, however, the adjective is meant to

imply that the Assets so designated are held for

the purpose of carrying on the business and earn-

ing income, and not for sale purposes. In cases

where Fixed Assets decrease in value owing to

wear and tear, or other cause, they are also referred

to as Wasting- Assets.

In the strict sense, as explained above, such
capital is not of course really " Fixed," composed
as it is, for the most part, of Assets subject to

wear and tear and other depreciating factors.

The legal decisions given in several well-known
cases * have apparently relieved Joint Stock Com-
panies from the necessity of providing for the

wastage of certain "Fixed" Assets; it will be
needless to point out, however, that, from a

commercial point of view, a financial policy based
upon these lines would be generally condemned
as unsound.

Finally, the student must be cautioned against

the error, not uncommon among examinees, of

heading a Balance Sheet as, e.g.,
^'
for the year

ending December 31s^, 1909." A Balance Sheet is

a schedule of Ledger balances as on a certain date,

in contrast to the Profit and Loss Account, which
is a statement containing the trafisactions for the

year or other period which it covers.

EXERCISES.

10a.

1. Explain the nature of a Balance Sheet. In what respects does
it (a) resemble, and {b) differ from, a Trial Balance?

2. Differentiate between a " Balance Sheet" and a "Statement
of Affairs."

3. Discuss the order in which the Assets should appear in a
Balance Sheet, giving reasons for the method you prefer.

4. Range, in the order of their realizability, the following assets :

* In re Dovey and Others v. Gory. Certain comments were made
by the Lord Chancellor in this case which seemed to suggest that
these decisions might be open to challenge under other circumstances.

K
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Cash, Freehold Land, Book Debts, Consols, Plant, Balance on Deposit

Account with Bankers, Patent Rights, Stock on hand, Work in

Progress, Preliminary Expenses, Goodwill.

5. Is the following statement correct ? If not, discuss the ques-

tions involved : "No asset should be included in a Balance Sheet

which is not capable of conversion into money, and no asset should

be included at any value above that which it would fetch if

immediately sold."

6. Explain the nature of, and the difference between, " Floating
"

and "Fixed" Assets.

7. What is " Working Capital " ?

8. Upon what basis should '
' wasting assets " be valued for

inclusion in a Balance Sheet ? Illustrate your answer by dealing

with the case of a Printing Machine costing £50 with a life of five

years, being worth at the end of that time £5 as scrap-iron. The
charges for repairs for the five years are as under : First year, £1

;

second year, £3 ; third year, £5 ; fourth year, £5 ; lifth year, £6 lO.s'.

10b.

From the following particidars prepare the Balance Sheet of

Charles Wilkinson, as on December 31, 190S, showing his capital at

that date, and ranging the items on either side in the order of their

realizability, or as they beco;ne payable.

£ s. d.

Stock of Goods on hand, December 31, 1908

Sundry Debtors .....
Freehold Premises (valued at cost)

Bills Payable
Furniture and Fixtures, at cost, less deprecia

tion at 10 per cent, per annum .

Sundry Creditors on Open Accounts
Creditor for Loan for working capital, H
Henry (repayable January 1, 1911) .

Bank Overdraft, London and Western Bank
Ltd., Cardiff

Cash in Hand .....
Goodwill (at cost) .....
Stock of Stationery in Hand.
Bills Receivable in Hand
Balance with the Union Banking Co., Ltd.

London—On Current Account .

On Deposit Account (at 7 days)

Sundry Creditors for expenses due but not

paid ......
Consols, £1,000 at 83 .

11,090 16 5

1,078 13

3,000

5,075 10

615 17 9
1,204 7 6

13,000

18 17 6

32 17 9

2,000
15 4 9

1,765

189 15 6

1,000

37 16 5
830

10c.

From the following Trial Balance prepare the Trading Account
and the Profit and Loss Accounts for the year ended December 31,

190-i, and a Balance Sheet as on that day, incorporating therein the

adjustments set forth in the footnote.
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0. Jones.
Trial Balance as on December 31, 1908.
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IOd.

The Steel Co., Ltd., began business on January 1st, 1906, with a
Capital of £40,000, in 8,000 shares of £5 each, £1 to be paid on allot-

ment, £1 on March 1st, and £1 on June 1st. Freehold Land, value

£2,500, was bought and Buildings erected at a cost of £11,250.
There was also purchased Plant, £3,750 ; Office Furniture, £175 ;

and Preliminary Expenses amounted to £375. The works were
finished on June 30th, and all liabilities thereon were paid at that

date. The following were outstanding as arrears, viz.—On Allot-

ment, £175 ; on first call, £280 ; and on second call, £345. Cash in

Bank amounted to £5,150. Make the necessai-y entries for the

above, and prepare a Balance Sheet as at June 30th. On December
31st Stock amounted to £7,800. From the following Trial Balance
prepare Trading and Profit and Loss Accounts and Balance Sheet,

after depreciating Freehold Buildings IJ per cent, per annum.
Plant 10 per cent, per annum, Furniture 7i per cent, per annum,
and Preliminary Expenses one-sixth.



CHAPTER XI

A mekchant's accounts

In order to practically illustrate the working of the

books already described in the preceding Chapters, and
for the purpose of further explaining their combined use

as a complete system, the subjoined example has been
worked out in detail in the exact manner in which the

items would appear in an actual set of books.

The transactions upon which the illustration is based
are assumed to be those of J. Harris, a merchant deal-

ing in two classes of goods, viz. Coffee and Tea. In
order that the transactions in the two types of goods
dealt in may be kept apart from each other, and in

order that the gross profit on either class of merchandise
may be separately ascertained in the Trading Account,
the principle of analysis columns has been made use of

in the "Sales," "Purchases" and " Returns " Books, as

well as in the Stock and Trading Accounts in the Ledger.
The dealings in merchandise, and certain of the other

transactions given in the Example, are less numerous
than would be the case in an ordinary mercantile busi-

ness, but they have been so curtailed in order to avoid
the unnecessary repetition of entries of a precisely similar

character, e. g. the illustration of how to record a single

sale or return is deemed to be sufficient to indicate to

the student how all sales and returns, of a precisely

similar character, should be passed through the books.
The books illustrated are as under, and the initial

letters, appended to the names of the various books of

original entry, are used, in lieu of folios, in the Ledger in

order to indicate the particular book in which the original

entry is to be found.

CCash Book (with columns for "Bank,"
CASH BOOKS

]
"Office Cash," and '-Discount") C.

iPetty Cash Book P. C.

133
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Mar. U

12

Drew upon the Northern Stores, Ltd., at 3 months

sight, which draft was duly accepted

Sold to Francis & Co. on credit—
^ rr a

100 bags of cofifee at (iOs., less 2* per cent. Trade

DiscouTit
••••

Received from the Northern Stores, Ltd., cheque for

And paid the same to the B^nk.

Allowed the Northern Stores, Ltd. (discount)

Paid, from Ofhce Cash, salaries and wages to date....

Paid by cheque to the Wynaad Coffee Co., Ltd

Being allowed discount by them

Paid from Office Cash for electric light fittings

Sold for cash (iilaccd in Office Cash)—
3 bags of coHee at 50s

]0 chests of tea at (iO.? ••••

Sold on credit to the Northern Stores, Ltd.—

.500 ba^s of coffee at 5Ss. per bag, net

5 chests of tea at 62s. per chest, net

The Northern Stores, Ltd., returned as unsuitahle—

5 chests of tea si>ld them (allowed them therefor

full invoice price) ••••• ••

10 bags of coffee sold tliem (allowed them there-

for full invoice price) • ••••

Bought from the Wynaad Coffee Co., Ltd., on credit—

500 bags of coffee at 40s. per bag, less 5 per cent.

Trade Discount

Paid from Petty Cash-
Housekeeper and cleaning to date

Fires to date
Postages and Telegrams to date •
Fire Insurance premium (in advance) for 1 year

from March 1 (debit Ins\irance Account)

Received from the Northern Stores, Ltd., cheque on

account
Allowed them discount thereon

Returned to the Wynaad Coffee Co., Ltd.—

100 bags of the coffee bought from them on March

20 tfie same being found to be " not up to

sample." Received a credit note, for returns,

from them for full price, i.e. 100 bags at 46s.

per bag, less 5 per cent. Trade Discount

Received from' Francis & Co. cheque for £65 10s., and

hanked the same ••• ;

Bought at auction from R. Levy freehold premises,

4590 Minories, for

Of which jiaid l)y cheque ••• ••
Tlie balance (£2,000) to be paid upon the

formal transfer of the property.

Tlie Bank notify that Francis & Co.'s .cheque has

been returned to them dishonoured

Discounted with the Bank the Northern Stores Co. s

acceptance for

Being charged discount therefor ••

Francis & Co. offer to discharge the amount of their

dishonoured cheque as follows—

1. By their acceptance at 30 days' sight, endor.'^ed

by Brown & Co., for

2. By cheque for ••••;

Acciejited their offer and received cheque and

acceptance, paid the former to Bank, through

whom it was dulv honoured.

Borrowed from the Properly & Mortgage Trust, Ltd.,

at 4 per cent, per annum, upon the security of

459c Minories. Received their cheque (paid

same to Bank) ••

Simultaneously with receiptof the foregoingcheque

J. Harris received from Mr. R. Levy's solicitors

the deeds relating to 459.; Minories in exchange

for his cheque for £2,000, balance of purchase

money, and these deeds, together with Ihe Mort-

gage Deed, were duly handed to the Property

& Mortgage Trust, Ltd

£

1 ,000

292
850

22

12

1,000
10
5

7

30

1,450
15

1,000
10

218

65

3,000
1,000

1,000
8

1,500
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Mar. 24 Paid R. Levy, by cheque, value of Fixtures at 459c
Minories (Furniture and Fixtures Account)

Francis & Co. this day suspended payment.
Sold to Wrightson Bros, on credit

—

50 bags of coffee at 52s. per bag.
Paid by cheque to the Forwarding Agency, Ltd.,

charges for carriage on sundry bags (it coffee
and chests of tea dispatched through tlieui to
the purchasers thereof.

Received from Wrightson Bros, their acceptance at
3 months' date for

Allowed thera discount thereon
Drew from Bank for Offii-e Cash
Drew from Banlv for Petty Cash, in order to increase

the Cashier's agreed balance to £30
Paid, from Office Cash, salaries and wages to date
Bills Payable held by Produce Importing Co., Ltd.,

met to-day through the Bank
Paid, from Petty Cash

—

Housekeeper and cleaning to date
Fires to date
Postages and Telegrams to date
Travelling Expenses to date
3 bottles of Ink
Repairs to Copying Press

Sold for cash (placed in Office Cash), 10 bags of coffee
at 62s. net

Drew cheque on bankers to restore Petty Cashier's
balance to £30

Note.—The following provisions are to be made at the
end of the month

—

Stocks on hand are to be valued as under

—

1,073 bags of coffee at 55«. per bag
10 chests of tea at 60.5. per chest

2. One month's depreciation is to be written off

Leasehold Land and Buildings at the rate of
£100 per aniuun

3. Eleven months' tire insurance premium paid in
advance is to be carried forward

4. A reserve for the loss on the debt due fVom
Francis & Co. and on the bill held hearing
their accejitance is to be made, of

5. Provision is to be made for sundry expenses
due but unpaid at the end of the month

6. Fixtures and Fittings are to be depreciated at
the rate of 12 per cent, per annum, nothing
being written off the Fixtures and Fittings
bought during the month, i.e. 1 month's de-
preciation is to be allowed for at 12 per cent,
per annum on £120

£
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Liabilities .are set ov;t on the credit side ; upon the credit

side also is inserted the figure necessary to make the two
sides of the Journal entry agree. Such adjusting figure

represents the Initial Capital embarked in the under-

taking.

The opening Journal entry thus assumes the following

form

—

JOURNAL

1009.
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March 3. Bought from the Produce Importing Com-
pany, Ltd., on Credit— <£ s. d.

200 hags Wynaad Coffee at 50s. j^er bag 500

100 chests Silhana Tea at 46.s. per chest 230

£730

Immediately upon receipt of the Invoice from the

Produce Importing Company, Ltd., the clerk in charge

of the Purchases Book copies into it the details given

above ; the amount payable for the Coffee bought (£500)

is entered in the " Coffee " anaylsis column of the

Purchases Book, the amount payable for the Tea (£230)

is entered in the "Tea" analj^sis column, and the total

of the Invoice (£730) is extended into the total column
in the Purchases Book. The posting of these' items

to the credit of the Produce Importing Company, Ltd.,

in their Ledger account, is subsequently effected by

the Ledger-keeper from the Purchases Book, and the

folio of the Ledger account in which the items appear

is entered by him in the folio column of the Purchases

Book, thus indicating to himself, and to all other persons

concerned, that the necessary Ledger posting has been

duly effected. The Purchases Book folio (" P " in this

case) is entered in the folio column in the Ledger account.

The "Purchases" Account is thus debited v^iih the £730

worth of goods received into the business, and the Produce

Importing Company is credited with the £730 worth of

goods which they have sold and delivered.

March 6. Sold the Northern Stores, Ltd., on credit—

500 bags cojfee, medium, at 56s. per bag, £ s. d.

less '1 per cent. Trade Discount . 1,372

200 chests Tea at 50s. per chest net . 500

£1,872

The fact that this sale has taken place, and the details

of which it is composed, appear in the " Invoice Press

Copy Book" kept by J. Harris, i. e. in the Press Copy Book
in which all the invoices rendered by him to customers

are copied prior to being sent out.

From this Press Copy Book the clerk in charge of the

Sales Book records the sale in his Sales Book, entering

the selling price of the Coffee sold in the " Coffee

"

analysis column, the price of Tea sold in the "Tea"
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analysis column, and extending the total in the "Total"
column in manner similar to that indicated in the case of

the purchase referred to in the preceding paragraph.

The posting of the item to the debit of the Ledger
account of the Northern Stores, Ltd., is effected by the
Ledger-keeper in the oi'dinary way as described above.

The Northern Stores, Ltd., are thus debited with the

£1,872 worth of goods received by them, and the " Sales
"

Account is credited with the iEl,872 worth of goods
delivered.

March 9. Paid from Petty Cash—

•

£ s. d.

For Envelopes and Letter-paper . .14 9

For Brass Door-plates {debit " Furniture
and Fixtures" Account) . . .386

For Stamps 15

As and when the above payments are effected by the

Petty Cashier, he enters them in his Petty Cash Book on
the credit side in the total column. Such of the items as

relate merely to expenses coming appropriately under aiay

of the headings set out in the analysis columns of the

Petty Cash Book are forthwith "extended" (i. e. entered
more to the right-hand side of the book) in their respective

analysis columns. Into this category fall the payments
for Envelopes and Letter-paper (<£1 4s. 9d.), and for

Stamps (15s.) ; these items are consequently immedi-
ately extended respectively in the "Stationery" and
" Postages and Telegrams " columns.
The remaining payment, viz. that for " Brass Door-

plates (<£3 8s. 6d.)," requires to be debited to the " real

"

Ledger account headed "Furniture and Fixtures," and this

sum is consequently extended into the " Ledger" column
upon the extreme right-hand side of the Petty Cash Book,
with the name of the Ledger account (viz. " Furniture
and Fixtures ") appended. From the item, thus extended,

a debit entry is subsequently made by the Ledger-keeper
in the " Furniture and Fixtures " account in his Ledger,
and the necessary double entry is thus completed. The
Ledger folio is inserted in the folio column in the Petty
Cash Book in the ordinary way, in order to indicate that

the item has been duly posted.

The various expense accounts, " Stationery " and
" Postages," are thus debited with the sums spent in

these directions, and the " Furniture and Fixtures

"

Account is debited with the cost of the brass door-plates
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acquired, the Petty Cash being credited with the money
spent.

March 10. Accepted the Produce Importing Company's

Draft— £ s. d.

Due March ^Q for 400
Paid them by Cheque .... 315
Being allowed Discount . . . . 15

£730

These transactions, in reahty three in number, must
first be mentally classified according to the particular

book in which the original entry is to be effected.

The "acceptance" for £100 is a "Bills Payable"
transaction, and therefore requires to be entered in that

book ; the other two transactions, together amounting to

a cash payment coupled with a discount allowance, must
obviously be recorded in the Cash Book.

The Bill Payable for £400 is consequently entered in

the Bills Payable Book, the various details relating to it

being recorded in the appropriate columns {e. g. " for

whose account accepted," " whei'e payable," etc.), and the

amount is posted therefrom to the debit of the firm " for

whose account accepted," i. e. the Produce Importing

Company.
The amount of the cheque drawn (£315) in favour

of the Produce Importing Company, Ltd., is entered

(from the cheque counterfoil appearing in J. Harris's

cheque-book) in the Cash Book upon the credit side in the

"Bank" column; the discount allowance received (£15)

is entered upon the same line in the Cash Book, again

upon the credit side, but in the "Discount" column.

The total of the two items (£330), thus entered upon the

credit side in the Cash Book, is posted to the debit of the

Ledger account of the Produce Importing Company, Ltd.,

by the Ledger-keeper, the Ledger folio being entered

in the Cash Book against the items, and the Cash Book
folio (" C " in this case) being entered in the folio column
in the Ledger.

The Produce Importing Company is thus debited with

items amounting to £730, representing cash and an
acceptance given them and discount allowed by them,

while "Bills Payable" are credited with £400, representing

the liability incurred on the Bill Payable ;
" Cash " is

credited with £315, representing the cash parted with,
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and " Discount Account" {via the Cash Book) is credited

with £15 for a " profit " received.

March 11. Drew iqwn the Northern Stores, Ltd.,

at 3 vwntJis sight for .£'1,000, whicli draft teas duly

accepted.

This bill, received by J. Harris, must be recorded in

the " Bills Eeceivable Book " in a manner similar to,

although with the reverse effect of, the Bill Payable
referred to in the preceding entry.

Consequently the bill, with full particulars, is first

entered in the Bills Eeceivable Book, and is posted

from thence to the credit of the person " from whom
received," i. c. the Northern Stores, Ltd., in the Ledger
account kept for them by J. Harris's Ledger-keeper. The
requisite posting is effected by the latter in the ordinary

way.
"Bills Eeceivable" are thus debited with £1,000, repre-

senting the amount of the bill received, and the Northern
Stores, Ltd., are credited with the value of the bill (£1,000)
which they have given to J. Harris.

March 12. Sold Francis & Co. 100 hags coffee at 60s.,

less 2| per cent, trade discount, £292 10s. Od.

This transaction is passed through the Sales Book, and
is posted subsequently to the debit of Francis & Co.'s

Ledger account by the methods explained as applicable

in the case of the sales described under date March 6.

It is to be noted that in the case of this sale, as was
also the case with reference to that made on March 6,

the trade discount has been deducted before any attempt
is made to pass the transaction through the books.

Francis & Co. are thus debited with £292 10s. for the
value of the goods sold to them, the " Sales Account

"

being credited with £292 10s. for the goods parted with.

March 12. Received from the Northern Stores, Ltd.,

cheque for £850 ; paid some to bank ; allowed them
discount, £22.

The £850 is entered in the debit " Bank " column in

the Cash Book, while the discount allowance (£22) is

entered at the same time in the adjacent "Discount"
column ; the total, £872, is then posted to the credit of

the Northern Stores, Ltd., in the Ledger account kept
for them. The Bank is thus debited with £850 because
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it has received a cheque for that sum, "Discount" is

{via the Cash Book) debited with £22 because a "loss"

of that amount has been sustained under this heading,

and the Northern Stores, Ltd., are credited with the £850
cheque with which they have parted, and with the £22
discount allowed to them.

March 13. Paid from Office Cash, Salaries and Wages
to date, £12 10s.

To record this item it is necessary to credit the " Office

Cash " column on the credit side of the Cash Book with

the £12 10s. paid away; the requisite double entry being

completed by the posting of £12 10s. to the debit of the

Wages and Salaries Account in the Ledger.

"Salaries and Wages" are thus debited with £12 10s.

because this expense has been sustained, and "Office

Cash " is credited with £12 10s. because the Cashier has

parted with the money.

March 15. Paid b7j cheque to the Wynaad Coffee

Co77ipany....... £1,000
Being alloiued discount .... £10

The £1,000 is entered on the credit side of the Cash
Book in the " Bank" column, thus indicating the drawing

of a cheque of that value ; the discount is placed in the
" Discount" column on the same side of the Cash Book,

and the total (£1,010) is posted to the debit of the

Wynaad Coffee Company in the Ledger.

The Wynaad Coffee Company, Ltd., is thus debited with

£1,010 "cash and discount" because they have received

the one and allowed the other. The Bank is credited

with £1,000 because it has parted with this sum, and
"Discount" is credited with £10 because this "profit"

has been received.

March 16. Paid from Office Cash for Electric Light

Fittings, £5 7s. 9d.

The " Office Cash " column on the credit side of the

Cash Book is credited with £5 7s. 9(/., representing the dis-

bursement of that sum from the Office Cash, and the
" Furniture and Fixtures " Ledger Account is debited

with the same sum. "Furniture and Fittings" are thus

debited with £5 7s. 9d., representing assets acquired, and
"Office Cash" is credited with £5 7s. 9d., representing

money pairl.
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March 17. Sold for cash {placed in Office Cash)—
3 hags coffee at oO.s £7 10

10 chests tea at 60s £30

These sales are not sales "upon credit," and, con-

sequently, do not need to be recorded through the Sales

Book, which hook, it will be remembered, is restricted to

the record of sales "upon credit."

It will be remembered that a "Sales" Account is

opened in the Ledger, and that to this account is posted

the total of the Sales Book at the end of the period, and it

is in this account that, in the present example, the cash

sales effected have been credited. In some businesses a

separate Ledger account is kept for " Cash Sales," the

total of this class of sale being merged with the total of

the "Credit Sales" at the end of the trading period; or,

as an alternative, a separate column in the Cash Book
for " Cash Sales" maybe employed, in which the daily

total of the Cash Sales is entered, the total of the column
being posted, in due course, each month, to a " Cash
Sales Account" in the Ledger. In the present example,

however, the Cash Sales, not being numerous, have been

posted direct from the Cash Book to the "Sales" Account
in the Ledger.

The entry consequently is

—

The "Office Cash" column on the debit side of the

Cash Book is debited with the two items (£37 10s.),

representing the receipt by the Office Cashier of the

proceeds of the Cash Sales, and "Sales" Account in the

Ledger is credited with the like sum, representing goods

parted with.

March 19. Sold on credit to the Northern Stores, Ltd.—
£ s. d.

500 bags coffee at 58s. per bag net . 1,450

5 chests tea at 62s. per chest net . 15 10

£1,465 10

These sales are passed through the Sales Day Book,
the items being entered in the proper analysis columns
upon lines similar to the sale effected on March 6, to the

same purchaser. The Northern Stores, Ltd., are thus

debited with £1,465 10s. for the value of the goods
received by them, and " Sales " Account is credited with

£1,465 10s. for the goods parted wath.
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March 19. The Northern Stores, Ltd., returned as

unsuitable—
5 chests tea sold them .... £15 10

10 hags coffee . . . . . £29
Allowed them full invoice price tlierefor.

(£44 10s. oil. in all).

"Returns Inwards" of this nature are, for book-keeping

purposes, and as has already been explained (Chapter VIII),

dealt with in the books of the original seller as re-

purchases of goods previously sold, and must be recorded in

the " Eeturns Inwards" Book upon lines similar to those

which would be adopted if the transaction represented an

original purchase of goods from the Northern Stores, Ltd.,

instead of being a re-purchase of goods from them.

The £15 lO.s. "allowed" for the Tea returned is thus

entered in the Returns Inwards Book, with appropriate

details, the amount being placed in the "Tea" analysis

column, while the £29 allowed for the Coffee returned is

similarly entered in the " Coffee " column of the same
book, and the total (£44 10s.) is extended into the

"total" column. From this book the allowances for

Returns Inwards are posted to the credit of the Northern

Stores, Ltd., in their Ledger account. " Returns Inwards
"

are thus debited with £44 10s. for the value of the goods

received back, and the persons from whom they were

received, viz. the Northern Stores, Ltd., are credited with

£44 10s. for goods with which they have parted.

March 20. Bought from the Wynaad Coffee Company,
Ltd., on credit, 500 bags coffee at 46s. per bag, less

5 per cent, trade discount, £1,092 10s.

This purchase is entered in the Purchases Book, and is

posted to the credit of the Wynaad Coffee Company, Ltd.,

in the ordinary way. " Purchases " Account is debited

with £1,092 10s., being the value of the goods received,

and the Wynaad Coffee Company, Ltd., is credited with

£1,092 10s. for goods with which it has parted.

March 20. Paid from Petty Cash—
Housekeeper and cleaning to date

Fires to date ......
Postages and Telegrams to date

Fire Insurance Premium in advance for one

year from March 1 (Debit Insurance

Account) ......

£ s.

2 5

8

9
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These payments are entered, as and when made, upon
the credit side of the Petty Cash Book, in the Total

cohTmn.
Such of these items (in point of fact the first three

payments) as fall under any of the "expense" headings

inserted in the analyses columns following the credit

"Total" column are extended in those analyses columna

under their appropriate headings. Hence the £2 5s. and

the 8.S. Qd. are inserted under " Housekeeper, Fires and
Cleaning," while the 9s. 6f/. is entered under " Postages

and Telegrams."

The remaining item requires to be debited to a separate

account in the trader's Ledger {i.e. " Insurance Account "),

and it is consequently extended into the extreme right-

hand column (the " Ledger i,\ccount" column), with the

name of its correct Ledger account appended, and the

posting of the item to the debit of such Ledger account

is subsequently effected from the Petty Cash Book. The
respective "expense" accounts are thus debited with the

sums spent in the various directions indicated. " Insur-

ance Account " is debited with £1 10s. for the value of

the protection acquired against fire, and " Petty Cash " is

credited with £4 13s. in all because it has paid the money.

March 20. Beceived from the Northern Stores, Ltd.,

cheque on account ..... £1,000

Allowed them discount .... £10

The debit " Bank " column in the Cash Book is debited

with £1,000, the debit " Discount " column with £10, and

the total of the two items, £1,010, is posted to the credit

of the Ledger account of the Northern Stores, Ltd.

The Bank is debited with £1,000 for the money received

by it, " Discount" is debited with £10 for a "loss " sustained

in this direction, while the Northern Stores, Ltd., are

credited with £1,010 for the cash received from them and

the discount allowed to them.

March 20. Betzcrned to the Wynaad Coffee Company,

Ltd., 100 bags coffee, invoiced at 46s. per bag, less

5 per cent, trade discount, £218 10s.

This " Eeturn Outwards " is recorded through the

" Eeturns Outwards " Book, from which a posting for

£218 10s. to the debit of the Ledger account of the

Wynaad Coffee Company, Ltd., is made. The trans-

action is thus treated as a re-sale to the Wynaad Coffee

Company, Ltd., of goods previously bought from it.

L
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The Wjnaad Coffee Company, Ltd., is thus debited

with £218 lO.s. for the value of goods returned to them,
" Returns Outwards " being credited with £218 10s.

because goods to this amount have been parted with.

March 22. Eeceived from Francis (& Co. cheque for
£65 10s., and banked same.

The " Bank " column in the Cash Book is debited with

£65 10s. because it has received a cheque of that value,

while Francis & Co. are credited with the amount of the

cheque received from them.

March 22. Bought at auction from B. Levy freehold

2)re7nises, 459c Minories, for £3,000, for which paid
by cheque £1,000, the balance to be paid on formal
transfer of the property.

This is in reality a twofold transaction, and must be

recorded as such ; the first transaction to be recorded is

the purchase of the premises from E. Levy for £3,000, for

which a Journal entry must be passed, viz. debiting

"Freehold Premises" with £3,000, and crediting R. Levy
with the like sum (£3,000).

" Freehold Premises " are debited with £3,000 because
premises have been acquired of that value, and R. Levy
is credited with £3,000 because he has parted with
premises costing that amount.
The second transaction requiring to be entered is the

payment of £1,000 to R. Levy in reduction of the amount
owing to him. This item is entered in the ordinary way in

the "Bank" column of the Cash Book, upon the credit

side, and the necessary posting is effected to R. Levy's
debit in the ordinary way.

R. Levy is debited with £1,000 because he has received

a cheque for this sum, and the " Bank Account " is credited

with £1,000 because it has parted with the like amount.

March 22. The Bank notifies that Francis ct Co.'s

cheque for £65 10s. has been returned dislionoured.

When this cheque was originally received it was, upon
the assumption that it would be duly met, debited in the
" Bank " column of the Cash Book, and credited in Francis

& Co.'s Ledger account. Now, however, in view of the fact

that it has been " dishonoured," it becomes necessary to

reverse the original entries, and to place matters, as

regards Francis & Co.'s Ledger account, in a position
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similar to that which would exist it' the cheque had

never been received.

An entry is consequently made in the Cash Book on the

credit side in the "Bank" column, to offset the debit record

previously placed in this book on the other side ; and, to

complete the record, Francis & Co.'s Ledger account is

debited with £65 lO.s-. according to the ordinary rules of

Ledger posting.

Note.—Many banks credit their customers with cheques
immediately they are paid in, irrespective of whether
such cheques have been collected or not, debiting

their customers subsequently with any of them that

are afterwards returned unpaid. The Bank Pass
Book will therefore, in all probability, tally exactly

with the Cash Book as regards the entries recording

the return of cheques.

Francis & Co. are debited with £65 IQs. because they

have become J. Harris's debtors in respect of the dis-

honoured cheque for that sum, and the Bankers are

credited\y\\h. the same amount because, although previously

shown as having received it, they have not in fact done so,

and it therefore becomes necessary to reverse the original

entry.

March 23. Discounted toith the Bank the Northern
Stores Company's acceptance for £1,000, being charged

discount, £8 15s. 5d.

This again is an example of a combined transaction,

which, for book-keeping purposes, must be regarded as

two transactions.

The first transaction to be recorded is the parting, by
J. Harris, with a bill for £1,000 to his Bankers, who are to

be deemed (for book-keeping purposes) to have purchased
it from him for its full face value ; simultaneously, the

Bankers charge J. Harris a discount of £8 15s. 5d., for

which amount a separate credit entry is made in the

"Bank" column of the Cash Book; and the combined
effect of this £1,000 entry on the one side and the

£8 15s. 5d. entry on the other is that £991 4s. Id. (being

the actual price obtained by J. Harris on sale of the

£1,000 bill) is added to the " Bank " balance in the

Cash Book.
The necessary entries are consequently as follows

—

1. The " Bank Account " is debited with £1,000, because
it has received the Bill of Exchange for that amount,

L 2
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while the "Bills Receivable Account " is credited with

the £1,000 bill which has been parted with.

2. "Bank Discount" is debited with £8 15s. 5d. for

money " lost " in this direction, and the "Bank Account
"

is credited with the like sum because the Bankers have
deducted this amount from the customer's balance which
was in their hands.

March 23. Francis tC Co. offer to discliarge the amount

of their dishonoured cheque as folloivs—
1. By their acceptance at ^Q days sight for £bO
2. By cheque for . . . . . £15 10

Accepted their offer, received acceptance and cheque

(latter honoured).

The above entries must be treated as two separate

transactions, and are then simple.

The acceptance received (£50) must be entered in the

Bills Eeceivable Book in the ordinary way, and from
thence must be posted to the credit of Francis & Co.'s

Ledger account.

The cheque received must be debited in the " Bank "

column of the Cash Book, and must be posted thence

to the credit of Francis & Co.'s Ledger account. " Bills

Eeceivable Account" is debited with £50, the amount of

the bill received, and Francis & Co. ai^e credited with

the same sum because they are the persons from whom
it has been received. The Bank is debited with £15 10s.,

because this amount has been received by it, and Francis

& Co. are credited with £15 10s. because a cheque of that

value has been received from them.

March 24. Borrowed from the Property and Mortgage

Trust, Ltd., at 4 ^;er cent, per annum upon security of

459c Minories, received cheque and paid same to

Bank, £1,500.

Simultaneously with the receipt of the foregoing cheque,

J. Harris received from Mr. B. Levy's solicitors deeds

relating to 459c Minories in exchange for his cheque for

£2,000, balance of purchase money, and these deeds, together

with Mortgage Deed, ivere handed to the Property and
Mortgage Trust, Ltd.

It will be seen that J. Harris has, simultaneously, (1)

borrow^ed the money wherewith to complete his purchase

of 459c Minories, (2) used that money to assist him in pay-

ing the further instalment due, and, as soon as the deeds
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came into his possession, (3) pledged them with the

persons lending him the money by way of security for

their advance.

This method of financing a purchase of property is

common in cases where the trader is not prepared to lock

up a large portion of his business capital in more or less

unproductive assets.

The entries necessary in order to record the trans-

actions enumerated above simply resolve themselves into

those arising out of the two sums of cash changing
hands, viz. a debit in the Cash Book (" Bank " column)
for the £1,500 borrowed from the Property and Mortgage
Trust, Ltd., this being duly posted to the credit of the
"Property and Mortgage Trust, Ltd., Loan on Mortgage
Account." The other entry is a credit in the Cash Book
("Bank" column) for the £2,000 paid to E. Levy, the
like sum being debited in due course to his account in

the Ledger.
The Cash Book (" Bank " column) is thus debited with

£1,500, because the Bank has received the money, and
the Property and Mortgage Trust, Ltd., is credited with
the same sum because they have parted with it.

The Cash Book (" Bank" column) is credited with £2,000
because the Bank has parted with this sum, and E. Levy
is debited with the same amount because he has received it.

March 24. Paid B. Levy, by cheque, value of fixtures

at 459c Minories {debit Furniture and Fixtures
Account), £10 5s. M.

When agreeing upon the terms for the sale of buildings

it is customary for the purchaser to pay for such re-

movable fixtures as he wishes to retain, a valuation being
arrived at as between vendor and purchaser, or, alter-

natively, a price being fixed by a valuer appointed with
the consent of both parties.

The entry necessary in order to record the transaction
is a credit in the Cash Book (" Bank " column), coupled
with a debit to the " Furniture and Fixtures " Account.
" Furniture and Fixtures Account " is debited with
£10 5s. 9f/. because articles answering to this description
and value have come into the business, and the Bank is

credited with £10 5s. 9c/. because that sum has been
parted with by it.

March 25. Francis ct Co. this day suspended payment.
" Suspension of payment " does not necessarily always
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iraply inability to ultimately pay all debts in full, although

the implication is usually justified.

Even though a debtor be insolvent it does not neces-

sarily follow that some portion of his debt will not be

eventually recovered ; consequently it would be incorrect,

upon the happening of a suspension of payment, as in

this case, to -wTrite off the whole of Francis & Co.'s debt

as " bad." It is advisable, and indeed customary, to

wait until further details as to the insolvency are forth-

coming ; and, in the meantime, to make no entry in the

books beyond a memorandum in the Ledger of such facts

as are to hand.

March 25. Sold WriglitHon Bros, on credit 50 hays coffee

at 525. ]}er hag net, £130.

This transaction is entered in the Sales Book, and is

thence debited to Wrightson Bros, in the ordinary way.
^Yrightson Bros, are debited with £130 because they

have received goods to that amount, and" Sales" Account
is credited with a hke sum because goods of that value

have been parted with.

March 26. Paid hy cheque to the Forwarding Agency,

Ltd., charges for carriage of sundry hags of coffee and
chests of tea desjyatcJied through them to the imr-
chasers thereof, £26 18s. M.

It is not necessary to go to the trouble of opening a

Ledger account for the Forwarding Agency, Ltd., for

an isolated item like the above. By means of a Journal

entry, the " Carriage and Cartage " Account could have
been debited while the Ledger account of the Forwarding
Agency, Ltd., was credited, the cheque drawn being

posted to the debit of the latter account.

But the simple, and more usual, way to recoi'd a trans-

action of this nature is to debit the amount of the cheque
direct from the Cash Book to the " Carriage and Cartage

Account " in the Ledger. The entry is consequently

—

Credit the " Bank '' column in the Cash Book with
£26 18s. 4:d., because the Bank has parted with the

money, and debit the " Carriage and Cartage Ac-

covmt" with £26 18s. 4(/., because that sum has been
expended on carriage and cartage.

March 27. Beceivedfrom Wrightson Bros,

their acceptance at three months' date

for £125 10

Alloived them discount . . . . £4 10
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If cash for the above amount had been received from
Wrightson Bros., the discount allowed them could have
been recorded, in company with the cash entry, through
the usual medium of the Cash Book. There is, however,
no column in the Bills Eeceivable Book in which to

I'ecord the discounts allowed upon the payment of ac-

counts " by acceptance," and the above trtxnsactions must
consequently be recorded as separate matters.

The acceptance received from Wrightson Bros, must
be entered in the Bills Receivable Book, and thence
posted to their credit in the ordinary way.

" Bills Receivable Account " is thus debited with

£125 10s. because a Bill Receivable for that sum has
come in, and Wrightson Bros, are credited with £125 lO.s.

because they have parted with a bill for that amount.
No other method exists of recording the discount

allowed in the books except by means of an entry in the

Journal proper. This transaction, like that of the pur-

chase of premises from R. Levy, falls into the category

of transactions for which no special book of original entry

exists, and for the record of which the use of the Journal
proper is consequently inevitable.

A Journal entry, debiting the " Discount " account, and
crediting Wrightson Bros., is consequently made and
posted to the respective Ledger accounts.

"Discounts" Account is thus debited' with £4 lO.s.

because " Discounts Account " may be said to have parted

with or "allowed" that sum, and Wrightson Bros, are

credited with £4 10s. because the discount allowance
made to them corresponds in effect to a payment received

from them.

March 29. Drew from Bank for Office Cash, £50.

For this transaction it is necessary to credit the
" Bank " column on the credit side of the Cash Book,
and to debit the "Cash" column on the debit side of

the same book, as in the case of the withdrawal made on
March 1.

" Ofiice Cash " is debited with £50 because it has

received the money, and the Bank Account is credited

with £50 because it has parted with that sum.

March 29. Dre^o £10 from Bank for Petty Cash, in

order to increase the Cashier s agreed balance to £30.

It will be remembered that, when employing the
" Imprest " system of keeping Petty Cash, the Petty

Cashier is, at the beginning of a given period, started
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with an agreed round sum of cash in hand, and that,

at the end of certain stated periods {e.g. monthly), the

balance he has in hand is restored to its original figure by
means of a cheque drawn on the firm's banking account
for whatever sum he (the Petty Cashier) has expended
during the preceding period.

In the case of J. Harris's cashier a balance of £20 was
originally agreed as sufficient to cover the estimated
expenditure of each month, but, for various reasons, it

was subsequently decided to raise the limit to £30 ; a

cheque for £10 was therefore drawn to place the Petty
Cashier in the same position as if he had originally

received £30 at the beginning of the month.
The necessarj^ entry to record this further £10 cor-

responds exactly with that which was made at the

commencement of the month, when £20 was drawn for

Petty Cash purposes. The " Bank " column in the Cash
Book is consequently credited with £10 and the debit side

of the Petty Cash Book is debited with the same sum.
The Petty Cashier is debited with £10 because he has

received the money, and the "Bank Account" is credited

with a like sum because it has parted with the money.

March 30. Paid, from Office Cash, Salaries and Wages
to date, £13 5s.

To record this transaction it is necessary to credit the

Cash Book (" Cash " column) and to debit the " Salaries

and Wages Account " in the Ledger. " Office Cash " is

credited with £13 5s. because it has disbursed the money,
and " Salaries and Wages Account " is debited with the

same amount because it is in this direction that the

money has been spent.

3Iarch 30. Bill Payable, held by the Produce Importing
Company, Ltd., met to-day through Bank, £400.

Upon the above bill being presented to them J. Harris's

bankers will, in the ordinary course, have paid the amount
of it to the holders and, at the same time, have debited

J. Harris with the £400 so disbursed.

The necessary entry in J. Harris's books is a credit

in the " Bank'' column in the Cash Book, which in due
course is posted to the debit of the Bills Payable Account
in the Ledger. " Bills Payable Account " is debited with

£400 because the holder of the Bill Payable (who is

included in the heading " Bills Payable ") has received



£
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the " Discount " columns of the Cash Book, and
the analysis columns of the Petty Cash Book.

2. Thereafter to extract the Trial Balance as a pre-

liminary step to the final closing of the books.

Taking the Journals first

—

(a) The Sales Journal and the Keturns Outwards
Book are added up and their totals are posted

to the credit, respectively, of the " Sales

Account "and the "Eeturns Outwards Account,"

the distinctions as to the analysis columns
being everywhere followed.

(J))
The Purchases Journal and the Eeturns Inwards
Book are added up and their totals are posted

to the debit, respectively, of the " Purchases
Account " and the " Eeturns Inwards Account."

(c) (1) The Bills Payable and (2) the Bills Eeceivable

Books are added up, and their totals are posted

respectively (1) to the credit of the "Bills

Payable Account" and (2) to the debit of the
" Bills Eeceivable Account."

Next, as regards the Cash Book

—

{d) The totals of the " Discount " columns having been

ascertained, the total of the debit " Discount

"

column appearing in the Cash Book is posted

to the debit of the " Discount Account " in the

Ledger, and the total of the credit " Discount
"

column is posted to the credit of the " Discount

Account " in the Ledger. These items appear

in the Cash Book, as has already been explained,

solely as memoranda for convenience of easy

record, and to minimize the labour of posting.

And, as regards the Petty Cash Book, the analysis columns

are added throughout, whereupon

—

ic) The totals of the various "expense" analysis

columns appearing in the Petty Cash Book
are posted in the Ledger in each case to the

debit of its relative Ledger account

—

e. g. the

<£1 18s., total of the " Postages and Telegrams ''

analysis column, is posted to the debit of the
" Postages and Telegrams " Account in the

Ledger.

Finally, the Cash Book ("Office Cash" and "Bank"
Accounts) and the Petty Cash Book are added up and

the balances appearing thereon are l)rought down.
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By means of the posting of the various totals set fortli

above the cloul^le entry recording the transactions passing

through the Journals, Cash Book, and Petty Cash Book
has been coinpleted, and, if a Trial Balance be now
extracted, its two sides should, if the book-keeping has

been correct, agree exactly.

The Trial Balance extracted from J. Harris's books

will be found on page 181, and it will be seen that the

total debits equal the total credits.

Having completed the Trial Balance it now becomes

possible

—

1. To compile J. Harris's Trading Account and Profit

and Loss Account for the month of March.

2. Thereafter to construct a Balance Sheet for the

purpose of showing J. Harris's financial position

at the end of the month.

All the transactions in "goods" have, as has already

been explained, been placed, each according to its type,

in separate classified Ledger accounts, viz. " Stock,"
" Sales," " Purchases," " Eeturns Inwards " and " Eeturns

Outwards "
; and, for the purpose of constructing a "Trad-

ing Account," it is necessary to transfer to the latter all the

balances remaining upon the various subsidiary accounts.

The first item to be placed in the Trading Account is

the stock of goods on hand as on March 1 with which
the trading for the month was commenced ; this, as will

be seen by a reference to the " Stock Account" (Ledger

folio 24), amounted to £4,305, and for this sum a Journal

entry, debiting the Trading Account and crediting the

Stock Account, is passed through the necessary books.

The next class of item to be considered is that of

"Purchases," and here the effect of the "Eeturns Out-

wards" upon the balance appearing upon the "Purchases
Account" may be usefully considered. It will be re-

membered that " Eeturns Outwards " are " Purchases
"

which, for one reason or another, have been returned to

the seller immediately after delivery ;. and that, although

in the Ledger account kept for "Purchases" no note of

the deduction of the " Eeturns " appears, nevertheless the

Eeturns Outwards are included in, and pro tanto inflate,

the "Purchases" figure. Therefore they nuist be deducted

in compiling the Trading Account in order to show the net

amount of the actual Purchases at its true and proper figure.

In order to close the Purchases Account a Journal
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entry must be passed, crediting the Purcliases Account
and debiting the Trading Account with the total postings

appearing to the debit of the former ; but, in posting this

debit in the Trading Account, the entry is not made at

once in the debit column proper, but is inserted in the

"detail " debit column immediately to the left of the debit

column proper ; in other words, the posting is entered
" short " in the debit detail column.

At the same time, in order to close the Eeturns Out-

wards Account the balance appearing to the credit of this

account must be transferred by means of a Journal entry,

debiting the Eeturns Outwards Account and crediting the

Trading Account; but, for the reasons previously given,

the posting of this Journal entry in the Trading Account

is not made, according to the general rule, in the credit

column of the account. The entry in the Trading Account

is effected on the dehit side, in the detail column, immedi-

ately underneath the total purchases (which latter has

already been there entered as set out above), and as a
deduction from the total of the imrchascs ; the net figure

of purchases obtained by thus deducting the Eeturns

Outwards from the gross purchases is then extended into

the debit column proper.

Following the lines thus laid down, the Journal entries

for the Purchases and Eeturns Outwards have been passed

through the books, and the effect of the record of these

Journal entries in the Trading Account is to show the

totals of the net purchases as under—

•

Purchases. Coffee. Tea. Total.

£ s. d. £ s. cl. £ s. d. £ s. d.

Coffee . . 1,592 10

Less Eeturns 218 10— 1,374 1

Tea . . 230 230 Oj

Conversely, in the case of the Sales and Eeturns Inwards
a similar principle is followed, and the Sales thereby are

shown at their net figure in the Trading Account as under

—

Sales. Coffee. Tea. Total.

£ s. d. £ s. d. £ .1. d. £ s. d.

Coffee . 8,283

Less Eeturns 29

•1,604

Tea . . 545 10
3,254

/.CSS Eeturns 15 10 I

^'^'^^ ^ ^

530
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The initial stock of goods on hand and the Purchases

and Sales having heen thus dealt with, it remains to hring

into the Trading Account the stock of goods on hand at

the end of the month of March.

This requirement is effected hy means of a Journal

entry debiting the Stock Account, and crediting the

Trading Account with the amount of the Stock on ha,nd,

at close of the period, as arrived at by actual valuation.
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For the Trading Account prepared upon these lines see

page 179.

By transferring the amount of the Gross Profit, ascer-

tained by means of the Trading Account, to the credit

of the Profit and Loss Account opened for the purpose,
a furtlaer stage in the closing of the books has been
reached, and the preparation of the Profit and Loss
Account may now be entered upon.
Beyond the Gross Profit there is, in the example under

consideration, no item of " profit '' to be credited to the

Profit and Loss Account. If such items had existed

Journal entries would have become necessary for their

transfer to the Profit and Loss Account.
It remains therefore to consider the building up of the

debit side of the account, by means of the transfer thereto

of all items of "loss" or "expense" chargeable against

the profit for the period.

There are, set forth in the notes at the end of the

example, certain adjustments which must be made in

order to provide for special types of loss, and these

provisions must be duly incorporated in the books. They
are as under—

(2) One montlis depreciation is to he

written off the leasehold land and £ s. d.

buildings . . . . .868
(4) A Beservefor Bad and Doubtful Debts

is to be created of

.

. . . 85
(G) Fittings and Fixtures are to be

depreciated by . . . .14
For these three adjustments Journal entries are necessary.

Two other adjustments, as set out below, are also neces-

sary, but it is possible to provide for them in carrying down
the balances upon the respective accounts ; and, although
the ordinary Journal entries are passed closing those

accounts by means of transfers to the Profit and Loss
Account, special Journal entries are not needed in these

cases.

(3) Eleven months' Fire Instirance pre-

mium paid in advance is to be £ s. d.

carried forward . . . .17 6

(5) Brovisiooi is to be made for sundry
expenses due hut unpaid at the end

of the month . . . . . 52 10

For the depreciation necessary to be written off the
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Leasehold Land and Buildings, and for that which is to

be written olf the Fixtures and Fittings, a Journal entry

has been made crediting the Asset Accounts with the

amounts written off, viz. £8 6,s. Qd. and £1 is., and debiting
" Depreciation Account " with the total of <£9 IQs. 3d.

For the amount which is to be reserved to cover the

estimated loss on bad and doubtful debts, i. e. £85, a

Journal entry has been passed debiting the Profit and
Loss Account, and crediting the " Eeserve for Bad and

Doubtful Debts Account."
It then remains to transfer to the debit of the Profit and

Loss Account the balances standing on all the " Expense "

and " Loss " Accounts in the Ledger, incidentally bringing

adjustments (3) and (5), set out above, into the books at

the time of so doing.

As regards adjustment (3), the " Insurance Account " in

the Trial Balance shows a debit balance of £1 lOs., of

which 2.S'. 6d. only is to be debited to the current Profit

and Loss Account, leaving the balance of £1 7s. 6d. to be

carrried forward as an asset. In transferring the " Ex-
pense" from the Insurance Account to the Profit and
Loss Account therefore the entry is only made for 2s. 6d.,

while the balance of the account (£1 7s. (jd.) is carried down
and subsequently appears in the Balance Sheet as an asset.

Adjustment (5) is also dealt with by means of bringing

down a balance on the relative " Expense " Account,

although the balance in this case is brought down on the

credit side, and represents a liability for subsequent inclu-

sion in the Balance Sheet in place of the asset arising out

of adjustment No. (3).

A reference to the Trial Balance and to the " General
Expenses" Account will show that this account already

exhibits a debit balance of £8 5s. 3d. Provision for the

£52 10s. of further expenses due but unpaid at the date of

balancing is made

—

1. By making, in the General Expenses Account, a

debit entry for £52 10s. immediately below
the items already posted in the account. This

entry being intended to be added up together

with the previous postings, and the combined
total of all the entries (£60 15s. 3*:/.) being de-

signed to be transferred to the Profit and Loss

Account.
2. By making a credit entry for £52 10s. in the
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General Expenses Account, well below the

items on the debit side, and allowing space
for ruling off the account. This entry repre-

sents the liability remaining to be satisfied,

and, later on, is included in the Balance Sheet.

The total (£60 lbs. 3c7.) remaining on the debit side of

the General Expenses Account is subsequently transferred

to the Profit and Loss Account in the ordinary way, in

company with other "expense " accounts; and the ruling

off of the account leaves the £52 10s. credit entry stand-

ing as a liability in the account for satisfaction during the

ensuing period.

The " losses " and " expenses " to be transferred to the

debit of the Profit and Loss Account are set forth in the

last Journal entry but one appearing in the Journal
annexed. When these items are duly posted in the

Ledger all the "expenses" accounts (except the Insur-

ance and General Expenses Accounts referred to above)

are closed, and the balances then remaining upon the

Ledger are those either of the Assets, Liabilities, Capital,

or Profit and Loss Accounts.

The Profit and Loss Account, when all expenses have
been duly posted in it, show^s a balance to the credit

amounting to £621 6s. Id. This balance represents the

Net Profit for the month, and requires to be transferred,

by means of a Journal entry, to the credit of J. Harris's

Capital Account. This is the last Journal entry set out in

the Journal proper.

With the merging of the balance on the Profit and Loss
Account with the Capital Account, the process of closing

the books is completed ; and, there being now remaining
in the Ledger only such balances as represent Assets,

Liabilities, and Capital, it is possible to prepare a Balance
Sheet.

The Balance Sheet prepared will be found on page 182
and follows the lines laid down in Chapter X. The
Assets are ranged in order of their realizability, commenc-
ing at the head of the column with the "least easily realiz-

able " property.

There appear in the Balance Sheet appended the fol-

lowing instances of the grouping and classification of

balances in order to clearly show the financial position.

On the Liabilities side the amount due to the Wynaad
Coffee Company (£1,914 16s. bd.) and the amount set
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aside for the outstanding expenses (£52 10s.) are set out

together, and their combined total (£1,967 6s. bcl.), being

the whole amount owing by J. Harris to his creditors

(except the £1,500 owing to the Property and Moi'tgage

Trust, Ltd., on the Mortgage of 459c Minories), is extended
into the principal debit column of the Balance Sheet.

This procedure is followed in order to show, in one total, the

amount due by J. Harris to his trade creditors. The
amount due to the Property and Mortgage Trust, Ltd.,

being secured upon the value of 459c Minories, is shown
as a deduction from the value of the property pledged

(£3,000) on the Assets side of the Balance Sheet.

On the Assets side of the Balance Sheet the value of

459c Minories (" Freehold Premises ") is shown " short
"

as £3,000, and the amount borrowed (£1,500) upon security

of these premises is shown as a deduction ; the balance

of £1,500, representing the value of J. Harris's " equity of

redemption," or residuary interest in the premises, after

providing for the satisfaction of the mortgage upon them,
is extended into the principal credit column.
The amount due from Sundry Debtors (£703 10s.)

(made up of £292 10s. due from Francis & Co.,

and £411 due from the Northern Stores, Ltd.) is shown
" short " on the Assets side of the Balance Sheet, and
immediately below the £703 10s. thus entered is

shown the amount of the Bills Eeceivable on hand
(£175 10s.) ; these items are added together (still in

the "short" column), and the amount set aside out of

profits as a Eeserve for Bad and Doubtful Debts
(£52 10s.) is placed immediately underneath the total

due from Debtors and on Bills Receivable, and is deducted
from these. The net figure thus obtained (£794) re-

presents the estimated actual value of the indebtedness
to J. Harris of his customers, i. e. the net value of his
" Sundry Debtors " and " Bills Eeceivable," and it is this

estimated "net" value which is extended into the

principal column of the Assets side of the Balance Sheet.

The foregoing groupings and deductions have been
made in order to show, with a minimum of investiga-

tion, the true financial position of J. Harris to any person
who may inspect his Balance Sheet.

The various " Wasting " Assets, e. g. Leasehold Premises
and Furniture and Fixtures, are stated, in accordance with
the usual practice, as being included in the Balance Sheet
at " cost less depreciation."

M
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Dr. CASH

To Balance brought
forward

,, Bank—
Amount drawn as
per contra.

„ Northern Stores,

Ltd.—
Cheque and discount

„ Sales—
Cash sales

:

CoEfee, 3 bags at
50s

Tea,10 chests at tiO«.

„ Noi-them Stores,

Ltd.—
Cheque and discount

„ Francis d: Co.—
Cheque

„ Bills Receivable—
For Northern Stores

Co.'s acceptance
discounted

,, Francis tt Co.—
Cheque on account ...

„ Property/ and Mort-
gage Trust, Ltd.—

Loan on 459c Minor-
ies

,, Bank—
As per contra

,, Sales—
Cash sales :

Ten bags cofTee at

62«. net

Ledger Dr. Folio...

To Balances brought
down

Contra

10

Contra

Discount.

£32

Cash.

7 10

80

Bank.

137 7 3

&

2049

850

1000

65

1009

15

1500

Oi

10
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CONTRA cr.

1909.

Mar. 1

„ 10

„ 15

„ 15

» 22

..
22

„ 22

„ 29

» 29

» 30

„ 30

» 31

14

By Office Cath Contra
Amount (hawn fi'oni

Bank.
,, Petty Cask P.C.

Amount drawn from
Bank.

j

„ Produce Importiny
Co., Ltd.—

Cheque and Discount 7

„ Salaries and Wages—
Salaries and Wages to
date

„ Wynaad Coffee Co.—
Cheque and discount

„ Furniture and Fix-
tures—

Electric Light fittings

„ Ji. Levy—
On account of pur-
chase price of 459c
Minories

„ Francis ct Co.—
Cheque dishonoured.

.

„ Bank Charges—
Discount on Northern

Stores's, Ltd., ac-

ceptance discounted
as per contra

„ R. Lery—
Balance of purchase
money 459c
Minories

,, Fxi.rnit\we and Fix-
tures Account—

Fittings at 459c
Minories (R. Levy)

„ Carriage and Cart-

age—
Forwarding Agency,

Ltd., carriage on
sundry sales

,, Office Cash-
As per contra

j

Contra
,, Petty Cash—
To increase balance
to £30

,, Salaries and. Wages—
Salaries and Wages to

date

,, Bills Payable—
Produce Importing

Co.'s, Ltd., Bill due
to-day

,, Petty Cash—
To restore balance to
£30

11

22

11

23

P.C.

14

12

Ledger Cr. Folio.

P.C.

18

,, Balances carried down ^

Discount.

s. ]d.

Cash.

£ s. d.

£25

18 5

137

£168

Bank.

£
50

1000

65 10

8 15

400

19

1505

5 9
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1909.

Mar. 1 Sundries Dr.
To Sundries—
Cash
Stock, Coft'ee on

hand
Tea on hand

Lease of warehouse
and land
Francis & Co
Furniture and Fix-
tures
Wynaad Coffee Co.
Capital Account,
J. Harris

Being Assets, Lia-
bilities, and Capital
at the commence-
ment of business.

Freehold Premises Dr.
ToR. Levy
For purchase price of
459cMinories bouglit
this day at auction.

Discount Account Dr.
To Wriglitson Bros.

Discount allowed
them on payment
by acceptance.

Trading Account Dr.
To Stock Account

—

For stock as at
March 1,1909, trans-
ferred.

Coffee
Tea

Trading Account Dr. 29
To Sundries—
Viz. Purchases Ac-

count

—

Coffee 26
Tea 26

Returns Towards Ac-
count

—

Coffee
I 28

Tea 28
For transfers.

Sundries Dr.
To Trading Account
Viz. Sales A c-

count

—

Coffee
Tea

Returns Outwards
Account

—

Coffee
Tea.

For transfers.

Carried forward

29

2,049

4,065
240

1,500

65
Ol
10

£8,040

3,000

1,867

10

4,305

3,283
545

jei3,223 10
I

£13,223

2,050

5,989

^68,040

3,000

4,065
240

1,592
230

4,047
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—

continued

1909.

Mar. 31

Brought forward...

Stock Accomit Dr.
Viz. Coffee
Tea

To Trading Account
For Stock on Hand at
March 31, 1909.

Trading Account Dr.
To Profit and Loss
Account

For Gross Profit for

the month of March
transferred.

Depreciation Account
Dr.

To Leasehold Land
and Buildings

Fixture and Fit-

tings

For depreciation for

one month written
off these accounts.

Profit and Loss Ac-
count Dr.

To Keserve for Bad
and D cub tf ul
Debts

For provision against
loss on Francis &
Co.'s debt.

Profit and Loss Ac-
count Dr.
To Sundries, viz.—
Wages and Salaries

.

Postages and Tele-

grams
Travelling E.xpeuses
General E.xpenses...

Discount
Depreciation
Insurance
Bank Cliarges and
Discount

Carriage and Cartage
For Balances trans-

fen-ed.

Profit and Loss Ac-
count Dr.

To J. Harris, Capital
Account

For Net Profit for the
month of March now
transferred.

30

&
13,223

2,950
30

855

10

621 6

'£ir,925 5

1
I

£
13,223
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PURCHASES BOOK

Date.
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RETURNS INWARDS BOOK

RETURNS OUTWARDS BOOK

Date.
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1
£
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Dr.

LEDGER
J. Harris, Capital Account

Cr.

1909.

Mar. 31 To Balance
carried
forward..

6,610 1

6,610 :

».
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4 Freehold Premises (459c Minories, E.C.) 4
Dr. Cr.

1909.

Mar.22 To n.Levy
piirchfise

price of
459c Mi-
nories ....

£ \s.

J. 3,000

£'13,0000

Wynaad Coffee Co., Ltd.

Dr.

1909.
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Produce Importing Co., Ltd.

Dr. Cr.

1909.
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10

Dr.

Property and Mortgage Trust, Ltd.

(Loan Account on Mortgage)

10

Cr.

1909.

Mar. 24
;

By Cash-
Loan at 4
per cent,

p. a. on
mortgage
of 459c
Minories 1,500

s.\d.

1,500

11

Dr.

R. Levy 11

Cr.

1909.
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18 Bills Receivable 13
Dr Cr.

1909.

Mar. 31 To Sun-
dries, as
per Bills

jRecei v-1

able Book B.R.

To Balance
brought
down ...

1,175 10

175

1909.

Mar 23 By Cash-
Northern
Stores'.
Ltd., ac-

ceptance
discount-
g^

, 31
i „ Balance

I

carried
down

1,000

175

1,175

OlO

lo'o

100

14
Dr.

Wages and Salaries 14
Cr.

1909.

Mar. 15

„ 30
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17
Dr.

General Expenses 17
Cr.

1909.
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20
Dr.

BOOK-KEEPING AND ACCOUNTS

Reserve for Bad and Doubtful Debts 20
Cr.

1909.

Mar. 31 Bj' Transfer
from Profit

and Loss Af

-

count

!
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04

m
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Total.

&

s.

d.
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Total. £
s.

d.
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J. Harris.

TRIAL BALANCE, March 31, 1909

26
25
28

27
P.O.

C.B.

J. Harris's Capital Account
Lease of Land and Warehouse
Furniture and Fixtures Account ...

Freehold Premises Account
Wynaad Cotfee Co
Francis & Co
Northern Stores, Ltd
Property and Mortgage Trust, Ltd.

(Loan Account)
Bills Receivable
Wages and Salaries

Postages and Telegrams
Travelling Expenses
General Expenses
Discount Account
Insurance
Bank Charges and Bank Discount
Carriage and Cartage
Stock (March, 1, 1909)—

Coffee
Tea

Purchases Account
Sales Account
Returns Inwards
Returns Outwards
Petty Cash
/Cash at Bank
\Offlce Cash

£

Dr.

1,500
139

3,000

292
411

175
25
1

4
8

11

1

4,065
240

1,822

30
1,505
137

13,451

10
15
18
3

5

10
10
15

26 18

10

Cr.

£
5,989

1,914

1,500

3,828

218

£13,451

10

10
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CHAPTEE XII

Cheques and Bills of Exchange

CHEQUES

It has already been stated that, in Great Britain,

the customary method of transferring money from one
person to another, in commercial circles, is by employ-
ment of the Cheque system. The more general use
of Cheques has been fostered in recent years by the
establishment of numerous Banks throughout the country,

many of which are branches of powerful financial insti-

tutions, having their head offices in London. The extent
to which the Cheque is now used in monetary trans-

actions can be readily computed from the total amount
of such documents passing through the Bankers' Clearing
House. The total Cheques and bills " cleared " (i. e.

paid) in this way during the year 1907 exceeded twelve
thousand million pounds sterling.

The many disadvantages of discharging commercial
obligations by means of coin have already been touched
upon. These disadvantages were not by any means
altogether removed by the issue of bank-notes, notwith-
standing their portability. The very strength of the Bank
of England note is, in some respects, a drawback, since

such notes are payable in gold at sight to any holder.

The fact that Cheques have largely driven bank-notes
and coin out of circulation, combined with their general
convenience, and the safeguards which can be appended
to them have, probably, had no small part in the develop-
ment of trade which recent years have witnessed.

The utility and advantages of Bills of Exchange in

commercial transactions, both to the person " accepting
"

them and to the person "drawing" them, have ah'eady
been referred to briefly, and it is now proposed to describe

the main features of Cheques and Bills of Exchange in the
forms in which they are usually met with in actual

business transactions.

183
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Several varieties of Cheque forms are in current use,

their general principle being the same, the difference

between the varying types of Cheques being chiefly

dependent upon the way in which the money is to be

placed in possession of the holder of the Cheque. As
the student is probably aware, it is possible by the

addition of certain words to a Cheque, to render it less

useful to, and less easily converted into money by, any
person obtaining possession of it wrongfully.

A Cheque may be defined as a written order drawn by
a customer of a Bank upon that Bank directing the pay-

ment of a specified sum of money from such customer's

banking account ; the statutory definition of a Cheque
being " a Bill of Exchange drawn on a banker payable on
demand."
A specimen form of an "Order" Cheque appears on

page 21.

The Cheque there illustrated directs the payment of

£120 to "Messrs. Finch & Walker or Order" from J.

Bird & Co.'s banking account with the London & County
Banking Company, Limited.

This Cheque, being an "Order Cheque," requires

"endorsement" by the persons to whom it is made
payable (Messrs. Finch & Walker), or, in other words,

they must write their name on the back of the Cheque
before it can be presented for payment. If the words
"or Bearer" had been inserted in place of the words
"or Order" the Cheque would be termed a "Bearer
Cheque," and would be payable without any endorse-

ment. It will be obvious that the requisition of an
endorsement constitutes an additional safeguard, and, for

this reason, " Order " Cheques are much more frequently

met with in commerce than " Bearer " Cheques, although
the latter are still used to a large extent between
members of the London Stock Exchange.
A large proportion of the Cheques di'awn in discharge

of financial obligations are never presented for actual

encashment over the Bank counter, they are paid by the

holders into their own Bank for collection, and in this

manner reach the " Clearing House " in due course,

where they are cancelled against one another, when
the claims of the various Banks, as between themselves,

are daily adjusted (see p. 435).

The "Payee" of an " Order" Cheque (i. e. the person

to whom such a Cheque is expressed to be payable) can,
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if he so desire, direct, when endorsing the Cheque, the
payment of it to some third party, e. g. if Messrs. Finch &
Walker had desired to send the Cheque described above
to Horace James for their credit, they could have endorsed
it as follows

—

" Pay Horace James or Order.
" Finch & Walker."

and in this event the new "Endorsee," Horace James,
must himself endorse the Cheque in order to obtain

payment of it.

" Order " Cheques, inasmuch as they need endorsement,
can only be drawn in favour of persons or corporate

bodies ; but " Bearer " Cheques, as they need no endorse-

ment, can be drawn for, or in favour of, " expenses " or

particular purposes—

-

e.
(J.

" Pay Wages . . .or Bearer."
" Pay Cash , . .or Bearer."

One advantage of this course lies in the fact that a

memorandum of the specific purpose for which the cheque
was drawn is recorded upon the counterfoil of the cheque,

and is available for future reference in case of need.

An additional safeguard can be imparted to a Cheque by
the use of what is commercially known as a " Crossing."

This practice originated many years ago with the London
Clearing House, and was subsequently declared to be of

legal validity, and has now become almost universal. If

two transverse parallel lines, with or without the words
" and Company," or any abbreviation thereof, be drawn
across the face of a Cheque it will not be paid by the

Banker upon whom it is drawn to any one presenting it

except another Banker, and if the name of any particular

Banker is inserted between the two parallel lines, the

Cheque will not be paid to any one except that particular

Banker.
The effect of this proviso is that a "crossed Cheque," in

which the name of a particular Banker has not been
inserted in the crossing, can only be converted into money
by a person who possesses an account with a Banker, and
that a crossed Cheque in which the name of a particular

Bank is inserted can only be cashed by being paid by a

customer of that Bank to his banking account. A crossed

Cheque cannot legally be paid over his counter by the

Banker upon whom it is drawn, even though presented for

payment by the person in whose favour it is drawn. These
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provisions obviously render a crossed Cheque more difficult

of encashment by a person obtaining wrongful possession

of it than is the case with a Cheque which is not
" crossed " (called an " open Cheque "). The custom of

paying accounts by means of crossed Cheques transmitted

through the post has become well nigh universal now-a-

days among traders, and the " crossing " upon such

Cheques, restricting their usefulness to those members
of the community who possess banking accounts, has

tended to encourage the rapid growth of this custom.

The form of crossing upon a Cheque, in cases where it

is not " crossed" to any particular Banker, is as under

—

The above form of crossing is referred to as a " general

crossing."

Other forms of " crossings " which will be found in

common use are as illustrated hereunder

—

(1) (2)
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Form 1 is the simple form of a "special crossing,"

which restricts the Cheque from being cashed except
through the particular Banker whose name is written in

the crossing.

Form 2 is a similar crossing wherein the name of a

Joint Stock Banking Company is inserted.

Form 3 is a form of " special " crossing containing,

in addition to the Banker's name, the words " not
negotiable."

A Cheque, like a Bill of Exchange or a Promissory
Note, is a " negotiable instrument." A " negotiable

instrument" is one which, if taken by any person
in good faith, and in exchange for value, becomes the
property of such holder, and can be enforced by him, as

regards the payment of it at its due date, notwithstanding
any defects of title to the document which may exist on
the part of the person from whom such holder acquired it.

For example, if a person, in good faith and for value,

acquires from any one who has stolen it, a Cheque drawn
by a third party, the third party cannot refuse to honour
the Cheque on the ground that it has been stolen. The
fact that the holder of the Cheque in question has received
it not knowing that it was stolen property, and has given
value for it, places him in an indisputable position legally

as regards his ability to enforce the payment of it. A
negotiable instrument may thus become analogous to coin

of the realm ; and, in point of fact, the employment of

Cheques in making money payments has, to a very large

extent, taken the place of the use of coin in commercial
transactions.

This "negotiability," although most valuable in the case
of Bills of Exchange, is a somewhat inconvenient charac-
teristic from the point of view of the drawer of a Cheque in

the event of the Cheque failing to reach the hands of the

person for whom it was destined. The drawer of a Cheque
which is "negotiable " may be forced to pay it, when it

is in the hands of a third party, if it should be stolen

in course of transit by an individual who sells it to such
third party ; and, in addition to such payment, he will still

be in the position of not having discharged his obligation

to the person to whom the Cheque was originally sent.

In order to meet this objection it is legally permissible

to add to the crossing of a Cheque the words " not

negotiable." The addition of these words does not actu-

ally make a Cheque not transferable from one party to
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another, but the quahfication has the effect of preventing

the holder from passing on a better title to the document
than he has himself, and generally subjects the Cheque
so crossed to the ordinary provisions of the law regarding

property, viz. that a purchaser cannot acquire any better

title to property than was possessed by the vendor of it.

If a Cheque so marked " not negotiable " be stolen, the

taint of theft attaches to it, and prevents any successive

holder of it from acquiring any better title to the docu-

ment than was possessed by the thief himself, and a

person who steals property obviously acquires no legal

ownership to it at all.

The drawer of a " not negotiable " Cheque can thus

refuse to honour it if it is stolen, whereas the drawer of

a cheque which is not so marked need not pay any holder

who took it either mala fide or without value, but must
pay an honest " holder for value.''

Bills of Exchange and Promissory Notes, together

with certain other sorts of commercial documents {e.g.

Bills of Lading for goods placed on board a ship), are

also " negotiable instruments " ; the above-mentioned
provisions as to the use of the words " not negotiable " in

their protective sense apply, however, only to crossed

Cheques. Negotiable instruments of other classes cannot

be deprived of their negotiable characteristics by the

addition of any such words, nor, seeing that other

analogous documents are far less easy of prompt con-

version into money, does there appear to be any urgent

need for such qualifying conditions.

Forms 4 and 5 are examples of " not negotiable " cross-

ings wherein a direction is added as to the particular

account to which the Cheque is to be credited by the

collecting Banker, e.g. "for credit of payees only," or

"for credit of J. Smith." Such additions are very

frequently met with in practice, but their use is not

authorized by any statute ; the precise legal effect of such
adjuncts is thus uncertain, but, in all probability, they

would be held to operate legally as a warning to the

collecting Banker, and as indicating the person for whose
behalf he is to collect the Cheque. Their ordinary com-
mercial signification is, of course, that the collecting

Banker is only to collect such Cheques on behalf of the

person specified therein, but it cannot be definitely

affirmed that such is their legal meaning, although it may
be assumed that it is probable that this is the case.
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Form 6.—This is a crossing much in use in paying
private personal accounts, in cases where the name of

the payee's Banker is unknown.
Cheques are usually drawn upon the special printed

forms supplied in books by Bankers to customers keeping
accounts with them ; they must bear a penny stamp, and
books of cheque forms are supplied already stamped, the

cost of such stamps being debited to the customer. In a

legal sense Cheques may be drawn upon any piece of paper,

and need not necessarily be upon the special forms supplied

by the Banks, but the latter wisely discountenance the

use of any forms other than those supplied by themselves.

In the case of a Cheque so drawn on an ordinary plain

piece of paper the inland revenue stamp need not be im-

pressed as is the case where the Bank's own forms
are purchased by the customer ready stamped ; an
ordinary penny " postage and inland revenue " stamp is

sufficient if cancelled by the drawer at the time of signing

the Cheque.
Of late years a custom has arisen, in the case of many

large mercantile firms, of printing on their Cheque forms
a form of receipt to be signed at the foot by the person in

whose favour the Cheque is drawn ; the Cheque, when
returned by the Bank to the drawer after payment, thus

becomes a convenient form of receipt, and contains the full

history of the payment made. The Cheque employed in

such cases usually takes the undermentioned form

—

No. London 1909.

To the Union of London & Smith's Bank, Ltd.
(
stamp

Pay to the order of

the sum of subject to

the receipt at the foot hereof being duly signed.

(Signature of drawer)

£

Form of Receipt.

Eeceived the above-mentioned sum of

(Signature of payee) ' X
( STAMP /

Dated this .190 V^^^-^
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Additional space is sometimes supplied to allow the

entry of brief particulars of the purpose for which the
money was paid, e.g. " for goods supplied."

Bankers "stop," «. e. refuse, payment of cheques drawn
upon them under the following circumstances—

(1) Knowledge of Bankruptcy or an " act of Bank-
ruptcy " on the part of the drawer.

(2) Notice of the drawer's death.

(3) Eeceipt of "garnishee order," i.e. an order from a

court of law, obtained by one of the customer's

creditors, placing a legal encumbrance on the

customer's bank balance.

(4) Notice from the drawer instructing the Banker to

stop payment of the Cheque.

(5) Want of funds, i. e. an insufficient balance to the

customer's credit.

(6) Cheque "out of order," i. e. when incorrectly drawn
or containing some informality.

Cheques, the payment of which has been refused, are

marked by Bankers as follows

—

I/F (Insufficient Funds)
E/D (Eefer to Drawer).
N/S (Not Sufficient Funds).
" Not in order."
" Figures and writing disagree."
" No effects " (insufficient balance).

"Effects not cleared."
" x'\.ccount closed."
" Drawer dead," etc., etc.

Bills of Exchange

The modern Bill of Exchange is a versatile instrument
of. credit, the general nature and principal uses of which
have been broadly outlined in Chapter II ; it remains to be
explained, in more detail, some of the most common forms
and varieties in which these documents are met with.

A Bill of Exchange is legally defined " as an uncon-
ditional order in writing addressed by one person to

another, signed by the person giving it, requiring the

person to whom it is addressed to pay on demand or at a

fixed or determinable future time a certain sum in money
to, or to the order of, a specified person or to bearer."

A Cheque comes, as will be seen, within the limits of

this definition, and Cheques therefore rank legally as
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Bills of Exchange drawn on a Banker and payable on
demand.

In 1882 the multitude of legal decisions affecting Bills

of Exchange were codified by the Bills of Exchange Act,

which, with a few amendments, still applies.

As has been previously explained, the person to whom a

Bill of Exchange is addressed (the "Drawee") signifies his

promise to pay the bill at maturity by writing his name
transversely across the face of the bill, adding, in many
cases, the word " accepted," and frequently indicating a

particular Bank or other place where the bill is to be

presented when it falls due, and where it will be paid

upon presentation. If the drawee of the bill (who by thus

undertaking to pay it becomes the " Acceptor ") indicates,

as he usually does, his own Bank as the place where the

bill is to be payable, such form of acceptance operates

ipso facto as an authority to his Banker to pay the bill

on his behalf when it falls due, and to charge him (the

customer) with the amount so disbursed.

Bills of Exchange are commonly drawn " to the order
"

of the drawer, or of some other party nominated by
the drawer. The employment of such w^ords involves

the " endorsement " of the bill by such " payee," just as

was explained to be the case with reference to a Cheque
when drawn " to order." An endorser may, if he so

desires, indicate on the back of the bill, when endorsing

it, the name of a person to whom he wishes to direct

payment of the bill to be made, and this direction in turn

necessitates the endorsement of the bill by such other

person. This process of " endorsing over " a Bill of

Exchange from one payee to another is very prevalent

in commerce, especially when a bill changes hands many
times in the course of its short life, and the successive

endorsements frequently occupy the whole of the back

of the bill as well as a further slip of paper (called an
" Allonge ") which has to be gummed to the bill in order

to accommodate further endorsements. It must be

remembered that the drawer and all the successive

endorsers are each of them liable to pay the full

amount of the bill if it should be dishonoured by the

acceptor at maturity. A good Bill of Exchange con-

taining the signatures, in one capacity or another, of

several firms of established reputation furnishes a triple,

quadruple, or even greater combination of guarantors for

the payment of the amount of the bill at maturity. The
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favour with which Bankers regard good bills as a conveni-

ent form of temporary liquid investment, is thus easily

comprehensible. It will also be obvious to the student

that the Bill of Exchange offers a simple and efficacious

device for financing commercial transactions, the acceptor

of the bill frequently having the opportunity of selling

the goods against which the bill is drawn before he has

to provide for the payment of it.

The ordinary form of an "Inland " Bill of Exchange {i.e.

one drawn for use in this country) is given on page 193.

This bill would fall due on November 30, 1908 (allow-

ing for the three "days of gi'ace"), and would need

endorsement by Messrs. Heywood & Platts.

The circumstances out of which such a bill might be

assumed to arise would be that Mr. John Harman, having,

as the result of some transaction, become the debtor of

Messrs. Heywood & Platts, the latter have " drawn upon"
him for the amount due by means of a bill as illustrated.

In due course Mr. John Harman will " accept " the bill

by writing his signature across it, with or without the

word " accepted."

On maturity the bill will be presented by the bolder

of it (usually through the Bankers of such holder)

wherever it has been made payable by the drawee. If

the acceptor has made the acceptance payable at his

Bankers, but on its maturity has not sufficient funds

with the latter to meet the bill, they will refuse to pay it,

and the bill will consequently be returned "dishonoured"

to the holder. Before being returned, it will be handed, in

the absence of instructions to incur no charges, by the col-

lecting Banker to a Notary PubHc, in order that the latter

may himself re-present the bill to the bank in question, and

may formally record the fact of its having been dis-

honoured. The Notary Public, in such a case, attaches a

small gummed ticket to the bill, containing his name, a

note of his charges (usually a few shillings) for "noting"
non-payment, together with the reason given for such

non-payment upon presentation of the bill. The holder

of the bill is allowed one clear day in which to endeavour

to obtain payment from any of the parties to the bill. If

subsequently desired, the Notary is then, after the above

formalities, in a position to draw up a formal document,

a " Protest," setting forth that the bill has not been

met at maturity ; in the case of an inland bill, the extra

expense entailed by this procedure is very seldom deemed
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necessary, except in cases where legal action to enforce

the bill is contemplated. " Foreign " bills {i. c. bills

drawn or payable abroad) are almost invariably " pro-

tested" as well as " noted," as the formal protest becomes
legally necessary.

Upon the dishonour of a bill, the holder can call upon
the drawer or any of the endorsers to pay it, but any
person liable by reason of his signature appearing on the

bill can, if he honours it himself, recover the money from
any of the other persons liable on the bill previously to

himself, c. ij. an endorser honouring a bill can recover the

money from any other endorser whose signature appeared
upon the bill prior to his own, or from the drawer of the

bill, or from the acceptor himself. Similarly the drawer,

if called upon to pay the bill, can recover from the ac-

ceptor. The holder of a dishonoured bi 11 must, immediately
upon its dishonour, give notice of the fact of such dis-

honour to all persons liable upon the bill (except the

acceptor) as otherwise they may become legally relieved

from liability to pay the bill.

The charges for noting must be paid by the holder of a

dishonoured bill to his Banker in the first instance, but,

together with the amount of the bill itself, they can be
thereafter recovered from the persons liable on it.

A dishonoured bill is frequently "renewed," in whole
or in part, /. e. a fresh bill for the amount agreed upon is

given between the original .parties. This fresh bill ranks,

however, for book-keeping purposes, as a new transaction.

Foreign bills, i. e. bills drawn in one country but be-

coming payable in another, resemble inland bills in their

main characteristics, but are the subject of certain special

circumstances in practice. Foreign bills, e. g. bills drawn
in Japan upon a merchant in London, are frequently dis-

counted by their drawers with foreign Banks directly after

they have been drawn and before they have been accepted,
the Banks relying in these cases upon the reputation of

the drawer, and upon his ability to pay the bill if it is

subsequently returned to them unpaid. Such bills are
transmitted by the foreign Banks to their banking corre-

spondents in this country for presentation on their behalf
to the British firms upon whom they are drawn. If, when
a bill so reaches London for acceptance, the person upon
whom it is drawn refuses to accept it, the same conse-
quences ensue as if the bill had been dishonoured at

maturity, i. e. the drawer becomes immediately liable to
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pay it, and the endorsers (if any there be) also become

liable to honour it, notwithstanding the fact that its

nominal due date has not yet arrived, and the bill passes

at once to a Notary for " noting" and " protest."

A British merchant upon whom a bill has been drawn

by one of his foreign creditors cannot be compelled to

accept the bill by the Bank holding it, but his refusal to

accept it would, in ordinary circumstances, be detri-

mental to the credit of the foreign drawer. If, as between

the drawer and himself, there is a general arrangement for

the acceptance of bills, refusal to carry out such an

arrangement renders the British merchant liable to be

sued for damages to the extent of the loss entailed to

the foreign drawer.

Foreign bills are occasionally drawn in duplicate, or

even in triplicate, this precaution being effected in case

one of the set of bills should become lost in transit to this

country. The practice of drawing foreign bills in sets is

not so prevalent as in former years, except perhaps in

the case of Bussia. The regularity and rehability of

the modern postal services have rendered such pre-

cautionary measures less necessary. In cases where a

bill is duplicated the drawee will only " accept " one

of the set of bills, and is, of course, only liable upon
the one he accepts. The drawer is, however, liable upon
each of the duplicates or triplicates in the event of their

being fraudulently separated and negotiated.

Where bills are drawn in duplicate it frequently happens
that the "first " of the set is presented to the drawee for

acceptance, and that the " second " bears the endorse-

ments ; this occurs owing to the fact that the set of bills

has become separated at some period of its existence

for safety in transmission. In such a case the "first"

and " second" together constitute one complete bill, and
the fact of the acceptance and the endorsements appear-

ing on separate parts of the bill is immaterial to its

validity.

When a merchant abroad ships goods to this country

he very frequently draws, and sells to his local Banker, a

Bill of Exchange drawn upon the British merchant to

whom the goods have been shipped, payable after a
certain given period of time, such bill being drawn, in

many cases, for the full invoice price of the goods, and, in

other cases, for a portion only of the invoice price. In
order to render this bill acceptable to the foreign Bank to

o 2
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which it is presented for purchase, the foreign drawer
attaches to the bill the " bills of lading," representing the

goods shipped. These "Bills of lading " are the " negoti-

able documents," conferring the right to the ownership of

the goods placed on board the vessel employed to bring

them to this country. In so receiving the bill, "with
documents attached," the Bank also secures the right to

deal with the goods against which the bill has been drawn,
and thus a valuable and tangible security, in addition to the

drawer's personal responsibility, is obtained by the Banker
when dealing with bills of this class. If, upon reaching

this country, the bill is dishonoured by non-acceptance,

the British agent of the foreign Banker can at once sell

the goods on behalf of the foreign Banker on the British

market, and the deficit then apparent (if any) can be

recovered abroad by the foreign Banker from the drawer
of the bill.

Such bills are termed " Bocumentary bills," and a very

considerable part of the settlements for goods imported

into this country is effected in this way. Where the

British drawee of such a documentary bill is of established

reputation the Bank holding the bill will frequently

surrender to him the bills of lading (i. e. release to him
the goods previously held as security against the bill) on
receiving iDack the bill duly accepted; if, however, the

drawee is not considered to be financially strong, the

British Banker holding the bill will retain both the bill

(when accepted) and the goods, releasing to the drawee
portions of the latter in exchange for cash, as and when
received, or permitting the drawee to redeem the bill in

cash (and obtain the goods) at any time before its actual

due date, subject to an allowance to him of interest on
such prepayments.
The payment of a bill before it is legally due is styled

"taking up a bill under rebate," and the allowance of

interest upon such prepayments is termed "Rebate."
A form of foreign bill drawn in triplicate is given on

the opposite page.

The period of time after the expiration of which a bill

falls due is termed its "Tenor," and the following are

some of the principal tenors employed

—

"On Demand" means that the bill is to be paid im-

mediately on presentation to the drawee, without
the usual days of grace.

'' At Sight " has the same significance as "on demand."
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FOREIGN BILL OF EXCHANGE IN A SET.
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" Three Months After Date " means that the bill he-

comes due three months after the date appearing

upon it, subject to the allowance of the three

"days of grace," as already explained (page 26).*

" At Sixty Days' Sight," or Sixty Days After Sight,

means that the bill is payable sixty-three days
(including the three days of grace) after it has

been presented to the drawee for acceptance.

Bills payable at sight or in three to seven days are

termed " Short Exchange," whilst those at sixty days or

upwards are called "Long Exchange " Bills.

As between different countries certain definite periods

of time have become recognized as the customary tenor

for bills drawn between such countries ; in these cases

the customary period of time is termed the " Usance
"

for bills drawn between those particular countries. The
usance current between any two particular countries

depends, of course, upon the nature of the transactions

between their respective merchants, upon the average

time necessary to transmit goods and letters, and upon
other similar circumstances, e.g. the " Usance " between
the United States of America and London is " sixty days
after sight."

Two types of bill which, although not uncommon, are

not popular in financial circles are— (1) "Accommodation
Bills" (familiarly known as "Kites"), and (2) "House
Bills " (picturesquely described as " pig on pork "). The
former bills are merely expedients for obtaining loans,

and are drawn for the accommodation of one or other,

or both, of the parties thereto, and do not represent

any genuine " value received." The latter are bills drawn
by a firm, or limited company, on itself as between different

branches or agencies. Both these forms of bill are drawn
solely for the purpose of being discounted by one or other

of the parties thereto in order to obtain the use of the

resulting proceeds.

In contrast to the legitimate trade facilities afforded by
the Bill of Exchange in its genuine form, these latter

types of bill illustrate the dangers attached to instru-

ments of credit which can be created for speculative

* The great majoritj- of inland brade bills are dated on the first

of a month, and fall due therefore on the fourth of a month. So
prevalent has thi.s pi'actice become that, in the yearly analysis of
the London Clearing House, the figures for the fourth days of each
nionth ai-e separately stated,
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purposes and without real produce, or any genuine trading

transactions, behind them.

The ad valorem stamp duty payable on Bills of Exchange
is as follows—

When the amount due
Does not exceed £5, the stamp required is . . Id.

Exceeds £5 and does not exceed £10 . Id.

„ £10 „ „ „ £25 . Sd.

„ £25 „ „ „ £50 . 6^.

„ £50 „ „ „ £65 . 9d.

„ £75 „ „ „ £100 . Is.

and Is. for every £100 and every fractional part of

£100 when the bill exceeds £100.

Bills of any amount payable " At sight," " On demand,"
" On presentation," or within " three days after date on
sight," need only a penny stamp.

If the bill covers interest as well as principal, the stamp

need only cover the latter.

Promissory Notes

One other form of " negotiable instrument" which is to

be met with in commercial practice requires brief mention,

viz. the Promissory Note.

A form of Promissory Note is given on page 193, and
its nature can, to a large extent, be gathered from the

wording employed in the document itself.

A Promissoi'y Note, drawn as above, is a " negotiable

instrument," and legal title to it can be acquired by a

purchaser in good faith and for value, just as is the case

with a Bill of Exchange.
A Promissory Note that is made payable " to order " (as

above) requires endorsement in the usual manner by the

person to whom it is expressed to be payable. Promissory

Notes are not usually drawn "to bearer" except in the

case of bank-notes ; a bank-note is, in its legal aspect,

a Pi'omissory Note payable to bearer on demand issued

by a Bank, and, being payable " to bearer," does not, of

course, need an endorsement.
The legal position of all parties whose names appear

on a Promissory Note, as regards their liability to pay
it to a third person holding it, corresponds with the

position of the like parties in the case of a Bill of Exchange.

The "maker" of the Promissory Note corresponds with

the " acceptor " of a Bill of Exchange, the " payee " of a
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Promissory Note with the " payee " of a bill, and so forth.

The rules set out above as to " dishonour," " noting,"

and " protest " apply also to Promissory Notes.

The employment of Promissory Notes as commercial

paper in this country is restricted, and documents of this

nature are rarely used in the payment of commercial

obligations. Very commonly the amount covered by a

Promissory Note is payable by instalments, upon each

of which three days of grace are allowed.

Promissory Notes, like Bills of Exchange, require an

ad valorem stamp based upon the amount of the note.

There is one difference, however, between the rates of

duty payable, viz. a Bill of Exchange payaljle " on

demand " requires only a penny stamp whatever be the

sum payable, whereas a Promissory Note, payable on

demand, requires to be impressed with a stamp based

upon the sum for which the note is created.

EXERCISES

12a.

Cheques.
1. Define a Cheque.
2. Explain wliy payment by Clieque lias attained so great a

vogue in this country. Contrast the advantages of a Cheque as

compared with those of a bank-note.
3. What is the difference between a Cheque drawn "to order"

and one drawn " to bearer " ?

4. Give a form of Cheque drawn by V. Montgomeiy on the United
Banking Company of Great Britain, Ltd., London for £1,046 lO.s. M.
dated May 1, 1909, payable to the order of H. Miles.

5. What is a negotiable instrument ? Contrast the position of a

person who has issued a document undertaking to paj- a sum of

money to a specified person— (1) when this document is a negotiable

instrument, (2) when the document is not a negotiable instrument,

assuming in each case that the document in question has been duly
endorsed and has been subsequently stolen.

6. Mention five different types of negotiable instruments.

7. Is a Cheque drawn to the order of J. Jones and endorsed by
the latter a negotiable instrument ? Is a " Bearer " Cheque a negoti-

able instrument?
8. Explain the general form and uses of a " Crossed Cheque."
9. What difference exists as regards the legal effect between a

Cheque crossed " Coutts & Co." and a similar Cheque crossed
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10. Does the fact that the woitIs "not negotiable" appear on a

Cheque absolutel}' forbid its being transferred by one person to

another ? To what extent do these words affect transfers of Cheques
between persons ?

12b.

Cheques.

1. Explain the legal effect of the following crossing appearing on
a Cheqiie

—

2. What stamp is necessarj' upon a Cheque ? Is an impressed
stamp obligatory ?

3. What legal steps must be immediately taken by the holder of

a Cheque that is dishonoured ?

4. Explain the following terms written bj^ Bankers, upon occasion,

on Cheques presented to them

—

"R/D"; "N/S"; "Account closed."

5. Explain the following terms

—

" Effects not cleared "
;
" Words and figures differ."

6. Upon the hajjpening of what events may a Banker upon whom
it is drawn refuse to honour a Cheque although sufficient money to

pay it is standing to the credit of his customer's account ?

7. Explain to what extent a Cheque and a Bill of Exchange
possess the same characteristics, and to what extent they differ in

form and use.

8. Is it possible to "cross" a Bill of Exchange or a Promissory
Note?

9. Is it necessary that Cheques should invariablj' be drawn upon
the engraved forms supplied by each Bank to its customers?

10. Give a form of Cheque which includes a form of receipt to be

signed at the foot by the payee of the Cheque. Briefly discuss the

advantages of Cheques of this type.

12c.

Bills of E.xchange.

1. Define a Bill of Exchange.
2. Explain briefly why Bills of Exchange are used to so large an

extent in the settlement of commercial transactions, stating the

benefits obtained by the drawer and the drawee when using this

method of discharging the obligations between them.

3. Give a form of a Bill of Exchange for £120 drawn by J. Jones

& Co. of Swansea upon R. Harris of London, accepted by the latter

paj'able at the Bank of P^nglanil, London.

4. What formalities have to be gone tlirougli in the case of dis-
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honour—(1) of an inland bill, (2) of a foreign bill drawn upon a

merchant in this country?
5. Explain the liability— (1) of an acceptor of a bill, (2) of the

drawer, (8) of the endorsers. Compare the positions of these persons

as regards liability upon the bill.

6. What is meant by a " documentary " bill ? Why is it frequently

easier to discount a (locumentary bill with a Banker than it is to

discount a similar bill without " documents attached " ?

7. Wilson & Co. of Calcutta on May 1, 1909, sell and ship to Brown
Brothers of London by ss. Hnoijhj a quantity of jute for £I,OU(>.

Against this shipment they draw a bill upon Brown Brothers at

three months' date for £900, "with documents attached" in favour

of the National Bank of India, and discount the bill with the National

Bank of India, Calcutta, for £885. Explain the nature of this

transaction, give the form of the bill, and show the entries (in

pounds sterling) requisite to correctly record the matter in W'ilson

& Co.'s books.

8. Show tlie entries requisite to record in Brown Brothers' books

the various transactions set forth in Question 7, including payment
of the bill at maturity.

9. Explain the functions of a " Notary" so far as they relate to

Bills of Exchange.
10. What is meant by the terms '"usance" and "tenor " as ap-

plied to Bills of Exchange ? Explain the following terms used in

connection with Bills of Exchange

—

"At sight,"
" On demand,"
" Sixty days after sight,"
" Three months after Date,"

What are "days of grace " ?

]2d.

Bills of Exchange and Promissory Notes.

1. What stamp dutj^ is paj'able upon Inland Bills of Exchange
drawn for the following sums

—

£75 ; £100 ; £100 15s. ; £2,000 ; £3,461 19s. Id.

May "postage and inland revenue stamps" be used for these

bills ?

2. What stamp duty is payable upon the following

—

(1) A Bill of P]xchange for £1,000 drawn payable " on demand,''

(2) A Promissory Note for £1,000 made payable "on demand ?"

3. What is a " Promissory Note " ?

4. Give a form of Promissory Note for £500 signed by Owen
Meredith, paj'able three months after date, dated June 1, 1909, to

the order of Rhys Brothers.
5. Compai^e (1) the characteristics and (2) the modern commercial

use of Promissoi'y Notes and Bills of Exchange.
6. Is a Promissory Note a negotiable instrument ? Is a Bill of

Exchange a negotiable instrument ? To what extent do the re-

spective liabilities of the various parties to a Bill of Exchange
compare with their liabilities if a Promissory Note had been used in

the place of a Bill of Exchange ?

7. Define a "bank-note." Does a Bank of l^higland note recjuire

an endorsement V
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8. Upon a Bill of Exchange being dishonoured by the acceptor,

and being paid hy the last endorser to the holder of the bill, what
remedies has such last endorser against the other persons whose
names appear on the bill ?

9. Dehne " Accommodation Bills " and " House Bills," and explain
the circumstances out of which they usually arise. Are such bills

regarded by Bankers with the same degree of favour as other Bills of

Exchange ?

10. Why are good Bills of Exchange regarded with such favoxir as

temporary investments bj' the Banks discounting them ? Upon
what circumstances does the Banker fix the rate of discount at which
he M'ill discount bills offered to him bv a customer?



CHAPTEE XIII

SINGLE ENTRY BOOK-KEEPING

It was pointed out to the student in Chapter I tliat no
system of book-keeping can be deemed satisfactory which
does not

—

(a) furnisli a continuous record of transactions
;

(b) show at any time the amounts due to and from the

various persons dealt with
;

(c) show clearly the values

placed upon the assets and property employed in the

business, together with the additions thei^eto, and the

wastages in value which take place from time to time

;

and (d) provide the means of grouping together, at any
time, the totals of the transactions recorded, so that the

trading result for any given period, and the financial

position at its close, may be readily ascertained.

The only method of iDook-keeping which can claim to

fulfil these requirements satisfactorily is the Double Entry
system. The Single Entry system, which it is the purpose
of this present chapter to consider briefly, even at its best

quite fails to satisfy the last condition set out above (d)
;

for this reason, if for no other, its rejection as a satisfac-

tory system for a business man to employ is inevitable.

The so-called system of " Single Entry " is difficult to

explain to the student, as no fixed rules or scheme can be
formulated where no reliable underlying theory exists, as

is the case with " Double Entry " book-keeping. In fact,

in almost every case where books are kept by some
method other than " Double Entry," they are said to be
kept upon the " Single Entry" system!

Single Entry book-keeping, or, to be more strictly accur-

ate. Single Entry book-keeping plus a modicum of Double
Entry methods, is still, unfortunately, to be found some-
what extensively employed in many small businesses

where but little attention is paid to the books ; and faulty

though these methods undoubtedly are, they consequently
need some brief examination from the student's point of

view.

205
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Pure " Single Entry " book-keeping scarcely exists in

practice, the system usually met with under that name
being a compound of Single and Double Entry. The former
system deals only with accounts having a personal aspect,

and in pure Single Entry book-keeping the only book kept
would be a Ledger containing personal accounts opened
for the parties with whom the trader deals ; such a Ledger
would, as regards form, correspond with the ordinary
" Personal " Ledger as used in Double Entry book keeping.

Only one entry, i. e. the one necessary in the personal

account of the party dealt w4th, would be made upon
the occurrence of each transaction.

It w^ill be obvious that, in the majority of businesses

using Single Entry methods, this personal Ledger would
not furnish an adequate record even for the barest

necessities of a small business ; an infusion of Double
Entry methods, albeit a partial one, is therefore added
to the Single Entry system pure and simple. A Cash
Book, kept as in Double Entry, is an indispensable neces-

sity, and it is, therefore, included in this composite Single

Entry system, although methodical posting from the Cash
Book to the Ledger does not take place in every instance.

A Personal Ledger is kept, as in pure theoretical Single

Entry. Entries in the Cash Book referring to personal

accounts (i. e. moneys received from debtors and paid to

creditors) are posted from the Cash Book to the accounts
in the Personal Ledger just as is the case in Double Entry
book-keeping. Cash Book entries relating to accounts

other than personal ones [e. g. those relating to nominal
accounts such as " Machinery," " Salaries," etc.) are not

posted to any Ledger accounts. No " nominal " accounts

whatever are kept with the exception of the Cash Book,
nor, with the exception of the debtors, are any accounts

kept to record the assets owned by or used in the

business.

"Purchases " Books and " Sales " Books are practical

necessities for any business which conducts any part of

its operations upon credit, and these books are conse-

quently included in the composite Single Entry system

;

the purchases and sales effected are posted to the credit

or debit of the relative creditor's or debtor's personal

accounts in the Ledger; but the Purchases and Sales

books are rarely added up, and even in cases where the

additions have been made, the total arrived at is not

posted anywhere nor made use of in any practical way.
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The student will have noted that the composite so-called

Single Entry system thus illustrated provides the follow-

ing information only with regard to the active working

of the undertaking

—

1. A record of Cash Receipts and Payments (Cash

Book).

2. A record of dealings with persons (Ledger).

3. Records of goods bought and sold on credit (" Pur-

chases " Book and " Sales " Book).

These records, how^ever, are not linked together into one

system, and the whole method is disjointed and incomplete.

The trading results attained by any business in which
the books are kept by Single Entry can only be arrived

at by the crude process of comparing the trader's present

net worth with his financial position as at some previous

given date ; the difference between the two "net worths"
representing the net gain or the net loss on trading over

the selected period, according as the present " net worth
"

exceeds the previous " net worth " or falls short of it.

The trader's " net w^orth," or " Capital," at any given date

is arrived at by preparing a Balance Sheet, or Statement

of Affairs. For this purpose the trader's books are em-
ployed as far as they go (i. e. for cash, debtors and
creditors), and the trader's memory, or any memoranda
he may possess, must be relied upon for particulars of

the remainder of his Assets (e. g. land, buildings, carts,

horses, etc.). It will be obvious that in cases where
financial statements are prepared upon such inchoate

information there is a considerable risk of error, and the

omission of various material items through forgetfulness

is by no means unlikely. If, in either of the two state-

ments used, for the purposes of comparison, there is any
inaccuracy, the Profit (or Loss) figure arrived at by means
of the comparison of the two capitals shown in them is

pro tanto incorrect. The unscientific nature and inherent

weakness of this method of preparing Profit and Loss
statements is thus evident. There exists also in this

procedure a further serious defect, which is, however, un-
avoidable, in that the amount of the Profit or Loss is

necessarily arrived at as a single net figure, affording

no detailed information whatever as to how the trading

result has arisen, and giving no useful details as to the
various expenses incurred in carrying on the business

;

the source of the increase or decrease in the Profit or

Loss for the period therefore cannot be ascertained; it
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will be needless to point out that, for practical commercial
purposes, statements prepared in this manner are im-
measurably inferior as compared with the complete and
detailed information afforded by a " Trading and Prolit and
Loss Account " compiled under Double Entry methods.

In Single Entry, owing to the fact that two statements
are needed in order to ascertain the trading result (viz.

one at the beginning of the period and one at the end), it

will be obvious that the certainty of error is involved if

the former of the two statements has not been properly
prepared ; in such cases it becomes necessary for the
trader to endeavour to estimate, after a considerable lapse

of time, his financial position at the previous given date.

It will be needless to further emphasize the fact that

trading results arrived at upon such a basis cannot,

under any circumstances, be regarded as reliable.

By way of illustration two Statements are set out
below, showing the method of arriving at the profits

made by John Smith, whose books are kept by " Single

Entry," for the year ended December 31, 1909

—

John SMrrn.

STATEMENT OF AFFAIRS, December 31, 1908

Liabilities.

Sundry Creditors...
Balance (capital) ...

£
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The increase in the " Balance," or Capital, on December
31, 1909, as compared with the previous j^ear, is £544.
In order to obtain a true figure of profit the £250 drawn
out of the business on private account during the year
must be added to this increased " Balance," as this sum,
had it been left in the business, would have increased
the Assets to this extent. In this way we get at the
Profit figure for the year ended December 31, 1909, viz.

£544 + £250, t. e. £794.
That this is a clumsy and unsatisfactory method of

arriving at the trading profits for the period will need no
further demonstration. No details are available for com-
parative purposes, and there is no finality about the results

arrived at, owing to the impossibility of bringing the books
kept on this system to a " balance." It will be obvious

to the student also that, under these circumstances, fraud

is more easily committed, owing to the absence of the

various salutary checks imposed by the Double Entry
system.

If a trader has kept his books upon the Single Entry
principle, and has followed the methods described

above, so far as they extend, with a reasonable degree

of exactitude, it is possible, by various adjustments, to

convert his incomplete Single Entry book-keeping records

for a given period into a complete Double Entry system.

In carrying out the practice of posting the personal

items from the Cash Book in the Single Entry system to

the Ledger we have already seen a modicum of Double
Entry methods, and the conversion of the remainder of

the books from the one system to the other consists of

the extension of this rule.

Assuming that the Cash Book, Personal Ledger, Pur-

chases Book and Sales Book have been kept (with,

possibly, Eeturns Books and Bill Books), the process of

conversion from Single Entry to Double Entry proceeds
upon the following lines

—

1. K Nominal Ledger is procured, and the balances

appearing in the Statement of Affairs prepared at the

commencement of the selected period are entered in it,

with the exceptioii of the cash, debtors and creditors, the

necessary records of which already appear in the Cash
Book and Personal Ledger.
The opening balances are, in this manner, brought into

line with Double Entry principles.

2. In the Single Entry book-keeping which has already
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been accomplished, such items in the Cash Book as relate

to personal accounts have been duly posted in the Personal
Ledger. It remains, therefore, to go carefully through
the Cash Book and to post to appropriate accounts to be
opened in the Nominal Ledger all the " impersonal " Cash
Book items. The Cash Book thus becomes an ordinary
Double Entry Cash Book, and the items in it are duly
posted according to Double Entry methods.

3. In the Single Entry work already carried out, the

Purchases Book, Sales Book (and, possibly, the Eeturns
and Bill Books, if the same have been kept) have been
entered up and posted to the Personal Ledger accounts
kept for the persons with whom the transactions were
effected. These books may or may not have been added up

;

if not already completed, the additions must be made, and
the totals thus arrived at must be posted in the Nominal
Ledger to appropriate accounts, just as is the case in

ordinary Double Entry book-keeping, e.g. the Sales Book
must be added up and the total of the sales for the period

posted to the credit of the " Sales Account," and so on.

In this manner the Double Entry for the sales, purchases,

etc., is duly achieved, and these books are consequently
also brought into harmony with Double Entry principles.

4. Many isolated items wnll probably be found in the
" Single Entry '' Personal Ledger for which no compensat-
ing posting has been effected, such as " discount " allowed
and received, " returns " inwards and outwards, " allow-

ances," "transfers" from one account to another, and so

forth. Before any " balance " of the books can be arrived

at, it is necessary that the compensating Double Entry
for all these items shall be completed. Items of this

class must, therefore, be carefully picked out from the

various accounts in the Ledger, and collected and analyzed
into totals upon sheets of paper according to their nature

{e.g. all discounts which have been allowed must be
picked out from the Ledger upon a sheet headed " Dis-

counts allowed"). The total of each class of item, when
ascertained, must be posted to its appropriate account in

the Ledger, and upon the correct side of that account, e. g.

the total of " discounts allowed," arrived at by the process

of extraction from the Ledger described above, must be

posted to the debit of the "Discount Account." If pre-

ferred, these entries can also, of course, be passed through
a journal if it is desired to approximate to Double Entry
book-keeping in every detail.
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5. Any other entries appearing in the " Single Entry "

books, and not previously dealt with under one or other

of the above rules, must be brought into Double Entry
semblance in like manner.
The foregoing measures having been carried through, it

will be recognized that their combined effect is to complete

the Double Entry in every case, starting with the opening
balances and continuing through every transaction to

the close of the year under review. A complete Double
Entry system having thus been brought into existence

where only a Single Entry system existed previously, a

Trial Balance can now be prepared, followed by a Balance
Sheet and a Profit and Loss Account prepared in the

ordinary way.
The " Single Entry " system of book-keeping must not

be confused l)y the student with the "Single Account"
method of preparing a Balance Sheet. Examination can-

didates not infrequently confuse the two terms, which are

by no means synonymous.
As the student will learn at a later stage of his career,

Balance Sheets are sometimes prepared, in accordance
with the requirements of certain statutory forms, in two
or more sections, and the name given to this method of

accounting is " the Double Account System." In order

to distinguish this " Double Account " Balance Sheet
from the common form of Balance Sheet prepared in one
single statement (like those illustrated on page 122), the

term "Single iVccount System" is sometimes employed;
but this designation has no reference whatever to book-
keeping by Single Entry methods. As has been previously

indicated, a proper Balance Sheet prepared on the " Single

Account System " almost invariably pre-supposes book-
keeping by Double Entry.

EXERCISES.

13a.

1. What is understood by pure Single Entry book-keeping? Is

it ever found in practice ?

2. What form of book-keeping in modern use goes by the name of
" Single Entrj' book-keeping " ? Is this designation strictly' correct 1

3. Explain to what extent (if any) the following books are used
in modern Single Entry book-keepings

Cash Book,
Sales Book,
Bills Receivable Book,
Returns Book.

P 2
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•i. What are (1) the disadvantages, (2) the advantages, of Single

Entry book-keeping as compared with the Double Entry system?
5. How can a trader who keeps his books by "Single Entry"

ascertain his profits for a given period ?

6. Compare, from the standpoint of efEcienc}^, the methods of

ascertaining profits under Single Entry and Double Entry book-
keeping principles.

7. Explain how a trader, having kept his books accurately upon
Single Entry principles (as far as that system extends) can convert
his Single Entry book-keeping for a given period into Double Entry
book-keeping.

S. Discuss the following proposition—"The accuracy of profits

ascertained from books kept upon Single Entry principles depends
to so large an extent upon the trader's memory that the Single
Entry system of arriving at profits can only be regarded as most
unreliable."

9. Discuss the following statement—" Book-keeping by Double
Entry is worth^^ of being called a system ; book-keeping by Single
Entry amounts to nothing more than a series of disconnected
memoranda."

10. Differentiate between the terms "Single Entry System " and
" Single Account System" as used in book-keeping.

13b.

The financial position of John Higgins, who commenced business
on January 1, 1909, was as follows

—

£ s. d.

Cash at the Bank .... 412 10
Stock of goods on hand . . . 1,009
Plant and machinei'3^ . . . . 80
DeUor—O. Jones 124
Creditor—Y. Murray . . . . 609 5

The following transactions took place during January

—

1909. £ s. d.

Jan. 2. Drew from the Bank for office cash . 10

,, 2. Sold to O. Jones goods on credit . 16

,, 4. Bought goods from V. Murray (on

credit) 139 5 1

,, 5. Received from O. Jones by Cheque . 135

Allowed him discount . . . 5

,, 6. Drew Cheque for sundry office

expenses . . . . . 4 16 7

,, 6. Paid from office cash, salaries . . 3 10 6

,, 7. Bought goods from V. Murray (on

credit) 6 5 4

,, 7. Sold to Wilkinson & Co. goods (on

credit) 532 16 9

,, 8. Received from Wilkinson & Co.

Cheque 530

,, 8. Received from Wilkinson & Co. goods
returned as unsuitable, invoiced to

them at 2 16 9

,, 9. Paid V. Murraj' by Cheque on account 600

,, 11. Paid from office cash for stationery

and postage stamps . . . 1 10 10
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1009. JC s. d.

Jan. 12. Sold to Morrison & Co. goods (on

credit) 34G 19 3

,, 13. Paid V. Murray by Che(|ue further
on account ..... 100

Xute.—All cheques received are banked on the same day, and all

paj'uients are matle bj- Cheiiue unless otherwise stated.

From the above details write up John Higgins's books by Single

Entry, and, including the matters set out hereunder, prepare state-

ments showing John Higgins's position as on January 13, 1909, and
the profit made to that date.

The stock on hand as on January 13, 1909, was valued at£36'2 13s. 4rZ.

Plant and machinery on hand was valued on January 13, 1909, at

£79. The stock of stationery and postage stamps on hand on
January 13, 1909, is to be valued at £1 2s. 6(/.

13(J.

Richard Hyston, who is a trader in a small way of business, keeps
his books by Single Entry, but now finds that it is necessary for him
to ascertain his profit for the period December 31, 1905—December
31, 1908, in order to obtain reduction of an over-assessment whicli

has been made upon him for Income Tax.
He furnishes the following details as to his position on December

31, 1905—
£ ,s-. ,J.

Balance at Bank to his credit (as per pass-book) 94 9 6
Stock of goods on hand estimated at . . 200
Shop fixtures and fittings (valued at cost) . 45
Sundry debtors 132 5 9
Sundry creditors ...... 314 16 10

He also furnishes the following details as to his position on
December 31, 1908—

£ s. (I.

Overdrawn balance at Bank . . . . 10 5 9
Stock of goods on hand ..... 392 1 5
Shopfixturesandfittingsvalued.it . . . 30
Sundry debtors 342 1 9
Sundry creditors ...... 475 11 9

During the three years he has withdrawn from the business in

cash £12 on the last day of each month for his own private expenses.
Prepare— (1) Richard Hyston's Balance Sheet as on December 31,

1908.

(2) A statement showing what profit has been made for

the period December 31, 1905—December 31, 1908.

13d.

Upon being questioned the Mr. Hyston mentioned in the
preceding exercise (c) admits that his memory is not alwaj's
reliable, and, upon further investigation, the following facts are
brought to light in regard to the statements furnished by him ia

the preceding question

—
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A. Ill the statement of the position as on December 31, 1905 :

1. Stock of goods on hand should have been £210.
2. Sundry creditors should have been £319 175. od.

3. The value of a cart and horse (£35) owned by Mr. Hyston
has been entirely omitted.

B. In the statement of the position as on December 31, 1908 :

1. Shop fittings and fixtures are worth only £20, not £30 as

stated.

2. Of the sundrj' debtors (£342 Is. 9;?.) debts amounting to

£25 Is. 6rf. are absolutely bad ; in addition to this a
reserve of 50 per cent, of their face value must be pro-

vided on debts amounting to £22 lO.s. M. ; the remainder
of the book debts are good.

3. The value of the cart and horse mentioned above may now
be taken at £30, and an additional horse bought and paid
for during the three years, and estimated to be worth
£25, must be taken into account as on December 31, 1908.

4. During the six months ended December 31, 1907,

R. Hj'ston's drawings were at the rate of £14 per month
instead of £12 per month as previously stated ; the
figure of £12 per month holds good for all the other
months during the three years under review.

5. On December 31. 1908, the sum of £3 4s. 9fA was in the
shop till, but was omitted from the statement furnished,

and, in addition, the till contained an I.O.U. for £1 lent

to a carman, which sum had not been included in the

sundry debtors.

From the foregoing particulars prepare amended statements
showing (1) R. Hj'ston's position as on December 31, 1908, and
(2) the net profit made during the three years December 31, 1905

—

December 31, 1908.

Answers.—13b. Net Profit, £86 6s. M.
13c. Net Profit for the three years, £553 7s. ZiL

13d. Net Profit for the three years, £538 5s. \\d.



CHAPTER XIV

Consignment Accounts

current accounts between merchants

A TRADER frequently ships goods to an agent abroad,

for sale by the latter on his (the trader's) account ; such
shipments of goods are, in commercial parlance, termed
" Consignments."

In cases where goods are so despatched they do not

become the property of the agent to whom they are

consigned for sale. There is no question of a sale having
been effected as between the trader and his agent, and it

is only when the agent has actually sold the goods on the

trader's behalf that they cease to be the latter's property.

A 2^f'0 forma " invoice" is sometimes sent by the trader

to the agent upon the despatch to him of the goods, but

this practice is merely formal, its object being to give the

agent instructions as to the minimum prices at which he
may sell the goods, and the position, from the accounting
point of view, is not atfected thereby.

In return for his services in disposing of the goods
consigned to him, the agent is remunerated by means of

a "commission," the amount of which is usually based
upon the money product obtained by means of the sale of

the goods consigned. Since the agent sells the goods
only as agent on behalf of the shipper and not upon his

own account, it follows that, in connection with any sales

made by his agent on credit, the shipper must run all the

attendant risks and must bear the loss arising out of

insolvency on the part of any purchaser, should it occur,

even though he may not even know the name of such
purchaser. In order to avoid losses of this description it

is frequently arranged between the home trader (the

"Consignor") and the agent to whom goods are sent
(the "Consignee") that any losses arising in consequence
of the subsequent insolvency of purchasers shall be borne
by the consignee instead of by the consignor— the rate

of commission payable in these cases being proportion-

ately higher. This arrangement is termed " Del Credere."

The " Del Credere " commission is frequently shown
215
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separately from, and in addition to, the ordinary "selling"

commission.
Consignments despatched by a home trader to an

agent for sale on his (the trader's) behalf are, as regards

the home trader's books, termed " Consignments Out-

wards " ; in the books of the agent they are called " Con-

signments Inwards," and obviously the book-keeping

methods of dealing with a consignment require explana-

tion both as regards the books of the " Consignor " and
the books of the " Consignee."

In thus consigning goods to an agent abroad, the con-

signor is temporarily deprived of a portion of his working
capital, until such time, in fact, as the proceeds obtained

by the sale of the goods are received by him. If the

goods consigned are of the consignor's own manufacture,

they represent money already expended by him in raw
material and wages, and, if purchased by him in a

manufactured state, they represent a liability w^hich, in

due course, he will have to meet.

In order to avoid the inconvenience thus caused to the

consignor the following procedure is frequently resorted

to, viz. the consignor draws upon the consignee a Bill of

Exchange, due some months ahead, in anticipation of the

proceeds of the consignment; the shipper attaches to this

Bill of Exchange the "Bills of Lading" {i.e. the docu-

ments of title issued by the shipping company in exchange
for the goods), and sells ("discounts") the Bill of Exchange
(with the Bills of Lading attached thereto as security) to

a banker having a branch, or agency, in the consignee's

city. This Bill of Exchange is usually drawn for a sum
considerably less than the real value of the goods, in order

that the banker who buys it and the consignee who
subsequently pays it may be amply secured.

The banker who has bought a bill of this description

sends it to his agent in the consignee's city, and the

consignee can thereupon secure the liberation of the

whole of the goods on paying the amount of the bill

(under a " rebate allowance " for prepayment) ; or he has
the option of taking delivery of the goods piecemeal on
paying proportionate instalments of the bill ; or, if the

consignee be a trader of undoubted financial stability, the

local bank holding the bill will frequently deliver to him
the Bills of Lading in exchange for his acceptance alone

written on the bill.

When the goods have been sold and the consignee in

due course remits the proceeds of the consignment to his
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principal, he, of course, deducts the amount of any bills

he may have accepted against such proceeds.

The Consignok's Books

When goods are despatched "on consignment" they

must not be debited to the consignee's Personal Account,

for, as has been previously explained, he is not in the

position of a debtor to the consignor until the goods
consigned have been actually sold by him.

The goods comprised in the consignment should be

debited, at cost * price, to a special Ledger account opened
for the particular consignment headed " Consignment to

A.B.," the name of the agent being inserted. In businesses

where consignments are numerous a " Consignment
Ledger " is usually kept. To the account opened for each
individual consignment should be debited all the charges,

e.g. freight, insurance, duty, etc., disbursed by the con-

signor in connection with the shipment of the goods.

The net proceeds of the goods, as and when they are

sold by the consignee, are credited to the Consignment
Account and debited to the Personal Account of the

consignee, because he naturally becomes responsible for

the resulting proceeds immediately he has sold the goods.

By the term " net proceeds " used in this connection is

meant the gross selling price of the goods less all the

charges disbursed by the consignee, and, of course,

less the consignee's commission. A statement termed
an " Account Sales" is rendered by the consignee to the
consignor (sometimes as and when parcels of the goods
have been sold, and sometimes upon the conclusion of

the transaction), in which these details are set forth. A
specimen "Account Sales" relating to the consignment
used in this chapter, as an example, will be found on p. 218.

Any remittances which have been received from the

consignee are credited to his Personal Account in the
ordinary way, and any drafts which have been drawn
upon the consignee in anticipation of the proceeds of the

consignment are similarly credited in the same account.

When preparing the annual accounts of the consignor,

such consignment accounts as may remain open at the
date upon which the books are balanced, and which
represent unrealized goods " on consignment," should be
brought into the accounts as Assets at the cost price only of

such goods, together with any charges paid thereon to date.

* Tlie goods are taken at cost because, until sold, they merely
represent so nuicli stock transferred from one place to another.
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In cases where the goods represented by the consign-

ment are partly sold, each account must be treated upon
its merits. The charges paid, if they cover the whole
of the consignment, will need careful apportionment as

between the goods sold and those which remain unsold.

The method of the treatment of consignments in the
consignor's books as described above is illustrated in the
subjoined example

—

Example.—On January 1, 1909, Wilson Bros, ship upon consignment
to Denniston & Co., of Durban, for sale by the latter, upon \Vilson
& Co. 's account, 50 cases of Manchester goods invoiced pro forma
at £15 10s. per case. A commission of 2^ per cent, is paj-able

on sales, plus an additional charge of 1 per cent, upon sales for Del
Credere commission.
Wilson Bros, pay in connection with this consignment : Freight

£24 10s. and Insurance £5, and draw on Denniston & Co. at three
months' sight for £500 against the shipment, selling the bill to the
Natal Bank.
Denniston & Co. sell for cash on March 24, 20 cases of goods

at £22 6s. per case ; on April 8, 21 cases at £21 per case ; and
on the 9th of April, 9 cases at £25 per case. They accept Wilson
Bros.' draft on February 1, 1909, and obtain immediate delivery
of the goods from the Bank. Thej' forward to Wilson Bros, an
"Account Sales" on April 15, deducting therein the commission
due to them at the agreed rates ; their disbui'sements on account
of the consignment are : Landing Charges, £4 ; Storage, Insurance,
and Sundries, £14 5s. They remit a Bank Draft for £554 16s. "id. to

close the transaction, the question of interest being waived on each
side.

The foregoing transactions ai'e shown as they would appear in

the books of Wilson Bros. ; at the end of the section dealing
with the consignee's accounts the transactions are again shown as

they would appear in Denniston & Co. 's books.

ACCOUNT SALES of 50 Cases of Manchester Goods received
from WILSON BROS., London, per ss. Doric Castle.

Mark.
Proceeds 20 cases goods at £22 6

21 ,, ,, £21
9 ,, ,, £25 I

Less—

•

Landing charges
storage, insurance, and sundries
Commission, 25 per cent, on £1,112 i

Vd Credere, 1 per cent, on £1,112

Note.—Draft £500 accepted a;-;ainst above con-
signment, Feb. 1, 1909, due May 4, 1909.

E. & O. E.
Durban, April 15, 1909.

Denniston dk Co.

446
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WILSON BROS.' LEDGER
Consignment to Denniston & Co., Durban Cr.

Jan. 1

>, 1

June 30

To 50 ca.ses of
Manche s tcr
goods invoiced
at cost, £15
10«. per case...

,, Cash, Freiglit

on above
,, Cash, Insur-
ance

,, Profit on con-
signnjent trans-

ferred to Profit
and Loss Ac-
count
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All the charges disbursed by the consignee on the

consignor's behalf in connection with the consignment
are also debited to this account. The proceeds of the
consignment, whether sold for cash or upon credit, are
credited to the Personal Account of the consignor, the
corresponding debit being to " Cash," or to the Personal
Account of the purchaser of the goods, according as the
sales have been for cash or upon credit. Any payments
or remittances of the resulting proceeds made by the
consignee to or on account of the consignor are debited
to the latter's account.

The above principles are illustrated in the subjoined
example, wherein the transactions appearing in Denniston
& Co.'s (the consignee's) books relative to the consign-
ment set out previously in this chapter are passed
through their books, their account with Wilson Bros.
(the consignors) being shown.

DENNISTON & CO.'S LEDGER
Wilson Bros., London (re consignment ex ss. Doric Castle)
Dr.
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" Tare " signifies the weight of the crate, cask,

box or material containing the goods if weighed
separately from the goods themselves.

The "Net Weight" or "Net" is obtained by de-

ducting the "Tare" from the "Gross Weight,"
and represents the actual weight of the goods
themselves.

E. g. if in connection with a consignment of coffee the

weights are thus stated, viz. Gross, 100 cwt. ; Tare,

3 cwt, ; Net, 97 cwt., the interpretation is that 97 cwt.

of coffee were contained in a package weighing 3 cwt.,

the total weight of the goods and packing thus being

100 cwt.

In dealing with goods sold on consignment the student

should always be careful to work out any requisite figure

of proceeds on the basis of the " Net " weight, as obviously

the purchaser cannot be expected to pay for compara-
tively inexpensive packing materials at the prices of

valuable goods. The value of packages is usually ignored

in examination questions.

Current Accounts between Merchants

In cases where considerable balances may, from time

to time, be owing as between merchants and their foreign

agents, it is customary for interest to be allowed by the

one party to the other upon the current balance of

account between them. In this manner the party who
is the creditor in the transaction obtains some com-
pensation for the temporary loss of the use of the moneys
allowed to remain by him in his debtor's hands, and vice

versa.

Many methods of charging this interest exist, but,

owing to considerations of space, it is deemed to be
necessary only to illustrate here one of the most usual
systems.

It will be remembered that the interest for any given
time upon any sum of money may be calculated according
to the following formula

—

Principal x number of days x rate

^ -IT, ,
per cent, per annum

xvequu'ed Interest =
i~nrr Q"Ar

In working out the total interest upon a number of

consecutive daily (or other periodical) balances it is

suflicient to multiply each balance (Principal) by the
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period of time for which it exists unaltered, and to add
together the products so obtained ; the multipKcation of

this total of products by the rate per cent, allowed, and
its subsequent division by 36,500, will produce one figure

of interest in sterling, and this resulting figure represents

the total interest upon the whole of the successive

balances.

This method of calculating interest upon the current

balance of an " Account Current " is customary among
bankers, in whose Ledgers extra columns are provided
for (1) the insertion of the daily or other periodical

balances, (2) the number of days for which such balance

has remained unchanged, and (3) the product obtained

by multiplying together the number of pounds in the

balance and the number of days. Column No. 3 (Pro-

duct column) is added at the end of any given period,

and by multiplying this total by the rate per cent, per
annum allowed, and by its division by 36,500, a net

figure of interest is obtained which represents the

necessary allowance to the customer.

This system may also be adopted as between merchants,
but it obviously necessitates the extension of each daily

balance on a separate statement. It is customary,
therefore, in commercial practice, to calculate interest in

a way which may, at first sight, appear more cumbersome,
but which produces the same result without involving

the tedious extraction of daily balances. Instead of each
daily balance being multiplied by the number of days for

which it remains unchanged, each item on either side of

the account is multiplied by the number of days elapsing

between the date of its happening and the starting date

of the account (or the date up to which interest was
last calculated upon the account being ruled off" and
balanced). The total of the products thus obtained on
the Debit side of the account is offset against the total of

the products obtained on the Credit side of the account,

and the difference between the two total products is

subjected to the same process of multiplication by the

rate per cent, per annum and the division by 36,500 as

in the "daily balance" method explained above. The
net figure of interest so obtained in sterling, appearing

on the Debit or Credit side according as the case may
be, is the net amount to be allowed or charged to the

customer by the merchant in whose books the account

in question is running.
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A specimen form of an account current between two

merchants, whereon interest is running at 5 per cent,

per annum, appears on p. 223. It must be noted that
in such accounts balances are brought down under the
date of the closing day of each period (e. g. April 30 and
June 30), and not, according to the more customary usage,
under the date of the opening day of each succeeding period
{e.g. May 1 and July 1). This precaution is necessary
in order that a day's interest may not be omitted.

EXERCISES

14a.

1. Explain briefly tiie nature, objects and methods customary in

connection with "consignments" of goods from one merchant to
another.

2. Differentiate between " Sales " and " Consignments," explain-
ing the princij)al features of each.

3. What is a "Del Crcdcrc" commission? What benefit accrues
to the consignor through its payment ?

4. W^hat is an " Account Sales " ?

5. What is the legal position of a consignee as regards goods
shipped to him " on consignment "

? Are such goods his property at

any time during the transaction ?

G. Explain what is meant by a consignor " drawing a bill upon
his consignee against the goods consigned." What happens to such
a bill, and wherein does the consignor derive benefit from the pro-

cedure ?

7. Explain the entries made by a consignee in his books—

(a) On the receipt of the consignment,
ih) On the sale of a portion of it,

((•) On remitting to the consignor the net proceeds of the
sale of the goods.

8. How should consignment accounts which are still open at

the date of balancing be dealt with in the books of a consignor ?

9. Explain the working of a current account between merchants
in which interest is to be worked on the account from day to day.

10. Explain the terms " flross Weight," "Tare," and "Net
Weight " as used in an account sales.

14b.

Arabi Kaid & Co. of Smyrna forward to H. Hope & Co. of

London a consignment of lUO half bales of coffee marked " A. K. &
Co." for sale on commission (including Del Credere) of \\ per cent,

on the proceeds.

The weights of the coffee were

—

Gross ..... 154 cwt. 3 qrs. 14 lb.

Tare 8 cwt. qrs. 14 lb.

The coffee was sold at Gl.y. per cwt., less 1 per cent, discount for

cash. Hope k Co. 'a charges were as follows

—



£
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Show the transactions relating to the foregoing consignment-

1. In the books of Pollock Bros, (in pounds sterling).

2. In the books of Gremaud Freres (in francs).

14d.

Show the following transactions in the form of an Account Current
bearing interest at 5 per cent, per annum, to be rendered by
Murphy & Co. of London, to Gellibrand Bros, uf Cape Town, made
up to June 30, 1909.

1908.

Dec. 31. Debit Balance owing to Murphy &
1909. Co. by Gellibrand Bros.

Jan. 15. Murphy & Co. paid R. Jones
for account of Gellibrand Bros

Mar. 24. Gellibrand Bros, remitted Murphy
& Co. by Bank Draft .

April 15, Murphy & Co. sold Gellibrand
Bros, goods invoiced at

May 3. Murphy & Co. paid on account of

Gellibrand Bros.

—

To W. Herries ....
,, R. Herries ....
,, Mrs. H. Herries

Jiiae 9. Murphy & Co. paid on account of

Gellibrand Bros. —
To the NorthernWeaving Co., Ltd.

,, Union Castle Mail SS. Co.

June 11. Murphy & Co. received a parcel of

bullion remitted to them by Gelli-

brand Bros, for sale on the latter's

account .....
And paid assaying charges

thereon.....

£ s. d.

1,000

200

1,000

192

10



CHAPTEE XV

PARTNERSHIP ACCOUNTS

The student may probably have noted that the accounts

previously illustrated in this treatise relate, for the most
part, to cases vphere the undertaking is the sole property

of one person trading on his own account.

In small business undertakings the " sole trader " is

generally the only person who has any stake in the

concern ; on the other hand, large private mercantile

businesses more frequently belong to a number of joint

proprietors, trading in common with a view to mutual
profit, and jointly sharing in the direction of the under-

taking. This trading relation is known as a Partner-

ship, and the joint owners are known as Partners.

The Partnership Act, 1890, defines partnership as being
" the relation which subsists between persons carrying

on a business in common with a view of profit."

Under the provisions of the Companies (Consolidation)

Act, 1908, section 1, no partnership may be formed
consisting of more than tive)ity persons, unless it is

registered as a company. In the case of banks the

partners may not exceed te7i in number, unless registered

under the Companies Acts.

The accounts of a business which is the property of a

partnership naturally differ, as regards the capital accounts
and the division of profits, from the accounts of a sole

trader, although, as regards the detailed transactions re-

cording the trading side of the business {i.e. the purchases,

sales, expenses, etc.), they are identical with those of a

sole trader, as already described in previous chapters.

The main characteristics, so far as they concern us

here, of an ordinary partnership are as follows

—

1. All the partners in a firm are individually liable

for the whole of the partnership debts.

Note.—Partnerships in which the liability of

one or more of the members may be limited to

a certain specified sum can now be formed

Q 2 227
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under the " Limited Partnership Act, 1908,"

but are not very frequently met with.

2. All partners contribute, as a rule, "Capital" to

the common fund, although their contributions

may, and frequently do, differ in amount.
3. All partners share in profits and share the losses

;

the proportions in which they divide may differ

or vary as between different partners, and may
or may not be calculated according to the

proportionate amount of the capital contributed

by each partner.

4. x\ll partners are entitled, in the absence of any
agreement to the contrary, to share in the

direction of the undertaking, but are not

entitled, in the absence of a special agree-

ment, to any salary for so acting.

All these matters, and many others which do not so

directly concern us for present purposes, are usually set

out in detail in an agreement, which is called the Deed
of Partnership ; this deed is signed by all the Partners
constituting the firm, and forms the basis of their rights,

obligations and duties as between themselves.

Every properly-drawn Deed of Partnership contains

clauses dealing with the undermentioned matters affecting

the partnership accounts

—

(a) The Capital arrangements of the partnership, the

proportionate shares in which it is to be con-

tributed, and any agreement there may be as to

whether such contributions are to be " fixed " in

amount.
(h) The agreed arrangements as to the drawings of

the Partners.

(c) The agreed division of profits and losses, both of a
" Capital " nature and otherwise.

{d) The terms agreed upon as to the allowance of

Interest upon Capital (if any) and the charging

of Interest upon Drawings.

{e) Partners' salaries (if any).

(/) The agreement arrived at as to Goodwill (if any),

especially in case of retirement or death.

{cj) Provision for the preparation of proper annual

accounts.

In cases of dispute, where no mutual agreement can be

arrived at by the Partners upon any points which are

inadequately covered by the Deed of Partnership, the
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provisions of the Partnership Act, 1890, and the legal

decisions arising thereunder, will be applied to settle the

matters at issue. In cases of dispute the appointment of

an arbitrator, if agreed to by all parties, is usually the

best course to pursue.

In cases where there is no Partnership Deed, and
where no mutual agreement can be arrived at between
the partners, the Partnership Act, 1890 (sec. 24), provides

that—

1. Partners are entitled to share equally in the

capital and profits and must contribute equally

to the losses, whether of Capital or otherwise.

2. Partners are entitled to receive out of the under-

taking interest at the rate of 5 per cent, per

annum on any advances they may make apart

from Capital.

3. Partners are not entitled to be credited with in-

terest on the balances of their Capital Accounts
prior to the ascertainment of profits.

4. Partners are not entitled to any salary for acting

in the partnership business.

The Capital of a partnership, in almost every instance,

is contributed by more than one individual, and it is

consequently necessary to recognize this fact in the

partnership books. The combined Capitals of all the

partners in a partnership correspond to the single Capital

Account of a sole trader in that they both express and
represent the excess of the Assets of the business over its

Liabilities; it must, however, be pointed out that the
liability for business debts either in the case of a sole

trader, or in that of an individual partner, extends
beyond the amount of whatever Capital he may have em-
barked in the business, and that the whole of his private

property (if any) is subject to the satisfaction of his

business obligations.

The amount of a sole trader's Capital is, as has been
already explained, credited in his books to his " Capital
Account." In the case of a partnership the Capital of each
individual partner is credited in an analogous manner to

such partner's separate Capital Account, and he is, for

book-keeping purposes, regarded as a creditor of the firm
for the amount of such capital. At the end of each trading
period the net profit (or the net loss) as shown by the
firm's Profit and Loss Account is divided among the part-

ners in the proportions prescribed by the partnership agree-
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ment (or in default of any such agreement in equal shares

among them), and the share of each partner under such
division is transferred to his Capital x\ccount, either to

the credit of the account in the case of a profit, or to

its debit in the case of a loss.

It is customary for partners to be authorized, under their

deed of partnership, to withdraw agreed yearly sums from
the business by instalments, at such periodical intervals

as may be agreed upon, in anticipation of the shares of

profits to which they will be entitled when the firm's

annual accounts are prepared in due course. These
periodical withdrawals are termed Drawing^s.

Partners' drawings are debited in some cases direct to

the partners' Capital Accounts as they occur ; but it is

preferable, and far more usual, to debit them, immediately

upon their occurrence, to a Drawing Account opened in

the Ledger for each individual partner. The total of the

debits to any partner's Drawing Account, at any given

date, represents the total amount drawn by that particular

partner since the last date upon which the books were
balanced. At the close of the trading period the share of

profits to which any particular partner is entitled should be

credited direct to his Capital Account, to the debit of

which account the total of his drawings (as set out in his

" Drawing Account ") may then be transferred. Under
this method the Drawing Account is closed periodically by
means of a transfer to the debit of the partner's Capital

Account.
In an alternative method, frequently found in practice,

the amount of a partner's Capital is allowed, year by
year, to remain at its original figure, each partner's share

of the Profits made by the firm being credited to his

Drawing Account (instead of to his Capital Account as in

the former method), and to this Drawing Account all the

withdrawals made by hira are debited. Under this system,

if a partner does not withdraw the whole of his share of

the profits, the balance remaining to his credit on Drawing
Account at the end of the year is carried forward to the

credit of his Account for the ensuing period.

In consequence of the many conflicting opinions which

have arisen out of the Partnership Act, 1890, this method
of keeping " fixed " Capital Accounts with separate

Drawing Accounts, dealt with as explained above, is

becoming increasingly popular.

In preparing answers to examination papers it is pre-

ferable to credit profits direct to a partner's Capital
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Account and to debit the total of his drawings (transferred

from the " Drawings Account '" to be separately opened)

in the same account.

An example of a simple partnership account is given,

wherein the profits are credited direct to the Capital

Accounts of the partners and the drawings are transferred

from the Drawing Accounts to the debit of the Capital

Accounts at the end of the trading period.

Example.—John Brown and William Jones are trading in part-

nership as Brown, Jones k Co. ; from the details given below
prepare the partners' Capital Accounts as they would appear in the

Ledger of the firm at the close of the year 1907

—

£ s. d,

J. Brown, balance of Capital Account, Jan. 1, 1907 5,000

W. Jones, „ „ ,, ,, 2,500

J. Brown, drawings for the year .... 200
W. Jones, „ ,, ,, . . . . 100

Profits for the year 600

Profits are divisible : two-thirds to J. Brown and one- third to

W. Jones.

J. BROWN, Capital AccountDr. Cr.

1907.

Dec. 31
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It is a common occurrence to find in a partnership

agreement some such provision as the following :

—

" Partners shall be credited at the end of each year
with interest at the rate of 5 per cent, per annum
upon the amount of their capitals at the beginning
of each year," or, " upon the current balances of

their Capital Accounts."

This custom of allowing interest to partners upon their

capital is a general one, although the " Interest " (so-

called) is not in the ordinary sense interest which has
been earned by the business as such ; it is merely an
appropriation to the credit of each partner of a preliminary
share of the firm's profits based upon the amount of his

Capital i\ccount, and can only be termed "Interest"
as a matter of convenience.

In cases where the Capital employed in a firm is

contributed in unequal shares by the various partners, it

is an obvious matter of equity that the claims of those
partners who contribute the larger share of the Capital

should be recompensed by the allowance of interest at a
fixed rate upon the credit balance of all the partners'

Capital Accounts. In this manner the inequality of the
contributions of capital by the partners are fairly adjusted
as between themselves.

Interest so credited to partners upon their Capital

must perforce be debited, as if it were an ordinary
payment of interest, in the Profit and Loss Account in

the customary process of its compilation. The effect of

this debit is to diminish, to the extent of such interest,

the balance shown upon this account as representing
" Net Profits," and (in cases where interest on Capital is

so charged) the " Net Profits " shown do not form the
whole of the actual trading profit earned by the business,

but only the residuum which is left after allowing the
partners, out of profits, an assumed rate of interest on the
money they have embarked in the concern.

As has been pointed out above, if the partners' capitals

are, as fi-equently is the case, disproportionate to the

shares of profits taken by them, the charging and allowing
of interest upon the Capital Accounts of the partners to a

certain extent compensates for these inequalities, e.g. it

is possible to conceive of a partnership of two persons
where the capital of one partner was £10,000 and that of

the other ,£1,000, and where both partners contributed
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an equal amount of work and ability and were entitled to

an equal share of the profits. In such a case it will be

obvious that, if, before ascertaining profits, the larger

Capital Account is to receive interest at, say, 5 per cent.

per annum on £10,000, and the smaller that upon £1,000,

the excess of capital contributed by the one partner

receives due compensation.
In cases where one of the partners in a firm devotes

a larger share of his time to the affairs of the partnership,

or possesses greater skill or experience than his co-

partner, it is not unusual for such a partner to be paid a

salary in recognition of such services, such salary to be

charged against the profits of the firm prior to their

division.

The practice of allowing interest upon capital at fixed

rates of interest also has the effect of demonstrating to

the partners the extent to what they have derived

additional profit by placing their money in a trading

concern, as compared with the return which they would
have obtained had they merely invested their capital in

ordinary securities, and drawn the interest or dividends

accruing from their investments.

The " Net Profits " of a firm represent (if interest upon
capital has been charged at a reasonable rate) the

additional income obtained by the partners by engaging
in trade over and above the return which they would
have received as investors. The liability of an investor

may be limited to the amount he has staked in any one
venture or company, while the liability attaching to a

partner in a private business is unlimited ; by charging
interest upon capital in their Profit and Loss Account
the partners in a firm are therefore enabled to ascertain

whether the additional income thus accruing to them
compensates them adequately for the increased risks and
liabihties they have assumed.

Interest is sometimes charged upon the sums withdrawn
by partners, just as it is alloiccd upon the Capital standing
to their credit. This practice is the more equitable method
of accounting in cases where there are no stated dates

or limits fixed for partners' drawings, or where such
drawings are unequal in amount. In examination ques-
tions, however, charging interest on drawings is usually

excluded, or, if it is to be taken into account, the

necessary figure of interest is given to the candidate to

insert.
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The Drawing Account of a partner in a firm where

interest at 5 per cent, is charged upon all drawings is set

out below *

—

John Smith.

Dr.
DRAWING ACCOUNT

Cr.

Date.
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upon his becoming an actual partner acquires, by virtue

of such partnership, the right to a proportionate share of

the existing Goodwill, and to the profits derived from its

use and possession, and it is only equitable that the former

owners of the Asset shall claim adequate compensation
for surrendering a portion of these benefits. Upon the

dissolution or liquidation of a partnership the sale of the

Goodwill produces, in many cases, a sum of money which
is available for division among the partners, and, in such
cases, similar questions arise as to its equitable distribution.

A partner upon joining an existing firm usually pays to

the former members a certain sum, known as a " Pre-

mium," for his admission ; this " premium " is, as far as the

new-comer is concerned, an admission fee entitling him to

a share of the Goodwill of the business and of the profits

arising out of its possession. The new partner frequently

pays this sum direct to the former partners as a matter
entirely outside the business, and, in these cases, there is

no occasion to record the transaction in the books of the

new firm.

Example.—If A. B. (an incoming partner) pays to C. D. , the
former sole owner of the l)usiness, £1,000 by way of a premium for

admission as a partner in C. D. 's business, and in addition brings

in £500 in casli into the business as his capital, A. B."s Capital
Account only recjuires to be credited with the £500 placed in the
coffers of the new firm, the £1,000 paid to C. I), being a private
matter between A. B. and C. D. with which the records of the firm

have no concern.

Occasionally payments made by an incoming partner

to the existing members of a firm in respect of " pi-emium "

are passed through the firm's banking account for the
sake of convenience, but they are not credited to the
incoming partner as is the case with his capital contribu-

tion. It is the account of each recipient of the money,
i. e. of each existing partner, which is credited with his

share of the premium received, and the "premium " thus
credited to him may be allowed to stand to his credit as

additional capital or be withdrawn by him as may be
arranged between the parties to the agreement. The
main point to be remembered in this connection is that

the incoming partner has no further interest in or control

over the premium he pays for admission after having
parted with it.

It is necessary for the student, in dealing v^ith part-

nership accounts and the admission of new partners into

an existing firm, always to bear in mind the essential
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difference which exists between sums paid by an incoming
partner by way of "premium" for admission, and any
contribution which may be made by him to the firm's

existing capital With the former amount the new-comer
has httle or no concern after having parted with it, since
what he pays under this head becomes, as has been
indicated above, the absolute private property of the
persons to whom it is paid. With the latter amount,
however, he is permanently concerned, because it repre-

sents his share of the new firm's capital. The division,

as between the existing partners in a firm, of sums paid
to them by an incoming partner in respect of his share
of the Goodwill, takes place ordinarily upon the same
basis as that upon which they share profits, and not upon
the basis of the amount of their respective capitals. This
procedure arises out of the fact that the payment for a
share of the Goodwill is a compensation paid to existing

partners for a share of future profits surrendered by them
to the incomer, and requires to be divided according to

the basis upon which profits are dealt with.

The principle explained above is exemplified in the
following case

—

ExamipU.—J. Roberts and 0. Owen, trading as Roberts &; Com-
pany, and possessing respectively capital amounting to £2,000 and
£1,000, and sharing profits as to two-tliirds to J. Roberts and as to

one-third to 0. Owen, decide to admit W. Brown as on December 31,

1908, as a partner. W. Brown is to bring in £1,000 as his capital,

and is to pay £1,500 to the preexisting partners for his share of

the Goodwill (i. e. by way of premium on admission), anfl the sliares

of profits as between the partners are then to be as follows : J.

Roberts |, G. Owen and W. Brown \ each.

Assuming that these transactions have been duly carried out, and
that the £2,500 has been paid by W. Brown into the firm's banking
account, frojn which the old partners have withdrawn tlieir propor-
tionate shares of the payment for Goodwill, show these transactions
in the new firm's books.

No Goodwill Account exists in the books of the old
firm, nor, in a question of the above character, need any
Goodwill Account be opened. The occurrence of the
words " for his share of the Goodwill " must not be
allowed to mislead the student into crediting Goodwill
Account with the £1,500 paid by way of premium for

admission, in view of the fact that this sum goes absolutely

to the old partners.

The £1,000 paid in by W. Brown as his capital is of

quite a different nature, and must be credited to his

Capital Account. The £1,600 paid in by him as premium
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for admission, if recorded in the books at all, would be

credited as to two-thirds of it (£1,000) to J. Eoberts, and

as to the remaining one-third of it (£500) to O. Owen,
the entries being passed through their respective Capital

Accounts for the sake of convenience. The withdrawal

of the £1,500, when effected, would be debited to the

former partners' Capital Accounts in the ordinary way.

J. ROBERTS, Capital Account Cr.

1908.

Dec. 31

„ 31

To Cash
,, Balance
carried
down

£
1,000

2,000

3,000

31

1908.

Dec. 31 By Balance
brought for-

ward
, Cash, two-
tlurds of W.
Brown's
premium
fur admjs-

Dec. 31 By Balance,
j

brought
_ down

2,000

1,000

s. d.

3,000

Dr. O. OWEN, Capital Account Cr.

1908.

Dec. 31
1 To Cash.

£
500

d.

1,500

1908.

Dec. 31

Dec. 31
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BANK Cr.

To W. Brown, Cap. £,

Aic, Capital
brought in 1,000

,, /. Roberts, Cap.
A 'c, two-tliirds

of W. Brown's
jiremium for ad-
mission 1,000

,, 0. Oicen, Cap.
Ac, one-tliird of
W. Biown's pre-
mium for admis-
sion 600

2,500

1908.

Dec. 31 By J. Roberts, Capital Ac-
count,\no\MTt\on ofW.
Brown's premium for

admission withdrawn

.

,, 0. Owen, Cajntal Ac-
foMnJ,proportion ofW.
Brown's premium for

admission witlidrawn .

1,000
I

Upon the admission of a new partner, in cases where it

is desired to give the former partners some compensation
for such admission without obliging the incomer to pay
them any cash premium, it is frequently arranged that a
" Goodwill Account," i. e. an " Asset " Account, shall be

opened in the books- of the new firm for an agreed sum,
the corresponding credit for which shall be placed to the

old partners' respective Capital Accounts. In this way
the Capital Accounts of the old partners are augmented
by a certain sum, as compared with any cash capital which
may be introduced by the incoming partner. Further-

more, since the new partner obtains, in exchange for any
cash capital he may bring in, a proportionate part only of

the Assets (including the intangible asset of Goodwill
now brought into the books at the agreed figure), this

plan obviously operates to his detriment and for the benefit

of the previous partners.

Example.—A. B., trading as A. B. & Co. with a capital of £1,000,
represented by cash £500 and stock £500, and having no liabilities,

decides to admit C. D. as a partner as on January 1, 1909 ; the latter

is to bring in £1,000 as cash capital, and a " Goodwill Account "

is to be raised on the books for £1,500, which is to be credited

to A. B.

Prior to C. D.'s admission a Journal entry is passed through the
books, debiting Goodwill Account with £1,500 and crediting a like

sum to A. B. 's Capital Account ; the latter account is thereby raised

to £2,500. C. D.'s £1,000, when paid into the bank, is credited to

his Capital Account in the ordinary way.
The effect of these transactions, and the position of A. B. , before

and after their occurrence, will be gathered from the subjoined
Balance Sheets.
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provement in A.B.'s position has been effected without any
cash contribution whatever on his part.

For various reasons partnerships are sometimes dis-

solved and liquidated, all the Assets of the firm being
realized, and all the creditors paid off; a process which
is to a great extent similar, is necessary when a business

belonging to a private partnership is sold to a limited

company formed for the purpose of acquiring it.

In the event of a partnership dissolution the Partner-
ship Act, 1890, provides that the Assets, upon realization,

shall be applied in the following order

—

1. In discharge of the debts due to outside creditors.

2. In repayment of loans from partners.

3. In repayment of partners' capital.

4. The surplus (if any) to be distributed in the same
proportion in which profits are divided.

If the Assets should prove to be insufficient to repay
claims 1 to 3 as set out above, it is obvious that a loss must
have resulted upon realization, and that such loss must be
made good in order that the claims of the partners inter

se may be adjusted. In the event of bankruptcy it is only
the debts due to the outside creditors which are allowed to

rank as claims against the assets of the firm, and one type
of creditors' claim is deferred to the rest of the creditors'

—

viz. loans advanced to a firm the interest upon which varies

with the profits made, or in return for which a share of

profits is taken in lieu of interest. Upon a loan of this

nature no dividend can be claimed until all the other

creditors of the firm have been paid in full.

Upon the commencement of a partnership liquidation

all the Assets, except cash, belonging to the firm

are transferred to an account styled a "Realization
Account "

; to this account the various amounts of cash
realized by the sale of the Assets are credited, and when
all the latter have been disposed of there usually remains
a balance either to the debit or to the credit of the Real-

ization Account, representing the Loss or the Surplus,

as the case may be, arising out of the realization.

This balance of Profit or Loss is transferred to a ** Profit

and Loss on Realization Account," and is there divided

among the partners in the ordinary way, according to the

proportions in which they share profits or losses, unless,

of course, any other basis of division is laid down in the

Articles of Partnership. The payment of the creditors'
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claims is recorded by crediting Casli with all siims so

disbursed, and debiting the individual creditors' accounts

in the customary manner. After these preliminary steps

have been carried out the balance of Cash in hand
should tally exactly with the total of the partners'

Capital Accounts after the respective share of Profit or

Loss on realization (as the case may be) has been trans-

ferred to the Capital Account of each partner. If the

loss on realization proves to be heavy it sometimes hap-

pens that the Capital Accounts of one or more partners

disclose a debit balance owing to the fact that the share

of the loss on Realization Account chargeable to them
is greater than the previous credit balance of such

partner's Capital x\ccount. This unfortunate result in-

dicates that the partners concerned must contribute to

the firm's banking account a sum sufficient to restore

the equihbrium of their Capital Accounts. After this

adjustment has been effected the available cash balance

will exactly equal the total amounts standing to the

credit of those partners whose Capital Accounts show a

balance on the right {i.e. the credit) side.

These principles are illustrated in the subjoined

Example :
—

P. Quaritcli and R. Smith, trading in partnership as Quaritch &
Smith, agree to dissolve the same and to liquidate their business as

on December 31, 1908.

Their Balance Sheet, as at that date, was as under

—

Messrs. Quaritch & Smith.

BALANCE SHEET, December 31, 1908

Liabilities.

P. Quaritcli, Capital
Account

R. Smith, Capital Ac-
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Dr. P. QUARITCH, Capital Account Cr.

1909.

Feb. 1

.. 1

To half-share

of Loss on
Realization

„ Cash
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PROFIT AND LOSS ON REALIZATION
Dr. ACCOUNT Or.

1909.

Feb. 1
I

To Loss on
Realization

1
of Assets . ...

,,1 ,, Liquidation
Expenses ...
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EXERCISES.

15a.

1. Define a partnership and indicate its principal and most usual
characteristics.

2. Compare the position of a partner in a private tirm with that
of a shareholder in a limited liability company.

3. Explain the custom of allowing interest on the Capital Accounts
of jjartners.

4. What numerical limits are legally assigned as regards the
partners in a firm ?

5. Discuss the question of Goodwill in connection with partner-
ships.

6. When a new partner is admitted into an existing firm he fre-

quently contributes capital, and pays, in addition, a premium to

the previous partners for his admission. Discuss the meaning of

these two contributions and show how their method of treatment
in the books differs.

7. Explain the terms

Drawing Account,
Realization Account,

in relation to partnerships.

8. A. and B. are in partnership sharing profits equally, and decide
to admit C. as an equal partner with themselves ; C. however is un-
able to contribute any mone}', either as capital or by way of premium
for admission ; nor will the financial condition of the business permit
immediate cash withdrawals by A. and B. By what arrangement
can A. and B. be benefited and C. be penalized out of future profits

without upsetting the arrangement that A., B. and C. are to share
profits equally?

9. Upon the dissolution of a partnership how are the assets of

the firm applied under the Partnership Act, 1890 ?

10. What are the provisions of the Partnership Act, 1890, as

regards

—

1. Interest on partners' capital,

2. Interest on loans by partners to the firm,

3. Partner's salaries ?

15b.

Henry and Robert James are trading in partnership as James
Bros., Henry James's capital on January 1, 1909, being £10,000, and
Robert James's capital on the same date, £400.

The partnership deed provides (1) that proper accounts are to be
prepared half-yearly

; (2) that interest on capital is to be allowed
every half-year upon the balance shown by each partner's Capital
Account at the commencement of the half-year, at 5 per cent, per
annum ; (3) that Robert James is to be entitled to a salary of £200
per annum, payable half-yearly out of profits

; (4) that the divisible

profits are to be sliared between the partners in the proportion of

three-quarters to Henry James and one-quarter to Robert James.
The profits for the lialf-year ended June 30, 1909, before pro-

viding for the above adjustments, amounted to £950.

Roljcrt James withdrew £180 on June 29, 1909 ; apart from this

no partners' drawings have taken place.

Show the partners' accounts as they would appear in the firm's

Ledger.
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15(\

Thomas Inwood, trading under the name of Inwood & Co.,

finds that on December 31, 1908, his books show the following

position

—

Liabilities.

Sundry Creditors
T. Inwood, Capital
Account

£
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January 1, 1909, for £900 ; this sum is to be credited to

the previous partners in the same proportion in which they
shared profits prior to B. Mervyn's admission.

[d) H. Edwards is to be at liberty to withdraw £200 of his

capital on January 1 , 1909.

(c) B. Mervyn is to have a salary of £200 a year out of profits.

(/) Interest is to be allowed on partners' Capital Accounts at the
rate of 5 per cent, per annum ; no interest is to be charged
on drawings, each partner is to be at liberty to withdraw
£20 a month in anticipation of profits, or (in the case of

B. Mervyn) in anticipation of profits and salary.

Assume that the foregoing transactions relating to the change in

the constitution of the firm have been duly carried out, and that
each partner has regularly drawn £20 at tiie end of each month
during the year 1909. The profits for 1909, before making any
allowance for B. Mervyn's salary, or for interest on partners' capital,

amounted to £1,255. Show the partners' Capital and Drawing
Accounts as they would appear in tlie firm's Ledger at the close of

the year 1909.

15e.

A. Brown and Robert Hicks, trading in partnership, decide, as

on December 31, 1909, to dissolve partnership and liquidate the busi-

ness. Their Balance Sheet as at that date was as under

—

Liabilities.

Capital Account, A.
Brown

Capital Account, Jl.

Hicks
Sundry Creditors



CHAPTEE XVI

JOINT STOCK COMPANIES AND THEIR ACCOUNTS

The accounts of Joint Stock Companies, whatever the

particular business may be in which they are engaged,

are, of course, as regards their trading aspect, precisely

the same as the accounts of a partnership, or those of a sole

trader, engaged in a business of a like nature ; but as re-

gards the accounts which are kept to record the position

of the proprietorate (?'. e. the shareholders), and the trans-

actions of a " Capital " nature between them and the

Company, the books of a Company present special

features which require detailed explanation.

An "Incorporated Company" consists of a body of

persons united for certain definite purposes, under royal

or legislative sanction, in such a manner that they form a
" corporate body," i. e. a fictitious person recognized by
the law as a legal entity capable of holding property and
incurring obligations.

Companies may be incorporated (1) by the direct en-

actment of a special statute, e. g. the various British

Eailway Companies, (2) by Eoyal Charter, e. g. the Eoyal
Mail Steam Packet Company, or (3) by the registration

of a formal document, called a " Memorandum of Associa-

tion," with a Government official (the "Eegistrarof Joint

Stock Companies ") appointed under the Companies (Con-
solidation) Act, 1908. The great majority of commercial
companies are incorporated by means of the simple
process of registration with the Eegistrar of Joint Stock
Companies.
The feature which has caused the formation of Com-

panies to become so favoured for trading purposes is

undoubtedly the principle of " limited liability," which,
under the provisions of the Companies Acts, the con-
stitution of Companies can be made to confer.

If a Company be registered with a memorandum of

association containing a clause stating that the " liability

of the members is limited," no member of the Company
247
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is liable to be called upon to contribute any sum beyond
the face value of the actual shares he has agreed to take

or the capital he has undertaken to contribute. When
he has paid the amount due upon the shares subscribed

for by him, he is entirely relieved from the possibility of

any further claim to contribute towards the Company's
lialDilities, and, although he may lose, through the Com-
pany's ultimate failure, w^hatever capital sum he may have
invested, he cannot be made liable to contribute anything

beyond that sum, however involved in debt the Company
may have become.

In a partnership the liability of all the members is, as

has already been stated, unlimited. Companies can also

be registered "with unlimited liability," and shareholders

in such companies are, as regards liability, much in the

position of the members of an ordinary partnership. Un-
limited companies are consequently rare, although two or

three private banks have adopted thisform of incorporation.

The Companies (Consolidation) Act, 1908 (Section 1),

enacts that no private partnership of more than ten

persons shall be formed to carry on the business of

banking, nor shall any partnership of more than twenty

persons be formed to carry on any other business having
the acquisition of gain as its object, unless it be registered

as a Company. Mining Companies within the stannaries,

a form of Company much favoured in Cornwall, and
Companies working under letters patent, or a special act

of Parliament, are exempt from the above section.

Any seven or more persons may combine to form and
register a Company under the Companies Acts ; and
in the case of a special class of limited Companies styled
" Private Companies " two persons are sufficient for the

purposes of incorporation.

In addition to what are known as " Public Companies,"
that is to say, those Companies which have made public

issues of their shares, there is a class of Company known
as Private Limited Companies. A " Private Company

"

is defined by the Companies (Consolidation) Act, 1908
(Section 121), as one which by its articles of association

—

(a) Eestricts the right to transfer shares.

{h) Limits the number of its members (exclusive of

persons who are in the employment of the Com-
pany) to fifty.

(c) Prohibits any invitation to the public to subscribe

for any Shares or Debentures of the Company.
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This class of Company is frequently met with in

practice, and affords a great convenience in the case of

" family businesses," enabling a testator, whose capital

is locked up in his business, to divide his estate amongst
his children or others without disturbing the financial

arrangements of the business, while at the same time
limiting the liability of those to whom a share in the

business is left.

Private Companies have also the advantage of exemp-
tion from the necessity to file annually the " statement in

the form of a Balance Sheet " which is obligatory on other

Companies under Section 26 of the Companies (Consolida-

tion) Act, 1908. The capital of Private Companies is very
frequently held almost entirely by one individual, hence
the term " One-man Company."
The fundamental regulations of most Companies contain

a statement of the amount of the Company's capital,

coupled with a note of the number of separate fractions

or "Shares" into which such capital is divided; e.g.

" the Company's capital shall be £10,000, divided into

10,000 ordinary shares of one pound each." The figure

so fixed is in reality nothing more than the amount of
cajyital which the Company at its inception takes poioer

to issue, and is called the "Authorized Capital"; the
Companies Acts require the amount of the authorized
capital to be stated in the Memorandum of Association
in the case of all Companies incorporated by registration

under these Acts, partly, doubtless, because a stamp
duty based upon the amount of the " authorized '' capital

is payable to the Government upon the registration of the
Company.

Although a Company may, and frequently does, take
power in its memorandum of association, or other
document, to issue a certain sum of capital or a certain

number of shares, it does not follow that it is always
either expedient or possible to issue at once the whole of

such capital. Indeed, it frequently happens that a public
issue of shares is not wholly taken up by investors, the
balance of the shares offered in such cases remaining
unissued. In many cases therefore the amount of a
Company's " Authorized " Capital has no direct con-
nection with the amount of its liability to its shareholders
for capital contributions.

The nominal amount of capital which, at any given
time, has been taken up by the shareholders is called the
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"Issued" or "Subscribed" capital. The amount of a
Company's "Subscribed" capital therefore represents
the total amount which its members have agreed to

contribute.

In addition to the fact that it will be frequently found
that the whole of a Company's shares have not been
issued, or, if issued, have not been taken up, it is a very
common occurrence to find that, upon those shares which
have actually been issued, a portion only of the face value

has been paid into the Company's coffers. A Company
has no legal power to issue its shares for less than their face

value, but it is not compelled, unless it requires the money,
to call upon the holders of its shares to pay up at the

outset the whole of the sum they have contracted to con-

tribute
;
periodical Calls, as they are termed, can be made

of one-half, one-quarter, or whatever other proportion is

deemed advisable, of the nominal amount of each share

;

further "calls" upon the Company's members can be
made, as and when needed, until the whole of the face

value of the issued shares has been called and paid up.

The total amount actually contributed in cash by the

shareholders at any particular date is called the "Paid-
up Capital "

; this amount may obviously differ both from
the "Authorized Capital " and from the "Subscribed Capi-

tal," e.g. the "Authorized" capital of a Company may
amount to £10,000, divided into 10,000 shares of £1 each.

The " Subscribed " Caj)ital may consist of 5,000 shares of £1
each, i.e. £5,000. The "Paid-up" Capital may represent

10s. per share on each of the 5,00.0 £1 shares subscribed,

i.e. £2,500. The "Paid-up" Capital of a Company
therefore is that amount which has been actually called

up and paid by the members of the Company.
Companies frequently issue more than one type of

share, the various classes issued possessing various

priorities among themselves, either as to " Capital " or
" Dividend " rights or both. In this connection the

following definitions may prove helpful, although, as

between different companies, shares of the same designa-

tion may possess widely different rights.

"Preference Shares" are shares possessing some pre-

ferential rights over the other classes of shares issued by

the Company ; it may be that (1) they are entitled to a

preferential fixed dividend each year, if sufficient profits are

made (these shares are "preferential as regards revenue"),

or that (2) in the event of liquidation of the Company
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they are entitled to priority of payment out of the assets

before any of the other classes of shareholders (these

shares are " preferential as regards capital "). In many
cases preference shares are " preferential " both as to

Capital and Dividend.

If a Preference Share is also described as " Cumulative,"

it implies that the arrears of any fixed dividends due

thereon but not paid in any one or more years (owing to

the fact that insufficient profits were made out of which

to pay them) are carried forward to later years (/. e.

"Accumulated"), until sulMcient profits have been earned

out of which to satisfy them. If a Preference Share is

described as "Non-cumulative," it indicates that each

trading period is considered, for the purpose of paying

dividends on the Preference Shares, as a matter apart

;

and that unpaid arrears of dividend are not carried

forward to future years, and cannot be subsequently

claimed.*
" Ordinary Shares " are a class of shares entitled, as a

general rule, to the whole of the profits made by the

Company after the fixed dividends payable on the Prefer-

ence Shares have been duly discharged.

Shares of the " Ordinary " class have no fixed rights as

to dividends, neither have they any claim for priority of

payment in case of liquidation. To counterbalance the

absence of these advantages they are usually entitled to

the larger share of any profits made should the Company
prove successful.

Special classes of shares, frequently taking a deferred

interest in the profits quite disproportionate to their

nominal amount, are also extensively found. These shares

are generally called "Deferred Shares," "Founders'

Shares," or " Management Shares," and are frequently

issued to the originators of the Company, or to their

friends.

* The student must not, liowever, infer from the above that the

holders of Preference Shares are creditors in the ordinary sense for

any dividends which may be in arrear upon their Cumulative

Preference Shares. They do not become active claimants until the

Company earns sufficient profits out of which to meet the arrears of

dividend. For this reason the amount of Preference dividend which
may be outstanding at any time is not passed through the accounts.

It is, however, in the author's opinion, advisable to insert a note on

the face of the Balance Sheet to the effect that arrears of Preference

dividends exist, stating the amount due to date. In the absence of

such a note it is conceivable that a person contemplating the

purchase of the Company's Ordinary Shares might be misled.
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In cases where a patent, or other speculative property,

is acquired by a company, it is a salutary practice that

the vendor shall be paid largely by means of shares,

the dividend upon which is " deferred " until the shares
contributed by those who find the actual cash with which
to launch the venture have received a certain fixed rate

of dividend. In these cases the balance of profit re-

maining, after such fixed dividends have been paid, is

frequently divided in agreed proportions between the two
classes of shares.

The advantages of limited liability attach to all classes

of shares in a Limited Liability Company. Dividends
cannot be paid to any class of shareholder except out of

the profits earned by the Company ; the question as to

what are a Company's profits, in the legal sense of the

term, frequently leads to considerable confusion, and,

owing to somewhat conflicting legal precedents deal-

ing with the matter, great difference of opinion, and much
controversy, have arisen.

In the case of some Companies the capital is not

divided into " so many shares of a certain money sum
each " but into so many pounds sterhng of a specified
" Stock" of the Company. " Stock " in almost all respects

possesses the same characteristics as "Shares"; the rights

as to dividend and prioritj^of repayment maybe identical

in both cases, indeed it is possible for Companies, if

they so desire, to change their Capital from the one form
into the other. " Stock " may be defined as capital con-

solidated into one mass for the sake of convenience, and
is transferable in any fractions, except where otherwise

stipulated.

On the other hand, fractions of Shares are not allowed

to be transferred, one Share being, as a rule, the mini-

mum. Every " Share " bears a distinctive number, while
" Stock " possesses no numbers.
The " Share Capital" of a Company is, of course, the pro-

prietors' capital, and corresponds to the partners' Capital

in a private partnership. In addition to the issue of

Share Capital Companies frequently raise money in the

shape of loans for fixed periods, interest being paid on
these obligations quite irrespective of whether the Com-
pany's profits are sufficient to pay them or not. Borrowings
of this nature are usually secured by the pledge of certain

portions of the Company's property coupled with a

"General charge," under which the whole of its Assets
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are hypothecated. Loans of this nature are sometimes

secured by means of separate deeds under the Company's
seal given to each individual lender, known as " Deben-

tures," setting forth the amount of the loan and its

various particulars.

In other cases " Debenture Stock " is issued in the same
manner as " Preference " and other Stocks are issued. In

cases where Debenture Stock is issued trustees are

appointed to act for the holders of the Stock, and to hold

the charge over the Company's Assets for the protection

of the stockholders. "Debenture Bonds," if issued, are

usually for round sums, a. g. £50, £100, £200 and so on,

and they may be expressed as payable to the original

lender of the money or " to bearer," i. e. to the holder of

the document for the time being.

In cases where "Debentures to Bearer" are issued a

sheet of interest Coupons is attached. This sheet consists

of a number of small "pay orders," detachable as they

mature, and representing, in each case, the interest due
for a certain half-year or other period, the complete sheet

containing coupons covering the whole " life " of the

Debenture Bond.
Each coupon when due is detached and presented for

payment (usually through a banker), as and where
indicated upon the Coupon itself.

Debentures, except "Bearer" Debentures and Deben-
ture Stock, are usually transferable from one person to

another by deed. The transfer of Bearer Debentures is

effected by the simple delivery of the documents
themselves.

Companies are usually managed by a small number
of persons, generally shareholders, called a "Board of

Directors." These governing bodies appoint such managers
and other ofticials as are needful for the proper conduct of

the Company's business. The Boards of Directors of

reputable and well-conducted undertakings usually consist

of influential men possessing, in many cases, expert know-
ledge of the Company's particular business ; unfortunately,

the same cannot be said of the less desirable type of

Company, the Boards of which frequently consist largely

of individuals placed upon the direction at the instance

of the promoter controlling the concern, and possessing

neither independence nor business ability.

It is customary for a new Company of standing to

make an appeal to the public to subscribe its Capital.
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The document setting forth the details of the Company's
business, the amount of Capital offered for subscription,

the names of the officials and the profits estimated to

arise from future trading, is termed a "Prospectus." It

is usually stipulated that the Capital offered for subscrip-

tion, whether in the shape of Shares, Stock, or Debentures,

is to be paid up by the applicant in instalments ; a deposit

is required on "Application," a fitrther payment is to be

made, as a rule, when the application is granted by the

Board {i.e. when the shares are "Allotted"), and further
" Calls " are payable, either upon the dates set out in the

prospectus, or as and when deemed to be desirable by the

Board of Directors.

In order to record the capital transactions of a Company,
entries must be passed through the ordinary books of

account, but, in view of the large number of individual

shareholders of which a Company may consist, it is

customary to record the necessary entries in the financial

books, as far as possible, in totals. Separate statistical

books, styled " Share (or Debenture) Registers," are used

to record in detail the holdings of individuals with the

amounts contributed by them originally, or particulars of

the shares acquired by subsequent purchase.

Issues of Shares, of whatever class, or of Stock and
Debentures or Debenture Stock are all treated in the

books of a Company upon similar lines ; it will only be

necessary, therefore, to explain the process employed in

issuing one type of capital and to illustrate the entries

needful to record it. Capital of other descriptions is

treated similarly under special accounts opened for each
class of Share or Debenture.

All sums payable to a Company upon its making a

public Issue of Shares are usually payable direct to the

Company's bankers; and it is with the receipt by the

latter of an Application Form for Shares coupled with

the applicant's cheque for the amount of the application

deposit that the entries in the Company's books com-
mence.
The deposits received upon application are debited in

detail in the Company's Cash Book, and are credited

(preferably in totals as far as possible) to an Account

styled the "Application and Allotment Account." It is

conceivable that the issue of Shares may be over applied

for by the public, and that deposits may have to be

i-eturned to applicants who receive no allotment; again.
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applicants may receive an allotment of a less number of

Shares than they have applied for, in which case any

surplus paid on application is usually applied in reduction

of the amount payable on allotment, the balance only of

the latter instalment then Ijecoming payable.

The Board of Directors go through the " List of

Applications " and decide the number of Shares which
shall be allotted to each applicant ; they dii'ect the secre-

tary of the Company to issue to the applicants notices of

all allotments made (styled "Letters of Allotment "), and
upon these letters being duly posted the contract between
the applicant and the Company becomes complete ; there-

after the former is legally bound to take and pay for the

Shares allotted to him upon his application, as and when
called upon to do so. On the other hand, prior to the

posting of the allotment letter, the applicant is entitled

to withdraw his application if he desires to do so.

Upon the " allotment " of a block of capital in this

manner the " Application and Allotment Account " should
be debited with the total sum payable " on application,"

and "on allotment" on the whole issue of the Shares so

allotted, and this sum should be credited to the " Share
Capital Account." When the instalments due on allot-

ment are paid they should be credited to the " Apphca-
tion and Allotment " Account, and to this account slaould

be debited any cheques drawn in favour of those applicants

who have received no allotment, or amounts remitted to

partly successful applicants, in order to return any deposit,

or excess of deposit, which they may have paid upon
"application." When, finally, all allotment moneys have
been duly received by the Company, the " Application
and Allotment " Account should, of course, show no
outstanding balance.

The crediting of the total of the allotment moneys in

company with the application deposits to the Share
Capital Account before the cash has actually been
received amounts to an anticipation of events, and a
reversing entry may subsequently be needed if any
shareholders fail to pay their allotment instalments.
Under the Companies (Consolidation) Act, 1908 (section

92), every Company is compelled, within two months after

the allotment of its Shares or Debentures, or within two
months after the registration of a transfer of Shares or
Debentures, to have complete and ready for delivery the
certificates representing such Shares or Debentures.
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When the Board of Directors decides to make a " call

"

upon the members for some further portion of the capital

remaining unpaid, formal notices, requesting the payment
of the call at a stated future date, are sent out to the

members of the Company by the secretary. Upon the

call falHng due an entry, crediting the Share Capital

Account and debiting the " Call Account," is made for

the total amount receivable in respect of the call (this

resembles the procedure in the case of the " Allotment"
moneys). As the various shareholders pay to the Com-
pany's bankers the sums due from them, the Company's
Cash Book is debited in detail, and the " Call Account"
is credited in one or more totals ; when the full amount
of the call has thus been received the Call Account in the

Ledger closes automatically.

For the sake of convenience many Companies arrange

with their bankers that the various sums received on
application and allotment, and in respect of calls, shall

be kept separate and distinct in special accounts under

appropriate headings, and with special pass books. From
these special accounts sums can be transferred to the

Company's General Account from time to time as desired.

In the case of a Company making a public issue as

explained above, the Shares issued to the public must be

paid for in cash. The law, however, permits "Fully" or

"Partly Paid" Shares to be issued in exchange for any

kind of valuable consideration other than cash, e. g. land,

buildings, plant, machinery, book debts, patent rights,

goodwill, and even personal service, subject to certain

special formalities being complied with ; viz. that an
agreement between the Company and the vendor setting

forth the nature of the consideration which the Company
acquires in exchange for the Shares so issued shall be

executed and filed with the Eegistrar of Joint Stock

Companies within thirty days after the allotment of such

Shares. " Fully " or " Partly Paid " Shares issued in

this way in exchange for Assets are frequently referred to

as "Shares issued credited as fully (or partly) paid"; if

issued as " Partly Paid " the balance due upon the Shares

must be paid up in cash as and when the Board of

Directors may call for it. Debentures can similarly be

issued as fully paid, and in their case a " consideration
"

{e. g. assets) is not legally necessary.

In cases where a Company, specially formed for the

purpose, takes over, as a going concern, the Assets and
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Liabilities (including the Goodwill) of a pre-existing

partnership, a substantial portion of the purchase price is

frequently satisfied by means of an issue to the former

owners of the business of an amount of shares, stock, or

debentures credited as fully paid up ; these securities may
rank equally with similar securities issued to the public, but

if the latter is being approached for the subscription of a

large sum of money there is more probability of a satis-

factory response resulting if the vendors take securities

ranking behind those offered to the public. The announce-

ment that the former owners have agreed to take a large

portion of the purchase price of their business in " Ordin-

ai'y" or "Deferred" Shares naturally evidences their

faith in the future prospects of the undertaking, and begets

public confidence.

In cases where the whole of the purchase consideration

is taken in Cash or in Debentures the attendant issue of

Preference or Ordinary Shares may well be avoided by
the prudent investor.

In a typical case the new Company takes over from

the former owners (the." vendors ") certain Assets, together

with the Goodwill for a stated amount of money, payable

in cash or shares as specified, and in addition assumes
the old firm's current liabilities. In such a case the

purchase price does not consist solely of the amount of

cash or shares issued to the vendors ; it embraces the

latter amount plus the amount of the Liabilities assumed.
Frequently a round sum is mentioned as representing the

purchase price of the Assets plus the Goodwill and minus
the Liabilities, the detailed purchase price of the indi-

vidual Assets and of the Goodwill not being specifically

mentioned, although, if a public issue be made, the

purchase price of the goodwill must be separately stated

in the prospectus. In the circumstances detailed above,

the individual Assets taken over should be valued at a

fair price, and the balance of the purchase money paid

must be assumed to represent the Goodwill of the busi-

ness. Such transactions must be made the subject of a

Journal entry in which full details of the matter are set out.

Example.—If a newly-formed Company acquires from an existing

partnership £30,000 worth of tangible Assets plus the Goodwill for

£50,000, and undertakes to discharge in addition Liabilities amounting
to £10,000, the total purchase price amounts to £60,000 {i. e. £50,000
plus £10,000), of which £30,000 can be ranked as representing the

cost of the tangible Assets, and the balance of £30,000 can only be

treated as the cost price of the Goodwill acquired.

S
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A Company purchasing an existing business in this way
usually pays for the " Goodwill " acquired a price far

higher than a prudent private individual would be likely

to give; to this fact is largely due the "Inflated" or

"Watered" capitals which are unfortunately so frequently

met with in joint stock company enterprise, and the

existence of this practice is due to a great extent to the

fact that the investor, whose liability is limited, is satisfied

with a smaller return per cent, per annum upon his

money than is the case with the individual trader whose
liability is unlimited.

The foregoing principles are embodied in the subjoined

illustration, which is that of a Company formed to take

over an existing business for a stated consideration payable

in cash, shares, and debentures, and making an appeal to

the public for subscriptions.

Example.—Messrs. Grant, Wood & Co.'s Balance Sheet at

December 31, 1908, shows the following Assets and Liabilities

—

Assets.—
Cash
Stock
Debtors .

Premises .
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shares and debentures being duly allotted on that day to the

vendors. The balance of 10s. per share, due from the allottees on

February 1, was received by the Company, as to £29,450 on February

1, and as to the remainder on February '2, 1909.

Siiow these transactions as they would appear in the Company s

Cash Book, Journal, and Ledger, bringing down the balances as on

February 2, 1909, and preparing a Balance Sheet as on that date.

Grant, Wood k Co., Ltd.

Dr. CASH BOOK Cr.

1909.
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Grant, Wood & Co., Ltd.

JOURNAL

1909.
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Grant, Wood & Co., Lti>.

LEDGER
^ Share Capital Account

Dr.
Cr.

1909.
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Application and Allotment Account
Dr.
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Sundry Debtors
Cr.

1900.

Jan. 8 To Bnuthies,
Sundry Deb-
tors taken
over •2;i,ooo (I '.I

29,000

iVo ; (
. — A c -

counts Wdiild,

of course, be
ii]iened for

(acli Debtor
(•,onii)rised in

this total.

8
Dr.

Premises 8
Cr.

1909.
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Grant, Wood & Co., Ltd.

Dr. BALANCE SHEET, as on February 2, 1909 Cr.

Liabilities.

Share Capital authorized—
150,000 shares of £1 each £150,000
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o o
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In order to record the particulars of the apphcations

received in response to the offer of Shares for pubhc
subscription by a Company, a separate Statistical Book (or

series of loose sheets), called an "Application and Allot-

ment Book " (or series of sheets), is employed. These
records contain the history of each application from the

time it was first received until the Share Eegisters are

compiled subsequent to the allotments having been duly

made; it is from the Application and Allotment Book
that the Share Eegisters are written up as regards the

names of allottees, and the numbers and distinctive

numbers of the shares allotted to them. The separate

sums of cash paid by applicants are "posted" from
the Cash Book to the credit of the allottees' accounts

in the Share Eegister, although such " posting " forms no
part of the double entry in the Company's books of

account, the credit in total to the Application and Allot-

ment Account in the Ledger, already described, being the

correct contra entry for the debit in the Cash Book.

A specimen page of the " Application and Allotment

Book," of Grant, Wood & Co., Ltd., appears on p. 267.

In the first instance the applications are entered in

the above book from the application forms themselves as

received from the Company's Bankers, and the book is

then submitted to the Board of Directors for consideration.

Shares when allotted are entered in the " Number of

Shares x\llotted " column, and the book is thereupon

signed by the chairman of the board for identification

purposes.

The work attached to transfers of Shares as between
vendors and purchasers forms a considerable portion of

the Secretary's duties in a large Company. Particularly

is this the case where the business of the Company
is of a nature which attracts investors with specula-

tive instincts, such, for instance, as a gold mine.

In the case of Companies of this class the " Transfer

Department " and its staff is frequently far larger than

the ordina,ry Counting House section of the office.

For the preliminary record of transfers a " Transfer

Register " is kept, which is written up from the Transfer

deeds themselves, and, after the approval of each

individual transfer by the Board, serves as a posting

medium, somewhat in the nature of a Journal, for the

subsequent effecting of the necessary entries in the

Share Eegister in the accounts kept both for the seller of
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the shares (Transferor) and the purchaser of them
(Transferee).

A form of Transfer Eegister is appended, and the pur-

chase and sales of Shares in Grant, Wood & Co., Ltd.

(cf. supra), made by Henry Norman have been entered in

it by way of illustration. It is desirable that the entries

of transfers in this book should be initialed by the
Chairman of the Board Meeting at which they are

approved.

A form of Share transfer, embodying the purchase by
Henry Norman of two thousand Shares in Grant, Wood
& Co., Ltd., is given on p. 270.

When applying for shares in a Limited Company the

applicant must fill in an official " Form of Application,"

which, together with a remittance for the necessary

deposit, must be transmitted to the Company's bankers.

The latter retain the form of application for transmission

in due course to the Company, and fill in, detach, and
hand, or post, to the applicant the form of receipt for the

application deposit which is annexed to the application

form.

Upon the Directors allotting Shares a "Letter of

Allotment" is sent by the Secretary to the applicant, in-

forming him that the allotment has taken place, and
requesting the payment of the allotment money to the

Company's bankers.

Specimen forms of the above documents are on pp. 271
and 272, the details inserted being those relating to the

application by Henry Norman for Shares in Grant, Wood
& Co., Ltd., as in the foregoing illustration. For each
" call " a " Call Notice," with form of receipt annexed,

is sent by the Secretary. In those cases where no allot-

ment of shares has been made by the Directors, a formal

intimation to that effect, called a "Letter of Regret," is

sent to the unsuccessful applicant together with a cheque
for the deposit made by him upon application. Specimen
forms of a Call Notice and Letter of Eegret appear on

pp. 273 and 274 respectively.

As soon after the allotment of Shares as is convenient,

and in any event before a " Special Settlement " (a day for

discharging bargains in the Company's shares) can be
granted to the Company by the Committee of the London
Stock Exchange, the Share Certificates must be ready for

delivery to the shareholders. These certificates are formal

statements, issued under the Company's seal, setting
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Share Transfer.

/, O'wen. Junes, of Llantrysunt, Farmer, in considera-

tion of the sum of [*^f ^„°'t^j
Two thousand jMunds paid

'Impressed ^ hy Henry Norman, of 1754 Cannon Street, E.G., in the

stamp ) City of London, Chartered Accountant, \\eve\ndiitev caXXed

£10. / the said Transferee,

2)0 hereb}' bargain, sell, assign and transfer to the
•3 S g a, said Transferee :

—

Two thousand (2,000) fully paid
S'2r3 S shares of one pound each, numbered 72096 to 74095

^ S lu r"! inclusive, of and in the undertaking called Grant, Wood
5^5 oi^ and Company, Limited.

'Ss'rt ^ G^O bOlD unto the said Transferee, his Executors,

^^--gg'S Administrators and Assigns, subject to the several

g'g^e« conditions on wliich / held the same immediately
§g5°(§ before the execution hereof; and / the said Trans-

o ^ § c feree do hereby agree to accept and take the said

S.oE Shares subject to the conditions aforesaid.

2lS TMitneSS our Hands and Seals, this fifth day of

March, in the Year of our Lord One thousand nine

hundred and nine.

Signed, sealed, and delivered, by the above -— -^
named Owen Jones:, in the presence of

i
/ \

^ (Signatme,* Michael Mace/illiciuldv. I
I qpat

o) J , ,

,

„ y Owen Jones I aJiAij
c ^ Address, Llantrysunt, Wales. I

^ V Occupation, Farm Bailiff

.

J

Signed, sealed, and delivered, by the above
named Henry Norman, in the presence of "\

"S f Signature, *i^. iTojofH. I
i or^.r

^ } .A. \~. ^ r, r H. Norman. I SEAL
C 1 Address, 1754 Cannon Street, London, E.C. i

^ ^Occupation, Audit Clerk. J

Signed, sealed, and delivered, by the above
named in the presence of 'j

'''^""'"^•^*

\ I SEAL
Address

j

^ VOecupation J

Signed, sealed, and delivered, by the above
named in the presence of 'i

Signature* I

Address
j

^ ^Occupation -'

Note —The Consideration-money set forth in a transfer may dift'er from that
which the first Seller will receive, owing to subsales by the original Buyer ; the
Stamp Act requires that in .such cases the Consiileration-money paid by the Sub-
purchaser shall be the one inserted in the -Deed, as regulating the ad valorem
Duty ; the following is the Clause in question :

—

" Where a Person having contracted for the purchase of any property, but
not having obtained a Conveyance thereof, contracts to sell the same to any
other Person, and the Property is, in consequence, conveyed immediately to
the Sub-purchaser, the Conveyance is to be charged with eid valorem Duty
in respect of the Con.sideration moving from the Sub-purchaser "—[54 & 55
Vic, cap. 39 (1891), section 58, sub-section 4|.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR EXECUTING TRANSFERS.
* When a tremsfer is executed out of Great Britain, it is reconuaended that the

Signatures be attested by H.M. Consul or Vin-Cons-ul, a Clergymait, Magistrate,
Notary Public, or by some other person holding a public position—as most Companies
re,use to recognize Signatures not so attested. When a witness is a Female she must
state u-hether she is a Spinster, Wife, or Widow ; and if a Wife she must give her
Husband's Name, Address, and Quality, Profession, or Occupation. The Date must
be inserted in Words and not in Figures.
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Form of A'ppUcation for Shares.

Grant, Wood and Company, Limited
y^% t,"^ Incorporated under the Companies (Consolidation) Act, lyiJS.

HS 5

fflW:=S
M _• gw T-o The Directors of Grant, Wood and Company,
= •2

"'^ Limited.

Gentlemen,
Having paid to your Bankers, The London and

Eastern Bank, Limited, the sum of £00 , being a
^;2c2 deposit of one shilling per share on the number of
^o<a^ shai'es applied for by me hereunder, I hereby applj^ for

S i'" 1,100 Shares of one pound each upon the terms
'5 2 1^3 of a prospectus issued by j-ou and dated the ,3rd day of

g -c.^ January, 1909, and I hereby undertake to accept such
mS«» shares or any less number which you may allot to me
^^.g^ . and to pay all further sums due thereon, and to be bound
co-c"." S M "^y ^he regulations of the Company, and I authorize you

i« i.* S ^° place nij' name upon the register of members.

Is "^2 "2 Signature of applimnt—H. Norman.

S^o'S^ Fxdl name of applicant—Henry Norman.

^<e*"* Address—1754 Cannon Street, London. E.G.

w' s S.? Occupation—Chartered Accountant.

-5 2^ i>rt<e—January 6, 1909.

{Perforation)

Grant, Wood and Company, Limited.

Banker's Receipt for Deposit upon Application foi- Shares.

(To be detached and retur-ned to applicant.)

IReCCiVeD this 6th day of January, 1909, of If. Norman
the sum of Fifty-five jiounds, being Is. per share upon 1,100

shares applied for in the above Company.

For The LONDON & EASTERN BANK. Ltd.

Charles

£55 : :

Stamp Hill,
Id. Cashier.
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Letter of Allotment.

Grant, Wood and Company, Limited,

Incorporated under the Companies (Consolidation) Act, 1908.

eg 484 CoRNHiLL, London, E.G.
05 J January 8, 1909.

Jl-g Allotment No. 39. /'^
I o

I

f
STAMP

g^ § Dear Sir, {or Madam),
g § c I am instructed by the Directors of Grant, Wood
^ g g and Company, Limited, to inform you that in response to

2«i^ your ajjplication thej' have allotted you 1,000

H.C S Shares in the capital of the Comimny.

gn^J The total amount due upon application

^•^S and allotment on 1,000 Shares allotted

||.« youis £500

K J i You have already paid on application for

g-l*^ 1,100 Shares 55

I ca jg Leaving a balance due from j'ou of £445
o>..w

J-a g which kindly pay to the Companv's Bankers, The London

ol^S & Eastern Bank, Ltd., 894, Lothbury, E.G., forthwith.

;^ E.O Due notice will be given when the Shai-e Gertificates are

S i '^ ready for issue and they will then only be delivered in

^ I

H

exchange for this letter, accompanied by the receipts for

g "P deposit paid upon application, and for the call due on""
February 1, 1909.

I am, Dear Sir, {or Madam),
Yours faithfully,

Robert Wood,
g hS « Secretary.

^E?^ To Henry Norman, Esq.,

:„
3-^ 1754 Cannon Street, E.G.

Banker's Receipt for Allotment Money.

gS £ IRCCCiVeD this tenth day of January, 1909, the sum of

^Jg* Four hundred and forty-five pounds, due in respect of the

above allotment.

For The LONDON & EASTERN BANK, Ltd.

Gharles

£445 : :

(Perforation) -

(Tliia slip to he detached by Bankers and detained by them.)

Grant, Wood and Co., Ltd.

Allotment No. 39.

Amount payable, £445.
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Call Notice.

Grant, Wood and CowrANY, Limited.

No. 39.

Kulire of First Call of lOn. per share, Ordinarij Shares

{making :?0s. per share called up).

H O

cg-d 484 CoHNiiiLL, London, E.G.

-g I M January 25, 1909.

3 * § De.ar Sir, {or Madam),
a%'^ I beg to give you notice tliat a First Call of

hII IDs. per Share lias this day been made by the Board in

°f
°

c accordance with the terms of the Prospectus. On the

1,0U0 Shares lield by you in this Company the call

amounts to £500. This amount should be remitted to

the Company's Bankers (The London & Kastern Bank,

Ltd., 894 Lothbury, E.G.) on or before February 1 next.

^^

^

I am, Dear Sir, {or Madam),

Q^ S Yours faithfully,

S»g Robert Wood,
OS'S To Henry Norman, Esq., Secretary.

^|w 1754 Cannon Street, E.G.

;5 S c (TIds half to he retained by the Bankers.)

{Perjbration)
CO S

CD » 03

^°^ Grant, Wood and Company, Limited.

a^Z No. 39.

3 ^"S Banker's receipt for First Call of 1 Os. ^Jf }• share on Ordinary
•2 3 & Shares, jiaijahle February 1, 1909 {making 20s. per share

^v called up).

IRCCetVCD the \st day of Februan/, 1909, from

tiM Henry Norman, Esq., the suni of £500 : : 0, being

^^"IS First Call of lOs. per Share due February 1, 1909, on

2 g 1,000 Sliares in the above Companj'.

For The LONDON & EASTERN BANK, Ltd.,

James
I

Keceiijt [Pound,

Cashier

£500 : :

{This half, when receipted hy the Bankers, nmst he preserved by the Sharefioldtr,

to be exchanged in due course for the Share Certificate.)
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Letter of Begret.

Grant, Wood and Company, Limited,
484 Corn 11 ILL, London, E.G.

January 8, 1909.

1. Enclosure.

To EiCHAKD CoE, Esq., Eedbill, Surrey.

Sir,

I regret to inform 5'ou that the Directors are

unable to allot you an^^ of the Shares of this Company,
in compliance with your application for 100 shares of the

Company.
I enclose herewith a cheque for £5, being the amount

paid by you on the above-mentioned application, and shall

be obliged if you will sign the Form of Eeceipt at the foot

of the cheque sent herewith, and present the same for

payment through your Bankers.
I am. Sir,

Yours faithfully,

Robert Wood,
Secretary.

No. 3841. London, January 8, 1909.

To The London & Eastern Bank, Ltd.,

894 Lothbury, E.G.

pa^ to IHchard Coe, Esq., or order, the Receipt
below being signed, the sum of Five ])oun els.

For GRANT, WOOD and COMPANY, Ltd.
James Bucket, Director.

Robert Wood, Secretary.

£5:0:0

Beceij^t.

IRCCCiVeC) of Messrs. Grant, Wood & Co., Ltd., the

sum of Five pounds, iDeing the amount deposited by me
on application for one hundred Shares in the same.

Richard

£5:0:0
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forth the holder's name, and the number of Shares of

which he is the registered proprietor. Share Certificates

are issued to shareholders in exchange for (1) the receipt

for the application money, (2) the allotment letter with

the receipt attached for the allotment money, (3) the first

(and any other) call receipts for the calls which may
have been made, prior to the issue of the Share Certifi-

cates. If any of these documents are missing a "Letter
of Indemnity " must usually be given to the Company in

their place.
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m%

W

Si
[23

(The (Frolxm . dljcniical C^ompanu.
LI VIITRD

Incorporated, under the Companixa Acts. IS62 lr> 1900

Raglitered OfRoe i 13 FENCHURCH STREET, LONDON, E.G.

Issue of £17,000 First Mortgage Debentures to Bearer,

In 160 Dbbsniurti ot tlOO mcI, U Dabcntufts or ISO ftsch. and )0 OBbenUrai of tit sioh,

CAHRYINO INTEREST AT THE RATE OF BIX PER CENT. PER ANNUM

E>EBE^•TLTRE.

1. ,THE CROWN CHEMICAL COMPANY LIMITED
(hereinaher called "the Company.") will, on the Isl day of December 191-1 or

on such earlier day as the principal monies hereby secured become payable

in accordance with the conditions endorsed hereon, pay to the Bearer on

presentation o( this Debenture the sum o( One Hundred Pounds.

2. The Company will, in the meantime, pay interest thereon at the

rate o( 6 per cent, per annum, by equal half-yearly payments on every

1st day of June and 1st day of December, in accordance with Coupons

annexed hereto.

3. The Company hereby charges with such payments its undertaking

and all Us properly whatsoever and wheresoever both present and future

4. This Debenture is issued subject to and ivith the benefit of the

Conditions endorsed hereon, which are to f>e deemed part ol it.

Given under the Common Seal of the C ompany

Ihe-^I'L dan of ... Mml . / •^(H

Seal OF

Tme Crown
Chemical /

SECRETARY

-Bit, .;^-t9i:«Jt5bt^i?)5giv !8^J^t*«ify='°

^1^

A specimen form of a Share Certificate is on p. 275,

the Shares in this instance being fully paid. Certifi-
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cates are frequently issued before the Shares they repre-

sent are fully paid, and in such cases, of course, they only

set forth the amount of the calls paid prior to such issue
;

if further calls are subsequently made, and duly paid, the

Share Certificate can be endorsed at the Company's
office with a memorandum of such further payments
upon sui'render of the call receipt.

A specimen form of a " Bearer " Debenture is also

given on p. 276, and an Interest Coupon on p. 732.

It has already been stated that Shares cannot be
legally issued by a Company except upon the condition that

their full face value has been received either in cash or in

kind ; in other w^ords, the shares of Limited Companies
may not be " issued at a discount." There is nothing,

however, in Company law which prohibits Companies
from selling their shares for more than their face value if

persons can be found who are willing to purchase them
at such enhanced prices. The issue of Shares at a price

exceeding their face value is termed an issue " at a pre-

mium," and the amount of the excess over the face value
is known as the " premium " on the Shares so issued. It

often happens that a Company, in the early stages of

its career, makes issues of its Shares at their face or

par value, and when, in later years, the rising success
of the undertaking has had the effect of causing the

Company's Shares to command a Stock Exchange
quotation in excess of their face value {e. g. a £1
share may be quoted at 1|, or 25s.), if further Capital

becomes necessary the Company, in such a case, will

probably offer any further Shares that it may issue to

the public at a premium slightly under the current Stock
Exchange quotation for the existing shares (e. g. say at

24.S. per share, a premium of 4.s. per share). The smaller
premium, as compared with the Market quotation, natur-

ally causes the new shares to be sought after, with the
result that the public subscription will probably be
favourable.

Premiums received on the issue of Shares should be
placed to a separate account in the Ledger entitled

"Premiums on Shares Account," and should, under most
circumstances, be allowed to remain there. In the face

of the existing legal precedents it cannot be claimed with
any certainty that it is legally permissible to treat these
premiums as a profit made by the Company, and as
capable of distribution by way of dividend among the

shareholders, but this procedure, whether legal or not,
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would, in most cases, be financially unwise. The pre-

miums so obtained by an issue of Shares are sometimes
placed to the " Eeserve Account," but, if this course is

pursued, it is suggested that they should be put to the

credit of a separate Eeserve Account, earmarked with the

source from which it was derived, and not to the General

Eeserve Account, otherwise there is danger of their being

used for dividend purposes, or for the reduction of the

value of Assets, the wastage upon which should have been
provided for out of Eevenue.

Debentures may, in point of law, be issued either for

cash or in exchange for property or services, and for a

lesser or greater sum of money or assets than their face

value. This apparent anomaly, as compared with the

conditions under which shares are issued, arises out of

the fact that a Debenture issued by a Company is merely

a promise to repay a species of loan, and that the holder

of a Debenture Bond is nothing more than a creditor (or

frequently a mortgage creditor), and is not in any sense

a 'partner (shareholder) in the Company.
Premiums received on the issue of Debentures should

be placed to a separate account or to a special Eeserve

Account, as indicated above, when dealing with the issue

of Shares. If a Company issues a Debenture at a premium
it thereby borrows more than it undertakes to repay,

and it is not possible to urge with the same emphasis the

objections to the division of these premiums by way of

dividend among the shareholders which apply in the case

of premiums received upon an issue of Shares. All that

can be said is that it is usually financially imprudent to

so divide moneys which represent a "capital" receipt at

any time before the repayment of the sum borrowed has

been effected.

When Debentures are Issued at a Discount, that is

to say, for a less amount of cash than the amount they

undertake to repay at maturity, the "Debentures " Account

must be credited with the full amount to be repaid at

maturity, this course being essential in order that the full

amount of the Company's liability may appear upon the

books. The cash (or assets) received will, of course, be

debited to Cash (or Assets) Account in the ordinary way,

and the " discount," being the difference between the

money (or assets) received and the sum undertaken to be

repaid, must be debited to an account styled " Discount on

Debentures Account." This account should be gradually

written off by means of equal periodical transfers to Profit
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and Loss Account spread over the term of years for

which the issue of Debentures has to run.

In this manner the Loss incurred on the redemption of

its borrowings (which is the practical effect to the Com-
pany of an issue of Debentures at a discount) becomes
spread equally over all those years which have presumably
benefited by the employment of the borrowed capital.

Of course, if considered expedient, the " Discount on
Debentures Account " can be written off over a shorter
period than that covered by the " life " of the Debentures
which are so issued at a discount.

An example of the issue of Shares at a premium and
the issue of Debentures at a discount is subjoined

—

Example.—Tlie Brake Manufacturing Company, Ltd., issued on
December .31, 190S, 50,000 £1 Ordinary Shares, at a premium of
4,"?. per Share, and £40,000 4i per cent. First Mortgage Deben-
tures at 94, the Debentures being repayable " at par " [i. c. at their
full nominal value) on December 31, 1928.

The securities are to be paid for as follows

—

Shares.

On applicntion lOs. per .share (iucludiiig the 4s. premium)
On allotment lis. ,,

Debentures.
£4 per cent.

£00

Total. •24s. per sliare. Total £94 percent.

Show the necessary Journal entries to record the allotments of the
two classes of securities and tlie Company's Balance Sheet after they
have taken place. The Allotment dulj' took place on January 5,

1909, applications having been received for the exact amount of

Shares and Debentures offered to the public.

JOURNAL

190

Jan. Application and Allutiiient Account
(Shares)

Dr. to Share Capital Account
„ Premiums on Shares Ac-
count

For the total amount due from sundry
shareholders on apjilication for, and
allotmeut of, 50,000 £1 shares at
the price of 24s. per share.

I

Sundries Dr.

To ik per cent. Debentures (192S)
Account

Viz. Application and Allotment
Account (Debentures)

Di.scount on Issue of Debentures
Account •...

For cash receivable and discount on
issue of £40,000 Debentures.

£

60,000

2,400

£100,000

50,000

10,000

40,000

£100,000i
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The Brake Manufacturing Company, Ltd.

BALANCE SHEET as on January 7, 1909

Liabilities.

Sliare Capital Issued—
50,000 Shares of £1
each

Premiums received on
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higher price as the intending applicant for the

Shares may be wilHng to give. The only re-

striction as regards the price of reissue is that

the Company must have received from the

defaulting member and the subsequent allottee,

taken together, not less than the full face value

of the Share.

The forfeiture of Shares is a procedure of a penal nature

as regards the defaulting member, and such measures,

preliminary to forfeiture, as are prescribed by the Com-
pany's Articles of Association must be followed out with

the utmost care, otherwise the courts may hold the

foi'feiture to be invalid.

It will be remembered, that as regards the book-

keeping of a Company, the instalments due on Shares

(whether for the moment in the Company's coffers, or out-

standing as debts due to it from its members), are all

credited in the Share Capital Account at the time of their

falling due, and in anticipation of their receipt ultimately.

If, therefore, any members fail to fulfil their obligations

to contribute the instalments of capital due from them,

entries must be passed to record the default.

At the time of the forfeiture of a member's Shares such
sums as he has paid on them will be in the Company's
possession (debited to cash), and the amounts of which
he is in default will be standing to the debit in the

appropriate call account (representing the debt due from
him to the Company), and the total of these two items

will have been credited, as already explained, to the Share
Capital Account.

Upon the forfeiture of Shares, therefore, the entries

required are as under

—

Firstly. The Share Capital Account must be debited

with the tvhole amount paid or due by the defaulting

member on his Shares ; this entry is needed because the

issue of the Shares is now cancelled by the forfeiture.

Secondly. " Forfeited Shares " Account or " Amounts
received on Forfeited Shares " Account must be credited

with whatever amount had been paid on the Shares prior

to forfeiture.

This sum practically represents a profit made by the

Company, and so appears as a credit balance.

Thirdly. The amounts due from the defaulter on his

Shares but not paid must be credited to the respective Call

Accounts upon which the liability of the shareholder
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appears to the debit. The effecting of this credit entry
has the result of reversing the debit previously made in

these accounts when the unpaid calls originally became
due ; c. g. if a member originally applied for 100 £1 shares
and paid in all £75 thereon, and the Shares were sub-
sequently forfeited owing to the nonpayment of £25 first

call, the position at the date of forfeiture would be that

£100 would have been credited to the Share Capital

Account and that £25 would appear to the debit on the
First Call Account.
The entry requisite to record the forfeiture would con-

sequently be as follows

—

Debit Share Capital with £100 (reversing the previous
credit entry),

Credit Forfeited Shares Account with £75 (for the

£75 previously paid on them, which £75 has now
become the Company's property),

Credit First Call Account with £25 (thus causing the

pre-existing debit balance of £25 on this account
to disappear).

The necessary Journal entry would take the following

form

—

Share Capital Dr.
To Sundries, viz.

—

Forfeited Shares Account
First Call Account

In respect of 100 Shares, 15s. paid, now for-

feited by the Board owing to nonpayment
of the First Call of 5^. per Share.

£
100

s. Id.

Oi

75

010

Upon the reissue of any forfeited Shares the entry

passed at the time of their forfeiture must be reversed

;

and, in making this entry, any payment made by the

second allottee, over and above the amount of the calls left

unpaid by the original allottee, must be placed to "Premium
on Shares " Account. The amount of calls left unpaid at

the date of forfeiture may be redebited at the time of re-

issue to the particular call account (or accounts) in

question, or it may be debited in company with any
premiums paid to the second allottee's personal account.

E. g. If the Board of the Limited Company already

referred to decides to reissue to A. Brown the 100 shares

forfeited in the example given above, A. Brown paying the

5.S'. call left unpaid by the original allottee, plus a premium
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on reissue of Is. 6(7. per Share, the requisite Journal entry

would be

—

I

l| & |«.!d.[{ & s.d.

Sundries Dr.

To Sundries-
Forfeited Shares Account 75

I

A. Brown til! 10
Share Capital Account 100
Premium on Shares Account 37 10

For 100 Shares previously forfeited, 15s. per
Share paid, now reissued to A. Brown at a

premium of 7«. G(?. per Share, to be paid by
him in addition to the outstanding call of

5s. per Share. i

Any amounts which have accrued to the Company on
Shares forfeited by it should be shown in the Balance
Sheet as a separate item on the Liability side : the
amount should neither be merged in the Capital nor
credited in the Profit and Loss Account, but should be
regarded as an item held in suspense pending the possible

reissue of the Shares at a later date.

A Company almost invariably sustains, at its inception,

various items of expense arising out of its formation and
issue, and these expenses are commonly treated in a
somewhat special manner, being debited to an account
styled " Preliminary Expenses Account" ; this account is,

for the moment, regarded as a fictitious Asset Account, and
is written off to the Profit and Loss Account as rapidly

as possible in instalments spread over the first few years
of the Company's existence. It is preferable to write off

the Preliminary Expenses of a Company over the first

three years, if practicable.

The expenses which are thus treated usually comprise
some or all of the following

—

\. Legal and other fees and stamps paid on the in-

corporation of the Company, and on the transfer

to it of any property which it was formed to

acquire.

2. Cost of printing and circulating the prospectus.

3. Cost of printing and circulating the allotment
letters and call notices, including the impressed
stamps on the former.

4. Cost of advertising the prospectus.

5. " Underwriting commission " paid on any Shares
or Debentures underwritten [i.e. the subscription
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of which has been guaranteed by financiers and
others, termed "underwriters"), and commission
paid to persons procuring underwriting.

6. " Brokerage " paid to stockbrol<ers introducing

applicants whose application forms bear the

broker's name.
7. Cost of the Share Certificates, Debenture

Certificates, etc.

All Companies incorporated under the Companies
(Consolidation) Act, 1908, are required to hold annual

meetings of members at which audited accounts must
be submitted. Dividends, when earned, are declared at

these meetings ; and, in addition, the Board frequently has

power to declare interim dividends on its own responsi-

bility. An " Interim Dividend " is one which is declared

at an intermediate date between the commencement and
close of a financial period, and should only be declared

when the profits are deemed to be ample. Dividends may
not be declared unless sufficient profits have been made
to cover them, but Debenture interest, being interest on a

loan, must always be paid whether profits are sufficient

to cover the amount due or not, otherwise the Company will

" make a default," and thereby entitle the Debenture

holders to enforce their security.

Annual returns and summaries, containing the names,

addresses, and holdings of the shareholders, together with

other particulars, have to be transmitted to the Eegistrar

of Joint Stock Companies, made up to a date fourteen

days after the first annual meeting in each year.

In addition to the Share Register (Eegisterof Members)
a Company, under the Act of 1908, is required to keop^

1. Register of Directors,

2. Register of Mortgages and Charges,

3. Minute Book.

Lists of allotments, copies of the Debenture Bonds
issued, and copies of the annual summary are also

requisite by law. Over and above these requirements the

exigencies of administration usually demand that a Com-
pany shall keep various Statistical Books, together with

a "Director's Attendance Book," "Transfer Eegistcr,"

" Agenda Book," and other books concerning the secretarial

department.

When, in the fulness of time, a Company has come to
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the end of its period of activity, whether through gradual

decline or unfavourable environment, internal misman-
agement or lack of success, or (a most frequent cause in

the case of mining companies) having fruitlessly spent all

its money, the services of a "Liquidator" are called in to

wind up the concern, pay its creditors as far as the Assets

will permit, and make such return of capital to the share-

holders as may be possible under the circumstances. In

cases Avhere a Company has issued Mortgage Debentures,

the holders of tlie latter are entitled to apply for the

appointment, by the High Court, of an oflicer termed a
" Receiver" (usually a professional accountant, nominated
for the purpose), whose duty it is to seize, and hold, on
their behalf, such portions of the Company's property as

are charged by the Debentures, or by the Trust Deed
covering them, and to realize the property under the

directions of the Court in order to effect the disti'ibution

of its proceeds among the Debenture holders.

In result there are sometimes two officials, the Liqui-

dator and the Eeceiver, concerned in winding up an
insolvent concern. In such a case the Receiver for the

Debenture holders is usually able to seize the larger

portion of the Assets under the powder conferred by the

Debentures, and the Liquidator has veiy little to do until

the Debentures have been paid oft". The offices of

Receiver and Liquidator are sometimes advantageously
combined in one appointee, and it has been judicially

stated that the appointment of one person to hold the

two offices is desirable.

A Liquidator may be appointed either by the High
Court or by the County Court, in a " Compulsory " winding
up, or by the shareholders of the Company, in a " Volun-
tary " winding up. Complicated ofticial forms are pro-

vided for the account keeping of the "Compulsory"
Liquidator, but the " Voluntary " Liquidator's accounts
may be compiled and rendered much according to his

discretion.

At the close of a voluntary liquidation the Liquidator
should render, in summarized form, an account showing
the process of winding up ; the statement prepared for

this purpose is rendered in the form of a Cash Account.
An illustration of such an account is subjoined.

Example.—The Alplia Steamship Company, Ltd. , went into vohm-
tary liquidation on January 4, 1909. From the following particulars
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prepare the Liquidator's Realization Account for submission at the

final meetincr of Sharehoklers.

Proceeds of sale of ss. A Iplia....
Proceeds of sale of materials and stores .

Sundry Debts recovered ....
Sundry Assets realized .....
Law Costs .......
Liquidator's remuneration and disbursements
Insui'ance on sundry assets ....
General Expenses of liquidation

Unsecured Creditors paid in full .

Debentures paid in full

—

Principal, £1,500 ; accrued interest,

£39 OS. \(l

Preference Shares

—

Capital repaid in full.....
Ordinary Shares

—

Returned to Shareholders at rate of 10s. per

share on 900 shares of £10 each .

£ s.
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EXERCISES

KiA.

1. Whal is meant by an " Ineoiporatcd Compan}-" ?

2. Compare (1) Limited Lial)ility Companies, (2) Unlimited

Lia))ility Companies, (3) Commercial partnersliips, as regards the

position of their members.
3. Explain the terms : Authorized Capital, Issued Capital,

Paid-up Capital, Memorandum of Association.

4. What are the numerical limits of membership

—

(a) Of banking partnerships,

[b) Of other partnerships ?

5. \Yhat is meant by a " private company " ? Discuss its

advantages.
6. P]xplain the terms : Shares, Preference Shares, Cumulative

Preference Shares, Ordinary Shares, Deferred Shares. Out of what
circumstances ilo the latter usually arise ?

7. What is the difl'erence between Shares and Stock ?

8. What are "Debentures " ? Discuss briefly the legal position of

the Debenture holders of a Company as compared with tlie share-

holders' legal position.

9. Explain the terms : Directors, Prospectus, Allotment.

10. HoM- does a holder of a Debenture Bond payable to P.earer

obtain payment of his periodical interest?

IGii.

1. Explain in detail the procedure and the transactions consequent

iipon a Company making a public issue of a portion of its Share

capital.

2. Can {(t) Shares and (/*) Debentures be issued in exchange for a

consideration other than cash ? Can either of these classes of

securities be issued " at a discount " ? Explain what is meant by
the last expression.

.3. What is meant by issuing Shares and Debentures "at a

premium " ? How should such premiums be treated in the books of

a Company ?

4. Discuss the question of Goodwill in its relation to Joint Stock
Compau}' accounts.

o. What books are kept bj' a Company to record the interests in

it of its various members ? Do such books form an integral part of

its system of accounting ?

6. Explain the nature of a " Forfeiture of Shares for non-payment
of calls," and the subsequent "Reissue" of such .shares "at a
premium."

7. Can (1) Dividends on shares, (2) Debenture interest, be
legally paid b}' a Company which is losing monej- continuously on its

trading operations and ])Ossesses no accumulated profits earned in

past years?
8. Explain generally what is meant liy ('0 Compulsory li(iuidation,

(ft) Voluntary liquidation.

9. What is a "Receiver for Debenture holders "

v What are
his duties?

10. What is the maximum of the liability of a member of an
Unlimited Liability Company ?
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16c.

The Exotic Mining Company, Ltd., with an authorized capital

of £50,000, undertook on June 1, 1909, to buy the "Exotic" and
" Eldorado " gold mining claims from the General Agency Companj',
Ltd., for £10,000, payable as to £1,000 in casii, as to £4,000 in

fully-paid Ordinary Shares, taken at par, and as to £5,000 in G per
cent. First Mortgage I)el)entures.

On June 7, 1909, the Company offered for subscription 40,000
£1 Ordinary Shares at a premium of 2.s. per share, pa3-able 5cS. per
share (including 2s. premium) on application, 5s. per share on allot-

ment, and the balance of 12s. per share on July 15, 1909.

Applications were received for 35,950 shares, all of which were
allotted on June 10, 1909. All allotment moneys were duly paid on
June 14, 1909.

The purchase agreement was carried out on June 10, 1909, the

requisite allotments of Shares and Debentures and the payment of

cash then being made.
All shareholders, except one holding 100 shares, duly paid the

calls due on Julj' 15.

The shares belonging to the defaulting member were declared to

be forfeited by the Board on July .31, and were reissued by the Board
on August 7 to the chairman (the Hon. Hugo Porter, M.P. ), on his

paj'ing in cash the 12s. per share left unpaid by the original allottee.

Pass these transactions through the Compan3''s books of account,

and prepare a Balance Sheet at their conclusion.

IGd.

Robert Coe, of Fairvale, Somerset, potato grower, applied

on January- 1, 1909, for 1,000 shares in the Erratic Motor Omnibus
Coinpanj', Ltd., issued at par, paying 2s. per share on application.

These 1,000 shares were allotted to him on January .3, 1909,

numbered 180365 to 181364, and he duly paid the allotment

instalment of 8s. per share on January 4.

On January 5 he bought a farther 1,000 shares, 10s. paid,

numbered 24062 to 25061 on the Stock Exchange at a price of lis.

per share, free of stamps and brokerage, the transfer for the same
being lodged with the Comjjanj' on January 5, and approved bj'

the Board the same day.

On January' 16 he paid the First Call of 10s. a share on his 2,0(J0

shai'es, thus making them fully paid.

On Februarj' 5 he sold the whole of his holding on the Stock

Exchange at 18s. jjer share, free of stamps and brokerage, the

transfer being lodged with the Company and approved bj' the Board
on February 10.

Show a ruling of a Share Ledger and a Transfer Register for the

Company, inserting in the latter the details of the foregoing trans-

actions as far as thej' applj', and giving in the former R. Coe's

account as a member of the Compan\'.
Also show R. Coe's Investment Account as it would appear in his

own Ledger, assuming that the purchases and sales of shares were
paid for on the day of their occurrence.

Answers.—
16c. Balance Sheet totals, £48,f.45 ; Cash Balance, £38,545.

16d. R. Coe's Investment Account : Loss, £250.



CHAPTEE XVII

INCOME TAX

The subject of Income Tax is so wide and compre-
hensive that any attempt to deal exhaustively with it is

quite beyond the scope of this treatise. It is proposed,

therefore, to devote the present chapter to a brief con-

sideration of some of the broad principles which govern

the administration of the tax rather than the details of its

assessment, which could only be adequately discussed at

a far greater length than is available here. Much that is

set out hereunder may appear to some readers to be

unnecessary explanation of elementary propositions. On
the other hand, so many examinees exhibit such a marked
lack of correct knowledge of elementary detail in the

subject that it has been considered necessary to devote

some space to the consideration of a few of the most
salient points.

The Income Tax Act, 1799, introduced by Mr. Pitt,

imposed a tax of 10 per cent, on property and employ-
ments calculated upon the basis of the income for the

year. In 1803 the tax was rearranged by Mr. Addington,

and the Income Tax Act, 1803, was passed. In this Act
the tax was divided into five Schedules, which, with
modifications which will be considered later, still form
the basis upon which the tax is collected at the present

time. These Acts were followed by the Income Tax Acts

of 1805 and 1806.

Shortly after the Battle of Waterloo the tax was
abolished, but was reimposed by Sir Kobert Peel in 1842.

The Income Tax Act, 1842, still remains the main enact-

ment, the regulations of which, as amended from time to

time, govern the assessment and collection of the tax at

the present time. In 1853 Mr. Gladstone passed the Income
Tax Act, 1853. Under this Act the tax was extended
to Ireland, and several important provisions were added
which render this Act second in importance only to that

of 1842. Subsequently to the Acts enumerated above
u 289
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many detailed adjustments and alterations have been
made in Income Tax law, the more important of which are

embodied in the Finance Acts of 1894, 1897, 1898 and
1907. Under the Finance Act of 1907 an important
relief was granted in the shape of a reduction of the tax

payable on all " earned " Incomes which do not exceed
£2,000 per annum.

Income Tax is a " one year tax," but has practically

become a permanent tax owning to the fact that it is

reimposed by Parliament annually in the Finance Act
of each year, which incorporates the provisions of the

previous Acts. In the first instance it was imposed as a
temporary war tax, and for some time was so regarded, but
its vitality has proved to be so great that, as has been
well said, it has long ago come to be regarded as a

"hardy annual."

The student may, perhaps, wonder why the study of

this portion of our fiscal system should merit attention in

a treatise upon Book-keeping. A little practical com-
mercial experience, however, will soon convince him that

the tax has become so intimatelj^ connected with account-
ing matters, and the preparation of correct returns of

Income has become so complicated a task, that every
competent book-keeper now-a-days is expected to possess
useful knowledge of the subject. In addition to this

there is the fact that the subject is now included in the
syllabus of almost every examining body which grants

certificates in book-keeping subjects.

Anything approaching a comprehensive knowledge of

the subject is impossible of attainment without years of

that practical experience which is only to be gained by
frequent attendances before the Income Tax Surveyors
and Commissioners. The regulations governing the sub-

ject are scattered, in the usual untidy fashion character-

istic of British legislation, over a number of statutes.

The legal precedents arising out of contested cases are

legion in number and are widely scattered in their record.

In addition to this lack of codification there exists great

diversity of practice as between different surveyors and
local commissioners.

So much has been said with a view to demonstrate
to the student the extreme unwisdom of dogmatism with
reference to points of Income Tax practice ; the author
ventures to offer this warning, because his experience

is that the average examinee frequently dogmatizes upon
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questions of Income Tax practice with an emphasis
of language which an accountant of mature experience

would hesitate to employ. This is a matter to which
further and more detailed reference will be made later on.

Income Tax is ranged in our fiscal system under the

division of "Inland Revenue " in company with the tax

on inhabited houses and the remnants of the old land
tax. All these taxes are under the management and
collection of the Board of Inland Eevenue.

It is enacted by the various Income Tax Acts that

certain forms of income and revenue, from whatever
source received, whether possessed by corporate bodies

or by private persons, shall be taxed. The tax is calcu-

lated at a certain number of pence on each pound sterling

of income, and the controlling principle in regard to the

collection of the tax is that all Income shall, as far as

possible, be taxed " at its source." If the student will

clearly apprehend this cardinal practice of the taxation of

income at its source as far as possible, many of the diffi-

culties he encounters will vanish. By the term " taxation

of Income at its source " is meant the compelling of the

original person, paying or affording Income to another
person, to deduct and retain for the subsequent benefit of

the Government the Income Tax which is payable on the

Income so disbursed. For example. Limited Companies
are taxed upon their profits as a loliole, before they
are distributed amongst the shareholders. The tenant of

a house is taxed upon the rent he pays before it reaches
his landlord. In each case, as will be explained later,

the person so deducting and handing over taxes to the

Government has the right of subsequent recoupment.
It will be obvious, however, that many classes of

Income, c. g. the profits made by a sole trader, are not
capable of being thus taxed at their source, for they arise

out of a multitude of business transactions, the profit

upon which is only known to the trader himself. On
the other hand, for example, the deduction of Income
Tax by the Bank of England when paying interest to the
holders of Government Stock is a simple and feasible

case of taxing Income at its source, and one which is

common in the experience of all stockholders.
As was previously indicated. Income liable to tax is

divided into five branches according to its nature, and
the source from which it arises. These five classes are
defined in Schedules (A), (B), (C), (D) and (E) appended

u 2
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to the Income Tax Act of 1803, and the various classes of

Income set out in these Schedules are frequently referred

to by the name of the Schedules themselves. These
Schedules are designed, as far as possible, to embrace
every source of taxable Income.
The five classes of Income are as follows : Schedule

(A), Income arising out of the ownership of House
Property, Land, Buildings and similar property. The
annual rent or value is the measure of the charge, and
the tax is payable yearly upon such annual value of

the property, subject to a deduction of one-sixth (by

way of compensation for repairs) in the case of House
Property and Buildings, and of one-eighth in the case

of Farm-houses and Farm properties. The occupiers of

all premises taxable under this Schedule are required to

make a return once every five years, and such returns

are compared, for assessment purposes, with the Poor
Eate valuations made by the local rating authority.

Fresh assessments are then made, if necessary, based

upon the estimated rental value of the property to a

yearly tenant.

The tax under this Schedule is collected direct from

the occupier of the premises, and in cases where the

occupier is not himself the landlord but a tenant, he

is empowered by law to deduct from his next payment
of rent to his landlord the amount of the tax he has thus

paid to the Government. In cases where the annual

rent of the premises is under £10 the tax is collected

direct from the landlord.

If the owner of the premises be exempt from Income
Tax, owning to the smallness of his Income, the same
course must still be pursued, and the tax must be de-

ducted by the tenant in the usual way and paid over to

the Government—the remedy of the owner being a right

of claim against the authorities for the recoupment of

the deduction so made. Such claims, if made in proper

form and duly proved, will, as a matter of course,

succeed.

The tax payable under Schedule (A) is commonly
known as the Property Tax; it is in reality, however, a

division of the Income Tax, and comes within the rules

set forth later on, whereby persons possessing Incomes
below £700 per annum are entitled to abatement or ex-

emption from the tax in one degree or another, and to

a return to them by the Government of any tax that
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may have been paid by tbeni, or deducted iioin Income
received by them, in excess of such amount as they are

Hable to pay upon their Hmited incomes.

If, as frequently occurs, a person owns the premises
used by him solely for the purpose of business, he is

compelled to pay, under Schedule (A), the ordinary tax

due on the annual value (or rather, allowing for repairs,

upon five-sixths or seven-eighths of it). In computing
the amount of his trading profits for the year, for Income
Tax purposes under Schedule (D) (see p. 301), he is per-

mitted, however, by way of compensation, to include, as

a deduction from his trading profits, the annual value
of his premises according to the amount upon which
duty has been so paid under Schedule (A). This privilege

is an important one, and the deduction which it permits
is frequently substantial. If the premises upon which
the tax under Schedule (A) has been paid consist of

a dwelling house occupied by the owner partly for

business purposes and partly for domestic purposes, a

deduction of such part of the Schedule (A) " Annual
value " not exceeding two-thirds thereof, as may be
allowed by the Commissioners, is permissible when
preparing an account of business profits for assessment
under Schedule (D). This arbitrary apportionment is

undoubtedly occasionally unjust ; and, in an exceptional

case, where there were "extenuating circumstances," the
author succeeded in obtaining the full Schedule (A)

assessment from the Special Commissioners. The same
rule of apportionment applies to all the other expenses
which occur in common to the house or the business,

e.g. rates, coal, gas, etc. All such chai-ges must be
reasonably apportioned.

Property of some classes is entitled to certain ex-
emption under this Schedule, viz. Public Buildings,
the offices of Colleges and Halls in any University,
Hospitals, Public Schools, Almshouses, and Literary and
Scientific Institutions (Needhcmi v. Boivers ; Blake v.

Mayor ofLondon ; Stilley v. Royal College of Surgeons, etc.).

Schedule (B) relates to the profits arising from the
occupation of agricultural land.

This class of Income is that which is assumed to be
derived by farmers by reason of their occupation of
agricultural land. A fixed " annual value " is estimated
by the assessors for each such piece of land in the same
manner that a fixed annual value is adopted in the case
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of the buildings, etc., as assessed under Schedule (A),

and upon one-third of this annual value Income Tax is

charged.

The farmer, however, has the option, under the Customs
and Inland Bevenue Act, 1887, of claiming to have the
profits arising out of the occupation of his holding
assessed as if he were an ordinary trader, i. c. under
Schedule (D), which, as will be explained later, deals
with the profits arising from businesses and vocations.

If he claims to be so assessed, he must make a return
under Schedule (D), and is then treated just like any-

other trader. The rough-and-ready way of arriving Tit

the profits made by farmers was due, in the first instance,

to the fact that very few farmers were able to keep
accounts. The improvement made since in this direc-

tion is now recognized by the more recently granted
option of assessment under Schedule (D), if desired; and,
even when assessed under Schedule (B), remission of an
overcharge can be obtained if it can be proved to have
occurred by the production of satisfactory accounts.

On the other hand, should the Schedule (B) assessment
prove to be less than the profits made, the Crown has
no power to surcharge the taxpayer.

Schedule (C) relates to Interest and Dividends payable
in the United Kingdom out of "Public Funds," whether
Imperial, Colonial or Foreign.

This Schedule covers the interest paid on Consols and
other Government Stocks, Public Annuities, etc. ; the tax

upon this type of Income is deducted from the amount of

interest, etc., due to the stockholder, and is paid over to

the Inland Revenue authorities in one lump sum by the
bank or other agent entrusted with the payment of

the dividends.

Schedule (D) relates to the Income derived from profes-

sions, trades, and other occupations, and any Income not
included in the other branches of the tax. It therefore

covers the profits of any trade, profession, emj^loyment,

or vocation, interest on money received without tax

having already been deducted, profits from colonial

and foreign securities received without tax having been
deducted, profits from letting furnished houses, and any
other profits not specifically enumerated above or falHng

under the classifications set out in Schedules (A), (B),

(C) and (E). The profits derived from any property or

employment, whether originating in this country or
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abroad, are taxable under this Schedule if the ratepayer

is I'esident in the United Kingdom (ColquJioun v. Brooks).

The Schedule is divided into six " Cases," viz. Case I,

Profits from Trade, Manufactures and Commerce ; Case II,

Professional Incomes and Occupations not v^ithin any-

other Schedule of the Act; Case III, Profits of an un-

certain annual value not charged under Schedule (A)

;

Cases IV and V, Income from Securities and Possessions

abroad ; and Case VI, any Profits and Gains not v^ithin

any other charge in the Acts. Profits under Cases I, II
and V are charged upon an average of three years, and,

on the other Cases, vipon the actual Income received in

one year.

Schedule (D) is the Schedule under v^rhich trading

profits are assessed for taxation, and it is therefore

obviously the Schedule with which the book-keeper is

most intimately concerned. The figure of annual profits,

upon which tax under Schedule (D) is payable, is not the

figure which would be shown bj?^ the ordinary Profit and
Loss Account of a trader as prepared upon prudent
and business-like lines, but is a "statutory" figure of

Income computed according to the rules laid down by the

Income Tax xActs, and in accordance with the accumulated
precedents, and, further, it is an estimate made in advance,

arrived at according to these rules and regulations, and
represents what the trader is legally deemed to expect

to receive in the way of Profits or Income during an
ensuing Governmental year.

The various rules, so far as they can be definitely

stated, governing the computation of the statutory

figure of Income referred to above are summarized later

on in this chapter.

The assessment under this Schedule is in the hands of

the "Additional Commissioners," who are chosen by the

General Commissioners.
The basis upon which the tax is assessed is a formal re-

turn which i'^ required from the taxpayer. At certain stated

times the ofiicial printed forms for this purpose are sent

to all taxpayers, who are required to return them within

a specified time properly filled in. If necessary, the tax-

payer can be compelled to verify the correctness of his

return by the production of his accounts. If the tax-

payer should default in making a return, the Commissioners
may assess him upon their own estimate.

tinder the "Finance Act, 1907" (Section 21), every
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employer, when required to do so by notice from an
assessor, is compelled to prepare and deliver to the

assessor a return of the names and places of residence

of any persons employed by him, and of the payments
made to those persons in respect of their employment,
unless such total payments do not exceed the limit fixed

for total exemption from Income Tax. Forms of

Returns for this purpose are now enclosed with the

ordinary return forms sent annually to the taxpayer.

In the case of companies or corporate bodies the Secretary

is considered to be the employer for the purposes of this

section.

Schedule (E) relates to salaries, fees, wages, jirofits of

office, and employments of a public nature, including

the salaries of Government officials, and the directors,

managers, and other functionaries of public companies.
The clerical staffs of public companies might, in many cases,

be properly assessed under this Schedule, but, in practice,

they are more frequently assessed under Schedule (D). The
benefit of this course is that, whereas under Schedule (D)
the taxpayer's assessment is based upon the average of

his earnings for the last three years, under Schedule (B)

the assessment is based upon the salary for the current

year only ; the former amount will, in many cases, be less

than the latter.

More detailed reference must now be made to Schedule
(D), which, from the accountant's point of view at any
rate, is by far the most important of all the Schedules
enumerated above.

As has already been stated, this Schedule relates to

the income derived from " professions, trades, and other

occupations." It is a matter of supreme importance that

the student should realize that Income Tax is not a tax

upon net profits, as arrived at by ordinary commercial
methods, but is a tax upon income, as that term is inter-

preted by the Income Tax Acts and the accumulated
regulations appended thereto. The two terms are by no
means synonymous, and much heart-burning would be

saved if the taxpayer would grasp this essential fact.*

To take a simple example : Eobert Jones has been in

* The Earl of Halsbury said, "It appears to me that tliere is a

mixture, not to say a confusion, of thought in using the word
' profits ' in a sense which is not consistent with the mode in which
it is used in tlie statutes relating to Income Tax" {Pontypridd Main
Sewerage, Braid v. Bensted).
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business for one year as a hoot manufacturer, and has

made a net profit of £1,000. He has, however, lost

£500 of this sum owing to the collapse of a mining com-
pany in which he purchased shares. His " income " for the

year, for Income Tax purposes, is assessed by the author-

ities at £1,000, the loss of £500 being regarded as a "loss

of capital," which is not chargeable against his profits.

Enough has been said in the preceding pages to

indicate to the student that no attempt can be made here

to deal exhaustively, and in detail, with all the many
incidences of practice which govern the administration of

this Schedule. All that can be attempted is to offer, for

the consideration of the student, a few notes which will

enable him to prepare a simple return or to answer
successfully the average examination question likely to be

encountered upon the subject.

The main points in this Schedule which need con-

sideration are as follows

—

Method of Preparation of Schedule (D) Assessment

It has been briefly indicated above, that, early in each
Governmental year (the Government year runs from
the 6th day of April in one calendar year until the 5th

day of x\pril in the succeeding calendar year) certain

officials, known as " Assessors," send, to all persons of

whom they have cognizance, official forms to be filled in

by the taxpayer and returned to them. An oath or

declaration of secrecy with reference to the information
contained in these returns is required from all Com-
missioners, Inspectors, Surveyors and others (Income
Tax Act, 1842, sec. 38). These forms, when they relate to

Schedule (D) assessments, are accompanied by a mass of

not very lucid explanations which are very frequently

misunderstood, with the result that overpayment of tax,

through ignorance, is not an uncommon occurrence ; on
the other hand, a certain amount of understatement of

Income, accidental or otherwise, is also, it is to be feared,

not by any means an unknown experience.

The direction of the tax, under this Schedule, is sub-

ject to the management of the " Commissioners of Inland
Eevenue," who are, ex officio, also " Special Commis-
sioners " for the tax. The details of the whole system
of administration are in the hands of officials known as

"Inspectors of Taxes" and "Surveyors of Taxes," the
former being promoted from amongst the experienced
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surveyors. The duties of the Inspectors are mainly
those of supervision, and it is with the Surveyor that

the taxpayer comes most frequently in contact.

The Rule of " Averages "

Where Income is 'derived from the exercise of any
profession or business, the amount of such Income to be
returned by the taxpayer for assessment purposes, in

any given year, is neither the actual Income of that year,

nor the Income expected to be made during that year,

but is a " statutory " Income {i. e. an arbitrary figure

calculated according to the prescribed rules), the amount
of which is compvited from the actual ascertained results

of previous years, subject to adjustment by means of

certain " allowances " or " disallowances " which may be
made according to the statutes and regulations.

The Income which must be entered in the taxpayer's

return for assessment under Schedule (D) is that Income
which does not fall under any other Schedule, and is

confined to such Income as has not already been taxed

by deduction at its source. This rule always applies,

whatever be the amount of the taxpayer's Income ; if,

however, the latter desires to claim that, owing to the

fact that his total Income from all sources and under all

Schedules, taxed or untaxed, is below certain statutory

limits, and that he is, therefore, entitled to be regarded

as " exempt " from assessment under Schedule (D), or to

pay less than he would have had to pay if his Income
had not been below certain limits, or that he is entitled

to recover from the Inland Eevenue authorities the tax

on taxed Income coming under other Schedules, he is

compelled to state, on a further page of the ordinary

form, the amount of his total Income under all Schedules,

taxed or untaxed, in order that it may be clearly seen

that the claim made that his Income is below the limits

specified in the Acts is justified in fact.

The amount of income taxable under this Schedule is

computed upon an average of the three year-s preceding

the actual year of assessment, and these three years may
end either on April 5 in the calendar year of assess-

ment, or on the date prior thereto up to which the

taxpayer's profits have usually been ascertained. Thus,

in sending in his return for the Government year

April 6, 1909, to April 5, 1910, the trader would use his

Profit and Loss Accounts for the three years ended
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April 5, 1909, or if, as usually is the case, he makes his

accounts up to the end of December or to some other

month in each year, e.g. December 31, he can employ

his ordinary Profit and Loss Accounts for the last three

completed years, e. g. the Profit and Loss Accounts for

the years ended December 31, 1906, 1907 and 1908

respectively.

The student will gather that, under these provisions,

very few taxpayers pay upon the basis of the actual

Income of the year. This creates an apparent hardship

in those years when disaster is encountered, and when,

consequently, all finances need to be rigidly conserved.

For, no matter how large a loss may have occurred in

the current year, the tax must be paid upon the average

of the past three years. It is true that, in due course,

the bad year will come into future averages, but this

concession may prove but scanty consolation when, in a

year of strained finances, a heavy sum has to be paid out

in cash by way of tax on the average of past results.

Prior to the year April 5, 1907, the taxpayer had the

advantage, under the 133rd Section of the Eevenue Act,

1865, of obtaining alleviation in circumstances of this

nature, owing to the fact that he was allowed to sub-

stitute the trading result of the actual year of assessment

in lieu of that of the first of the three years, the average

of which formed the ordinary basis of assessment. By
this means a new average was arrived at, and, in the

majority of cases, an acceptable alleviation was secured.

No such rehef is now, however, obtainable, as the section

referred to was repealed by the Finance Act of 1907.

In the case of new businesses, however, Section 24 of

the Finance Act, 1907, provides that the tax ultimately

payable upon the profits of the first three years shall be

based upon the actual profits of those years only.

If the business is a new one, and has been established

for a less period than three years, the average yearly

profits to the date of assessment must be taken, or if the

business was commenced within the actual year of assess-

ment, an estimate of the profits expected to be derived

from the business must be furnished. Assessments made
upon these two classes of estimate, i. e. where business

commenced within the year of assessment or within three

years, can be rectified subsequently, and any tax over-

paid can be recovered when the actual results of the current

year are to hand (Finance Act, 1907, section 21 (3) ).
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Iron and coal mines compute their profits upon a basis

of the five preceding years, while certain special classes

of industries, c. g. Eailways, Ferries, Markets, Fishings,

Alum Works, Salt Works, Quarries, Gas Works and
Water Works base their returns upon the actual profit

of the preceding year.

In cases, therefore, where a business has been estab-

lished for less than three years, the profits of the first

year (if one only) would form the basis of the assessment.
In the second year, the average profits of such period
(less than three years) as the business had been in

existence prior to the 3^ear of assessment would form the

basis of calculation. For the third year the full average
would, of course, be available in compliance with the
ordinary regulations of the tax.

In the author's experience it is the practice in some
districts to take the actual profits of each year as the
basis of assessment until such time as the average of the
three completed years is available.

Persons carrying on two or more businesses may set

off the loss incurred in one against the profit made in

another {Eeid's Brewery Co. v. Male).

In cases where the ownership of a business has
changed hands the profits of such business must be
assessed upon the three years' average, just as though
no change of ownership had taken place. If, however,
in such cases, the successors to the late proprietors can
show that the profits will fall short of the old average,

owing to some specific cause arising out of such change
of ownership, permission will usually be granted to treat

the business as if it were a new one {Bylioiic Coal v.

Foyer, Inland Revenue v. Fairie).

Many items of "loss" or expenditure which a prudent
trader ordinarily includes in his Profit and Loss Account
are disallowed as deductions from trading profits by the
Income Tax authorities, and other items of " loss " are
only permitted to be included for less amounts than the
figure at which the trader has deemed it prudent to

charge them in his accounts. On the other hand, the
Income Tax Acts permit certain deductions from profits

to be made which are not ordinary business expenses, or

even expenses at all, and consequently do not appear
anywhere in the trader's books, or in his Profit and Loss
Accounts.

Consequently, in preparing a figure of income for return
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to the Income Tax authorities, the trader must add to his

profits (as appearing in his Profit and Loss Accounts)

certain types of actual " loss " or expense which are legally

disallowed as charges against such profits, and must
deduct from the total thus obtained certain "allowances,"

which are permissible under the statutes as deductions.

Upon the three years' average of the figures thus obtained

the assessment under Schedule (D) is arrived at. In
cases where the trader's Profit and Loss Accounts show
net losses the " disallowed charges against profits " must
be extracted, and any permissible deductions brought into

account in the ordinary w^ay ; it is only when this process

has been gone through that the taxpayer, although his

accounts may show an actual loss, can rest assured that

he is free from the payment of tax under Schedule (D).

An actual trading loss may, and frequently does, owing
to the surcharge of various "disallowances," etc., work
out at a "statutory" profit, upon which tax has to be

paid by the unfortunate trader.

Deductions

The various items which the trader is allowed to deduct,

together with those which he is prohibited from deduct-
ing, are stated below in the form in which they appear in

the" Instructions " sent to taxpayers with the annual forms.

In computing the Profits upon which the average is to he taken—
Deductions are Alt.o\ved—

1. For Repairs of Premises occupied for the purpose of the
Trade, etc., and for the Supply or Repair of Implements,
Utensils, or Articles employed, not exceeding the sum
usually expended for such purposes according to the
average of the three years preceding.

2. For Debts proved to be bad ; also for Doubtful Debts accord-
ing to their P^stimated Value.

3. For the Rent of Premises used solely for the purposes of

business, and not as a place of residence.

4. For a proportion, not exceeding two-thirds, of the Rent of

any dwelling house ji>«rW?/ used for the purposes of business.

5. For the Annual Value of any premises occupied by the
Owner solely for the purposes of business, and not as a
place of residence, according to the amount on which duty
has been paid under Schedule (A) (see page 293).

(1. For a proportion, not exceeding two-thirds, of the AniuKil
Value (according to the amount on Avhich Duty has been
paid under Schedule (A) ), of any dwelling house occupied
by the Owner and iHirily used for the purposes of business
(see page 293).

7. For any other disbursements or expenses wholly and exclu-
sively laid out for the purposes of the Trade, etc.
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No Deductions are Allowed—
1. For any Interest on Capital, for any Annual Interest, An-

nuity, or other Annual Pa^'ment, paj'able out of the

Profits or Gains, or for any Royalty, or other sum paid in

respect of the user of a Patent. (Tlie duty on such
Interest, Patent Royalty, or other Annual Payment
should be deducted from the person to whom the payment
is made.)

2. For any Sums paid as Salaries to Partners, or for Drawings
by Partners.

3. For any Sums invested or employed as Capital in the Trade
or Business, or on account of Capital withdraAvn there-

from.

4. For any Sums expended on Improvement of Premises or

written off for Depreciation of Land, Buildings, or

Leases.

5. For any Loss not connected with, or arising out of the Trade,
Business, etc. (e. (j. Charitable Donations, or losses on Stock
Exchange operations).

G. For any Expenses of Maintenance of the Persons assessable,

their Families, or Private Establishments.

7. For any Loss recoverable under an Insurance or Contract of

Indemnity.
8. For any Sum paid as Income Tax on Profits or Gains, or on

the Annual Value of Trade Premises (but Schedule (A)

assessment may be deducted as above stated).

9. For any Premium for Life Insurance, or for Wear and Tear
of Machinery or Plant ; but Allowances may be claimed in

respect of these items (see below).

Insurance Premiums

A taxpayer effecting an insurance, or taking a deferred

annuity, on his own life, or that of his wife, with any
office " lawfully carrying on business in the United King-
dom " may, in addition to any claims for "exemption''
or " abatement " (see pages 303, 304) which he may be

entitled to prefer, claim an allowance, by way of deduc-
tion from his gross Income, of all the premiums paid each
year on these policies of assurance, up to and not exceed-

ing one-sixth of his total Income from all sources. This
concession, however, must not be used in order to claim a
greater " abatement" than is allowable on the taxpayer's

total Income according to the table given below. The
production of the official receipts for the life insurance

premiums so paid is usually called for by the Surveyor
of Taxes by whom the taxpayer's return is examined.
Accident insurance premiums are, as a rule, only allowed

as deductions when the policy covers the risk of death.

Claims on account of any life assurance premiums paid

may be preferred for three years back on obtaining the
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special form issued for the purpose by the Somerset

House Authorities.

The particulars set out above with reference to " al-

lowances " and "disallowances," as sent officially to

the taxpayer, often prove actually misleading to the

student, as, in many cases, they are bald and even

ambiguous in phraseology, and, in other cases, they are

not on all fours with the actual administration of the

regulations as interpreted by the Surveyors of Taxes.

Detailed illustrations of some such discrepancies will be

noted by the student when these matters are dealt with

in more detail later on.

Exemption and Abatement

Under the regulations of the Finance Act, 1894, which
are still in force with reference to abatements, if an indi-

vidual's total annual Income from all sources is less than

£160 * he is not liable to pay any Income Tax at all ; he
must, however, if so required, fill in the usual form
in order to prove that his Income is less than £160.

Omission to do this renders him liable to a penalty.

Such person can recover from the Inland Eevenue
Authorities any tax w'hich may have been already de-

ducted at its source on any portion of his Income. The
forms for recovering such deductions ai'e, in the first

instance, to be obtained from the local Surveyor of

Taxes ; and the tax previously deducted from interest

and dividends, if reclaimed, must be verified by the pro-

duction of the dividend counterparts or other vouchers
duly certified by the secretary of the Company or other

proper person.

Persons whose Incomes are solely derived from a com-
mon fund, such for instance as a Trust Fund in which
they inherit a share only, can also obtain rebate, although
the total income derived from such fimd may be far

beyond the limits allowed for exemption. For example,
if the members of a Trust, the Income of which
amounted to £1,700 per annum, are four in number, and
therefore derive an Income of £425 each from the fund,

they are entitled to rebate on £150, i. e. to a refund of

£7 10s. each, supposing the current tax to be Is. in the

£1. The proper procedure in these cases is to obtain and
carefully fill in the form entitled "Income Tax Abatement

* When the tax was first imposed in 1799 all Incomes above £60
per annum were liable to tax.
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Claim " (blue). A form for each claimant must be filled

ill and signed, and these documents must be accompanied
by an Income Account, showing the revenue of the Trust
Fund for the year, duly vouched by the attachment of

the counterparts of dividend warrants, Bankers' certifi-

cates for repayments, etc., in order to prove that the
Trust Income has already been taxed at its source. In
the first year in which rebate is claimed these papers
must be sent to the local Surveyor concerned. In future

years they should be addressed to the Secretary, Claims
Branch, Inland Eevenue, Somerset House.

Persons whose Income from all sources exceed £160
but do not exceed £700 may claim " abatements," i. e.

deductions from their Income, as under :

—

Exceeding £160 but not exceeding £400 an abatement of £100.
£400 ,, .. £500 „ £150.

,, £500 ,, ., £600 „ £120.
£600 ,, ., £700

,, £70.

These abatements apply to persons only, and Limited
Companies are not entitled to relief (Mylam v. Market
Harborough Advertiser Company, Ltd.), neither, it would
appear, are unincorporated companies competent to

obtain relief (Curtis v. Old Monkland Conservative

Association).

Any person making a false or untruthful declaration

when making a claim for rebate is liable to a penalty

of £50.

The Income of charities, so far as it is applied to

charitable purposes, is free from Income Tax. If, how-
ever, such charities carry on trade in any form, the

profits of such trade, notwithstanding the fact that such
profits are applied to charitable purposes, are liable to tax

in the ordinary way.
Abatements are also allowed in cases where the tax-

payer has ceased to follow his trade or occupation or dies

before the end of the year of assessment ; in these cases

the assessment will be amended " as the case may
require " (Act of 1842, sec. 134).

Relief in respect of Earned Income

In addition to the foregoing abatements, and life assur-

ance premium allowances, persons possessing Incomes
below £2,000 may, if any part of it is earned, claim to

pay tax upon such " earned " portion at a lower rate than
that which is payable on the "unearned" portion
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(Finance Act, 1907). This payment of tax at a lower

rate upon " earned " Income is referred to as " differenti-

ation " between it and unearned income. Claims for

" differentiation " must be made before September 30
in the year of assessment, otherwise no relief will be

granted. The rates of Income Tax proposed under the

Finance Bill, 1909,* are Is. Id. in the pound for unearned
Income and 9(7. in the pound for earned Income. Allow-

ances for life insurance premiums and abatements are

deducted from earned Income rather than from unearned
Income in a taxpayer's return, in such cases where the

return includes both classes of Income.
All dividends from Public Companies are regarded as

unearned Income, and are therefore taxed at the higher

rate. There is no doubt that this ruling creates hard-

ship in the case of " Private Companies," where the

shareholders are practically active partners in a private

venture, and earn and draw all their profits in the

shape of dividends. There can be no doubt that this

hardship has caused many Private Companies to dis-

tribute their profits largely in the shape of directors'

" remuneration " and " commission " in order to avoid

the higher rate of tax charged upon dividends as such.

Definition of " Earned " Incomes

The Finance Act, 1907, sec. 19 (7), defines earned
income as under

—

(a) Any income arising in respect of any remuneration
from any office or employment of profit held by the

individual or in respect of any pension, superannuation,
or other allowance, deferred pay or compensation for loss

of office given in respect of the past services of the

individual or of the husband or parent of the individual

in any office or employment of profit, whether the indi-

vidual, or husband or parent of the individual shall have
contributed to such pension, superannuation allowance
or deferred pay or not.

[h) Any Income from any property, which is attached
to or forms part of the emoluments of any office or

employment of profit held by the individual.

(c) Any Incomeiwhich is charged under Schedule (B) or

(D) in the Income Tax Act, 1853, or the rules prescribed

by Schedule (D) in the Income Tax Act, 1842, and is im-

mediately derived by the individual from the carrying on

* This Bill had not become law at the date of going to press.

X
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or exercise by him of bis piofession, trade or vocation,

either as an individual or in the case of a partnership as

a partner personally acting therein.

Relief in Respect of Children

Under the Finance Bill, 1909, persons w^hose total

annual income is below £500 are entitled to a deduction

of <£10 from their assessment for each legitimate child

under 16 years of age.

Super-tax on Incomes over £5,000

Under the Finance Bill, 1909, persons possessing a total

annual Income of over <£5,000 must pay a super-tax of

6cZ. in the pound upon the excess Income over =£3,000

per annum. This is apart from their ordinary assessment
and in addition thereto.

Income of Married Women
The Income of a married woman living with her hus-

band is, by the Income Tax Acts, deemed to be the

husband's Income, and is taxed in his name, and must be

returned by him. Abatement can thus only be claimed
upon the joint Income. The only exception to this rule

is in cases where a wife earns an Income independently
of her husband by the exercise of her own personal

labour, and where the joint Income of the husband and
wife does not exceed £500. If the Commissioners are

satisfied that the total joint Income, after including the

Income earned by the wife, does not exceed £500, the

profit so earned by the wife may be treated as a separate

Income for the purpose of claiming exemption or abate-

ment, as well as, and in addition to, any abatement which
the husband may be entitled to claim on his own return

(Finance Act, 1897, sec. 5).

In order to succeed in obtaining relief under this sec-

tion, it would appear to be essential that there should be

no connection between the business of the husband and
that of the wife ; they must be apart and distinct. For
example, where a school-master and school-mistress are

paid a joint salary, the husband is assessed on the total

joint Income (Boioers v. Hardinij).

Mode of Assessment

Persons assessable under Schedule (D) receive during

the early part of the Government year certain official

forms whicli it is obligatory upon them to fill in and return
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to the assessor for the district. This official does not

himself make the assessments ; his duty is confined to

the collection of the returns, and the prescribed listing of

them, and he acts, to a certain extent, under the super-

vision of another official designated a " Surveyor of

Taxes." The persons by whom the assessments are

made are styled " Commissioners," and two kinds of

" Boards of Income Tax Commissioners " exist ; firstly,

the " District Commissioners " (bodies of influential

gentlemen, not Income Tax officials, appointed for each

district without remuneration); and secondly, the " Special

Commissioners " at Somerset House (a special central

Board of paid Government officials).

A person making a return for Income Tax purposes

may claim to be assessed in either of the two following

special ways, viz.

—

(1) By the Special Commissioners at Somerset House.

(2) By the District Commissioners, not in his own
name, but under a number or letter.

This latter method can be employed by any trader who
may wish to keep his name and private affairs from the

knowledge of the District Commissioners who are assessing

him, some of whom may conceivably be his friends or

business rivals ; while the adoption of the former and
alternative method removes the whole matter from local

cognizance.

Failing a special request by the taxpayer, in his

return, to be assessed in one of the above-mentioned
special ways, he will be assessed in his own name by the

District Commissioners of the locality in which he lives

or trades in the ordinary way.
Persons who fail to make a return when required, or

who make an untrue return, are liable to a penalty of

£20, and a treble duty by means of proceedings before
the Commissioners, or of £50 if the matter is taken to the
Law Courts.

Appeals

In cases where the taxpayer deems himself to have
been aggrieved by any unfair or incorrect assessment, he
has the right to appeal either {a) to the District Com-
missioners, or {b) to the Special Commissioners at Somerset
House.
As a matter of practical experience very few cases, com-

paratively speaking, reach either of the above Boards of

X 2
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Commissioners. The usual proceeding is for the tax-

payer to settle the case amicably, with what professional

assistance he may need, with the Surveyer of Taxes for

his District.

In those cases, however, where a satisfactory settle-

ment is not attained by these means, the taxpayer can
appeal to either of the Boards mentioned above. It is

conceivable that he may experience considerable difficulty

in deciding which is the better tribunal to appear before

on appeal. As has been already indicated, it is possible

that the District Commissioners may be friends or business

rivals of the appellant, and, in such case, he will doubtless
prefer to appeal direct to the Special Commissioners at

Somerset House. On the other hand, the District Com-
missioners, as practical business men, are often more
g^enerous and less bound by precedent when dealing with
such matters as " wear and tear," " bad debts," etc., than
the Special Commissioners, who sit in a strictly judicial

capacity. The author's personal experience is, however,
that, when the case is a good one, it is preferable to

appeal to the Special Commissioners.
Appeals are generally conducted on behalf of the tax-

payer by professional accountants, who must be members
of a recognized society. Under Section 16 of the Finance
Act, 1898, a barrister or solicitor may now also appear on
behalf of the appellant should the latter so desire.

The taxpayer must give ten days' notice in writing

to the Surveyor of his intention to appeal against his

assessment.

If, after appeal, the taxpayer is of opinion that the

decision of tlie Commissioners is erroneous in point of
laio he may, within twenty-one days, require them to

state a case in order that a decision may be obtained

from the High Court, whence, in the usual "way, the

matter may be taken to the Court of Appeal, and to the

House of Lords should it be so desired (Taxes Manage-
ment Act, 1880, sees. 10 and 59).

The decisions of the Commissioners iipon questions of

fact are final and conclusive, and no appeal can be made
therefrom to any higher tribunal. For example, should

the Commissioners decide that an allowance for wear and
tear of 5 per cent, upon the value of the Plant and
Machinery employed by the taxpayer is a fair one, under
the circumstances, no appeal against this allowance, on
the grounds of its inadequacy, will lie.
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The taxpayer, upon appeal, must produce accounts to

substantiate his contentions, and can be required to verify

them by oath, though he is seldom called upon to do so.

The Commissioners have also the power to put questions

in writing or viva voce to the appellant, and, should they
deem it necessary, to summon witnesses to be examined
on oath. It would appeai% however, that the taxpayer
cannot be compelled to produce his books {B. v. Cheio

and Others). The refusal to do so will, in most cases,

however, tell adversely against the chances of successful

appeal, and, in the author's opinion, the production of

books, where called for, is always a wise proceeding.

In the course of preparing and settling accounts with
the Surveyor of Taxes, or in conducting appeals before

the Commissioners, there are certain " allowances " and
" surcharges " which need some detailed consideration in

this place. As has already been indicated, the official list

of allowances and disallowances, as reproduced on page
301, needs some explanatory comment in order that the

student may not be misled by the somewhat cryptic

phraseology employed in the case of several of the items
enumerated.

In the Income Tax appeal case

—

Gresham Life Assur-
ance Society V. Styles—Lord Herschel said :

" Profits

are ascertained by setting against the Income earned the
cost of earning it." Again, Lord Halsbury said :

" The
profit was that which was earned after paying all expenses
necessary and incident to the earning of it " {Ashton Gas
Company v. Attorney-General). In view of these appar-
ently explicit statements, many of the decisions arrived at

in Income Tax cases as to what taxable profits consist of

are difficult of comprehension. The student of Income
Tax matters must always remember that, in many cases,

some of the charges and provisions which are considered,
in commercial circles, to be not only prudent but essential
prior to the ascertainment of true profits, are not recog-
nized in the same aspect by the law or by the Income Tax
authorities. Such charges are, therefore, disallowed, with
the result that many taxpayers pay tax upon a sum far

larger than the Income which they are entitled to consider
as legitimately earned.
The most fruitful source of disagreement, as between

the taxpayer and his surveyor, is probably that known
otticially as
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Wear and Tear

There is probably no item in the whole of his assess-

ment which causes the trader more heartburning and
annoyance than the totally inadequate allowances made
by the authorities under this heading. The large owner
and user of machinery and plant is undoubtedly burdened
with what amounts to an additional tax owing to the

inadequacy of these allowances.

During the first thirty-six years of the history of Income
Tax, no claims for wear and tear were recognized at all, and
it was only after strenuous efforts that Parliament was
induced to grant concessions upon the present meagre
lines {Inland Eevenue Act, 1878, sec. 12). Since this date

many efforts have been made in Parliament to obtain

more liberal treatment in this respect, and several me-
morials have been addressed to the Chancellor of the

Exchequer. These efforts have, however, in no case been
very encouraging, save perhaps that in May 1897, in reply

to a memorial by the Associated Chambers of Commerce,
the Chancellor of the Exchequer gave instructions that

the Surveyors of Taxes were to use their discretion in

making allowances for obsolete machinery. This in-

struction was a distinct concession, as allowances under
this head had hitherto been unobtainable.

In Accounting parlance the wastage which takes place

in the life of certain assets owing to use, is termed
" Depreciation." The student often confuses this term
with the designation " Wear and Tear," as employed in

Income Tax matters, and, as a consequence, is led into

much perplexity of mind. It is essential that it should

be clearly realized that these two terms are by no means
synonymous. The term " Depreciation " includes Wear
and Tear, of course, but it covers a much wider field,

embracing, as it does, the wastage caused by any fall in

market values which may not be, and frequently are not,

connected in any way with Wear and Tear. For example,

a machine may depreciate owing to the invention of a new
type which has rendered it obsolete and of comparatively

little value. The term " Wear and Tear," as understood

by the Income Tax authorities, does not recognize any
shrinkages in value of this nature, but regards them as

losses of capital.

The subject of the actual rates of depreciation allowed

by the Income Tax authorities is naturally one of great
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interest both to the taxpayer and to the student. It

presents, however, a matter of great difficulty from the

point of view of the author of a text-book, so widely

divergent is the practice ruling in different districts, and
even between individual Surveyors. The author has

noticed, however, that the average examinee is not

troubled by these divergencies of practice, but is usually

ready, often with considerable dogmatism, to affirm that

5 per cent, is the utmost rate whicla is ever allowed under

this heading. It would appear, moreover, that he is

encouraged in this belief by some of the text-books in

current use.

As a matter of fact, it is perhaps true that 5 per cent,

is the more usual rate for an allowance for Wear and
Tear, but, in the author's opinion, the examinee is un-

wise to be too emphatic upon the point, as it is a matter

of experience that other rates are also frequently allowed.

During the current year (1909), for example, the author has

been allowed, on behalf of clients, 5 per cent., Ih per cent.,

8 per cent, and 10 per cent, under varying circumstances.

The highest rate mentioned (10 per cent.) was granted on
two occasions by the Special Commissioners.
When answering an examination exercise, the terms of

which require the compilation of an Income Tax return,

the examinee will be wise, after arriving at the figure of

the average profits, to deduct, as a claim, depreciation at

the rate of 5 per cent., explaining thereafter that, under
certain circumstances, an appeal for a higher rate might
meet with success.

The student will be aware that the usual method of

dealing with the Plant Account in the preparation of a

Balance Sheet is as follows

—

Machinery and Plant Account—
£ s. d.

As per last Balance Sheet . 1,000

Additions during the year . 500

1,500

TjRss—
Depreciation at 10 per

cent. . . . 150
£1,350
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The Income Tax practice is, however, to allow, what-
ever rate of depreciation is conceded, upon the initial

balance only (i. e. £1,000 in the above illustration), no
depreciation being allowed on the additions made during

the year.

The depreciation rates allowable in the case of ships

appear to have caused great dissatisfaction in shipping

circles, judging by the number of contested cases on
record. The general rates allowed in these cases are

usually

—

Tank steamers . 7i per cent.^l „ ,

.

-r, . o" on the
Passenger steamers . b ,, j- • • u- i^ ° _

" Vdimmishmg value
Cargo steamers .0 ,, \ o P
c ,

I A from year to year.
oailmg vessels .4 ,, J

-^
-^

Efforts to obtain higher rates have been made by
the Peninsular and Oriental Steam Navigation Company
and other Companies without avail.

No depreciation allowances are made for any shrinkages

which may have occurred in the value of Buildings or

Land. Such wastage is regarded as loss of capital.

The following provisions, being an amelioration of the

previous rules in regard to depreciation allowances, appear

in the Finance Act of 1907.

1. No deduction for Wear and Tear shall be allowed in

any year if the deduction, when added to the deductions

allowed on that account to the person by whom the

concern is carried on, will make the aggregate amount of

the deductions exceed the actual cost to that person of

the machinery or plant (including in that actual cost any
expenditure in the nature of capital expenditure on the

machinery or plant by way of renewal, improvement or

reinstatement).

2. If in any year full effect cannot, by reason of

insufficiency of assessable profits, be given to the de-

duction allowed to be made for that year's Wear and Tear

of machinery and plant, the amount not deducted in that

year can be carried forward to the next year, and added

to that year's similar deduction, and so on in succeeding

years.

This latter concession is an important one, and in cases

w^here bad years are encountered frequently affords

welcome relief to the taxpayer. As an illustration of the

effect of the provision, the following example of an actual

case may be given.
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The profits of a certain undertaking were as follows—

£ s. d.

Assessment as agreed, 1906 . 1,682

„ 1907 . 1,720

£ 6-. d.

Profits as per ac-

counts for 1908 . 2,410

Add—
Various surcharges 750

3,160

Deduct—
Schedule (A) assess-

ment . . . 2,650
510

3)3,912

Average 1.304

Less—
Claim for Wear and Tear (allowed

on appeal) at 10 per cent, on

£18,000 ..... 1,800

Balance of Wear and Tear allow-

ance, not required, to be carried

forward to next year . . £496

Ordinary trade repairs are always allowed, provided

they do not exceed the usual expenditure under this

heading, based upon the average of the past three years.

The taxpayer can, if he so desires, surrender his claim

for Wear and Tear, and charge his accounts, in substitu-

tion therefor, with any

Replacements

he may have effected during the year. Many Surveyors

prefer this method, and indeed advise it, and, under some

circumstances, there can be no doubt that the alternative

is beneficial from the taxpayer's point of view, especially

in those trades where, owing to the nature of the raw

materials dealt with (acids, for example), the plant has

to undergo extensive replacement at frequent intervals.

As an illustration—a business employing gas as motive
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power substituted electric power at a cost of some £2,500.

An expert valuation was obtained, from which it appeared

that it would have cost £1,500 to have replaced the old

gas plant with a new plant of the same type. No claim

had been made for Wear and Tear, and, upon appeal, the

author was allowed a sum of £1,200 as representing the

cost of replacements, less any value there might be

attached to the old plant as " scrap."

Losses of Capital

Losses of this nature are not permissible as a chai-ge,

even in part, against the profits assessable for Income Tax.

It is quite impossible to define, within reasonable

limits, the meaning of a "capital loss" from the Income
Tax point of view. All that can be said is that, in a large

number of cases, the replacement out of profits of the

capital so lost would, in commercial circles, be considered

a matter of necessity, prior to the division of such profits

amongst the partners of a firm, or the shareholders of a

Limited Company, as the case may be.

A few examples may perhaps afford the best indication

of the line of demarcation adopted by the authorities in

dividing losses as between " Capital losses " and such

losses as are chargeable against taxable profits.

{a) A branch factory established by a Company proved

unsuccessful, and the loss sustained on the Fixtures,

Plant, etc., upon closing such branch was disallowed (as

a " Capital loss ") as a charge against the Company's
profits {Smith v. Westinglwuse Brake Company).

ip) A steamship Company underwrote a portion of the

value of one of their own steamers, placing the balance of

the risk elsewhere. Upon the wreck of the steamer, the

risk underwritten by the Company itself was disallowed

as a " Capital loss " (Inland Bevenue v. Western Steamship

Company).
(c) A Company upon removing to new works was dis-

allowed the cost of removal of the Stock and Plant

to the new premises [Granite Supply Association v. Kitton).

(d) A Company, owning nitrate grounds, sought to

make provision for the wastage occurring owing to the

exhaustion of the nitrate deposits, but the claim was
disallowed as a" Capital loss" (Alianza Compajiy v. Bell).

{e) A Company, having made an issue of Debentures,

charged the expenses of such issue (such as brokerage,

printing, advertising, etc.) against profits, but the charge
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was disallowed (Texas Land and MorUjagc Covipamj v

Holtham).
Voluntary Subscriptions,

even when disbursed solely for trade purposes, are not

always allowed {Bhymncij Iron Covipany v. Fowler).

Subscriptions, or "guarantees," towards a Trade Exhibi-

tion have, for instance, been disallowed. It is the practice

of most Surveyors, however, to allow such subscriptions

as are bond fide necessary for trade purposes. Charitable

subscriptions, as such, are not allowed as deductions.

Contributions to a hospital where the taxpayer's em-
ployees are treated are, however, generally allowed.

Preliminary Expenses

The "Preliminary Expenses" incurred upon the forma-

tion of a Limited Company are, as the student is aware,

usually held in suspense, and are charged in instalments

against the profits of several years. No charge of this

nature is allowed for Income Tax purposes, the item being

regarded as capital expenditure incurred in creating the

Company. If, however, the amount charged contains

any items such as the cost of the Company's books of

account, or the seal of the Company, such items will, as a

rule, be allowed.

Annuities

Annuities payable out of the profits of a business—to

the widow of a deceased partner, for example—are not

chargeable against the profits for Income Tax purposes.

The tax may, however, be deducted prior to the payment
of the annuity, and, in this way, the business would be

recouped. This practice furnishes us with yet another
example of the underlying principle that all tax is

collected at its source, whenever possible.

Interest

Annual Interest is not allowed as a charge against profits

no matter what the guise in which it may appear. Interest

on partners' Capital, Interest on Loans and Mortgages,
or indeed each and every form of interest is surcharged.
As in the case of the annuities dealt with above, the right

of recoupment of the tax exists in connection with all

interest payments, and the practice of the collection of

the tax at its source is again exemplified {Revell v.

Edinhurgh Life Lisurance Company; Blake v. Imperial
Brazilian Bailway Company, etc.).

There would appear to be an exception to this rule iu
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the case of " Short Loans " advanced by Bankers where

money is lent to customers for a specified time. As such

interest is not " yearly interest," but accrues and is pay-

able as and when the loan becomes repayable, it does not

come within the section {Goslings & Sharps v. Blake).

The Surveyors of Taxes also make an exception with

regard to " Bankers' Interest," recognizing the almost

universal practice of Bankers with regard to intei^est on

overdrafts, etc., which is that such interest is charged

gross in the customer's pass book, the taxpayer having,

therefore, no opportunity of deducting the tax, is allowed

to charge such interest against his trading profits for

Income Tax purposes.

On the other hand, when interest is received from

Bankers upon deposit accounts, such interest is usually

credited gj'oss, and must, therefore, be brought into

account by the taxpayer. Colonial and Foreign Banks,

with branches in this country, however, usually form an

exception to this rule, and pay such interest less tax.

When loans are advanced on mortgage or other security

for fixed j^eriods by a Bank, the interest upon such loans

is charged less tax in the usual way.

The underlying principle of taxing all Income at its

source apphes, perhaps, with more force to interest than

to any other class of Income, as it is usually more easily

traced. The student will note that all interest of money
is taxable as such, and that it is therefore quite possible

for a Company (or trader) to make a trading loss, and yet

to be obliged to pay tax upon the return from any invest-

ments held {Clerical, Medical and General Life Assurance

Society v. Carter; Eevell v. Edinburgh Life Lisurance

Company).
In making payments of interest the taxpayer is always

entitled (under Section 40 of the 1853 Act) to deduct

Income Tax therefrom, and is therefore recouped in such

cases {Morse v. Salt).

Bad Debts

Debts known to be " bad," and actually written off as

such on the taxpayer's books, are allowed as a charge

against taxable profits. The student will remember that,

in addition to writing off actual bad debts, it is customary

to provide a reserve for " Bad and Doubtful Debts " based

upon a percentage of the total outstanding debts at the

close of the trading period. It is not usual for such a
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reserve to be allowed in accounts passed for Income Tax
purposes.

The average examinee is wont to schedule this item as

another charge which is never allowed. The author,

during the current year, was successful on two occasions

in obtaining such an allowance, once on appeal before the

District Commissioners, and again from a Surveyor of

Taxes. The circumstances in these cases may have
been somewhat unusual, and the matter is only men-
tioned here as a further illustration of the unwisdom of

dogmatizing upon questions of Income Tax practice, as so

many examination candidates are in the habit of doing.

Bad debts incurred owing to the loss of moneys loaned

to the customers of an undertaking in accordance with

trade custom (in the case of Breweries, for example) are

allowed as a deduction against trading profits. Such losses

are not deemed to be losses of capital (Eeid's Brewery v.

Male).

Speculations

Profits or losses made in connection with speculations

outside the business of the taxpayer may not be brought
into account.

The rule appears to be that, if the taxpayer does not

speculate " habitually," he escapes the payment of tax

upon any profit he may make. It is difficult, however,
to obtain any off^icial definition of the word "habitually"

—one Surveyor informing the author that " anything in

excess of five or six speculations a year would be subject

to tax."

On the other hand, persons vvho are professional

speculators are liable to tax. For example, a bookmaker
who sought to evade tax on the ground that his calling

was not a "business," was held liable on the ground that

he was at any rate engaged in a " vocation '' (Partridge

ct Hancox v. Mallandainc).

Premiums on the Issue of New Shares

are held to be a " capital '' profit, and are therefore not

taxable.

Voluntary Gifts

are not liable to tax. If, for example, a father allows his

son an Annual Income, such Income is not taxable.

Depreciation on Lease

The annual wastage in the value of a leasehold is held
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to be a "Capital" loss. In cases, therefore, where a

"premium" has been paid for a lease, the annual in-

stalment of such premium, as charged in the ordinary

course against the profits of the year, is disallowed. The
taxpayer has, however, the right of claiming, as a

deduction, his net assessment under Schedule (A) for

such property, and, in some cases, this concession more
than compensates for the surcharge of the instalment of

the premium [Wainey y. Musgrave ; Gilliatt & WatU\.
Colqulioun).

Income Tax

is not allowed as a charge against profits, and must be

added to the trading profits when making a return under
Schedule (D). The tax so paid is not an " expense

"

incurred in earning the Income, and is officially regarded
as that proportion of the ascertained profits which is due
to the Crown, and so, from the Inland Eevenue point of

view, it is an apportionment of profits, and not a charge
against them.

Partners' Salaries

are not allowed as deductions. It will be obvious that,

if allowances of this nature were made, much abuse of

the concession would probably arise. From the Crown
point of view, therefore, salaries paid to partners are

regarded as an appropriation of profits.

After what has been said above, it will, perhaps, be

almost unnecessary to state that no deductions are

allowable for : Sinking Funds for the Redemption of

Debentures {Imperial Brazilian Baihuay), Commissions
paid for placing Shares (Texas Land and Mortgage Com-
jxmy, Ltd.), Instalments written off the Life of Patents,

Instalments written off the Cost of sinking Pit Shafts

(Coltness Iron Company), and Amounts written off

Goodwill.

Losses by Embezzlement

were always formerly disallowed, but the practice has
been modified, and if the defalcations arise in the

ordinary conduct of the business concerned, such losses

are now generally allowed as deductions.

Trade Charges

In preparing accounts for Income Tax purposes it is

always inadvisable to include too many items of ex-

penditure under this heading, as the average Surveyor of
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Taxes always seems to suspect this designation as the

hiding-place of questionable items. As far as possible a

full analysis of expenditure should be set out.

Dividends

When deducting Income Tax from interest, dividends,

etc., the rate (where there has been a change of tax

during the period covered by such interest or dividend)

is to be calculated as follows

—

A. On Dividends and Interest from Pubhc Funds,

Foreign Loans, or Foreign and Colonial Companies,

Oflicial Salaries, and Pensions. Interest and Annuities

paid by Municipal Corporations or Local Authorities to

additions on Eates, at the rate in force at the date of

payment.
B. Mortgage Interest or other Interest, Ground Eents,

Interest or Annuities payable out of Profits, Dividends

from Public Companies, at the rates in force clurimj the

period in tvhich they have been accruing.

(Board of Inland Eevenue Order, May 1893.)

Companies deducting tax when paying dividends

usually issue a printed form certifying that such tax has

Ijeen deducted, and stating the amount so deducted.

This procedure is followed in order that the amounts paid

may be deducted or reclaimed by means of recoupments

of the tax paid on such interest or dividends. Holders

of Inscribed Stocks need no such certificates.

When making claims for rebate the " counterparts " of

the dividend and interest warrants must be produced

for the inspection of the Surveyor of Taxes.

Partners

In cases where persons carry on business in partner-

ship a return for Income Tax purposes must be made
showing the profits of the firm liable to pay the tax.

Failing any request for the adjustment of the assessment

(see below), a claim for tax upon the full amoimt of the

profits as shown in the return will be made upon the

firm. The right of partners to be separately assessed has

been withdrawn by section 30 of the Finance Act, 1907.

There still remains, however, the right to be separately

treated ; for in cases where the Incomes of any of the

partners, including their shares of the firm's assessable

profits, are under £700 per annum, such i)artners may
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claim that the members of the lirm shall be relieved to

the extent of such abatement as they are entitled to

under the Acts, and they will thus be able to obtain the

benefit of any exemption, abatement, or allowance to

which they may, as individuals, be entitled. This request
must be signified on a further section of the official form
provided for the purpose.

For example, it' the net assessable profits of a firm con-
sisting of two partners amount to £630 for a given year,

and profits are shared, as between partner A and partner

B, in proportion of two-thirds to the former and one-

third to the latter, A and B can claim to be dealt with
as under, assuming that they have no other source of

income

—

Partner A Partner B
Share of above assessment . £420 £210
Less abatement . . . £150 £160

Net assessment £270 £50

Failing A and B so requesting to be dealt with, the firm

would have to pay tax on the full £630.

Apportionment of Income Tax as between Partners

When a firm is assessed on its profits, and the indi-

vidual partners do not prefer claims either for exemption
or abatement of any description, the amount paid to the

Inland Eevenue authorities is applicable to all the part-

ners of the firm 2^'>'o rata according as they share profits,

and it can consequently be debited in the firm's Profit

and Loss Account in the ordinary way without any
partner suffering injustice.

"When, however, a partner puts forward a claim

upon personal grounds for any abatement or deduction,

or claims total exemption, it is only just that he shall not,

through the medium of the firm's Profit and Loss Account,
be charged with more than his fair share of the firm's

Income Tax payment.
In such cases it becomes needful to adjust matters by

crediting the individual partner with an allowance repre-

senting the sum to which his share of profits has been
subjected to Income Tax charge in excess of its proper
amount.
A case of this description is illustrated by the following

example—
A firm consisting of two partners makes profits assess-

able to Income Tax of £1,000 in a given year. Of these
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profits Partner A takes £800, and partner B £200. By
reason of partner B preferring a claim to an abatement of

£160 from the firm's return on the ground that his per-

sonal Income is not over £400 per annum, the assess-

ment is reduced to £840, and £31 10s. tax (at 9t/. in the

£) is paid thereon.

If this £31 10s. is debited to the firm's Profit and Loss

Account in the ordinary way, and profits are divided as to

four-fifths to Partner A and one-fifth to Partner B, the

latter bears, as a deduction from his share, tax to the

extent of one-fifth of £31 10s., viz. £6 6s. On the other

hand, his Income for Income Tax purposes is really only

£40 (£200 less £160), and the benefit of the £160 abate-

ment is ascribable and due to him.

If tax on the abatement of £160 {i.e. £6) be credited to

partner B's Drawing Account, and debited to the Income
Tax Account, in the firm's Ledger (raising it to £37 10s.),

Partner B will subsequently bear, as a deduction from his

share of the firm's profits, one-fifth of £37 10s., viz. £7 10s.

If this debit of £7 10s. be compared with the £6 allowance

placed to his credit, it will be seen that Partner B, in

effect, pays £1 10s. in the shape of tax, which represents

'del. in the £ on the £40 assessable portion of his Income.

Partner A, on the other hand, bears four-fifths of (£31 10s.

-H £6 = £37 10s.), i.e. £30, which again is M. in the £
on his share of the profits (£800).

Two examples are subjoined indicating the general

lines upon which returns for Income Tax purposes

should be constructed. In preparing such figures, how-
ever, in actual practice, it must always be borne in mind
that a certain amount of diversity of practice exists among
Surveyors, and that due allowance for this factor must
always be made, and, to this extent, therefore, it is

impossible to lay down any hard-and-fast rules for the

preparation of a form of return which will meet the

needs of all cases.

Example 1.—A. B. is a sub-manager employed by a firm of manu-
facturers. His salary for the years 1906, 1907, and 1908 has been

£400, £420, and £440 respectively. He possesses £2,000 2i per cent.

Consols, and lie has earned in 190G £24, in 1907 £15, in 1908 £32 re-

spectively by writing articles for a trade journal. His wife possesses

£500 Grand Trunk Pacific Railway 3 per cent. Bonds, and £200 Natal
Government 3i per cent. Stock. His life is insured for £1,000 with

the (juardian Assurance Company, Ltd., the annual premium amount-
ing to £31 lOi'. Income Tax being taken at 9c/. in the £ on earned
income and on Is. 2d. in the £ on unearned income, prepare A.B. 's

return for the year 1909/10.

y
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Solution to Example 1.

A.B.'srcturn for Income Tax purposes for the year 1909-1910 will

be as follows

—

Unearned
Income.

£ s. d.

Earned
Income.

jC s. d.

A. B.'s Income :

—

Average salari,-, 1906, 1907, 190S
Avorage earnings bv writing articles

Dividends on Consols (£2,000)

Wife's Income :

—

Interest on Grand Trunk Pacific Railway
Bonds (£500)

Interest on Natal Government 3i ))er cent.

Stock (±'2oO)
'.

Deduct abatement on Joint Income, £515 16s. id.

(i.e. £443 16s. id. plus £72)

Deduct allowance to be claimed for Life Insurance
Premium

50
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The Surveyor of Taxes, with wlioin interviews have taken place,

will oril}' allow the following sums for Reserve against Bad and
Doubtful Debts in lieu of those set out in item No. 4

—

viz. 1906, £50 ; 1907, £50 ; 1908, £100.

He also declines to allow more than £80 jjer aimum for depreciation

of Machinery and Plant instead of the amounts set out in item No.
7. Neither partner possesses any outside Income. Profits are

shared as to two-thirds to X and as to one-third to Y. Y pays a

Life Insurance Premium amounting to £60 per annum.
Prepare accounts showing the amounts upon which the partners

are liable for Income Tax for the year 1909 to 1910.

Solution to Example 2.

Profits as per Profit anil Loss Accounts

Add—
Items disallowed ;

Interest on Cai'ltal

Partner's salary
Charitable donatio], s

Excess Reserve for Bad and Doubtful Debts
Income Tax paid
Depreciation of Lease
Depreciation of Macliincry and Plant (see allowance
below)

Deduct :— Per
Annual allowancr for depreciation of annum.
Machinery and Plant £80

Schedule (A) assessment on premists £1,200

Annual Profits as adjusted jE3,585

1906.

£

4,000

400
100
10
25

125
120

4,865

1907.

£

4,3u0

400
100
15
70

161

125

1,280

^£3,981

1908.

£

4,100

400
100
25
100
272
l^iO

5,227

1,280

£3,947

Profits as above, 1906 . 3,585
1907 . 3,981
1908 . 3,947

3)11,513

Average annual profits . £3,837 13i'. 4d.

Manner in which the Partners are treated

—

Partiier X. Parlaa- Y.
£ s. d.

Two-thirds of£3,83713«.4rf. = 2,558 8 10 One-thiixl of £3,837 13s. id.=
Deduct Life Assurance allow-

ance, £(10 per annum

Net 2,558 8 10 Net

The firm will tlius pay tax upon £3,777 13s. 4d. {i. e. £2,558 8.s-. \M.
plus £1,219 4s. M.).

Y 2
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EXAMPLES.
17a.

1. Enumerate the five " schedules " under which Income Tax is

payable, and explain the classes of income to which they relate.

2. Wliat is meant by taxing income '" at its source" ?

3. A market gardener is assessed for Income Tax purposes upon
the profits arising out of the land he holds under Schedule (B). Can
he claim to be assessed in any other way ?

4. Explain what is known as " Property Tax "
; how is this tax

collected "at its source"? What provisions exist for the recoup-
ment of the amount paid by the person paying this tax from the
party who should bear it ?

5. A person whose income is below £160 a year derives all his

income from interest upon investments, from which tax has been de-

ducted prior to payment to him. What remedy has he in this case ?

6. What Income Tax allowances are made in respect of life

assurance premiums paid by a tax-payer, and within what limits

are these allowances granted ?

17a

1. What "abatements" are granted, in the case of Income Tax
assessments, to persons whose income is below £700 per annum ?

2. In preparing accounts for assessment under Schedule (D),

enumerate five forms of expense, ordinarily charged in the Profit

and Loss Account of a business, which the Income Tax surveyor
would disallow as a charge against profits for Income Tax purposes.

3. What provisions exist as regards "differentiation" between
earned and unearned income ?

4. To what extent, and in what circumstances, can the assess-

ment made upon a person under Schedule (A) be deducted by him
from liis profits in preparing a return of the latter for assessment
under Schedule (D) ?

5. What rights of appeal are possessed by a taxpayer who deems
his assessment to be excessive ?

6. Explain the provisions of the Income Tax law as regards the
income of a married woman living with her husband.

17o.

From the following particulars prepare A. B. 's return for Income
Tax purposes for the Government year ending April 5, 1910

—

^War?/.—1906, £200; 1907, £210 ; 1908, £220.
Wife's Inco'inc.—The interest upon £1,000 2J per cent. Consols,*

and £1,000 Canadian Pacific Railway 4 per cent. Debenture Stock.*
Life Assurance on A. B.'s life.—Annual premium, £15 6s. 9rf.

Income from A. B.'s oivn Investments.—The income from 200 6 per
cent. £1 preference shares in the Hampton Paper Mills, Ltd.* (paid
half-yearly), from 500 £1 ordinary shares in the Southchurch Cycle
Co., Ltd. (which latter have paid no dividend for four years), and
from £100 Japanese Government 4i per cent. Sterling Loan* (paid
half-yearly).

* Income Tax is deducted by the agents effecting payment of the
periodical interest or dividends upon these securities. Tax is to be
taken as being Is. iifZ. in tlie £ on unearned income and 9«^. in the £
on earned income.
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17d.

From the following particulars prepare the return for assessment
under Schedule (D) of Messrs. Brown, Kii)g'& Co. for the Government
year ending April 5, 1910—

Net Profits as per Profit and Loss Accounts.

1906. 1907. 1908.

Profit £2,615 Profit £824 Profit £1,112

The following items have been charged as " losses " before
arriving at the above profits

—

Partners' Salaries

Interest on Partners' Capital
Income Tax paid
Depreciation of Plant
Improvements of Premises
Provision for Bad and Doubtful Debts

Kot('.—(\) The firm owns its own premises, which are assessed for

Property Tax umier Schedule (A) at £500 per annum net. (2) The
surveyor of taxes is willing to allow £85 per annum for depreciation
of plant in lieu of the amount stated above. (3) The surveyor
declines to allow any provision for Bad or Doubtful Debts.

Answers.

—

17c. A. B. must pay tax at 9(/. in the £ on £34 1.3s. 3r7. earned
income, the tax on £81 10s. Qd. unearned income having already
been paid by deduction at Is. 2cl. in the £.

17d. Assessable profit, £1,987.

1906.



CHAPTER XVIII

SELF-BALANCING LEDGERS

In the case of a small business a single Ledger fre-

quently suffices to contain all the Ledger accounts necessary

for a correct system of Double Entry book-keeping, and
this Ledger, coupled with the Cash Book, provides the

necessary material for the construction of a Trial Balance
in the ordinary way. If this Trial Balance be correctly

compiled, and the book-keeping itself has been accurately

accomplished, the two sides of the Trial Balance should,

as has already been explained, equal one another in

amount, i. e. they should " agree."

As soon, however, as a business grows in size and the

transactions needing record multiply in number, some
subdivision of the Ledger becomes necessary ; otherwise

the volume of the entries which require to be posted will

eventually exceed the accommodation available within

the limits of a single book.
The usual subdivisions of the Ledger which are most

commonly employed in a commercial house of some
importance have already been described on page 34.

One or more Bought and Sold Ledgers may be kept,

according to the requirements of the particular under-

taking ; and such separate Bought and Sold Ledgers may
be devised so as to contain the personal accounts of

creditors and debtors according to a given alphabetical

or geographical division, or they may be collocated in any
other convenient way.

Whatever the number of Ledgers employed, the

balances contained in them, plus the balances of the

cash in hand, and at the bank, if marshalled in the form
of a Trial Balance, should result in an exact " agreement

"

between the total debit balances and the total credit

balances. To this extent and in this manner only can
the accuracy of the Ledgers be proved.

Whether under such circumstances the Ledgers em-

326
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ployed be few or many, a single mistake in any one of

them will prevent the " agreement " of the Trial Balance
prepared from them all, but the Ledger-keepers will, in

such an eventuality, have no indication of the nature or

the whereabouts of the error. They will only know that

a difference exists somewhere in the books. In such a case

it may become necessary to search through every Ledger
until the difference is found—a task which is at once dis-

heartening to the Ledger-keepers, because of its magnitude
and the uncertainty of any successful result, and wasteful

from an employer's point of view, because of the immense
amount of labour which is frequently involved.

By means of a system of "Adjustment Accounts,"
which it is the purpose of this present chapter to explain,

a mistake occurring in any particular Ledger out of a set

of Ledgers can be definitely located as existing in that

particular Ledger at the time of preparing the Trial

Balance. Under these circumstances, therefore, it is

necessary to check only such portion of the work as

relates to that particular Ledger in which a " differ-

ence " has revealed itself in order to discover where this

"difference" exists, and the annoying waste of labour

involved in checking and re-checking those Ledgers which
have been correctly posted is thereby avoided.

Incidentally, an " Adjustment Account " furnishes

useful information as to the total balances appearing in

a Ledger [e. g. the total amount owing by the Debtors
whose accounts are kept in any particular Ledger), and
enables the rise and fall in such totals to be periodically

compared.
Most of the Ledgers to be found in a modern counting-

house, except, perhaps, the " General Ledger,'' are confined

to accounts of a similar nature, e. g. the Sold Ledger is

usually reserved entirely for the personal accounts of

the Debtors of the undertaking, while the Bought Ledger
contains nothing except the Creditors' personal accounts,

and so on.

Assuming, for a moment, that a given Debtors Ledger
contains nothing except Debtors' accounts and debit

balances throughout a specified period, it is possible, by
the collection and analysis of certain information, to

prepare an account or statement showing at any given
date the total debit balances standing in that particular

Ledger. Such an account is termed an " Adjustment
Account

"
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The manner in which an Adjustment Account can be

prepared is indicated in the following explanation—

In the case of a Debtors Ledger the transactions

recorded will consist of

—

1. Debits to the Sundry Debtors' accounts for goods

sold to them.

2. Credits appearing in the Sundry Debtors' accounts

for

—

(a) Cash received.

{h) Bills received.

[c) Discounts allowed.

[d) Eeturns Inwards.

\e) Allowances and other credits (if any).

If, to the total of the Debtors' balances appearing in the

Ledger at the commencement of the period under review,

there be added the total debit entries for the period (1),

and if from this total there be deducted the total of the

credit entries for the period (2 {a), (b), (c), (d), (e)), the

remainder must necessarily represent the total of the

debit balances appearing in the Ledger at the close of the

period.

An account or statement prepared upon these lines will

be in fact a " total " or summarized account for the

Debtors Ledger, containing, in condensed form, every

transaction which appears in the Debtors Ledger in

detail, and showing a balance which equals the total of

the balances of the separate Debtors' personal accounts

appearing on the Ledger. In other words, it is a
" summary" account for the Debtors Ledger.

Every item posted during the given period to every

Debtors' account in the Ledger in detail appears also in

the Adjustment Account prepared for that Ledger, as a

part of one or other of the totals comprising the account.

If, therefore, into an ordinary Debtors Ledger posted

in the usual way there be interpolated an Adjustment

Account prepared for that particular Ledger, and having

its sides reversed (^. e. an Adjustment Account in which
everything appears on the opposite side to which it ap-

pears in the individual Debtors' accounts) the result is

that every ordinary entry in the Ledger is compensated

for by an entry (in total) in the Adjustment Account.

The effect of this compensation is that if a Trial Balance

of the Ledger be extracted (including, of course, the

balance of the Adjustment Account) both sides of the
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Trial Balance must equal one another ; the Ledger has
thus beconae "self-balancing." If the Trial Balance of

the Ledger in question fails to " agree " it indicates that

an error has been made somewhere in that particular

Ledger. An Adjustment Account for the purpose of

rendering a Creditors Ledger self-balancing can be

prepared on precisely identical principles.

The student should be able to understand readily that

the insertion, in each of a number of Ledgers, of an
Adjustment Account relating to that particular Ledger,

is of great convenience in book-keeping. If upon the

extraction of a Trial Balance from a Ledger its two sides

equal one another, the Ledger may be assumed to have
been correctly posted, and the opposite inference naturally

arises if disagreement occurs. When Adjustment Ac-

counts are employed it no longer becomes a question

of tedious search in order to discover which out of a

number of Ledgers contains an error, since the location

of the error reveals itself clearly, by the mere fact that

the two sides of the Trial Balance of that particular

Ledger fail to agree.

An example of an Adjustment Account prepared for a
" Sold " Ledger {i. e. a Debtors Ledger) is on p. 330.

This account is constructed as it would appear in ordinary

use. The postings appearing in it on either side consist

of totals extracted from the books of original entry,

and the starting balance was obtained from the pre-

vious Trial Balance of the Debtors Ledger. A detailed

explanation of the manner in which the account is

prepared and its constituent elements arrived at may
more conveniently be postponed until the principles

involved have been completely set forth.

If an Adjustment Account be interpolated in a Debtors
Ledger in the manner already shown, solely for the

purpose of facilitating the balancing of that particular

Ledger, the book-keeping, which, without such Adjust-

ment Account, was book-keeping by " double entry,"

would be more correctly described as having assumed the

shape of the "triple entry " variety, if such a term can
be permitted. In other words, every transaction would
appear once on the debit (or credit) side of the Debtors
Ledger, and once on the opposite side in some other

Ledger in the ordinary manner, and once again (included

with numerous other items in a total) in the Adjustment
Account. The obvious advantage of rendering the Debtors
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Ledger "self-balancing" would have been gained by
inserting an Adjustment x\ccount in it ; but there would
not have been provided, anywhere in the system of book-
keeping, compensating contra entries for the postings
appearing in the Adjustment Account. The result of this
condition of things would be that the " agreement " of the
combined Trial Balance of all the Ledgers would have
been destroyed.

Sjxcimen Adjiistment Account kept in Sold (Debtors)
Ledger—
GENERAL LEDGER ADJUSTMENT ACCOUNT

Dr. for the year ended June 30, 1909 Cr.

1909.

June 30 To Total Cash re-

ceived from
Debtors for the
}ialf-year

,, Total Dis-
counts aliowed
to Debtors for
the half-vear...

,, Total Goods
returned by
Debtorsduriug
tlie half-year...

„ Total Bills

Receivable re-

ceived from
Debtorsduring
the half-year..

„ Balance carried
forward, being
Total Debtors'
Balances at
the close ofthe
half-year

35,71(5

16,295

23,386

75,954 12 3

1909.

Jan. 1

June 30

Hy Total Debtors'
Balances at
Ihis date

,, Sales for the
half-year

1000.

July 1 By Balance
brought for-

ward

10,93214

65,02117

75,954.12 3

23,386

It is eminently desirable that, even in the construction

of Adjustment Accounts, the cardinal principle of double
entry, viz. that every debit entry requires to be compen-
sated by a credit entry, shall be rigidly adhered to. In
order to carry this principle into effect it becomes necessary
therefore to open in one Ledger or other, an account
duplicating the postings made in the Adjustment Account,
but recording them on opposite sides to those upon which
they appear in the Adjustment Account. By opening an
account of this nature the " agreement " (i. e. the appear-
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ance of equal balances on both sides) of the combined

Trial Balance of all the Ledgers is restored, and the

book-keeping becomes, so to speak, a " quadruple entry
"

system. The " contra " Adjustment Account relative to

the " Adjustment Account " illustrated above is appended

as an illustration.

Specimen " Contra " Adjustment Account for a Debtors

Ledger, as kept in the ''Private" or " General" Ledger—

DEBTORS LEDGER ADJUSTMENT ACCOUNT
Dr Cr.

1909.

Jan. 1

June 30

To Total Debtors'
Balances as at

this (late

,, Sales for the
half-year

1900.

July 1

By Total Cash
received from
Debtors for the

half-year

„ Total Dis-
counts allowed

to Debtors for

the half-year ..

,, Total Goods
returned by
Debtors during
the half-year...

,, Total Bills

Receivable re-

ceived from
Debtors during
the half-year...

Balance car-

ried down,
being Total
Debtors' Bal-

ances at the
close of the
half-year

». d

35,716

194

362

16,295

23,386

'5,954 12 3

Note.—This account should be read in conjunction with the Adjustment Account

on p. 330, of which it is, in all respects, the converse.

This second Adjustment Account, which may, perhaps,

for the sake of convenience, be termed the " contra
''

Adjustment Account, is usually inserted in the " Nominal,"

"General," or "Private" Ledger (whichever term is

used to designate the Ledger containing accounts other

than those of Debtors and Creditors), and its inclusion

therein has other notable uses beyond the useful effect of

causing the combined Trial Balance of all the Ledgers to

agree.

The Adjustment Account first referred to in connec-
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tion with the Debtors Ledger (viz. that which is inserted

at the end of the Debtors Ledger in the form of a

summary of the Debtors Ledger with the sides reversed)

has the effect of causing the Trial Balance of the Debtors
Ledger to agree exactly, and it derives this property from
the fact that its balance exactly equals the total of the

Debtors balances outstanding at the date of balancing.

It shows this balance however on the wrong side of the

Ledger for a Debtors' account from the book-keeper's
point of view, i. e. on the credit side.

The "contra" Adjustment Account in the "Private''

or " General " Ledger, however, contains the same total

as the Adjustment Account in the Debtors Ledger, but
the balance of the former account appears on the opposite

side to that upon which the balance of the latter shows
itself, viz. the debit side. The balance of the " contra

"

Adjustment Account in the "Private" or "General"
Ledger thus shows in one total the combined balance of

the Debtors' accounts appearing in the Debtors Ledger,
and it reveals this balance as a debit one. In other words,

the "contra" Adjustment Account in the "General
Ledger" shows at any time the total owing to the firm

by the various Debtors whose accounts appear in the

particular Ledger to which the Adjustment Account
relates, and it shows this balance on the correct side for

a Debtors' account from a book-keeper's point of view,

i. e on the debit side.

If similar " contra " Adjustment Accounts are created

in the General Ledger for all the Debtors Ledgers, and
also for all the Creditors Ledgers (for, needless to say,

Adjustment Accounts can be designed for any type of

Ledger upon similar principles to those previously

explained as applicable to Debtors Ledgers), and, in

addition, for all other Ledgers of whatsoever kind they
may be, the result is that the General Ledger contains, in

a condensed form, a statement of the whole of the firm's

financial position, and permits a Trial Balance to be

easily and expeditiously made without the necessity of

laboriously extracting the individual balances of all the

Debtors' and Creditors' personal accounts.

The General Ledger also becomes self-balancing, subject

to the inclusion of the Cash Book balance, i. e. a Trial

balance of the General Ledger should, if the Cash
balance be brought into account, show debit and credit

totals which equal one another.
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The value and convenience of these facihties is obviously

very great in the case of businesses where the Debtors
and Creditors Ledgers are numerous and contain much
detail, and where, but for this system of Adjustment
Accounts, any preparation of financial statements would
have to be postponed until the combined Trial Balance of

all the Ledgers had been made to agree.

In actual practice an Adjustment Account, as kept in

a Debtors Ledger, is not styled the Adjustment Account
for that Ledger, but is styled the Adjustment Account for

the Ledger in which the "contra" Adjustment Account
appears. An Adjustment Account kept in a Debtors
Ledger, and corresponding to a "contra" Adjustment
Account in the General Ledger, will thus usually be

called the " General Ledger Adjustment Account "
; upon

similar principles the relative "contra" Adjustment
Account, as kept in the General Ledger, would usually

be called the " Debtors Ledger Adjustment Account,"

or the " Sold Ledger Adjustment Account," as the case

might be.

In the foregoing remarks it has been assumed that

a "Debtors" Ledger contains nothing except "debit"
balances ; and as an aid to the explanation of the theory

of self-balancing Ledgers this assumption is a useful one.

In practice, however, the " Debtors " Ledgers occa-

sionally contain a few small credit balances arising out

of the fact that goods have been returned, or allowances

made, or from other small matters of this nature. Where
items of this kind exist, the relative Adjustment Account

in the "Debtors" Ledger and the "contra" Adjust-

ment Account in the " General " Ledger show the net

balance of the Debtors Ledger, i. e. the difference between

the total of the Debtors' balances (which will be large)

and the total of the few occasional credit balances (v/hich

will usually be insignificant). The fact that a "contra"
Adjustment Account kept in the General Ledger for any
other Ledger shows a " net " balance for the Ledger to

which it relates, must be borne in mind when using the

Trial Balance of the General Ledger as an approximate

Balance Sheet or statement of the financial position ;
if

the few credit balances appearing in a "Debtors"
Ledger, or the few debit balances appearing in a
" Creditors " Ledger (for the latter may arise out of

circumstances the converse of those enumerated above),

amount to a substantial sum, the Trial Balance of the
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General Ledger is not a completely satisfactory index to

the financial position in all its details.

It has already been mentioned that Adjustment
Accounts are prepared for Creditors Ledgers as well as

for Debtors Ledgers. An Adjustment Account prepared
for use in a Trade Creditors Ledger will usually contain
the following items

—

First, on the debit side of the Adjustment Account in

the Creditors Ledger and on the credit side of the corre-

sponding "contra" Adjustment Account in the General
Ledger

—

1. The total Creditors' balances (or the difference

between the total Creditors' balances and the

few debit balances appearing in the Creditors

Ledger) at the commencement of the period

covered by the Adjustment Account.
2. The total purchases made from Creditors for the

period.

3. Any other transactions appearing to the credit of

various persons' accounts in the Creditors

Ledger, and any transfers to accounts in other

Ledgers.

Second, on the credit side of the Adjustment Account
in the Creditors Ledger, and on the debit side of the

corresponding "contra" Adjustment Account in the

General Ledger

—

1. The total of the payments to Creditors for the

given period.

2. The total of the discount allowed by Creditors for

the given period.

3. The total of the Bills Payable given to Creditors

for the given period.

4. The total of the goods returned to Creditors over
the given period.

5. Any other transactions appearing to the debit

of various persons' accounts in the Creditors

Ledger, and any transfers to accounts in other

Ledgers.

The balance of such Adjustment Account shows the

total due to the Creditors at the close of the period under
review, or, if there be any debit balances appearing in the

Creditors Ledger, the "net balance" of that Ledger.
In the case of an Adjustment Account for a Debtors
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Ledger, amounts written off to the Bad Debts Account at

the end of the year require to be passed through the

Adjustment Account, in common with, all other entries

affecting the Ledger.

Forms of an Adjustment Account prepared for inser-

tion in a Creditors Ledger and the relative "contra"
Adjustment Account which would appear in the General
Ledger are appended.

Adjustment Account as kept in a Creditors {Bought)

Ledger—
"GENERAL LEDGER" ADJUSTMENT ACCOUNT

Dr. Cr.

1909.
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Both the Adjustment Account in the Personal Ledger
and the corresponding " contra " Adjustment Account in

the General Ledger must start with the total balances

(or, alternatively, the difference between the total debit

balances and the total credit balances) appearing on the

Ledger at the commencement of a given period. These
details are obtained from the Trial Balance of the Ledger
extracted at the commencement of the period, and the

requisite entry is made direct in the Adjustment Account
and "contra" Adjustment Account, on one side of the

one account, and on the opposite side of the other.

Where there is more than one Bought (Creditors) and
one Sold (Debtors) Ledger in use, and Adjustment
Accounts are kept for each Ledger, it is desirable to keep

separate Purchases Journals and Sales Journals for each

Bought and Sold Ledger. The total purchases or sales

shown by each separate Purchases and Sales Journal

are, of course, posted to the "Purchases" and "Sales"
accounts in the ordinary way, and the fact that separate

books are kept is useful mainly for the purposes of the

Adjustment Accounts. Each Purchases Journal and
each Sales Journal contains the purchases and sales

relative to its respective Ledger, and these totals are

required for insertion in due course in the Adjustment
and "contra" Adjustment Accounts.

The total amount of the purchases shown by each

separate Purchases Journal is posted to the debit of the

Adjustment Account created in the Bought Ledger, and
also to the credit of the relative Bought Ledger " contra

"

Adjustment Account kept in the General Ledger.

The total of the sales as shown by each separate Sales

Journal is posted to the credit of the iVdjustment Account
created in the Sales Ledger, and also to the debit of the

relative Sales Ledger " contra " Adjustment Account
kept in the General Ledger.

Where no separate Sales and Purchases Journals are

kept for the separate Sold and Bought Ledgers, the total

of the sales and purchases applicable to each individual

Ledger must be obtained by means of analyzed Sales and
Purchases Journals, similar in principle to those set

forth on pages 59 and 64, analysis columns being included

for each separate Ledger, and each transaction being

extended into its relative Ledger analysis column. The
totals of the purchases and sales shown at the end of a

period, applicable to any given Ledger, must be entered
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in the Adjustment and " contra " Adjustment Accounts
for that Ledger upon the hnes previously laid down.
The foregoing explanation has shown how to compile

—

1. In the case of a Bought Ledger Adjustment
Account, {a) the starting balance, (b) the total

of the purchases for the period [i. e. the whole
of the debit side of the account with the

exception of any special items).

2. In the case of a Sold Ledger Adjustment Account,
{a) the starting balance, (h) the total of the

sales for the period {i. e. the whole of the credit

side of the account with the exception of any
special items).

The other sides of the Adjustment Accounts are made
up of

—

1. Cash receipts (Sold Ledger) or payments (Bought
Ledger).

2. Discounts allowed (Sold Ledger) or received

(Bought Ledger).

3. Bills received (Sold Ledger) or accepted (Bought
Ledger).

4. Eeturns Inwards (Sold Ledger) or Outwards
(Bought Ledger).

5. Transfers to other Ledgers and special transactions

(both Ledgers).

In order to ascertain the total cash transactions (receipts

or payments) applicable to the various Ledgers, Analysis

Columns, headed with the name of the appropriate

Ledger, are inserted in the Cash Book ; in these analysis

columns all the debit or credit entries relating to the

respective Bought or Sold Ledgers are extended as and
when they are entered in the Cash Book. These analysis

columns form no part of the ordinary Double Entry
system, but merely serve to compile the necessary totals

for subsequent inclusion in the Adjustment Accounts at

the end of the given period. The totals of these analysis

columns must be carried forward from page to page until

the end of the desired period, and their use is analogous to

the employment of the analysis columns suggested above
as an alternative method of obtaining the totals of Ledger
postings in connection with the Purchases and Sales.

An elementary form of Cash Book including these

analysis columns will be found on page 341. This book
has been used in an example which has been appended in

z
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order to illustrate the working of Adjustment Accounts
generally. The student may be reminded that as many
analysis columns will be necessary in the Cash Book as

there are Adjustment Accounts to be prepared.

The manner in which the total discounts allowed (or

received), the total bills received (or accepted), the total

returns inwards (or outwards), and the total of special

ti'ansactions needed for, insertion in Adjustment Accounts

kept for Sales (or Purchases) Ledgers are collected, varies

to a great extent with the volume of these transactions

passing through the Ledger. Where a three-column

type of Cash Book is kept, the Cash Discounts allowed

or received will be incorporated in the Adjustment Ac-

counts in company with the cash transactions to which
they relate, and no special provision for their ascertain-

ment is therefore necessary. In the case of special

discounts, recorded probably in the Journal, the circum-

stances are different, and these items are usually obtained

by careful search, either in the Jom'nal or in any other

book of original entry in which they may appear. They
must be arranged on analysis paper, according to the

respective Bought or Sold Ledger to which they relate,

and the total of them must be included on the appropriate

sides in the Adjustment and " contra" Adjustment Ac-

counts. In order to obtain the totals of Eeturns (inwards

and outwards), and Bills (received or accepted), and other

classes of transactions required to be included in the

Adjustment Accounts, analysis columns similar to those

inserted in the Cash Book, Pm'chases Book, and Sales

Book are usually inserted in the particular book of original

entry through which these items pass. As the transactions

are entei-ed in these books of original entry immediately
upon their occurrence, they are extended into {i.e. inserted

in) the appropriate anatysis column relating to the Ledger
into which they are finally posted. These analysis

columns are added up in the ordinary way at the end
of the period under review, and the totals, representing

the totals of those individual classes of transactions applic-

able to particular Ledgers, are placed in the Adjustment
Account as kept in the Ledger in question, and in the

corresponding "contra" Adjustment Account as kept in

the General Ledger ; in the latter they appear on the

same side of the account as that upon which the detailed

postings in the individual Ledger accounts are shown,
and in the former they appear on the opposite side of

the account.
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Any special or unusual transactions which may appear

in the Ledgers, and any transfers as between one Ledger
and another, must be brought into the Adjustment
Accounts. Transactions of this type are apt to be for-

gotten in compiling the Adjustment Accounts, and in

order to obviate this difficulty a special memorandum
book, or "Transfer Journal," ruled to suit the special

circumstances of the business, is frequently employed.

An elementary example is annexed in which the

system of Self-balancing Ledgers is illustrated. In this

example only one Bought and one Sold Ledger have been
employed in addition to the General Ledger, but the prin-

ciples involved in the keeping of Adjustment Accounts
for any number of Ledgers are, of course, identical.

The classes of transactions shown as passing through
the Bought and Sold Ledgers are confined to Cash, Dis-

counts, Purchases, Sales and Eeturns (inwards and
outwards) ; in actual practice numerous additional classes

or types of transaction frequently arise, and require to

be duly included in the Adjustment Accounts. In such
cases the collection of the requisite totals is almost in-

variably effected by the employment of analysis columns
in the appropriate book of oi'igmal entry.

The Trial Balance of Henry Brown on January 1,

1909, was as under

—

Dk. Cr.

£ s. d. £ s. d.

Cash at the Bank . . . 1,009 4 2

Debtors— £ s. d.

H. Browning . 272 19 6
J. Jones . . 184 9 3
0. Roberts . 432 9 5

889 18 2
Freehold Pre-

mises 1,000

Creditors—
L. Leon . . 1,724 16 9
F. Lucien . 392 14 4
J. Hubert . 25 1 2

2,142 12 3
Stock on liand . . . 1,094 10 8
Capital Account— H. i>ro\vu 1,851 6 9

£3,993 19 £3,993 19

His transactions for the month of January were as
follows

—

Z 2
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1909.

Jan. 1

.

2.

5.

10.

10.

10.

12.

13.

13.

13.

14.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

19.

22.

23.

24.

28.

30.

30.

30.

31.

31.

£ s.

15

105 10

206 15

500
10

200
2

25 1

202 14

100 9
65
32

400

d-

9

2
9
6

4 3

17 11

25
500

9 10

250
35

200
4

102 19

Drew from the Bank for office cash

Bought goods of L. Leon (on credit)

Sold goods to H. Browning (on credit)

PaidL. Leon on account (by cheque)
Being allowed discount

Paid F. Lucien on account (by clieque)

Being allowed discount
Paid J. Hubert (by cheque) .

Bought goods of L. Leon (on credit)

Sold goods (on credit) to H. Browning
Sold goods to J. Jones
Sold goods to M. Weaver
Received from H. Browning cheque for

And banked the same.
Allowed H. Browning discount
Received from M. Weaver cheque for

And banked the same.

J. Jones returned as unsuitable certain goods
sold to him on the 13th inst. —allowed him
full invoice price therefor ....

Bought goods from L. Leon (on credit)

Returned to L. Leon half the goods bought
from him on the 17tii inst. as "not up to

sample"......
Paid by cheque salaries and wages to date

Paid L. Leon on account (by cheque)

Being allowed discount
Bought goods from F. Lucien (on credit)

Returned to F. Lucien the wliole of the goods
supplied by him on the 22nd January, goods

of a wrong description liaving been supplied

Paid from office cash sundrj' charges on the

goods returned to F. Lucien as unsuitable,

which charges are to be debited to his

account .......
Sold goods to M. Weaver (on credit)

M. Weaver returned part of the goods sold

to him on the 28th inst., invoiced at

.

And forwarded his cheque for

Which was duly banked.
Allowed M. Weaver discount
Paid (by cheque) wages and salaries to date

Paid from office cash sundry expenses to date

The foregoing transactions are to be entered in Henry-

Brown's Ledgers, consisting of a General Ledger, a Bought
Ledger and a Sold Ledger. The Bought and Sold Ledgers

are to be made self-balancing.

At the close of the period covered by the transactions,

separate Trial Balances of each of the Ledgers are to be

prepared. Trading and Profit and Loss Accounts and a

Balance Sheet are not required, as the exercise is merely

to exemplify the working of the system of self-balancing

Ledgers and Adjustment Accounts.

102 19 6

6

200
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PURCHASES BOOK

1909.

Jail 2



2
Dr.

SELF-BALANCING LEDGERS
Stock Account

343

2
Cr.

1909.

Jan. 1 1,09416

d.

8

1,09411618

3
Dr.

H. Brown, Capital Account 3
Cr.

1909.

Jan. 1 By Balance.

& s.

1,851 6

l,85l|6

Dr.
Salaries and Wages

Cr.

1909.

Jan. 19

„ 31

1909.

Jan. 31

To Bank

.

,, Bank.

To Balance..
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8 Returns Inwards 8
Dr.
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SULF-BALANCING LEDGERS

Sold Ledger Adjustment Account

345

12
Cr.

1909.
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J, Hubert
Cr.

3

1909.
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8 O. Roberts 3
Cr.

1909.

Jan. 1 To Balance

£
1
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GENERAL LEDGER
Trial Balance, as at January 31, 1909
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Tabular or Columnar Book-keeping

What is commonly known as the " Tabular " or
" Columnar " system of book-keeping is not a distinctive

system of accounting, indeed it cannot be designated a
" system " in the same sense in which the Double Entry
method is so described. The term, in this connection,

merely expresses the fact that, in certain cases, books
which have been ruled with many analysis columns, in

order to adapt them to the special requirements of a

particular business, have been substituted for the ordinary
forms of Cash Books, Journals and Ledgers commonly em-
ployed. The underlying principles of " columnar " book-
keeping are those of the Double Entry system, although,

in order to minimize labour and concentrate items of

a like natui'e, its customary forms are more or less

abbreviated and condensed.
In cases where columnar rulings are employed in Double

Entry book-keeping it does not necessarily follow that all

the books in ordinary use are of a uniformly " columnar"
nature ; the insertion of additional columns is purely a

matter of convenience and adaptability. An ordinary Cash
Book may, in a given case, be used in conjunction with a
" columnar" Ledger, a columnar Purchases Journal may
work in unison with an ordinary form of Ledger, and
so on.

Columnar Journals.—These are Journals or Day
Books ruled with a greater or lesser number of additional

columns to meet the needs of varying circumstances.

Such additional columns may be inserted [a) in order to

obviate the separate posting to the Ledger of each indi-

vidual item, and to permit posting in totals, (6) to analyze
transactions as between departments in order to facilitate

the preparation of departmental Trading and Profit and
Loss Accounts, (c) for the purpose of preparing Adjust-
ment Accounts for individual Ledgers, or {d) to provide any
additional information which may be desired.

The forms of Purchases Book, Sales Book, Eeturns In-

wards and Outwards Books previously given on pages 59,

64 and 88 are of a columnar nature, and, subject to any
additional modifications, are such as can be used in order

to fulfil objects (fl), [h) and (c) mentioned above. The
forms of Bills Payable and Bills Receivable Books illus-

trated on page 81 are also of a columnar nature, their

object being to permit the posting of Bills Payable and
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Insurance.
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Bills Eeceivable to the Ledger in totals, as well as to

furnish all necessary informatiou regarding the bills.

On p. 350 is illustrated a further form of columnar
Journal, which provides a classified record not only of

purchases (as is the case with an ordinary Purchases
Book) but also of expenses incurred. In using this

Journal the postings to the credit of the personal accounts

are made according to the items inserted against each

name in the " total column," and at the end of any given

financial period the various purchases and expenses
columns are added up, the totals being then posted to the

debit of the respective purchases or expense accounts in

the Ledger.

Columnar Cash Books.—The form of Cash Book
illustrated on page 341 in connection with the pre-

paration of Adjustment Accounts furnishes an example of

a Columnar Cash Book. The analysis columns there in-

serted in order to collect all the items relating to the Sold

and Bought Ledgers could be equally well used as

columns for the purpose of collecting items of expenditure

or income in a classified form. If analysis columns are

thus used in a Cash Book in order to collect expenses into

totals for posting purposes, each item of expense is ex-

tended into its appropriate column in addition to being

entered in the ordinary way in the " Cash " or " Bank "

columns proper, and, at the close of any given period, the

totals of these " expenses " columns are posted to the

debit of the various expenditure accounts, thus obviating

all tedious posting of details.

Analysis columns can be used on the debit side of a

Cash Book for the purpose of collecting income into suit-

able totals for posting, in the same manner in which
expenses are treated.

An example of a Columnar Cash Book is on p. 352, in

which analysis columns are included for collecting various

items of income and expenditure under appropriate head-
ings for subsequent Ledger posting. In practice a larger

number of analysis columns would, in all probability, be
inserted on the credit side of the book in order to make
the classification of the expenses more exhaustive. The
form which is here shown is that designed for a dispensary

supported by subscriptions and donations. It will suitably

illustrate the main principles involved.

Columnar Ledgers are usually met with, in practice,

in connection with personal accounts ; they are not
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generally suitable for the record of nominal accounts,

although columnar rulings are employed in the case of

some nominal accounts ; for example : they will be found
in the "Purchases" and "Sales" Accounts given on
pages 59 and 64, which are columnar in form.

Where an undertaking is compelled, by the nature of its

operations, to keep a large number of personal accounts
(usually for debtors or customers) which are identical in

form, and contain items of a stereotyped nature, it is

possible to employ a Ledger suitably ruled in the columnar
method to accord with the natui-e of the items needing
record, and thereby to economize both time and
labour. All that is necessary in order that a Ledger
shall comply with the principles of Double Entry book-
keeping is

—

1. That the Debit items shall be grouped by them-
selves apart from the Credit items.

2. That the total of either class of item shall be
visible, and consequently that the " balance " of

the account shall be capable of being readily

ascertained.

Provided that these requirements are complied with,

strict adherence to the ordinary form of Ledger ruling

(as given on page 31) is a matter of option and con-

venience.

In the ordinary form of Ledger account, debit items are

ranged underneath one another on one side of the page,

and credit items are similarly ranged on the other side

of the page. In columnar Ledgers the debit items are

frequently ranged side by side on the same line across

one part of the page, the credit items being similarly

ranged side by side across the other side. It is as easy
to add together items ranged horizontally across a page
as to add the same items ranged vertically. The making
of additions horizontally is termed " cross casting," as

opposed to the term " casting," which is used to desig-

nate additions made perpendicularly in the ordinary way.
When Ledger accounts can be kept on a single line

across a page it will be obvious that one page can accom-
modate a number of accounts, and if all the Ledger
accounts of a given class consist of the same number of

similar items, columns can be ruled perpendicularly to

separate the debit from the credit items. Many undertak-

ings supplying commodities of special types to numerous
A A
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customers find that their Debtors' Ledger accounts fall

within the description given above; for instance, in the

case of a Water Company, the only debits in each con-

sumer's account for a given period will be (1) for water
supplied, (2) for any arrears brought forward, and (3) for

any extra charges, such as those for excess supply or

garden-hose supply ; similarly, the credits will be for (1)

cash received, (2) allowances made, (3) any outstanding

balance carried forward.

In such a case a columnar Ledger can be employed to

record the customers' accounts for a given period, the

account for each consumer occupying one line across the

page, the debit items being separated from the credit

items. If the width of the book is sufticient the single

line containing each personal account can be made to

serve for two or more periods, if so desired.

A form of a Water Company's " Consumers Ledger " is

given on page 355.

In the above form the account of each consumer occu-

pies a single line, the number of the house occupied being

inserted in column 7, instead of the name of the occupier,

the latter not always being known to the Water Company.
Column 1 contains the debit balance brought forward

from the previous period ; columns 3 and 5, with their

appropriate folio columns 2 and 4, contain credit postings

for cash received on account of these arrears, or for

allowances made in respect of them. If arrears are

duly collected the total of the items in columns 3 and
5 should equal the balance brought forward in column
1 ; and, if any items remain uncollected when the next

charge for water falls due, the amount in column 1

must be regarded, together with the items in columns
9 and 10 (see below), as falling due in the period

under review.

Columns 9 and 10 contain the amounts due for

supply during the period to which the account specially

relates ; their total is extended into column 11, and
this column (coupled with any unpaid arrears in

column 1) shows the total amount due from the con-

sumer.
All cash received from the consumer is inserted in

column 13, and is posted from the Cash Book ; any
allowances made are inserted in column 15, the total

of these two columns is inserted in column 16, and,

by the deduction of this latter total from the total
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shown as due in column 11 (with any long outstanding

arrears in column 1), the balance due from each
consumer at the end of the period is obtained for in-

sertion in column 17. This balance forms the starting

balance for the next period.

As regards the contra entries for the items inserted

in the columns, the cash received is invariably posted

from the Cash Book, and the allowances are posted

from the Allowances Journal, the " Allowances " Ledger
account being debited in the ordinary way.
The totals to be credited to " Water supplied " and

" Excess Supply and Extras " accounts in the Ledger can
be obtained by adding up columns 9 and 10 perpen-

dicularly.

The whole of the columns should be cast at the end
of the page, and all totals should agree, i. e. the com-
bined totals of columns 1, 9 and 10 should equal the

combined totals of columns 3, 5, 13, 15 and 17 ; or,

alternatively, the combined totals of columns 1 and 11

should equal the combined totals of columns 3, 5, 16

and 17.

Columnar Ledgers of this type can be used with much
advantage for undertakings supplying a single homo-
geneous commodity in bulk or by measure, e. g. for

Gas or Electricity. Ledgers of this form are also

used by Dairies (for milk, butter and eggs supplied),

by Bakers (for bread supplied), and by other tradesmen
dealing in similar commodities.

The other type of Columnar Ledger commonly met
with proceeds upon similar lines, with the exception

that the accounts contained therein are ranged vertically

instead of horizontally ; the detail headings being placed

down the page on the extreme left-hand side instead of

across it. Addition of the items in each personal account
is made vertically instead of horizontally, and the credit

items are placed in a section by themselves below the

debit items.

This form of Ledger is commonly used by Hotels to

record the accounts of their guests, the various items

being too numerous to be conveniently ranged across

the page of any book of ordinary size.

A form of an Hotel " Visitors Ledger " is on page 357.

In this form the daily debits to each visitor's account
appear in the upper half of the ruling, the cash received

and other items finding their due place (together with
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the balance carried forward to the next day) in the
lower part of the form. All cash received is posted from
the Cash Book, any allowances that may be made are
posted from the Allowances Book, and any transfers from
this " Visitors Ledger " to an ordinary Customers Ledger
pass through the Journal.

This form of book is restricted in use to about thirty
"rooms," owing to the available space limits as regards
width ; in hotels containing more than this number of
rooms additional Ledgers must be employed.
The advisabihty of adopting Tabular Ledgers depends

very much upon the requirements and nature of the
particular business ; much depends also upon the limits
of space in respect of the width or depth of the Ledger
pages ; it will be clear, however, that the system cannot be
usefully applied unless the accounts contain items of a
uniform nature.

EXERCISES.

18a.

1. Explain briefly the principles and practice of what are known
as " Self-Balancing Ledgers."

2. Rule a form of Cash Book suitable for a business aa herein a
General Ledger, two Bought Ledgers and two Sold Ledgers are in

operation, all these Ledgers being self-balancing ; and enter therein
six specimen transactions.

3. Rule a form of Sales Book to be used in the business mentioned
in question 2, entering therein four specimen transactions.

ISb.

From the following particulars of a trader's transactions
prepare

—

\. The " Bought Ledger "
;

2. The "General Ledger Adjustment Account" kept in the
"Bought Ledger"; and

3. The "Bouglit Ledger Adjustment Account" kept in the
"General" Ledger.

Showing the balances on these accounts at the 3Ist January, 1909.

The Bought (/. e. Creditors') Ledger balances as at January 1, 1909,
were as follows

—

£ s. d.

Credit balance—A. Brown .... 100 19 6
B. Chaff 200 17 G
C. Dark 562 19 8
D. Ewart , . , . 0.34 12 6
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The transactions needing record were as under

—

1909. £ ••'. d.

Jan. 2. l?ouf,dit of A. Brown goods on crodit 32") 9 4

,, 3. Paid A. Brown by cheque . . . 300
Being allowed discount . . . 3

,, 4. Bought of B. Chaff goods on credit . 200 17 6

,, 5. Retui-ned to B. Chaff part of the goods
bought from him on the 4th inst.

invoiced at 15 2 9

Being allowed by him full invoice

value.

,, 6. Paid B. Chaff on account . . . 3o0

Being allowed discount . . . 3 10

8. Bought from C. Dark goods on credit 400

9. Accepted C. Dark's draft at tlircc

months' date for . . . . 800
9. Paid him by chetjue .... 100

11. Accepted D. Ewart's draft at six

months' date for ....
16. Bought from D. Ewart goods upon

credit ......
17. Returned to D. Ewart the goods

bought on the 18th inst., being

allowed full invoice price therefor .

21. Paid D. Ewart by cheque .

22. Paid A. Brown by cheque .

28. Bought from A. Brown goods upon
credit 321 19 10

31. Accepted A. Brown's draft at three

months' date for . . . . 200
31. Bought from D. Ewart ^oods on

credit . . . .

^
. . 162 3 9

18c.

From the following particulars of a traders transactions, in whose
business only one " Sold " Ledger is kept, prepare

—

1. The relative "Sold" Ledger Adjustment Account kept in

his General Ledger.
2. The relative General Ledger Adjustment Account kept in his

'
' Sold " Ledger, bringing down the balance on each account

as at December 31, 1908.

300

100

100
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18c. (continitcd.)

£ s. d.

(h) Cash disbursed for carriage paid in

advance on account of sundry
customers (in cases where the latter

defra}' carriage) . . . . 10 2 9

(i) Packing and crates debited to sundry
customers (where the latter bear
these charges) . . . . . 15 2 6

18d.

1. Explain the nature and uses of a tabular or columnar Ledger
;

illustrate your answer by ruling a form of tabular Ledger either

( 1 ) for an Hotel, or (2) for a Water Company, inserting therein twelve
specimen transactions.

2. Explain the purposes for which columnar Cash Books and
Journals are employed.

3. For what types of businesses are tabular Ledgers (1) suitable

and (2) unsuitable ?

Answers.—
18b. Balance of the two Adjustment Accounts, Janviary 31, 1909,

£538 6s. lOd.

18c. Balance of both accounts, December 31, 1908, £32,752 18s. M.



CHAPTEE XIX

DEPARTMENTAL ACCOUNTS

In cases where a commercial undertaking deals in

different kinds of commodities, or performs services of

varying descriptions for the community, its business is

usually subdivided into appropriate departments, e.g. a

clothier's business may be divided into " Eeady-made
Clothing," "Hosiery," "Underwear," "Hat" and
" Gloves " Departments.

This subdivision for administrative purposes is usually

accompanied by a complementary subdivision of the

book-keeping in order that the trading results of each

department may be separately shown.
Where several departments exist in a business, it

will usually be found that one set of Bought Ledgers
(Creditors Ledgers) and one set of Sold Ledgers
(Debtors Ledgers) are kept to contain all the creditors'

and debtors' personal accounts. Each department will

very possibly purchase goods from the same creditors

;

and it is even more usual to find that each department
supplies the same customers with goods either simul-

taneously or upon different dates. It is highly desirable

that the whole of the firm's transactions with any par-

ticular individual or firm shall be contained in one per-

sonal Ledger account, in order that the financial position

at any date as regards that particular individual or firm

may be readily ascertained, and for this reason the keep-

ing of separate Bought and Sold Ledgers for individual

departments is usually inadvisable.

In order, however, to show the trading results achieved

by each department separately some suitable subdivision,

or analysis of the accounts from which the Trading
Account is built up, is necessary. The Stock on hand.

Purchases and Sales, in the case of a trading business,

and, in addition, the manufacturing wages and the other

essential expenses of production in a manufacturing
business, all require to be analyzed as between the

various departments to which they relate.

301
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Forms of analyzed Purchases, Sales, and Eeturns
Books have already been given (see pages 59, 64, 88),

wherein the principle of classification, according to

departments, is effected.

As regards the direct expenses of production in a
manufacturing business, the principal item, that of
" wages," must be analyzed from the wages sheets,

in order that the amount applicable to each department
may be ascertained. The Wages Account in the Ledger
must be ruled with appropriate analysis columns for each
department, just as in the case of the Purchases and
Sales Accounts already described.

The other direct expenses of production must be
analyzed in a similar manner ; the various expense
accounts in the books must be ruled with analysis

columns to contain the expenses chargeable to the
Trading Account of each Department, or separate

Ledger accounts can be opened for the departments if

the subdivisions are not too numerous.
If all the accounts which contribute to the construc-

tion of the Trading Account are thus analyzed, it becomes
possible to prepare separate Trading x\ccounts for every
department, and consequently to show the gross profit

made by each branch of the business.

A Trial Balance is annexed from which a Trading
Account has been compiled, showing the gross profits

made by each of the two departments (" Plate " and
" Cutlery ") of which the business consists.

It will be seen from this illustration that the Plate

Department has made a gross profit of £6,503 lOs. Id.,

while the Cutlery Department has made a gross profit of

£11,225 15s. M.
In some businesses the ascertainment of the gross

profit on trading made by each department is a sufficient

index to the manner in which that department is being

conducted, and the process of analyzing the Profit and
Loss Account upon similar departmental lines is not
resorted to. In the majority of undertakings, however,
the accurate apportionment of the net profits as between
the various departments of the business is deemed
advisable. In cases where it is desired to analyze the

Profit and Loss Account in departmental form, it becomes
necessary to apportion the various fixed and other work-
ing expenses of the business as between its constituent

departments.
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The Ever^vear Plate k Cuti^ery Co., Ltd., Bikmixgham

TRIAL BALANCE, as on June 30, 1909

Pliare Capital, 25,000 £1 shares

Freehold Land and Buildings
Plant and Machinery (/fss Dex>reciation)

Stock, July 1, 190S, Plate Dept
,, ,, Cutlery Dept

Sundry Debtors
Purchases, raw materials, etc., Plate Dept...

,, Cutlery Dept.

Sales, Plate Dept
,, Cutlery Dept

Returns Outward, Plate Dept
,, ,, Cutlery Dept

Mannfacturing Wages, Plate Dept
,, Cutlery Dept

Rent, Rates, Taxes and other Office Expenses
Manufacturing Charges (including deprecia-

tion of Plant and Machinery), Plate Dept...

,, ,, Cutlery Dept.
Discount Account
Bank Charges and Coramissions
Advertising and Catalogues
Travelling Expenses and Sundries
Sundry Creditors
First Mortgage, 4J^ per cent. Debentures
Salaries and Travellers' Commission
Cash at Bank
Cash in hand

Dr.

2,094

3,028
594
129
132
209

4,269

2,471
10

£ 121,172 17 9

Or.

35,010
52,515

321
109

3,216
5,000

121,172 17

Note.—The value of the Stock on hand as on June 30, 1909, was taken at—
Plate Department £4,792 15«. M.
Cutlery Department £2,025 12s. 9rf.

It is frequently a matter of some difficulty to state,

with any degree of exactitude, the exact proportions of

the business expenditure which relate to any given

department of the undertaking, and some method of

analyzing the various charges, other than their laborious

dissection in detail, has usually to be evolved.

The various expenses charged in the Profit and Loss

Account may be taken to represent the cost of effect-

ing, and obtaining payment for, the sales previously set

forth in the Trading or JNIanufacturing Account ; and,

in the majority of cases, it is not an unwarrantable

assumption to conclude that the cost of selling the

products of all departments bears an equal ratio to

the amount of the sales effected by that department.

This assumption may not be correct in some cases,

e.g. where one department is so well established in

public favour that it needs no further advertisement.
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while another department, yet in its early stages, is

compelled to spend large sums in this direction, but in

such cases allowance for any special items of expense

must be made prior to the subdivision of the expenditure

generally.

Upon the assumption stated above the " Expense

"

items set out in the Profit and Loss Account are

frequently divided as between the departments of the

business according to the ratio which the totals of the

sales effected by each department bear to the total sales

of the whole business ; e. g. if the sales effected by
Department " A " be £20,000 and those by Department
"B" be £40,000, the whole of the expenses set forth

in the Profit and Loss Account would be divided and
charged, as to 33^- per cent, of them, to the separate

Profit and Loss x\ceount for Department " A," and as

to 665 per cent, of them to the similar account for

Department " B."
This process of the subdivision of expenses is frequently

applied to the whole of the expenses of an undertaking,

and will, in the majority of cases, give a result which
may be regarded as being as fair an apportionment
as can be conveniently arrived at. If, however, in any
particular case a more reliable method of calculation can
be made use of in relation to one or more special types of

expenditure {e. g. the advertisizig expenditure previously

mentioned), such expenses should of course be dissected

separately, and duly charged to the department for which
they were incurred ; the spreading of the expenses over
the departments upon the basis of the totals of the sales

can then be applied to such other forms of expense as

do not readily lend themselves to individual dissection.

A departmental Profit and Loss Account is annexed,
prepared from the Trial Balance previously given as an
illustration in this chapter, in which the expenses have
been apportioned upon the basis of the total sales.

The organization of Departmental Accounts is a matter
wherein differences of practice will be frequently found,

due in most cases to the different objects for which the
results are required by the proprietors of the business,

or to the trading peculiarities of any given business. The
foregoing remarks, however, will serve the student as a
guide to the main principles involved.

In some cases separate Departmental Ledgers are kept
in order to record the whole of the transactions of each
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Department, including its Debtors and Creditors, the

whole of the book-keeping of each department working
up to an Adjustment Account in the Departmental
Ledger, and in the General Ledger, each department
being conducted as a business apart. This form of

organization is, however, not very common, and in many
cases would be so laborious that its general adoption is

impracticable.

Beanch Accounts

The official record of the financial relationships exist-

ing between the Head Office of an undertaking and its

branch business or businesses, and vice versa, is a matter
upon which considerable diversity of practice exists, the

methods employed naturally varying according to the

circumstances of each case. A Branch business may, in

some cases, act solely as a depot for the receipt of orders

which are executed direct from the Head Office, or

it may act merely as a collecting agency, or occupy in

other respects a subordinate position ; in any of these

cases it can hardly be said to trade independently, and
its transactions are, in these circumstances, usually

embodied periodically in the Head Office books, small

sums of petty cash being entrusted to the Branch manager
for the purpose of making the necessary disbursements.

The only books kept at the Branch in such cases consist

of a Petty Cash Book, and possibly one or more statistical

registers.

In a more advanced stage of the Branch's history,

independent trading may have become established, but

the whole of the records may still be kept at the Head
Office. In such a case the Branch is, for book-keeping

purposes, regarded much in the light of a separate

department of the Head Office of the undertaking, and
the records kept at the Head Office will be framed upon
departmental lines. A separate Branch Ledger is kept

at the Head Office in cases of this description, in which
all Branch transactions and Ledger Accounts, e. g. Pur-

chases, Sales, Stock, Debtors, Expenses, etc., are grouped
together, apart from the rest of the book-keeping ; an

Adjustment Account for this "Branch Ledger "is fre-

quently kept, having its counterpart in the " Branch
Ledger Adjustment Account" in the General Ledger;
but inasmuch as the whole of the transactions pass

through the one set of Head Office books, there can
scarcely be said to be any special features in the book-
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keeping involved which call for detailed explanation.

The characteristics of departmental book-keeping and
adjustment accounts have already been explained ; and
the accounts of a Branch, the whole of whose book-keeping

is recorded in the Head Office books, and not at the Branch
itself, are merely a form of the one, kept in a separate

Ledger, coupled with the interposition of the other.

When, however, a Branch establishes itself in a position

of more or less independent trading, albeit the Head
Office may still supply it with all its commodities or

capital, or assist it in other ways, it usually becomes
necessary for the Branch to effect its own book-keeping.

In such case a separate set of books is kept at the

Branch upon the Double Entry method in the ordinary

way, and, except for the single Ledger account, to be ex-

plained later onj entitled "Branch Account," none of the

Branch transactions appear in the Head Office books. The
Head Office and the Branch will, for book-keeping pur-

poses, regard each other in the light of ordinary debtor

and creditor, the current account kept by the Head Office

for the Branch in its Ledger being entitled " Branch
Account," and the current account kept by the Branch in

its Ledger for the Head Office being entitled " Head
Office Account." All sums or commodities remitted or

disbursed by the Head Office to or for the Branch will

be debited by the former to the latter (in the "Branch"
Account), and credited by the latter to the former (in the

"Head Office " account), and vice versa; the relation so

far, for book-keeping purposes, being exactly as though the

Head Office and its Branch were two independent under-
takings effecting frequent transactions with each other,

instead of being sections of one combined concern. This
relation of debtor and creditor as between the Head
Office and the Branch is sometimes carried further than
mere book-keeping entries. A Head Office will frequently

sell and invoice to its Branch the goods wherewith the
latter carries on its trading, just as it would do if it

were selling them to an outside customer. It will some-
times even hold its Branch bound to remit for these
goods just as would be the case with an ordinary cus-

tomer, except, of course, that there can be no question
of actual liability, or of any legal action to enforce it.

Many of these ordinary trade customs, as between the
Head Office and the Branch, are brought into operation
in order to ease the task of finance at the Head Office,

and to afford a more efficient check upon the Branch
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manager, both as regards his finance and the results of

his administration.

In a case proceeding upon the hues just indicated the

Head Office concerns itself with its own book-keeping,

and, except for the " Branch Account " kept by it, is not

cognizant of the Branch book-keeping at all. The Branch
similarly manages its own affairs, and has no cognizance

of the Head Office book-keeping beyond the entries con-

tained in its own account at the Head Office as comple-

mented by similar entries in its own " Head Office

"

Ledger account.

At the end of any given trading period the Branch
prepares, in its own books, a Profit and Loss Account
which will show, in the usual way, a balance either of

profit or loss. This balance of profit or loss is transferred

from the Profit and Loss Account, not to the credit or debit

of a " Capital Account " (for such an account does not exist

in the Branch books), but to the credit or debit of the
" Head Office " account. The making of this entry is per-

haps the one respect in which the Branch books fail to

resemble exactly the books of an independent business.

Concurrently the Head Office will, at the end of each
trading period, duplicate in its " Branch " account the

entry for Profit or Loss made by the Branch Office in the

"Head Office Account," debiting the "Branch Account"
with any profit made at the Branch, and crediting its own
(Head Office) Profit and Loss Account with the like sum,

or crediting the Branch Account with any loss the Branch
may have sustained and debiting its own (Head Office)

Profit and Loss Account. Any profit or loss made at the

Branch is thus eliminated from the Branch books, and
brought into the Head Office trading results for the period

under review.

At the close of a financial period it will be necessary for

the Head Office of the concern to prepare a Balance Sheet

showing the position of the undertaking as a whole, and
incorporating both the Trial Balance prepared by the Head
Office from its own books and the separate Trial Balance

prepared by the Branch from the set of books kept there.

In the Head Office Trial Balance the Branch will be

shown either as a debtor or a creditor for a given balance

of account. Inasmuch as every entry originated either by
the Head Oflice or its Branch, and entered in the current

account kept between them, is duplicated by the other

party to the account on the opposite side of the Ledger,

it must follow that for whatever sum the Head Office may
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show its Branch as a debtor or creditor in its Trial

Balance, for that same sum the Branch must show the

Head Office as respectively creditor or debtor in its own
Trial Balance; e.g. if in the Head Office Trial Balance
the "Branch Account" appears as a debtor for £1,500,

in the Branch Trial Balance the "Head Office Account
"

must be shown as a creditor for £1,500.

Owing to the fact that the balances of the current

accounts of the Branch and Head Office coincide in this

manner it is possible to construct a combined Trial

Balance and Balance Sheet of the whole undertaking.

If two " agreed " Trial Balances be taken, one of which
includes a certain balance (either debit or credit), while

the other includes the same balance on the opposite side

to that upon which it appears in the former, it is possible

to eliminate this particular balance in either statement,

and thereupon to combine the remaining balances in

either statement into one " combined " Trial Balance,

the sides of which will still agree.

Consequently, if the Trial Balance of a Branch showing
the Head Office balance for a certain amount on one side

of the Ledger be combined with the Trial Balance of the

Head Office books (in which is shown a "Branch Account"
balance for the same amount on the opposite side), a

consolidated Balance Sheet of the whole concern can be

prepared showing the combined position of both the

Branch and the Head Office.

This principle is carried out in the example annexed,

in which the combined Balance Sheet of an undertaking

is prepared from the separate Trial Balances extracted

from the Head Office and the Branch books.

The Biutish Boot ilAXiTACTUUiXG Co., Ltd.

LONDON OFFICE TRIAL BALANCE, December 31, 1909
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The British Boot Manufactdrixo Co., Ltd.

LEICESTER BRANCH TRIAL BALANCE,
December 31, 1909
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have been closed. As a consequence of transactions of

this nature, it may sometimes happen that a Head Otiice

schedules a Branch in its Trial Balance as a debtor (or

creditor) for a greater sum than is acknowledged in the

Trial Balance of the Branch.
The amount of the Head Office balance must, in such

a case, be made to tally with the Branch balance before

any preparation of a combined Balance Sheet is attempted.

This can be effected in the Head Office books by trans-

ferring any remittances made to the Branch, but not

received by the latter until after date of balancing, from

the Branch account into a " Eemittances in Transit

Account " ; in this way the Head Office balance will be

brought into agreement with the Branch balance, and the

elimination of the two equal balances is permissible when
preparing a combined statement.

A Branch account and a Head Office account may differ

in similar manner owing to remittances in transit, from
the former to the latter, at the date of balancing.

Where a concern comprises a Head Office with more
than one Branch, elimination of the equal (and opposite)

Branch and Head Office accounts, when preparing a

combined Balance Sheet of the whole undertaking, is

effected in the manner previously described. Again,

where inter-Branch accounts exist as well as accounts

between the Head Office and Branches, the principle of

eliminating Branch, Head Office and inter-Branch accounts

(subject to them all having been brought into agreement
with one another) applies, and the procedure is identical.

An example of the preparation of a combined Balance
Sheet, where remittances in transit at the date of balanc-

ing have caused the Branch and Head Office reciprocal

balances to differ, is appended.

Playrr 1)R()s. , London and I^iNf;or,N.

LONDON OFFICE TRIAL BALANCE, December 31, 1908
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Player Bros., London and Lincoln.

LINCOLN BRANCH TRIAL BALANCE,
December 31, 1908

1
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ing price affords a better check, in many cases, upon the

employees, and leakage of stock is minimized. At any
given date the Branch must have in hand either stock

(taken at selling pi-ice), book debts, or cash to the amount
of its debit in the Head Office books, and any defalcations

should, under this system, become quickly apparent.

This system also greatly facilitates the process of taking

stock, a procedure v^hich is carried out at frequent in-

tervals by the great " Multiple Shop " concerns, which
almost invariably employ the practice of invoicing all

goods supplied to the various Branches at selling prices.

At balancing dates, entries must be passed in the

Head Office books reversing the profit previously taken

credit for on the stock remaining at that date unsold

in the hands of the Branches. The system as here

described is specially applicable to concerns owning many
retail Branches doing an almost exclusively cash business,

e. g. tobacconists.

Foreign Currencies

In the preceding part of this chapter the principles

upon which transactions between a Head Office and its

Branches are recorded have been outlined. In the cases

illustrated therein, however, it was assumed that the

currency of the parent house and the Branch were the

same in each case (/. e. British) ; it is necessary therefore

to supplement the explanations given above with par-

ticulars of the method of dealing with the accounts of

firms which have established branches in countries whose
monetary system differs from that of the parent bouse.
The explanations previously given in regard to Branch

accounts apply as between a home firm and its foreign

Branch, subject to certain modifications arising out of

currency differences. No new book-keeping principles

are involved in the case of foreign Branches, and the rule

as between Head Office and Branch of treating each other,

for book-keeping purposes, as debtors and creditors applies

with equal force. The method upon which Branch profits

are brought into the Head Office books by means of a
debit to the Branch account also applies in principle.

The Head Office books must, of course, be kept in

sterling in order that a sterling Trial Balance may be
available ; and, at the same time, the Branch books must
be kept in currency in order that convenient records of

local trading may be forthcoming. There are thus two
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sets of books kept concurrently, one at home in sterling,

and the other abroad in foreign currency, and transfers

of value are continually passing from the one set of books
(kept in sterling) to the other set of books (kept in the
local currency), or ince versa, through a "Branch Account"
kept ill the former set of books in sterling, and com-
plemented in a "Head Office Account" kept in the local

currency in the Branch books.

I. Branches with Stable Eates of Exchange

If the foreign Branch is established in a country where
the rates of exchange with London are stable, the problem
of dovetailing the foreign Trial Balance, the foreign profits

made, and remittances between the Head Office and the
foreign Branch into the Head Office books becomes a
simple one. If a certain amount of the foreign currency
can be uniformly taken to be the equivalent of £1 sterling,

all the transactions with the foreign Branch which
involve local currency can be recorded in sterling in the
Head Office books upon the basis of this exchange ratio,

and the " local currency " balance of the "Head Office

Account " upon the Branch books, if converted into sterl-

ing at this rate, will equal the balance of the " Branch
Account" kept in sterling in the Head Office books. A
further consequence is that, without upsetting the agree-

ment of the Head Office books, the Branch Trial Balance
can be converted into sterling and amalgamated with
the Head Office Trial Balance (eliminating, of course, the
balances of the " Head Office " and " Branch " Accounts),
and the profit made by the Branch, when converted into

sterling at the fixed rate, can be credited to the Head
Office Profit and Loss Account in the ordinary way.

This assumption is possible in the case of most Euro-
pean countries, the United States, and the majority of

the British colonial possessions, i. c. in the case of countries
wherein the local standard of currency is gold. In the
case of countries whose standard of money is silver, and
where a gold currency does not exist, the value of the
local unit expressed in povinds sterling rises and falls with
the price of metallic silver on the London metal market

;

such " fluctuating " currency therefore requires special

treatment if a Branch house is established within
their boundaries.

The following assumptions are usually permissible in
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the case of foreign branches in the countries set out
below

—

France (1), Belgium (1),
1
9. . ,.. ,. ,^.

Switzerland (1), Italy I
-^"^

^'^'"'"''^i,
^' \''^

^f/
°^

(2), Austria (3) )
'''''^"' ^^^^"^^ '*''^'"^-

United States of America
^ 1 dollar = 49 pence.

15 rupees = £1
20 marks
10 dollars

10 dollars

12 " gulden
"

10 roubles
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is actually effected through a bank will, in all probability,

differ from the rate of exchange assumed for the purposes
of book-keeping records. In order to preserve the con-

tinuity of the assumed rate of exchange throughout the

books, the number of dollars, francs, marks, or whatever the

currency expression of the remittance may be, must be
worked out in sterling at the assumed rate, and the sterling

figure so arrived at is the amount which must be entered

in the Branch Account in the Head Office books ; the
difference between this sterling figure and the sterling

sum actually paid to or received from the bank should
be regarded as so much incidental premium or discount,

and should be carried to the " Profit (or Loss) on
Exchange " Account.

An illustration of this principle may perhaps be given

here with advantage. Assume that a London house with
a Branch in Paris, working upon a " fixed " exchange of

25 francs to the £, remits to the latter a cheque for

fcs. 25,000 bought in London fi'om the Credit Lyonnais.
For this cheque the London house will pay, according

to the rate of the day, say 25-10 {i. e. 25y^yth francs, being

the equivalent of £1), viz. £996 Os. 4d The Head Office

will not, however, debit the Paris house with £996 Os. 4f/.,

but wdth 25,000 francs at an exchange of 25, viz. £1,000,

and will credit the difference between the actual cost of

the francs (£996 Os. M.) and the assumed value at the

"fixed" rate (£1,000), i.e. £3 19s. M., to the "Profit (or

Loss) on Exchange " Account kept in its own books.

Conversely, if the Paris house buys a draft for £1,000
at exchange 25"10, paying 25,100 fcs. therefor, and remits

it to London, the London house must credit the Paris

Branch with 25,100 fcs. and £1,004 sterling, debiting £4
to the "Profit (or Loss) on Exchange" Account and
£1,000 to its bankers.

If preferred, remittances between a Head Office and
its Branch instead of being entered immediately upon
their occurrence in the Branch Account, may be debited

or credited in sterling to a separate account, ruled with
currency and sterling columns, and entitled " Eemittance
Account." This account can be extended into local

currency at the fixed rate of exchange at the end of the

trading period, and can then be transferred, in total,

into the Branch Account, the total " Profit (or Loss) on
Exchange" {i.e. the total or net difference between the

transactions converted at the actual rates and the same
transactions converted at the arbitrary rate) being there-
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upon transferred in one item to the " Profit (or Loss) on
Exchange" Account in the Head Office books.

Where a business is working on a "fixed" rate of

exchange in this manner, and remittances between the
Head Office and its Branches are frequent, the "profits

and losses " on exchange will frequently equalize one
another approximately. If the assets carried in the
Branch books are considerably in excess of the amount
of the local creditors, the use of a fixed rate of exchange,
which is in reality below the normal rate (i. c. in which
the number of units of local currency taken for the fixed

rate is less than in practice), may cause slight over-valuation

of the excess of foreign assets over liabilities, and thus
tend to slightly overstate the assets in the London Balance
Sheet as a whole. Where this tendency is apparent, a

reserve for loss on exchange should be built up in the

London books, and for this purpose the "profits" apparent
on remittances may be utilized.

A form of Ledger account containing columns for

sterling and local currency, suitable to contain the record
of Branch accounts and Remittance accounts is on p. 377,

the entries in which are sufficiently clear without further

detailed explanation.

An example of the Trial Balances appertaining (1) to

the London Head Office and (2) to the Indian branch of

a London firm having a branch at Calcutta is also annexed,
showing the manner in which the two are amalgamated.
A fixed rate of Exchange of 15 rupees to the £ has been
adopted throughout the business.

London & Bengal Trading Co., Ltd., London & Calcutta.

LONDON TRIAL BALANCE, December 31, 1908

Share Capital

—

10,000 Shares of £1 each
Reserve Fund
Investments on account of Reserve

Fund—
£1,000 London County 3i jier cent.

Stock at par
Sundry Debtors
Calcutta Branch Account
Sundry Creditors
Cash at Loudon and Westminster Bank...

Profit and Loss Account, balance .January

1, 1908
Goodwill
Loss on Exchange

Dr.
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London <fe Bengal Tkahincj Co., Ltd., London k Calcutta.

CALCUTTA TRIAL BALANCE, December 31, 1908

Cash at Bank of
BengMl

Stock of Goods on
hand

Sundry Debtors
Bills Receivable
Freeliold Land and

Buildings
Plant and Machinery
Sundry Creditors....

Head Office Account
Prcifit and Loss Ac-
count (Balance,
net jiroflt for year)

Balances as rendered hy
Calculta Branch.

Rupees.

15,060.00

30,030.00

15U,515.00
30,900.00

15,000.00

!f5,075.00

Rs. 290,580.00

1S0,915.00

60,630.00

U9,035.00

Balances as converted into
sterling at fixed exchange of

15 rupees to £.

1,004

2,002
10,301

2,0(50

1,000
3,005

Rs. 290,580.00 £19,372 £19,872

12,001

4,042

London & Bengal Trading Co., Ltd., London & Calcdtta.

BALANCE SHEET, December 31, 1908

Liabilities.

Share Capital

—

10,000 Shares of £1 each
Reserve Fund
Sundry Creditors

—

London £39 11 4

Calcutta. .£12,061

Profit and Loss Account

—

Balance
brought
forward £609 10 9

Net Profit

for the
year £3,263 7 3

10,000
1,000

3,872

26,973

Assets.

Goodwill
Plant and Mucliinery
Freehold Land & Buildinj-'s

Stock oil hand
Sundry Debtors
Bills Receivable
Investment on Account of

Reserve Fund

—

£1,000 London County
3i per cent.Consolidated
Stock at jiar

Cash at Bank-
London £839 4 7

Calcutta £1,004

£
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off its books and transferred to a new account opened in

the London books, by means of the " Branch Account

"

open between the houses ; if, however, such assets are

transferred to the home books columns in the home
Ledger for the insertion of the local currency cost will

be needed. It would be a difficult matter to keep the

foreign branch debtors and creditors in the Head Office

books in lieu of at the Branch, the entry of these par-

ticulars in the Head Office Ledger does not therefore

arise for consideration.

Where the foreign Branch or business is not of a

trading nature, and the keeping of proper local books of

account is impossible owing to inefficient administration,

expense, or a variety of causes, it frequently becomes
necessary to keep the foreign Branch books in England.
In this case they can be kept upon lines similar to those

which would be adopted if they were being kept at the

Branch ; a branch Cash Book, Journal, and Ledger can
all be kept in the local currency notwithstanding the fact

that they are being kept in England, and the Trial Balance
of, or the totals appearing upon, the foreign Ledger can
be converted into sterling at the end of the year at the

assumed rate of exchange. Where the currency balances

on the Branch Ledger are thus converted into sterling

at periodical intervals the use of a Ledger similar in

form to that illustrated on p. 377 is necessary.

Some accountants, when keeping foreign Branch books
in extenso in this country, prefer to convert every trans-

action from currency into sterling at an agreed rate of

exchange ; the work of such conversion is necessarily

most laborious, and there is usually no valid reason why
it should be undertaken, a periodical conversion of the debit

and credit Ledger totals being all that is needed.
If the Trial Balance only of the Branch Ledger is con-

verted the necessary labour can be still further reduced.

II. Beanches with Fluctuating Eates of
Exchange

The book-keeping of a concern owning a Branch situate

in a country where the value of the local currency ex-

pressed in the pound sterling is subject to constant
fluctuations becomes less simple than is the case where
the exchange is a stable one.

The general scheme of the books is identical with the

system first described above as suitable for use in the
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case of a Branch where the exchange is stable, except

in regard to remittances as between the Head Office and
the Branch, and vice versa, and the conversion of the

Branch Trial Balance and profits at the end of the

year.

In the present case, as in the former, the Branch books

are kept in currency only, the Head Office being credited

in currency with all sums received from it, and with the

balance of profits, and being debited in currency with
all the sums remitted to it. The Branch assets and
liabilities are assumed for the moment to be kept in the

Branch books.

The Head Office will keep a " Branch Account " in

sterling in its Ledger, having memorandum columns for

currency annexed, together with a "Remittance Account"
containing similar columns. The use of a Remittance
Account, into which remittances can be entered immedi-
ately upon their occurrence, is practically essential in the

case of a fluctuating currency, though not in the case of

a stable one. This account will contain the remittances

for the year or other trading period, and will be closed at

the end of the year by a transfer to the Branch Account.

Throughout the whole of the given period the Head
Office and Branch books are run separately, though con-

currently, and at the end of the year the question arises

of the conversion of the Branch Trial Balance into

sterling, and its subsequent amalgamation with the Head
Office Sterling Trial Balance.

The Branch Trial Balance is, of course, entirely in

local currency ; the rate of exchange of this currency has
fluctuated throughout the year, and stood at a particular

figure at the end of the year.

The whole of the Branch Trial Balance requires to be

converted into a sterling Trial Balance, which latter must
" agree.''

The Balances comprised in the Branch Trial Balance
should be converted into sterling at the following different

rates of exchange, the conversion being effected in the

"sterling columns" annexed to the Branch Trial

Balance ; this will of itself produce a Trial Balance in

sterling which fails to agree ; the sterling Trial Balance
must then be made to agree by inserting the amount of

the difference on the side upon which it is needed, such
difference being called the " Profit " or " Loss " upon
Exchange, and treated as such.
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The conversion rates are as under

—

1. Convert the Fixed Assets held at the Branch
{i. e. the assets held for use, such as Buildings

and Plant) at the rates of exchange ruling when
they were bought.

2. Convert the Floating Assets {i.e. the assets held

for conversion into money, such as Cash, Book
Debts, and Stock) at the rate of exchange
current on the last day of the period, and
convert the amount owing to the local ci-editors

at the end of the period at the same rate.

3. Convert all Profit and Loss balances, or the

balance of the Branch Profit and Loss Account,

if that alone be shown, at the average rate

ruling throughout the financial period.

4. Convert all remittances for the period {i. e. balance

of the Eemittance Account) at the actual rate

of exchange.

5. Convert the balance of the Head Office Account
at the commencement of the financial period

at the rate at which it was included in the

Trial Balance prepared at the end of the

previous period.

The instruction (No. 1) to convert the Fixed Assets

into sterling at the rates ruling at the time of their

purchase means in practice that—

•

(rt) The Fixed Assets bought prior to the commence-
ment of the trading period under review are

converted at the same rates as were used in

the Balance Sheet made up at the end of the

previous trading period.

(h) The Fixed Assets bought, during the trading

period under review, must be converted at the

average rate for the period or the rate at which
any special remittance for the purpose of buying

such assets was made.

The reason why the Fixed Assets are converted at the

rates of exchange ruling at the time of their purchase is

because they remain in the foreign country, and because

their value for use, not for conversion into money, is all

that concerns the Head Office.

Floating Assets and Liabilities are converted at the

rate ruling on the last day of the financial period, because,
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in either case, conversion into money or satisfaction in

money is contemplated, and by converting at these rates

the same position is shown as would arise if liquidation

took place on the last day of the period.

All Profit and Loss Account balances are converted at

the average rate ruling during the financial period, because

they may reasonably be taken to have accrued more or

less continuously throughout the period.

As has already been mentioned, upon conversion of

the Trial Balance taking place, the amount necessary to

make its two sides agree is inserted as Profit or Loss on
exchange. The Trial Balance then becomes an " agreed "

one, and the transfer of the profit to the Head Ofiice Profit

and Loss Account can take place in the ordinary way by
means of a debit to the "Branch Account " in the Head
Office books ; the balance of the Eemittauce Account
must also be transferred into the Head Ofiice Account.
Amalgamation of the Branch Trial Balance (in sterling)

with the Head Office Trial Balance can then be effected

in the ordinary way.
These principles are illustrated in the subjoined

example.

A. Brown & Co., London and Rio de Janeiro.

RIO DE JANEIRO TRIAL BALANCE, Dec. 31, 1908

Dr. Cr.

Freehold Land and Buildings (at Dec. 31, 1907)
Freehold Land and Buildings (additions dur-

ing year)
Stock of Goods on liaud (Dec. 31, 1908)
Sundry Debtors
Sundry Creditors
Bills Receivable
Investment : Milreis 5U,U0U, Slateof Aniazonas

Internal 5 per cent. Bunds, bought at 90. ,..

Cash at London & Brazilian Bank
Profit and Loss Account (balance, Dec. 31,1908)
Head Ofiice Account (balance, Dec. 31, 1907)...

Remittance Account (£10,000 remitted to
London)

Milreis.

2.50,000.000

11,000.000
82,032 000

160,640.000

48,496.000

45,000.000
49,632.000

Ms. 756,800.000 Ms. 756,800.000

Milreis.

96,656.000

60,672.000

599,472.000

Note.—Freehold Land and Buildings are to be converted at the rate rulinjr when
the assets were purchased (15Jrf. per miheis), and tlie additions at the aveiage rwte
ruling for 1908 (ISit/ ). The rate ruling at the close of the year was 15(/. ; the
Investment was bought as a permanent investment and is to be treated as having
been bought at a time when the rate ruling was 16c^ The equivalent of the
Head Office Account balance (Ms. 599,472.000) as shown by the London books is

£37,469 12s. "d.

Fi'oni the above information prepare the Trial Balance for incorporation with
that prepared from the London Books.
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A. Brown & Co.

RIO DE JANEIRO TRIAL BALANCE, Dec. 31, 1908, as

converted into sterling for incorporation in the London Books

Balance.

Freehold Land and Buildings..
Ditto (additions)

Stock on hand
Sundry Debtors
Sundry Creditors
Bills Receivable
Investment : Aniazonas 5 per

cent. Bonds Ms. 50,000, cost
Ms. 45,000

Cash at Bank
Profit and Loss Account
balance

Head Office Account (balance,
Dec. 31, 1907)

Head Office Account (remit-
tances, 1908)

*Profit on Exchange

Rate at
which

converted.

15^rf.

15(Z.

15rf.

15(?.

\bd.

16(7.

15c?.

\bU.
as per last

accounts
15(?. (actual

rate)

Dr.

15,885
710

2,002
10,040

3,031

3,000
3,102

s. d

£47,770 16 8 £47,770

Or.

0,041

3,918

37,409

341

* This item will be credited to "Profit on Exchange" and debited to the
Branch Account in the Head Office books at December 31, 1908. The balance of

profit shown by the above Trial Balance will be debited to the Branch Account
in the Head Oflice books, aiid credited to the Head Office Profit and Loss Account
in the ordinary way.

In the ease of British companies whose entire income
is earned abroad—a company owning and working a

tobacco plantation, for example—practically the whole of

the local expenditure is in Cash, and, on the other hand,

the proceeds of the crop, which is sold in Europe, pass
through the Head Office books only.

In such cases, even where the local currency fluctuates

considerably, it is customary for a fixed rate of exchange
to be adopted. The monthly expenditure upon the

plantation is returned in the form of a monthly columnar
" Cash Return," in which analysis columns are provided

for the various headings of expenditure in which the
" Crop Cost x\ccount " ultimately appears. These sheets

are entered, in the local ciirrency, in a " Foreign Journal ''

kept in columnar form at the Head Office, and the addi-

tions of each column are carried forward from month to

month until ultimately the totals for the trading period

are completed. These totals, at the close of the year or

other period, are converted at the fixed rate of exchange
and transferred to the " Crop Cost Account."

All remittances to the plantation are posted at the

fixed rate of exchange to the " Remittances Account

"
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in the Head Office Ledger, and the differences between

such sums and the amounts actually reahzed abroad by
the remittances, as shown by the Monthly Cash Eeturns,

are treated as Profit or Loss upon exchange, and are duly

transferred to that account in the Head Office books.

The net profit or loss on exchange for the period is, at the

close of the year, apportioned pro rata over each item

appearing in the Crop Cost Account. In this way each

item of expenditure bears its due proportion of the loss

upon exchange, or benefits by the profit, as the case may be.

This method greatly simplifies the Head Office book-

keeping, and results in a satisfactory adjustment of any
currency fluctuations which may have occurred.

If the need arises the fixed rate of exchange can be

adjusted from time to time should the local currency

conditions seem to demand its amendment.

EXERCISES.
19a.

From the following Trial Balances, extracted respective!}' from
the books kept at the London office and the Liverpool Branch of

Brampton Bros. & Co., Ltd., prepare the combined Balance Sheet
of the undertaking as at December 31, 1908.

The London office remitted £1,000 cash to the Liverpool Branch
on the afternoon of December 31, 1908, throiigh the London and
United Provinces Bank ; this remittance was not credited to the

firm's Liverpool Branch until January 1, 1909.

The Tratiing and Profit and Loss Accounts have been closed

prior to the preparation of the following Trial Balances, the latter

consequently only show the net balance of the Profit and Loss
Account in either case.

Brampton Bros. & Co., Ltd.
London Office Trial Balance, December 31, 1908.

Dr. Cr.

Share Capital issued.
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Brampton Bros. & Co., Ltd.

Lircrpool Branch Trial Balance, December 31, 1908.

Dr. Cr.

Cash at Bank .

Stock in liand

Sundrj' Debtors
Furniture and Fittings .

Bills Receivable
Plant and Machinery
London (Head Office) Account
Profit and Loss Account (profit for

year 1908) .

Sundry Creditors .

£ s.
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I'Jc.

From the subjoined Trial Balances, extracted from Ijooks kept

respectively at the London and Paris offices of Reville & Co., Ltd.,

prepare the combined Balance Sheet of the undertaking as on

December 31, 19U8. A fixed rate of exchange of 25.20 francs to

the £ is emploj'cd in the business.

Reville & Co., Ltd.

London {Head Office) Trial Balance, De
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counting house expenditure be dealt with when preparing depart-
mental accounts ?

2. Explain the relations of the Head Office of a trading under-
taking with its Branch, and vice versa, as regards their book-keeping,
in a case where the Brancli is supplied with both capital and stock
from the Head Office, but otherwise trades in an independent
manner.

3. How should the Head Office of a trading concern record the
transactions between itself and a Branch Office established in France ?

Show how, and from what materials, the Balance Sheet of the
combined undertaking is to be prepared for publication.

4. A London firm of fancy goods manufacturers establishes a
Branch at Rio de Janeiro (where the local currency takes tlie form
of " milreis," and is liable to constant fluctuations in value). Write
a detailed explanation for the use of the book-keeper in London,
showing how the accounts as between London and Rio de Janeiro
are to be kept and adjusted.

Answers.—
19a. Balance of Profit and Loss Account, £5,750 17s. \\d.

Balance Sheet Totals, £32,237 4s. \\d.

19b. Net Profit : Dept. A, £866 6s. 2cl. ; Dept. B, £2,168 19s. M.
Balance Sheet Totals, £56,281 15s. 4(Z.

19c. Profit and Loss Account, Credit Balance, £1,193 7s. 3o?.

Balance Sheet Totals, £17,295 15s. M.
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JOINT ACCOUNTS JOINT ADVENTURE ACCOUNTS

It frequently happens that two or more traders agree

to embark together in limited co-partnership in some
particular trading adventure or speculation, sharing the

resulting profits between them according to their agreed

interests, and mutually contributing to the expenses

incurred in carrying out the undertaking. Such a trans-

action is called a "Joint Adventure." There is, in such

a case, no need of a partnership name as representing

the partners in the adventure, nor does the relationship

of the parties necessarily extend beyond the particular

transaction contemplated. Apart from these character-

istics the operation may be regarded as tantamount
to a more or less restricted partnership for the special

transaction which has been entered into for the mutual
benefit of the parties.

The " adventure " frequently takes the form of a joint

consignment of goods, but it may, of course, assume the

shape of a joint speculation in stocks or shares, the

chartering of a ship, a joint underwriting operation, or

any other form wherein the combination of the interests

concerned may be profitably employed.
Sometimes, but rarely, the matter is treated as if it

were an actual partnership entered into for the special

operation, a separate banking account being opened in~

the joint adventurers' names, and a separate set of books
being kept to record the transactions. In such a case

the matter resolves itself, for book-keeping purposes,

into an ordinary partnership, continuing until conclusion

of the venture and then liquidated. The explanations

previously given as regards partnership accounts will

apply, in such cases, and will regulate the book-keeping

for a "joint adventure " of this type.

In tbe majority of cases, however, owing to the

temporary nature of the partnership, it is not worth
while for the sharers in the enterprise to go to the

expense or trouble of keeping a separate set of books for

the joint adventure. Each adventurer opens an account

3Sn
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in his Ledger for the undertaking, and treats the "Joint
Adventure " as if it were personified ; the adventure there-
fore becomes an ordinary debtor to him for everything
disbursed upon its account ; similarly, everything received
by each adventm'er in respect of the joint adventure is

credited by him to the " Joint Adventure " Account.
Upon conclusion of the operation, the "Joint Adven-

ture " accounts appearing in each party's Ledger are
combined into one statement, showing the details of the
whole transaction from start to finish. In this statement,
the profit shown on the operation is divided between
the partners, and each party must then debit his share
of the profit to the Joint Adventure Account in his Ledger.
The result of thus debiting the profits (or crediting the
losses, if losses there be) in each party's books will be to

show a certain debit balance upon the Joint Adventure
Account in one party's books and a credit balance for the
same amount in the Joint Adventure Account in the
other party's books. When the adventurer whose "Joint
Adventure Account " shows a credit balance pays the
amount of such balance to the other adventurer the
Joint Adventure Account on both party's books will close

automatically.

These principles are illustrated in the subjoined
example, in which the Joint Adventure x\ccount, as it

would appear upon the books of both parties, is shown,
together with the combined statement prepared from, but
outside, the Ledger of either party.

Herbert Wilson of London and Robert Fitch of Cape Town com-
bined in a joint shipment of certain specitied fancy goods, made by
the former to the latter ; profits being shared equally between them.
Pursuant to the arrangement H. Wilson bouglit on January 2,

1909, 10 cases of fancy goods at £"2-1 10.^'. per case, paying cash for

the same, and paying in addition

—

£ s d
Railway charges to London, £1 per case . . 10
Freight to Cape Town, £2 10s. per case . . 25
Insurance, stamps, and sundries . . . 8 4 6

On the same day H. Wilson drew a siglit draft upon R. Fitch for

£100 on account of the consignment, and sold this bill to the
Standard Bank of South Africa for £99 10s., the discount upon
which is to be borne by the adventurers jouitly.

R. Fitch received delivery of tlie goods from the Shipping Com-
pany on January 28, 1909, and honoured H. Wilson's draft on the

same day. R. Fitch made the following payments on account of

the joint venture

—

,• ^, ,^

February 3. Landing and warehouse charges . S .j 10

January 29. Government duty . . . 15 10 10

February 4. Stamps, postages, and sundries . 14 6
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Iv. Fitch sold the whole of the 10 cases of goods on February 2

for cash at £38 per case. On February 4 he prepared, fi-om the
entries in his own books and from the details furnislicd to him
of H. Wilson's disbursements, a statement of the combined result of

the joint venture, remitting to H. Wilson the amount due to the

latter in respect of the transaction together with his share of the
profit.

This remittance was made by means of a Bank Draft obtained free

of charge, and the draft was cashed by H. Wilson on Feliruary 26.

Note.—Questions of interest, as between the partners in the
venture, are to be disresTrarded.

H. Wilson's Ledger.

JOINT ACCOUNT WITH ROBERT FITCH
Dr. Cr.

1900.

Jan. 2

Feb. 2(5

To Cost of 10
cases of fancy
goods at£24 los.

per case...

,, Railway
charges ...

,, Freight..

,, Insurance,
stamps, and
sundries

,, Discount
Bill drawn
Recount of con-
signmtnt

.

,, Share ot prolit

realized (half of
£66 4s. 4(;.).,
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Messrs. H. Wilsox & R. Fitch.

JOINT VENTURE IN FANCY GOODS
(Combined Statement)

1909.

Jan. 2

,. 2

,- 4

,, 4

ToCostof lOcases
of fancy goods
at £24 10s. per
case

„ Charges in
London

—

Railway char-
ges

Freight
Insurance and
sundries.

Discount...

„ Government
duty at Cape
Town

,, Charges inCape
Town-

Landing and
Wareho use
Cliarges

.

Stamjis, pdst-
ages, and
sundries.

„ Net Profit di-

vided—
H.Wilson £33 2 2

R. Fitcli....33 2 2
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include the detailed cost of the raw material and of each

successive technical process to which such material is

subjected. This information, in such cases, will prove to

be indispensable, not only in order that the manufacturer
may be able to base his selling prices upon reliable

calculations, but also that, by comparing the figures

relating to successive periods, economical working of

the factory or other productive undertaking may be

attained.

A "Cost Sheet," or "Cost Account," is a statement

showing

—

(a) The cost of the raw material used in producing

a certain article.

(h) The proportionate cost of the labour, power, and
other accessories employed in converting the

raw material into a saleable article,

(c) The proportionate cost of effecting a sale of

the finished article and of obtaining payment
for it.

The total of these three items forms the final "cost"
of the article produced, and the difference between this

"cost" and the selling price ultimately obtained con-

stitutes the net profit resulting from the sale of that

particular article.

An example may perhaps serve to make the matter
moi^e easy of comprehension, e. g. in order that a manu-
facturer of fenders may be in a position to offer for sale a

brass fender of a particular pattern it is necessary that he
shall (1) purchase the metal, (2) cast it into the form of

a fender, and finish it in workmanlike manner, (3) employ
a traveller to find a retailer who will buy the finished

article, (4) maintain an office to attend to the dispatch

of it to the retailer, and, in due course, to obtain payment
for it from him.
The metal contained in a particular fender may perhaps

cost 8s., the labour and power employed in converting

the metal into a saleable article, together with the cost

of superintendence and the necessary housing for such
labour, power, and materials during the process, may
perhaps cost 5s., making the total cost of the fender in

its completed state 8s. In addition to this cost price

there may be a commission of 6f/. payable to the com-
mercial traveller who disposes of the fender to a retailer,

and the proportionate cost of the counting-house staff
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engaged in ensuring that the fender is duly paid for may-

be Is. The total "cost" of the fender thus amounts
to 9s. Qd., therefore anything over 9s. M. which the

manufacturer is able to obtain for the brass fender repre-

sents profit for himself. If his competitors are selling

similar articles for lis. each, his profit on the fender

at the current price in question is Is. 6rf. ; but if he
desires to obtain a large share of the orders for brass

fenders likely to be placed by the retail ironmongers, he
may perhaps decide to forego a small portion of this

possible profit of Is. Qd. per fender, and may quote them
in his price list at 10s. Qd. each ; his profit per fender is

then reduced to Is., but, on the other hand, the probability

is that the volume of his sales will increase.

It will be obvious that cost sheets must differ con-

siderably in their composition according to the business

to which they relate ; any attempt at a comprehensive
description of the subject is out of place in a treatise of

this nature, and all that can be attempted in this chapter

is a brief outline of the salient points involved.

In order to prepare a cost sheet showing the cost of

the manufacture of any particular article, or of each of a

batch of similar articles produced together, the following

details must be obtained and conveniently grouped
together, and their monetary expression must be added
up in order to arrive at the required total

—

1. The cost of the raw material employed.
If goods are bought specially for the manufacture of

the articles in question their cost price will appear on the

relative invoice ; if they are taken from the general stock

in hand their cost price, when originally purchased, will

be available from the ordinary records.

2. The cost of carriage of the raw material to the works.

3. The cost of the labour (productive wages) used in

converting the raw material into the finished articles.

This information must be sought for in the wages books

of the undertaking, and the proportion applicable to any
particular article must be arrived at by the dissection of

the wages paid in connection with that article. In many
concerns records are provided by the workmen them-
selves, on "time sheets" or cards filled in by them or by
the foreman ; these sheets show in detail the work upon
which the men have been occupied, and such original

memoranda when available will form the basis of the

dissection of the wages.
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The above three items of cost form what is known as

the " Prime Cost " (or, as the Americans say, " Flat Cost ")

of the article.

4. The proportionate amount of the factoiy rent, power,

Hghting, depreciation of plant, and all other continuing

charges which are applicable to the manufactured goods
in question. All these " on cost," " overhead,'' or " fixed

"

charges are paid for by the undertaking en bloc, and it

will be necessary, by comparing their total for a given

period with the output of manufactured articles for the

same period, to ascertain, as near as may be, the pro-

portion chargeable to each given article.

5. The proportionate amount of the cost of super-

intendence, clerical labour, counting-house expenses,

advertising, commercial travellers' commission and all

other standing charges of an unproductive nature applic-

able to the particular article or articles, the cost of

which is to be ascertained. This must be effected, as in

the case of the items set out in paragraph 4, by a

comparison of the total expenditure under these headings
with the total output of goods for a given period, or in

any other manner which may be deemed to give more
correct results.

A general analysis of the price of a manufactured article

ready for sale may be stated briefly as follows

—

{a) Material

[h) Labour ......
(c) Direct Expenses ....
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All the items relative to the cost of the article in question

will be recorded in this Cost Ledger account until, in due
course, the total cost is arrived at. The use of the term
"Ledger" in this connection must not mislead the

student into thinking that such a book is a book of

account forming part of the system of Double Entry book-
keeping, for such is not the case ; a Cost Ledger is, in

most cases, purely a statistical or memorandum book in

which the details of the cost of manufacturing the articles

dealt in by the business concerned are recorded.

When quantities or batches of articles or commodities
of a like nature are produced together, cost accounts are

kept in a similar manner, the various items of cost

applicable to the batch or quantity being inserted in

totals. The total cost of the batch or quantity is thus
obtained, and the cost per article manufactured, or per
unit of the commodity {e.g. per bicycle manufactured or

per ton of coal produced), is arrived at by dividing the

total cost of the whole by the number of single articles,

or the number of units of the commodity contained in the

batch or total quantity produced.

If, in a manufacturing concern, cost accounts are kept
for every article manufactured during a given period, the

total of the profits shown by the separate accounts should,

if combined, equal the net profit shown by the Profit and
Loss Account for the same period, and in this way some
correlation can be established between the cost accounts
and the ordinary financial books of account as a means
of checking the accuracy of the system employed. This
agreement, though possible in theory, is not ahvays
attained with much exactitude in practice, although a

close approximation should always be effected between
the two sets of figures.

In a concern of any magnitude the work of preparing

the cost sheets is ordinarily entrusted to a separate
" costing department." In such a department the cost

records of past products or manufactui'es become of the

greatest value and serve as a guide for the future, and as

a basis whereon estimates can be framed for the purpose
of tendering for public contracts or for private orders.

It will be obvious to the student that the successful

organization of any system of cost accounts must depend
very largely upon the close approximation of its methods
to the lines upon which the business in which it is

employed is conducted.
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If the student desires to follow this subject further he
is recommended to read the five volumes of the " Account-
ants Library" specially devoted to the subject. In these

books the matter is dealt with in great detail. In the
scheme of these volumes the subject of costing is divided

into five heads: (1) Multiple Costs, (2) Terminal Costs,

(3) Single Costs, (4) Process Costs, (5) Operating Costs.

These designations are doubtless convenient for text-book
purposes, but the student will not find them in general
employment in the commercial world. When devising a
set of cost accounts the particular needs of each business
must be separately considered and catered for, and no
hard-and-fast set of forms can be prescribed as suitable

for every business or for any class of business, nor can
any system, however perfect, claim to be of general
application, even within the limits of one particular trade.

In the great majority of cases cost accounts are merely
supplemental to the financial accounts, their use being
confined to the supply of additional information as to the
detailed cost of manufactured products.

That this subordination always exists, as the student
is generally led to believe, is, however, an inaccurate
assumption. In some businesses of importance—con-
structing engineers for example—the financial system
and the costing system frequently run hand in hand and
mutually work, either together or independently, into the
final " balance."

Such systems are necessarily very elaborate, and any
attempt, in this treatise, to outline the methods employed
would be out of place.

It may, however, be briefly stated that, in these cases,

no "Purchase" or "Expense" accounts are kept, all the
purchases made or expenses incuri'ed being analyzed and
charged up to the individual contracts or processes to

which they relate.

That this system is theoretically an ideal one for the
requirements of some businesses there can be no doubt.
As is so often the case, however, practice frequently falls

short of the ideals of theory, and the system has many
drawbacks, the chief of which perhaps are that

—

{a) In order to save time and tedious research the
clerical staff are apt to manipulate the analyses
of the expenditure.

(b) The counting-house is very largely at the mercy
of foremen and workmen for the analysis of
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the material and time employed, and that the
information supplied is often incorrect is beyond
question.

A specimen form of a simple Cost Sheet applicable to

a colliery is appended.

The South Welsh United Collieries, Ltd.

COST ACCOUNT, Fortnig-ht ending February 27, 1909

Coal worked, 1,722 tons 10 cwt.
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one class of royalties, viz. those paid for mineral rights,

which requires special explanation.

Mineral Royalties.—Many forms of royalty are calcu-

lated on the basis of the payment of a certain sum of money
in respect of each occasion upon which the property

involved is used, e.g. each instance in which patent rights

are made use of, or each copy of a book or piece of music

sold. Mineral royalties are almost invariably based upon

the number of units of mineral extracted, a certain sum
of money being payable in respect of each unit, e.g. a

"royalty" of 6c?. per ton on every ton of coal won from

a given specified area, although in the case of mineral

royalties certain additional stipulations are usually in-

serted in every agreement in order that an equitable

arrangement between the parties may be arrived at.

The owner of an area of land which is traversed by

seams of coal usually exacts, when leasing the right to

win coal to a colliery lessee, a royalty of so many pence

per ton upon the coal "won," e.g. M. per ton.

Eoyalties are generally based upon one or other of the

undermentioned rates

—

(a) A fixed rate per ton of coal "gotten " or " w^on."

The coal being taken "through," i.e. "small"
and " large " coal together.

(h) A fixed rate per ton won with a different scale for

"large" compared with "small" coal, or with

different rates for different seams,

(c) A rate per ton won based upon a sliding scale,

which varies with the " pit mouth " price of

coal.

{d) A fixed price per foot thickness of the seam of

coal worked (" Footage ").

{e) A fixed price per acre worked.

Frequently a small percentage upon the total output is

allowed free of royalty to cover the coal consumed in

running the plant and machinery employed in the

colliery.

In other cases, where the coal deposits are very deep,

one or two years are sometimes allowed to the lessees

for development purposes before the Eoyalty and Mining
Eent Clauses come into operation.

If the agreement betw^een the landlord and the lessee

were to go no further than the fixing of a royalty to be

paid upon each ton of coal extracted, the landlord would
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be entii'ely in the lessee's hands as regards the amount
of the royalties payable ; the latter could work on a

restricted output or refrain from working any coal at all

unless it suited his convenience, in which case the land-

lord would receive little or nothing in the way of

royalties.

A landlord natiirally desires to be able, in granting a

colliery lease, to count at least upon a moderate and
certain regular income, and in order to meet his require-

ments in this respect the custom exists of naming a round
sum of money in the lease as a "minimum rent," * i.e. a

specified rent, which is payable whether the workings of

the colliery, calculated on a basis of so much per ton, equal

the " minimum " mentioned or not. Even if the coal

area remains unworked the minimum rent is nevertheless

payable.

In years of restricted output the amount by which
the " minimum rent " actually paid under the lease

exceeds the agreed royalty on the output (which latter

would be payable if no minimum rent were stated in the

lease) is commonly known as " short workings " (or

" shorts "). This name is applied to the deficiency of ton-

nage, as well as to the monetary expression of the

deficiency in terms of the royalty payable.

It frequently happens that, during the early years of

the " life " of a colliery, while the mine is being opened
up, the output is more or less scanty, and the minimum
rent has consistently to be paid owing to the low output.

As soon, however, as the development work has been
successfully accomplished the colliery starts working
upon a normal basis, and the output gradually rises

above the point at w^iich the minimum rent merges into

a royalty on the output. In order to alleviate the hard-

ship which might otherwise arise as regards the lessee,

through the effect of the " short workings " in early years,

the lease usually contains a clause to provide for what is

known as the "recoupment of short workings." Such a

provision usually stipulates that any " short workings "

occurring in earlier years may be offset against the larger

outputs of later years, subject to the proviso that a sum
at least equal to the minimum rent must be paid in

every year of the lease's term. The right to " recoup
"

* Other local terms to express the same meaning are : Dead Rent,
Annual Rent, Head Rent, Sleeping Rent, Fixed Rent, Certain
Rent, etc.
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" short workings " continues in many leases over the

first few years only (three to five) of a colliery's existence,

"short workings" occurring in later years being irre-

coverable. In other mining districts the privilege extends

over the whole period of the lease.

The practical working of the various provisions set forth

above may be made more clear by the use of a concrete

example. A colliery might be granted a lease of a coal

area at a royalty of 6r/. per ton with a minimum rent of

£200 per annum, and power to recoup " short workings."

The effect of this would be that if less than 8,000 tons

were " won "in a given year the minimum rent of £200

a year would be payable, but that if 8,000 tons or more

were worked in a given year the royalty at the rate of

M. per ton upon the output would be payable.

The actual outputs for the three years following the

granting of the lease mentioned above may be taken as

under

—

First year 3,000 tons

Second year 10,000 „

Third year 20,000 „

The royalties payable will then be as set forth below.

First year.—The minimum rent of £200 is the equiva-

lent (at a royalty of M. per ton) of an output of 8,000

tons. In this year only 3,000 tons have been worked,

the £200 minimum rent is therefore payable, and the

lessee may (as a memorandum) carry forward 5,000 tons

of "short workings" for subsequent recoupment, if possible,

out of the results of later years.

Second year.—If there had been no provision in the

lease granting the recoupment of " short workings

"

royalty would have become payable at the rate of 6f/. per

ton on the whole output of 10,000 tons; as, however,

there are in existence some " short workings " which the

lessee is permitted to "recoup," they can be made use of

subject to the proviso that not less than the minimum
rent of £200 per annum shall be paid. By claiming the

benefit of 2,000 tons' "short workings" out of the 5,000

tons short worked in the first year, the royalty due can be

reduced to the royalty on 10,000 tons "less 2,000 tons,

i.e. on 8,000 tons, which, at the rate of 6c/. per ton, is

£200. This £200 is, therefore, paid to the landlord, and

the balance of " short workings," available for use in

future years, is reduced to 3,000 tons.
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Third year.—Similarly, if there had been no provision

in the lease as regards " short workings," royalty would
have become payable on the whole output of 20,000 tons;
there are, however, 3,000 tons of "short workings " (see

above) remaining available for recoupment. By applying
these in reduction of the 20,000 tons of output for royalty
purposes the royalty actually payable is reduced to that
due upon 17,000 tons, viz. £425.
The principles upon which royalties and " short work-

ings " are to be recorded in the books of a colliery lessee

are as follows—
A. Since the Trading and Profit and Loss Accounts

record only the product of the sale of the
output for the period, the debit appearing in

the former account in respect of "royalties"
must represent the royalty on actual outiyut

for the period, whether this is above or below
the minimum rent.

B. If, in any given year, the royalty based on the

output is less than the "minimum rent"
actually paid, the deficiency {i.e. the "short
workings ") should be debited to an asset

account entitled " Short Workings," which
account should be carried forward to future

years as an asset account as long as there is

a reasonable chance of the output of later

years being sufficiently high to recoup the
balance remaining upon the account. In cases

where the year's royalty on the output is less

than the minimum rent, it is the royalty on
output which is, as set forth in paragraph A,

to be debited to the Profit and Loss Account,
the " short workings " being ranked as an asset

for the time being.

C. If, in any given year, the royalty due upon the

output exceeds the minimum rent, it is still

the royalty on the output which is to be
debited in the Profit and Loss x\ccount, not-

withstanding that by the application of pre-

vious years' "short workings" the actual

payment to the landlord may be reduced
below this sum.

D. When the accumulated " short workings " amount
to such a sum that, by reason of the near ap-

proach of the time limit for recoupment as well
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as in view of the low colliery output, there is no
reasonahle hope of their ever being" recouped;
any balance on this account must be written

off to the Profit and Loss Account, and no
further " short workings " should be treated

as an asset unless there is a reasonable pros-

pect of their subsequent recoupment.

The holding up of irrecoverable "short workings" as

an asset presents, of course, one method by which the

Balance Sheet and Profit and Loss Account of a colliery

may be made to misrepresent the actual condition of

affairs, and, to avoid misrepresentation, the matter must
always be dealt with upon as conservative a basis as

possible.

The entries necessary to record royalties and " short

workings " are as under

—

Case I.

—

If the royalty imyablc on the outyut equals or

exceeds in any given year the minimum rent stated in the

lease.

(1) Debit the Eoyalties Account (an expense
account subsequently transferable to the debit

of the Profit and Loss or "Working " Account)
with the roj'alties payable, and (2) Credit the

Personal Account of the landlord with the like

The landlord's account is closed by debiting it with (a)

the cash paid to him, and [h) the previous year's " short

workings " (if any) reclaimed from him (see below).

Case II.

—

If the minimum rent stated in the lease, and
suhscq^iently paid, exceeds the royalty at the agreed rate

worked out on the actual output for the year (i.e. where the
minimum rent clause comes into operation to prevent the

landlord suffering from a bad year's output).

(1) Debit the Eoyalties Account with the royalty

due at the agreed rate worked out on the

actual output.

(2) Debit the " Short Workings" Account with any
short w'orkings.

(3) Credit the landlord's Personal Account with
the sum of the foregoing debits, i.e. with the

minimum rent, and debit his account with any
cash payment made to him.

D u 2
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The "Short Workings" Account must be regai'ded as

an asset account until the close of the period prescribed

by the lease during which the recoupment of " short

workings " is permissible, provided, as has already been

stated, that there is a reasonable probability of the output

being sufficiently large to permit of such recoupment.
Any " short workings," the eventual recoupment of

which cannot be reasonably expected, and any " short

workings " occurring after the prescribed period for re-

coupment has expired, must at once be debited to the

Profit and Loss Account.
An example illustrating the payment of Eoyalties and

the recoupment of "short workings" is appended.

The Pontyffraith Colliery Company, Ltd., took from the Earl

of Landore a lease of a coal-bearing area for a period of twenty
years, from January 1, 1904, upon the terms of a royalty of

Gd. per ton upon the output with a minimum rent of £200 per

annum, and with power to recoup " short workings " over the first

four years of the lease.

The annual outputs for the five years following the granting of

the lease were as follows

—

1904
1905
1906
1907
1908

5,000 tons.

8,000 ,,

10,000 „
10,000 ,,

12,000 ,,

Show the Royalties, " Short Workings," and Landlord's Ledger
accounts as they would appear in the books of the Colliery

Company.

Dr. ROYALTIES ACCOUNT Cr.

1904.

Dec. 31 To the Earl of
Landore,royalty
upon the outjiut
for 1904 (5,000
tons)
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1906.

Dec. 31 To ilie End o!

Laiidore,ro.v;ilty

upon the output
for 1906 (10,000
toiis) J.42

I

£

1906.

Dec. 31 By Transfer to
the Profit and
Loss Account ... J. 44

250

1907.

Dec. Si' To the Earl of

\
Landore,ro3-alty
upon the outjmt
for 1907 (10,000
tons)
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Earl of Landore (Landlord's Accomit) contimied.

1908.

Dec. 31 To Cash 314

£

300
i

1908.

Dec. 31 By Royalty. J. 90

£

SHORT WORKINGS" Cr.

1904.
1

Dec. 31 To tlie Earl of

Landure(" Short
Workings " for

1901)
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upon which a Balance Sheet has been prepared. Beyond
the fact that Balance Sheets prepared either in the form
of a " single account " or in that of a " double account "

necessitate an efficient method of recording the trans-

actions which they finally embody, there is no relation

whatever between Double or Single Entry book-keep-
ing, and the "Double" or "Single Account" systems of

preparing Balance Sheets. Book-keeping by Double
Entry is, of course, the only method of book-keeping
under which a reliable Balance Sheet of either tj'pe can
be constructed.

A Balance Sheet prepared upon the principles of the
" Double Account System " proceeds upon the lines of de-

marcation drawn between what are known as the " Fixed
"

Assets and the " Floating " Assets of an undertaking,

together with a similar distinction between its various

liabilities. It is therefore necessary to reiterate briefly

the significance of these terms before proceeding to

describe the system itself.

Of the Assets owned by an undertaking at any given
point of time, some will be found to have been acquired
for the purpose of being used in the conduct of the

business; the remainder, on the other hand, will be
found to consist either of money itself or of assets held

for the purpose of being converted into money at a sub-

sequent date. The former class is known by the generic

name of "Fixed" Assets, while the term "Floating''
Assets is applied to the latter.

For example, the permanent way, embankments,
bridges, stations, and rolling stock belonging to a Eail-

way Company are typical Fixed Assets ; such property
has been acquired by the Company owning it solely

for permanent use and not for subsequent conversion
into money. On the other hand, the outstanding book
debts due to a Railway Company, any temporary invest-

ments it may hold, and any stock of stores remaining on
hand for future consumption, are all Floating Assets,

inasmuch as conversion into money, either directly or
indirectly, at an early date is the object for which such
assets are held.

It will be obvious that, since it is the purpose for

which the assets are held that determines to which of

the above two classes they belong, and not the naUire
of the property itself, a particular asset may be a Fixed
Asset in one business and a Floating Asset in another,
e.g. d. gas-engine, bought for use in a boot factory, is o,
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Fixed Asset from the point of view of the owner of the

factory. The same engine would, however, laave been a

Floating Asset as long as it remained part of the unsold
stock of a manufacturing engineer whose business it was
to make and supply gas-engines.

In some instances aH asset held by a given under-
taking may appear, at first sight, to partake of the
characteristics both of Fixed and Floating Assets, e. g. a
piece of property acquired for subsequent sale if oppor-
tunity offers, but which is employed in the business in

the mean time. In such cases, however, it will usually

be possible to discern a greater degree of intention in one
direction or the other, as between these two purposes

;

and, according to the direction in which the excess of

intention inclines, the class to which the asset is to be
relegated is determined.

The Fixed Assets of an ordinary type of undertaking,

being the equipment with which it fulfils its appropriate

functions, will ordinarily constitute the greater part of

the property owned ; e. g. the cost of the lines and
rolling stock employed by a Eailway Company will

usually far exceed any funds the company may hold in

the shape of Floating Assets ; moreover, the acquisition

or construction of the properties held by an undertaking
as Fixed Assets, will ordinarily represent the principal

purpose for which its issues of stock, shares, permanent
debentures or other forms of capital indebtedness have
been made. It is, of course, necessary that, in the

formation of a company, some allowance for a margin
of " working capital " {i. e. capital held in a liquid or

floating form) shall be made in estimating the amount of

capital which must be sought for from the public, but the

amount so held is ordinarily of small proportions as com-
pared with the larger sums needed to construct and
equip the concern from an operating point of view.

It was doubtless for the purpose of showing clearly

what portion of the capital raised (including in the term
"capital" any funds obtained by the issue of debentures
or other forms of indebtedness of a permanent character)

has been expended in the construction or acquisition of

Fixed Assets, and what portion of such capital remains
unexpended at any particular date, that the twofold

nature of a Balance Sheet prepared according to the
" Double Account System " was originally conceived, and
rendered compulsory in the case of certain companies
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appealing for powers to construct and equip various

classes of undertakings.

The dominating idea in framing the prescribed form of

these accounts doubtless was, that in cases where
parliamentary sanction had been granted for raising and
expending capital for certain specified purposes it was of

paramount importance that the accounts should be so

framed that the extent and direction of all capital expend-
iture should be clearly shown, and its exclusive use for

the particular purpose for which its issue was sanctioned

conveniently traceable.

In the case of an undertaking preparing its Balance
Sheet according to " Double Account methods," two
sections of the Balance Sheet are shown, instead of one,

as is the case under the ordinary " Single Account
System." In the first of these two sections the balances
appertaining to the capital issued, and to the part of it

sunk in Fixed Assets, is shown, together with the balance
of the capital which has not yet been expended in these
directions—the latter amount being the difference be-

tween the two former items. In the second section of

the Balance Sheet are shown, on the one side, the

balance of capital brought from the first section, together
with the current and all other Liabilities of the under-
taking, and, on the other side, all the Floating Assets
held by the concern. The first statement thus shows
the Capital and the Fixed Assets of the concern, while
the second statement contains the Floating Assets and
Liabilities, the balance of the capital, as set forth in the
first statement, being brought forward into the second
section of the account. This " balance of capital " repre-

sents the amount of capital retained in liquid form, i. c.

not locked vip in fixed assets.

Occasionally it may happen that a Company has locked
up, in the form of Fixed Assets, shghtly more than the
amount of the capital it has raised. It can, of course,
only do this, as a matter of finance, either by utilizing

any reserve funds it may possess, or by running into debt.

In such a case the first section of the Balance Sheet
will show, on the debit side, the sum sunk in acquiring
the Fixed Assets, and, upon the credit side, the amount
of capital raised, together with the balance necessary to

make the two sides agree. This balance represents' the
amount of capital overspent, which therefore appears as
a Liability in the first section of the Balance Sheet, and
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as an Asset in the second section, and can only be

eliminated by means of a further issue of capital by the

concern.

Forms of Balance Sheets prepared according to the
" Double Account System " will be found in Chapter
XXI, pages 441, 442, and will serve to illustrate the

principles set forth below
The " Double Account System" isof comparativelyrecent

origin, and is of purely statutory derivation.* The system
is compulsorily applied to many semi-public undertakings,

the works constructed by which are deemed to be of a

permanent nature, c. g., railways, gas-works, water, and
electric lighting companies. The accounts of such cor-

porations show, perhaps with unnecessary elaboration,

the various amounts of capital expended in past years in

acquiring Fixed Assets and in other directions. It may
however be doubted whether the division of the Balance
Sheet into two sections serves any useful purpose which
would not have been attained under the methods more
generally employed in commercial circles.

The Balance Sheets of railways and other undertakings
which, in this country, employ the " Double Account
System " are efficiently prepared upon the ordinary
" Single Account System " in the United States of

America, and in almost all other countries, and, in the

opinion of many accountants, there is no self-evident

necessity for the adoption of the " Double Account
System " by undertakings of this nature.

The concerns in which the "Double Account System"
is applied were, when the system was originally prescribed,

deemed to be i^ervianent undertakings ; it was therefore

considered that, provided they always maintained an
equivalent equipment to that with which they started,

provision for depreciation was unnecessary. The obliga-

tion to maintain this " Equivalent Equipment " took the

form of throwing upon the undertaking the responsibility

of executing, out of current profits, all the repairs necessary

to maintain the equipment in efficient working order, and
also of replacing, out of current profits, any equipment
which, owing to age or obsolescence, was no longer of

service. Provided this course was pursued no provision

for depreciation was held to be necessary, and the capital

originally expended in acquiring the Fixed Assets of the

* The system was first prescribed under the Regulation of

Railways Act, 1868.
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undertaking was to be allowed to remain permanently

unchanged in its accounts.

x\ny enlargement of the equipment, increase in the

number of engines or rolling stock (in the case of a Eail-

way Company), extension of works or other additional

capital outlay from time to time, are added to the

original capital expenditure; and, subject to the above-

mentioned obligation upon the Company to "maintain"

its equipment out of current revenue, such expenditure

stands in the Company's books at its original cost for ever.

In the opinion of some accountants this system of

accounting presents many defects, the chief of which may
be briefly stated as follows

—

1. During the earlier years of the undertaking,

when the equipment is new and the expendi-

ture upon repairs is correspondingly small, and

that upon replacements is non-existent, the

current profits are relieved of charges for de-

preciation which, strictly speaking, they should

bear; the divisible profits are therefore over-

stated, and their subsequent division " up to the

hilt " not only constitutes an excessive payment
of dividends, but impoverishes the undertaking,

and inflates the market price of the shares

above their true value.

2. In later years repairs and replacements fall

heavily upon the undertaking which has no

reserved profits to fall back upon ; current

dividends are therefore trenched upon and the

price of the shares falls correspondingly. Thus
no equilibrium is maintained between the early

years and later years.

3. Capital sunk in constructing lines, stations or

other objects embraced in the original project

but subsequently abandoned remains in the

Company's Balance Sheet at its original amount

;

whereas, under the " Single Account System,"

the cost of these moribund assets would prob-

ably be written off.

4. Legal and other charges expended in obtaining

the passing of special Acts of Parliament on

the Company's behalf are, under the "Double
Account System," capable of being capitalized

and treated for ever as an asset, whereas in

an ordinary Company they would be treated as
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" Preliminary Expenses " and written off over

a period of years.

5. It is unsound to maintain that, because all re-

placements are borne by revenue, no further

provision for vpasting assets is necessary. For
example, a Eailway Company opens its system
with 500 locomotives and, in due course, re-

places 20 of them, out of revenue, with engines

of a better and more costly type. So far as

these 20 new engines are concerned well and
good, but there are still the 480 old engines in

connection with which wastage in value has
undoubtedly taken place, but is ignored under
the " Double Account System."

It will be obvious to the student that there is much to

be said for some of these criticisms of the " Double
Account System," though space forbids their discussion

at length in this place.

It is well, however, to remember that, in many cases,

Companies working under the "' Double Account System "

recognize the existence of wastage over and above that

which is adequately met by replacements out of Eevenue,
and, in such cases, special Depreciation Funds are created.

Gas and Electric Lighting undertakings frequently

raise depreciation funds in order to provide for the

renewal of costly assets such as leasehold works,
machinery and plant, etc.

As has been akeady indicated, many Companies, notably

British Eailways, do not interpret the " Double Account
System " too literally, and often charge replacements very

generously to Eevenue when old or obsolete assets are

being replaced ; and, in many ways, reserves and pro-

visions are created out of Eevenue although their exist-

ence may not be separately disclosed in the published

accounts of the Company.
It has already been explained that the Balance Sheets

of Eailway Companies are compulsorily prepared in the

United Kingdom upon the " Double Account System,"
whereas in the majority of other countries the " Single

Account System " is adopted. An example, in condensed
form, of a " Single Account " Balance Sheet issued by an
American railroad is appended. The form of this state-

ment may be usefully compared with the more cumber-
some English form illustrated on pages 441, 442.
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Chicago, Tnpiaxa and Southeun Raitavay Compaxy (U.S.A.)

CONDENSED GENERAL BALANCE SHEET, December 31, 1908

Assets.

Cost of Road and Equipment
Fuel and Supplies
Current Assets

—

Cash in hands of Treasurer, re-

mittances in transit and sundry
debtors

41.003,039.38
432,074.6,'

$ 42,991,967.00

Liabilities.

Capital Stock

—

Common 15,000,000.00
Preferred T), 000, 000. 00

Funded Debt—
Fitst Mortgage
Bonds 4,850,000.00

Fifty-year 4 per
cent. Gold Bonds 15,150,000.00

Current Liabilities

—

Bills Payable, accounts out-
standing and sundry creditors

Pr.)fit and Loss Account

—

Balance

20,000,000.00

20,000,000.00

2,951,431.89

40,535.11

42,991,967.00

Note.—It will be seen that the Liabilities and Assets in this Balance Sheet appear on the opposite
sides to those upon which they would appear according to British practice.

Goodwill
Some reference has already been made to the subject

of Goodwill in its relation to Partnership and Joint Stock
Company accomits upon pages 234 and 257 respectively

;

there are, however, certain points connected with this

important subject which have not been considered pre-

viously in this treatise, to which, therefore, some brief

reference is needful.

Goodwill has, as was previously mentioned, been
defined as " the benefit arising from connection and
reputation," and although it is neither a tangible asset

nor one which is capable, under ordinary circumstances,
of ready realization, it is none the less a real and, in many
cases, a most valuable type of property.

Goodwill is fully recognized as a transferable asset by
the law, and agreements for its sale or conveyance are
subject to ad valorem stamp duty.

The value of the Goodwill attached to a given business
is obviously dependent upon the nature of the undertak-
ing, and upon the circumstances connected with it. For
the purposes of sale the Goodwill of a business is usually
estimated as being worth a given number of years' pur-
chase of the annual profits which may be expected to

be derived from its possession ; such future profits are
usually estimated upon the basis of the average profits

which have accrued during the last few years' trading
immediately prior to the date upon which the sale takes
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place. The average of profits to be employed for the
purposes of valuing a " Goodwill " should be based upon
the results of a sufficient number of years to give a fair

estimate of future results, and in arriving at such average
any special profits or losses due to extraneous circum-
stances should be disregarded. The average of the pre-

vious three to five years' results is usually employed in

arriving at the value of Goodwill in ordinary commercial
undertakings.

The number of years' purchase of these ascertained
" average " profits to be taken in any given instance is

naturally a matter which is subject to great variation

according to circumstances. The Goodwill of a profes-

sional business, in the successful conduct of which the
personality of the previous owner is of paramount im-
portance, and which can only be transferred to a new
owner with the probability of considerable loss of clientele,

may, in a given instance, only be worth from one to

three years' purchase of the average profits previously

derived from its possession ; on the other hand, the
Goodwill of a trading business showing average profits of

a similar amount may be worth a much larger propor-
tionate sum. This difference in value would be due to

the less exclusively " pei'sonal " nature of the latter

business as compared with the former. In fact, in many
commercial undertakings the personal factor is practically

non-existent in connection with the Goodwill, which may
be largely a question of locality or of reputation for the
quality of merchandise sold. In an ordinary case the

Goodwill of a professional business may be taken to be
worth from one to three years' purchase of the average
past profits, and the value of the Goodwill of a trading

business will ordinarily be worth from two to five years'

purchase of similar average past profits. If a share only
of the Goodwill is being disposed of, in cases where the

previous partners, or some of them, continue to be asso-

ciated with the undertaking, a greater number of years'

purchase of the average profits will in many cases be
obtainable by the vendors.

Again, where the average of the results of past years is

based upon a series of descending profits, i. e. where the

profits have in the past been steadily on the down grade,

the Goodwill will obviously be worth less than where
exactly the same average is shown by a series of ascend-
ing profits, /. e. where the business shows a sequence of
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profits which are on the up-grade, each year showing a

better result than its predecessor.

The personaUty of the intending purchaser of a Good-

will is an important factor in relation to the price to be

paid for its possession ; the approximate number of years'

purchase stated above, viz. one to three years in the case

of a professional business and two to five years in the case

of a trading business, will usually apply when the intend-

ing purchaser is a private trader on his own account. If,

on the other hand, the Goodwill of a trading business is

to be sold to a Limited Company formed for the special

purpose of acquiring it, the purchase price will frequently

be considerably more than if it were being disposed of to

a sole trader. This enhanced price arises out of the

interposition of vendors' or promoters' profits in the case

of a Company, and is rendered possible by the fact that

the shareholder with limited liability in a Joint Stock

Company will usually be content with a smaller rate of

interest per cent, per annum upon his money than would
be required by a purchaser trading upon his own account

with unlimited liability. A Joint Stock Company can

usually be more heavily capitalized in a similar business

than a private partnership, and yet be in a position to satisfy

its shareholders in point of income. If at a subsequent

date a company of this nature fails to succeed the loss of

capital to the ordinary shareholders is, of course, corre-

spondingly large. The ordinary shares of many large com-
panies are practically represented entirely by the purchase

price of the " Goodwill," and in view of the excessive

prices which the constitution of a Joint Stock Company
allows to be placed upon this asset, and of its worthless-

ness should the undertaking fail to succeed, the capitalist

who cannot afford to lose the principal, represented by
his investment, should studiously eschew the ordinary or

deferred shares of those industrial companies where the

amount paid for the Goodwill of the business forms the

principal part of the purchase price.

Upon the failure of a trading concern, its " Goodwill
"

obviously becomes a valueless asset ; and in like manner
when the profits of an undertaking decrease during its

course of trading, so the value placed upon its Goodwill
should in theory diminish also. The question as to

whether the purchase price paid by an undertaking for

its Goodwill should be depreciated has been the subject

of much controversy among accountants, but in actual
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practice the original cost of the asset is rarely written
down. In periods of depression, when the Goodwill has
fallen in value, Directors of Companies usually object to

throwing any additional burden upon the Profit and Loss
Account in order to meet such depreciation, and it is only
in prosperous years, when profits are abundant and the
Goodwill presumably of corresponding value, that any
depreciation of the asset is met with ; in such years lump
sums are sometimes written off Goodwill Account, from a
laudable deske to eliminate an intangible asset from the
Balance Sheet, or to reduce the profits available for dis-

tribution in order to conserve the financial resources of

the Company in view of possible times of stringency in

future years.

Goodwill is a fixed asset, and no attempt to record
fluctuations in its value can be made ; neither, it would
appear, even where known depreciation exists, is there
any legal obligation to reduce its book value prior to the
payment of dividends {Wihner v. M'Namara). The asset

should be stated in the Balance Sheet at cost, and such
statement is not intended to convey any guarantee that
its present worth is fairly represented by the amount at

which it appears.

As pointed out above, however, the Directors of a
Company may wisely decide to enhance the financial

strength of the undertaking by reducing the book value
of the Goodwill. In such circumstances some accountants
are of opinion that the same end can be more advantage-
ously attained by creating a Eeserve Fund.

In any case, where a reduction of the book value of

Goodwill has been decided upon the amounts written off

are not in any sense charges against revenue, but should
take the form of appropriations of profits, and should
therefore appear in the appropriation section of the

Profit and Loss Account.

Bankruptcy and " Deeds of Aerangejient "

When the affairs of a trader or a partnership become
financially involved, and further trading is impossible, it

becomes necessary for his or their property to be realized

and distributed ^?'o rata among the creditors. A trader
who is unquestionably insolvent (taking that word in the
sense that he is unable to pay his debts as they fall due)
cannot continue business in this condition for any
extended period of time, although by an adroit system
of " financing " his liabilities an unscrupulous trader
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may postpone a crisis for months or even ^^eai-s after

the period at which he first becomes insolvent. By the

postponement of the accounts of such creditors who do

not urgently press for payment ; by incurring a series of

fresh obligations to trade creditors with whom he has not

previously dealt, and who, to secure a new customer, will

often give extended terms of credit ; by means of " Accom-
modation Bills "

; by mortgaging and re-mortgaging all his

available property ; by overdrawing his bank account, if

that be possible, and by a multiplicity of other question-

able devices, the insolvent owner of an unprofitable

business frequently trades in a steadily increasing con-

dition of insolvency for a considerable period. The
process is one, however, which cannot continue for an
indefinite time. The patience of creditors at length

becomes exhausted, and either of his own motion or

by compulsion the trader is compelled finally to proceed

into "bankruptcy" or to make a "private arrangement"
with his creditors.

"Bankruptcy" infers the winding up of a debtor's

estate according to the manner prescribed by law,*' the

distribution of the proceeds of such estate ^jro rata among
the creditors, and, ultimately, the freeing of the debtor,

by operation of law, from any further claim in respect

to the unsatisfied portion of his indebtedness to his

creditors.

A " Bankruptcy Petition " can be presented to a Bank-
ruptcy Court either by a creditor (for over £50) or by the

debtor himself. The petition is heard by a "Registrar"

of the High Court of Justice or of the County Court, if

such be resorted to, and a "Receiving Order" can be

made upon it. A "Receiving Order" removes the

debtor's property from his own custody and places it

in the hands of an officer of the Court termed an
" Official Receiver." Upon a Receiving Order being made
the Otlicial Receiver to whom the case is assigned calls a

First meeting of creditors ; this meeting may resolve that

the Court shall be applied to, to adjudge the debtor a

bankrupt, or, on the other hand, the meeting may enter-

tain a private scheme for the gradual liquidation of the

debtor's indebtedness. Upon "Adjudication" of bank-

ruptcy the debtor becomes a Bankrupt, and the ownership
of all his property passes automatically from him to a

"Trustee," who is, in the first instance, the Oificial

Receiver, and subsequently some person appointed by the
* The Bankruptcy Acts, 1883 90.

E ^
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creditors. Soon after adjudication the bankrupt must
attend a Public Examination, i. e. an examination before

the Court as to his affairs, and he may thereafter apply

for his " Discharge." An order of " discharge " is, as

far as the bankrupt is concerned, the conclusion of his

financial dehdcle ; it frees him from any further claims

with reference to his debts, and permits him to start

in business afresh with a clean sheet.

The Trustee as soon as possible after his appointment
realizes the debtor's estate, or so much of it as is capable

of realization. Out of the first funds available the

Preferential creditors, i. e. certain creditors having
priority for rates and taxes, wages and salaries, are

paid in full, and the rest of the funds are then distri-

buted equally among the creditors in proportion to

their claims.

The creditors may, at their " first meeting," appoint

some person approved by them (usually a professional

accountant) to be the Trustee, or they may leave the

matter in the hands of the Official Eeceiver, who will

then act as Trustee ; the creditors may at the same time

appoint some of their number to act as a Committee of

Inspection, which holds periodical meetings and supervises

the liquidation of the debtor's affairs.

A debtor, upon the making of a Eeceiving Order against

him, must submit to the Official Eeceiver who is in

charge of the case a "Statement of Affairs" in the

prescribed form. This statement is in the form of a

summary of the debtor's financial position, prepared with
a view to its immediate realization. " Statements of

Affairs " are prepared not only in bankruptcy cases, but

also in cases of the compulsory winding up of Joint Stock

Companies by order of the Court (where, again, an official

form is prescribed), and in almost all cases of financial

embarrassment. The statement sets forth on the one
side the debtor's property, ranged according to its nature,

and valued not, as in a Balance Sheet, upon a basis of

book figures or as the property of a going concern, but

at realization or "break-up" figures; on the other side

of the statement the debtor's liabilities are set out.

As has been previously indicated, a Statement of Affairs

obviously differs greatly from a Balance Sheet prepared
for a going concern ; and in its preparation all fictitious

or wholly unrealizable assets must be excluded.

The Official Statement of Affairs in bankruptcy consists

of the following forms

—
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1. A statement in summary form showing the pro-

perty owned by the debtor (vahied as above set

forth), the creditors' claims, and the amount of

the " deficiency," i. e. the amount by which the

debtor is insolvent.

2. Schedules explaining the various classes of assets

and liabiUties brought (in totals) into the

statement mentioned above.

3. A Deficiency Account, which is in effect a

transcript, with the sides reversed, of the

bankrupt's Capital Account in his own Ledger,

showing the capital he possessed (or the amount
by which he was insolvent) at a given date

prior to the bankruptcy, his gains since that

time and the losses which have reduced him
to insolvency.

Statements of Affairs prepared at the commencement
of the compulsory liquidation of Joint Stock Companies
resemble those prescribed in bankruptcy, subject, of

course, to the various modifications necessary owing to

the constitution of the Company.
An example illustrating the preparation of a Statement

of Affairs in bankruptcy (the "Summary portion" con-

tained on the " front sheet ") and the relative " Deficiency

iVccount " is appended. In the illustration the " schedules"

have not been included, as they are merely lists explana-

tory of the items included in the " summary," and would
occupy too much space to set out in detail.

Example.—^vom. the following information prepare the Statement
of Affairs aiid Deficiency Account of "A. Debtor," against whom a
Receiving Order was made on January 1, 1909.

The total creditors amounted to £17,650, of which £500 is " full}'

secured " by a deposit of securities expected to realize £550; £1,000
is " partly secured " by a deposit of Stocks expected to realize £500

;

£1,000 represents a liability as indorser upon an Accommodation
Bill expected to rank for the full amount, and £100 is rent for

which the landlord can distrain, the remainder of the creditors are
unsecured.
His assets are—Furniture, £10 ; Cash in hand, £1 ; Cash at Bank,

5s. &d. ; Investment, 50,000 fully paid £1 shares in the Ephemeral
Gold Reduction Company, Ltd., valued at £1,000. Book debts

—

Good, £50 ; Bad, £4,000 ; Doubtful, £5,000 (the latter are expected
to realize £1,000).

A. Debtor's capital on January 1, 1906, was £10,065, and his

income since that date has been £1,350 10s. 9fZ.

He has, since January 1, 1906, spent £8,056 10s. on household
expenses, £3,897 15s. 3(^. in losses on Stock Exchange speculations,

£6,000 on losses through betting, and has sustained further losses

owing to bad debts to the extent of £8,000.

K E 2
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The accounts of a Trustee in bankruptcy must be kept
according to a prescribed form ; they must be audited by
the Committee of Inspection periodically (monthly in the

case of the Trading Account, and quarterly as regards

the other accounts), and they must be submitted, at half-

yearly intervals, for audit by the Board of Trade. An
audited transcript of the trustee's "Estate Cash Book " is

transmitted by the Board of Trade to the Court where
the Eeceiving Order was made.
Upon the conclusion of the distribution of the whole

estate, or upon the realization and distribution of all the

realizable assets, the Trustee may apply to the Board of

Trade for his " Release," giving notice to all creditors who
have proved their debts and to the Debtor of his intention

to do so. A Realization Account in the prescribed form,

giving a summary of all the Trustee's receipts and pay-
ments, is sent out with the above notification. The granting
of a "Release" to a Trustee discharges him from all

Habilities incurred by him in the discharge of his duty to

the bankrupt's estate and to the creditors.

Deeds op Arrangement

What is commercially known as a " Deed of Arrange-
ment" is the formal embodiment, in the form of a deed,

of an arrangement arrived at between an insolvent person
and his creditors generally, or with certain creditors pro-

fessing to act on behalf of themselves and all the other

creditors privatelij (i. c. without the intervention of the

Bankruptcy Courts) in regard to his affairs.

A man may make such private arrangements with indi-

vidual creditors as he chooses, but if, being financially

embarrassed, he executes a deed in favour of his creditors

generally, transferring all his property to one or more
"trustees " for the creditors, to be held by such trustees

either for realization and distribution among the creditors

or for the continuance of trading operations on their

behalf, this deed is termed a " Deed of Arrangement,"
and requires to be registered at a Government office.

Such a proceeding also constitutes an "Act of Bank-
ruptcy," i.e. an act on the part of a debtor which entitles

a creditor not assenting to the Deed to present a bank-
ruptcy petition against him.*

* The "Acts of Bankruptcy" are as follows. If the Debtor
has— (a) made an assignment of his property in trust for his
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The most common form of Deed of Arrangement is one
whereby the debtor transfers all his property to a trustee

for the benefit of the creditors generally, in consideration

of their releasing him from the debts he owes to them

;

the trustee under the deed being directed to realize the
estate and to distribute the product among the creditors

pro rata according to their claims. The deed is usually

made between the debtor, one or more creditors, and a

trustee for the latter, the trustee appointed being usually

a professional accountant. The execution of a deed of

arrangement by a debtor does not affect the right of

a creditor (other than one who has specifically agreed
to be bound by the deed) to present a bankruptcy petition

against him, and this right continues for three months
after the execution of the deed [i. e for three months after

the commission of the " x\ct of Bankruptcy"). If the
debtor be declared bankrupt within three months after

having executed a Deed of Arrangement, the deed and all

proceedings under it fall to the ground, the trustee under
the bankruptcy then having the right to receive the pro-

duct of all the assets realized to date, and to call the
trustee under the "Deed of x^rrangement " to account.

As a consequence of there being alwaj^s this possibility of

a complete overthrowal of a Deed of Arrangement for

three months after its execution, the trustee under such
deeds almost invariably defers the distribution of any
assets he may have realized until the end of this period.

A Deed of Arrangement is frequently put forward as a
proposal by an insolvent debtor at a meeting of his

creditors convened by him for the purpose of laying his

position before them. From the point of view of the

debtor a Deed of Arrangement is preferable to bankruptcy
proceedings, as it avoids the publicity consequent upon
the latter; from the creditors' point of view a "private
arrangement " usually produces larger dividends within

creditors generally
;

{b) made a fraudulent assignment of liis pro-
perty or any part thereof ; (c) made a conveyance amounting to a
"fraudulent preference"

;
(d) having, with intent to defeat or delay

his creditors, departed out of England, or being out remained out,

or absented himself, or begun to keep house
; (c) suffered execution

on his goods, after they have been either sold or held by the sheriff

for twenty-one days
; (/) filed a declaration of his inability to pay

his debts or presented a Bankruptcy Petition against himself

;

ig) neglected to pay or secure a judgment debt after service of a
'

' Bankruptcy notice "
;

[h) given notice to any creditor of suspension
of payment.
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a shorter time than under the more cumbersome and
costly official proceedings in bankruptcy.
The deed need not be signed by every creditor; a

creditor may assent to it by letter, or may show his assent

in practical form by accepting a dividend under it.

Apart from a deed which contemplates immediate
realization and distribution other varieties of Deeds of

Arrangement are met with

—

c. g. (1) an arrangement
whereby the debtor's business is to be continued by a
committee of his creditors on behalf of the creditors

generally
; (2) an arrangement whereunder the debtor

is to continue carrying on his business subject to the

supervision of a committee of creditors, it being agreed
that a composition of so much in the pound spread in

instalments over a given period of time is to be paid to

all the creditors.

All such forms of arrangement by a debtor with his

creditors generally require to be registered, and constitute
" acts of bankruptcy " on the part of the debtor.

No official form of Statement of Affairs for submission
to creditors is prescribed in the case of a Deed of Arrange-
ment, although if a meeting of creditors is being held to

consider the terms of a suggested Deed of Arrangement,
a Statement of Affairs is almost invariably laid before the

creditors who attend. The forms adopted usually follow

the lines employed in bankruptcy proceedings, minus the
official verbiage of the latter. Trustees under Deeds of

Arrangement must transmit periodical statements of

account to the Board of Trade, but the latter body does
not, as in bankruptcy, audit such returns ; it merely files

them without investigation.

Eeceipts and Payments Accounts

Many institutions and societies whose monetary trans-

actions are of a benevolent or non-trading nature compile
and publish their periodical financial statements in the
form of a Eeceipts and Payments Account.
A Receipts and Payments Account is a statement deal-

ing with casli transactions onhj. The account may be
briefly described as being a condensed summary of the
Cash Book, containing, on the Debit (Eeceipts) side, the
actual money received during the period under review,

and on the Credit (Payments) side, the cash actually

disbursed during the same period, analyzed under appro-
priate headings. As a matter of course, a statement of
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this character must commence and close with the initial

and final balance of cash in hand, at the beginning and
close respectively of the period to which the statement
relates.

Financial statements of this type are most frequently

met with in connection with clubs, literary or benevolent
institutions, and similar undertakings. In these cases

the funds are usually entrusted to an " honorary treasurer,"

and, when such is the fact, the account is most appro-

priately headed as follows

—

Alfred Barrow, Esq.,

Treasurer,

in account with

The Blackheath Common Literary Society

for the year ended December 31, 1909.

As a matter of actual experience it is unfortunately the

fact that the terms " Eeceipts and Payments Account "

and "Income and Expenditure Account" are frequently
regarded as being synonymous, whereas they are essen-
tially different in character and result, inasmuch as an
Income and Expenditure Account, as will be explained
hereafter, deals with the total income and expenditure
for the period covered by the account irrespective of
whether such income and expenditure has been received a?id

paid or not.

It is not an uncommon experience, moreover, to find

the term Eeceipts and Payments Account applied to

statements wherein "Capital" and " Eevenue " receipts

and payments are combined in one and the same account.
It will be unnecessary to point out to the student that, in

such cases, the account should be strictly confined to the

revenue items (in the form of an Income and Expenditure
Account), a proper Balance Sheet being also presented in

order to record the capital transactions.

It will sometimes be the fact that a Eeceipts and
Payments Account does actually represent the income
and expenditure for the period dealt with, but this co-

incidence must not mislead the student into wrongly
designating such a statement as an " Income and
Expenditure Account." An account of this character is

merely a summary of the Cash Book, and the items
therein appear upon the same sides as those upon which
they would be recorded in the Cash Book.
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In cases where a Keceipts and Payments Account

efficiently meets the book-keeping requirements, it is

generally economical and advantageous to employ a

Columnar Cash Book, in the analysis columns of which
the final Keceipts and Payments Account is being gradually

compiled.

An example of a simple Receipts and Payments Account
is given on page 427.

Income and Expendituee Accounts

{Bcvenue Accounts)

It is always preferable, when possible, to publish the
accounts of institutions of the nature described in the
preceding pages in a form which shows the whole of the
income accruing to the society for the period covered by
the account, irrespective of whether such income has been
received or not, together with the whole of the expendi-
ture properly chargeable to the same period, irrespective

of whether such expenditure has actually been paid, or is

still outstanding. An account which fulfils these require-

ments is termed an Income and Expenditure Account,
and differs essentially from a Receipts and Payments
Account as previously described.

All items of income are shown on the credit side of the

Income and Expenditure Account, whilst the expenditure
appears on the debit side, just as is the case in connection
with the items composing a Profit and Loss Account,
the two accounts being of precisely similar nature, although
prepared to meet the needs of undertakings of a different

character.

The Income and Expenditure Account should be
accompanied by a Balance Sheet wherein the Assets and
Liabilities of the undertaking are set out in the ordinai'y

way.
The balance of the Income and Expenditure x\ccount

must be shown in the Balance Sheet, and represents the

surplus or deficiency, as the case may be, as at the date
upon which the Balance Sheet has been prepared.

The student will have gathered from the foregoing

remarks that the undermentioned are the essential

distinctions w^hich exist as between the two accounts

—

{a) A Receipts and Payments Account deals with
cash actually received and disbursed, and is a
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condensed summary of the Cash Book and
nothing more.

ip) An Income and Expenditure Account deals with
the whole of the income and expenditure for

the period, irrespective of ivhether such income

and expenditure has actually been received, and
paid or not, and in character approximates to

the Profit and Loss Account employed in a

trading concern.

An example of an Income and Expenditure Account is

appended. This account forms one of a set of six similar

statements, dealing with various branches of the work,

and is accompanied by a Balance Sheet showing the

financial position of the institution as on the closing

date.

EXERCISES.

20a.

A. Wilson of London and B. Morris of Rio de Janeiro embark in

a joint consignment of Manchester goods. Profits are to be shared
equally between them. A. Wilson is to purchase in England and
pay for the goods consigned, and is to draw upon T5. Morris at sight

for their invoice price (but not in respect of any disbursements).

A. Wilson consequently bought on January 1, 1909, Manchester
goods to the value of £1,050, paying cash therefor, and disbursed

on January 6, freight and shipping charges, £105 lOs. ; insurance,

£4
;
packing £4 15s. On the same date he drew upon B. Morris for

£1,050 at sight as agreed, and sold the Bill to the London and
Brazilian Bank, Ltd., for £1,039 10s., the discount is to be borne
jointly between the parties to the venture.

B. Morris received the goods on February 1, 1909, and disbursed

on that date landing charges, £5 3s. 2cl., and Government duty,

£121 4s. M. He sold the goods for cash on February 3, 1909, for

£1,726 4s. 2d., and honoured A. Wilson's draft the same day.

On February 4 B. Morris prepared (from his own books and from
the statements regarding the adventure rendered to him by A.
Wilson) a combined statement regarding the transaction, and re-

mitted to A. Wilson a cheque on London for the amount due to him.

Show the entries relating to the above venture as they would
appear in either party's books, as well as a combined statement
showing the result of the whole transaction.

20b.

A. B. is adjudged a bankrupt on September 1, 1908. His position

at that date, as shown by his books, was as follows

—

£
(1) Unsecured creditors ...... 3,000

(2) Secured creditors (Bankers), secured Ijy deposit

of Title Deeds relating to House Property
(the property itself being estimated as worth
its book value, viz. £1,500) .... 1,200
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£
(3) Picfereiitial creditors for rales and taxes . . 185

(4) Cash at Bank lOU

(5) Book Debts 'i.UUU

(6) House Property (pledged with I5ankers as

above), vahied at cost ..... 1,5(J(J

(7) Furniture, vahietl at cost ..... 1U(J

(8) Investments, 1,000 £1 sharesintlie Amalgamated
Construction Co., Ltd., valued at cost . . 400

6,000 il Deferred Shares in the United Aviation
Corporation, Ltd., valued at cost . . . 1,075

Further inquiry reveals the following facts

—

Item (5). Of the £2,000 Book Debts £100 are "good," and
the balance must be treated as "doubtful" and estimated to

produce £500.
Items (2) and (6). The House Property will only realize

£1,000, out of which the Banker's claim has to be satisfied.

Item (8). The shares in the Amalgamated Construction Co.,

Ltd., may be taken as being worth Is. each, and those in the
United Aviation Co., Ltd., as being worth \d. each. As
regards his Deficiency Account, A. B. acknowledges that, two
years prior to his bankruptcy, he was possessed of a capital

of £10,000. His only income since that date has consisted
of sundry director's fees amounting to £200. He acknow-
ledges having spent, during the two years, £3,000 per annum
on household expenses, and £2,000 in speculation, and has
lost £1,400 through bad and doubtful loans (as above), and
£1,410 spent in promoting a patent bottle company which
proved a failure. In addition to these matters are the losses

expected to arise in connection with the realization of his

House Property and Investments as set out above.

From the above particulars prepare the Statement of Affairs and
Deficiency Account of A. B.

20c.

The Maes-y-Gwyn Colliery Co., Ltd., took, on January 1, 1905,
upon lease from the landlord (Evan Ap Thomas, Esq., J. P.) a coal-

bearing area upon the following terms : viz. a minimum rent of £300
merging into a Royalty of 6rf. per ton, with power to recoup " short
Workings " over the first three years of the lease.

The annual output of the colliery was as follows—

1905 5,000 tons
1906 11,000 ,,

1907 14,000 ,,

1908 20,000 ,,

Show the Landlord's "Royalties" and "Short ^^'orkings
"

Accounts as they would appear in the Company's books.

20d.

1. Explain what is meant by a Joint Adventure and how the
transactions arising out of such an adventure are recorded.

2. What is the difference between a "Bankruptcy" and a

"Private Arrangement" made by an insolvent debtor ';' Sketch
briefly the main characteristics of each procedure.
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3. Upon what principle is a Statement of Affairs prepared, and

wherein does it differ from a Balance Sheet ?

4. What are "Cost" accounts? Explain briefl}' the main
principles underlj'ing them.

5. Explain the following terms

—

Royalties, Minimum Rent, "Short Workings," Receiving
Order, Deficiency Account, Official Receiver, Joint
Consignment.

0. What is Goodwill, and how is its value to be arrived at?

7. What is meant by the Double Account System, to what classes

of undertakings is it usually applied, and what useful purpose does
it serve ?

8. "The Double Account System frequently tends to produce a

condition of financial unsoundness in certain respects, and sometimes
affects the equilibrium of annual profits over a series of years."

Discuss and explain this statement.

Answers.

—

20a. Profit on the joint adventure = £425 Is. Qd., divisible

equally between the parties.

Cheque remitted by B. Morris to A. Wilson to close the
venture amounts to £337 5s. 9d.

\ 20b. Deficiency, £2,510.
Totals of Deficiency Account, £12,710.

20c. 1905. Royalty, £125 ; Raid to Landlord, £300.

1906. Royalty, £275 ; Paid to Landlord, £300.
*1907. Royalty, £350 ; Paid to Landlord, £300.

1908. Royalty, £500 ; Paid to Landlord, £500.

* Xote £150 irrecoverable "sliort workings" written off December 31, ly07.



CHAPTEE XXI

THE FORM OF PUBLISHED ACCOUNTS

The average student of Book-keeping has, as a rule,

but little chance of examining examples of actual accounts

prepared for the information of the partners of a private

concern, or for publication to the shareholders of a

Limited Company.
The Author's experience is that the consideration of

sets of "live " accounts is both interesting and instruct-

ive to the intelligent student. Accordingly the accounts

of a few well-known and representative undertakings are

here given, with brief explanatory comments when such

appear to be necessary or useful. Where the accounts

relate to the affairs of private firms fictitious names have
been substituted.

As a rule, the accounts of Limited Companies are pub-

lished annually, although in the case of Banking and
financial houses and Eailways, half-yearly meetings are

generally held at which the accounts for the past half-

year are presented to the shareholders.

In private partnerships the period covered by the

accounts is fixed by the Articles of Partnership, but in

most cases they are prepared once a year only.

A careful perusal of the specimen accounts which follow

will reveal to the student a wide divergence of form.

This practical illustration will convince him of the un-
wisdom of attempting to dogmatically advocate the

adoption of any one stereotyped form of account to meet
the varying needs of different undertakings.
Many elements enter into and decide the final form in

which accounts are published, e. g. the special circum-
stances surrounding the particular business, the extent to

which it is wise to disclose trade details for the information
of rivals or the public, the personal opinions (or fads) of

the Directors or Auditors, and so on.

The student must not assume that, in the Author's
opinion, the accounts which follow are necessarily
presented in a theoretically ideal form, or in a form most
suitable to the needs of the respective undertakings.
They are set out exactly as they were published, and are

presented to the student for examination and consideration.

The Author is indebted to the various Directorates for

kind permission to reproduce the accounts which appear
in this chapter.

FF 433
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THE UNION OF LONDON & SMITHS BANK, Ltd.

PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT for the Half-year ended

Dr.
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The London Clearing House is the place where the leading Banks

meet to exchange cheques held bj^ them, and drawn on other
"Clearing" Banks. The cheques drawn upon one Clearing Bank
and presented at the Clearing House, are offset against those held
by it upon other Clearing Banks, and the final balance resulting
upon the transactions for the daj' is adjusted by an order drawn by
the Clearing House clerk of each Bank upon the accounts of the
Clearing Bankers with the Bank of England. If the necessary
transfer is a credit, the order is green, and if a debit the order is

blue. The Bank of England upon receipt of these orders makes the
necessary transfers of the differences represented by the orders from
or to the accounts of the various Banks concerned. Nearly all

important Banks have seats at the London Clearing House, and to
some extent the same principle is operating in provincial towns and
abroad—the practice obviously greatl3' simplifying the detailed work
of the Banking world. Every Bank keeps a record of its dail3'

transactions with the Bank of England, consisting of witlidrawals,

payments to, and Clearing House transfers. These records are
entered in the " Goldsmith's Book," or " Bank of England Book."
The item "Money at call and at short notice, £6,933,965 2s.,"

represents a liquid asset of another type which is more or less avail-

able in case of need. Loans are largely made by the London Banks
to bill-brokers " at call," /. c. they are repayable at anj' moment or

at short notice. Bundles of "first-class" Bills are deposited to

cover these loans, a suitable margin over the amount of the loan

being demanded in each case. The bills are so arranged that as far

as possible they mature at or about the same date. Short loans are

also made upon "Floaters" (Exchequer Bonds, Consol bearer
certificates, or other sterling securities). Such loans are either

"At call," or on "Short notice" (usuallj' seven days). A large

business is also transacted by the London Banks in loans to stock-

brokers. These loans usually run from " account to account," that

is to say, from one Stock Exchange settling day to another.
" Settling days " usually take place twice a month, or, in the case

of Consols, once a month (usually on tlie third day of the month).
The stockbroker, upon requesting a loan from account to account,

deposits by way of security a parcel of securities, accompanied by a

list whereon the securities are enumerated and valued at the "make
up price " of the daj'. A margin of 15 per cent, or thereabouts is

required by the lending Bank to cover market fluctuations.

Similar advances are frequently made upon "Consignments,"
"Produce Documents," and "Dock Warrants," and in these cases

the loan is usually limited to two-thirds of the invoice price of the

goods shipped.

The item " Investments " is self-explanator}'. The student will,

however, note that the " Reserve Fund " is separatel}' invested in

good securities. Banks afford a good illustration of those cases

where it is eminently desirable that the Reserves created out of

profits should be immediately available in cash in case of need, and,

ill order that this end may be secured, the separate investment of

the Fund in easily realizable outside securities is essential.

The item "Bills discounted, £4,428,761 S.s\ 10;/.," represents the

total of the unmatured Bills j3urchased b}' the Bank from its

customers, and from bill brokers under discount, as explained in

Chapter XII, page 183.

The item "Loans and Advances, £15,456,759 15s. It?.," represents
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the total of the loans made by the Bank to its customers and others,

ordinarily with security but occasionally without, for longer periods

than the short loans scheduled above. The custom as to these

loans varies as between dift'erent Banks, and as between London
and Country Banks. The general country practice is to allow

customers an " overdraft " upon Current Account—a note being made
at the head of each account of the limit of such overdraft. London
Bankers, on the other hand, prefer that the customer's Current
Account shall be maintained in credit, and a separate Loan Account
opened to record the transactions arising out of any loan that may
be granted, the proceeds of such loan, as and when made, being

credited to the customer's Current Account. An equitable charge,

in favour of the Bank, is usually deposited with the securities lodged

to cover the loan. Where Stocks and Shares are deposited as

"cover" they must be actually transferred to the names of the

nominees of the Bank. Loans made to customers under these

methods are usually repayable at a cevtuin fxeel date.

The rate of interest charged upon loans in London is usually 1 per
cent, above the current "Bank Rate," with, as a rule, a ininimum
rate of 4 per cent, per annum ; some provincial banks however work
upon a minimum charge of 5 per cent, per annum ; but the rate to

be charged naturally varies according to the adequacy of the security

and the reputation of the borrower.
The student will note that the item "Liabilities of Customers on

acceptances, etc., as per contra, £3,461,362 2s. 1(/.," appears upon
both sides of the Balance Sheet. The item represents bills which
have been accepted on behalf of customers, usuallj^ to meet liabilities

due abroad in cases where a remittance of undoubted worth and
negotiability is necessary. The customers who are accommodated
in this manner are, of course, liable to the Bank for these accept-

ances, hence the appearance of the item twice—once as representing

the liability of the Bank to the outside world, and again as showing
the liability of the customers thus accommodated to the Bank.
Accommodation of tliis description is not afforded to customers
unless the sum involved is covered by securities, or by an ample
credit balance on Current Account.
On the Liabilities side of the Balance Sheet the item " Rebate on

Bills not due, £29,077 5s. llf/.," requires some explanation. It is

the practice of Bankers, when purchasing Bills from customers, to

pass at once the amount of the discount charged upon the accept-

ances in daily totals to the credit of the "Discount Account"
(through the "Bills Received for Discount Register ") in the General
Ledger. It will be obvious, therefore, that, at any given closing

date, credit will have been taken for an amount of discount on
bills which have not yet matured. In order, therefore, that the
current Profit and Loss Account may not receive credit for a larger

sum of discount than has actiially been earned during the period,

the amount of the unearned discoxint is calculated and carried for-

ward to the next half-year. To effect this, the Discount Account
in the General Ledger is debited with the " rebate," and a like sum
is brought down on the credit side of the account as a Liability in

the same manner as was explained to be the case with the various
"provisions" described on p. 100.

The remainder of the Liabilities set out in the Balance Sheet are
self-explanatory.

In common with some other undertakings it is frequentl}' the
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practice of Banks to create "Secret Reserves," that is to say,

Reserves are made out of profits which are not disclosed in the pub-
lished accounts. Perhaps, in the case of Banks, the most frequent
methods in which Secret Reserves are created are

—

(«) The excessive depreciation of the Bank Premises owned.
The valuable Freehold Premises owned by some Banks
stand at much below their actual value in the published
accounts.

(&) The maintenance of Assets at cost in cases where they have
greatly appreciated. In the present time of depreciated
market value of securities, however, Secret Reserves
arising from this cause have largely disappeared. Formerly
Consols frequently appeared at valuations much below
market value.

(c) The omission of Assets altogether from the Balance Sheet.
The Premises owned by the Bank of England, for example,
do not appear at all on the Bank's Balance Sheet, though
obviously of considerable value !

This is not a suitable place to discuss the ethics of the question
of the creation of Secret Reserves. From a Banking standpoint,
however, there is no doubt that the creditors and customers of a
Bank have but little ground of complaint when the financial position

of their debtor is in reality stronger than is disclosed by the accounts
published.

In these days of banking amalgamations almost all the leading
London Banks possess many suburban and provincial Branches.
A complete set of books is kept at each Branch. At frequent

intervals, returns of the progess and financial position of the Branch
are forwarded by the manager to the Head Office.

" Travelling Inspectors " are employed in constantlj' visiting the
Branches. The principal duty of these officials is to audit and check
the accounts and books of the various Branches. The verification of

the cash and securities in hand, and the criticism of the outstanding
advances made by the Branch to its customers, also form important
features of the investigations of these officers. At the conclusion of

each visit an " Inspection Report " is forwarded to the Head Office.

The trading results of the various Branches, together with their

assets and liabilities, are incorporated, at the close of each half-year,

in the Head Office Profit and Loss Account and Balance Sheet.
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STATEMENTS OF ACCOUNT
FOR THE HALF-YEAR ENDING

31st DECEMBER, 1908.
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[No. 4]

LONDON AND NORTH
STATEMENTS OF

RECEIPTS AND EXPENDI-

EXPENDITUHE.

Lines open for Traffic

Lines in course of Construction

—

Wilnislow and Levenshulme
Red Wharf Bay

Working Stock
Subscriptions to other Railways

—

West London Extension
Shropshire Union
Manchester and South Junction

Ditto Debentures converted
North London
Oldham, Ashton, and Guide Bridge

Ditto Debentures converted
Cambrian
Cockermouth, Keswick, and Penrith...

Dundalk, Newry, and Greenore
Ditto Debentures converted

Harborne
G t. Southern and Western, Nos. 1 and

2 Rys., North Wall Extension
Callander and Oban
Portpatrick and Wigtownshire De-
bentures converted

Charnwood Forest
Dublin and South-Bastern

Ditto New Ross and
Waterford Extension

Steam Boats
Leased Lines

—

Birkenhead
Shrewsbury and Hereford

Leased Lines Debentures converted

Amount
Expended

June 30, 1908.

99,215,331 13

368,570 5

3(5,829 9

12,145,943 19

185,

240,

513,
108

1,328
150,

23
15

25,

383,

133,

20,

000
860 12

110 18

333 '

730
000
300
000

126,838

60,000

45,572
50,000

100,000

87,000
882,344

410,857
190,233

1,452,716

£' 118,297,688 11

Amount
Expended
during

Half-year.

£ s-d.

275,786

79,571 12 9

12,484 11

89,808 4

51,698

Ct: 136
13

509,374

710

Total.

&
99,491,117 jl9

448,141 18
49,314 1

12,235,762 4

185,

240,

513.

108,

1,328,

150,

23,

15,

25,

383,

133,

20,

000
I

860 12
110 18

333
,

730
000
300
000
000
915
200
000

126,838

50,000

45,721
60,000

100,000

87,000
934,043

419,720
190,246

1,452,716

118,807,062 16

Dr. [No. 9] REVENUE ACCOUNT, Half-

Abstracts

—

{A) To Maintenance of Way, Works, and Stations
(B) ,, Locomotive Power
(C) ,, Carriage and Wagon Repairs

,, Mileaf;e of Carriages and Wagons of other Companies....
(7)) ,, Traffic Expenses
(E) ,, General Charges

,, Law Charges
,, Parliamentary Expenses
,, Compensation for Accidents, Losses, etc

,, Rates and Taxes
,, Government Duty
,, Preston and Wyre Steamboats—Proportion of Joint

Expenses
{F) ,, Steamboat Expenses

,, Depreciation and In.surance of Steamboats

Balance carried to Net Revenue Account.

£
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ACCOUNT, December 31, 1908
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Cp.

Receipts.

Consolidated Stocks
Debenture Stock ,^

Premiums -on Issue of Stock and
Shares

By Balance.

Amount
Received to
June 30, 1908.

£
76,030,420
29,723,431

9,987,587

10

115,741,439 9

Amount
Received
during

Half-year.

£
438,780

9

Dr. 203

Total.

£
76,4fi9,200

29,723,440

9,987,294

116,179,935
2,627,127

118,807,062

year ending December 31, 1908 Cr.

By Traffic, viz.

Passengers...

Numbers.

1907.

First
I

743,394
Second

!
2,384,442

Third 41,875,094
Season

1 78,470

1908.

693;87^
2,249,495

40,857,982

78,032

£264,188 3 4

290,227 17 11

2,125,088 6 11

202,147 5 2

2,881,651 13 4

Parcels, Horses, Carnages, and Dogs 647,134 4 10
Mails 108,747 13 3

Merchandise £2,421,566 15
Less Expensesof Collection and

Delivery of Goods by Agents 34,506 U

2,387,060 8
Live Stock 128,277 6
Minerals 1,764,314 3

Transfer Fees

Rents of Land and Buildings 179,166 19 10
X«»4 Repairs and Sundries 28,747 9 11

3,637,533

4,279,651

7,917,185
880

150,419

8,068,435

2,862,530
643,655
108,278

3,614,463

2,631,977

43,191

2,588,786
145,385

1,878,702

4,612,873

8,227,336
902

8,375,223
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[No. 10]

LONDON AND NORTH

NET REVENUE ACCOUNT,
Dr.

To Interest on Debenture Stock
Less Amount charged to Leased Lines.

£585,125 11 11

32,331 3 4

Chief Rents and Interest on Land Purchases....

Shropshire Union Railways and Canal Lease....

West London Railway Lease
Birkenhead Railway Lease
Shrewsbury and Hereford Railway Lease
North and South-Western Junction Ry. Lease

.

Birmingham Canal Agreement
Portpatrick and WigtowTishire Railway
General Interest

General Reserve

.

Balance available for Dividend .

694,827
2,408,299

3,103,126

Dec. 31,

1907.

£585,125
32,402

552,723
17,770
20,600

4.50

30,749
12,025
1,584

13,019
935

38,406

50,000

738.861
2,499,437

[No. 13] GENERAL BALANCE SHEET,

To Net Revenue Balance, as per Account No. 10

,, Unpaid Dividend and Interest

,, Guaranteed Dividend and Interest accruing and provided for

Interest on Debenture Stock accruing and provided for

W Balance due to other Companies

„ Sundry Outstanding Accounts

,, Insurance Fund
,, Superannuation Fund ^

,, Widows' and Orphans' Fund
,, Savings Bank
,, Clerks' Guarantee Fund
,, Insurance and Provident and Pension Societies

„ Steamboat Depreciation and Insurance Account

,, General Reserve

408,299
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WESTERN RAILWAY

December 31, 1908

Cr.

By Disposable Balance, June 30 last £1,935,028 13 1

ies« Dividend ordered August 14 1,838,061 11 11

„ Balance of Revenue Account
, Dividends on Shares

North London to June 30 last 23,252 15 6
Manchester and South .Function ,, ,, ltj,734 8 8
Shropshire Union ,, ,, 3,920 11 8

West London Extension ,, ,, 3,977 8 5

Cockermouth and Penrith.... ,, ,, 281 5

Great Southern and Western „ ,, 1,681 4 6
Dublin and South-Eastern... ,, ,, 1,740
Callander and Oban to July 31 last 1,125
Harborne 250

52,962 13 9

Estimated this Half-year 54,073

107,035 13 9

Ditto last Half-year 52,442

54,593 13 9

,, Great Western Railway. Moiety of Shrewsbury
and Welshpool and Vale of Towy Dividends 3,750

,, Furness Railway. Moiety of Whitehaven,
Cleator and Bgremont Dividend 11,487 10

96,967
936,327

3,103,126

Dec. 31,

1907.

133,385
3,021,539

68,136

3,750

11,488

3,238,298

December 31, 1908 Cr.

By Capital Account Balance, as per Account No. 4

Cash at Bankers—Current Account
Amount of Securities in Company's hands
General Stores stock of materials
Traffic Accounts due to the Company
Balance due from other Companies

Ditto Clearing House
Ditto PostOffice

Sundry Outstanding Accounts
Suspense Account, rebuilding Stations
Dividends to be received on Shares held by Company.

&
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The accounts of the London and North-Western Railway

Company for the half-year ended December 31, 1908, afford a good
example of the form in which the accounts of British Railways are
presented to the shareholders.

The accounts here reproduced are those which form the complete
statements of the Companj^'s earnings and financial position. In
addition to the accounts set out above, various statements are
published in accordance with the terms of the statute as follows

—

1. Capital Authorized and Created by the Company.
2. Stock and Share Capital created, showing the proportion

received.

3. Capital raised by Loans and Debenture Stock.
5. Details of Capital Expenditure for the half-year ended

December 31, 1908.

6. Returns of Working Stock (Engines, Coaches, Wagons, etc.).

7. Estimate of Further Expenditure on Capital Account.
8. Capital Powers and other Assets available to meet Further

Expenditure.
11. Proposed Appropriation of Balance available for Dividend.
12. Abstracts. (Details of Expenditure, the totals of which

appear in the Revenue Account, on Maintenance of Way,
Locomotive Power, Repairs, Stores, Traffic Expenses,
General Charges, Steamboat Expenses, and Steamboat
Depreciation and Insurance.)

14. Mileage Statement.
15. Statement of Train Mileage.

It will be noted that the above Statements are divided into
Capital (Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 13) and Revenue (Nos. 9, 10, 11, 12).

Statements Nos. 6, 7 and 8, being of a statistical nature, are merely
subsidiary.

The statutory form in which the accounts of Railways are pub-
lished every half-year is that prescribed by the Regulation of
Railways Act, 1868.

The above Statements afford a good illustration of a set of accounts
kept upon the " Double Account Sj'stem."
Undertakings to which'tlie Double Account System is suitable are

those which, by their uses and objects, are assumed to be of a
permanent nature, and Railways are of this class.

The student will note that the Balance Sheet is divided into
two portions, viz. "No. 4, Receipts and Expenditure on Capital
Account," and " No. 13, General Balance Sheet." In the former of

these two accounts the total amount expended in the purchase and
construction of the Company's " Fixed " Assets such as Land,
Permanent Way, Rolling Stock, etc. , is set out on the debit side, and
upon the credit side appear details of the various classes of Share
and Debenture stocks issued to the public in order to meet the
expenditure appearing upon the other side of the account. The
balance of this account, £2,627,127 12s. lOf^. , shows the amount
by which the Capital Expenditure lias exceeded the Capital raised,

and is carried forward to the second part of the Balance Sheet
(Account No. 13). In this latter account appear the Company's
" floating " Assets such as Cash, Stores, Book Debts, and so on.

On the Liabilities side of the General Balance Sheet appear the
outstanding debts due to creditors of various classes, and various
Insurance, Depreciation, and Provident Reserve Funds. Under
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the Double Account System no direct depreciations can be written
off the Assets comprised in the Company's propertj', which remain
permanently at their initial cost in Account No. 4, as shown above

;

the student must not, however, assume that it is neither possible

nor necessary to provide for depreciation in accounts prepared
under the Double Account System. Depreciation can be, and
frequently is, provided for by means of debit chaiges in the
Revenue Account, whieli are credited to appropriate Reserve
Accounts and there left to accumulate. It does not necessarily

follow that such Reserve accounts are set out separately in the
General Balance Sheet. The item " Sundry Outstanding Accounts "

may, and frequently does, cover one or more Reserve Accounts
created for necessary purposes. Various Suspense accounts are also

frequently created, though not necessarily set out separately in the
Balance Sheet; for example, the repaii's executed in tlie "drj'"
lialf-year are usually largely in excess of those which it is possible

to execute in the " wet" half-year, and expenditure of this nature
is therefore usually equalized, as between the half-years, by means
of a Suspense Account.

It would appear that tlie Legislature does not require such com-
]ianies as are compelled by Statute to adopt the Double Account
Sj'stem, to make anj' provision for Depreciation in view of the per-

manence of the undertaking—the principle of the statutory forms of

accounts being that a clear statement shall be provided in order to

show that all capital moneys provided for the construction of certain

works have been used for that purpose only, and that once con-

structed, such works shall be kept in proper repair out of Revenue.
The fact remains, however, that, as a matter of financial prudence,
such reserves and provisions as seem advisable are frequentl}'

made.
The various wasting Assets employed hy Railway Companies are

maintained and repaired out of Revenue, and all replacements are
also charged to Revenue, often upon a generous scale, but it cannot
be denied that wastage still exists in connection witli such Assets as
do not yet need renewal, a fact which is recognized, in the accounts
under review, by the provision of a Steamboat Depreciation
Account.
The Revenue Account is divided into three sections, much in

the same manner as the Profit and Loss Account of a commercial
undertaking is arranged. The first portion (No. 9, Revenue Account)
shows the gross traffic receipts, and the outgoings chargeable against
them. The balance of this account represents the Gross Profit for

the half-year, and is carried forward to the Net Revenue Account
(No. 10), wherein all the Company's revenue from outside sources
is set forth, together with the balance brought forward from tlie

last period, all interests and other fixed charges are debited against
this account, and the balance (net profit) is carried forward to
Appropriation Account (No. 11), not printed above, in which the
proposed division of the available balance is shown. Before such
appropriation can be carried' out the sanction of the shareholders
is, of course, uecessaiy.
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BALANCE SHEET,

Capital akd Liabilities.

Capital

—

(a) 1,000,000 Cumulative 5 i)er cent. Preference
Shares of £1 each £1,000,000

(It) 1,000,000 Ordinary Sliares of

£1 each, per Balance Sheet at
March 14, 190S £1,000,000

Aihi 250,000 Ordinary Shares of

£1 each, issued in July liXiS... 250,000

Less Calls in arrear on 70 Shares
of new Issue

1,250,000

05 15

1,249,034 5

Debenture Stock, bearing 4 per cent. Interest
Bills Payable
Overdraft from BaTik
Sundry Creditors and Directors' Fees
Savings Bank Deposits and Interest accrued thereon
Unclaimed Dividends
Interest on Debenture Stock accrued at date
Premium on Shares Account

—

5s. per Share on 666,667 Shares of
original Issue £lGO,60i3 15

5s. per Share on
250,000 Shares of
new Issue £62,500

Less Expenses of
new Issue 8,277 17

54 222 2 3

Reserve Account.,
220,888 17

145,000 C

2,249,934
600,000
212,982
393,745
241,960
67,321
2,049
8,965

Profit and Loss Account

—

Balance brought from previous year £20,264 10 3

Profit for period ending March 20,

1909, as per Account 162,726 5 2

Deduct—(a) Interest on Debenture
Stock for year £20,000

{b) Interim Dividend on Prefer-

ence Shares paid Sept. 30,1908 25,000 U

(c) Interim Dividend on original

Ordinary Shares paid Nov.
9, 1908

(c?) Interim Dividend on new
Ordinary Shares paid Nov.
9, 1908

182,991 1 5

30,000

1,171 17

70,171 17
106,819

£4,149,666 9

PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT, for the Period from

To Expenses of Management, including Salaries, General Charges,
Head Office Expenses, Auditors' Pees, Transfer Office Expenses,
Savings Bank Expenses and Advertising

„ Bad Debts
,, Interest on Savings Bank Deposits

,, Depreciation on Plant, Fittings, Fixtures, Utensils, etc., at Stores,
Head Office, and Branches, and in Ceylon ; also Provision for
Depreciation of Leaseholds

,, Directors' Fees

,, Fees to Trustees for Debenture Holders
,, Balance carried to Balance Sheet, being Profit for the aboTe period

147,715
2,164

413

38,903
0,200
630

162,726

£358,813

s.
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as at March 20, 1909

447
Cr.

Assets.

Goodwill of the Business, Freehold and Leasehold
Properties, and Freehold Estates in Cej'lon.

Amount per Balance Sheet at
March 14, 1908, at Cost, less

amounts written off for Depre-
ciation £1,834,295 G

Additional Capital Expenditure
during year 1'2,111 3 5

Less written off for Depreciation and Lease He-
deiiii)tion during year

Plant, Machinery, Fixtures, Fittings, Utensils, Carts,
Horses, etc.

—

Amount per Balance Sheet at
March 14, 190S £309,047 5

Additions during year at Branches 170,166 13 3
Additions during year at Stores,

Factories, etc 61,524 14 11

1,846,406 9

4,354 12
1,842,051

Less written off for Depreciation during year.

541,338 13

34,008 10

Stocks-in-Trade
Sundry Debtors
Insurances unexpired and otlier items paid in advance, including
£30,000 of advertising outlay carried forward

Investments at Co.st and Interest, etc., accrued thereon (Market
Value, £101,537 S^-. lOd.)

Cash at Bank and on hand

506,730
,290,628

256,147

80,155

104,277
69,075

£4,149,666

iSth March, 1908, to 20th March, 1909, inclusive

By Profit on Trading at Stores and Branches (after deducting Wages
and Working Expenses) and Profits from E.states in Ceylon

,, Transfer Pees
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The Statements reproduced on pages 446 and 447 are the annual

accounts for the year ended March 25, 1909, of Lipton, Ltd., the
well-known firm of multiple shop proprietors.

The student will notice that, whereas the Balance Sheet contains
full details, the Profit and Loss Account is i)ublished in a condensed
form and does not aiibrd trade ri\als much information that can be
made use of. The gross profit (£353,315 9s. 8d) brought from the
Trading Account is arrived at prior to charging the expenses of

management (£147,715 16s. 4d.) as set out on the debit side of the
account. The "Interest on Savings Bank Deposits" is an unusual
item, and is due to the fact, as displayed imthe Balance Sheet, that
deposits, on Savings Bank terms, are received by the firm. The
account is closed by the item "Balance carried to Balance Sheet,

being profit for the above period, £162,726 ys. 2(^." In the author's

opinion this is not a happy entry. The Profit and Loss Account is a

Ledger Account into which the items appearing therein have been
closed. The Balance Sheet is a schedule of the remaining Ledger
balances, and no account under this name exists in the Ledger, and
therefore no balance can be carried to it. In preparing accounts for

examination purposes, the student will be wise to carry down the
balance shown bj' the Profit and Loss Account, and sliow it as it

really is, viz. an open balance to be subsequently dealt with.

Turning to the Balance Sheet it would have been better if the
"Sundry Creditors" and "Bills Payable" had been entered
" short," and extended in one total showing the amount owing to

the outside Trade Creditors. The item "Insurances unexpired and
other items paid-in advance, £80,155 14.s. 8rf.," includes "advertising
outlaj-, £30,000." This amount represents a portion of the adver-

tising expenses incurred during the period the advantages expected
to be derived from which are estimated to extend over future j'ears.

The itejn is of quite a usual nature in the accounts of companies
whose expenditure upon advertising reaches large proportions and
is, of course, quite legitimate in principle.

The item of greatest magnitude on the Assets side of the Balance
Sheet is that of £1,842,051 16.s. Qd., representing the book value of

(1) the (goodwill of the Business; (2) the Freehold and Leasehold
Properties ; and (3) the Freehold Estates in Ceylon. .The total here
inserted might with advantage have been subdivide*! between these

three dissimilar types of asset, especially in order that the projjor-

tion of the purchase price which was paid for the intangible asset
" Goodwill" might apjjear. In all probability the cost to the Com-
pany of the Goodwill of the vast undei'taking acquired by it forms
a large proportion of the total given above. The amount of

£4,354 12s. lb/, written off the total of the fixed assets, amounting
to £1,846,406 9,v. 5t/. , can hardly be described as excessive, although
it is doubtless adequate in the sjjecial circumstances of the case.

The Investments, appearing in the lialance Sheet at £104,277
10s. 9J., are stated in a marginal note as being of the market value
of £101,537 8s. lOtl This method of stating investments afi'ords

complete information to the shareholder, and is to be commended.
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A. & F. PEARS,

BALANCE SHEET,

To Share Capital Authorized and Subscribed

—

20,000 Six per cent. Cumulative Preference Shaies of
£10 each, fully ])aid £200,000

320,000 Ordinary Shares of £1 each, fully pai.l 320,000

520,000
Debenture Stock (u per cent.) 200,000

Sundry Trade Creditors
Interest on Debenture Stock, half-year to date
Special Reserve Fund
Reserve Fund
Depreciation and Leaseliold Redemption Fund

—

As at June 30, 1907 90,707 2 6
Zcss Amount written off 97 14 4

Further provision during the year.

Unclaimed Dividends
Profit and Loss Account

—

Balance at Credit, as below
Profit undivided 1906-1907.

90,669 8 2

3,642 4 8

57,420 14

6,414 19

Deduct—
Interest on Debenture Stock £10,000
Interim Dividend on Preference Shares 6,000
Ditto Ordinary Shares 12,800

63,835 13 3

28,800
35,035

£943,257

720,000
24,331 18

5,000
.'>,702 11

58,500

94,311

375

PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT,

1908

June 30

,, 30

„ 30

I Salaries, Rent, Rates, Taxes, Fire Insurance, Foreign
Agencies, Rejairs and Renewals, and General Expenses,
Advertising, Directors' and Auditors' Fees, and Fees to

Trustees for Debenture Holders
Depreciation and Leasehold Redemption Fund
Balance carried to Balance Sheet

£

i
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LIMITED
made up to June 30, 1908

Cr.

By Goodwill of the Business in this Country, United
States of America, Australia, and elsewliere. Free-

hold Land and Buildings, Leasehold Treiuises,

Plant, Furniture, Fittings, and Works of Art, as

at June 30, lyOV £602,936 15

Less Goodwill written down as explained in the

Directors' Report 90,000

Expended during the year.

512,936 15 5

1,721 9 10

Trade and other Debtors 42,191 10 7

Bills Receivable \i,(,05 2 1

Stock-in-Trade, including Advertising Stock, Horses,

Vans, etc., as per Inventories
fash at Bankers on Deposit and Current Account, and in hand
Investments (at cost)

viz.—£70,000 2i per cent. Consul.s.

£30,000 2i per cent. Metropolitan Consolidated Stock.

£27,700 The Company's 5 per cent. Debenture Stock.

(There is at present a Depreciation in the Market Value
of these Securities amounting on balance to £15,163.) ^^^.---^

514,058

54,796

185,731
55,280

132,790

£948,257

for the year ended 30th June, 1908
Cr.

lyo.s.

June 30
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THE IMPERIAL TOBACCO CO. (OF GREAT

BALANCE SHEET,

To Capital Autliorized

—

(3,000,000 5i per cent. Cumulative Preference
Shares. ...r £0,000,000

(1,000,000 per cent. Non-Cumulative Preferred
Ordinary Sliare.s 6,000,000

6,000,TO0 Deferred Ordinary Shares 6,000,000

£18,000,000

,, Capital Issued

—

4,959,249 5J per cent. Cumulative Preference Shares
5,260,469 G per cent. Non-Cumulative Preferred Ordinary Shares.,

5,276,436 Deferred Ordinary Shares

,, i\ per cent. First Mortgage Debenture Stock (Repuyable at the

Comjiany's option by six months' notice at any time after

31st Deceuiber, 1911, at £105 per £100)

,, Provision for Premium of 5 per cent, payable on Redemption of

Debenture Stock
., Accrued Interest on Debenture Stock
,, Creditors and Credit Balances

,, Bills payable and Drafts in transit

,, Provisioji for Pensions, etc

,, General Reserve Account
,, Profit and Loss Account

—

Net Trading Profit and Transfer Fees £2,065,616 7 8

Lea—
Interest, Management Remun-

eration, etc £246,868
Provision for Pensions, etc. ... 100,000
Amount written off Freeholds,

in addition to normal depre-
ciation 100,000

Transfer to General Reserve... 250,000

Balance for the year (per Profit and Loss Ac-
count)

Balance on 31st October, 1907, after dediictiui;

Customers' Bonuses to that date .

696,868 8

1,368,747 19 8

127,578 10 9

Deduct : Interim Dividends jiaid

—

On 5i per cent. Cumulative Pre-

ference Shares 136,379 7

On 6 per cent. Non-Cumulative
Preferred Ordinary Shares 157,814 1

1,496,326 10 5

294,193 8 5

£

4,959,249
5,260,469

5,276,436
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HiaTAIN AND IRELAND), LTD.

October 31, 1908 Cr

By Laud, Buildings, Plant and Machinery, less Amounts written oft"....

,, Goodwill and Patent Rights

,, Investments in, and Loans to Associated Companies

,, Stock-in-Trade, at or under cost

,, Debtors, less Reserve for Discounts and Doubtful Debts

,, Payments on account of Leaf in transit, unexpired Insurances, etc...

,, Bills Rceeivalile

„ Investments in Government, County Council and Corporation

Stocks and Debentures, Railway Debenture and Preference

Stocks—valued at publislied prices

,
Cash at Bankers on Deposit and Current Account, and in hand

£

2,060,518

9,445,704

1,636,028

4,076,107

1,442,912

120,279

1,516

'2,150,083

974,450

£21,907,602

in two Associated Companies.
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THE IMPERIAL TOBACCO CO. (OF GREAT
PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT,

1 £ ..

To Directors' and Tnistees' Fees and Management Remuneration 96,855 8
,, Interest paid and accrued on Debenture Stock 87,762 19
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BKITAIX AND IRELAND), LTD.

for the year ended October 31, 1908 Cr.
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The annual statements of the Malay States Tobacco Plantations,

Ltd., offer a good example of the accounts pul)lished by an English
company owning and working a plantation abroad.

The tobacco crop is not readj- for shipment until the close of the
year, and does not reach Amsterdam (the tobacco market of Europe)
for sale before May in each year. Tiiis fact leads to tlie somewliat
unusual position disclosed in the accounts under review. The
student will note that the "Crop Cost Account" deals with the
crop of the previous year (1907) which, during the year 1908,
reaclied P]urope and was sold for l"84,r)96 IGs-. 4r/. The tobacco
is sold outright l)y auction and tender, so tliat tliere are no stocks

to be dealt with in tlie accounts.

Reference to the Balance Slieut will disclose an item : "Expcinliture
to (laic on 190S ('ni/i, f(i4,4oO ISn. Gd." This represents the cost of

the " 190S Crop" up to December 31, 1908, and is, in fact, within
a short amount of the final total cost of the crop which, by this

date, is in the drying sheds. As this amount entirely represents
expenditure relative to the crop wliich is to be sold for the benefit

of the coming year's accounts, it is carried forward as an asset in

suspense so far as the current accounts are concerned. In due
course, when the expenditure upon the tobacco is complete, the
whole amount will be transferred to the " 1908 Crop Cost Account.

"

It will be noted that the Crop Cost Account practically takes the
form of a Trading Account, and contains the whole of the expendi-
ture, upon the plantation, of the monej-s remitted fi'om this country
to the Company's manager in the East. The " J^cplacements and
Ecpairs, £8, 102 14s. M." will appear to be heavy at first sight, but it

is the usual practice of all companies of this character to charge all

building and other kindred expenditure against the revenue of the
year. The tropical climate, white ants, and other causes render
the life of the wooden or rattan erections in general use of short
duration only, and expenditure of this nature is therefore very rarely
capitalized imless unusually heavy in amount, in which case it is

spread over a term of years. It is not unconmion among tea-planters
—in India, especially—to treat Machinery and Plant in the same
manner. In these cases, therefore, the "Plantation Account,"
" Instate Account," or " Block Account," appearing in the Balance
Sheet, as representing the chief asset, remains at a fixed figure from
year to year.

The " Loss ly death of Coolies, £1,228 10-;. Ad." arises from the fact
that the labour used on the plantation is imported, and upon leaving
home an advance is made to Coolies and treated as a loan to be
worked off in labour subsequently. When Coolies die, therefore,
any sums still to their debit on " Advance Account " become a loss

to the Company and must be written off as such.

The Profit and Loss Account deals with the London expenditure
of the Company, including the dividends paid, and is self-

explanatory.

Reference to the Balance Sheet will show that this is a case where
the Plantations Account is maintained at a fixed figure, no additions
having been capitalized during the year.

The " Sujidri/ Debtors, £lQ,9il lO.y. 6'/.," is almost entirely com-
posed of "Advances to Coolies," and, as previously explained, does
not contain any outstanding accounts for tobacco sales, which are
"Cash Sales" to all intents and purposes.
The remaining items in the Balance Sheet do not require

explanation.
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Messrs. JAMESON, CONWAY
PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT,

1908.

Dec. 31 To Counsels' Fees

,, 31 ,, Disbursements (made on behalf of Clients and charged in

bills as per Contra)

,, 31;,, Stationery on behalf of Clients

,, 31 „ Shorthand Writers on behalf of Clients

,, 31!,, Advertising on behalf of Clients

,, 31 ,, Balance carried down

Dec. 31

31

31

31
31
31

31

31
31
31

To Salaries of Staff

,,
Housekeeping, Coal, Gas, Water and Rates, etc

,, Office Expenses and Incidentals

,, Office Stationery

,, Rent
,, Certificate Duty
,,

Accountants' Charges

,, Allowances and Bad Debts

,, Proportion of Lease Account written oft

,, Balance carried down

Dec. 31 To Mr. Jameson—
1 Interest on Capital £300
I ShareofProfit 5,.^30 4

31 I „ Mr. Conway—
Interest on Capital

.

Share of Profit
£250
4,147 10 4

„ Mr. Phelps—
Interest on Capital £150
ShareofProfit 4,147 10

3,650

4,397

4,297

£14,525

8,485



AND PHELPS, Solicitors

for the year ended December 31, 1908

4G1

1908.

Dec. 31
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The annual accounts of Messrs. Jameson, Conway and Phelps,

solicitors, furnish an example of a form frequently employed,
especially by the larger firms in the profession.

The student will note that the first section of the Profit and Loss
Account is credited with the gross amount of the bills of costs for
the year's work. The debits appearing in the same section relate
solely to the various disbursements wliicli have been made on behalf
of clients, and have been duly included in the costs appearing on
the credit side of the account. The balance of this account does
not, therefore, represent in any way the gross profit made, but
merely shows the net amount of the fees earned during the year for

the professional work accomplished.
The second section of tlie Profit and Loss Account (to which the

above net total of fees earned has been carried down) is charged
witli all the expenses incidental to the carrying on of the office work
of the lii-m, such as Salaries, Stationery, Rent, etc., and shows a
balance which represents the Net Profit earned by the firm. This
Net Pi'ofit is carried down to the appropriation section, and, after
charging interest upon capital, is then divided amongst the partners
in accordance with the terms of the partnership agreement.

Duplicate copies of all the bills of costs sent in are usually collected
every half-year, and bound in half-yearly departmental volumes.
In addition to the bills actually sent in tliere will always exist in a
solicitor's office bills, frequently termed " loose bills," whicli consist
of loose sheets on which the charges on uncompleted matters are
entered. In order that the actual work completed within the
year nia)' be properly taken credit for, it is necessary to pass a
Journal entry through the books debiting in detail the individual
clients concerned, and crediting " Costs Account" with the total of

the amount represented by these loose bills. Caie must, however,
be taken to reverse these entries when, in due course, the bills are
completed and bound in their respective half-yearly volumes.
In some firms it is the practice to take credit for such bills only

as have been actually delivered, the matter being treated upon a
cash basis. This, however, is an unsatisfactory method of pro-

cedure, as, if large matters remain open at the close of any given
period, the succeeding Profit and Loss Account is unduly credited

with work which has been largely accomplished in a previous period.

On the other hand, solicitors frequently receive payment in ad-

vance for work which they undertake to perform. In sucli cases

care must be taken that credit is only taken for such portion of the
work as has been actually completed within the period covered by
tlie accounts. The balance of the payment in advance must be
treated as clients' moneys in hand.

It will be noted that the sum received as " Premiums from
Articled Clerks, £500," has been credited to the Prolit and Loss
Account for division amongst tiie partners, together with the general

profits.

It is the practice with some firms to credit all premiums received
from this source to the individual partner to whom the clerk or

clerks in question are articled. In these cases the premiums would
not, of course, appear in the Profit and Loss Account, but would be
credited direct to tiie Drawing Account of the particular partner
concerned.

Wlien, as sometimes happens, such premiums are paid in advance
in a lump sum, they should be apportioned in appropriate instal-
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ments over the period they cover, usually rive years, the unearned
balance being carried forward by means of a Suspense Account.
The small cash fees earned by the partners as Commissioners of

Oaths for affidavits, declarations, etc. , are almost invariably, as in

the present case, treated as the personal earnings of the individual

partner concerned, and do not appear in the accounts of the firm

at all.

On referring to the Balance Slieet it will be noted that the Capital

Accounts of the partners consist of "fixed" amounts, and that all

drawings, interest and share of profits are dealt with in the separate

Drawing Accounts of the partners in the manner previously explained

on page 230. The credit balances of these accounts are separately

set out in tlie Balance Slieet, and show the amount which each

partner is entitled to withdraw as at the date of the Balance .Sheet.

It will also be noted that a premium has been paid for tlie lease

of the offices occupied by the firm, which is being graduallj^ extin-

guished by means of transfers to the debit of the Profit and Loss
Account.
The Investment (Consols £200) stands in the names of the senior

partner and the Secretary of Inland Revenue, and is maintained in

order that stamp duties maj' be paid by cheque instead of by cash

only. When this procedure is followed, cheques will be accepted

at Somerset House in payment of stamp duties, and this practice

affords considerable convenience.

It will be noted tliat the furniture has not been depreciated, a

recent valuation having proved higher than the sum at which the
furniture stands in the books of the firm.

The student will note that no credit has been taken for the stock

of stationery in hand at the close of the period. The value of such
stock frequently amounts to a considerable sum, and, strictly speak-
ing, it should be credited in the Profit and Loss Account, and set

out in the Balance Sheet as an Asset in the ordinary wa}'.

It will also be noted that all money's held on behalf of clients are

stated separately, and are represented by distinct and separate
accounts at the firm's bank. This is a healthy practice in the case

of a professional firm. A recommendation that clients' moneys
should be so dealt M'ith was contained in the report of the Special

Committee of the Incorporated Law Societj' (April 1900).

The accounts are otherwise self-explanatoi-^-.
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The Balance Sheet of the Consolidated Gold Fields of South

Africa, Ltd., illustrates a typical Balance Sheet of a large

financial company'. The couif)any in question has formed and floated

a number of subsidiary companies to vvork individual gold-mining
areas, and, as the "parent" company, holds large blocks of shares in

these undertakings, together with many other properties.

The item calling for special notice on the Liabilities side of the
Balance Sheet is the Reserve of £'2,000,000 ; this is shown as being
invested to the extent of one-half "in the business," the balance
being invested in British Government Securities, the corresponding
investments for which appear as amounting to £935,010 8<. Qd. on
the credit side of the statement ; the difference between the Invest-

ments enumerated, and the nominal amount of the Invested Reserve
(£1,000,000) is presumably due to depreciation or other causes.

The balance of the Reserve (£1,000,000), as stated above, is " in-

vested in the business "
; in other words, none of the investments or

assets held are specifically earmarked as representing it, and the
Reserve is merely covered, in company with the Share Capital, by
the General Assets of the undertaking.
There appear on the Balance Sheet as a memorandum (not

included in the additions of the Balance Sheet columns) contingent
Liabilities amounting to £100,051 2s. Qd. in respect of " Uncalled
Capital on Investments." This item represents the uncalled portion
of the shares held by the Compan}-, the amount of which it is liable

to be called upon to paj' at any time.

In the Profit and Loss Account it will be noticed that a net sum
of £733,885 13s. \\d. was made by realizing investments, by divi-

dends, commissions and other items, after allowing for an unspecified

provision for depreciation and losses of various descriptions ; the
stating of this combined net total is doubtless due to a desire,

similar to that of trading companies, not to prejudice the company
by disclosing to its riv-als complete details of its internal working.
A further sum of £200,526 6s. '2d. is written off as depreciation of

investments in the second portion of the account.
ProVjably the asset which presents the greatest difficult}' from the

valuation point of view is " Property and Ventures, £74,005 12s. Srf."

This item presumably consists largely of mining "claims" in various

stages of development, and expenditure upon "exploration" and
other ventures. In cases where mining development is in its early

stages, the stock of gold-bearing earth or rock which has been
accumulated on a gold-mining property often presents great ditfi-

culties from a stocktaking point of view. Of course in the case of

alluvial mines, where the gold is free and uniform in character, the

local Banks will generally buy the dust outright, and valuation

difiiculties are not therefore great. But in cases where the gold
has to be retorted from quartz, valuations of the " banked " material

present much greater difficulties. In many cases low-grade ores

entail heavy expenditure in "di-essing" before they are marketable,

or before smelting or other process can be proceeded with.

The remainder of the items are of a comparativel}' simple nature
and are self-explanatory.
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Dr.

PENINSULAR AND ORIENTAL
STATEMENTS OF ACCOUNT

GENERAL WORKING

EXPEtfDirURE.

Expense of Navigating Ships, etc.

—

Coal, including freight and all charges £"43,860 19
Lubricating and Lamp Oils and Water 36,471 17 4
Port and Light Dues, Pilotage, Towage, and Miscel-
laneous Ships' Charges 21.''>,514 4 11

Pay of Commanders, Officers and Crews 328,180 1 2

Provisioning of Passengers, Commanders, Officers and Crews
Suez Canal Dues—On Ships and Passengers

General Administration at Home and Abroad, viz.—
Directors' and Auditors' Fees £5,105
Salaries and Wages of Employees at Home and AbroatI,

all Stations 116,916 4 10
Rents, Taxes, Fire Insurance and Repairs of Premises,

(ill Stations 15,592 3 10
Telegrams, Telephones, and Stamps, aJi SJa^io'yis 10,549 4 1

Advertising, all Stations 15,801 10 U
Stationery and Printing, ai^ Sto«<o)!s 6,315 1

Office and House Expenses, Travelling Charges, etc.,

all Stations 14,306 4 10

Reduction of Establishments

—

Payments during the year on this Account

Miscellaneous Expenses

—

Damages, Claims on Cargo, and Law Charges £23,794 7 11
Life Assurances of Employees—Company's Contribu-

tion 4,043 2 1

Expenses of Steamers laid up 11,345 7 2

Quarantine Charges 1,860 9

Ships' Repairs, Stores, and General Maintenance Charges during present
]

year

.

Income Tax on Profits (balance)
Interest on 3i per cent. Debenture Stock !

Insurance Charges, viz.

—

Fire Insurance in Port, and risks to and from Antwerp,
etc £8,531 5 2

General Average claims. Damages through stress of
weather, and other casualties 12,455 2 S

Stock in Ships

—

Amount carried to that Account for Depreciation on Fleet during the
year

Surplus

—

Dividends due June 1, 1908, viz.—
On Preferred Stock, 2i per cent £29,000
On Deferred do. SA „ .... 40,600

Dividends due December 18, 1908

—

On Preferred Stock, 2* per cent £29,000
On Deferred do. 6i ,, .... 75,400

Bonus on do. do. 3'
, 34,800

69,600

Balance to be canied forwai-d,

1908-1909

139,200

.58,425 3 11

197,625 3 11

£

1,324,027
304,704

329,576

184,585

260

185,308

3,208
63,000

20,986

374,143

267,225

£3,098,068
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STEAM NAVKiATION COMrANV
for the year ended September 30, 1908

ACCOUNT Cr.

Hkceipts.

Aiiioiint brought forward from last Account £157,328 19 'J

ifss Dividends, etc., duo December 17, 1907 139,200

Passage Money £1,168,265 15
?"reight, Charters, and Miscellaneous Services 1,520,080 19 5

Governinent Contract Services-
India, China and Australia (net amount)

Russian Government—Settlement effected through tlie Foreign Office

for seizure of s.s. "Malacca "

Interest, Discount, and Exchange

—

Balance of Account

18,128

:,688,34fl

309,921

10,000

71,670

£3,098,068
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The Peninsular and Oriental Steam Navigation Company is one
of the greatest of the British Shipping lines, and its accounts form
a good illustration of the puhlished accounts of a company owning
a fleet of vessels lioth for cargo and passenger service.

The most lengthy statement published is the (ieneral Working
Account, i. c. the Trading or Profit and Loss Account.

In connecticjii with this statement it will be noted that, in con-
trast with some of the trading companies previously dealt with, the
Company under review appears to have found it feasible to publish
a full statement of its trading.

Turning to the Working Account, it will be noted that the
largest items on the credit side are tliose of receipts for Passage
Money from passengers (£1,168,265 15.?.), and those for the con-
vej^ance of (loods (Freight), the leasing of vessels (Charters), and
miscellaneous services (£1,520,080, 19.s. 5(1. ). The Companj' possesses
Government contracts for the conveyance of mails, and has received
£309,921 16,v. Id. under this heading. An exceptional receipt also

appears on this side of the account, viz. a sum of £10,000 paid by
the Russian Government, presumably as compensation for the
seizure of the steamship Mahu-ca.

On the debit side of the account are set forth the various items
of loss or expenditure incurred during the year—the heaviest ex-
penditure being, as is natural, that upon coal. The dues payable
to the Suez Canal authorities for the use of the canal are large
(£329,576 LSs-. 8''.), as also is the amount written off the Company's
fleet (£374,143 17.^.).

The Reserve and Suspense Accounts show that the Company
possesses accumulations of profits amounting to one and a half
million pounds.
The Balance Sheet has been prepared (according to modern

British practice) with its sides reversed, the Liabilities appearing
on the credit side, and the Assets on the debit side ; this practice
is, however, customary both on the Continent and in America.
The items set forth in the Balance Sheet are, for the most part,

self-explanatory, reference may however be made to the item of

"Sundry Balances and Accounts not closed, £1,074,488 16.9. llrZ."

W^hat this item really represents it is impossible, in view of the
vagueness of the description, to say. Any and every Balance on
eitlaer side of a Balance Sheet could be thus described or grouped
together, and the item cannot be regarded as lucid. It might be
entirely composed of amounts owing to creditors, or again it might,
though it is hardl}' likely, be entirely an additional reserve. The item
doubtless includes the amounts owing to the Conipan3''s creditors

;

})ut bej'ond this it is impossible to say what the description covers.

The Cash Balance is stated as follows, viz. "Cash at Bankers,
in hands of Agents, and liwestmGwiH (Jess Acceptances), £2,679,974 7s.

This entry lacks lucidity, and could be amplified with advantage ;

the balance of "Cash at Bankers" should, in the author's opinion,
have been stated separately, and not merged with the less readily
realizable assets of Book Debts and Investments. Again, the sums
due from agents sliould have been set forth in a separate total. The
Investments should preferably have been stated separately, and their
nature and valuations added. Finally, the deduction of acceptances
outstanding [i. e. certain labilities) from the cash balance, or the
total of the liquid assets, is a form of entry which, in a book-keeping
sense^ cannot be approved.
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BARCLAY, PERKINS
BALANCE SHEET,

To Capital—
10,200 Ordinary Shares of £100 each, issued fully
paid '

£1,020,000
180,000 4 per cent. Cumulative Preference Sliares

of £10 each, fully paid 1,800,000

„ S^ per cent. Mortgage Debenture Stock

—

Part of Authorized Amount of £1,700,000 secured
by Tr'ist Deed and fully paid £1,450,000

Interest accrued thereon 12,687 10

,, Special Reserve Account

—

Balance as per last account £101,739 8 3 ii

Less Losses on Loans to Publicans,
written oft', etc £22,!)o4 1 7

Less Loss by Fire on Bishop Stort-
ford Maltings 4,667 13 7

Less Provision for depreciation of
Tenancy Loans 20,534 2 2

48,155 17

2,820,000

1,462,087

53,583 10 11

72,752 15 4

60,000
82,489 5

Mortgage Sinking Fund Account
General Reserve Account
Depreciation of Investments Reserve

Liabilities on Mortgage of Public Houses, Loan and Interest accrued
Publicans' Trade and other Deposits, with Interest accrued
Loans secured on Investments
Outstanding Interest and Dividends
Sundry Creditors, Trade and other Accounts £56,546 16 8
Beer Duty (March) 17,758 7

Profit and Loss Account

—

Balance as at March 31, 1908 £21,633 12
Zfss Transferred to Mortt;age Sinking Fund 14,255 15

Add Profit as per annexed Account.

less Preference Dividends

7,377 17

00,704 10 1

268.825

82,643
176,431

325,000
140

74,305

98,082 7 1

72,000
26,082

£5,236,116

Note.—Contingent Liability on Guarantee of Customers' fixed tirm Mortgages, subject to
value of Property so charged, less value of Sub-Mortgage held by Company, £579,200.

Dr. PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT,

To Depreciation of Buildings, Machinery, Leasehold Property and
Furniture, etc., other tl an Depreciation on Tenancy Loans
charged to Special Reserve

,, Interest on First Mortgages, Loans, etc

,, License Compensation Levies

,, Income Tax Debit
,, Balance carried down

,, Interest 3J per cent. Debenture Stock
,, Balance carried to Balance Sheet

,430

,934
,458

178
I
11

,454 10

£199,457

50,7£0
90,704

£141,454
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March 31, 1909

473

Cr.

By Freehold and Lcaseliold Brewery, Plant, Machinery,
etc.

—

Balance as per last Account £607,791 15 8

Additions to date 21,852 19 7

719,644 15 3

ifss Depreciation and Sales, etc 18,668 12 2

,, Goodwill

,, Freehold and Leasehold Public and other Houses, Reversions and
Equities*

,, Loans to Publicans and Interest af-crued thereon to

date, including Houses in hand. Trade Debtors and
Outstanding Accounts £2,738,782 3 6

i(ss Reserve 327,619 19

,, Stocks of Beer, Malt, Hops, and Supplies (at cost), Casks, Horses,
Drays, Motor Wagons and Furniture

,, Investments at Cost, viz.

—

British Railway Debentures and Preference Stocks
and Municipal Loans, with Interest accrued
thereon (value at date, 4^345,435) £492,748 8 11

Sinking Fund, Trade and other Investments 12.5,905 12 3

,, Cash at Baukers and on hand

700,976

358,988

943,287

,411,262

188,121

618,654
14,826

£5,236,116

* The deeds of four of the above properties, valued at £23,212 S«. Od., have been deposited
as collateral security for contingent liability per contra.

for the year to March 31, 1909
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Messrs. Barclay, Perkins k Co., Ltd., are brewers, and their

Balance Sheet may be taken as typical of the Balance Sheets
published by the great brewery companies.
The principal point calling for consideration in the case of a

brewery com])any arises out of its commitments in regard to what
are known as " tied houses." For many years past it has been the
practice of the big brewery companies to invest largely in the
leaseholds, freeholds, and goodwill of numerous pul^licdiouses,

doubtless in order that they shall possess an assured and sufhcient
series of depots for the sale of their products. Tiie gieat majority
of these establishments were sub-let to individual publicans; and, in

addition, manj^ individual tenants of hotels, restaurants and public-
houses were granted substantial advances on first or other mortgage
of their premises or goodwill, in order to enaljle them to acquire
their premises, or to start in business for themselves. It was always,
of course, a sine quel non in regard to these sub-leases, or loans, that
no malt liquors should be sold at the houses in question other
than those produced by the particular brewery making the advance,
hence the derivation of the term " tied houses." At the time when
tiiis extensive amount of financing took place, there was current a
" boom " in the value of licences, partly arising out of the competi-
tion to buy them among diff'erent brewers, and partly due to the
limited supply—the magistrates frequently refusing to grant licences

to newly-erected houses.

Of late years, many brewery companies have suffered severel}'

through losses arising out of their tied houses ; it may be said
that almost without exception the value of licensed properties has
fallen throughout the country owing to various causes, and that the
brewers, in whose hands the majority of this class of property had
become collected, eitlier as owners or mortgagees, have naturally
sustained serious losses. In many cases, the amount lent upon, or
invested in tied houses, largely exceeded all the other assets appear-
ing in a brewery company's Balance Sheet ; and the company became
not only brewers, but also constant lenders of funds upon property
connected with the sale of their manufactured products.
The losses sustained through tied houses are exemplified in many

brewery companies' Balance Sheets more conspicuously than in the
one under review, in which the losses are not striking ; but even in this

Balance Sheet the largeness of the sum locked up in loans on licensed

property is evident. The loans to publicans (witli interest), includ-

ing houses in hand (i. c. houses taken possession of under the mort-
gage for one reason or another), trade debtors and outstanding ac-

counts amount in the Balance Sheet set out above to £2,411,262 4s. &d.

,

i. e. nearly half the total assets of the concern. In addition to this,

£943,287 18.s-. del. has been invested in the acquisition of Freehold
and Leasehold Public and other Houses, Reversions and Equities.

As against these two large totals of assets two transfers from the
Special Reserve Account, apparent on the debit side of the Balance
Sheet, are of a significant nature, viz. that for "Losses on Loans to

Publicans written off, etc., £22,954 Is. Id." and " Pi'ovision for

Depreciation of Tenancy Loans {i. e. loans to tenants of licensed
prepiises owned by the Brewery), £20,534 2s. 2(1.'" In order to be in a
position to lend freely on licensed property many brewery companies
receive money on deposit at interest from the public. In the Balance
Sheet under review these liabilities appear under " Publicans' Trade
and other deposits, with interest accrued, £176,431 17s. Id.'"
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The Company owns, as shown by its Balance Sheet, investments
of the hook value of £492,748 S,s. 1 Ii/. (tlie market value of wliich is

£345,435) and Sinking Fund, Trade and other Investments amount-
ing to £125,005 12s-. 3(^. These investments are not entirely at the

Company's disposal, as a reference to the Liabilities side of the

Balance .Sheet shows that it has raised loans, secured on them,
amounting to £325,000.
The Company has further created a sinking fund for the redemp-

tion of certain mortgages, and has set aside a sum of £72,752 15s. 4fJ.

as a reserve in this direction out of profits. The setting aside of the
reserve appears to have been accompanied by the withdrawal of a

corresponding amount of cash from the business, and its investment
in the form of a sinking fund policj' taken out with an Insurance
Company {i. e. a policy to secure the payment of a fixed sum at a
given date, an annual or other periodical premium being payable
until that date arrives).

The " Licence Compensation Levies, £5,458 7s. Of?.," are obligator}^

contributions towards a fund established by the (lovernment for the

compensation of the owners of licensed premises, the licence of which
is withdrawn by the magistrates on grounds other than the defaidt
of the licencee.

There appears on the liabilities side of the Balance Sheet an
amount of £17,758 7^;. Of/, owing by the Company in respect of " Beer
duty for the month of March 1909 " {i. c. the last mouth of the period
covered by the accounts). This represents the amount of the
Government Duty on the beer manufactiired during the month in

question,^and is owing to the Excise authorities. In order to facili-

tate the due collection of this duty, all breweries are obliged to keep
a book called an "Excise Brewing Book," which is always open to

the inspection of the Excise officer, and from this book is derived
the information upon which the duty pa\-able to the Government is

calculated ; it contains details of the materials and ffuantities

emploj'ed in brewing the beer, of the resultant manufactured
product, and much other technical information.

The note ajjpended on the liabilities side at the foot of the
Balance Sheet is one which discloses the existence of a contingent
liability for a considerable amount, and one, moreover, which
appears to have arisen out of the practice, common among breweries,
of financing and assisting their customers in various ways on con-
dition of their becoming " tied " to the brewery as regards the sale

of malt liquors. There exists "a contingent liability on guarantee
of customers' fixed term mortgages, subject to value of property so
charged, less value of sub-mortgage held by company for £579,200."'

This note would appear to convey the fact that the brewery com-
pany has guaranteed to the persons from whom certain of its

customers have borrowed money on mortgage of their premises, the
due repaj'ment of the sums so lent to the customers ; the brewery
doubtless taking, by way of security, a sub-mortgage of the pre-
mises so hypothecated, the customer, at the same time, becoming
" tied " to the exclusive sale of the brewerj^'s products.
The remainder of the items in the Balance Sheet are to a great

extent of an ordinary nature, and require no special mention.
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PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT,

To Salaries, Wages, Rents, Rates, Repairs, Maintenance, Horse-keep
and other expenses

,, Balance carried down

,, Depreciation

,, Debenture Stock Interest

,, Balance earned to Balance Sheet

£969,305 16 10

£
67,452
17,625

202,773

£287,851

s. (I.

17
i

3

14
,

8

11 11

BALANCE SHEET,

Capital and Liabilities.

To Capital Authorized—
400,000 Ordinary Shares of £1 each £400,000
onn,000 5 per cent. Cumulative Preference Shares of

£1 each 500,000

£900,000

Capital Issued—
331,000 Ordinary Shares of £1 each fully paid

500,000 5 per cent. Cumulative Preference Shares of £1 eacli fully

paid

Liahilities

—

First Mortgage Debenture Stock at 4 per cent £300,000
Accrued Interest on ditto, Zc.ss tax 2,850

4^ per cent. Debenture Stock 125,000

Accrued Interest on ditto, less tax 1,335 18 9

Trade and other Creditors, and Credit Balances 137,365 4

Dividends unclaimed 529 IS 4

Reserve

.

6 8

Zes« Preference Dividend from date of

last Balance Sheet to Nov. 30, 1908 £16,666 13

Interim Dividend on Ordinary Shares
already paid for half-year ending
September 30, 1908, at the rate of 25

per cent, per annum 41,375

Profit and Loss Account

—

Balance as per last Account : £121,267 13

Less Final Dividend on Ordinary
Shares for half-year ending March
31, 1908, at the rate of 40 per cent,

perannum £66,200
Transferred to Reserve 40,000

Proportion of Preference Share Divi-

dend to March 31, 1908 8,333
114,533 6 8

£6,734 7

To Balance from account for the year ending March
31, 1909 202,773 14 8

£209,508 1 8

58,041 13 4

331,000

.500,000

567,080
480,000

151,466

l£2, 029,547



limitb:d

for the year ending March 31, 1909

477

By Gross Profit on Trading, etc., after deducting special Exhibition
e'cpenses to March 31 1909
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Messrs. J. Lj'ons & Co., Ltd., are the well-known firm of

caterers, restaurant and tea-shop proprietors owning numerous
restaurants and depots, principally situate in London.
The majority of the items in the Balance Sheet are of a compara-

tively simple nature, and do not call for explanation. The amount
shown among the assets for Goodwill is £39,189 10s. i)d., which is

doubtless far below the real value of the asset in question, and
indicates a sound condition of aflairs. The profits for the year end-

ing the. 31st of March, 19U9, are shown as being over £200,000, a
figure which affords a striking contrast to the low valuation placed
upon tlie Goodwill.

In a company engaged in a highly competitive business such as

this, the Profit and Loss Account can usually only be shown in

summarized form. This procedure has been adopted in the Profit

and Loss Account subjoined, in which the Gross Profit on trading

and the expenses of the l)usiness appear, in each case, in the form
of a single total of large amount.
Among the liabilities, it will be noted that the item "Trade

Creditors, etc.," embraces also "Credit Balances." It is to be

presumed that sundry reserves and suspense accounts have been
provided in the Company's books for accrued liabilities or antici-

pated losses or wastages. It has not, however, been deemed
necessai-y to disclose the nature of these provisions in the published

accounts.

The depreciation provided for the wastage which has occurred
during the year in connection with the "Leasehold Premises,

Fixtures, etc.," viz. £22,010 Os. Qd., is probably one of the most
important items in the accounts of the Company. The accuracy of

the profit figure arrived at depends, of course, upon the adequacy or

otherwise of this estimate. Doubtless in the case of the Company
under review ample provision has been made.

It will be noted that the " Stock in Trade, £247,946 lOs. Id. " has

been valued at cost or under.

The "Debit Balances" included with the Sundry Debtors con-

sist presinnably of certain accrued but unpaid income, and of

sundries of the opposite nature to those which are provided for in

the item "Credit Balances" referred to above as appearing among
the liabilities.

It will be noted that the investments in hand, £202,918 17s. O'L,

are not ear-marked as being held on account of the " Reserve." It

must, therefore, be assumed that the Reserve shown, £480,000 Os. 0(^.

,

is invested in the business generally. The nature of the investments
held might have been appended with advantage

;
presumably they

are to a certain extent of the "gilt-edged" or readily realizable

variety, but to what extent it is impossible to state ; it is also

possible that, under the heading of "Sundiy Investments," interests

in subsidiary companies and allied undertakings are included.
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WILLIAM WHITELEY,
BALANCE SHEET,

To Share Capital

—

4J per Cent. Cumulative Preference Sliarcs £450,000
Ordinary Shares 450,000

Managen.ent Shares 100

Interest on Debenture Stock for the year £30,000
Dividend on Preference Shares for first

six months 10,125

Amount carried to Reserve Account 10,000

Amount set aside against Depreciation of

Investments 4,000

4 per Cent. First Mortgiige Irredeemable Debenture Stock
Interest accrued on Debenture Stock .,

Deposits and Current Accounts (Banking Departnient)
Trade and other Creditors £86,125 10 9

Accrued Charges and Sundry Credit Balances 18,572 7 4

Reserve Account
Special Reserve in respect of Hanworth Properties
Profit and Loss Account

—

Balance from February 14, 1908 £ 15,429 13 3

Balance for year, as below 104,351 17 1

119,781 10 4

900,100
900.000
16,620
111^14

104,698
80,000
40,000

I

£2,212,389

PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT,

To Depreciation

—

On Machinery Plant, etc £7,225

,, Horse Renewals Account 1,630 18 11

„ Leasehold Buildings 1,771 4

„ Oirectors' and Auditors' Fees and Trustees' Remuneration
,, Income Tax Account
,, Balance carried to Balance Sheet

10,627
3,211
700

104,351

£118,890
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LIMITED
February 14, 1909

Cp

By Freeliuld I.aiiJ and Buildinj;s

,, Leastliold Buildings, Goodwill, etc. Amount iit

February 14, 1908 £280,121 4 1

Additions to Leasehold Buildings during year ... 896 13 6

281,017 17 7
Less Depreciation of Leassliold Buildings for the
year 1,771 4

Plant, Machinery, Fixtures, Fittings, etc. (including
Glass Houses at Hillingdon Nurseries, and
Growing Fruit Trees at Hanworth Farm), as per
last Balance Sheet) £166,190 12

Add Plant transferred from Work-
ing Plant Account £5,481 3 1

Additions during year 6,571 2 3

12,052 5

Deduct Depreciation applicable to this account
for the year

178,242 17 4

7,225

Working Plant and Utensils Account
Horses, Harness, Motor Vans and Vehicles, as per Inventories and

Managers' Valuations
Advances on Mortgage
Working Capital at Hillingdon
Stock-in-Trade, at cost or under, as certified by Managers
Book Debts and Sundry Debit Balances, including Debts on De-

ferred Payments, less Reserve for Discounts and Doubtful
Debts

Investments, at cost or under, viz.

—

Colonial and Foreign Government and Corporation
Stocks £40,335 3

Foreign Railway Debentures and Stocks 40,265 16 3

Debenture Stocks and Shares of Investment, Elec-
tric Light, and Industrial Companies 56,256 15 10

Deduct Amount set aside against Depreciation

Cash at Bankers and in hand

136,857 15 1

9,000

£

958,569

270,246

171,017
33,002

24,967
33,223
9,925

242,994

127,857
96,296

£2,212,389

Year to February 14, 1909

By Profit on Trading Account, after making provision for Bad and
Doubtful Debts
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The Balance Sheet of William Whiteley, Ltd., is representative

of the form in which those appertaining to large emporiums consist-

ing of numerous departments are published, and the various items
do not present any special features. The item of "Deposits and
Current Account (Banking Department), £111,314 8»'. 2d." indi-

cates that the Compan}' carries on a banking business upon a small
scale as a branch of its operations. The position of the Company
as regards creditors, as disclosed by the Balance Sheet, appears to

be undeniably strong ; the trade creditors and banking deposits

taken together amount to approximately £216,000, and against

these current Liabilities the Company possesses Investments and
Cash amounting approximately to £224,000, i. e. an amount sufficient

to satisfy its Liabilities without taking into account the book debts
and stock-in-trade, which together amount to over £477,000.
The reference to " Deferred Payments " included in the description

of the £235,287 lis. M. of book debts outstanding implies, of course,

that the Company supplies goods, c. g. furniture, to customers on a
system of deferred payments, i. c. payment by instalments spread
over a number of years.

The acquisition of goods under hire purchase agreements appears
to be increasing in popularity. The contract entered into between
the parties is to the effect that the trader agrees to grant to his

customer, the liii-er, the use of the articles specified in the agree-

ment, in consideration of the payment of an agreed sum of money
bj' the hirer divided over the period into a number of instalments.

At the conclusion of the period, provided all the instalments have
been met, the goods which form the subject-matter of the agree-

ment become the absolute propert\' of the hirer.

It will be obvious that these conditions involve book-keeping
methods ^\hich are a little out of the ordinary rut of commercial
transactions. The many details involved cannot be dealt with in

this place. It may, however, be stated that the iisual basis of the
necessary book-keeping is that the goods hired are treated as SlocJc

oat on Hire. For valuation purposes such stock is taken at cost pricr.

The amount of stock-in-trade, therefore, at any date consists of the
cost price of the goods represented by the unpaiil proportion of the
purchase money, i. e. the total of the unpaid instalments as shown
by the Hirers Ledger. Arrears of instalments are usiially treated as

debts.

An example of a Hire Purchase Account is given in the Book-

keepers' Compendium, page 589, under the heading " Hire Purchase
Accounts.

"

The Profit and Loss Account is presented in a highly condensed
form, presumably in order not to render anj' assistance to the firm's

competitors.
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The accounts of the Salvation Army are kept upon moderji and

busmess-like methods, and it is a patter of regret that the same
commendation cannot be applied to the accounts of many other
religious and charitable institutions.

Owing to limitations of space the Balance Sheet only is reproduced
liere. The published accounts consist, in addition, of a General
Income and Expenditure Account, Foreign Service General Fund,
Foreign and Colonial Territories Fund, Indian Famine Fund, Rents
and Interest Account, and Self-Denial Fund. All tliese Income
and Expenditure Accounts are kept upon efficient Double Entry
principles, and are presented with ample detail. The resulting
balances of the accounts are transferred to the second section of

the General Income and Expenditure Account, the net balance of

which, in turn, is carried to the "Salvation Army Fund," as shown
in the accompanying Balance Sheet.

Tlie student will note that wastages of various classes are
provided for by means of Reserve and Sinking Funds, the total

Reserves so created amounting to £177,364 7s. \d. The Reserve for

"Specific Legacies" will probably present a new item to many
students. Tlie need for such a Fund arises from the fact that from
time to time legacies are left to the Salvation Army on condition
that the income derived therefrom is to be applied to some specific

purpose {e.g. the Army's work in India). In these cases the moneys
so left are not available for ordinary Revenue purposes, and it

becomes necessary to create a Liability in the shape of a Reserve
Fund, represented, upon the Assets side of the Balance Sheet, by
specially ear-marked Investments, forming part of the total Invest-

ments held.

The items "Self-Denial Fund" and "Colonial and Foreign
Teri'itories Fund " are the credit balances outstanding upon these
funds, and represent moneys yet to be allocated to various branches
of the Army's work.
The "Salvation Army Fund" takes the place of the Capital

Account in a commercial concern, and represents the amount by
which the Assets exceed the Liabilities. The student may perhaps,
at first sight, wonder why a sum representing Donations and
Subscriptions has been taken direct to the Capital Account. As
these donations were given, however, for the specific purpose of

erecting buildings, it will be seen, upon consideration, that they are

"Capital" donations, and could not with propriety have been
passed through the Income and Expenditure Account.

It will be readily understood by the student that in an Institution

with so many ramifications and varied interests, the books of the

Salvation Army necessarily contain a vast amount of detail of

varying natures. In order that the immense amount of work
involved may be expeditiously and economically dealt with, books
upon the " Columnar" system (as explained in Chapter XVIII) are

employed as far as possible, and all Ledgers are designed upon the
" Self Balancing" system, the advantages of which are explained in

the early part of the same cliapter.
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A perusal of the accounts of the Midland Blast Furnaces, Ltd.,
will prubal)ly introduce to the student a form of presenting trading
results with which he is not familiar. Jiut although the form of
these accounts is unfamiliar, the principles upon wliich they have
been drawn are those which the student has been instructed to
cmplo}- in order to arrive at the trading results of ordinary
commercial undertakings.

It is of paramount importance to tlio iron-master to ascertain
exactly what the pig-iron he produces is costing him per ton. The
" Furnaces Account " has Ijeeii drafted with a view to supplying this

information. All expenses which form any part of the actual cost
of producing the pig-iron in a condition ready for sale are debited
against the account. The only credits appearing in relief of such
cost are {a) the sales of "slag," the Avaste product largely used for

road repairing, which is removed from the furnaces when drawing
off the molten iron, and (/)) the sale of surplus sand in which the
" pigs " are cast in the "pig beds," into which the molten iron is run
o(T every 12 hours. The small item of "Wagon Hire" represents
income earned by the Company's Coal and Mineral AVagons in the
haulage of materials for neighbours. The balance of the " Furnaces
Account," thus arrived at, shows the actual cost of the pig-iron
produced 1)y the furnaces during the year, and enables the cost
price per ton (in this case 37s. 5fd.) to be accurately ascertained.
The balance of the " Furnaces Account " is carried forward to the

debit of the " Pig-iron Trading Account," to which are also debited
the "Trade charges," incurred in selling the iron produced, and
the initial stock with which the trading for the period was com-
menced. The net sales of pig-iron are credited to the account,
together with a small item, "pig-iron consumed in Foundry',"
representing iron taken out of stock for use in the Company s

foundry and repairing shop. After crediting the final stock on
hand at the close of tiie year, the balance of this account represents
the Gross Profit, which is carried forward to the Profit and Loss
Account. The usual items are debited and credited in this account,
and the balance, representing the net amount of profit available for
distribution, is carried down.

The Profit and Loss Account, as described above, takes the place
of the "Net Profit and Loss Account" or the "Appropriation
Section " of a Profit and Loss Account prepared upon normal lines.

If any interim dividends had been paid during the year they
would have been shown in this account.
The Balance Sheet follows, in due course, and is prepared upon

lines in wliicli the Assets are set out in the reverse order of their
realizability. The student will note that the " Stock on hand "

contains stocks of coal, coke, ironstone, etc. , which are not set out
in the Trading Account. This arises from the fact that, in the
accounts representing these purchases, the initial and final stocks
are passed through the Ledger Accounts themselves, and the
balances, representing the net purchases for the year, are transferred
to the debit of the " Furnaces Account."
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For example, the " Coal Account," through which the carriage on

coal is also charged, would appear in the Ledger as follows—

•

COAL ACCOUNT
Dr. Cr.

1907.

Dec. 31

1908.

Dec. 31

„ 31
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When examining the accounts of the Prudential Assurance

Company, Limited, the student, who is unfamiliar with the Life
Assurance Companies Act, 1870, will probably notice, in the first

place, that the items appearing in the Revenue Account are placed
upon the wrong side of the account from the point of view of the
Double Entry Book-keeper. It is the statute in question, however,
and not the Company which is in fault, as the First Schedule of the
above-mentioned Act prescribes the form which is here employed.
It will be noted, on reference to the Balance Sheet, that premiums
due but not paid, and outstanding interest and rents, have been
taken credit for in arriving at the Revenue for tlie year, while,
on the other hand, the claims due but not paid have been duly
provided for. The form of the Revenue Account prescribed by
statute is not therefore a Cash Account, but an Income and Expen-
diture Account ; the above-mentioned schedule is not therefore in

technical accordance with the accepted form as employed under
Double Entry methods.
The Life Assurance Companies Act, 1870, prescribes the pul)licalion

of the following Schedules

—

First Schedule . Revenue Account.
Second Schedule . Balance Sheet.

Third Schedule . No. 1, Life Assurance Account.
No. 2, Fire Account.
No. 3, Profit and Loss Account.

Fourth Schedule . Balance Sheet (when more than one
fund the combined Balance Sheet
here provided for is necessary).

These, Schedules, as published by every Assurance Conipau}', in

so far as they apply, are filed annually with the Board of Trade, and
are printed in a " Bkie Book," which in due course finds its way to

the table of the House of Commons.
In the Revenue Account (Ordinarj' Branch) the student will note

that the claims paid are inserted as "after deduction of sums re-

insured." It is the practice of Assurance Companies to limit the
amount of the risk they undertake upon any one life, the balance in

excess of this limit being x-eassured with other companies. The
claims paid and the premiums received are therefore stated net,

after the deduction of these items as paid to and received from such
other companies.
The terms " Ordinary" and "Industrial," as applied to the two

branches of the above Company's Inisiness, indicate, in the former
case, those policies the premiums upon which are paid quarterly,

half-yearly or annually. The latter term indicates those policies

the premiums upon which are payable weekly or monthly.
The item " Surrenders" represents the sums paid by the Company

to those of the Policy-holders who elect to discontinue the policies

they hold, receiving therefor a proportionate sum of the amount
covered by the policy they suirender. No policy carries any " sur-

render value " until the premiums for at least three years have been
paid in the "Ordinary" Branch, or those for five years in the
" Industrial " Branch in the case of " Endowment " policies. Under
certain circumstances a surrender value is allowed upon Industrial

policies also, but such payments are ex gratia, and not a matter of

right. The item "Cash Bonus to Policy-holders" represents that
portion of the Company's profits which are allocated to the Onlinary
policies, the average rate of the bonuses, in the case of the Company
under review, being 32s. per cent, per annum.
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Tlie item "Commission'" represents the aum paid durinj^ the

period to the Company's agents b}' way of a percentage upon tlio

premiuma collected upon the Policies issued through the efforts of

tlie agents.

It will be noted that the Revenue Account (Ordinary Branch) is

charged with an amount of i;250,000 to meet the shrinkat;e in the

market values of the Investments held by the Company. The
Industrial Branch is charged with a like transfer, amounting to

£50,000. The Reserve Fund to which these transfers have been
made is included in the item " Reserve Funds, £2,850,000," appearing
among the Liabilities in the Balance Sheet.

It will be noted that the Balance shown upon the Revenue
Account is carried forward to the next financial jieriod, and is

shown in one sum among the Liabilities in the Balance Sheet. This
item does not in any sense represent the profit earned during the

period. The profits of an Assurance Company can only be ascer-

tained by means of a periodical valuation, which takes place, in the

case of the Company under review, every year, but in the case of

most Companies every fifth year.

An account called a "Valuation Balance Sheet" is prepared,

and the unexpired risks running u})on the whole of the Policies

issued by the Company are ascertained by means of an actuarial

valuation, and the total of the outstanding Liability thus arrived at

is debited in the above account, and on the other (credit) side the

Assets available to meet the total Liabilities as disclosed by the

valuation are set out, the balance of the two sums being the surplus,

or the deficiency for the period, as the case may be.

A specimen of a Valuation Balance Sheet of the above Company
is as follows

—

VALUATION BALANCE SHEET

Liability under
Assurance and An-
nuity Transactions

'

(as i)er Summary
Statement provided
in Schedule S).

Sickness Assurance ...



CHAPTEK XXII

HINTS TO EXAMINATION CANDIDATES

It has fallen to the author's lot, for many years past,

to examine papers in book-keeping and accountancy

subjects in greater number, perhaps, than falls within

the experience of many men. It has been suggested

from several quarters that, for this reason, therefore,

some hints to candidates arising out of the experience thus

gained might prove helpful. It is possible, and indeed

probable, that much that is set down hereunder may
prove trite and commonplace to many readers ; but, on

the other hand, there may be others who will glean some
helpful suggestion from one or other of the hints which

follow, and if this should prove to be the case the present

chapter will have justified its inclusion in this treatise.

The subject-matter under consideration divides itself

naturally into two divisions, viz.

—

1. How to acquire the necessary knowledge.

2. How to use knowledge acquired to the best advant-

age in the examination room.

To take the first point

—

The acquisition of Knowledge, or Preparation.—Which
is the best way of acquiring a good knowledge of book-

keeping ? The problem is not an easy one, nor is any
docrmatic prescription available. The solution of the

question must always depend largely upon the circum-

stances surrounding it, and the opportunities available to

the individual student in question. There will, however,

be general agreement that book-keeping is probably one

of the most difficult of subjects to teach theoretically in

School or Class. Practical experience is apparently more
essential for the development of a really good book-keeper

than is the case with almost any other branch of know-

ledge. There is only one school in which practical book-

keeping can be satisfactorily learned, and that school is a

counting-house ; actual experience must always be the

best of teachers. Obviously, however, with a large pro-

portion of students, practical work follows, and is to some
extent the result of preliminary preparation.

The first advice the author would offer to the student,

therefore, is to urge him not to attempt to teach himself

book-keeping. It is pre-eminently a subject upon which

494
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an ounce of practical teaching is worth the proverbial ton

of theoretical reading.

If it is in any way possible, the student should join some
school or class under a qualified teacher. There is now,

fortunately, no lack of competent teaching of practical and
modern methods. Indeed the improvement in this direc-

tion, as evidenced by the worked examination papers sent

in by examinees, as compared with the standard attained

only a few years ago, is most marked and encouraging.

It is particularly urged that the student should make
himself thoroughly acquainted with the most modern
forms of Cash Books, Petty Cash Books, Sales and

Purchases Journals, etc. It is upon books of this nature

that the young recruit will probably be first set to work
upon his entry into commercial life, and it is important

that he should have as little as possible to unlearn, in

connection with the work he will have to undertake.

The author's advice to the young student is:—Choose
the easier task, therefore, and learn in the first instance

the uses and methods employed in keeping books

of this class in their latest and most modern forms.

Examination work furnishes ample evidence that there

is still, in some instances, much to be learnt in connection

with the detailed working of subsidiary books of this nature.

Make sure, therefore, that the knowledge you are now
gaining laboriously will not fail you when put to the actual

test of the requirements of modern practical book-keeping.

It will be unnecessary to urge as another axiomatic

fact that no student, however able, can hope to pass the

test of modern examinations without diligent and metho-
dical study, supplemented by the expert help and
friendly criticism of a qualified teacher. Yet lack of

method in preparation is the only too evident cause of

failure in the case of a considerable percentage of

students. Portions of the subject have been well

mastered, whilst other equally important and even pre-

liminary steps to the foundation of a sound knowledge of

book-keeping have been neglected. For instance, some
students can prepare a Profit and Loss Account and
Balance Sheet from a given Trial Balance with accuracy
and good knowledge, whilst failing entirely to submit
correct work in entering up the subsidiary books from
which a Trial Balance has to be built up

;
yet, of course,

it is just upon the keeping of these subsidiary books
that the young book-keeper's first essay upon practical

commercial life is to begin.
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Be careful, therefore, that your preparation is methodi-

cal and thorough. Do not attempt to fly before you can
walk ; consider carefully your own weak points or ask

advice upon them ; and devote special time and attention

to their rectification.

In this direction should be found one of the great

benefits to be obtained from class attendance, as the

student to a large extent, at any rate, is kept to a

methodical course of preparation.

Up to this point, therefore, the author's advice is (1)

Acquire, at all costs, method in your preparation. Map
out a clear and careful plan of campaign for your prepara-

tory work, and a methodical time-table of working
hours, and adhere loyally to it. (2) Eead consecutively

through the selected text-book, and master the funda-

mental principles of book-keeping before you undertake
any of the kindred subjects that the examination you
are preparing for may embrace.
Having selected your text-book, the next question to

decide is which is the best method to adopt in endeavouring

to digest its contents. The consideration of this point raises

all the bristles of the much-vexed question of note-taking.

It would probably be hard to find a subject upon which
students differ more radically than in their methods and
manner of note-taking. Upon a matter, into the solution

of which the idiosyncrasies of the individual student must
so largely enter, dogmatism is, of course, out of place.

The author is, however, of opinion that a careful synopsis

of each chapter read will prove of value to the student

;

not only for future reference, but as a means of com-
pelling him to think out and analyze, in a carefully-

digested form, the various aspects of the matter he has

read, and to single out the points it is essential for him to

commit to memory. The mere fact that information

exists in a student's note-book does not, of course,

ensure its being in his head also—the two things are

not necessarily synonymous, care must however be taken

to make them so. A note-book prepared with care and
discrimination and well digested mentally is, without

doubt, a valuable aid to the great majority of students.

In the author's opinion a portion of the student's

preparation, which is almost as important as the acquisi-

tion of the necessary knowledge, is often omitted by many
students, and that is, ample practice in putting down in

writing, in clear and concise language, answers to exercises

and examination questions which have been previously set.
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The usual practice with many students is to run hastily

through sets of old examination questions with a brief

" Oh, I know all that !
" or, in case of doubt or ignor-

ance, a short reference is perhaps made to the text-

book ; having done which the student passes on his way.

Now, it is of course easy to pass by questions, as satis-

factorily answered, with ejaculations of the above charac-

ter, but it is quite another thing to put down in icriting a

clear and concise answer that will carry good marks upon
examination. The student may think that the importance

of this point is unduly emphasized or exaggerated. This

is not the opinion of the author. The one thing that

stands out pre-eminent in the experience of examiners

on book-keeping subjects, is the small percentage of

students who appear to be able to properly complete
the work set within the limit of the time allowed.

There is, of course, an ancient, and probably irremovable,

conviction amongst candidates, that every examination

paper is, as a matter of course, unfairly long. In the

great majority of cases the conviction is legendary

;

but the fact remains that a large number of candidates

fail to do themselves justice in the examination room
owing to their inability, through lack of practice, to

convert knowledge possessed clearly and concisely into

words on paper within a reasonable time.

The author's advice, therefore, upon this point is, as

will already have been gathered, to answer in writing,

just as you would in an examination room, as many
exercises and past examination questions as you can

secure the time for. Indeed the student may wisely devote

at least one-fourth of the whole of the time set apart for

preparation work to the answering of questions in this way.
It will be helpful discipline, too, for the student to

time himself when answering complete papers ; in this

way he will obtain a useful gauge of his progress.

This takes us to the second point of our subject

:

How to use acquired knowledge to the best advantage in

the examination room.

There is probably no prospective candidate who reads

these words who could not explain his views as to

examination questions in general with eloquence. The
author does not propose to enter into the controversy.

The trouble, it is feared, is not epidemic, but chronic, and
the symptoms are apparently common to the genus
candidate all the world over. The author has frequently

noticed, however, that, as a rule, those gentlemen who
K K
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have had the least to say to the questions mside the

examination room have invariably the most to say about
them outside that room.
Another firmly-rooted conviction still sur\dving amongst

some examinees appears to be that the majority of

examination papers contain some deep and dangerous
trap or pitfall for the un-wary candidate. Under this

conviction some candidates waste much precious time
hunting for the bogey.

If the author's assurance is accepted upon this point,

the student may dismiss all such unworthy suspicions

from his mind. It is of the first importance that the

examinee should enter the examination room with the

comfortable conviction that, whether he passes or fails, he
will be justly and even generously dealt with. He will

do far better work under this conviction, and this is a
feeling which he may confidently entertain with reference

to the examinations of all bodies of recognized standing.

Having entered the examination room, therefore, in a

proper frame of mind, the author would advise the
candidate to read through the rvJiole paper carefully.

Some candidates answer the questions in the order in

which they are set without reading through the paper as

a whole, or making any attempt to roughly apportion
the time allotted to them amongst the questions set.

It is far wiser for the candidate to intelligently read
the whole paper through, selecting the one or two
questions about which he feels most confident, and
answering them as a commencement of his task. When
the candidate has dealt with a few questions the answers
to which he knows are more or less correct, he will feel

much more confident, and will then be able to tackle

the longer and more difficult questions with a far greater

likelihood of success. It is particufarly important that

candidates of nervous temperament should ensure the
measure of equanimity which is gained by the feeling

that, at any rate, a few well answered questions stand
to their credit before they embark upon the longer

problems set them.
In the case of those questions where certain closing

adjustments, outside the Trial Balance, are necessary

before completing the preparation of the Profit and Loss
Account and Balance Sheet, it is, in the author's opinion,

a wise plan to draft the closing adjustments in the form
of Joiniial entries, ticking them off one by one as they are

passed into the accounts. In a large percentage of cases
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where tlie examination candidate fails to " balance " his

accounts the error arises through some careless slip oi-

omission in dealing with one entry only of some adjust-

ment he is asked to make. Disconcerting mistakes of

this nature will become impossible if the course suggested

above is carefully carried out.

In examination Exercise II on page 526, for example, the

necessary adjustments would be journalized as follows

—

JOURNAL

Depreciation Account Di'-

To Sundries

—

Machinery and Plant Acconnt
Buildinjr Account

For Depreciation for the year ended
Dec. 31, 1908, at G per cent, and 3 per
cent, respectively.

Profit and Loss Account Dr.
To Depreciation Account

For Transfer of tlje Balance of tliis

account.

Stock Account Di-.

To Trading Account
For the Stock on hand as on Dec. 31,

1908, as per valuation.

Profit and Loss Account Dr.

To Reserve for Bad and Doubtful
Debts

Being the additional amount required
in order to carry forward a Reserve of

5 per cent, upon the outstanding
Sundry Debtor Balances as on Dec.

31, 1907 (jeSi.fiOO).

ProQt and Loss Account Dr.

To Patents Account
For amount written off this account
during tlie year.

Prolit and Loss Account Dr.

To Sundry Crtditors (Directors' Fees)
For fees due to the Directors for tlie

year ended Dec. 31, 1907, as per
Articles of Association.

Insurance Paid in Advance Dr.

To Insurance Account
Fur the value of Unexiiind Insurance
Premiums carried forward to next
year.

Profit and Loss Account Dr.

To Managing Director
For 10 per cent, connnission upon the

Net Profits for the year ended Dec. 31,

1907, as per Agreement.

Profit and Loss Account Dr.
To Reserve Account

Being the amount added to the fund
during the year ended Dec. 31, 1907.

KK 2

&
2,e03

2,803

23,700

2,500

2,130
ClJ7

2,S03

23,700

2,f>00
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These Journal entries have been set out above just as

they would appear in the Company's books, but they may
be curtailed by the candidate, for the present purposes,

to such entries as will ensure the safe arrival of each item

at its correct destination in the accounts he is preparing.

Each item should be carefully marked off when dealt

with. If these precautions are followed, errors in the

final "balance," from this source, are thus completely

avoided.

If the candidate has no certain knowledge of any
question set he will be well advised to leave it alone

altogether. The practice of "having a shot" at questions,

although popular amongst some candidates, is fraught

with great danger, and is not unlikely to prejudice the

remainder of the paper.

Candidates should endeavour to arrange their answers
methodically. Let the data you supply the examiner
with be " edited " as far as possible with suitable under-

lined headings ; especially is method of this description

desirable when answering questions which contain one
or more points. To take a simple example

—

Question.—N^h?Li is your opinion with reference to

the employment of " Loose Leaf Ledgers " ?

Ansiver.—Advantages may be claimed for " Loose
Leaf Ledgers " under several headings

—

1. Accounts that are " dead" may be eliminated from

the Ledger.
2. The pages of an account that have been " settled"

may be removed and filed elsewhere so that the

bulk of the Ledger may be kept within reasonable

limits.

Etc., etc.

Disadvantages also exist in connection with this

system in that—

•

1. Pages of an account when once removed may be lost.

2. Unless care is exercised in the issue of fresh pages
fraud may be covered by the substitution of pages

containing altered figures.

Etc., etc.

Method of this description is more likely to cover all the

points raised by the questions set than the methodless

and disconnected answers so often sent in by examinees.

When answering questions, candidates should endeavour
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to strike the happy medium between verbiage and the

opposite extreme of cryptic brevity affected by some

students. Answers should be full, in the sense that

they should deal efficiently, but concisely, with all the

points covered by the question set. The verbose candi-

date goes much further than this. He is apparently

of opinion that however little the examiner wants, " he

wants that little long." Accordingly, he proceeds to drag

in all manner of irrelevant matter, thereby wasting his

own time and that of the examiner.

On the other hand, all candidates will be aware, of

course, that a mere "yes" or "no" carries no marks

upon examination. The candidate must furnish some

reasonable evidence to the examiner that his answer is

based upon real knowledge, and is not merely the result

of a fortunate guess.

In book-keeping, as in almost every other sul)ject,

there are points of treatment in which experts differ.

In answering questions of this type the candidate should

avoid dogmatism. In dealing with questions upon which

strongly opposed views are held, it is wiser to state briefly

the contentions of the differing schools of opinion, stating

plainly your own personal views, and giving reasons, with-

out violence, for the faith that is in you. Whatever the

particular views held by the examiner may be, if you

justify your answer with moderate and sensible ai-gu-

ment, your claim for a fair share of the marks carried by

the question will be sure to be recognized.

Many questions contain two or more points of equal

importance with which the candidate is asked to deal.

It is a matter of experience, however, that, in the case

of questions of this type, there are always a number of

examinees who lose marks by neglecting to deal with both

or all the points raised by the question before them. This

failing is often due to careless forgetfulness and lack of

method. A second reading of the question before the

candidate passes on to his next answer would discover

the omission, and, occupying but little time, would fre-

quently save many marks which would otherwise be lost.

Obviously the examiner cannot give marks for work
which is not sent in, however certain he may feel that

the omission is due to mere carelessness.

Another point to which it would be thought there

would be no necessity to refer, is the fact that some
examinees place too literal an interpretation upon some
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phrase or word employed by the examiner, without paus-

ing to consider its context in the question. This again,

doubtless, is often a phase of carelessness, for the false

issues raised are frequently so ridiculous that a very brief

re-consideration of the question should have avoided the

loss of time and marks entailed. Any one who has under-

taken examination work will freely admit that it is a most
difficult task to frame an examination question so that

the desired meaning shall be clear to all. If some other

interpretation be evolvable by any stretch of imagination,

however daring, some candidate is sure to be present who
is equal to the task.

For example, the author once asked, in a book-keeping
examination, for a definition of the term " Eoyalty."

One candidate replied that " Eoyalty was anything
appertaining to the Eoyal Family " ! The dictionary

would probably support this view. But one would hardly

have thought that a candidate, in a book-keeping examina-
tion of some difficulty, would place such an interpretation

upon the term.

The illustration is, of course, an extreme one ; but it

suffices to emphasize the warning that, in many cases,

marks are lost owing to the too literal interpretation of

some word, or phrase, without due regard to its contextual

position or to the examiner's probable meaning.
If the candidate finds that he can place two different

and reasonable interpretations upon any item in a question

set, he will be wise to use the item in the sense of the

most probable of its interpi-etations, and to append a clear

and concise note to his accounts stating that there is also

the other possible interpretation which, if adopted, would
have been dealt with in such and such a manner, briefiy

showing how the accounts would have been affected.

There are other candidates, unfortunately far too

numerous, who, although evidently possessing a good
knowledge of book-keeping, spoil their chances of dis-

tinction by making stupid arithmetical errors, often in

the simplest of calculations. Errors of this nature may
not fail a candidate who showed otherwise a good know-
ledge of the subject, but they must obviously handicap
him in obtaining class distinction. It is well worth the

short time occupied in making sure that the arithmetical

calculations necessary in working out questions have been
coi'rectly made, before passing them into the accounts

you are asked to prepare.
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When the candidate has answered all the questions ho
can, he will be well advised not to hand in his paper at

once, and hurry out of the examination room, as so many-

candidates do. However good the paper may be, there

is sure to be some weakness which can be remedied upon
a careful revision. Neatly rule up and bring down the

balances of the Ledger accounts. Red ink the Profit and
Loss Account and Balance Sheet, and re-write any
answers or parts of answers the wording of which can

be made clearer or more concise.

The last few minutes of an examination spent in careful

revision, in this way, may make all the difference to

the place which the examinee may ultimately secure

upon the pass lists. Experience shows, especially in a

large examination, that the leading candidates are re-

markably near to each other, as often as not a mark or

two only separating them. The final revision of the

paper, therefore, may prove of vast importance to the

candidate's success.

To sum up briefly these few suggestions, the author

would again emphasize the fact that, in his opinion,

many of the detrimental weaknesses by which examination

candidates are handicapped may be largely overcome if

they will train themselves

—

Firstly, to acquire method in preparation, or, in other

words, a methodical " habit of study."

Secondly, to acquire method in marshalling and ex-

pressing knowledge possessed when dealing with

actual examination questions.

If the student will work studiously and honestly upon
these lines for a period suitable to his individual require-

ments, examinations need have no terrors for him. He
may rest assured that he will be justly and fairly dealt

with by his examiners, if he has dealt justly and fairly

with himself, and the work he has undertaken. Let him
also remember always that, to be successful, the account-

ant and book-keeper must continually remain earnest

students. Even the youngest amongst us is on the road

to success when he fully realizes how little he knows.



CHAPTEE XXIII

HOW TO ANSWER EXAMINATION PAPERS

Examination Exercise I

The following exercise was set at a well-known
examination

—

John Druce, a C3-cle dealer, had, on December 31, 1907, the

following Assets

—

Cash at Bank....
,, in hand....

Stock
Furniture and fittings

Bills Receivable :

A. Graves, due Jan. 9, 1908
B. Walters, due Jan. 10, 1908

Owing by :

A. Brown .

J. Smith .

A. Graves .

B. Walters .

M. Robinson

£ .s. d.

300
25

650
120

75
125

25
45
20
10

105

£1,500

His liabilities on the same date were-

Due to H. Sweeting

,, ,, A. Fisher . , . .

Bills Payable :

S. Unwin, due Jan. 6, 1908 .

F. Lord, due Jan. 8, 1908 .

f s. d.

150
75

90
85

£400

John Druce agreed to take M. Robinson into partnership
conditionally upon the amount owing b}- him to John Druce on
December 31, 1907, being paid at once ; and upon his bringing
into the business, in cash, the same amount of capital as was
standing to the credit of John Druce's Capital Account at this date ;

one-half of this latter amount was to be paid out in cash, by way of

premium, to John Druce and was to appear in the books of the
partnership as Goodwill. These conditions M'ere dulj- carried out as
on January 1, 1908.

You are required to make the necessary entries recording the
above, and to pass through the proper books the following trans-
actions

—

504
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1908.

Jan. 1. Bought of H. Sweeting 1 dozen bicycle frames at hw. each.

,, 1. Ditto, for cash, 4 dozen wooden crates at 3s. each.

,, 2. Sold A. Brown 8 bicycles at £7 10s. each, one of which
was returned on January 3.

,, 3. J. Smith paid his account, deducting £2 for bicycle

damaged in transit.

,, 3. Sold B. Walters 2 bicycles at £8 8s. each, charging
him with 2 crates at 3.s. ^d. each.

,, 3. Bought of A. Fisher 6 pairs of wheels at 30s. a pair and a

job lot of accessories for £5.

,, 4. Paid office salaries and wages, drawing and cashing a

Cheque for same, £6 10s.

,, 4. Each partner drew out in cash £3 on private account.

,, G. Paid A. Fisher by Cheque £2.5 on account.

,, 6. Bill payable (S. Unwin), due this day, paid by Bank.
,, 0. Sold J. Smith one bicycle for £7 10s. upon which he

paid £2 on account.

,, 7. Bouglit for cash two second-hand bic3'cles at 15s. each,

one of which was sold for cash the same day for 25s.,

which 25s. was paid direct into the Bank.

,, 7. Cashed Cheque for £10 for petty cash liurposes.

,, 8. Bill payable (F. Lord), due this day, paid by Bank.

,, 8. B. Walters paid the balance of his account as on this day,
deducting 5 per cent, discount, which was disallowetl.

,, 9. Bill receivable given by A. Graves returned dishonoured :

a new bill at one month being given for the whole of

his account.

,, 9. Sold to B. Walters 20 brakes at 2s. each and G lamps at

5s. each.

,, 9. Bought of F. Lord 6 dozen lamps at 3s. each.

,, 10. Bill Receivable (B. Walters) duly met.

,, lU. Sold A. Graves a second-hand bicycle for 30s.

,, 11. Paid office salaries and wages, drawing and cashing
Cheque for £G.

,,11. Kach partner drew in cash £3 for private purposes.

,,11. A. Brown accepted a bill at 3 months drawn upon him
for the balance owing by him at this date.

All moneys received were paid at once into the Bank. Balance
the Ledger accounts as on January 11, 1908, bring down the
balances and extract a Trial Balance.

N. B.—No Profit and Loss Account or Balance Sheet to be prepared

.

In order to open John Druce's books, and before con-

sidering how M. Robinson's admission as a partner may
affect the position, it is necessary to incorporate in

the books (which after Eobinson's admission will become
the books of the firm), the financial position of John
Druce as on December 31, 1907.

Upon x'eviewing the question before us, it will be seen

that John Druce's Assets total up to £1,500, and that his

liabilities amount to .£400, his " capital," as at December
31, 1907, is consequently £1,100.
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A Journal entry to record these facts is accordingly

first put through the books, debiting to their respective

Ledger accounts all the Assets held, and crediting to

their respective accounts all the Liabilities outstanding.
The Journal entry, as will be noted, is made to agree by
the inclusion of John Druce's Capital, £1,100, this being
the sum which represents the difference between his

Assets and Liabilities as on December 31, 1907.

The books having been opened by means of these
entries, it becomes possible to deal with the arrangement
arrived at between John Druce (the previous owner of the
business) and M. Eobinson (the incoming partner).

The proposal is as follows

—

(1) That M. Eobinson shall at once pay the £105
due fi'om him.

(2) That he shall bring into the business, in cash,

as his capital, a sum equal in amount to the
capital standing to the credit of John Druce
as on December 31, 1907, viz. £1,100.

(.3) That of this £1,100 one-half (£550) shall be
permitted to be withdrawn by John Druce as

a payment to him b}* the new firm by way of
" premium " (z. e. as the purchase price) for the
goodwill of the business. On admitting a new
partner upon equal terms with himself, John
Druce becomes the owner of only one-half of

the goodwill of the business and half the
profits, instead of, as heretofore, possessing
both business and profits entirely, it is thus
only just and fair that he should demand from
the new firm and the incoming partner
something by way of compensation for this

concession on his part.

It is stated in the question, that this arrangement was
duly carried out, and, as a necessary consequence, the
following transactions must be recorded

—

(1) M. Bohinson paid into tJie Bank of the ncio firm
the £105 due from him.

(2) M. Bohinson paid into the Bank £1,100 as liis

capital.

(3) /. Druce u-ithdreiv from the Bank £550 as the

agreed piurchase lyrice to the neiv firm [consisting

of himself and M. Bohinson) of the Goodtoill,
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For transaction No. (1) the necessary entry is—

Debit the Bank Account with £105, because the Bank

has received the money, and credit M. Eobinson

because he has paid that amount. It is, of course,

M. Eobinson's old current account as an ordinary

debtor in the Ledger which must be credited in

this instance, and not the Capital Account to be

subsequently opened in his name, which will be

referred to hereafter.

For transaction No. (2) the entry is—

Debit the Bank Account with £1,100 because it has

received the money, and Credit M. Eobinson (Capital)

Account because it is "M. Eobinson" who has paid

the money, and because it is in order to furnish his

"Capital" in the new business that he has paid in the

£1,100.

For transaction No. (3) the entry is—

Credit the Bank Account with £550 because £550 has

been withdrawn from this account, and Debit the " Good-

will " Account with £550 because in exchange for this

sum an asset, viz. the Goodwill, valued at £550, has been

acquired by the new firm.

The remaining transactions set out in the question,

and the manner of their treatment in the books, are set

out hereunder

—

Jan. 1. Bought of H. Sweeting 1 doz. bicycle frames

at lbs. each (£9).

Debit " Purchases " (in the Purchases Book for subse-

quent entry to the debit of the Purchases Account in the

Ledger) because goods to the value of £9 have been

acquired, and Credit H. Sweeting because he has parted

with goods to that amount.

Jan. 1. Bought for cash 4 doz. wooden crates at 4.s.

each (£7 4s.).

Credit " Cash " with £7 4s. because that amount of cash

has gone out of the business, and Debit the "Purchases"

Account, because goods of that value have come into the

business.

Jan. 2. Sold A. Brown 3 bicycles at £7 10s. cacli,

one of which was returned on January 3.

Debit A. Brown with the cost of 3 bicycles at £7 10s.

each (£22 10s.) because he has received them from the
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business, and Credit the " Sales" Account {via the Sales
Book) because bicycles of that value have been parted
w^ith by the business. For the bicycle which was re-

turned on January 3 an entry for £7 10s. must be passed
through the books as though the returned bicycle repre-

sented a repurchase from A. Brown.
The second entry consequently is

—

Debit "Returns Inwards" (in the " Eeturns Inwards
Book " for subsequent posting to the debit of the " Re-
turns Inwards Account" in the Ledger) for the goods
returned because they have come back into the business
and have been put into stock again, and Credit A. Brown
with £1 10s., representing the value of the bicycle

returned by him.

Jan. 3. /. Smith ixdd his account (.£4:5), deductiny
£2 for bicycle damaged in transit.

For the £43 thus paid by J. Smith—
Debit the Cash Book with £43, since the money has

been received, and Credit J. Smith with £43 because he
has paid that sum.
To record the £2 allowance made to J. Smith

—

Debit "Allowances" Account with £2 because money
has been lost in this direction, and Credit J. Smith with
£2 because the allowance to him is the equivalent of a
cash payment received from him, which would, of course,

have been placed to his credit. This latter entry passes
through the Journal proper, there being no other book of

original entry in which it can be appropriately recorded.

Ja7i. 3. Sold B. Walters 2 bicycles at £8 8s. each,

charging him with 2 crates at 3s. 6f/. each.

This transaction must be treated as a sale to B. Walters
of bicycles and crates, no difference in treatment being

made between the bicycles and the crates which con-

tained them.
The necessary entry is therefore

—

Credit " Sales " (through the Sales Book) with £16 16s.

for the bicycles sold and with 7s. for the accompanying
crates, all these articles having been parted with, and
Debit B. Walters with their value because he has received

them.

Jan. 3. Bought of A. Fisher 6 yairs of tvheels at 30s.

2')er i}air, and a job lot of accessories for £5.

Debit "Purchases" Account {via the Purchases Book)
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with the cost of the wheels (£9) and of the accessories

(£5), because these goods have come into the business,

and Credit A. Fisher because he has supphed the firm

with them.

Jan. 4. Paid office salaries and loages, drawing and
cashing a Cheque for same (£6 lO.s'.).

This transaction is in fact twofold, as follows

—

(1) £6 10s. has been withdrawn from the Bank for

Office cash purposes.

(2) Out of the OfHce cash £6 10s. has been paid away
in salaries and wages.

For transaction No. (1) the following entry is neces-

sary

—

Credit the "Bank" column in the Cash Book, repre-

senting the withdrawal of the £6 lOs. from the Bank,
and Debit the " Cash " column in the Cash Book, in

order to record the receipt of the money by the Cashier.

For transaction No. (2)

—

Credit the " Cash" column in the Cash Book, represent-

ing the fact that £6 10s. has gone out of the Cashier's

hands, and Debit "Office Salaries" and "Wages" Ac-

counts, in order to record the fact that the money has

been used in these directions.

Jan. 4. Each partner dreiv out in cash £3 on private

account.

It is better to debit sums thus withdrawn for private

purposes by the partners in a firm, at the time of their

occurrence, to separate "Drawing Accounts" kept for

each partner ; these Drawing Accounts can, at any desired

date, be closed by the transfer of the total withdrawals to

date to the debit of the respective Capital Accounts of

the members of the firm.

It is moreover a wise precaution for the entry of with-

drawals for private purposes to bear the initials of the

partner concerned against the item as and where it

appears in the Cash Book.
The necessary entries therefore are

—

Credit the " Cash " column in the Cash Book with two
sums of £3, representing the fact that £6 in money has
been paid out, and Debit "J. Druce, Drawing Account"
and " M. Kobinson, Drawing Account" with £3 in each
case because it is to the partners that the money in

question has been paid.
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Jan. 6. Paid A. Fisher £25 hy Cheque on account.

Credit the " Bank " column in the Cash Book with £25
because that sum has been withdrawn from the Bank,
and Debit A. Fisher with £25 because he has received

the money.

Jan. 6. Bill Payable (S. Unioin) due this day paid
by Bank (£90).

Credit the " Bank " column in the Cash Book with £90
because this sum has been parted with, and post the item

to the Debit of the " Bills Payable " Account in the Ledger
because the holder, for the time being, of this Bill Payable
has received the money.

Jan. 6. Sold J. Smith 1 bicycle for £7 10s., njjon

ivhich he imid £2 on account.

This, again, is not a single transaction for book-keeping
purposes, but two, viz. (a) the sale of a bicycle for £7 10s.

to J. Smith, and (b) the receipt of £2 in cash from
J. Smith.

To record the sale to J. Smith an entry is made in the

Sales Book, crediting " Sales " with £7 10s. because

goods to that value have been parted with, J. Smith
being at the same time debited in his Ledger account
with £7 10s. because he has received the bicycle.

In order to record the receipt of the £2 on account the
" Cash " column in the Cash Book is debited, because the

money has been received, and, to complete the entry, J.

Smith's Ledger account is credited with the like amount
because it is John Smith who has paid the money into

the business.

Jan. 7. Bought for cash 2 second-hand bicycles at

15s. each, one of which was sold for cash on the same
day for 25s.

This is an example of a " Cash " purchase (2 bicycles at

15s. each) followed by a " Cash " sale (1 bicycle at 25s.),

the two transactions being separate and distinct.

In order to record the purchase for cash of 2 bicycles

for 30s.—
Credit the " Cash " column in the Cash Book because

30s. in cash has been parted with, and Debit the

"Purchases" Account in the Ledger because goods to

that value have been received.

It will be remembered that, in actual practice, "Cash
sales" and "Cash purchases" do not pass through the
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1

"Sales" or "Purchases" Journals, these books bemg

reserved for transactions upon credit. If numerous, such

Cash sales and purchases are either recorded in special

books kept for that purpose, the totals of which are

periodically carried into the Cash Book, or they are ac-

commodated in columns specially provided for them in the

Cash Book itself, the totals of which are posted monthly

to the Ledger.

In order to record the sale for cash of one bicycle for

25s. the entry is

—

Debit the " Cash" column in the Cash Book with 255.

because that sum in cash has been received, and Credit

the " Sales" Account in the Ledger because goods have

been parted with to that amount.

Jan. 7. Cashed Cheque for £10 for Petty Cash

jjiirposcs.

This transaction consists of the withdrawal of £10

from the Bank and the placing of it in the Office Cash to

be used for Petty Cash disbursements.

The necessary entry is consequently

—

Credit the " Bank " column in the Cash Book with £10,

representing the withdrawal of the money from the Bank,

and Debit the "Cash " column in the Cash Book with the

same sum, because the Cashier has received the money.

Jan. 8. Bill Payable {F. Lord) due tliis day paid by

Bank (£85).

Credit the " Bank" column in the Cash Book because the

Bank has parted with £85, and Debit the " Bills Payable
"

Account in the Ledger because the holder of the Bill

Payable, whoever he may be, has received the money.

Jan. 8. B. Walters iKiid the balance of his account

as at this day, deducting 5 per cent, discount, which

2cas disallowed.

B. Walters owes the firm, as shown by his Ledger

account, £27 3s., and, doubtless thinking that Messrs.

Druce & Eobinson would allow it, he has deducted

5 per cent, from this sum (£1 7s. 2d.), and has remitted

a Cheque for the balance, viz. £25 15s. IQd. Messrs.

Druce & Eobinson, however, are not disposed to allow

this deduction, and the attempt on the part of B. Walters

to obtain an unfair discount consequently falls to the

ground. All that Messrs. Druce & Eobinson do under

these circumstances is to record the receipt of B. Walters's
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Cheque for £25 15s. lOrf as a "payment on account,"

leaving the balance still owing standing to B. Walters's
debit, doubtless at the same time informing him of this

fact.

The entry consequently is

—

Debit the "Bank" column in the Cash Book with
£25 15s. lOd. because the Bank has received the
money, and Credit B. Walters's Ledger account with
a like amount because he has paid the money to Messrs.
Druce & Eobinson.

Jan. 9. Bill Beceivable given by A. Graves returned

dishonoured, a new bill at one month being given for
the whole of his account.

The bill first referred to above is for £75, and in addi-

tion to this A. Graves owes a further £20, being the

balance due from him on his Ledger account.

The above transaction is, as regards its book-keeping
record, a triple one, and consists of the following separate

transactions

—

(a) The Bill Eeceivable for £75 held by Druce &
Robinson is assumed to have been handed
by them in the ordinary course to their

Bankers for collection, and for eventual credit

to their account.

(b) Upon presentation of the bill by the Bank to

A. Graves, payment of it is refused.

(c) Messrs. Druce & Robinson presumably at once
refer to Mr. Graves, who offers them a fresh

bill for the whole amount due from him, i. e.

(a) to cover the dishonoured bill (£75) and (b)

the balance of his current account (£20), or

£95 in all.

These transactions are recorded as under

—

(a) Upon the bill for £75 being paid into the Bank for

collection an entry is passed through debiting

the bill to the Bank, in anticipation of its being

duly collected.

The entry is therefore—

-

Debit the " Bank " column in the Cash Book with

£75 because the Bank is assumed to have received the

money (although in strict practice the assumption may
subsequently prove to be incorrect), and Credit the " Bills

Receivable " Account with a like amount because a Bill

Receivable of this value has been parted with.
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(h) Upon the bill for £75 being returned dishonoured

Messrs. Druce & Robinson have immediate re-

course for the amount against the acceptor,

A. Graves, who becomes their debtor for the

cash which should have been paid upon
presentation of the bill.

It is consequently necessary to place the

£75 to the debit of A. Graves's Ledger account,

at the same time the previous debit to the

Bank must be reversed, i. e. an adjusting entry

must be made in the " Bank " column in the

Cash Book upon the opposite side to that

upon which the previous entry of £75 was
recorded, viz. upon the credit side.

The necessary entry is consequently

—

Debit A. Graves with £75 because he has become the

firm's debtor for the amount of his dishonoured accept-

ance, and Credit the " Bank " column in the Cash Book
with £75 in order to reverse the previous debit entry

in the Bank Account.

(c) A fresh acceptance for £95 is received from
A. Graves, due a month after the dishonour

of the previous bill.

The entry for this acceptance follows the

ordinary lines, applicable in the case of a Bill

Receivable being given to the firm. The " Bills

Receivable " Account is debited and the person

(A. Graves) from whom the bill has been
received is credited with its value just as

though he had paid the sum in cash.

The " Bills Receivable " Account is con-

sequently debited (in this case through the

Journal) with £95 because a Bill Receivable for

this amount has been acquired, and A. Graves
is credited with the like sum because he has

given the bill in discharge of his indebtedness.

Jan. 9. Sold to B. Walters 20 brakes at 2s. each and
6 lamps at 5s. each (£3 10s. in all).

Credit " Sales " (in the Sales Book for subsequent post-

ing to the credit of the Sales Account) with £3 10s., being

the value of the goods parted with by the firm, and Debit

B. Walters with the same sum because he has received

the goods.

L L
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Jan. 9. Bought of F. Lord 6 dozen lamps at 3s. each

(£10 16s).

Debit "Purchases" (in the Purchases Book for suhse-

quent posting to the debit of the Purchases Account) with
£10 16s. because goods to this amount have come into

the business, and Credit F. Lord with the same sum
because he has parted with the goods.

Ja7i, 10. Bill Receivable {B. Walters) duly met

(£125).

This bill will have been paid into the Bank in due
course for collection upon Messrs. Druce & Robinson's

behalf, and for their credit in current account, and is

duly paid upon presentation.

The necessary entry consequently is—
Debit the " Bank " column in the Cash Book with £125

because the Bank has received, firstly the bill, and subse-

quently the money for it, and Credit the " Bills Eeceivable
"

Account with the same sum because, firstly, a Bill

Receivable held has been parted with, and, secondly,

because £125 has been paid by the acceptor of the bill.

Jan. 10. Sold A. Graves a second-hand bicycle for
30s.

Credit " Sales " (through the Sales Book for subsequent
posting to Credit of the Sales Account) with 30s., because

goods to this value have been parted with, and Debit A.

Graves with the like sum because he has received the

bicycle.

Jan. 11. Paid Office salaries and ivages, draicing and
cashing Cheque for £6.

This transaction, for book-keeping purposes, must be

regarded as twofold, and as comprising the following

separate transactions, viz.

—

(1) The withdrawal of £6 from the Bank and the

deposit in the Office Cash of the money ob-

tained by cashing the Cheque so drawn.

(2) The payment of £6 for salaries and wages by the

Cashier.

Entry No. 1 is recorded as under

—

Credit the " Bank " column in the Cash Book with £6
because the Bank has parted with the money, and Debit

the " Cash " column in the Cash Book with the like sum
because the Cashier has received the money.
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Entry No. 2 is recorded as under

—

Credit the " Cash " column in the Cash Book with £6
because the Cashier has disbursed the money, and Debit

the " Salaries and Wages" Account with £6 because this

amount has been paid in salaries and wages.

Jan. 11. Each partner dreiv in cash £3 for 'private

purposes.

This entry is the exact counterpart of that passed

through the books on January 4.

The entry therefore is

—

Credit the " Cash " column in the Cash Book with two
sums of £3, representing the fact that £6 in money has

been disbursed by the Cashier, and Debit "J. Druce,

Drawing Account " and "M. Robinson, Drawing Account"
respectively with £3 because this sum has been paid

to each partner.

Jan. 11. A. Broicn accepted a bill at 3 months dratvn

upon him for the balance oiving by him at this date.

The balance owing by A. Brown at this date amounts
to £40, and for this sum a bill is drawn upon him by
Messrs. Druce & Eobinson. A. Brown signifies his

promise to pay this bill at its due date by writing

his name across it, i. e. by " accepting it." The bill

thus " accepted " is returned by A. Brown to Messrs.

Druce & Eobinson and consequently becomes one of

their "Bills Receivable."

The necessary entry therefore is

—

Debit the " Bills Receivable " Account (by means of a

Journal entry) with £40 because a bill for this amount
has been acquired by Messrs. Druce & Robinson, and
Credit A. Brown with £40 because he has parted with

a bill for this sum.
All the detailed transactions set out in the question

having thus been passed through the books it remains to

complete the requisite Double Entry in the case of the
" Sales," " Pui'chases," and "Returns Inwards " by add-

ing up the totals of these respective Journals or Day
Books, and by posting them to their appropriate Ledger
accounts. Following upon this procedure the balances

can be brought down upon all the open accounts in the

Ledger, and upon the Cash Book, and a " Trial Balance
"

{i. e. a list of all the balances appearing in the Ledger and
the Cash Book) can then be prepared. The total of the
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"Debit" balances shown in the Trial Balance should, if

the work has been correctly done, agree with the total of

the " Credit " balances appearing in the same statement.

The first step towards the completion of the books is

the addition of the " Sales," " Purchases " and " Eeturns "

Books and the posting of their respective totals in their

appropriate Ledger accounts.

It will be seen that the " Purchases " Book adds up to

£33 16s., the "Sales" Book to £52 3s., and that

the " Eeturns Inwards " Book contains but a single item,

viz. £1 10s.

These additions having been duly effected, the following

postings are then made in the Ledger, viz.

—

(1) The total of the "Purchases" (£33 16s.) for the

period is posted to the Debit of the "Purchases " Account.

It will be remembered that all the purchases made on credit

and recorded in this book have already been posted in

detail to the Credit of the various persons from whom the

goods were bought {e. g. the 1 doz. frames bought on
January 1 from H. Sweeting, £9, were posted to the

Credit of H. Sweeting's account because he had disposed

of the goods), and the Debit posting, to complete the

Double Entry, is now effected in total in the "Purchases
"

Account, because goods to this total value have been
acquired during the period.

('2) In similar manner the total of the " Sales " (£52 3s.)

for the period is posted to the Credit of the " Sales

"

Account. This single "total" posting represents the

fact that goods to the amount stated have " gone out " of

the business, i. e. have been disposed of, and completes

the double entry for all the sales upon credit previously

posted in detail to the Debit of the various persons to

whom they have been dispatched.

(3) The £7 10s. appearing in the " Eeturns Inwards
"

Book is posted to the Debit of the " Eeturns Inwards
Account " in the Ledger ; this is done because the goods

in question have " come in," and have been added again

to the general stock of the business ; the corresponding

Credit posting in A. Brown's account was effected on
January 2, and recorded the fact that the goods had been
received from him.

The next process to be effected is the ruling off and
" balancing " of the Cash Book and of all the Ledger
accounts. It will be sufficient, for present purposes, to

explain the method by which the Cash Book is "balanced,"
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and to indicate thereafter that the same process is appHed
to all the accounts in the Ledger.

The totals appearing on the Debit side of the Cash
Book at the close of the transactions previously

enumerated are, as set out on that side of the Cash
Book, as under

—

TOTAL OK "cash" DEBIT TOTAL OF " BANK " DEBIT
COLUMN. COLUMN.

£47 lOs. 0(1 £1,777 Os. \M.

These totals would, in actual practice, be temporarily

inserted in their respective columns in pencil.

The corresponding totals appearing on the Credit side

of the Cash Book are—

•

TOTAL OF "cash" CREDIT TOTAL OF " BANK " CREDIT
COLUMN. COLUMN.

£33 4s. Qd. £847 10.';. Od.

These totals again would, in practice, be inserted

temporarily in their respective columns in pencil.

The differences or " balances " between the respective

totals of the columns are consequently as under (the total

of the " Credit " Cash column being deducted from the total

of the " Debit " Cash column, and the same process being
carried out in the case of the " Bank " columns).

"balance" OF "cash" "balance" OF "bank"
COLUMNS. COLUMNS.

£14 6s. Od. £929 10s. \0d.

These "balances" are inserted in the "Cash" and
"Bank " credit columns respectively, under the designa-

tion of "Balances carried down" (they represent, in the

one case, the amount of cash remaining in the Cashier's

hands and, in the other, the amount of money left in the
hands of the Bankers at the close of all the above-stated
transactions) ; the two " Cash " columns and the two
" Bank " columns are then added up and the totals,

which, by means of the insertion of the balances, have
been made to equal one another as regards each pair

of columns, are now inked in.

The " Cash " columns are thus both of them arranged
to add up to <£47 lO.s., and the " Bank " columns to

£1,111 O5. lOr/-., and the account is completed by the
ruling of transverse lines across the columns in the
customary way as shown in the Cash Book given
hereafter by way of illustration.

The " balances " previously mentioned are now re-
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entered on the opposite side to that upon which they

have ah'eady been inckided, and Z?c?o?i' the " ruUng off,"

i. e. helow the transverse Hnes ah'eady ruled across the

money columns.
These balances represent the amounts of Cash in hand

and at the Bank at the close of the transactions for the

period recorded, and form the balances of the respective

accounts which are now ready for inclusion in the Trial

Balance. They also constitute the starting balances for

the next trading period.

These two balances are then entered in the Trial

Balance, according to the side of the Cash Book (in this

case the Debit side) upon which they are brought doivn.

Every other Ledger account is treated in similar

manner, subject to the following rules

—

(1) That in the case of those accounts where the total

debit postings exceed the total credit postings the balance
" carried down " is necessarily entered on the Credit side

of the Ledger account, in order to make the sides agree,

and the balance " brought down " is entered on the Debit

side both in the Ledger account and in the Trial Balance.

(2) That in the case of those accounts where the total

credit postings exceed the total debit postings the balance

"carried down" appears on the Debit side, and the

balance " brought down " appears on the Credit side

both in the Ledger account and in the Trial Balance.

(3) That in the case of those accounts wherein the total

debit postings exactly equal the total credit postings, all

that needs to be done is the addition of both sides,

followed by the "ruling off" of the account. There is,

in these cases, of course, no balance to enter in the Trial

Balance.
The Trial Balance thus constructed, simultaneously

with the ruling off of all the accounts, is set out on page

526, and it will be found to " agree " or " balance "
; in

other words, both the debit and credit columns in this

statement add up to £2,487 4s., and an inference as to

the probable correctness of the book-keeping consequently

arises.

At the close of the specimen examination question

which has been dealt with in detail above, a conspicuous

note is appended to the effect that " No Profit and Loss

Account or Balance Sheet is to be prepared." It would
seem to be unnecessary to recommend students to pay
explicit attention to definite directions of this character.
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and yet it is the fact that many students do (in spite of

such notes) append one or other, or both, of the accounts

which are clearly stated as not being required, and for

which, therefore, it is obvious that no marks can be

awarded. In this manner the examinee frequently

wastes valuable time through sheer carelessness.

SALES BOOK

1908.

Jim. 2

„ 6
9

„ 10

A. Brown, 3 bicycles at

£7 10s

B. Walters, 2 bicycles at

£8 8s

2 crates at 3s. Gd...

J. Smith, 1 bicycle...

B. Walters 20 brakes at

2s
.'

6 lamps at 5s

A. Graves, second-hand
bicycle

Total credited to Ledger
account
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JOURNAL

1908.

Jan. 1

Jau. 6

and Fit-

Sundries : Dr.
1

To Sundries, viz.

Casliat Bank C.

Cash in hand C.

Stock 1

Furniture
tings

Bills Receivable

A. Brown
J. Smith
A. Graves
B. Walters
M. Robinson
H. Sweetiri;..

A. Fisher
Bills Payable
John Druce, Capital

Account
For Assets, Liabilities,

and Capital, as at this

date

Allowances Account Dr.

To J. Smith for Allow-

ance re Bicycle
damaged in transit...

Bills Receivable. Dr.

To A. Graves, for ac-

ceptance received

Bills Receivable Dr.

To A. Brown for ac-

ceptance received. ...

Dr.

300
2.5

OJO

120
200
?5
45
20
10
105

95

40

£1,5'0 10

Cr.

1.50

75
175

I

£137
I

1,100 1

£1,500

£137

Dr.

190S.

Jan. 1

LEDGER
Stock Account

Cr.

£ \sM.

To Balance |J.|| 650
j

}

£ 650
i

1

Dr.

Furniture and Fittings Account
Cr.

1908.

Jan. 1

£ Is.'d.l

To Balance jj.lllSO 0;ol

£ 120 ."ol
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3

Dr.
Bills Receivable

Cr.

1908.

Jan. 1
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B. Walters
Dr.

190S.
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Bills Payable 12
Cr.

1908.

Jan. 6 To Cheque JC.

,, Clieque
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16
Dr.

Returns Inwards

11108.
I

Jan. 11 To SuLdry re

turns as per
Returns In

wards Book

.

£ s.irf.

7 10

7 lo!

16
Cr.

17
Dr.

J. Druce, Drawing Account

Jan. 4

,, 11

ToCash 'C

„ Cash ,C.

Jan. 11 To Balance
I

brought down

£ is.

3
1

3 lo

liXlS.

Jan. 11 By Balance
carried down

17
Cr.

s. d.

OiO

18
Dr,

M. Robinson, Drawing Account

Jan. i

,, 11

1 90S.

Jan. 11
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21
Dr.

J. Druce, Capital Account 21
Cr.
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£ d.

{£) Capital issued and fully
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Account, a Profit and Loss Account, and a Balance Sheet,

and, in the construction of these accounts, he is required

to embody the various adjustments set out in a note at

the foot of the Trial Balance.
It may be remarked, in passing, that some candidates

when confronted with this type of question frequently

spoil their otherwise correct solutions by omitting one or

more of the provisions or adjustments set forth at the

foot of the Trial Balance in order that they may be in-

cluded in the final accounts which the student is asked
to prepare. The student will be wise, therefore, in every
case to read through with the utmost care the ivhole of

such a problem as set in an examination paper, paying
special attention to any notes appearing at the foot of

it, and carefully ticking off the necessary adjustments as

and when dealt with.

As indicated in Chapter XXII, the candidate will be

wise, in the author's opinion, to journalize these adjust-

ments, in order to ensure their correct appearance subse-

quently in the accounts required by the terms of the

question.

The various " balances " set out in the above Trial

Balance, for the sake of convenience of subsequent de-

scription and reference, have been numbered consecu-

tively in the example illustrated, as also have all the

other material particulars included in the question. Such
numbering does not, of com'se, appear in a printed ex-

amination paper. In answering a question of this type,

the various balances and items have, of course, to be

extracted for the purpose of being inserted in the can-

didate's solution successively, although not necessarily in

the order set out in the question ; it is, therefore, a wise

precaution for a candidate to " tick," run through with

his pen, or otherwise mark on the printed examination

paper supplied to him, each item or balance as he makes
use of it in constructing his answer ; such a process

renders the accidental omission of any material item

much less probable.

Having carefully perused the question placed before

him for solution, the candidate is in a position to com-
mence his answer. The first account asked for, and the

account therefore to be first attempted, is the Trading

Account, the principles of the construction of which have

already been explained in the first part of Chapter IX.

The candidate must bear in mind the usual form in
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which a Trading Account is presented, and it is, as a rule,

more convenient to commence its preparation with the

items appearing upon the Debit side.

It must be remembered that a Trading Account is a

statement showing the results for the zvhole of the finan-

cial period under review. The account required in the

example before us must thus be headed " Trading
Account for the year ended December 31, 1907." It will

also be remembered that only one item in the Trading
Account, viz. the opening stock of goods on hand, is

included in that account under the date of the first day
of the trading period (January 1, 1907), and that all the

other items in the account, being either the totals of

various classes of transactions for the whole period (e. g.

sales) or the Stock on hand at the close of the period,

bear the date of the last day of the period (December 31,

1907).

The first item to be inserted in the Trading Account is

the Stock of Goods on hand at the commencement of the

trading period.

Item No. 3.

" Stock, January 1, 1907 . . £32,000."

This item in the Trial Balance represents the stock of

goods owned by the Manufacturing Company at the

commencement of the period under review, and must be

placed in the Trading Account at the head of the Debit

side of the account with the date, January 1, 1907,

annexed. The item is debited to the Trading Account
for the year because the business has, during that

period, had the use of the stock which was left over from
the previous trading period, and has doubtless, during
the year, disposed of the greater part of it.

Items Nos. 6 and 9.

The next items to be brought into the account are

Items 6 and 9, as u.nder

—

''Purchases £52,350."
^^ Purchases Beturns . . . £750."

Nature of the items.—These balances are of the follow-

ing significance, viz. the item " Purchases, £52,350,"

represents the fact that the Company has, during the

year 1907, purchased goods to this amount. The Com-
pany whose accounts are in course of preparation is a
manufacturing concern, and the total in question con-
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sequently represents the cost of commodities purchased
in a raw condition, to be subsequently worked up into

saleable articles.

Destmation.—The balance under consideration must
consequently be included in the Debit side of the Trading
Account, as the business has had the use of the goods.

But for the fact that some of the articles included in

the total have been returned to the vendors, the amount
would be inserted direct in the principal Debit column of

the Account. Seeing, however, in view of Item No. 9,

that " returns " have taken place, the item is placed in the
" short " Debit column, where the effect of the Returns
made is also dealt with in due course.

Item No. 9.

" Purchases Beturns . . . £750."

Nature of the item.—This item represents the total

value of the goods bought, and subsequently returned to

the persons from whom they were received ; the total is,

of course, included in, the total "Purchases," since, from
a book-keeping standpoint, Purchases and Purchases
Returned are kept in separate accounts.

Destmation.—Inasmuch as the Purchases thus returned

to the respective vendors (£750) are included in the total

Purchases (£52,350), and the latter total is to that extent

overstated, the overstatement of the Purchases must be
corrected prior to the insertion of the latter amount in

the Trading Account.
As has already been stated, the Purchases (£52,350)

must be entered on the Debit side of the Trading Account,
and the Purchases Returns (£750) could, if so desired, be
included on the Credit side of the account. It is, how-
ever, desirable that the Purchases for the period should
appear at their true net figure free from the inflating

effect of any Returns that have subsequently been made,
and the modern practice, thei'efore, is to place the Pur-
chases Returns in the Trading Account upon the Debit

side in the " short " column, immediately underneath the

Purchases themselves, which, as explained above, are

also entered " short." The Purchases Returns are then
deducted from the Purchases, and a net figure of Pur-
chases (in this case £51,600) is obtained for extension

into the principal Debit cash column of the account.

It is convenient at this stage to consider items Nos. 7
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and 8, as their method of treatment is to a certain extent

analogous to the above, viz.

—

"Sales £136,500."
" Sales Eeturns . . . £400."

Item No. 7.

"Sales £136,500."

Nature of the item.—This figure represents the total

value of the manufactured goods sold during the period

;

i.e. the total of the goods parted with, whether for cash
or upon credit.

Destination.—The item must be included on the Credit

side of the Trading Account, as the goods have been
parted with by the business. In manner analogous to the
" Purchases " total, it is entered in the "short" column
in order that the Eeturns made (" Sales Returns, £400,"

as mentioned below) may be deducted from it for the pur-

pose of obtaining a net figure of Sales for the trading

period free from the infiating effect of any Eeturns.

Item No. 8.

" Sales Returns .... £400."

Nature of the item.—This figure represents the total of

the goods sold (included in sales) which have been sub-

sequently returned to the Company by the respective

persons to whom they were originally sent.

Destination.—The item must be entered in the Trading
Account upon the Credit side as a deduction from the

Sales ; the net figure of Sales thus arrived at (£136,100)
is extended into the principal Credit cash column of the

Trading Account, and represents the actual volume of the
Sales for the trading period.

So far, as has already been indicated, the items (open-
ing stock, purchases and sales) entered in the Trading
Account are such as appear in the Trading Account of

every business, whether the business concerned deals in

goods manufactured by other parties and purchased from
them for re-sale, or whether the undertaking in question
be the original manufacturer of the goods it sells.

The Company under review in the question before us
is, however, a manufacturing one ; and it will be remem-
bered that, in the Trading Account of such an under-
taking, all expenses and charges which are directly

involved in the production of a finished article in a
saleable condition have to be charged, in company with
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the cost of the raw materials bought, in the Trading
Account, and not in the Profit and Loss Account, in

order that a reliable figure of gross profit may be arrived

at. All expenses connected with the selling of the goods,
when manufactured and ready for sale, are chargeable to

the Profit and Loss Account ; as between the expense
of producing goods in a condition ready for sale and the
expense of selling such goods, a line of demarcation has
to be drawn, and the effects of the distinction so decided
upon must be embodied in the accounts.
The two following items (Nos. 10 and 11) are expenses

of manufacture, and are therefore brought into the Trading
Account, viz.

—

" Manufacturing wages . . £28,550."
" Manufacturing charges . . £11,500."

Item No. 10.

^' Manufacturing Wages . . £28,550."

Nature of the item.—This item represents the cost

of the labour expended in working up the raw materials

purchased into finished goods ; without such labour the

finished articles could not have been produced in a con-

dition ready for sale, and the cost of the necessary labour

is consequently a proper charge against the selling price

obtained for the goods.

Destination.—The item must thus be debited in the

Trading Account, as an addition to the cost of the raw
materials (Purchases) already included there.

Itern No. 11.

'^Manufacturing Charges . . £11,500."

Nature of the item.—This amount represents the total of

the further expenditure (beyond the cost of raw materials

and wages) which has been necessary in order to produce
finished articles in a condition ready for sale.

Destination.—It is consequently necessary to enter the

item in question on the Debit side of the Trading Account,

as an addition to the cost of the raw materials and the

cost of labour already included.

All " Trading Account " items appearing in the Trial

Balance have now been brought into the Account, and it

remains to consider the question of the Stock in hand at

the end of the period; the Trading Account must be

given Credit for the amount of this item prior to ascer-

taining the amount of the " gross profit " for the period.
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Item No. 34, mentioned in the notes annexed to the

Trial Balance, sets forth the fact that the stock at

December 31, 1907, was agreed at £23,700.

Item No. 34.

" Stock, December 31, 1907 . £23,700."

Nature of the item.—This item represents the value of

the stock of goods (consisting, doubtless, partly of raw

materials and partly of goods in various stages of manu-

facture) held at the close of the period.

Destination.—The item must be included in the Tradmg

Account on the Credit side, in order that the Gross Profit

made may be arrived at. The reason for this proceeding

is that the period under review has borne all the cost of

purchasing or producing these goods, and therefore takes

credit for their value when they are handed on to the next

trading period. The Stock on hand will also, at a later

stage in the solution of the example, require to be brought,

as an Asset, into the Balance Sheet which has to be pre-

pared under date, December 31, 1907.

All Trading Account items have now been entered in

the Trading Account, with the exception of the Balance or

" Gross Profit," and it remains to ascertain the amount

of the latter. When this has been done the Account is

closed by means of a transfer of the balance of the

Account (Gross Profit or Gross Loss as the case may be)

to the Profit and Loss Account.

The items placed in the Trading Account on the Debit

side total up to £123,650, and those inserted on the Credit

side amount to £159,800; the difference between these

sums (£36,150) represents the " Gross Profit " derived

from the trading operations during the period, and is

inserted in the account on the Debit side in order to make

the two sides agree. Both sides of the Trading Account

will then amount to £159,800.

The Gross Profit is next entered in the Profit and Loss

Account upon the Credit side, and forms the first entry in

this account, and represents the sum available against

which to charge the remaining expenses. In the example

given above it forms the only entry on the Credit side of

the Account, there being no other "profit" balances to

be included.

The next step in the preparation of the Profit and Loss

Account is the transfer to this Account of the various
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" Expense " aud " Loss " balances appearing in the Trial

Balance.

The following items are of a similar nature, and may be

conveniently grouped in their explanation

—

Item No
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total discounts received, the total discounts "allowed"
being, in this case, the greater of the two classes. The
balance of the account therefore forms a charge against
the profits for the period.

'^Bad Debts, £blQ."—This item represents the total

amount of the debts written off as absolutely " bad," i.e.

irrecoverable ; it must be distinguished from the " Eeserve
for Bad Debts " mentioned in the footnote, and dealt with
later in the Profit and Loss Account ; the former item
represents actual debts definitely ascertained to be bad,
and requiring to be written off, while the latter charge
represents an estimated provision considered to be neces-
sary for debts which, though doubtful, have not yet
reached the point at which it is necessary to write
them off the books.

"Interest and Bmih Charges, £350."—This item repre-

sents the total Interest paid to the various persons from
whom money has been borrowed throughout the year,

and the charges (doubtless including also some interest)

paid to the bank.

Item No. Id.

" Insurance . £190."

This item requires special treatment. Footnote No. 32
states " carry forward £90 of Insurance." This instruc-

tion arises out of the fact that £190 has been paid during
the year for insurance premiums, of which only £100 has,

at the date of balancing, run off, leaving therefore a

balance of £90, representing insurance prepaid at the end
of the year, which balance requires to be carried forward
as a charge against the profits of the ensuing year. As
on December 31, 1907, this £90 prepaid insurance ranks
as an Asset because it is a prepayment from which the

succeeding period will derive benefit.

Of the £190 debit balance, therefore, appearing in the

Trial Balance as Insurance, £100 requires to be debited

in the current Profit and Loss Account, while the balance

of £90 must be included as an Asset in the Balance Sheet

to be subsequently prepared.

The above " Losses " having been inserted in the Profit

and Loss Account, it remains to embody in this Account
the effect of the various adjustments and provisions

which are called for in the note at the foot of the Trial

Balance.

The first adjustments to be referred to ave^Nos. 28 and
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29, wherein the charging of depreciation on Land and
Buildings Account (balance, £22,250) at 3 per cent, per

annum, and on Machinery and Plant Account (balance,

£35,600) at 6 per cent, per annum is directed.

Items Nos. 28 and 29.

Nature of the allotvances.—Since the Land and Build-

ings and Plant and Machinery have been employed
during the year for the purposes of the business, it is to

be presumed that the former two items have become, by
reason of use and " wear and tear," of less value, although

it may be said, in passing, that land is not usually depre-

ciated when preparing accounts if it be freehold. The
Buildings have, in this case, evidently become of less

value owing perhaps to the effects of the atmosphere or

other causes upon the structure. In almost every busi-

ness Plant and Machinery become steadily of less value

as they are used, and the rate of wastage (" depreciation ")

in their case is much greater than in the case of more
lasting properties such as Land and Buildings. In the

question before us this characteristic difference is exem-
plified in the higher rate chargeable in the case of Plant
and Machinery (6 per cent.) as compared with that pro-

vided in the case of Land and Buildings (3 per cent.).

The allowances indicated will be found to amount to

the following sums

—

Land and Buildings, 3 per cent, per annum for one
year on £22,250 = £667 IO5.

Plant and Machinery, 6 per cent, per annum for one
year on £35,600 = £2,136 Os.

Destination of the items.—The Profit and Loss Account
is debited with both these allowances, representing, as

they do, the estimated wastages, through use, of the
respective Assets, whilst employed in assisting to make
the Gross Profit set out on the Credit side of the account.

The " Land and Buildings " Account in the Ledger
would, if shown, be credited with £667 IO5., and the
" Plant and Machinery " Account would similarly be
credited with £2,136 ; these two accounts, however, are

not shown in the candidate's answer, as they are not
required by the question. The effect of the depreciation

allowances made is therefore brought into account when
preparing the Balance Sheet subsequently, by deducting
them from their respective asset figures. In other words,
" Land p-nd Buildings " standing in the Trial Balance at
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£22,250 are taken into the Balance Sheet at £21,582 10s.

{i.e. £22,250 minus £667 10s.), and "Plant and Machinery
"

are included at £33,464 (viz. £35,600 minus £2,136).

Item No. 31.

Note No. 31 directs that " Patents " Account shall be

written down by 10 per cent. Patents Account stands at

£5,000 in the Trial Balance, and the necessary provision

of 10 per cent, amounts, therefore, to £500.

Nature of the item.—" Patents Account, £5,000," repre-

sents the value of patent rights owned by the Company.
Grants of " Letters Patent " confer the exclusive privi-

lege of manufacturing certain inventions ; and, as letters

patent are only conferred by law for a limited number
of years from the date of the grant, the value of any
capital expended in purchasing a patent becomes steadily

less as the years pass by. It is therefore necessary to

reduce the book value of patents every year by writing

off a certain sum, representing, as far as possible, the

wastage in the "life" of the patent.

Destination of the item.—The Profit and Loss Account
is debited with £500, representing the shrinkage in the

value of the patent rights owing to efiiuxion of time ; and
this charge, to some extent, resembles the depreciation

allowances on Land, Buildings, Plant and Machinerj'^

previously explained.

The £500 depreciation written off Patents Account is,

when subsequently preparing the Balance Sheet, deducted
from the £5,000 balance of this account (see Trial Balance),

and " Patents " are, therefore, valued in the Balance
Sheet at £4,500 [i.e. £5,000 minus £500).

Ite^n No. 80.

Item No. 30 directs that a " reserve of 5 per cent, upon
the Sundry Debtors (£52,500) " shall be raised.

Nature of the item.—As was explained in Chapter IX
a Eeserve of this nature is usually created at the end of

a trading period in order to cover unascertained losses

which may arise owing to the probability that some of

the existing debtors will fail to fulfil their obligations.

A Reserve of this nature is expressed most frequently

as a fixed percentage of the total book debts outstanding
at a given date, as is the case in this particular instance.

Method of arriving at the requisite amount.—The
" Sundry Debtors " amount to £52,500, 5 per cent, upon
which amounts to £2,625. It is not, however, necessary to
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set aside the whole of this £2,625 out of current profits,

because Item No. 25 (" Bad Debts Eeserve, January 1,

1907, £2,600") clearly indicates that a Eeserve for Bad
and Doubtful Debts already exists in the books, to the

extent of the £2,600 named, this sum having been set aside

out of previous years' profits.

It is, therefore, only the difference between the Eeserve

brought forward (£2,600) and the Eeserve to be carried

forward (£2,625) which requires to be debited to the

current Profit and Loss Account as an addition to the

existing Eeserve.

By thus increasing the existing Eeserve to £2,625 there

will then be a Eeserve amounting to 5 per cent, on the

Sundry Debtors standing in the books as directed by the

terms of the question.

Destination of the item.—The Profit and Loss Account
is debited with £25, representing the additional Eeserve

to be set aside out of current profits, and a corresponding

addition of £25 is made to the existing Bad Debts Eeserve

of £2,600 as set out in the Trial Balance. The Bad
Debts Eeserve, as on December 31, 1907, is thus raised

to £2,625. If it were necessary to give the Bad Debts

Eeserve Account in the candidate's answer, the £25 would
be shown as a credit entry immediately under, and as an

addition to, the pre-existing Eeserve of £2,600 ; as, how-
ever, under the terms of the question we are considering,

it is not necessary to show this account, the candidate

must make an addition to the Bad Debts Eeserve Account

when transferring it to the Balance Sheet, and must thus

include ths Bad Debts Eeserve at £2,625 when deducting

the Eeserve from the total of the Sundry Debtors on the

Assets side of the Balance Sheet.

Item No. 33.

directs that £500 is to be charged as "Directors' Fees"
due at the end of the pei'iod.

Nature of the item.—The item represents the fees due

and unpaid at the end of the period, arising out of the

services rendered by the Directors of the Company during

the year.

These fees are consequently a charge against the profits

for the period as representing remuneration due for ser-

vices rendered to the Company; and, as the amount is still

unpaid, the Directors need to be shown in the Balance

Sheet, to be subsequently prepared, as creditors for the

amount of the fees due to them,
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Destination of the item.—The Profit and Loss Account
is debited with £500 under the designation " Directors'

Fees"; while, in preparing the Balance Sheet, £500 is set

out as a liability under the heading " Sundry Creditors
"

(Directors' Fees).

Items Nos. 36 and 35.

Apart from the commission of 10 per cent, on the
profits due to the Managing Director, and the £2,500
appropriation to Eeserve Account, as directed to be made
in footnotes 35 and 36, all the items which required to be
entered in the Profit and Loss Account have now been
included. The two items above are " appropriations " of

the profits made, rather than charges against profits or
expenses incurred, in carrying on the business, and thus
they should not be included in the Profit and Loss Account
proper, but in an "Appropriation" Account at the foot

of the Profit and Loss Account. This Appropriation
Account is, as its name implies, an account in which the
profit made is " appropriated " or divided out, as opposed
to an account wherein the details of the amount of the
profit which has been made are shown.

It is now possible to close the Profit and Loss Account
by inserting an amount on the Debit side sullicient to

make the two sides tally. This amount, or " balance,"
will represent, in the case under review, the Net Profit

made during the year 1907.

The expenses set forth on the debit side of the Profit

and Loss Account add up to £17,888 10s., whereas
the Gross Profit (the only item) set out on the credit side

of the account amounts to £36,150. The difference

between these two sums, £18,261 10s., represents the
Net Profit for the period, and is inserted on the debit side

of the Profit and Loss Account in order to make the two
sides agree.

This amount, representing the Net Profit for the year
ended December 31, 1907, is at once carried down to the
credit side of the Appropriation Account.

Item No. 26.

The " Balance of Profit and Loss Account, as on
December 30, 1906 (£750)," represents the undistributed
balance of profit brought forward from the previous year,

and this item requires to be placed in the Appropriation
Account on the credit side, and must be added to the

profits made during 1907. The total thus obtained forms
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the amount at the credit of the current Profit and Loss
Account, and shows the balance now available for

distribution.

The Credit side of the Appropriation Account therefore

consists of the following items, viz.-

—

1907. £ s. d.

December 31. Balance brought down,
being profit for the year

1907 .... 18,261 10

1906.

December 31. Balance of profit brought
forward from 1906 . 750

£19,011 10

Items Nos. 35 and 36.

It now remains to consider these two directions, viz.

(35) " to charge 10 per cent, on the profits as remunera-

tion to the Managing Director," and (36) " to appropriate

£2,500 to the Eeserve Account."

Both these items are, as has already been indicated,

appropriations of profit made, as opposed to expenses

chargeable against profits ; they must therefore appear in

the Appropriation section of the Profit and Loss Account.

Item No. 35. " Charge 10 per cent, on the profits as

remuneration to the Managing Director."

Nature of the item.—The Managing Director is, in the

example given, presumably under the terms of his agree-

ment, remunerated in part by a share of the profits earned

by the business under his direction. Such an arrange-

ment is a very frequent one, and naturally operates as an

incentive to the Managing Director to endeavour to make
the undertaking as successful as possible.

The remuneration given to the Managing Director is,

of course, based upon the profit for the year 1907, and

not, in addition, upon the balance brought forward from

the previous year, upon which he has probably already

been paid the percentage due to him ; the amount now
payable to the Managing Director is consequently 10 per

cent, upon £18,261 10s., viz. £1,826 3s.

Destination.—This £1,826 3s. must be debited in the

Appropriation Account as representing the portion of the

profits for the year which is payable to the Managing

Director under Im agreement, and if the Personal Ledger
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Account of the Managing Director were to be shown, this

sum would be inserted therein to his credit. This x\ccount

is not, however, needed by the terms of the question, and
it is therefore necessary for the candidate to bear in

mind, when preparing the Balance Sheet, the fact that

the commission is unpaid, and that, therefore, the Manag-
ing Director needs to be scheduled as a creditor for the

amount of his commission under the heading " Sundry
Creditors" (Managing Director's Commission), as was
the case with the Directors' outstanding Fees dealt with

above.

Item No. 36. " To appropriate £2,500 to Eeserve,

carrying forward the balance."

Nature of the item.—The Directors of the Company
have evidently decided to retain £2,500 of the profits

made during 1907 permanently in the business, by means
of the transfer of this amount to the pre-existing Reserve
of £5,000.

This Reserve Account is obviously a general reserve,

and is not represented by any specific securities or by
any investments effected outside the business. It is

practically a specialized balance of Profit and Loss
Account, and nothing more ; this type of Reserve is

known as one which is " invested in the business."

Destination of the item.—The £2,500 is debited to the

Appropriation Account, and, if the " Reserve Account" in

the Ledger were shown, this £2,500 would appear as an
additional credit ; but, as this account is not to be given,

the candidate must, when preparing his Balance Sheet,

add £2,500 to the pre-existing Reserve (£5,000), thus

raising the amount of that account to £7,500.

The Reserve Account will thus be shown in the Balance
Sheet as under—

-

Reserve Account. £ s. d.

As per last Balance Sheet . 5,000

Added during the year. . 2,500

£7,500

The Managing Director's commission and the transfer

to the Reserve Account having thus been debited in

the Appropriation Account, the balance of this account

(£14,685 7s.) is carried down on the credit side. This

balance remains for inclusion in the Balance Sheet, as

in the accompanying illustration.
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The Trading, Profit and Loss, and Appropriation

Accounts having thus been completed, the candidate

must next turn his attention to the preparation of the

Balance Sheet.

As was explained in Chapter X, the student must
adopt some reasonable and recognized order in which
to marshal the Assets and Liabilities appearing in any
Balance Sheet prepared by him. For the purposes of

the question now before us we will adopt that form of

Balance Sheet in which the Assets are marshalled in the

order of their " non-realizabiHty."

Starting with the " Liabilities " side of the Balance
Sheet, the item which should be placed at the head of

this column is one which does not appear in the Trial

Balance, and does not require to be extended into the

principal money column of the Balance Sheet, viz. the

"Authorized" or "Nominal" Capital of the Company.

Item No. 1.

Item No. 1 in the note at the head of the Trial Balance
records the fact that the " Authorized Capital of the

Company consists of 15,000 Ordinary Shares of £10
each."

This statement of fact, although it does not in any way
represent the balance of an account, is shown as a matter
of information, in the Balance Sheet, on the Liabilities

side as under

—

Nominal Capital. £ s. d.

15,000 Ordinary Shares of £10
each 150,000

The figures are entered in the " short " cash column, and
are not extended into the principal column. A pair of

lines are ruled beneath the item to denote that it forms no
part of the additions of the figures composing the Balance
Sheet.

In completing the Liabilities side of the Balance Sheet

{i. e. the Debit side), it will be remembered that Liabilities

which in the Trial Balance appear on the Credit side,

are—in the compilation of a Balance Sheet prepared

according to the general practice ruling in this country

—

entered on the Debit side. Similarly, Assets (which are

Debit balances in the Trial Balance) appear on the left-

hand, or Credit side, of the Balance Sheet.
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Item No. 2.

Item No. 2 in the Trial Balance is as under

—

" Capital issued and fully paid up, £ s. d.

9,000 shares of £10 each . . 90,000 0."

Natiwe of the item.—This item represents the issued

Capital of the Company, i. e. the amount contributed, in

cash or in kind, by the shareholders of the Company.
Destination.—The item must be included on the left-

hand side of the Balance Sheet as a Liability. The
business having received this money from the share-

holders is regarded as responsible to them for it. It

must, however, be borne in mind by the student that, in

reality, it is only from a book-keeping standpoint that the

Capital of the Company ranks as a Liability, and that

shareholders cannot claim repayment of their contribu-

tions as a matter of right, except in the case of a liquida-

tion or a general repayment of Capital under the sanction

of the Courts.

The item is included under the heading " Capital

issued," the "9,000 shares of £10 each fully paid" being

added as a note, and the amount (£90,000) being extended
into the principal Cash columii.

Item No. 23.

The next unused item appearing in the Trial Balance
on the Credit side is No. 23, " Sundry Creditors,

£21,750."

Nature of tlie item.—It represents the indebtedness of

the Company to its creditors, whether Trade creditors or

otherwise, whose accounts were outstanding on the books
as on December 31, 1907.

Destination.—The item is entered in the Balance Sheet
upon the Liabilities side under the heading of " Sundry
Creditors." It is not, however, immediately entered in

the principal Debit Cash column, but should appear in

the " short " column, for the reason that there are other
" Creditors," arising out of the process of closing the

books, to be grouped with this item before the total is

extended into the Debit column proper.

It will be remembered that a sum of £1,826 3s. has
been debited (pursuant to footnote No. 35) in the Appro-
priation Account (see p. 550) as " Eemuneration due to

the Managing Director." This debit to the Appropriation
Account involves a corresponding credit entry in the

Managing Director's Personal Account, which credit entry
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is brought into the Balance Sheet as an addition to the
Sundry Creditors. The "Managing Director's Commis-
sion, £1,826 3s.," is therefore also entered " short " upon
the Liabilities side in the Balance Sheet under the heading
of " Sundry Creditors."

It will also be remembered that £500 was debited in

the Profit and Loss Account (footnote 33 attached to the
Trial Balance) as " Directors' Fees due but unpaid." The
Directors are creditors for these fees, and need to be
shown in the Balance Sheet among the " Sundry
Creditors," as was the case with the Managing Director
in respect of his remuneration. The £500 is therefore
entered under the heading of " Sundry Creditors " in the
" Short " column.

All the amounts due to Creditors have now been in-

cluded in the Balance Sheet, and the total of the three
items entered in the " short " column can consequently be
added up and extended into the principal column. The
total thus obtained will be found to amount to £24,076 3s.

Item No. 25.

Item No. 25 in the Trial Balance (" Bad Debts Reserve,

£2,600 ") does not need considering until the candidate
is constructing the Assets side of the Balance Sheet, as

it is the practice to show such Reserves as deductions
from the item " Sundry Debtors."

Item No. 26.

Item No. 26 in the Trial Balance (" Profit and Loss
Balance, December 31, 1906, £750") has already been
dealt with in the Appropriation Account.

Item No. 27.

" Beserve . £5,000."

Nature of the item.—This amount represents the

general reserve existing in the Company's books as on
December 31, 1906, i. e. the total amount of the profits

set aside and permanently retained in the business up to

that date.

Destination.—The item is entered upon the debit side

of the Balance Sheet under the heading " Reserve
Account," with the explanation " as per last Balance
Sheet" annexed to the amount (£5,000). The £5,000 is

not placed in the principal debit Cash column of the

Balance Sheet, but is entered " short," owing to the fact

that a further sum of £2,500 has been carried to the
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Reserve as on December 31, 1907, which addition requires

to be taken into account in due course.

The £2,500 addition to Reserve (note No. 3G in the

Trial Balance) has ah-eady been debited to the Appropria-
tion Account, and this sum therefore requires to be added
to the pre-existing Reserve of £5,000.

The £2,500 is accordingly placed under the heading of

"Reserve Account" in the "short" debit column in the

Balance Sheet with the explanation "added during the

year," and the total of the two items (£7,500) is then

extended into the principal column.
The only other item which requires insertion in the

Balance Sheet on the Liabilities sicle is the undistributed

balance of the Profit and Loss Account, viz. the balance
carried down in the Appropriation section of the account,

£14,685 7s.

This item is entered direct in the principal debit cash
column of the Balance Sheet, with the explanation "Profit

and Loss Account (balance) " annexed thereto.

At the annual meeting of the Company, when these

accounts are presented to the shareholders, the Directors
will submit proposals for the distribution of this available

balance, and will ask the shareholders to confirm their

proposals by vote in the usual way.
The Liabilities side of the Balance Sheet has now been

completed ; the total of this side amounts to £136,261 10s.,

and the credit side, when constructed, should, of course,

add up to the same figure.

Turning now to the "Assets" or credit side of the

Balance Sheet, the candidate must, by referring to the
Trial Balance, carefully pick out those balances which
represent Assets ; it is necessary for him, at the same
time, to remember that various depreciation allowances
and reserves have been incorporated in the Profit and
Loss Account, and that, therefore, the Trial Balance
figures representing certain assets require to be adjusted,

in various instances, by the amount of such reserve or

depreciation allowances.

The Assets appearing in the Trial Balance are dealt

with seriatim as under

—

Item No. 20.

" Land and Buildinys . £22,250."

Nature of tJie item.—This amount represents the book
value, as on December 31, 1907, of the Land and Build-

N N
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ings owned by the Company before providing for the

depreciation written off for the year 1907.

Destination.—The item must be entered on the Assets

side of the Balance Sheet, but inasmuch as a depreciation

allowance has been made in the Profit and Loss Account
(see footnote 28 in the Trial Balance) it must not at once

be extended into the principal column of the Balance
Sheet for the full sum of £22,250. The Trial Balance
figure of £22,250 is therefore entered " short," and from
it is subsequently deducted the depreciation allowance

for the year 1907 (£667 lOs.), the net value of the asset,

£21,582 10s., being then extended into the principal

column.
Item No. 21.

" Machinery and Plant . £35,600."

Nature of the item.—This amount represents the book
value of the Machinery and Plant as on December 31,

1907, before providing for the depreciation written off in

respect of the year 1907.

Destination.—In this case also the item must be entered

"short" on the Assets side of the Balance Sheet, the

relative allowance previously made in the Profit and Loss

Account for depreciation of Machinery and Plant for the

year 1907 (£2,136) being deducted therefrom, also, of

course, in the " short " column. The difference between
these two amounts, viz. £33,464, represents the estimated

book value of the Machinery and Plant as on December
31, 1907, after making due allowance for depreciation,

and it is this figure which is extended into the principal

column of the Balance Sheet.

Itetn No. 24.

''Patents . . £5,000."

Nature of the item.—It represents the book value of the

patent rights owned by the Company (i. e. the exclusive

right to manufacture certain articles) as on December 31,

1907, before providing for the depreciation written off for

the year 1907.

Destination.—This item requires to be entered on the
" Assets " side of the Balance Sheet in the " short

"

column ; the depreciation allowance of £500 for 1907,

made in accordance with footnote No. 31 on the Trial

Balance, must also be placed in the " short " column
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immediately beneath the old book value of £5,000 and
deducted from it ; the net figure thus obtained (£4,500)
represents the estimated present value of the patents to

the Company for Balance Sheet purposes as on December
31, 1907, and this amount is then extended into the

principal column.

Item No. 15.

'^Insurance . . £190."

Nature of the item.—It represents, presumably, money
expended during the year in insuring the Company's
premises against loss by fire, in insuring the Company
against claims for workmen's compensation, loss through
burglary or larceny, and possibly other insurances of

various descriptions. A feature which characterizes almost
all contracts of this nature is that the insurance pohcies
run from year to year, the premiums thereon being pay-
able annually in advance, i. e. at the beginning of the
year covered by the insurance.

It frequently happens that, at the date of " balancing,"

there remains to the credit of the Company the unexpired
benefit of several months' protection under various policies

of assurance, the premiums upon which have been paid
in advance for a year, commencing at some date subse-

quent to that upon which the books were last balanced.
It is therefore only equitable that the trading period under
review should not be charged with any greater proportion
of the premiums paid in advance than relates to the actual

months which have already expired ; a just proportion
of the premiums so paid in advance should therefore be
carried forward to be charged against the profits of the

ensuing period which is to enjoy the benefit of the pro-

tection afforded by the unexpired portion of the policies.

In the example given this principle is illustrated ; insur-

ance premiums to the amount of £190 have been paid in

advance, of which only £100 has run off during the period
covered by the accounts, the balance of £90 being, there-

fore, the proportion of the premiums chargeable to the
financial year 1908. These facts have been duly taken
into account in charging only £100 of the £190 to the

current Profit and Loss Account, and it remains therefore

to I'ank the remaining £90 as an Asset (or rather as a
" fictitious asset ") on December 31, 1907, as representing

the present book value of the premiums for the pro-

N N 2
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portionate periods as yet unexpired, but which are fully

covered by the policies already taken out and paid
for.

Destination of the £90 Insurance unexpired.— It is

entered as if it were an ordinary Asset upon the " Assets
"

side of the Balance Sheet, being extended in the principal

column. It is so treated because, as has been explained
above, the succeeding financial year (1908) ranks prac-

tically as a debtor to the year under review (1907) for

sundry insurance premiums paid in advance upon its

behalf.

Item No. 22.

" Sundry Debtors . . £52,500."

Nature of the i^em.^This amount represents the total

of the book debts owing to the Company by its customers
and others as on December 31, 1907, after all the debts
which are hopelessly bad have been written ofT. Such
debts as are considered to be " doubtful " are included in

the total of £52,500, the estimated losses upon this type
of debt having been duly provided for by means of a

Reserve. (Note 30 at the foot of the Trial Balance.)

Destination.—The total of £52,500 is entered on the

Assets side of the Balance Sheet, in the " short " column

;

it is not entered immediately in the principal column
owing to the fact that there is in existence a Reserve for

Bad and Doubtful Debts which must be taken into account
subsequentl3\

Item No. 25.

" Bad Debts Reserve {Jan. 1, 1907) . £2,600."

Nature of this item.—This amount represents the

Reserve brought forward upon the books of the Compan}'
as on December 31, 1906, in order to cover the estimated
bad and doubtful debts as at that date.

Footnote No. 30 annexed to the Trial Balance directs

that the Reserve for Bad and Doubtful Debts to be
carried forward, as on December 31, 1907, is to amount
to a sum equal to 5 per cent, on the total debts outstand-

ing at that date, viz. 5 per cent, on £52,500, /. e. £2,625.

As the pre-existing Reserve already amounted to £2,600,

as set forth above, the necessary addition of £25 was
made to it by means of a debit entry to the current Profit
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and Loss Account, and the balance of " Eeservc against
Bad and Doubtful Debts Account " thus became £2,625,
as on December 31, 1907.

Destination.—This figure would appear in the relative

Ledger Account as a credit balance, i. e. as a " fictitious
"

Liability. In preparing the Balance Sheet, however, it

is shown, in accordance with the usual practice, not on
the "Liability" side as a constituent balance, but on the
" Assets " side as a deduction from the gross total of the

Sundry Debtors (£52,500). A net figure (£49,875) is

thus obtained which represents the estimated present
value of the book debts due to the Company as on
December 31, 1907, and this figure is then extended into

the principal column of the Balance Sheet.

Items Nos. d'Jf, 4 and 5.

The only other x\ssets remaining to be included in the

Balance Sheet are the value of the " Stock of goods on
hand as on December 31, 1907, £28,700 " (as men-
tioned in footnote No. 34), the " Cash in hand, £150 "

(item No. 4), and the "Cash at Bank, £2,900" (item

No. 5).

The Stock is entered direct in the principal column on
the Assets side of the Balance Sheet, a memorandum
being attached indicating by what authority it has been
valued (" as valued by the Company's officials "). Such
an explanation is frequently added at the request of the
Company's auditors.

" Cash at Bank " is entered on the Assets side in the
" short " column, " Cash in hand " being entered
immediately underneath it in the same column. The
total of the two amounts (£3,050) is then extended into

the principal column.
The total of the Liabilities brought into account on

the debit or left-hand side of the Balance Sheet amounts
to £136,261 10s., which accords with the total of the

Assets now appearing on the credit or right-hand side of

the statement, and, having arrived at this agreement, the

candidate may safely assume that his solution of the

question set is probably correct.
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Examination Exercise III

The examination question given below was set at a

popular examination, and furnishes a good example of

a third type of exercise frequently met with in higher
grade book-keeping examinations

—

Question.—The Postford Manufacturing Company, Ltd., uas
registered in 1902. The nominal Capital of the Company consisted
of 40,000 5 per cent. Preference Shares of £1 each, and 10,000
Ordinary Shares of £1 each.

No dividend was paid for the year ended December 31, 1905, on
either class of share.

The Company's books were closed and balanced, as on December
31, 1906, on which date the Stock in hand was valued at £9,050.
The balances of the Le<lger Accounts were as follows

—

£. s. d.

15,345
24,054

485
5,654
592
472

1,856
362

37,950
13,671

83

{1

{2

{3

(4

(o

{'->

[7

(S

(0

(10

ill

[12

(14

(15

(16

(17

(IS

{19

(20

(21

(22

(23

(24

(25

(26

(27

(28

{29

(30
(

Purchases ....
Buildings ....
Fuel
Plant and Machinery .

Boiler and Heating Plant .

Repairs .
•

. .

Loose Tools
Office Expenses .

Sales .....
Wages (Manufacturing)
Discount (debit Balance)
Reserve for Bad and Doubtful Debts (

December 31, 1905).
Salaries ....
Postages and Telegrams .

Rates and Taxes
Travelling....
Loan on Mortgage (charged on above premises
Interest and Bank Charges
Directors' Fees .

Stock on hand (January 1, 1906)
Sundry Creditors
Sundry Debtors .

Goodwill ....
Profit and Loss Account (Credit Balance from
1905) ....

Preference Share Capital .

Ordinary Share Capital
Unpaid Calls

Bills Payable
Bank Overdraft

.

Cost of New Catalogue
Cash in hand

250
1,062
116
239
317

8,500
402
300

8,990
10,960

9,847

4,000

206
17,520
8,000

50
2, 1 00

2,721
300
10

Before preparing the annual accounts the following adjustments
•e necessa

Provisioi

5 per cent.

are necessary

—

Provision for Bad and Doubtful Debts is to be made at the rate of
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Provide for depreciation at the following rates

—

riant and Machinery Account . . 10 per cent.

Boiler and Heating Plant Account . . 10 per cent.

Loose Tools Account .... '20 per cent.

Write oil" one-third of the Cost of the New Catalogue, and one-

half of tlic Repairs Account against tiie current year, carrying the

balances of these accounts forward to next year.

Prepare a Trading and Profit and Loss Account for the year ended
Uecember 31, 1906, and a Balance Sheet as on that date.

It will be noted that in the above question, as in the

case of Examination Exercise II, the candidate is required

to prepare the annual accounts of a company or firm,

but, in this case, no agreed Trial Balance is given to the

student to work from, its place being taken by a schedule

of Ledger balances which are not arranged as " debit

"

or " credit " balances, or classified in any way.
This latter type of exercise obviously takes a longer

time to work out than the former ; and, in addition to

the usual work of preparing the required accounts, the

candidate is compelled to use his knowledge and reason-

ing capacity in determining the nature and significance

of each item in the schedule of Ledger balances presented

to him to deal with.

When dealing with an exercise of this character some
candidates make no attempt to prepare an initial Trial

Balance from which to work, but commence at once to

prepare the accounts required by the terms of the question.

The author is of opinion that this proceeding is a mistaken
one, and is often the cause of confusion and serious loss

of time. In cases of this sort the short cut is often the

longest way round, and the average candidate will, it is

thought, gain both time and conhdence by preparing, as

the first step, an agreed Trial Balance from the figures

given him in the question.

In answering a question of this type it is necessary,

therefore, to commence by preparing a Trial Balance from
the Ledger balances set out above. By mentally tracing

the history of each Ledger balance, and the manner in

which it would originate, the candidate will arrive at the

required Trial Balance as follows

—

Item No. J. ''Purchases . . £15,345."

This item represents the total cost of the goods bought
during the year 1906 for use in manufacturing the

products dealt in by the Company. The goods bought
have already been credited, in detail, to the persons by
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whom they were suppHecl, and have been entered in the

Purchases Book ; the latter has been posted in total to

the debit of the Purchases Account in the Ledger. This
balance, therefore, must be entered in the debit column
of the Trial Balance.

Item No. 2. " Buildings . . £24,054."

This balance represents the book value of the Com-
pany's Buildings, as on December 31, 1906 ; in other

words, it is an Asset. An Asset can only appear on the
debit side of its relative Ledger account ; this balance,

therefore, must be entered in the debit column of the Trial

Balance.

Item No. 3. " Fuel . . £485."

This balance represents the total cost of the fuel pur-

chased during the year 1906 for consumption at the
Company's works. The purchase price of the fuel will

already have been credited in detail to the persons from
whom it has been bought, and these purchases have been
debited in total to the "Fuel" Account in the Ledger;
this account represents the year's expenditure in this

direction. The balance must consequently be entered
in the debit column of the Trial Balance.

Item No. ^. " Plant and Machinery . . £5,654."

This balance represents the book value of the Plant and
Machinery belonging to the Company, as on December 31,

1906. In other words, it represents an Asset owned by
the undertaking. It must consequently be entered upon
the debit side of the Trial Balance.

Item No. 5. " Boiler and Heating Plant . . £592."

This balance represents the book value of the Boiler

and Heating Plant owned by the Company, as on Decem-
ber 31, 1906. For the same reasons as those which
apply in the case of item No. 4, viz. the fact that the

Boiler and Heating Plant are Assets, the balance must
be inserted in the debit column of the Trial Balance.

Item No. 6. " Bcpairs . .£472."

This balaiice represents the total sum expended in

keeping the Company's various Assets in a state of

repair during the year 1906. The cost of these repairs

will have been credited, in detail, to the Ledger accounts
kept for the persons by whom they were effected (or to

the Cash Account if paid for in cash), and a correspond-
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ing amount will have been debited in total to the

"Repairs" Account in the Ledger. The balance con-

sequently must be included in the dehit column of the

Trial Balance.

The repairs effected during the year 1906 will, appar-

ently, relieve subsequent years of certain expenditure in

this direction, because the candidate is directed, m pre-

paring his Profit and Loss Account, to include as a

" loss " only one-third of this amount, carrying forward

the remaining two-thirds as a " fictitious " Asset to be

subsequently written off against the profits of the years

immediately following.

Item No. 7. '' Loose Tools . .£1,866."

This balance represents the book value of the Loose

Tools owned by the Company, as on December 31, 1906.

These tools will either have been bought for cash (in

which case Cash will have been credited and "Tools"

Account will have been debited) or on credit (m which

case the vendors' accounts will have been credited and

the "Tools" Account debited). The item represents

property owned by the firm, i. e. an Asset, and the balance

is consequently included in the debit column of the Trial

Balance.

Item No. 8. " Office Expenses . . £362."^

This balance represents the total sum expended in the

direction of " Office Expenses " during the year. In re-

cording these Expenses " Cash " will have been credited,

and " Office Expenses " debited. The balance therefore

is a debit one, and requires to be included in the debit

column of the Trial Balance.

Item No. 9. " Saks . . £37,950."

When a sale upon credit takes place, it will be remem-

bered that an entry is at once made in the " Sales Book,"

which is subsequently posted in detail to the debit of the

purchaser's account in the Ledger. It will also be

remembered that, at the date of balancing, the Sales

Book is added up, and the total, representing the total

value of the merchandise which has "gone out" from

the concern during the period, is posted to the credit of

the " Sales Account."
^^

Similarly, it will be remembered that " Cash Sales are

debited in the Cash Book (the money having " come in "),

and are credited in weekly or monthly totals to the
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" Sales Account," to be followed later by the total of the
" Credit " sales.

Consequently this balance is a credit one, and requires

to be inserted in the credit column of the Trial Balance.

Item No. 10. " Wages {Manufacturing) . £13,671."

This balance represents the total sum paid for wages
during the year 1906 to the Company's workmen. The
cash paid out weekly in wages would be duly credited in

the Cash Book, as and when paid, and posted to the

debit of the " Wages Account " in the Ledger, in which
account the total mentioned above has gradually accu-

mulated. The balance must consequently be placed in

the debit column of the Trial Balance.

Item No. 11. '' Discount {Debit Balance) . .£83."

Here the candidate is told that this balance is a debit

one, needless to say, therefore, it must be included on the

debit side of the Trial Balance.

It will be remembered that a multiplicity of items

representing discount allowed and discount received

are gradually accumulated in the debit and credit
" discount " columns of the Cash Book, and that the

totals of these columns are posted periodically to the

debit and credit, respectively, of the " Discount Account
"

in the Ledger. Other items of discount may also be

posted to the Discount Account in the Ledger from
the Journal, or from other books of original entry.

Between the debit and credit totals thus gradually built up
in the Discount Account there is naturally a preponder-

ance of either debit or credit entries, in this way a debit

or a credit balance results. In the case of the item men-
tioned above the discounts allowed (losses) have obviously

exceeded the discounts received (profits) by £83, and the

final debit balance thus comes into being, and must be

entered as a debit in the Trial Balance.

Item No. 12. " Beserve for Bad and Doubtful Debts

{as on December 31, 1905) . . £250."

This Eeserve will have been created in past years by
one or more transfers from the Profit and Loss Account,

the latter account having been debited with the sums so

set aside as if they had represented actually ascertained

Losses, and the "Reserve for Bad Debts Account" having

been credited with the like sums. The item set out above,

therefore, represents an amount of Profits retained in
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hand for the purpose of covering a certain special type of

loss (i. e. anticipated Bad Debts) ; it is thus a " fictitious

Liability.
,

The balance of the Reserve Account must consequently

be included in the Trial Balance on the credit side, that

being the side upon which the balance, as a liability,

appears in the Ledger.

Item No. 13. ''Salaries . • ^^•''???*',',

14. " Postages and Telegrams . .
<£llb.^^

lo. " Bates and Taxes . . £239.
|^

„ 16. " Travelling . . . •
£317."

The above four items are similar in character and may

be conveniently explained on a common basis.

They all represent the total sums expended during the

year 1906 for business expenses under their respective

headings. The salaries of the clerks and other employees,

the payments made for postages, telegrams, local rates,

taxes, and travelling expenses have all been disbursed by

the Cashier from time to time ; upon their disbursement

the Cash Account, Bank Account, or the Petty Cash

Account, as the case may be, has been credited in detail,

and the appropriate "Expense" Account in the Ledger

has been debited. The detailed debits to these accounts

have steadily accumulated throughout the year until, at

its close, they amount to the sums respectively set out

above. j 4. 1

All these items represent debit balances, and must be

included in the debit column of the Trial Balance.

Item No. 17. " Loan on Mortgage {charged on above

'premises) . • £8,500.

'

This balance represents the Liability of the Company

to the person from whom an amount of £8,500 has been

borrowed. The fact that a charge has been given upon

the Company's premises to secure the repayment of the

amount in case of default must not be allowed to

obscure, in the candidate's mind, the simple issue in

regard to this item, viz. that it is intended to record the

fact that the Company has borrowed the sum of money

specified, and that, therefore, it is under an obligation

to repay £8,500 at some future date.

When the loan was originally contracted the money

received will have been duly debited in the Cash Book,

and a like sum credited to the lender's Personal Account

in the Ledger ; the balance set out in the Ust of Balances
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given above represents this credit item, and the amount
must, therefore, be included in the credit column of the

Trial Balance as a liability.

Item No. 18. "Interest and Bank Charqes . £402."

„ 19. " Directors' Fees . \ . £300."

These balances represent, respectively, the sums dis-

bursed by the Company for " Interest and Bank Charges
"

and " Directors' Fees " during the year 1906 ; both items

represent "Losses," and are consequently debit balances,

and must be included in the debit column of the Trial

Balance.
Item No. 18 represents the total paid in the shape of

interest due on money borrowed, together with the bank
charges incurred during the year ; these payments will

have been duly credited in detail in the Cash Book, as

and when made, and will have been debited to the
" Interest and Bank Charges " Account in the Ledger.

If the item had been designated simply as " Interest

"

it might conceivably have been either a debit or a credit

balance, i. e. Interest paid by the Company on money
borrowed by it or Interest paid to the Company on money
lent by it ; the inclusion of the additional item of " Bank
Charges," however, fixes the total balance as a debit one,

i. e. a " Loss," since bankers do not pay " Bank charges
"

to their customers, but receive them from them.
Item No. 19 represents the total sum disbursed to the

directors by way of remuneration for their services during
the year 1906, it is consequently a " Loss," and therefore

a debit balance.

Item No. 20. " Stock on hand, January 1, 1906,
£8,990."

This item represents the value of the goods in hand at

the commencement of the financial period under review
;

it therefore represents an Asset, and is consequently a
debit balance. It will be remembered that, at the end of

the preceding trading period, /. e. December 31, 1905,

an entry must have been passed crediting the Trading
(or Manufacturing) Account wnth the closing Stock then
on hand, and debiting the "Stock" Account with the

same sum as representing the opening Stock carried

forward to the succeeding period, /. e. for the year 1906.

It is the latter entry which created the present debit

balance.
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The item, therefore, must be included iu the dehit

cokimn of the Trial Balance.

The fact that this Asset is dealt with in the Trading
Account and not in the Balance Sheet does not affect the

necessity of including it as a debit balance in the Trial

Balance which the student is preparing.

ItemNo.21. "Simdry Creditors . . £10,960."

This sum represents the total amount owing by the

Company to the trade and other creditors, as on
December 31, 1906. It is thus a Liability, and con-

sequently requires to be included in the credit column
of the Trial Balance.

Item No. 22. " Sundry Debtors . . £9,847."

This item represents the total amount owing to the

Company by its trade and other debtors, as on December
31, 1906. It is thus an Asset, and requires to be

included in the debit column of the Trial Balance.

Item No. 23. " Goodwill . . £4,000."

This item represents the cost to the Company of that

intangible Asset known as " Goodwill." The cost of

this Asset will have been credited in the Cash Account,
if paid for in cash, or to the Personal Account of the

vendor if purchased from him upon credit, either separately

or in company with other Assets upon the transfer of the

business to the Company, and a corresponding sum will

have been debited to the " Goodwill " Account in the

Ledger, from whence it has been extracted in the Trial

Balance.

The item, therefore, requires to be placed in the
debit column of the Trial Balance as an Asset.

Item No. 24. " Profit and Loss Account [Credit Balance
from 1905) .

*
. £206."

The student is here informed that this Balance is a
"Credit" one, and it must consequently be placed by
him in the credit column of the Trial Balance.
The item represents the undistributed balance of profit

made prior to December 31, 1905, and carried forward, as
on that date, to the accounts for 1906. If the balance
had been a debit one it would have represented the
balance of the net loss brought forward. Without the
addition of a note indicating upon which side of the
Ledger the balance appeared the item would have been
ambiguous.
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Item No. 25. " Preference Share Capital . £17,520."

,, 26. " Ordinary Share Capital . £8,000."

These items are similar in character, although the

classes of capital to which they relate differ in their

respective priorities among themselves.
Both the items represent the total sums received, in

cash or in kind, from the shareholders of the Company

;

whether the shares have been paid for in money or

in kind, the Assets acquired, by the issue of the Capital,

will have been debited in the Company's books to the

various Ledger accounts opened for each particular type
of Asset, and the corresponding credit entries will have
been made in one or other of the two " Capital Accounts "

(" Preference " or " Ordinary ") here mentioned.
It will be remembered that when shares are issued for

cash the " Share Capital Account " is credited and the
" Application and Allotment," " First Call," or other

accounts representing the liability of the allottees to

the Company are debited. It is the " Share Capital

Accounts " that the items in question represent. The
Company's shareholders, as a body, are regarded as

creditors for the amount of the Capital they have sub-

scribed in the same manner as the partners in a firm

are treated as quasi-creditors for the amounts of their

respective capitals.

Both balances, therefore, require to be placed in the

credit column of the Trial Balance.

Ite7)i No. 27. " Unpaid Calls . . £50."

It will be remembered that, on a call being made by a
Company upon its shareholders, the " Share Capital

Account " is immediately credited with the total amount
receivable by the Company under the terms of the call,

irrespective of whether the money has actually come in

or not, and that a "Call Account" (representing the

personal indebtedness of the shareholders) is debited with
the like total. As and when the calls are actually received

they are credited to this " Call Account," the debit balance

of which consequently steadily falls, until, when all the

calls have come in, the two sides of the account adjust

themselves and the " balance " disappears altogether.

Appai'ently, in the case under review, all the calls

have duly come in with the exception of £50, which is

still outstanding. This £50 consequently appears in the

Ledger as a debit balance upon the " Call Account," and
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represents the amount still due to the Company from one

or more shareholders ; and, as such is the case, the

l)alance requires to be inserted in the debit column of

the Trial Balance as representing " Sundry Debtors for

unpaid Calls."

Item No. 28. ' • Bills Payable . . £2,100."

This item represents the total outstanding liability of

the Company, as on December 31, 1906, on the bills

drawn on and " accepted " by it, i. e. upon bills which,

having been drawn upon the Company, have been duly

accepted, but have not yet matured for payment.

It will be remembered that, upon the acceptance of a

bill, the acceptor immediately credits his " Bills Payable
"

Account with its face value, and debits the Personal

Ledger Account of the person who draws the bill upon

him. This balance of £2,100, therefore, represents the

balance of the Company's "Bills Payable Account";

it consequently requires to be placed in the credit column

of the Trial Balance as representing a Liability which, in

due course, the Company will have to meet.

Item No. 29. " Bank Overdraft . .
£2,721."

This item represents a Liability of the Company to its

Bankers, and requires to be placed in the credit column

of the Trial Balance. It will be remembered that when

a company possesses a balance in its favour at its bankers,

such balance appears to the debit in its Cash Book;

on the other hand, when, as has occurred in this case,

the cheques drawn (credit entries in the Cash Book)

exceed the debit balance appearing m the "Bank"
column in that book, the balance of necessity appears on

the other side, and the Cash Book shows a credit

balance, representing the Company's liability to the

Bank. In other words, the Company's account with its

Bankers is " over-drawn."

The item consequently must be entered in the credit

column of the Trial Balance as a Liability.

Item No. 30. " Cost of New Catalogue .
£300."

This balance represents the total sum expended, e. g.

for printing, paper, cost of dies and letterpress, in the

preparation of a new catalogue setting forth the par-

ticulars and prices of the articles manufactm-ed by the

o o
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Company for sale. Such catalogues are usually supplied
gratis to customers and prospective buyers, and the above
balance, presumably, includes the whole of the cost

of preparing a new edition consisting of a given number
of copies.

All moneys disbursed in this connection will have been
credited in detail in the Cash Book, as and when dis-

bursed, and debited in due course to the " Cost of New
Catalogue " Account in the Ledger. Any goods supplied
on credit for the same purpose will have been credited in

detail to the Personal Accounts of the suppliers and
debited to the " Cost of New Catalogue " Account in the

Ledger.
The balance is consequently a debit one, and represents

an " Expense " incurred, and must therefore be placed on
the debit side of the Trial Balance.

In cases where a new edition of a catalogue entails

heavy expenditure, and the number of copies printed will

meet the needs of several years, it is customary to spread
the expenditure over future years in the same manner in

which " Preliminary Expenses " are dealt with. In the

case under review it is stated that one-third of the cost of

the catalogue is to be written ofi' against the profits of the

current year, and that the balance is to be carried forward

;

this instance is thus an exemplification of the common
practice. Consequently, in preparing the Profit and
Loss Account £100 only is there debited as an " Ex-
pense," and, when preparing the Balance Sheet, the re-

mainder (£200) is scheduled as a fictitious Asset.

Item No. 31. '' Cash in hand . . £10."

This item represents the balance of cash in hand
(probably in the hands of the petty cashier) as on
December 31, 1906; it is therefore an Asset, and
requires to be included in the debit column of the Trial

Balance.

This balance may be either the balance (debit) of the

Petty Cash Book or the balance (debit) of the Petty
Cash Account in the Ledger, and its source depends
upon whether the Petty Cash Book forms part of the

main system of Double Entry employed (as illustrated in

Chapter IV) or not.

The Trial Balance arising out of the foregoing items is

now completed and appears as follows

—
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The Postford MANUFACTrRisd Company, Ltd.

TRIAL BALANCE, December 31, 1906

(i) Purchases Account ! ]^<^J',

(«) Buildings Account
j! 'J*^

(;J) Fuel Account ;| ^?;J
(,i) Plant anil Machinery Account.... ,

o.oa*

(5) Boiler and Heating Plant Ac-
||

cou'it ^Ji

(6-) Repairs \'/

(7) Loose Tools Account i

'.»^o

(^) Office Expenses ^°^

(9) Hales Account
i

(JO) Wages (Manufacturing) I
'^-"''^

(J2) Discount Account !

^^

(12) Reserve for Bad and Doubtful

Debts (as on Dec. 31, 1005)
i

(iS) Salaries
I

1>0°^

(W) Postages and Telegrams i

lib

(J;-) Rates and Taxes i| j^^
(i(;) Travelling

{

°^'

{17) Loan on Mortgage (charged on
[

above premises) ;

(W) Interest and Bank Charges 'j 4"^

(iy) Directors' Fees I ^300
(x,'0) Stuck on Hand (.January 1, 1900)

|j
8,990

(j;i) Sundry Creditors j

(®^) Sundry Debtors 'tIL
(SS) Goodwill 400''

\iU) Profit and Loss Account (Bal- i

ance from 1905) .

(25) Preference Share Capital Ac-
|j

count I

(26) Ordinary Share Cai.ital Account... 1|

(2f7) Unpaid Calls Account j 50

(US) Bills Piiyable..

(29) Bank Oveniraft

(Sf) Cost of New Catalogue 300

(3!) Cash in Hand ,.
10

£88,207

Cr.

37,9^0

8,500

10,900

17,5-20

8,000

2,100

2,721

£88,207

u

I

Having thus arrived at an agreed Trial Balance, as

above, the candidate will next proceed to prepare the

Trading and Profit and Loss Accounts, and the Balance

Sheet, as required by the terms of the question.

As these accounts are practically identical in principle,

and in method of preparation, with those already dealt

with in "Examination Exercise II," appearing earlier

in this chapter, it is not necessary to deal in detail with

the preparation of the accounts which the student will

find appended.

The following items are, however, somewhat dil'terent

in character from any of those previously deal with, and

it may therefore be profitable to consider them briefiy.

2
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Item No. 19. " Directors' Fees . . £300."

These fees must appear in the Profit and Loss Account
as an ordinary business expense, as presumably the

services of the Directors are essential to the successful

conduct of the business, the profits of which must,
therefore, bear the cost of their remuneration.

Item No. 24. " Profit and Loss Account {Credit Balance

from 1905) .
"

. £206."

This item is not brought into credit in the Profit and
Loss Account for 1906 proper ; it is entered in the third

section (usually called the " Appropriation Account " or

"Section") of the Profit and Loss Account; in this

section is also entered the Net Profit (£4,053 17s.)

shown for 1906, according to the Profit and Loss Account
for that year (the second section of the Profit and Loss
Account on page 666).

The combined figure of Profit arrived at by adding
together these two items, viz. £4,259 17s., is shown in

the Balance Sheet as a separate item, and represents the

amount of profit available for distribution. As these

accounts relate to a Limited Company this balance of

undivided profit must on no account be merged with the

Share Capital figures, but each item must be kept

separate in the Balance Sheet. In this respect companies
differ from private partnerships in submitting their

accounts.

Item No. 25. ''Preference Share Cai'^ital . £17,520."

„ 26. ''Ordinary „ ,. . £8,000."

„ 27. " U7i2Knd Calls . £50."

The two former of these balances (Items Nos. 25 and

26) are credit balances, and require to be entered on the

Liabilities side of the Balance Sheet under the heading
of " Shai'e Capital Issued." They must, however, be

entered "short," and a combined total must then be made
of them, again in the " short " column. The "Unpaid
Calls Account " (£50) is a debit balance, and represents a

debt due to the Company from its shareholders, but the

item must not be entered on the Assets side of the

Balaiice Sheet. It must be entered " short " under the

capital total, as arrived at above, on the Liabilities side

of the Balance Sheet, as a deduction from the total of

the Issued Capital (£25,520), the net figure thus obtained

(£25,470) being extended into the principal cash column
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on the Liabilities side of the Balance Sheet. This process

is followed in order that the Capital actually received by

the Company may be clearly shown.

The " Nominal Capital " of the Company, viz. 40,000

Preference Shares of £1 each and 10,000 Ordinary Shares

of similar denomination (£50,000 in all), must be shown
in the Balance Sheet on the Liabilities side above all the

other items, the details being inserted as a vicmoranduvi

merely, and not as a part of the financial statement itself.

The total inust be entered in the " short " column, and

separated from all the other items by means of a double

ruling placed underneath it in order that it may be clearly

seen that this " Nominal Capital " has not of necessity

been issued or paid up. In preparing the Balance

Sheet which appears on page 567, the assets have been
marshalled in the order of their realizability. As has

been previously explained in Chapter X, the assets of

most commercial undertakings are set out in this order.

The Profit and Loss Account and Balance Sheet

prepared in answer to the question are subjoined,

and, sabject to the above remarks, are, it is thought,

self-explanatory.
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CHAPTEE XXIV

SUGGESTED SYNOPSES FOR LECTURES ON BOOK-KEEPING

Communications from teachers reached the author,

from several quarters, requesting the inclusion in the

present treatise of a few synopses for a course of lec-

tures or lessons upon Book-keeping subjects deemed
to be suitable for the preparation of candidates for

examinations in the "Intermediate" class.

In order to meet this request the author approached
Mr. John L. Kees, x^.S.A.A., who is one of the most
successful teachers with whom he is acquainted, with

a view to obtaining his experience in the matter.

Mr. Eees has kindly supplied the accompanying
synopses of a series of twelve lessons (numbered I to

XII), which he has found useful in the preparation of

his pupils, several of whom have earned marked dis-

tinction.

Lecture I.

Preliminary observations.

Definition of Book-keeping—The art of recording business trans-

actions—No matter what kind of business, the principle is the same.

A comparatively easy study—Children can apply its principle to

their weekly pocket-money, their small purchases and savings.

Advantages of Book-keeping—A knowledge of one's financial

affairs. Test of accuracy, etc. A barometer showing the rise or

fall of a business, with a detailed I'ecord giving particulars as to

each separate part of the business, as well as the result of the

business as a whole.
Universal need—Number of frauds, failures, and bankruptcies

through laxity in Book-keeping.
Single Entry, with its limitations and drawbacks, in use chiefly

by small shop-keepers, but provides no check on the entries.

Difficult, if not impossible, to detect fraud and dishonesty when
committed—Only "cash "and " personal " accounts kept. Unsatis-

factory method of determining results—Too much reliance on
memory. "Capital" is ascertained by making list of Assets and
Liabilities ; and to find Profit or Loss for a period, under this

system, necessary to compare present capital with previous capital.

.568
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Lecture II.

The English system of book-keeping in P^-'^'^ti^'^l ^^•"^k-";;f
!;:^J

be too involved; nor too expensive. Economize by utilizing lust

'"iSS.?: EnlS-'?S'^lity and completeness-not so involved as

sonSn es supposed. Golden rule: ^^ For every dehU there mud he

T!qZcrJL credits, ond for every credit there viust bean cqiud

*'pHmary to'oks employed, and ruling-elementary and complete

*°7arJournal-sub-divided- Bought Book, and Sales Book

(t) Cash Book-for Cash and Bank transactions-also Discounts

received and allowed.
„ „ , ^ • <.u„ q„u

(c) Ledger-to contain a summary of all the entries m the bub-

sidiary Books under suitable headings.

No need to open cash and bank accounts in Ledger.

Bank Pass Book. Reconciliation Statement-;. ^^ a periodical

agreement with Cash Book ; make balance agree with 1 ^^^
f
o^^:

Petty Cash Book-Importance of a good system -Advise in.-

prest" System-Explain ruling. How to post the charges shoNNU

in Petty Cash Book to Ledger accounts. ,. n ,

To convert Single Entry to Double Entry, journalize all assets

and liabilities, aiid provide for Trading, Nominal and Capital

Accounts, as well as Personal Accounts

Continental Book-keeping-A penalty m ««™e com tries for not

keeping proper books of accounts, and in many cases i>n transactious

have to ^be passed through the Journal; this book, and not he

Ledger as in England, being regarded as the most important

book.
Lecture ill.

The Journal, and its uses in modern systems of accounts— (re)

Opening entries, (b) Closing entries, (c) Sundry entries, transfers,

corrections, etc.
, . , i i v„io„

Bought and Sales Day Books-Analysis columns where advisable

-

(a) Bought or Purchases Book, sometimes called an invoice, or

Invoice Guard Book. (For goods bought on credit.

)

(b) Sales Book. Sometimes called Day Book. (For goods sold

on credit.)
, i t j

()] Returns Books, Outward and Inward.

Ledger. Different kinds of Ledgers. How to open a Ledger.

Order of accounts in Ledger. Tabular Ledgers. Self-balancing

"^Th" Trial Balance. How prepared. What its "agreement"

signifies.
Lecture IV.

Bills of Exchange and Promissory Notes. Define~B/E, P/N,

Draft, Drawer, Drawee, Acceptor, Endorser. Some advantages ot

B/E for business purposes—acknowledgment of clebt, negotiability

of instrument. Explain Bills Payable and Bills Receivable ;
show

rulings of Bill Books ;
give sample entries and show how to post.

Note that when Bill Books are kept, post direct and dispense witli

Journal.
Equated payment and average due date.

How to treat Bills discounted.
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Dishonoured Bills^niethod of treatment. Contingent liability

on Bills. How it should be shown in the Balance Sheet.
Bills must be stamped—impressed—af^ raloron—except those on

demand, -which always bear a Id. stamp like a cheque. Explain
that a cheque is also a B/E.

Lectdre V.

Partnership Accounts.
Formation of Partnership.?—Treatment of Cash introduced.
Credit Capital or Goodwill Account as per agreement—No real

need of depreciating goodwill, but advisable sometimes.
How to deal with Drawings, Interest on Capital, and division of

profits.

Dissolution. Caused by— 1. Effluxion of time ; 2. Death or
banki'uptcy

; 3. Agreement of partners—necessitating Realization
Accounts, and distribution under Partnership Act, 1890.

Lecture VI.

Consignments : (a) Inwards, (b) Outwards.
Difference of treatment in books.
Joint adventure—Definition. Accounts requii-ed. How to deal

with profits. Sometimes interest charged daily.

Contracts—Accounts necessary. How to treat uncompleted
contracts when yearly statements are made np.

Cost Account—Applicable to certain businesses, and very neces-
sary. Particulars derived from various sources—Analysis of labour,
wages, materials, etc. Statistical books reconciled with Ledger.

Lecture VII.

What are Manufacturing Accounts? Trading and Profit and Loss
Accounts ? Gross and Net Profits ?

Stock must be taken at cost, or market price, if latter is lower.
What is turnover ? Also percentage of profit on turnover

—

beware of inflation—deduct all contras in Trading Accounts.
DiflFerentiate between Capital and Revenue.
Difiference between—(«) Revenue Account ; {b} Income and Ex-

penditure Account
; (c) Receipts and Payments Account (Cash

Account)
;
{d) Trading and Profit and Loss Account.

Branch Accounts.

Lecture VIII.

Suspense Accounts—Definition—Necessity for—Uses and abuses.
jNIeaning of Bad Debts and Bad Debts Reserve.
Reserves—Essential to provide for all probable losses when

preparing yearly accounts.
On Balance Sheet not shown as liabilitj^ but deducted from

assets.

Reserve Fund v. Sinking Fund. Former provides against un-
known or possible contingencies. Latter provides against known
contingencies, such as redemption of Loan, or re-purchase of

leasehold properties.

Reserve Fund—Not merely a surplus shown, but should be
represented by investment, either in or out of the concern-
preferably, in some cases, outside.

Depreciation. Methods of dealing— (^1) Writing off an equal
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amount yearly ; (2) Writing a percentage oti" original or f^inunish-

inff value
; (3) Annuity system, by charging uiterest annual!} on

remaining balance and writing off a certain percentage ; (4) Ke-

value assets and write off ditlerence.

Lectuke IX.

Connection between Profit and Loss Account and Balance Sheet.

Preparation of Balance Sheet.

Arrangements for-(«) Traders, {b) Partners, (c) Companies.

Statutory forms for special classes of Companies.

How to marshal the Assets and Liabilities.

Special hints on Balance Sheets.

Appropriation Accounts and Interim Dividends.

Lecture X.

Joint Stock Companies—Formation of Companies.

Share Capital—Nominal, Called-up, Subscribed.

Applications, Allotment, and further calls.

Unpaid Calls and Forfeited Shares.
, , , x t i

Loans-Debentures : {a) Mortgage, {h) Redeemable, (c) Irredeem-

able and the interest on the same. Issued at: (1) Premium {I)

Discount, (3) Par. Different classes of Shares: founders,

Deferred] Ordinary, Preferred, Cumulative Preference, etc.

Difference between Stocks and Shares.

Preliminary Expenses.

Directors' Fees.
, , ^, \ ^

Certain statistical books necessary under the Companies Acts.

Lecture XL
Explain difference between Double Account and Single Account

System in—(1) Form of Statements ; (2) Treatment of depreciations

and renewals; (3) Fixed and floating assets, and premiums on

Reasons for employing Double Account System—Applicable to

some Companies only, such as Railways, Gas, Water, Electric

Light, Tramways, etc.

Lecture XII.

Income Tax—A charge levied by the Government on owners of

properties, and on income and profits of individuals and companies.

The five Schedules under which the Income Tax is charged—

Schedule A relates to property in lands and buildings.

Schedule B is in respect of the occupation of such lands.

Schedule C comprises interest and dividends payable out of the

public funds.

Schedule D is in respect of the profits accruing from trade

property, or interest of money and other annual

profits not charged under any other schedule.

Schedule E relates to annuities, salaries, etc., payable out of the

public revenue, or hy public companies.

Schedule D requires most attention.

The rate in the £ varies from time to time, and is different tor

"earned" and "unearned" incomes—explain distinctidn between

What is net profit ? That shown in the P. and L. Account, plus
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ceiLain items charged in the accounts, but not allowed ; iiUcv alia :

interest on capital, partnei's' salaries, subscriptions to charities

(some exceptions), Income Tax paid, and preliminary expenses.
Limited Companies, Partnership and Trading concerns and

individuals are, with some exceptions, assessed on a three years'
average of profits earned.

Abatement is allowed according to the schedule in force from
time to time except to Limited Companies.
The whole question of Income Tax is very involved, and explana-

tion other than the above is perhaps be)'ond the scope of these
examinations.

The above lessons will take the student of Book-
keeping over the principal part of the various subjects

dealt with in the present treatise. If the author may
venture an opinion, however, he would suggest that

some of the synopses are, perhaps, too crowded with
matter for the limits of a single lesson ; and, if further

time can be devoted to the subject, the number of lessons

may, it is thought, be advantageously doubled.

The author also ventures to append a few short supple-

mentary synopses of suggested lessons (numbered XIII
to XVIII) ; these synopses deal with some further matters
which have been explained in the present treatise, and
should prove helpful from the more advanced student's

point of view.

Lecture XIII.

Self-Balancing Ledgers, desirability of rendering Ledgers " self-

balancing "—Sectional Ledgers (" Town," "Country," "Foreign,"
etc. ).

Nature and form of an Adjustment Account.
Effect of interpolating an Adjustment Account in a sectional

Ledger is the rendering of that Ledger "self-balancing."

Necessity of adhering to Double Entry principles in regard to

Adjustment Accounts, consequent creation of contra-Adjustment
Account in General Ledger.
The whole system, so to speak, " Quadruple Entry."
The uses of the General Ledger as a means of preparing Balance

Sheets readily, and its limitations in regard to such uses.

Bankruptcy, short outline of procedure, forms of Statements of

Affairs and Deficiency Accounts.
Private Arrangements, Deeds of Arrangement, short outline of

procedure, the execution of a Deed of Arrangement an act of bank-
ruptcy, effect of this upon distribution among creditors.

Private Arrangements and Bankruptcy proceedings compared.

Lecture XIV.
Branch Accounts

—

1 . Where all branch books of account kept at Head Office
;

•J. Where branch books of account kept at Branch itself.

Relation of Branch and Head Office /)Uer se that of debtor and
creditor, transfers between Branch and Head Office, and vice versa.
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Pi-eparation of Branch and Head Office Profit and Loss Accounts

and Balance Sheets independently and tlieir subsequent combination.

The system of invoicing goods to Branches at selling price.

'J'reatment of items in transit l^etween Head Office and Branch at

<lite of balancing.

Departmental Accounts, their uses and objects.

Methods of showing Departmental profits separatelj*.

Dissection and apportionment of expenses as between Depart-

ments—
(1) Direct expenses capable of individual allocation or dis-

section ('.
(J.

wages) ;

(2) Indirect expenses not capable of individual allocation (*. g.

rent).

Departmental Trading Accounts and Profit and Loss Accounts.

The Debtors and Creditors Ledgers are usually kept in one set for

the common use of all departments.

Lecture XV.
Foreign Branch Accounts and Foreign Currencies.

Brief explanation of foreign monetary systems, the Latin union,

the mark, the florin, the rouble, the dollar (Mexican and L^.S.A.j,

tlie rupee.

Ditference between "gold standard" countries and tJujse using

the "silver standard."
Method of treatment of transactions in foreign currency as far as

Head Office books are concerned

—

(1) When the rate of exchange of the foreign currency is

reasonabl}' stable ;

(2) When the rate fluctuates.

Method of converting Foreign Brancli Trial Balance into sterling

in both these cases ; rules for converting («) fixed assets, (?;) floating

assets and liabilities, (/) profit and loss items, when exchange is of

fluctuating nature.

Alethod of keeping Foreign Branch Ledger in England in foreign

currencj' ; the conversion of items separately into sterling as opposed
to their conversion en Hoc at the close of a trading period.

Lecture XVI.
Tabular or Columnar Book-keeping, general definition and

ol)jects

—

1. Columnar Cash Books.
2. Columnar Journals.
."). Columnar Ledgers (two forms).

4. Columnar Books of a Statistical Nature {r. </. .Toint Stock
Companies' Share and Transfer Registers).

Limitations of the Columnar System of Book-keeping.
Partnerships and Joint Stock Companies compared.
Limited Partnerships ; loans to partnerships in exdiange iov a

sliare of the profits.

Statistical books compared with Books of Account.
Some comparisons—

1. Sales, consignments, goods sent out on sale or return and on
the liiie-purchase sj'stem.

2. Single and Double Entry.
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3. Single and Double Account systems.
4. Shares and Stock.

5. Shares and Debentures.
6. Trial Balance and Balance Sheet.

7. Balance Sheets and Statements of Affairs.

8. Receipts and Payments Accounts and Income and Expendi-
ture Accounts.

Lecture XVII.

Nature and objects of a Bank.
The Bank of England, the Bank Return and the Bank Rate.
The characteristics of a "negotiable instrument," and its varied

uses.

Inland Bills, Foreign Bills, Documentary Bills.

The " discounting " of Bills of Exchange.
Cheques, to "bearer," to "order," "open," and "crossed";

special forms for " crossing."
" Not Negotiable " Cheques; "Finance" or "Accommodation"

Bills.

Liabilitj' of parties upon Bills of Exchange, pi'otest and noting.

The discount rate and its variations.

rroinissorj' Notes and Bank Notes.

Lecture XVIII.

Roj'alties on books, songs, patents, etc.

Royalties in connection M'ith minerals.

Nature and characteristics of coal mining roj'alties, minimum or

dead rents, short workings and their recoupment.
Limitation of the period allowed for the recoupment of short

workings.
Treatment of the foregoing in the books of the lessee.

Forms of published accounts, reasons for the non-publication of

detailed Trading Accounts by public companies, pul)lication of

accounts in a condensed form, statutor}' forms for published
accounts.
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THE book-keeper's COMPENDIUM

Abstract Statement = Abs. .Sta.

Accommodation Bill.^A bill diawn by one part_y, accepted by

another, and sometimes endorsed by a thii'd party, without any
real transaction occurring between them. Such a Inll is designed

solely for the purpose of being discounted by one of the parties to

it for tlie purpose of providing him witli readj' monej'. Accommo-
dation Bills are naturally regarded with disfavour by bankers, and
would be discriminated against in a batch of bills presented for

discount if their nature were apparent.

Account.—A narrative of financial or commercial transactions,

showing their effect. " Ledger Accounts " are the various sections of

a Ledger, showing, in concise form, the trader's dealings with

persons, in things, or in regard to profits or losses, and their effect.

Account Current.—A copy of a Ledger account kept by a trader

for any particular person, rendered by the trader to tlie person with
whom he has dealt, or vice rersa, at periodical intervals, c. g. quar-

terly, half-yearly, or yearly. A Current Account between merchants
frequently bears interest, the method of calculating which is ex-

plained on page 221. In banking, a Current Accuunt is one kept by
a banker for a customer, the bahmco of which, or any part of it,

is repayable on demand. It differs from a "Deposit acconnt ," {he

balance of which is onlj- repayable after a stated period of notice of

withdrawal (frequentl}' 7 days). Interest is allowed on Deposit
Accounts but not on Current Accounts. An Open Account Current
is one the balance of which has not been agreed upon lietween the

parties. An Account Stated is one the balance of which has been
agreed upon between the parties to it. Account Rendered is an
expression used when tlie balance of an account set fortli in detail

in a previous statement is brought forward on a statement of later

date, e. g. "To account rendered, £35."

Account Days (or Settlement Days).^—Certain daj's fixed at peri-

odical intervals by the Committee of the Stock Exchange for the
adjustment of bargains entered into by members of the Stock Ex-
change. Two " Account Dajs" are fixed to occur in each calendar
month for the settlement of bargains in general securities—one
occurring about the middle of tlie montli and the other towards its

conclusion. Special monthly "Account Days" are set apart for the
settlement of bargains in Consols and other Covernnient securities.

These days are usually fixed at or about the beginning of eacli

calendai' month.
Accountant.—A person skilled in the art of recording financial

transactions, and of showing tiieir result. A Frofessional Accountant
is one who, as a {jcrsoii skilled in accounts, undertakes to advise as

regards systems of book-keeping, and to carr}' them out on behalf
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of his clients. Owing to the fact that his calling makes him convers-
ant witli accounts in all their vaiying relations, a Professional

Accountant is usually employed in matters which are not, strictl}'

speaking, accounts pure and simple, but which are closelj' related
thereto, e. (/. the auditing of accounts kept by others, the winding-up
of insolvent estates, investigations and inquiries generally of an
accounting nature. The two principal l)odies of Professional Ac-
countants in England are the Institute of Chartered Accountants in

Kngland and Wales (members of which body are styled Chartered
Accountants) and the Society of Incorporated Accountants and
Auditors (members of which are styled Incorporated Accountants).
Three "Chartered" bodies of Accountants exist in Scotland,
and one in Ireland ; members of these bodies are styled Chartered
Accountants.

Act of Bankruptcy.—An act falling witliin a prescribed class

of acts done, or suffered to be done, bj- a debtor, upon ^\hich an
Phiglish court of law will make a Receiving order against the debtor,

a condition of insolvency being presumable from its occurrence.

(For details, see page 423.) The levying of an execution against

a debtor, and his suspending payment, are typical "Acts of

Bankruptcy."
Administration, Letters of.—If a person dies without leaving a

valid will, some one (usuallj' a relative chosen because of kinship
with the deceased, or, failing a relative, a creditor) is appointed by
the High Court of Justice (Probate Division) to " administer" (i. e.

realize and distribute) the deceased's estate according to the manner
prescribed by law. This includes payment of the deceased's debts

out of the proceeds of his property, and distribution of the re-

mainder among the persons entitled to it. The grant of the right

to " administer " given under the seal of the Court is known as the

'^Letters of Admi/iislnd iou," and forms the document from which an
"administrator" derives his right to deal with the deceased's

property. If a person dies leaving a will in which no executors are

named, a relative or other person may be appointed b}' the Court as

"administrator" to carry out the directions of tlie will {Adminis-

trator cu)ii testamcnto unnexo) and in many other cases where there is

a hiatus in the winding up of a deceased's estate an administrator

can be appointed. An administrator must give securitj', and
cannot actuntil Letters of Administration have been granted to him ;

his position, therefore, differs from that of an executor under a will,

who need not give security, and can act immediately upon death of

the testator (though he cannot prove his right to act until he has

o1)tained a grant of probate of the will from the Court).

Advice.—A communication containing the information that a

particular transaction lias taken place, or is about to take place.

A written communication advising an act or transaction is sometimes
termed an " advice note," c. <j. advice note setting out the weights of

goods for shipment.
Affidavit.—A statement made in writing, and upon oath, before a

Commissioner legally appointed to administer oaths. A person

knowingly swearing an untruth in an affidavit is guilty of the

crime of perjurj'. Statutory declarations are written statements

solemnl}' and sincerely declared bj- the maker to be true before a

functionary authorized to receive such declarations ; the cunse-

(juences of making false statutor}' declarations are the same, in

point of law, as those of falsely swearing an Affidavit.
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Agent.—A person appointed by another person (the "principal")

to perform specitied acts on liis behalf. Bj^ the acts of an Agent
performed within the scope of the authority given him the " princi-

pal" is as much bound as if he had done them himself, and thej' are

ordinarily as valid as acts personally performed by him.

Agreement.—In law, a contract or bargain between parties.

Agreements may be made (1) verbally, (2) in M'riting "under
hand" {i. e. signed by the parties thereto), (3) in writing "under
seal " {i. e. signed and sealed by the parties thereto). Many forms

of contract or Agreement require to be embodied in a written

document. An Agreement " under seal" is of higlier legal standing

than an Agreement "under Jiatid "; the latter needs consideration

[i. c. tlie exchange of values) on both sides, the former does not.

Amalgamation.—This word is used commercially in relation to

Companies to express the combination of two or more independent

concerns into one undertaking.

Amortization.—This term implies in book-keeping the gradual

writing oil' of a balance or of any particular class of expenditure.

It is used in relation to expenditure rather than to tangible assets

— the term "depreciation" being employed in regard to the latter

with an almost identical meaning. Examples.— " Amortization of

Capital Expenditure," "Depreciation of Plant and IMachinery."

Annuity.—A payment made ^yearly. "Perpetual" Annuities

are those which continue to be paid yearly for an indefinite

period. Annuities "for fixed terms " are those payable yearly for a

stated number of years. " Life " Annuities are those which are pay-

able during the life of the annuitant. The Government and the

leading life assurance ofiices will grant to any person an Annuity
for the remainder of his or her life upon the payment of a fixed

capital sum, based upon the amount of the Annuity desired, and
flie age at which it is gi-anted, or at which it is to commence to

be paid. This forms a convenient mode of financial provision in

the case of elderly persons possessed of a moderate capital sum,

and without other persons dependent upon them—a higiier rate of

income being obtainable than would be possible from investment in

Stocks (an advantage which is natural seeing that no capital is ever

returned) ; the annuitant, moreover, is relieved from anxiety as to

his investments. " Deferred " Annuities are Annuities paj-able from

a stated future date until death occurs—the purchase money being

paid from the present time until the commencement of the Annuity,

either in a lump sum, or in periodical instalments. Tlie purchase

of a deferreil Annuity to commence at (say) age sixty by quarterly

payments from now until that date is a convenient waj' for a young
man or woman to acquire an old age pension with a minimum of

inconvenience as regards payments.
Apportionment.—A division into parts ; the term is employed in

accountancy circles to indicate the division, in the case of a deceased

person's estate, of the income received by his executors into
" income accrued, due prior to the date of death " (which is part of

the estate capital), and "income accrued, due after the date of

death" (which forms part of the "income" of the estate). To
allow of this being done, a special Act of Parliament, known as the

"Apportionment Act, 1870," was passed, which made all such

income accrue due "from day to day." Prior to the passing of

the above Act, such Apportionment was not possible in a legal sense.

Appreciation,—Increase in value—the converse of "depreciation."

P P
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The term is usuallj' einplo3'ed to indicate an inci'ease of a more or

less spontaneous nature in the vahie of an asset ; e. g. the increase

in the market value of Stock Exchange securities. The pi-ofit

shown hy the Appreciation of assets should not, in the case of a

joint stock compaiij', be divided among the shareholders until the

assets have been sold, and the profit actually realized.

Arbitrage.—A term emploj-ed in financial circles to indicate the

practice (frequentlj' indulged in) of remitting monej- from one place

to another in an indirect or circuitous manner instead of remitting

it direct. It is frequently possible to remit monej' in this indirect

manner at a fractionally cheaper cost than that of a direct remit-

tance ; c. g. a banker wishing to remit money by cable from London
to Berlin may fiud it cheaper to remit the money from London to

New York, and to have it remitted thence to Berlin direct, than it

would be to purchase in London a direct cable transfer upon Berlin.

The term is also employed in Stock Exchange circles to indicate the

purchase of certain securities upon one Stock Exchange, and their

simultaneous sale, at a fractional profit, upon another Stock
Exchange ; c. g. the purchase of Consols in Dublin and their

immediate sale in London. By the operations of "arbitrageurs"
the prices of drafts, cable transfers, and other forms of international

remittance, as well as the quoted prices of securities on different

Exchanges, are brought into harmony one with another. The
telegraph, of course, plays an important part in all such transactions,

which, indeed, without such facilities would hardly exist.

Arbitration.—The reference, by the parties to a dispute, of the

matter at issue to a third party (termed an Arbitrator) for decision

b}' him, instead of embarking in litigation. Settlement of com-
mercial disputes by Arbitration is of frequent occurrence. The
arbitrator can be a business man acceptable to both parties, and
the matter may be concluded expeditiously and without the heavy
expense involved in litigation. Professional accountants are very
frequently appointed as arbitrators. Sometimes each party to the

dispute nominates an arbitrator, and the arbitrators then ap-

pointed select a third part}' to act with them in case of their

differing; such third part}^ is termed an "Umpire." The decision

arrived at by arbitrators is termed theu- Award. If the submission

to arbitrators has been made a rule of court, the award of the

arbitrators may be enforced, if necessary.

Arrangement, Deed of.—A document setting out details of an
agreement arrived at between a debtor and his creditors. The
chief object of such an Agreement is the avoidance of the publicity

attached to bankruptcj- proceedings (see Chap. XX, p. 423).

Articles of Association.—The regulations governing the internal

management of a company, and prescribing the way in which its

chief officials are to perform their functions. A company can
adopt its own " special Articles of Association," and can alter them
as it desires ; if, however, it has not elected to have its own form of

"Articles," a series of regulations annexed to the Companies
(Consolidation) Act, 1908 (Schedule I), and known as " Table A,"
apply to it, and will govern its internal working.

A/S = Account Sales.

Assets.—Property of every description. Formerly the word was
restricted in its commercial meaning, but is now broadly applied to

all propertj' available for the discharge of liabilities which can be
converted into money or money's worth.
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Assignment.—The bransfei- of property from one person to another
—the latter party being termed the "Assignee." {For "Deed of

Assignment," see Chap. XX, p. 424.)

Attorney.—A person appointed by another person (the principal)

to perform acts on his behalf ; the word has the same signification

as " agent."

Attorney, Power of.—A legal document appointing any person to

be the Attorney for another person, either generally, or for the

performance of some matter or matters specified in the document.

Audit.—The verification of accounts by an independent person.

Private firms frequently submit their books to Audit by professional

accountants. In the case of all jonit stock companies, an Audit is

obligatory. Most public bodies and municipal corporations are also

compelled to appoint auditors. The auditor of a joint stock

company, incorporated under the Companies (Consolidation) Act,

1908, must report to the shareholders as follows:—Sec. 113 (2),

{a) whether or not they have obtained all the information and

explanations they have recjuired ; and ib) whether, in their opinion,

the balance sheet referred to in the report is properly drawn
up so as to exhibit a true and correct view of the state of the

company's atiairs according to the best of their information and

the explanations given to them, and as shown by the books of the

company.
Averages.—In addition to expressing the arithmetic mean the

term "Averages" has become of technical use in connection with

marine insurance. Losses arising out of shipping disasters are

termed either "total losses" or "partial losses." If the ship

insured is (1) destroyed, or (2) irreparably damaged, the loss is

a "total" loss. On the other hand, partial losses consist of

damages or losses which, as the term implies, do not involve the

whole ship or its cargo. Such losses are termed either " Particular

Average" or "General Average " losses. A Particular Average is

one arising from the perils of the sea, and which falls solely on the

owner of the goods involved, and for which he has no right of con-

tribution from others interested in the venture. A General Average
is the term employed to indicate the common contribution made by

all parties in a venture, in cases where losses have been sustained

owing to the necessary sacrifice of a portion of the cargo or of the

ship's gear, in order to insure the s ifety of the ship and the remainder

of the cargo. In order to claim justification, the sacrifice involved

must have been essential to the avoidance of a tutal loss. In

arriving at the contributions due under General Average, the loss

incurred is divided pro rata among all parties. Salvage charges

may also, in certain circumstances, be treated as partial losses.

Award.—See " Arbitration."

Bank Post Bills (B.P.B,).—Bank drafts, drawn by one office or

branch of the Bank of England upon another of its ofliees or

branches, usually payable at 7 or (JO days after sight. They form a

convenient method of remitting money from one part of the comitry

to another, and are issued to any person without charge. Tiieir

use has to a great extent been superseded in modern times by the

introduction of the cheque system of making payments, and by the

employment of bank drafts, issued by the numerous large joint

stock banks.

Bank Rate.—See " Bank Return."
Bank Reserve.—See " Bank Return."

P P 2
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Bank Return.—The statement of its financial position published

by the Bank of England on Thursday in each week pursuant to the
Act of Parliament, 7 and 8 Victoria, cap. 32 (Bank Charter Act).

The Return is in the form of a twofold balance sheet, corresponding
to the statutory twofold division of the Bank's business. After the
passing of the Bank Charter Act the Bank was divided into two
departments, viz. the Issue Department (for the issue of notes and
the custody of the assets held against them) and the Banking De-
partment (conducting a general banking business). The Issue
Department may onl}^ issue notes against the British Government
Deist and similar securities to the extent of slightly over £18,000,000.
Against any notes issued in excess of this sum, gold (either in the
form of coin or bullion) must be held. The Issue Department is thus
in theory automatic. The Banking Department conducts its busi-

ness just as any other bank does, and holds its cash balance against
its liabilities to depositors, partly in the form of coin, and partly

BANK OF ENGLAND
AN ACCOUNT pursuant to the Act 7 and 8 Vict. cap. 32, for the

Week ending on Wednesday, the 28th day of July, 1909.

Issue Department

Notes Issued. 56,17(3,040

£56,176,040

Government Debt 11,015,100
Otlier Securities 7,4.S4,900

Gold Coin and Bullion 37,726,040
Silver Bullion —

£56,176,040

Dated the 29t7i day of July, 1909.

J. G. Nairne, Chief Cashier.

Banking Department

£
Proprietois' Capital 14,553,000
Rest 3,396,331
Public Deposits (including
Exchequer, Savings
Banks, Commissioners of

National Debt, and Divi-

dend Accounts) 8,524,857

Other Deposits 45,744,306
Seven Day and other Bills... 23,643

£72,242,137

£
Governnient Securities 15,365,672
Other Secuiilies 29,019,076
Notes 26,327,760
Gold and Sdver Coin 1,529,629

£72,242,137

Bated the 29th day of July, 1909.

J. G. Nairne, Chief Cashier.

in the form of notes issued by the other department of the Bank,
i. e. the Issue Department. The Banking Department depositors

are, in the main, the great joint stock banks of the Kingdom, and
upon the Bank's ability to pay them their deposits depends to a great

extent their ability to satisfy their own depositors throughout the
length and breadth of the country. The periodical variations in the
proportion of cash held by the Bank as against deposits are thus
followed with the greatest interest by the banking community, and
all financial interests connected therewith. A form of "Bank
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return " is annexed. In normal times the upper portion (the Issue

Department's return) can be disregarded, as the department whose
position it emljodies is purely automatic in its action. The lower
half (the Banking Department's Return) is the section around which
the chief interest centres. In tlie Return illustrated the liability to

depositors amounts to slightly over £54,000,000, against which
liability notes and coin are held to the amount of over £27,000,000.
The ratio of cash held (the "Bank Reserve ") to deposits is thus over
50 per cent , wliich is a high percentage. As this ratio of cash to

deposits falls, the Bank of England, in self-defence, raises the rate of

interest (the "Bank rate") cliarged by it for discounts and loans,

and the other banks follow its example, either from choice or
necessity. Similarly-, when its ratio of cash to deposits is high the
Bank rate falls, and loanable capital throughout the country becomes
cheaper. The position of the "Bank rate," the "Bank Returns,"
and the "Bank reserve" is thus of vital importance to the mercantile
community, in consequence of the fact tliat the operations of modern
connnerce are conducted to so large an extent upon borrowed capital.

Banker's Drafts (Bank Drafts).—Bills of Exchange drawn by one
banker upon another. They are used in commerce as a means of

remittance, especially for the remittance of money from one country
to another. Almo.st any bank will sell, either to its customers or
tiie public, a draft drawn on anj' place in the U.K. or abroad, and
the draft may be made payable to the person obtaining it, or to any
other person designated by him. For inland Banker's Drafts a
commission is sometimes charged, but in the case of foreign or
colonial Bank Drafts the drawing banker's remuneration usiuilly

takes the form of a small difference obtained by him in the rate of

exchange ; or the interest obtained by him for the time the money
remains in his hands.

Bill of Lading (B/L).—See page 196.

Bill of Sale (B/S).—A document transferring personal property
from one person to anothei'—commonly given as security for a loan.

When a Bill of Sale is given as security for a loan tlie latter must not
be less than £30, the Bill of Sale must be in a prescribed form and
must be registered at a prescribed public office. The goods remain
in the possession of the borrower until he fails to comply with the
terms upon which his loan Avas contracted, and the lender can then
seize and sell the goods.

Bills of Exchange (B/E).~See Chap. XII, page 190.

Board.—A tei'ni applied to executive officers acting collectively,
'-. g. the " Board of Directors " of a Limited Company.
Board of Trade.—A (government department (established in 1G56)

entrusted with the supervision of all matters relating to trade,
navigation, and railways. The Board, as a Board, exists but never
meets, all business being transacted by the President (who is

ordinarily a Cabinet Minister), or through the Secretaries (who are
civil servants).

Bond.—In English law a document under seal, the giver of which
"binds" himself to pay a specified sum of money on special con-
ditions, or at a gi\en date, cither to a prescribed person or to bearer.
Most foreign governments, many British, foreign, and colonial cor-
porations, and railway companies, issue " Bonds " to secure advances
made to them, or loans publicly issued by them. In the U.S.,
railway' loans which would in England 1)C co\'eiod by "debentures"
are covered by " Bonds t(j bearer," issued usually for $1,000 each.
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These Bonds are largely held by insurance companies and private
investors in this country, and are frequently secured by a charge
upon the railwaJ^ The term "Gold Bond" is commonly applied
to such Bonds as are payable in gold, and not in paper money
or silver. In the case of dutiable goods imported into this country
and warehoused, the importers frequently give to the Government
a Bond or undertaking to pay the duty when the goods are removed
from the warehouse specified. Such a warehouse, though it may
be privately owned, comes within the supervision of the customs
authorities, and is termed a "Bonded Warehouse," and the goods
stored within it are termed " Goods in Bond."

Bonus.—An additional and occasional dividend arising out of

unusual profits paid to the shareholders of a public company. A
special present or additional remuneration given to an employee,
usually in the form of a percentage on results. A share of the
profits earned by a life insurance company allocated to such of its

life polic}' holders as hold policies entitling them to share in the
profits so realized.

Book Debts.—The amounts outstanding at a given date, and owing
to the trader, in whose books they appear, by the persons with
whom he has traded.

Bottomry—Bottomry Bond.—A special form of charge given bj' the
owner or captain of a vessel upon the vessel itself in return for

moiie}' lent. " Bottomrj' " is a corruption of the word "bottom,"
or keel of the ship, which part of the vessel is taken to imply the
whole. In case of money borrowed on Bottomry the principal is

not repayable if the ship be lost, but is repayable with any agreed
interest upon the safe termination of the voyage. Bottomry Bonds
and Respondentia Bonds {i. e. bonds secured on the carcio instead of

the luM of a ship) have, through the extension of telegraphic
facilities, fallen into disuse.

Brokers.—See '

' Jobbers.

"

Bullion.—Gold and silver in practically an}' form when of the
standard fineness accepted by the mints of the civilized world.

Gold will be minted into coin free of charge by the British Mint,
but the privilege is rarely taken advantage of, although the Mint
price of standard gold is £3 lis. \Ohd. per ounce as compared with
the Bank of England rate of £3 17s. ^d. The uncertainty of the
time the coinage M'ill occupy tends to induce holders of Bullion

to dispose of it to the Bank of England at the lower rate, rather

than take it to the Mint to be coined.

Cash Credit.—An undertaking whereby a bank permits a customer
to overdraw his current account up to a specified sum. Cash credits

are not commonly used in London, loans of round sums for specified

periods taking their place. In granting a Cash Credit the bank
usually requires from its customer some kind of security to

cover, wholly or in part, the overdraft granted ; the security may
take the form of a deposit of bonds, title deeds or other realizable

property, or the banker may accept the customer's personal bond
with sureties, the latter guaranteeing to the bank full payment of

its claims under the Cash Credit.

Certificate.—A written declaration testifying to the truth of some
particular matter or fact. Share Certificate.—A Certificate under the
seal of a company stating the ownership of shares in the company.
Chambers of Commercf.—Associations of merchants formed for the

purpose of promoting commerce generally.
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Charter Party.—A lease of a ship, or a part of a ship, for the con-

veyance of goods for a definite time, or for a specified voyage or

voyages.

Chattels.—A legal term for "goods."
Choses in Action.—A legal expression denoting certain forms of

incorporeal property, c. g. debts and shares in joint stock

companies.
Circular Note.—A document issued by a banker to a customer

going abroad. Circular Notes are usually issued for round suras,

e. g. £10, and can be cashed by the party holding them at any of

the foreign correspondents of the issuing bank, as if they were bank
notes.

Circulating Assets.—Another term for "floating" assets, i.e. the

assets held by a concern for the purpose of being converted into

money, as opposed to those which are held for permanent use

("fixed"' assets).

Clearing, Clearing House.—The word "Clearing" is applied to

the process whereby', as among a coterie of persons having a multi-

tude of claims the one against the other, the claims due between the

members as a whole are offset one against another, and only the

differences or "balances" found to be due between the various

parties are paid or received. Such a process results in economy of

currency as well as economy of time and labour. Bankers' Clearing

Houses (for the adjustment of the totals of the cheques held by one
bank on another) exist in London, and several large provincial towns.
The London Clearing House is the most important of these institu-

tions, and consists of three divisions, viz. the "Town" clearing (for

cheques drawn upon certain great city banks), the " Metropolitan "

clearing, for cheques payable in the metropolis, outside the limits of

the "Town" clearing, and the "Country" clearing, for cheques
drawn on the provinces. Every banic treats itself as the debtor of

the Clearing House for all its own cheques presented for payment
through the Clearing House, and as the creditor of the Clearing
House for all cheques on other Clearing bankers held by it, and
either pays to, or receives from, the Clearing House the difference

between the two in the form of a single cheque on the Bank of

England which acts as Banker to the Clearing House and its members.
Railway Clearing Houses exist for the adjustment of transactions

which have in\olved the use of two or more companies' systems.

A Stock Exchange Clearing exists on the London Stock Exchange to

facilitate the prompt settlement of dealings in certain securities

widely dealt in.

Codicil.—A supplement to a will. It requires execution by the
maker of the will with all the formalities which are necessary in

the case of a will.

Collateral Security. —Any security deposited to cover, collaterally,

a debt due upon another agreement or security (the " principal
"

security) ;
''. g. stocks or shares may bo deposited as Collateral

Security for loans obtained from a banker, or to cover an overdraft
in a banking account.

Commercial Credit.—An undertaking whereby a bank doing a
foreign business engages to accept on behalf of an importer docu-
mentary bills drawn upon it by the relative exporter for the cost of

the shipment. The bank, in such a case, holds tlie documents of

title to tiie goods as security, as against the importer upon whose
behalf it has accepted the bills, for the amounts of the acceptances.
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Commission (Com.)-—Agents and brokers are usually remunerated

by means of a percentage (called a commission) upon the funds
passing through their hands, r. g. Jth per cent, commission is usually
charged by a stockbi'oker for purchasing Consols for a client.

Committee.—A body of persons appointed by a larger body of

persons to transact some particular business in which all the persons
are interested.

Company.—An association of persons for trading or professional
purposes. (See Chap. XVI on joint stock companies.)

Compensating Errors.—Errors in a set of books which do not pre-
vent the agreement of the trial balance—one error, or set of errors, in

one direction being equalized and offset by other errors in a contrary
direction. E. g. if the debit side of the Cash Book be added £10 in

excess of the correct amount, and the Sales Book be added in-

correctly likewise £10 in excess of the true amount, these two errors
offset one another, and the tibial balance " agrees " notwithstanding
their existence.

Composition.—An arrangement between a debtor and his creditors
whereby the latter accept in full settlement of his debts lesser sums
than are actually owing. (See Chap. XX, " Bankruptcy.")

Consideration.—Some bemfit accruing to one party to a given
contract or agreement, or some loss or detriment suffered by the
other party ; in other words, the price or subject-matter of a
bargain. In the case of an agreement under h ind (see " Agreement ")

Consideration is necessary, otherMise the agreement is void, and
sentiment, e. g. gratitude, is not legallj' a valualile Consideration
capable of supporting a contract under hand based upon it. In the
case of a Deed [i. e. an agreement " under seal ") no Consideration
is necessar\'.

Consols.—An abbreviation of the word " consolidated." The
various issues of the debts of the Government h.ive, from time to
time, been merged into one mass, and the "Consolidated Stock" (as

the result of the merger is termed) forms, at the present da}-, the
bulk of the indebtedness of the Britisli Government. The name
"Consols" is applied in common parlance to the U.K. 2| per cent.

Consolidated Stock. The word "consolidated "often appears as
forming a part of the names of stocks,' and usually indicates that
some merger has been effected in the past. E. g. London County
Conlblidated 3 percent. Stock, Xorth-Eastern Railway Consolidated
Stock (the name " Xorth-Eastern Consols" is frequently applied to
the latter).

Consul.—A commercial representative of a nation appointed by
the Government and stationed in the territory of another nation
chiefly for the purpose of protecting the commercial interests of the
coimtry that he represents.

Contingent Liability.—A liability which will only come into
definite existence upon the happening of a specified event, e. g. the
liability of an indorser on a bill of exchange, which only commences
upon the dishonour of the bill by the acceptor. Contingent Liabili-
ties are most suitably stated in a balance sheet in the form of a
memorandum, or footnote.

Contract.—An agreement enforceable at Law. (See " Agreement.")
Contract Note indicates comnierciallj' a memorandum of a sale

effected for a principal by a hroker, e. g. a stockbroker.
Coupon.— A detachable warrant for each payment of interest

falling due upon a bond or debenture to bearer. Coupons are
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attached to such bonds in slieets, much in the form of a sheet of

postage stamps, a dated coupon being given for each payment faUing

due. As their diie dates arrive coupons are cut off from the sheet,

and are presented to the appropriate bank or office for encashment.
Many sheets of coupons only extend for a given number of years, a
larger detachable coupon called a "Talon" being attached as a
voucher for a fresli supply of coupons Avhen those attached have all

expired. Coupons may be paid into the bank of the investor for

collection. The receiving bankers collect and credit their customers
vi'ith the amounts due (less tax) in the ordinary course.

Credit Note is a statement (frequently in red ink) sent to a person
from whom "returns" have been received, or to whom an "allow-
ance" has been made. The Credit Note sets out brief particulars of

the transaction, and the amount at which it is being passed to

the credit of the recipient of the note.

Currency is the medium of exchange eniplo3'ed for business pur-

poses. Cold and silver have now been universally adopted as the

circulating medium. Tiie greatly increased volume of modern trading
operatiotis has had the effect of creating a paper currency in the

form of che<]ues, bills, etc. In Great Britain the gold coinage is

intrinsically worth its face value. The silver and bronze coins in

circulation are "token" money, and are not intrinsically worth
their face value.

d/d = days after date.

d/s = days after sight.

Debenture.— See Chap. XVI.
Debit Note.—A memorandum of indebtedness sent by a creditor to

his debtor.

Deed.—An instrument in writing on parchment or paper, signed,

sealed, and delivered by the maker of it. It is the most fonnal type
of instnunent known to English law, and needs no consideration to

make it valid.

Deed of Arrangement.—See under " Arrangement, Deed of."

Demurrage.—Allowances by shippers or railway companies in

case of the over-detention of goods entrusted to them for conve}'-

ance. The charge is usually upon a daily basis. Legal holidays and
Sundays are not included in the demurrage charge.

Depreciation.— See " Amortization.''

Dis. = Discount.

Distress.— Distress is the power to enforce the payment of a debt
;

such power is granted by the Common Law of England and is

effected by the seizure of goods. The most common event in

which the power of Distress is resorted to is the collection, by this

means, of arrears of rent by a landlord from his tenant.

Dividend.—Etymologieally "something to be divided"; in com-
mercial practice the term indicates the sum or sums distributable
among the sliaie or stockholders of a public companj'. Ex Divi-
dend and Cum Dividend are terms employed on the Stock Exchange
to convey, in the former case, that the quoted price of the security
in question docs not include the next dividend, and in the latter
case that such price does include such dividend.

Dividend Warrant.—A species of cheque issued by or for a
dividend paying company', whereby its members obtain their divi-

dends.

Dock Warrant.—A document issued by the authorities of a doc-k

certifying that certain goods, specified therein, are in the custody
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of the dock for and on behalf of the party in whose name the
Warrant is drawn. Dock Warrants are, as a rule, transferable by
endorsement, and need a iid. stamp. When such goods are witli-

drawn from the dock a Delivery Order is signed by the proprietor of

the goods instructing the dock authorities to deliver to the bearer
of the order the goods, or a portion of them, specified in the Dock
Warrant. A Deck Warrant is thus a document of title.

Dormant Partner.—A partner in a firm whose name does not
appear in the title or style of the firm, and who takes no active
part in the conduct of its business, but who possesses capital in the
concern, takes a share of the profits, and bears all the liabilities

incidental to the position of a partner.

E. & 0. E. is the contraction of the words " Errors and Omissions
Excepted," which is still frequently to be found on invoices, etc.

The practice of appending these letters i^ a useless one, and of no
legal value whatever.

Endorsement, Endorsee, Endorser.—See Chap. XII.
Endowment Policy.—A policy of assurance granted upon a

person's life, the amount secured by which is payable to the assured
person upon his reaching a certain specified age ; or to his repre-

sentatives at his death should the assured die before attaining the
specified age. Premiums upon such policies are payable in some
cases for the term of the policy, and in others for a limited number
of years only. The policies may be entitled to a share in the
profits or be "non-profit sharing" according to the premium paid.

Entry.—A record of a transaction made in its appropriate place in

the appropriate book. The first Entry made in relation to any
given transaction in a Book of Account, is termed the '' oi'iginal"

Entry; subsequent Entries, arising from the "original" Entry, in

other Books of Account are termed ^^jwslcd" Entries, and the act of

making them is referred to as " postiny" the original Entries.

Entry, Port of, is a port at which exported goods may be un-
loaded, e. g. Boston is a Port of Entry for the U.S. Where protect-

ive tariffs are in force all imported goods must be landed at certain

ports where revenue officei's are stationed, and where the machinery
necessary for assessing the amount of the taritY exists.

Estate.—A quantity of property. In bankruptcy, and with refer-

ence to the property of a deceased person, the word "Estate" is

used to "signify the aggregate of the property in question."

Estate Duty.—A Duty payable to the Government upon the death
of any person leaving property to the value of over £100. It is pay-
able upon the aggregate of the estate at a rate per cent, calculated

according to a scale varying with the total amount of the deceased's

estate.

Ex. = Exchange. Also " out of,"e. g. ex s.s. Lucania.
Exchequer Bills.—Bills issued by the Treasury to raise money for

temporary purposes. Exchequer Bills form part of the floating or
unfunded debt of the nation. Their price fluctuates with the
national credit.

Exchequer Bonds.—Bonds issued by the Treasury for a definite

period, to raise money for the same purpose as that for which
Exchequer Bills are issued.

Excise Duties.—Duties placed upon specified articles (chiefly

alcoholic lii^uors) produced and consumed at home.
Execution.—The seizure of goods owned by a person against

whom a judgment has been given in a civil court, for the purpose
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of satisfying the amount of the judgment by the proceeds of their

sale.

Executor.—A person appointed by a testator in his will to carry
out the instructions contained in the will. (See "Administrator.")

Factor.—A mercantile agent entrusted with the custody and
control of goods belonging to his principal.

Firm.—A partnership. (See Chap. XV.)
Fixed Assets, or Fixed Capital.—Properties acquired or con-

structed with the expectation of earning profits by their use.

(See Chap. XX.)
Fixed Charges.—Expenditure recurring constantly in periodical

accounts. E. g. Rent, Rates, Taxes, and Interest on Mortgages.
Floating Assets, or Floating Capital.—The assets of a trader

which are continually being transformed into cash. Cash itself

is a Floating Asset. (See Chap. XX.)
Floating Charge.—A charge given by a company upon its property

whereunder the company retains possession of the property charged,
and may deal with it in the ordinary course of business until the
company makes some default [c. g. fails to pay the interest upon
the debentures conferring the Floating Charge), whereupon the
charge " cr3'stallizes," and attaches to the property in whatever
form it may then be. Upon the "crystallization" of the charge
the company may no longer deal with the propertj'.

F. 0. B.—Free on board. Goods bought to be placed on board a
ship " F. O. B. " are not at the risk of the purchaser until actually

on board the ship. " F. 0. R." = free on rail.

Folio.—A sheet of paper folded so as to make two leaves ; in

book-keeping the two pages, bearing the same "page number,"
presented to view when the book is opened. Ledgers and Cash
Books, in which the ruling extends across the two pages open to

view, thus usually consist of a succession of "Folios"; a Journal
ruled according to the form given on page 73 does not usually

extend over the two pages open to view, but is repeated on each
of them; such a book consists of "pages," and each "page" is

num])ered separately.

Fraudulent Preference is legally defined as: " Every conveyance
or transfer of propertv, or charge made thereon, every payment
made or obligation incurred, and every judicial proceeding taken or

suffered, by any person unable to pay his debts as they become due,
from his own money in favour of any creditor or any person in trust

for any creditor with a vicio of giving such creditor a preference over
the other creditors, shall, if the per.son making, taking, paj'ing, or

suffering the same is adjudged a bankrujiL on a bankruptcy petition

presented within three montiis after the date of the making, taking,

paying, or suffering the same, be deemed fraudulent and void as

against the trustee in the bankruptcy." The most important
factor in deciding whether an}' given transaction was fraudulent
is the real intention of the baidirupt.

Freight. ^—The sum paid for chartering a ship or part of a ship, or

for transmission of goods in a general ship. Freight may be payable
eitlier in advance, on departure of the vessel, upon arrival, or at

other times as stated in the bills of lading.

Garnishee Order.—The method of execution by which a person
who, owing a debt to a person against whom a judgment has been
pronounced, is ordered by the Court oir the application of the party
in whose favour the judgment has been given not to pay such debt
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to the person to whom it is due, but to pay it to the judgment
creditor.

Gazette.—The London Gazette is tlie Government publication coii-

taining all the olBcial notices of the Crown or Government. All the

public notices necessarj^ under Bankruptcy or Liquidation proceedings

are advertised in the Gazette. Partnership notices should also be

advertised in the London Gazette. In Scotland and Ireland similar

notices appear in the Edinburgh Gazette and the Dnhlin Gazette

respectively (published Tuesdays and Fridays).

General Average.—The loss sustained from a sacrifice purposely

made in order to preserve a ship and its cargo (e. g. jettisoning

a cargo). The person who has sustained the loss is entitled to

recover a rateable contribution from all owners of cargo shipped in

the vessel, and from all interested parties, the loss having been
incurred for the benefit of all. (See also "Averages.")

Gilt-edged Securities.— Securities which are easily realizable and
in which the due payment of interest and principal, as and when
due, may be taken to be as safe as is humanly possible {e. g.

Consols).

Guarantee.—A promise by one person to answer for the debt,

default, or liabilitj- of another person. A Guarantee must be in

writing (Statute of Frauds), and must, unless under seal, be given

for valuable consideration, althougli tlie latter need not be stated in

the writing itself.

Guaranteed Stocks.— Stocks, the interest upon which is guaranteed

by some undertaking. Government or body other than the iinder-

taking by which it was originallj^ issued and which is i^rimarily

responsible. E. g. the 3% bonds of the Grand Trunk Pacific Railway
Company are " guaranteed " as to principal and interest by the

Canadian Government. Certain British railway companies have
issued a particular kind of preference stock, which they somewhat
erroneously designate " Guaranteed " Stock. Such "Guaranteed"
Stocks are not guai'anteed by any outside body in the generality

of cases, but are simply cumulative preference stocks, ranking before

the non-cumulative preference stocks and immediately after the

debentures.

Guard Book.—A book or cover wherein are preserved invoices,

receipts, or vouchers. The Book usually contains a number of

blank leaves to which the documents to be filed therein are attached

by means of gum or paste.

Hire-Purcliase Agreements.—Contracts whereby, upon the pay-

ment of a deposit, or a first instalment followed bj' the payment
of a series of subsequent instabnents of stated amount, the owner-

ship of certain goods passes from the seller of them to the payer of

the instalments. The goods are delivered by the seller to the hire-

purchaser upon payment of the first instalment by the latter, and
he tliereby obtains the opportunity of using tliem. The legal owner-
ship of the goods, liowever, remains vested in the seller until the

receipt by him of the last instahnent, the goods being, until that

time, " lent," in a legal sense, to the hire-purchaser. If the hire-

purchaser fails to meet au}^ particular instalment, the seller (or

lender) can resume possession of them. In the books of a manu-
facturer or seller of goods upon the "hire-purchase" system, the

goods disposed of in tiiis maimer should, for the period previous to

the receipt of the last instalment due upon tiiem, be treated as

"stock out on hire"—a separate Memorandum Ledger being kept
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for the accounts of the various hirers, as also a separate " Hire-
Purcliase Day Book." The totaJ of the inshdments tine from a lu rev

shouhl, at the outset, he debited in his account in this Memorandum
Ledger, hut the entry in the Sales Day Book for this department of
the business will be made upon the signature of the agreement at
the cost price of the goods. Tlie valuation of the amounts due from
the various debtors under Hire-Purchase Agreements will be made at
the end of any trading period as if they were stock in hand in the
department concerned, and the amount at whicii any particular
batch of goods lent out under an agreement of this nature will be
arrived at b\' deducting from the various personal accounts the un-
paid proportion of tlie cost. The total of tlie issues of stock in^der
Hire-Purchase Agreements for the trading period (as ascertained by
the Sales Day Book for this department of the business) will be
credited to the Trading Account, and debited to the "Stock out on
Hire-Purchase Account," in the General Ledger, to which account
will be credited all receipts from hirers throughout the period,
together with the value of the stock out on hire at the end of the
period, calculated upon the basis given in the preceding paragraph

—

the latter amount being brought down as a balance of stock on hand.
The "Stock out on Hire-Purchase" will then show a ditference,
representing the Profit or Loss upon hire-purchase trading generally

;

this difference must, in due course, be transferred to tiie Profit and
Loss Account.
A specimen of a "Stock out on Hire-Purchase" Ledger is

appended.

STOCK OUT ON HIRE-PURCHASE ACCOUNT
Dr. Cr.

1908.
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Wagons, it is necessary to ascertain how much of each instalment

represents interest, and how much payment for the intrinsic value

of the assets purchased. This course is necessarj', as it will be

obvious that the instalments comprise both revenue and capital

items. The question of depreciation will also need careful

adjustment.
Holding out.—A legal expression indicating the representation

by a person that he is a partner in a particular firm. A person who
"holds himself out" as being a partner in a specified firm is liable

as if he were a partner to any person giving credit to the firm in

question upon the strength of such representation.

Hypothecate.— To pledge or mortgage. Assets are said to be
" hypothecated " when a charge upon them is given to a creditor by
way of security.

Income.—1'he amount of money coming regularly to a person
eillier from property or in payment for services rendered.

Income and Expenditure Account.—Another name for a Profit and
Loss Account ; the term is frequently applied to the Profit and
Loss Accounts of non-trading institutions and charities.

Incorporation.—The creation of a legal body. The life of an in-

corporated body is deemed to be perpetual, except in so far as it

may be limited by the instrument of incorporation.

Increase of Capital.—A company may, subject to the regulations

contained in its articles of association, resolve that the limit of its

authorized capital shall be increased to any desired sum. Govern-
ment duty is payable upon the increase just as in the case of, and
at the same rate as, the original capital. If the articles of association

contain no powers authorizing an Increase of Capital, a " special"

resolution of the company is necessary to alter the articles in the
desired direction.

Indent.—A term somewhat loosely applied to orders from agents
or correspondents abroad.

Indenture.—A deed ; formerly a deed with serrated edges.

Infant.—Legally, a person under the age of twent}'-one years.

Inscribed Stocks.—Stocks, the holders and holdings of which are

inscribed {i. e. recorded) in the books of a specified registrar, no
separate certificate of ownership being issued to the proprietor.

The British Government Debt and many municipal corporation

and colonial borrowings exist in the form of inscribed stock. A
purchaser of inscribed stock receives a memorandum from the seller,

called a "Stock receipt," recording the receipt bj' him of the

purchase money ; the receipt, however, is of no value except as a

memorandum, and need not be produced when the purchaser sells

his holding. Transfers of such stocks from a seller to a purchaser
are made in person, or by an attorney, at the office of the registrar,

and not otherwise. A large number of stocks, including the British

Government Debt, are inscribed at the Bank of England. Stocks
which are thus inscribed are deemed to be less liable to fraudulent

conversion than where the ordinary methods of transfer obtain.

Insolvency.—Inability to pay one's debts. (See Chap. XX,
" Bankruptcy.")

Interest. —Interest is the compensation or "rent" paid b}' a
borrower for a loan of money. It may be regarded as consisting

of two portions, one the rent paid for the use of the loan, the

other as a premium (in the nature of an insurance premium)
for the risk of losing it. Money does not produce Interest of
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itself, but only when lent ; the Interest on capital credited to the
partners in a business out of the profits of that business is not
Interest in tlie true sense uf tlie Mord ; it is only termed Interest
upon tlie analogy of a loan and for financial reasons.

Interest on Capital during construction.—Although a coni})any

may, and indeed must, pay all interest becoming due to its various
loan or debenture creditors notwitiistanding the fact that its works
may still be in course of construction, and as j'ct earning no profits,

it may not ordinarily pay any interest or dividends to shareholders
except out of profits. With the special sanction of the Board of
Trade, and if provided for by its own constitution, a company may
pay interest to its shareholders during construction of its works or
equipment, but the permission to do so is commonly coupled with
various restrictions both as regard the rate of interest and the
period of its payment. (Covipanies (Consolidation) Ad, 1908, sec. 9].)

Interim Dividends.—Dividends declared at some intermediate
date during a financial period, and provided either out of current
profits, or out of the profits brought forward from the preceding
period. In a joint stock company the power of declaring dividends
rests with the company in general meeting, but the articles of

association of the majority of companies authorize the directors of

the company to declare " interim dividends."

Inventory.—A list or catalogue of articles, c. g. of fixtures and
fittings.

Investment.—Property acquired by a capitalist for the sake of the
income derived from it, and as a repository for funds owned by
the purchaser. The income yielded comes to the capitalist in the
form of interest, or as a share of profits earned by the employment
of his money, and he is usually not an active participator either in

its supervision or its production. Land, buildings, leases, loans
upon mortgage, and ground rents are types of Investments relating
to real property [i. c. to land) ; they were, prior to the institution

of national debts and joint stock companies, the principal form of

Investment ; in this country, however, their vogue, as Investments,
is not so great as it was, owing to the industrial revolution and its

accompanying migration of the bulk of the population into the
large towns. What are known as " Stock Exchange" Investments
form, now-a-days, the type of Investment to whicli the word is most
commonly applied. The securities dealt in on the Stock Exchange
are the obligations or indebtedness in various forms of almost every
civilized countr}', whether as national, municipal, provincial, or
State debts, and the borrowings and the transferable shares of the
innumerable British, foreign and colonial joint stock companies at
present existing. As regards form, Stock Exchange Investments
are of three types, viz. {a) To Bearer, transfer being effected by
means of the simple delivery of the document, {h) Registered, the
security being registered in the name of the holder for the time
being, and a certificate of ownership being issued to him. Transfers
are effected by written documents, (c) Inscribed. The character-
istics of this class of security are similar to those of Registereil
Securities, except that the holder receives no certificate of
ownership. (See " Inscribed Stocks.") It is impossible within
the compass of these notes to discuss the question of In-
vestments exhaustivelj' ; the following brief considerations may,
however, be submitted for consideration. 1. That Investments can-
not be obtained producing a high rate of interest without an
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accoinpanj'ing element of risk, the higher the yield tlie greater, as a
rule, the risk. 2. That at the present time an investor who jiur-

chases stocks yielding over 4 per cent, per annum must, as a general

rule, be prepared to face some degree of insecurity as regards the
principal invested. 3. That, as between any two stated securities,

one of which yields a higher return than the other, the increased
return obtainable from the one security is usually, as compared
with the other security, disproportionate to the additional risk

involved. For the protection of trustees holding or investing money
on behalf of other persons, the Trustee Act, 1893, states that
trustees ma}', unless specially forbidden by the Trust Deed, invest

money in the following secui'ities, and if so doing they are not to

be held responsible for any loss that may be sustained. Thej^ niay
also from time to time vary any such investments.

TRUSTEE ACT, 1893 (Section I).

(a) Government Securities, Public Funds, or Parliamentary Stocks
of the U.K.. (b) On real or heritable securities in the U.K.,
(d) Indian Government Securities, and (c) Securities the
interest of which is guaranteed by Paiiiament.

(f) Bank of England and Bank of Ireland Stocks.

(/) Meti'opolitan F>oard of Works Stock, London County Council
Stock, and Metroj^olitan Police District Debenture Stock.

(y) Debenture, rent charge, guaranteed or preference stocks
of any railway in the United Kingdom, if the dividend
for the last ten years has been not less than 3 per cent,

per annum on the ordiuar}' stock.

(7i) Stock of any railway or canal company, leased for not less

than 200 years at a fixed rent to any railway company
under {g).

[i) Debenture stock of any Indian railway, the interest on
which is paid or guaranteed, or (^-) other stock on which
a fixed or minimum dividend in sterling is guarantceil

by the Indian Government, or upon the capital of which
the interest is so guaranteed,

{j)
" B " Annuities of the Eastern Bengal, East Indian, and

Scinde, Punjaub and Delhi railways, and any like

annuities, chai-ged on the revenue of India, also in

"D" Deferred Annuities and "C" Annuities of the

East Indian Railway.
{I) Debenture, guaranteed, or preference stock of any in-

corporated water company' in (ireat Britain which has
for the last ten years paid a dividend of not less than
5 per cent, on its ordinary stock.

(m) Municipal stocks of towns of over 50,000 inhabitants or

County Council stocks issued under Act of Parliament
or provisional order.

[ii] Water trust stocks of towns or compulsory districts of

over 50,000 inhabitants where assessment for each of

the last ten years has not exceeded SO per cent, of the

amount authorized.

(o) Stocks autliorized for investment of funds under the control

of High Courts of Justice.

Section 2 sub-section (1) permits the purchase at a premium of

redeemable stocks, but sub-section (2) prohibits investment in those
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stocks otherwise available under sub-sections ((/), (i), (k), (I) and {m)

of section 1 wIulIi are liable to redemption at par or otlier lixed rate

within 15 years of the date of purchase, or which stand at a

premium exceeding 15 per cent, above the redemption value.

COLONIAL STOCK ACT, 1900.

Section 2 of this Act permits a trustee empowered under the

Trustee Act, 1893, or the Trusts (Scotland) Amendment Act,

1884, to invest in any colonial stock registered in the United

Kingdom in accordance with the provisions of the Colonial

Stock Acts, 1877 and Ls02, as amended by this Act, provided such

stocks have been notified in the London and Edinburgh Ga-^dtcft as

having been approved by the Treasury, subject to the restrictions

contained in section 2 sub-section (2) of the Trustee Act, 1893.

For any further information about Investments the author

would direct the attention of the student to the first part of A
Plain Guide to Inredment and Finance, by T. E. Young, B.A.,

where the whole subject is treated in an able and convincing manner.

Invoice.—A written statement rendered by a person parting with

goods by sale or consignment to another person, giving the quanti-

ties, prices, and nature of the goods in question. A pro forma-

invoice is for reference only, and is emplo\ed (1) when goods are

sent out " on approbation," (2) for use in the case of consignments

abroad, (3) when dealing with the Customs authorities.

Invoice Book.—A record of invoices. The name is applied some-

what loosely to all of the three following kinds of books: 1. The
Purchases Journal. 2. The guard book containing the original

invoices received in respect of purchases of goods. 3. The press

copies of " sales " invoices.

I II.—The recognized contraction for " I owe you." A written

acknowledgment of a debt, containing no specified date for repay-

ment, irsually given as a voucher for, or evidence of, a temporary

loan for a small amount. The following is the common form

—

To Mr. 0. Harris,
I U

Ten pounds.
Robert James.

Aug%ist 13, 1909.

An I U as above recjuires no stamp. The name of the creditor

need not appear on the document. Any specification of a due date

added to the above form would convert it into a promissory note,

and would" render it inadmissible as evidence unless stamped in the

ordinary way. An I U is not a negotiable instrument.

Jettison.—The act of throwing overboard cargo or gear for the

purpose of lightening the ship when in peril. (See "General
Average.")

Jobbers, stock jobbers, dealers or merchants in stocks and shares

on their own account. Brokers are agents appointed by their clients

to deal in stocks for them ; a broker, who isa memlier of the London
Stock Exchange, upon receiving an order from a client to purchase
stock buys it from a .loljber and not from another broker.

Joint and Several Liability.—If two persons are jointly lialde for

any particular debt or obligation, a plaintiff ol)taining judgment
against any of them for the debt is precluded from subsequent
action against those not sued by him at the time. In tlie case of a

Q Q
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several liability all persons liable may be sued individually and
in succession. A liability which is joint and several permits of

action being taken against all or any of the joint debtors together or

one after another, and a judgment obtained against one or more of

them does not bar subseqiient proceedings against the remainder.
The liability of partners is a "joint" one, but they are severally

liable for certain matters specified in the Partnership Act. E. g.

the misapplication of customers' or clients' funds for the firm's

benefit.

Judgment —The decision of a competent court of law.

Latin Monetary Union.—^A convention formed in 1865 between
Belgium, Fi-ance, Italy and Switzerland in order to maintain tlie

"double standard," under which gold and silver rank equally in

commercial transactions. Greece subsequently joined the union.

Lease.—A grant of property for life, or for a term of years, or

from year to year from the owner of property (the lessor) to another
person (the lessee). The consideration is sometimes a yearly or other

periodical rent, and sometimes a lump sum paid at the commence-
ment ; if the latter, the payment (the premium, as it is called) must
be written off in the lessee's books over the period of time for which
the lease has been granted.

Legacy.—A gift of personal estate by will. Legacies are of three

kinds : (1) Specific (of a definite article), (2) General (a sum of money
payable out of the general estate), and (3) Demonstrative (payable

primarily out of a specific fund, or, on thelatter's failure, out of the

general estate). Goveriniient duty is payable upon all legacies.

The duty is calculateel according to a scale of duties imposed
according to the nearness of the relationship between the testator

and the beneficiary. If the estate is insufficient to pay in full the
legacies bequeathed by the will, the legacies are subject to abatement,
?. e. they rank pro rata for a proportionately smaller sum.
Legal Tender.—The duly autliorized medium of excliange. Gold

and silver are now practically universally adopted as the medium of

exchange. In Great Britain Gold is "legal tender" up to any
amount, Silver up to 40s., and Bronze up to Is. " Bank of England
notes are legal tender for all sums for £5 and over, except at and
by the Bank of England and its Branches. Bank of England notes

are not legal tender in Scotland and Ireland. The money must be
tendered unconditionally, and must be actually produced when the

offer of payment is made. The person to whom legal tender is

offered cannot be compelled to give change.

Letter of Credit = L/C—is a request from a banker to his agent or

correspondent abroad authorizing him to honour the drafts of the

party who is named in the letter of credit, and undertaking to dulj'

meet such drafts when presented.

Liability.—An obligation. The debts of a company or trader are

referred to as tlie "Liabilities" of the business or person. (See

"Contingent Liabilit^^")

Lien.—The right possessed l)y a person who has the possession of

another person's goods or property to retain them if the owner is

indebted to him ; e. g. a, solicitor has a " Lien " upon a client's docu-
ments for the amount of any costs that may be due to him. A
particular Lien is one whicli attaches only to some specific article

;

whereas a general Lien covers general debts against which property
is held V)y way of security.

* Farthings uii to 6rf.
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Life Assurance.—A contract whereby, in consideration of a series

of periodical payments termed praniuvis, made by, or on behalf of,

a person (whose life is "assured") to another person termed the

"insurer." The latter undertakes to pay on the death of the

"assured" a certain sum to the person entitled to it under the

contract.

Limitation of Actions.—Under the various "Statutes of Limita-

tions " persons entitled to enforce any claims against other persons

by way of legal action must bring their actions within specified

periods of time, otherwise they lose their rights. For contracts

made verbally, or in writing under hand, and riglits arising out of

them, a period of six years from the time ^^ hen the right of action

first arose is allowed, "during ^\hich a suit in regard to them may be

commenced. In the case of instruments or contracts under seal, a

period of twenty years is allowed from the time when the right of

action first arose, and a period of twelve years is prescribed for

certain sums payable out of or charged upon land.

Limited Company.—A company formed under the Companies {Con-

solidaton) Act, 19U8, the members of which enjoy limited liability,

their liability being limited to (1) the amount unpaid on any shares

taken by them ("companies limited by shares"); or (2) to the

amount they have agreed to contribute in the event of the company
being wound up ("companj^ limited by guarantee"). (See Chap.

XV^I, ".Joint Stock Companies.")

Liquid Assets. —Cash, and such assets as can be readily converted

into cash.

Liquidator.—A person appointed to wind up or "liquidate" the

affairs of a company by converting all its property into ready

money, paying otf all tlie creditors, and returning any surplus to

the members of the company.
Lloyds.—An association of independent insurers originally located

at Lloyd's Cofi'ee House. The insurances effected were formerly

almost entirely confined to insurances on ships and their cargoes.

In modern times, however, the functions of " Lloyds " have

broadened, and risks of all kinds are frequently undertaken.

Lloyds Register of British Shipping is a complete and valuable

register of ships and their classification. Al denotes first-class

vessels ; 90 Al indicates vessels of lower class ; and 80 Al that of

the lowest class registered.

Lloyds Bonds.—A railway company may not borrow in excess

of the amount of the borrowing powers conferred upon it by Parlia-

ment ; it may, however, issue to contractors for work done a form

of bond or obligation which is very much the same thing as a deben-

ture, the conti'actoi'S being able to dispose of these bonds as if they

were debentures. Bonds of this natui'e are termed " Lloyds Bonds,"
from the name of the counsel who invented them.
Managing Director.—A Director to whom special powers and

duties in connection with the management of a company's busi-

ness have been delegated by the board. The general manage-
ment of the whole concern is frequently vested in the Managing
Director.

Manifest.—A detailed schedule, containing the distinctive marks
and numbers and the names of the consignors of all the goods com-
prising a ship's cargo. This document is prepared for delivery to

the Custom House authorities at the port of destination.

Marine Insurance.—A contract whereby a person having property

QQ 2
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exposed to the risks of transit by sea can secure himself against loss

by paying a premium to an insurer, who will compensate him for any
loss arising from the perils insured against, c. g. through shipwreck
and the consequent loss of the cargo of which the insured's property
forms a part. (See also " Averages."')

Memorandum of Association (of a company incorporated under
the Couvpanies {Consolidation) Act, 1908).—A document containing
certain prescribed provisions, signed by the original members of a
company at the date of its incorporation. It is registered with the
Registrar of Joint Stock Companies, and forms the fundamental
document upon the terms of whicli the company comes into exist-

ence. In the case of a company limited by shares the Memorandum
must contain— 1. The name of the Company, including the word
"limited" as the last word thereof. 2. The part of the U.K.
wherein the company's registered office is to be situated. 3. The
objects for which the company is incorporated. 4. A statement
that tlie liability of the members is limited. 5. A statement of the
authorized capital with which the company is registered. Clauses

1, 2, 4 and 5 are, in practice, moderateh' brief, but Clause 3 (known
as the "Objects" Clause) is commonly extremel}^ lengthy and
verbose. This is due to the fact that the company is legally

restricted more or less to the objects set out in its Memoi-andum,
and may not embark in matters not covered by it ; hence the

ingenuity of legal draftsmen usually includes in the objects clause

not only power to carry on the business for which the compan}'
is originally formed, but general powers to carry on almost every
imaginable class of business.

Mint par of Exchange.—A term used with reference to the com-
parison of the standard coins of two countries possessing different

systems of coinage to express the relative weights (and the resultant

relative values) of the precious metal contained in tlie two coins

compared. The Mint par of the gold currency of France, as con-

trasted with the gold currency of Great Britain, is approximately
25"222, i. e. a sovereign contains an amount of gold which would
realize 25 francs 22 centimes in France, or, in other words, 25,225

francs in gold currency, freshly minted, would contain an amount
of gold equal in value to that contained in a thousand newly-coined

sovereigns. The Mint par of Exchange between two countries is

the theoretical point about which the market value of drafts and
cable transfers on either country ought to range, due allowance

being made for a,i\\ question of interest involved, and in practice

this is, to a large extent, the case in normal circumstances.

Minute Book.—A l)ook, required by the C'o77ipnti.ies {Cousolidation)

Act, I9U8, to be kept by all companies within the purview of the

Act. The purpose of the book is to record all resolutions and
proceedings of general meetings of the companj", and all proceedings

of the directors or managers. The "minutes" (i. e. the record made
in this book) of each meeting are commonly signed either by the

chairman of that particular meeting, or by the chairman of the

next succeeding meeting, and if so signed they form legal evidence

of tlie proceedings tiiey purport to record.

Moiety (legal).—A half.

Money.—A term originally confined to coined metal, but now
applied generally to any currencj- used as the equivalent of coin

in commercial transactions. The work formerly done by coined

Mone}' is now largely accomplished by means of various credit
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instruments, sucli as cheques and bills. The functions of Money
are: 1. To supply a medium for the exchange of merchandise or

to recompense services rendered. 2. The common measure by

which the differing values of goods are estimated. 3. To furnish

a convenient method of expressing obligations, and a method of

storing values. 4. To supply a convenient means of transmitting

value from one place to another. Gold has now practically estab-

lished its position as the predominant standard of Money. Even in

those countries where two metals are employed to represent the

standard of value—a system known as Bimetallism—gold is accorded

the leading place. The connnercial area within which loanable

capital finds employment is termed the Money Market. The main
business of the market consists of the discounting of bills and the

granting of short loans (1 to 14 days). Money is said to be

"dear" or "cheap" according as the supply of it is scarce or

abundant, that is to say, when the amount of loanable capital avail-

able is plentiful Money is cheap and rice versa.

Mortgage.—A security for a debt created by means of a transfer

to a lender of the ownership of property owned by a borrower.

Such transfer secures to the lender the sum of money advanced,

together with (in the majority of cases) the interest falling due
thereon. As a genei'al rule the borrower remains in possession of

the property. Upon the fi;ll satisfaction of the total amount
due under the loan the interest of the lender (the "mortgagee") in

the property pledged to him comes to an end, and the fall owner-
ship reverts to the borrower who effected the pledge (the " mort-

gagor"). Re-transfer of the property pledged being an understood
proviso upon repayment of the debt in all cases. If, however,
the borrower fails to repay the loan and intei-est within a certain

period after it falls due, the lender becomes the owner of the
mortgaged property, and can sell it to reimburse himself for the

loan made by him. "First" Mortgages of land and buildings

are commonly reputed to be a safe form of investment in this

country, and ordinarily yield from 3^ to 5 per cent, interest per
annum, a rate which is appreciably higher than that obtainable

on Government Stocks; a "Second" Mortgage is the subsequent
Mortgage of property already subject to an existing (/. e.

"first" or "prior") Mortgage. It will be obvious that a second
Mortgage is not so desirable a form of investment as a first Mort-
gage, and the rate of interest payable by a borrower for a loan
secured in this manner is always appreciablj' higher than that paid
upon the first charge. Debentures commonly contain clauses

"mortgaging," for the benefit of the debenture holders, certain

property owned bj' the company which issues them : they are then
known as "Mortgage Debentures." A company incorporated
under the (Jompanies {(JovsoUdation) Art, 1908, must, if it creates

any Mortgages upon its property, or otherwise charges its assets,

keep a record of all such charges in a " Register of Mortgages,"
such Register being open for the inspection of members and
creditors.

Negotiable Instrument is a document, usually embodying an
acknowledgment of debt, capable of transfer by mere delivery.

Such documents change hands unaffected by any defect of title on
the part of the deliverer, if taken in exchange for value and in good
faith. Cheques, bills of exchange, circular notes, bank notes,

promissory notes, "bearer" scrip, and exchequer bills, furnish
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examples of Negotiable Instruments. The words, '

' Not negotiable,

"

are useless, from a legal point of view, except when employed in

connection with the crossing of a cheque.

Net (Latin, nitidus = clean).—In commerce the term expresses

the amount or quantity of money or merchandise after all deductions

have been made.
Par.—From the Latin word meaning "equal." In commercial

circles the word is employed to indicate the nominal or face value

of a security. Stocks quoted above the nominal value are said to

be above par, or conversely below par.

Pari Passu.—On an equal footing.

Patent (Patent Right).—An oiiicial document granting for a term
of years the exclusive right to the proceeds of an invention. These
rights are granted b}' the Crown to the inventor of a new manu-
facture or "new process." A patent right continues (subject to the

payment of certain fees) for fourteen j^ears from the date of the

grant ; there exists a power to grant to the patentee an extension of

his patent for a limited number of years in excess of the original

fourteen years, but this power is only exercised in exceptional cases.

Where patent rights form part of the assets of a trader or an under-

taking care must be taken to see that their original cost is written

off over the period for which tliey exist.

Pawn (or Pledge).—A transfer of movable property made by one
person (the pledgor) to another (the pledgee) in order to secure repay-

ment of an advance made bj' the pledgee to the pledgor, or to

secure the fulfilment or performance of some obligation to which
the pledgor is subject. The pledgee has the right of selling the

property pledged if the pledgor fails to fulfil his obligations at the

appointed time.

Payment for honour supra protest.—If a bill has been dishonoured

when presented for payment, and has subsequently been protested,

any person may intervene and pay it for the honour of any party

who may be liable upon the bill, or for the honour of the person for

whose account it is drawn. Such a payment is styled one "for
honour «(jw« protest."

Per cent.—By the hundred.

Percentage.—A sum or number signifying a ratio to " one hun-

dred." It is frequently convenient for purposes of comparison to

reduce to a common basis the various items contained in a given

financial or accounting statement, and the basis commonly taken

is usually "one hundred." In the case of a Trading and Profit

and Loss Account, it is customary, in reducing the accounts to a

percentage form for the purposes of comparison, to take the amount
of the sales or turnover as representing "one hundred," and to

work out the relation to the sales of all the other items contained

in the statement upon this basis. Every item thus becomes resolved

into its proportionate expression "per hundred pounds of sales,"

and it is frequently found that a statement expressed in this way
presents for purposes of comparison of cost a clearer view of the

results attained than a Profit and Loss Account containing the

actual figures. In some cases it may be preferable to take the cost

of the goods as the standard of comparison. In colliery accounts

the cost per ton of coal won is the basis usually taken.

Per Procuration (per pro) (By procuration).—The words per pro

are commonly appended to tlie signature of a duly authorized agent

when signing a document on behalf of his principal, the customary
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form being : i)cr 27ro * A. Brown f C. Davies J. The use of the
words per pro indicates that the agent has only a limited authority
to sign. The principal is not bound bj- the acts of his agent if the

agent exceeds the scope of his authority.

Personal Property.—One of the two great divisions into which
English law tlivides property, the other being that of " real pro-

peity." Real property includes freehold houses and lands, and
the law governing such property is, owing to legal conceptions
dating back almost to feudal times, different in many respects from
that governing the other class of propert3\ Personal property in-

cludes money, goods, leases, furniture, and other property of a

similar nature.

Plaintiff.—A person who takes legal action against another person
(the Defendant).
P/N = Promissory Note.

Policy.—A document expressing the obligation of an insurer to

bear or sustain tlie loss or the damage arising out of the risk under-

taken by him, or to pay a certain fixed sum upon the happening of a

specified event. Marine, Life, and Sinking Fund Policies may com-
monly be assigned, but Fire Insurance Policies are, as a general rule,

non-assignable. The annual or other periodical payment due under
the terms of a Policy of insurance is called the premium.

Poll.—An appeal to the whole of the members of a given body
of persons in order to ascertain the preponderance of opinion among
them upon any particular question. In the case of general meetings
of joint stock companies the opinion of the meeting is usually taken
by a show of hands ; but persons who may be dissatisfied with the

result of this method of voting may commonly demand that a " Poll

"

of all the members of the undertaking shall be taken. A demand for

a Poll must be in writing, and due notice should be given to the

shareholders of the date and place upon which the Poll will be held.

Post-dated Cheque.—A cheque drawn and signed upon a day
antecedent to the date inserted in it. Post-dated Cheques are

commonly given as acknowledgments for loans, between parties,

although their execution amounts to a breach of the stamp laws.

Postponed Creditors (Deferred Creditors).—In bankruptcy the

following creditors' claims are deferred or postponed until all other

creditors' claims have been satisfied : 1. The lender of money to the

bankrupt under a contract in writing to the effect that interest is to

be paid on the loan at a rate of interest varying with the profits, or

that a share of profits is payable to the lender in lieu of interest.

(The object of the contract m ivrUing is to afford proof that the

lender, although thus sharing in profits, is not a partner. ) 2. The
seller of the goodwill of a business to the bankrupt in consideration

of a share of profits. 3. Monej' entrusted by a wife to a husband
for the purpose of any business carried on by him.

Preferential Creditors.—In bankruptcy, and also in the winding
up of companies, the following creditors are entitled to payment of

their claims in priority to all other creditors, viz. 1. Rates and
taxes, subject to certain stipulations, for not exceeding one year.

2. Clerks' wacjes for not more than four months prior to receiving

order (or winding up), up to £50. 3. Workmen's wages, similarly,

for not more than two months, and not exceeding £25. 4. (In

bankruptcy only) Money held by the bankrupt, if an officer of a
Friendly Society, by virtue of his office. 5. (In bankruptcy only)

* Or ''p.p." t The principal. t The agent.
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The claim preferred by or for an articled clerk to the bankrupt in

regard to the unexpired portion of any premium paid by or for him
to the bankrupt.
Premium.—See "Policy."

Presentment for Acceptance.—The presentment of a bill for

acceptance to the party upon whom it is drawn. Where a bill is

payable "after sight" presentment is necessary in order to fix the
maturity of the instrument.

Press copy.—A copy of any document (written in copying ink),

obtained upon a sheet of tisstie paper by passing the document
itself and the tissue paper through the copying press. Most mer-
cantile documents of any importance, e. g. letters, invoices, etc., are

press copied ; cheques, bills, and documents drafted by lawyers are

not commonly press copied.

Primage (or Hat Money) is a gratuity payable to the master of a
ship in recognition of careful navigation, etc. The term and practice

are now, however, largelj' oat of use.

Private Company.—A limited liability company, formed under the
Companies (Consolidation) Act, 1908, which : 1. Cannot consist of

over 50 members. 2. Restricts the right to transfer its shares.

3. Is prohibited from making a public issue of its shares. Such a

company may consist of two or more members. (See Chap. XVI,
" Joint Stock Companies.")

Probate.—The official proof of a will. (See " Administration.")

Profit.—The sum obtained by the employment of capital in pro-

ductive enterprise after (1) paying all expenses of trading and
(2) making any necessary provision for replacing capital lost.

Profits prior to incorporation.—If a company, incorporated at a

given date, purchases a business as a going concern as from a date
prior to the date of its incorporation, the proportion of such profits

made prior to the date of incorporation are not profits available for

distribution as dividend to the shareholders. A company cannot
make profits prior to the date at which it comes into being, and any
such accrued profits thei'efore which have been bought by it should be
written off the purchase price of the goodwill, or placed to a capital

reserve account, or be otlierwise set aside in such a manner that

they do not subsequently become divided among the members of the
company.

Promoter.—A person who forms a joint stock company and
assists to launch it. Promotion is not a term of law but of btisiness,

and includes a number of operations such as framing the prospectus,

procuring the underwriting of the shares, and so on. A Promoter
stands in a fiduciary relationship to the company which he is

engaged in promoting, and may not derive profit out of the promo-
tion without disclosing it to independent representatives of the

company itself, and to the public (if the latter are asked to subscribe

capital). The question as to who are and who are not the Promoters
of any given company depends mainly upon the facts of each
case.

Prospectus.—The docitment issued by or on behalf of a company
appealing to the public to subscribe for its shares or debentures.

Various matters must legally be disclosed in a Prospectus in order
that a prospective applicant may know the nature of the concern in

which he is investing. (See Companies (Consolidation) Act, 1908,

sec. 81.)

Proxy.—A person appointed to vote at a meeting on behalf of
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another person who would have been entitled to vote if he had
been present. The instrument appointing a Proxy must ordinarily

be in writing. Voting by Proxy is only permissible if allowed by
the regulations of the body of whicli a meeting is to be held.

Quarter Days are as follows : England—March 25 (Lady Day),
June 24 (Midsummer), September 29 (Michaelmas), and December
25 (Christmas). Scotland—February 2 (Candlemas), May 15 (Whit-
sundaj'), August 1 (Lammas), and November 11 (Martinmas).
Quorum.—The minimum number of members of anj' given body

required to be present at any stated meeting or proceedings in order
that the acts done or to be done may be valid. The Quorum requisite

for members' and directors' meetings of bodies or companies is

usually prescribed by the regulations of the particular undertaking.
Rate of Exchange.—The price, in the money of one countrj', of

the money of another countrj'. In this countrj' the currencies of

other countries are quoted in one of two ways. 1. The price of a
unit of the foreign currency {e.g. one U.S. dollar) is quoted in

British currency [e.g. 49^ pence per U.S. dollar). 2. The number
of units of foreign currency are quoted which will be given in ex-
change for one pound sterling, e. g. " 25"22 francs " may be quoted
as the equivalent of £1. The currency of Germany and the
countries belonging to the Latin Union are C[Uoted on the London
money market at a rate which expresses the amount of foreign
currency obtainable for £1, e.g. 2040 German marks, 25'22 francs
(French, Belgian, or Swiss), 25 "40 Italian lire. The U.S. and
Canadian currencies, on the other hand, are quoted in both the
above ways, c. g. A^hd,. per dollar, or 4'88 dollars per £1. Russian
currency is quoted as so many pence per rouble {e. g. 24:\d. ) or so
man}' roubles for £10 (c. r/. 98'50). Dutch currency, and those of

Scandinavia and Denmark, are quoted at so many Dutch gulden or
Norwegian, Swedish, or Danish kroner to the £1.

Raw material.—The commodities obtained (frequently in bulk) in
an unadapted condition, for use in the manufacture of " finished"
articles.

Real "Estate" or "Property."—Lands, whether of freehold or
copyhold tenure, including the buildings thereon. (See "Personal
Property.")

Realized Profits.—Profits which have been converted into cash in

hand, or otherwise reduced to a tangible form. Example.-—If

investments appreciate in value over and above their original cost
the amount of such appreciation is an " unrealized" profit until the
investments are sold, when it becomes a "realized" profit. It is

usually unwise for a company to pay dividends out of unrealized
profits ; it is generallj- advisable to postpone the distribution of
profits of this nature until such time as they have been realized.

Rebate.—An allowance ; in banking an allowance of interest (or

discount) made to the party liable upon a bill previously discounted
with a banker, upon the payment of the bill before its maturity by
the party liable upon it.

Receipt.—See " Voucher."
Receiver —A person appointed by the Court in an action, or by

mortgagees in varioixs cases to take possession of property, either
for its preservation, or to collect the revenue arising from it.

Reconciliation Statement.—See Chapter IV, " The Cash Book."
Reconstruction.—A financial term expressing the reorganization or

Reconstruction of a joint stock company. A company frequently
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desires to obtain fresh funds from its members, but, owing to the

fact that the shares of the company are fully paid it is found to be
impossible to impose an assessment upon its members directly. In
such a case a Reconstruction usually ensues upon the following

lines : 1. That the existing company shall sell its undertaking to a

new company in exchange for a given number of partly paid-itp

shares in the new company, e. (j. £1 shares credited as lis. 6d. paid.

2. That such partly-paid-up shares in the new company shall be
distributed by the old company j);-o ?«/« among its members.
Members accepting these new shares in exchange for their holdings

in the old company naturally become liable to pay up the liability

on them {e. g. the 2s. 6rf. per share unpaid in the case of the £1
share credited as 17s. Qd. per share mentioned in the preceding
paragraph). 3. Members who are unwilling to pay the newly-
imposed liability can refuse to accept the shares, and can serve a

notice of dissent upon the company, requiring, either that the

scheme shall not proceed, or that their interest in the old company
shall be redeemed. In practice it usuall}' happens that the majority

of companies which are unsuccessful prior to their reconstruction are

equally unsuccessful afterwards ; the additional capital afforded by
a Reconstruction being usually inadequate. The right of " dissent

"

attaches indefeasibly to the holder of shares in a company which is

about to be reconstructed, but its product, in the way of the price

paid by the company to the dissentient for his interest is fre-

quently insignificant ; a farthing a share is not an uncommon price

in many cases.

Record Book.—The minute book kept by a trustee in bankruptcy
proceedings, or by the liquidator in a compulsory winding up of a

limited company.
Referee in Case of Need.—The drawer of a bill of exchange and

any indorser may insert thereon the name of a person who, if the

bill be dishonoured, will protect or pay it for the honour and on
behalf of the person inserting the referee's name. Such a person is

termed a " Referee in Case of Need."
Registered Office (of a company).—Every company incorporated

under the Companies {Consolidation) Act, 1908, is obliged to have a

"registered office," the situation of which must be notified to the

Registrar of Joint Stock Companies.
Remittance.—The sending of money ; also applied to the sum of

monej' which is sent or " remitted."

Reserve Liability.—A limited company may resolve that any por-

tion of the uncalled liability on its shares shall only be capable of

being called up in the event of the company being wound up. Such
" Reserved Liability " then becomes incapable of being dealt with or

mortgaged by the company during its life, and is preserved for the

benefit of the creditors generally in the event of the company being

subsequently wound up. Many leading banks have so resolved to

" reserve" portions of their uncalled capital, the amount of which
is usually proportionately large in comparison with the paid-up

capital.

Rupee.—The standard silver coin of British India. The Rupee
weighs 180 grains (165 gs. fine silver and 15 gs. of alloy). Tlie

present exchange value of the Rupee is Is. ^d., which is nearly

double its intrinsic value. The contraction Rx. is used to denote

10 Rupees, a "Lac " of Rupees = 100,000, and a " Crore " of Rupees
= 100 lacs. A Rupee consists of 16 annas, 64 pice, or 192 pie.
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Salvage.—Compensation to those who have by their exertions

saved a ship or cargo from maritime perils. The term is also used

to denote the things so " salved " or "saved."
Sample.—A small quantity of goods or articles submitted by a

seller to a possible or prospective purchaser in order that the latter

may have knowledge of the nature of the goods or articles olTered

for sale.

Sans Recours.—A phrase which the indorser of a bill may append
to his indorsement ; if added, it suffices to discharge the bill (t. c. to

make it negotiable), but if the bill is dishonoured the indorser

"Sans Recours" cannot be sued upon it personally as is the case

with an ordinarj' indorser.

Scrip.—A term used, often somewhat loosely, to denote certificates

representing investments. In Great Britain nearly all securities

are either inscribed or registered. In America and on the continent
" bearer " bonds and shares are almost universal. (See Chap. XVI,
"Joint Stock Companies.'')

Seal.—A company incorporated under the Companies {^Consolida-

tion) Ad, 1908, must possess a common Seal, and this is character-

istic of almost all incorporated companies. The common Seal is the

official signature of the company ; it is entrusted to the directors,

and when affixed to a document it is usually attested by the signa-

tures of the directors (or a prescribed number of them) present

when it was affixed. Two or three locks are usually affixed to the

Seal of a company, the key of one of which is retained by the

secretary of the company, and the others remain in the possession of

those directors who are detailed for the purpose. A d(joument sealed

and delivered by an individual is in law termed a " deed" ; it is the

highest form of written document known to English law. A docu-

ment to which a company s s,eBX is afKxed usually amounts in law to a

deed, but not in every case.

Seal Register.—A book, frequently kept by companies, recording

brief details of the documents to which the common seal of the

companj' has been attached.

Securities.—A term used to denote investments or the documents
representing them.

Set-off.—A counter claim.

Share Warrants to Bearer.—Share certificates issued by a com-

pany stating that the bearer of them is entitled to a stated number
of shares in the company's capital. They pass from hand to hand
without registration, or the need of any transfer deed, and are to

this extent convenient ; on the other hand, they cannot be replaced

if lost, and they require to be stamped with stamp duty on three

times the nominal value of the stock. The opportunities they offer

for misuse for fraudulent purposes are also considerably greater

than is the case with registered certificates.

Ship.—The ownership of a British Ship is by custom divided into

64 equal " shares, " any number of which may be held by a particular

owner.
Simple Contract.—An agreement made by word of mouth or

embodied in a writing which is not under seal {i, e. not a " deed ").

A contract or agreement of this description requires consideration

to support it, but, if consideration be present, it is legally valid.

Certain specified forms of Simple Contract require to be embodied in

writing, or to be signed by one or more of the (larties to them, but,

apart from these special requirements, " Simple" Contracts may be
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either verbal or -written. The phrase "parol contracts" is often

used as a substitute for " Simple Contracts," and has the same signi-

ficance ; it does not refer (as the word " parol " would suggest)

only to verbal contracts, but also to those which are written, but are

not embodied in the shape of a deed.

Single Ship Company.—A joint stock company incorporated to

acquire a single ship, as distinct from a fleet of ships.

Sinking Fund (commercially).—A sum set aside periodically out

of the profits of a concern, and invested outside the business, in

order to accumulate a certain sum at a given date for some specified

purpose, e. g. the redemption of debentures. The interest arising

out of the Sinking Fund, investments is itself periodically reinvested

and allowed to accvmiulate with the periodical contributions of prin-

cipal. With regard to the borrowings of States and Municipalities

the phrase "Sinking Fund" is applied to the periodical amoimts
applied either in paying oft' portions of the loan or in the purchase

(for the purpose of cancellation) of the bonds or stock in the open
market, thereby gradually extinguishing the indebtedness.

Slip.—A memorandum employed in marine insurance, issued by
the underwriter, setting fortii briefly the terms of the formal policy

which is in course of preparation.

Specialty.—A contract by deed. (See " Deed.")

Statement.—An account rendered at stated intervals. The dates,

particulars, and amounts of all goods delivered to the recipient of

the Statement since the date of the last settlement are set out,

together with any credits which may have accrued. The balance

of the Statement shows the net amount due to date.

Statutes of Limitation.—A series of Acts, dating back to early

days, wherein the period within which actions maj' be brought are

fixed. (See " Limitation of Actions.")

Stocks.—See "Investments."
Stoppage in transitu.—An unpaid seller of goods has the right to

stop them in transit, and to retain possession of them until they are

paid for. Goods are deemed to be in transit iintil such time as the

buyer or his agent has actually taken possession of them. The
right does not exist except in cases of insolvency.

Subpoena.—An order issued by a competent court directing the

attendance of any specified person before the court, usually for

the purpose of giving evidence.

Surety.—One who becomes " bond " or " guarantee " for another.

Surrender Value. —The amount which will be paid by an insurance

company upon the surrender to it (for cancellation) of a policy

issued by it. The regulations regarding the Surrender Value of a

given policy are frequently contained in the policy itself. In the

case of life policies the Surrender Value is commonly small, being

frequentlj' about one-tliird of the total amount of the premiums
paid upon it, plus the cash value of any bonus additions should the

policy be a "with profit " one. Life Policies can usually be sold by
auction for slightly more than their Surrender Value In arriving

at the Surrender Value of a life policy the usual practice of the British

companies is to strike one-third off the reserve value. These

reserves are usually calculated upon a 3 per cent, basis, whereas,

in the open market, reversions approximate more nearly to valua-

tions based upon 4 to 5 per cent, interest, as a general rule. In the

majority of cases no policy of life insurance carries any Surrender

Value until the premiums for three complete years have been paid.
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Talon.—The ticket or certificate attached to a bond entitling the

lujlder of it to a further supply of interest coupons when those

originally provided have all matured. (See "Coupon.")
Tare.—See (Jhap. XIV.
Taxation of Bills of Costs (Legally).—The examination by ofticers

of the law courts of the Bills of costs rendered by solicitors to

their clients or to their opponents in litigation. The "Taxing
Master " (as the officer is called) has autliority to disallow improper
or incorrect charges.

Terms of Sale or Payment employed by traders are frequently

expressed or contracted as follows : C. I. F. = cost, insurance and
freight (meaning that the price quoted includes insurance and
freight charges) ; C. D. = Cash on Delivery ; F. A. S. = free

alongside the ship :
/''. 0. B. = free on board the ship ; Prompt

Cash means variously from 1 to 5 days credit ; 5 2)er cent, icithin

1 month indicates that if paid within one month a discount of

5 per cent, will be allowed.

Testator.—See "Will."
Tontine.—An annuity with benefit of survivorship among the

subscribers or nominees. Not now met with in this country.

Treasury Bills.—Bills, usuall}' pa3'able at three or six months
after their date, sold by the Treasury, usually by tender, in order

to raise funds temporarily for tiie Government, They bear no
interest, but are issued at a discount.

Trust, Trustee.—Where a person holds the ownership of property
on behalf of another person the property is said to be held "in
trust," and the holder of property "in trust" is termed a
"Trustee."

Turnover.—A trader's total sales for a given period.

Voucher.—A written acknowledgment or "receipt" for money
paid ; any documentary evidence put forward to support the

accuracy of accounts. A voucher for an account of £2 and over

requires a penny stamp, which must be cancelled.

Warranty.—A guarantee or a stipulation in a contract.

Waste Book.—A rough memorandum book in which, formerly, a
trader's transactions were entered as they took place ; the "Journal

"

was written up from the information afforded by the Waste Book.
The book is scarcely ever met with now-a-days except in old-fashioned

text-books. In banks, at the jjresent day, the books in which the

cashiers' receipts are classified for collection purposes {e.g. "town
cheques," "country cheques," etc.) are sometimes termed Waste
books ; they are usually written up by clerks seated behind the

receiving cashiers.

Watered Stock.—A phrase signifying the creation and issue of

additional stock by a body which has already made issues of stock

for cash, the adilitioiial stock being issued without any additional

payment in cash, e.g. as a "bonus."
Will.—The declaration of a testator's directions in regard to the

disposal of his property after his decease. Wills must be (1) in

writing
; (2) signed b}' the person making it ; (3) witnessed by two

persons present at the same time.



CHAPTEE XXVI

EXAMIMATIOX PAPERS

The following pages contain a selection of examina-
tion papers and questions in book-keeping which have been
presented to candidates for solution at the various public

examinations to which they relate. The papers cover
in all twenty-nine separate and distinct grades of examina-
tions in the subject, and the standard of each of these

twenty-nine examinations possesses, in all probability,

certain characteristics which differentiate it from the

others. As between consecutive papers set at the ex-

aminations of any given body there is not infrequently a
strong family likeness, but between the papers set at the
examinations of different public bodies there is to be
found great diversity of form and style.

The papers range in difficulty from the more or less

elementary questions set at examinations of a scholastic

nature to the advanced papers set at the highest grade
examinations of the various commercial and technical

institutions. A selection of papers which have formed
part of various professional examinations is appended,
and also a few of the less difficult questions set at

the examinations of the various bodies of professional

accountants.

The author desires to record his indebtedness to each
of the public bodies whose examination papers are

included in this present volume for their courteous
permission to reproduce the questions.

UNIVERSITY OF OXFORD LOCAL EXAMINATIONS,
July 1908.

Senior and Junior Candidates.

Ecproclticed by special permission of the Delegates.

[It, hours allowed.]

[You will receive, with this paper of questions, sheets of ruled
paper representing the " Cash Book," "Journal," and "Ledger,"
together with a sheet for tJie Trial Balance. The work is to be
done on these.]

1. On .January 1, J. Reynold and C. Thompson enter into partner-
ship. Their capital is £750 and £500 respectively. An account is

606
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opened with the L. & S.W. Bank, and these amounts are placed to

the Firm's credit. They pnrcliase the lease of premises from
Messrs. Salter for £150, pa^'ing £50 by cheque and giving Messrs.

Salter Bill at one month for the balance.

2. The following are their l)usiness transactions for the qiiartci-

ending March 31—
Jan. 1

.

Fel

Ma

12.

20.

24.

31.

31.

4.

12.

12.

16.

28.

28.

24.

31.

31.

31.

31.

Purchased Goods from

—

Chamberlain & Co. ....
Foster Bros. .....
R. Ferris......
Brown & Son .....

Paid Messrs. Sewell k Co. by cheque fo

fitting up premises ....
Purchased Motor Wagon for deliver}' of good

for .......
Paid cheque for same.

Drawn from Bank for Petty Expenses .

Paid Chamberlain & Co. by cheque
Paid Foster Bros, by cheque .

Paid into Bank, cheque received from Mr
Roberts for sales to him

Paid by cheque R. Ferris (Discount deducted
£3 12.9. 4f/.)

Paid Wages for month by cash

Cash Sales for month ....
Purchased Goods from

—

Chamberlain & Co. ....
Brown k Son .....

Messrs. Salter's Bill duly met.
Paid Brown & Son by cheque
Paid Chamberlain & Co. by cheque
Drawn from Bank for Petty Expenses .

Paid Wages for month by cash
Paid into Bank, being Cash Sales for mouth
Sold Goods to Mr. Roberts .

Purchased Goods from

—

Chamberlain & Co. ....
Foster Bros. .....

Received from Mr. Roberts cheque in settle

ment of his account (Discount allowed,
£6 5.S.).

Paid Rent for quarter by cash
Paid Wages for month by cash
Paid into Bank, being Cash Sales for month .

The Petty Expenses for c[uarter paid by cash
amounted to ......

£ s. d.

270 10 6

80 8

144 12

104 9 6

80 10

320

60
100
80 8

144 12 6

140 19 8

24 10

155 7 6

323 2 6

326 17 6

104 9 6

170 10 6

60
25 10

460
125

260 10
119 10

25
25 10

441

111 10

was owing by customers at the end ofThe sum of £40
Quarter for Sales.

Senior avd Junior Candidates.—Wiite up the Cash Book and the
necessary Journal Entries for the above and post the items to their
respective accounts in the Ledger. Show in Cash Book the Cash
and Bank balances on Marcli 31. Also prepare Trial Balance.

Senior Candidates onli/.—After writing £5 off Lease and 5 per
cent, depreciation off Plant, Fittings, and Fixtures, etc., prepare
Profit and Loss Account and Final Balance Sheet on March 31.
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The value of Stock on hand on March 31 was £628 8s. 2d. Net
profit to be divided in proper tioii to Capital.

Note.—Cash and Cheques are not to be journalized, nor is it

necessary to open a Cash and Bank Account in Ledger.

UNIVERSITY OF OXFORD LOCAL EXAMINATIONS,
March 1909.

Senior and Junior Candidates.

Reproduced by special permission of the Delegates.

[1| hours allowed.]

[You will receive, with this paper of questions, six pages of ruled
paper representing the "Cash Book." The work is to be done on
these.]

The following is a Trial Balance of my accounts as on December
31, 1907. The Stock on hand at that date was £1,200.

Prepare

—

(a) Trading Account showing Gross Profit.*

[h) Profit and Loss Account showing Net Profit.
*

(c) Balance Sheet, t
Dr Or.

Purchases .....
Bills Payable ....
Machinery and Plant .

Capital Account....
Drawings Account
Buildings .....
Mortgage on Buildings
Manufacturing Wages
Salaries .....
Rates and Taxes....
Sales ......
Purchase Returns
Rates and Taxes (Manufacturing

Charge) .....
Lighting and Power (Manufacturing

Charge) .....
Cash Sales .....
Sales Returns ....
Cash in hand and at Bank .

Depreciation of Machinery .

Repairs to Plant and Premises .

Bills Receivable....
Sundry Debtors....
Depreciation of Buildings .

Interest on Mortgage .

Stock on hand (Jan. 1, 1907)

Discounts allowed
Travelling and General Expenses

£
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UNIVERSITY OF OXFORD LOCAL EXAMINATIONS,
July 1909.

Senior and Junior Candidates.
Reproduced by special permission of the Delegates.

[li iioui's allowed.]

[You will receive, with this paper of questions, sheets of ruled paper
representing the " Cash Book, " " Journal," and " Ledger," together
with a sheet for the Trial Balance. The work is to be done on these. ]

\. On July 1, 1907, I had a balance at my Bankers of £1,200,
being my Capital. I purcliased from Messrs. Snell & Co. their
business of Leather Dressers, taking over the whole of their Assets
and Liabilities for the sum of £l,o\)0, which I paid by cheque the
same day.
The Assets and Liabilities comprised^
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Senior and Junior Candidates.—Write up the Cash Book with

Columns for Discount, Cash, and Bank. Make the necessary Journal
Entries for the above, and post all items to their respective accounts
in the Ledger. Show in Cash Book the Cash and Bank Balances as

on September 30. Also prepare Trial Balance.

Senior Candidates only.—The Stock on hand on September 30
was £223 4.<i. After making provision for depreciation of Plant at

the rate of 10 per cent, per annum, you are required to prepare

—

(1) Profit and Loss Account.

(2) Balance Sheet.

Note.—Cash and cheques are not to be journalized, nor is it

necessary to open a Cash and Bank Account in the Ledger. All
cheques are paid direct into Bank.

ROYAL SOCIETY OF ARTS EXAMINATIONS, 1907.

Stage I.

—

Elementary.

[3 hours allowed.]

[Candidates are expected to rule the necessary cash columns and
other lines for themselves.]

Question 1.—What is the difference between an "Invoice " and a
"Statement"?

Question 2.—What do you understand by tlie signs "Dr." and
"Or."?
Questum 3.—What is the object of "closing a Ledger," and how is

it effected ?

Question 4.—Explain the "Imprest" System of keeping Petty
Cash. Give an example.

Question 5.—Write up an account with your Bankers, recording
the following transactions : Jan. 1, 1907. Balance to your credit

at the Bank, £3,387 5s. 6d. ; Jan. 3. Paid W. Smith, £600 ; Jan. 5.

Paid in, £218 5s. 7d. ; Jan. 12. Paid J. Brown on account, £1,000;
Jan. 19. Paid H. Wilson, £671 3s. 2d. ; Paid J. Brown on account,

£1,000 ; Jan. 26. Paid in, £1,461 2s. Id. ; Paid J. Brown (balance),

£781 2s. 3d. ; Jan. 28. Paid H. Shepherd, £81 2s. Sd. ; Jan. 31.

Paid in, £8 10s. 3d. Balance the account and bring down the
balance.

Exercise.—J. Cripps commenced business as a Coal Merchant on
Oct. 1, 1906, with the following assets : Cash, £200 ; Plant and
Fixtures, £60, and Horse and Cart, £30. He opened an account
with the Union Bank, into which he paid his initial capital and all

cash received. During October the following transactions took
place: Oct. 3. Purchased Coal from the X.Y. Colliery Co., Ltd.,

£160 ; Oct. 8. Sold Coal to T. Philipps, £20 ; Oct. 12. Sold Coal
to J. Hall, £110; Oct. 15. Purchased Coal from the X.Y. Colliery

Co., Ltd., £360; Oct. 16. Received Cash from T. Philipps, £20;
Oct. 17. Received Cash from J. Hall (on account), £80 ; Oct. 24.

Paid cheque to the X.Y. Colliery Co., Ltd., £200. Open the
necessary Ledger accounts and post, direct, the above facts and
transactions. Balance these accounts as on October 31, 1906, and
bring down the balances.
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ROYAL SOCIETY OF ARTS EXAMINATIONS, 1907.

Stage II.

—

Intermediate.

[3 hours allowed.]

{Only one question to he answered, hut both exercises to be worked.)

Qnesiion 1.—What system of Book-keeping would you reoommend

to a trader starting in business ? Explain the various books which

should be kept, so as to enable him to ascertain in the shortest time

and most reliable manner the results of his business operations.

Question 2.—What is the difference between gross profit and net

profit ? Illustrate your answer by means of piv formd Trading and

Profit and Loss Accounts applicable to the business of a Timber

Merchant.
Exercise I.

W. Brown, a Wine and Spirit Merchant, had on December 31,

1905, the following Assets-

Cash at Bank
Cash in hand
Port Wine, 5 pipes at £60 .

Sherry, 5 butts at £50
Owing by H. Johnson
Bill Receivable (J. Smith, due Jan. 12, 1906)

Office Furniture

His Liabilities on the same date were—
Due to A. Robinson
Due to W. Walters
Bill Payable (A. Robinson, due Jan. 6, 1906)

£
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1906.

Jan. 3. Paid Wages and Office Salaries, drawing and cashing
cheque for same, £4.

,, 4. Received from H. Johnson on account, £50.

,, 5. Paid Preliminary Expenses in connection with the forma-
tion of the Company, including legal charges, £100.

,, 6. Bought of A. Robinson 2 pipes of Port at £55 and 6
10-gallon casks of Whisky at £8 a cask.

,, 6. Bill Payable (A. Robinson) paid by Bank, £50.

,, 7. Paid W. VV^alters's account, less 2| per cent. Discount.

,, 8. Paid cash for repairs to Cellar Door, £10 9s. 8(i.

,, 9. Drew cheque for Petty Cash, £5.

,, 10. Paid Wages and Office Salaries, drawing and cashing
cheque for same, £6.

,, 10. Received cheque from H. Johnson in settlement of his
account, less 5 per cent. Discount on the whole of his
purchases from January 1.

,, 10. Paid J. Smith's Bill for £250 to the Bank.
,, 12. Bill Receivable given by J. Smith for £250 returned

dishonoured.

,, 14. Sold to T. Kino 3 dozen Whisky at 39.s'., 2 dozen Port at
44s., 5 dozen Sherry at 25s., and 3 dozen Brandy at 60s.

All moneys received were at once paid into the Bank ; and (unless
stated otherwise) all payments were made by cheque.
Balance the Ledger accounts as on January 15, 1906 ; bring down

the balances and extract a Trial Balance.
Note.—No Profit and Loss Account or Balance Sheet is to be

prepared.

Exercise II.

Messrs. George Elliott and Philip Barker are partners in a manu-
facturing business. After providing 5 per cent, per annum interest
upon their respective Capital Accounts, Profits and Losses are to be
sliared in the proportion of George Elliott three-fourths and Philip
Barker one-fourth.

Before closing the books as on December 31, 1906, the following
further adjustments have to be made

—

1. Plant and Machinery Account is to be depreciated by 10 per
cent.

2. Furniture and Fittings Account is to be depreciated by 5 per
cent.

3. Provision is to be made for Bad and Doubtful Debts at 5 per
cent.

4. One quarter's rent to be reserved for, only three quarters
having been paid during the year.

5. £25 owing for Trade Expenses has not been passed through
the books.

6. Stock, taken as on December 31, 1906, was valued and agi'eed

as between the partners at £1,250, the stock having been
taken at cost with suitable deductions for old stock.

From the following Trial Balance of the Ledger accounts, after

making the necessary adjustments, prepare a Trading Account and
a Profit and Loss Account for tlie year ended December 31, 1906,
and a Balance Sheet as on that date. Show the Partners' Accounts
in detail in the Balance Sheet.
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Trial Balance, December 31, 1906.

( Which is not to be copied.)

George Elliott, Capital (Jan. 1, 1906)

Philip iSarker, Capital (Jan. 1, 1906)

George Elliott, Drawings (including

interest) . . . • •

Philip Barker, Drawings (includin!

interest) . . . •

Furniture and Fittings

Plant and Machinery .

Stock (Jan. 1, 1906) .

Office Expenses
Trade Expenses .

Wages (manufacturing)

Salaries ....
Carriage ....
Purchases ....
Purchases Returns
Sales .....
Sales Returns
Bad Debts ....
Rent .....
Rates, Taxes
Gas and Water
Interest and Discount .

Reserve for Bad and Doubtful Debts

(Jan. 1, 1906) .

Sundry Debtors .

Sundry Creditors

Cash at Bank
Cash in hand

613

£ s. d.

3,000
1,000

317

133
550 U

750
950
250
150
900
425
125

,680

125

80
120
40
25

1,250

300
1.30

1.50

3,390

35

45

680

£8,300 £8,300

ROYAL SOCIETY OF ARTS EXAMINATIONS, 1907.

Stage III.

—

Advanced.
[3 hours allowed.]

Question 1.—Give the form of Balance Sheet as provided by law

for orie of the following undertakings : {a) Gas Company ;
{b) Rad-

way Company ; or (c) Insurance Company.
^Mes(!ioM2.—A manufacturer, whose business is divided into the

three departments of knitted mufflers, sailors' jerseys, and woollen

gloves, adopts the following method of recording his sale trans-

actions. When goods are dispatched, an Invoice is made out in an

Invoice Carbon Copy Book, and sent to the purcliaser. The Carbon

Copy Book is tlien handed to the Ledger Clerk, who writes the

Ledger folio of the customer's account under the total of the Copy

Invoice, and posts the item to the debit of the customer's account

in the Ledger thus

—

Invoice No.

April 1, 1907. To goods, N.B. 0001. £59 12s. lOd.

Does this method appear to you to proviile an adequate record for

book-keeping purpo.ses? If not, what would you suggest and with

what object ?
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Question 3.—What special suggestions would you suggest should

be given at the time of "Stock-taking" to the clerks who are
responsible for checking inwards invoices and have charge of the
Purchase Book and Purchase Ledger, so as to insure the accuracy of

the figures representing Purchases, Expenses and Stock as appearing
in the Trading Account for the period under review.

Question 4.—George Hargreave commenced business as a builder

on January I, 1906. He owns a gravel pit, from which he obtains
material useful to him in executing his building contracts. From
the following figures, obtained from his books, you are required to

prepare the gravel pit Working Account for the past j'ear to Decem-
ber 31, 1906, so as to enable him to charge the gravel he uses for his

various contracts at the cost price per load. The gravel pit is

leased to him for 24 years at a rental of £10 a year, and this he has
duly paid. The equipment, consisting of the necessary screening
machinery, etc., has cost him £552. The wages of the men at the
pit for the year have been £247, while supplies to the department,
issued from the general stores (as shown by the store-keeper's

records) were implements, £43 15s. %d., coal and coke, £20 5s. 5d.,

and sundries, £11 lis. \d. Sales of gravel at the pit to outside
purchasers amounted to 1,568 loads at 2s. %d. per load. Mr.
Hargreave has used on his contracts during the year 2,304 loads of

gravel, carted from his pit with his own carts, to cover which he
has charged his gravel pit Working Account 'i\d. a load. In pre-

paring the account you are required to provide for writing ofi" the
value of the equipment over the period of the lease by equal annual
amounts ; and, as he allows the pit the benefit of any profit on out-

side sales, to charge the working account with interest at 5 per
cent, per annum on the equipment.

Exercise.—The John Smith and Steel Nib Co., Ltd., was registered

on and took over the business of John Smith as from January 1,

1906. John Smith sold his business to the Company upon the
following valuation

—

Buildings (on Leasehold Premises with 21 years to
*•

run from January 1, 1906) 7,500
Machinery and Plant 11,650

Stock and Materials 3,872
Goodwill 10,000

The Company took over the Book Debts, which John Smith guaran-

teed, while he discharged the liabilities existing on December 31,

1905. The Company was registered with a Nominal Capital of

£80,000 divided into 80,000 shares of £1 each. Of these 25,000

fully paid shares were allotted to the Vendor as part consideration

for the sale of the business, the balance being paid to him in cash.

Twenty thousand shares were oifered to, subscribed, and fully paid

by the public, with the exception of 200 shai-es, on which 10s. per

share had been paid, and whicli were forfeited during the year 1906,

by resolution of the Board of Directors, owing to the non-payment of

the final call of 10s. per share. The books were closed on December
31, 1906, and stock taken as on that date, amounting to £6,760.

You are required to write off one-twentieth of the value of the

buildings (to provide for the expiration of the Lease) ; 8 per cent,

of the Machinery and Plant (as depreciation); one-fourth of the Pre-

liminary Expenses ; and 5 per cent, from the Book Debts (as provision

against bad and doubtful debts) ; and then prepare the Company's
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debts
him)

£
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5. On which side of the following accounts should the balance, if

any, always be, and why ?

—

Bills I'ayable, Bills Receivable, Cash.

Exercise.

6. On December 1, 1907, Charles Dickson commenced business
with the following Assets : Cash at Bank, £500 ; Cash in hand, £100

;

and Fixtures, £150. The following transactions took place during
December

—

Dec. 2. Purchased Goods of T. Bell, value £100 ; Dec. 3. Pur-
chased Goods of Black & Co., value £80, for cash, and paid him for
same ; Dec. 9. Sold to W. Brown Goods value £50 ; Dec. 16. Paid
T. Bell's Account by cheque, less 5 per cent. Discount ; Dec. 18.

Sold Goods to B. Walters value £10 ; Dec. 31. Received of

W. Brown cash in settlement of his account, less 2i per cent.

Discount. Open the necessary Ledger accounts and post direct

the above facts and transactions. Balance these accounts as on
December 31, 1907, and bring down the balances.

ROYAL SOCIETY OF ARTS EXAMINATIONS, 1908.

Stage II.—Intermediate.

[3 hours allowed.]

{Only one question to he answered, hut hoth exercises to be worked.)
1. On which side of the Ledger would you expect to find the

balance of the undermentioned accounts ? Give a brief reason in

each case

—

(ft) Reserve for Bad and Doubtful Debts.
{h) Goodwill Account.
(c) Suspense Account for Insurances paid in advance.
{d) Freehold Property Account.

2. Explain the following :
" Reserve Fund," " Rebate," " Sinking

Fund," "Depreciation."

Exercise I.

John Druce, a Cycle Dealer, had on December 31, 1907, the
following Assets

—

Cash at Bank ....
Cash in hand ....
Stock
Furniture and Fittings .

Bills Receivable

—

A. Graves (due Jan. 9, 1908)
B. Walters (due Jan. 10, 1908)

Owing by-

A. Brown
J. Smith
A. Graves .

B. Walters .

M. Robinson

£ s. d.

300
25

650
120

75
125

25
45
20
10

105

£1,500
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His Liabilities on the same date were

—

£ s. d.

Due to H. Sweeting 150
Due to A. Fisher 75
Bills Payable

—

S. Unwin (due Jan. 6, 1908) . . . 90
F. Lord (due Jan. 8, 1908) . . . . 85

£400

John Druce agreed to take M. Robinson into partnership condi-
tionally upon the amount owing by him to John Druce on
December 31, 1907, being paid at once ; also upon his bringing
into tlie business, in cash, the same amount of capital as was
standing to the credit of John Druce's Capital Account at this

date. One-half of this latter amount was to be paid out in cash,

by way of premium, to John Druce, and was to appear in the books
of the partnership as Goodwill. These conditions were duly carried

out as on January 1, 1908.

You are required to make the neressary entries recording the
above and to pass through the proper books the following
transactions

—

1908.

Jan. 1. Bought of H. Sweeting 1 dozen Bicycle Frames at 15s.

each.

1. Bought for cash 4 dozen Wooden Crates at 3s. each.

2. Sold A. Brown 3 Bicycles at £7 10s. each, one of which
was returned on January 3.

3. J. Smith paid his account, deducting £2 for Bicycle
damaged in transit.

3. Sold B. Walters 2 Bicycles at £8 8s. each, charging him
with 2 Crates at 3s. 6(/. each.

3. Bought of A. Fisher 6 pairs of Wheels at 30s. a pair and a
job lot of Accessories for £5.

4. Paid Office Salaries and Wages, drawing and cashing a
cheque for same, £6 10s.

4. Each partner drew out in cash £3 on private account.
6. Paid A. Fisher by cheque £25 on account.

6. Bill Payable (S. Unwin), due this day, paid by Bank.
6. Sold J. Smith 1 Bicycle for £7 10s., upon which he paid

£2 on account.

7. Bought for cash 2 second-hand Bicycles at 15s. each, one
of which was sold for cash the same day for 25s.

7. Cashed cheque for £10 for Petty Cash purposes.
8. Bill Payable (F. Lord), due this day, paid by Bank.
8. B. Walters paid the balance of his account as on this

day, deducting 5 per cent. Discount, which was
disallowed.

9. Bill Receivable given by A. Graves returned dishonoured,
a new Bill at 1 month being given for the whole of his

account.

9. Sold to B. Walters 20 Brakes at 2s. each ^nd 6 Lamps
at 5s. each.

9. Bought of F. Lord 6 dozen Lamps at 3s. each.

10. Bill Receivable, B. Walters, duly met.
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1908.

Jan. 10. Sold A. Graves a second-hand Bicycle for 30s.

,, 11. Paid Office Salaries and Wages, drawing and cashing
cheque for £6.

,, 11. Each partner drew in cash £3 for private purposes.

,, 11. A. Brown accepted a Bill at 3 months drawn upon iiim for

the balance owing by him at this date.

All moneys received were paid at once into the Bank. Balance
the Ledger accounts as on January 11, 1908, bring down the

balances, and extract a Trial Balance.

Note.—No Profit and Loss Account or Balance Sheet to be
prepared.

Exercise II.

From the following Trial Balance of the accounts of a Manufac-
turing Company (whose authorized Capital consists of 15,000

Ordinary Shares of £10 each) prepare a Trading Account and a

Profit and Loss Account for the year ended December 31, 1907,

and a Balance Sheet as on that date.

d.

Capital issued and fully paid up,

9,000 shares of £10 each
Stock (January 1, 1907) .

Cash in hand .

Cash at Bank .

Purchases
Sales

Sales Returns
Purchases Returns
Manufacturing Charges
Manufacturing Wages
Salaries .

Trade Expenses
Rates and Taxes
Insurance
General Expenses
Discounts (balance)

Bad Debts
Interest and Bank Charges
Land and Buildings
Machinery and Plant
Sundry Debtors
Sundry Creditors

Patents ....
Bad Debts Reserve (Jamiary 1, 1907)

Profit and Loss (balance, Decembe
31, 1906) ....

Reserve ....

32,000
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of the Stock as on December 31, 1907, ^'^^ ^Sf
^^J, ^\f"^'^S?.

Charge 10 per cent, on net profits as remuneration to the Ma.iagmg

Director, and appropriate £2,500 to the Reserve Account, carrymg
forward the balance.

ROYAL SOCIETY OF ARTS EXAMINATIONS, 1908.

Stage III.—Advanced.

[.3 hours allowed.]

1 If, on comparing your Bank Cash Book balance with your

Bank Pass Book balance, you found that the two did not agree

what steps would you take to check the correctness or otherwise of

your Bank Cash Book, and what would be the principal differences

you would expect to find ?
^, „ „ m a tj

2. What is a " Cumulative Preference Share ? ihe A.^
Company is three years in arrear with the dividends on its 1,000

6 pel cent. Cumulative Preference Shares of £1 each. Would this

fact affect the annual accounts ? If so, how?
v *

3 Give what you consider would be a satisfactory ruling tor

the' Cost Sheet of a manufacturer, with whose accounts you are

familiar State from what books of account the necessary infor-

mation for the completion of the Cost Sheet would be obtained.

4 A and B. are partners in A. and B.'s Coal Stores, and they

share profits and losses equally. On December 31, 1907, they had

capital in the business: A. £3,100 and B. £2,600. The assets and

liabilities of the firm, as on that date, stood at the following figures

n the books : Office Furniture and Fittings, £320 ;
Coa Trucks,

£930 ; Trade Creditors. £848 ; Cash at Bank, £1,166 ;
C^rts Jlant,

and Horses, £476 ; Bills Payable, £652 ; Sundry Debtors, £3,720 ;

Cash in hand, £18 ; and Stock of Coal, etc., £o/0.

Thev agreed to take into partnership C. , a coal agent, as trom

January l! 1908, on the following terms :-Profits and Losses to be

shared: A. two-fifths, B. two-fifths, and C. one-hfth^
^-Jr^f.^Z

bring into the Partnership " Book Debts," amounting to £560 (less

a reserve for Bad Debts of 5 per cent.), and the Goodwill of his

connection, valued at £310 : while his Capital in the new firm was

to be £1 000, the balance of which he was to pay in cash on signing

the Articles of Partnership on January 1, 1908. It was further

agreed between A., B. and C. that the following adjustments

should be made in the figures as shown on A. and B. s Balance

Sheet on December 31, 1907 : The Coal Trucks were to be taken at

£1 000 and the Carts, Plant, and Horses as at £.^oO, the result ot

an' independent valuation ; a Bad Debt Reserve of 74 per cent, was

to be deducted from outstanding Debtors ; the Goodwill of the old

firm (A and B.) was to be taken at £455 ; and A. was to be paid

out from the Bank Balance such a sum as would make his Capital

equal to B.'s. The Agreement was carried out.

You are required («) to make the Journal entries necessary to

complete the above adjustments, and {b) to draw up a Balance

Sheet showing the position of the new firm as on January 1, IJUS.

Exercise.

The Albury Mining Company, Ltd., was registered on January

1 1007 and commenced operations at once as an Exploring and

Mining Company. The nominal Capital consisted of 50,000 Ordin-
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1907

ary Shares of £5 each. Of this Capital 20,000 shares were issued
and taken up by the public, 30s. per share being called up. During
the process of sinking a shaft, a good deposit of clay was found,
suitable for tile-making, and the Company decided to manufacture
and sell tiles, as a separate trading department. During the month
of December, the Company's engineer reported that a paying vein
of tin had been reached ; and the Directors decided that the cost to
date of opening up this vein should be capitalized and written oflf

over future years when the property was in full working order.
On December 31, 1907, the balances of the Ledger accounts of

the Company were as follows :

—

Freehold Land at cost

Buildings at cost ....
Preliminary Expenses
Stock of Stores and Coal on December 31
Coal consumed .....
Wages ......
Salaries .....
Stores used .....
Stores used (Tile Dept. ) . .

Wages (Tile Dept.) ....
Machinery and Plant at cost

Capital ......
Sundry Debtors ....
Rates, Taxes, Office, and Sundry Expenses

Carriage
Carriage (Tile Dept.)
Legal Expenses {re Claim

Accident) ....
Sales of Tiles

Sundry Creditors ....
Tramway Track and Wagons at cost
Travellers' Commission (Tile Dept.)
Bills Payable . . . . ,

Cash at Bank .....

for injuries in

and

Mine

£
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of an account, mean that the account is in credit, or in debit, and

why?
2. Give a form of Cash Book j-ou would recommend as suitable for

recording both cash and bank transactions. Start the book with a

balance at the Bank, and draw a cheque in favour of "self, " the pro-

ceeds of which are to be used in making cash payments. Make six

further entries on the debit side, paying all receipts into the Bank,

and six further entries on the credit side, three being cash payments

and three payments by cheque ; balance the Cash Book and carry

down the balances.
. , „,, r

3. On February 27, 1909, John Jones sold Wdhani Smith 3 lbs. ot

tea at Is. M., 2 lbs. of sugar at 6icl, 2ozs. of Jordan almonds at 2s. M.
per lb., and 3 tins of potted salmon at 5s. 4(Z. the dozen. Make an

Invoice of the goods supplied.

4. On April 3, 1908, Thos. Fisher sold George Kent goods to the

amount of £30 15s. ; on May 4, Kent paid Fisher £20 5s. on account ;

on April 30, Fisher sold Kent £45 10s. of goods ; on May 31, Kent

paid Fisher £32 10s. on account ; on June 4, Kent returned to Fisher

£5 10s. goods (not being up to sample) ; on June 12, Fisher sold

Kent £42 8s. of goods ; on June 30, Kent paid Fisher the balance

owing upon the transactions of April 3 and 30, after deducting 2^

per cent, discount, together with a further amount of £20 on account.

As on June 30, Fisher sent a three months' statement to Kent. Draw

the statement so sent.

5. On May 31, 1908, George Kent paid Thos. Fisher £32 10s. He
paid this by cheque on the Credit Banking Company, Ltd. Sketch

the form of cheque he would use, and "draw" it, making it as

secure as you can against loss by theft or mischance.

Exercise.

6. On January 1, 1908, J. Ferguson started business as a grocer,

and paid £200 into the Union Bank by way of capital. On that day

goods were delivered by McDonald & Co. to him which he had

previously ordered to the value of £50, and for which he paid by

cheque, deducting 5 per cent, discount for cash. The same day he

made " cash sales " amounting to £4 6s. 2d., which he paid into the

Bank.
On January 2, he drew and cashed a cheque for £5 for petty cash

purposes and purchased for cash 5s. worth of stamps and 15s. worth of

stationery. The cash sales on this day amounted to £1 7s. 7rf., which

he paid into the Bank ; and he also sold goods on credit to Mrs.

Murphy amounting to £2 4s. 6(7., and to Mr. Graham amounting to

£1 4s. 4(^.

On' January 3, he bought farther goods from McDonald & Co.

amounting to £25 16s. lOrf., but this time the purchase was on

"credit terms." On January 4, Mrs. Murphy paid £1 on account

of the goods supplied to her, and this amount (together with the

cash sales for two days, £4 3s. Id.) was paid into the Bank. On

the same day he supplied goods amounting to £1 16s. 10(7. on credit

to Mr. Graham, who, at the time of ordering, paid for the goods

supplied on January 2, less 4s. 4(1 discount, and this amount was

paid to the Bank. On January 5 he bought goods on credit from

VV. McNab & Sons amounting to £14 12v. 8/., and paid McDonald

& Co.'s account, less 5 per cent, discount, by cheque.

Open Ledger Accounts and post direct the above transactions.

Then balance the accounts, and bring down the balances.
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ROYAL SOCIETY OF ARTS EXAMINATIONS, 1909.

Stage II.

—

Intermediate.

[3 hours allowed.]

{Only one question to he ansivered, but both exercises to be worked.)

1. Explain briefly the following: "Goodwill," "Dead Rent,"
" Bill of Lading," " Bill of Sale," " Letter of Credit."

2. Which of the balances of the following accounts would you
expect to find in the Balance Sheet, which in the Trading Account,
and which in the Profit and Loss Account ? Give your reasons in

each case.

(a) Machinery Repairs and Renewals.
{b) Discounts allowed.
{r) Unexpired proportion of apprentice premiums.
(d) Transfer fees.

(e) Unclaimed dividends.

(/) Stock of goods and materials on hand.

Exercise I.

J. Bennett & Co., Ltd., had, on December 31, 1908, the following

Ledger balances

—

Dr. Cr.

£ s. d. £ s. d.

Ordinary Share Capital . . . 5,000

Preference Share Capital . . 5,000

Sundry Creditors—
J. Jinks .
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and to pass the following transactions through the proper books

to the Ledger.

11100,

Jan. 1. Drew and cashed Petty Cash cliecjuc, £5.

,, 1. Sold W. Cox 120 yards of 8ilk at 5,9. (Sd. per yard.

,, 2. Accepted Bills drawn by F. Flint, viz. three for £250
each, drawn at one month, two months and three

months respectively. Paid Flint the balance of his

account by cheque, deducting 2.^ per cent, discount

on the whole account as on December 31, 1908.

2. Bought for £4 10s. a parcel of Silk.

Drew and cashed cheque for Petty Cash and Wages, £15.

Paid Wages in cash, £12 10s.

,, 4. Received from J. Cooper & Co. £50 on account.

,, 4. Sold Thomas Green 20 yards of Irish Linen at 3s. per
j^ard.

,, 4. Bought of F. Flint 75 yards of Irish Linen at 2s. peryai'd.

,, 5. Received fees on transfer of shares, 10s.

,, 5. Paid, by cheque, Tool & Co., £47 10s. for repairs

to buildings.

, , 5. W. Cox's Bill due and paid to Bankers.

6. Sold A. Black & Co. 150 yards of Black Silk at 10s.

per yard.

,, G. A. Black & Co. paid the whole of their account less 5
per cent, discount.

,, 7. J. Cooper & Co.'s Bill due but not met. Two new Bills

ot equal amount given at one month and three months
respectively to cover the whole amount due from
them.

,, 8. Bought of J. Jinks 9 pieces of Velvet, each of 40 yards,

at 8s. iSd. a yard.

,, 8. Received of Cook & Co. £250 on account

,, 8. Received a first and final dividend of 5s. in the £ on
Thomas Green's account.

,, 9. Paid, in cash, Carriage Account, 30s. Paid, by cheque,

Legal Expenses, £7 10s. Purchased Postage Stamps,
£2. Paid, by cheque. Stationery Account, £1 15s.

Drew and cashed cheque for Petty Cash and Wages,
£17 10s. Paid Wages in cash, £14.

,, 11. Received of J. Jones the amount of his account, less 2|
per cent. Paid J. Smith the amount of his account
less a discount of 2| per cent., after taking into con-

sideration an allowance made by him of £10 for short

delivery of Goods.

All moneys received were paid at once into the Bank. Balance
the Ledger accounts as on January 11, 1909; bring down the

balances and extract a Trial Balance.

Note.—No Profit and Loss Account or Balance Sheet to be
prepared.

Exercise II.

From the following Trial Balance, extracted from the books of

J. k J. Robinson, prepare a Trading Account and a Pi'ofit and Loss
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Account for the year ended December 31, 1908, and a Balance
Sheet as on that date.

Trial Balance.

James Robinson, Capital Account
Joshua Robinson, Capital Account .

James Robinson, Drawings Account
Joshua Robinson, Drawings Account
Land and Buildings ....
Plant and Machinery
Furniture and Fixtures
Carriage ......
Wages (Manufacturing) .

Salaries ......
Bad Debts Reser\e (as on Dec. 31,

1907)
Sales ....
Sales Returns .

Bank Charges and Interest

Coal, Gas and Water
Rates and Taxes
Discount Account (balance)
Purchases
Purchases Returns
Bills Receivable
Trade Expenses
Sundry Debtors
Sundry Creditors
Stock (Dec. 31, 1907)
General Expenses
Fire Insurance
Apprentice Premium
Cash at Bank and in hand

Dr.
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ROYAL SOCIETY OF ARTS EXAMINATIONS, 1909.

Stack III.

—

Advanced.

[3 hours allowed.]

1. In a l)iisiness consisting of various departments, ii\ what way
would you keep the Stock Accounts so as to {a) minimize the danger
of false returns by tlie Manager and (6) prevent theft on the part of

dishonest employees ?

2. A company having a Lease standing in their books at

£5,000 decide to provide for depreciation hy taking out a policy

for leasehold redemption. How would yon deal witii the annual
premiums in the books ; and how would you adjust the accounts

when the lease expires and the policy matures?
3. What do you understiind by " Rebate on Bills discounted,"

and how would j'ou treat this item when preparing the Profit and
Loss Account and Balance Sheet of a Bank ?

4. Jones, a trader, finding that, owing to his liabilities, he was
unable to successfully carry on his V)usiness, executed a deed of

assignment on June 30, 1908, in favour of his creditors, under
which the creditors agreed to accept Is. in the £ in full satisfaction

of their debts. Brown, the largest creditor (his debt amounting to

£1,000), arranged with Jones to take over the business and to pay
in £300 in cash, in order to provide sufficient to pay the Is. in the

£ to the creditors, other tlian himself, and to furnish tiie necessary
working capital for carrying on the business ; and a legal agreement
was, in due course, entered into between Brown and Jones whereby
it was agreed that Brown should carry on the business until such
time as Brown should, from profits earned, have recouped hiinself

his old debt of £1,000 and the £300 advanced by him to Jones,
together with the further sums it might be necessaiy for him to paj'

in, in order to carry on the business. Jones was to manage the

business during that time at a salary of £1 10s. a week and 5 per cent,

commission on the net profits. When the profits had reached the
amount necessary to recoup Brown for his original debt and sub-
sequent advances, it was agreed that the business should revert
to Jones. The creditors on June 30, 1908, including Brown,
amounted to £4,000 ; tlie debtors, who were all presumed to be
good, to £500; the Stock was valued at £200 and the Furniture
and Fixtures at £20. Make the Journal entries necessary for

opening the new books for Brown, as on June 30, 1908.

Presuming that, on December 31, 1908, Brown's books slujwed

Creditors of £80 (not including Jones's commission for the half-

year) ; Debtors of £700 ; Furniture and Fixtures, after additions
and depreciation had been taken into consideration, of £25 ; and
Cash at the Bank and in hand, £200 ; diaw Brown's Balance Siieet

as on that date, taking the Stock at a valuation of £150. It is

necessary, in accordance with the terms of the Agreement for the
Balance Sheet, to show the amount then due to Brown.

PjXKRCISE.

Tlie Manufai'turing Company, Ltd., has a Nominal Capital of

15,000 shares of £10 each ; and a Subscribed Capital of 8,000 shares,

fully paid up. It manufactures goods for sale at its two branches,
A. and B., which sell no goods other than those of the Company's
manufacture. From the following Trial Balance, extracted from the
books of the Head Office and Branches as on December 31, 1908,

S8
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pq



£ .s.

10,527 4
3,024 12

1,027 9
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Enter the foregoing items in the proper books ; prepare a Trial

Balance, and afterwards draw up a Profit and Loss Account and
Balance Sheet.

Part II.

{Four questions only o,re to be attempted. Ansicers are to he given

briefly.

)

1. What do you understand by I.aU., C.N., C.O.D., b/f ?

2. Give all the meanings you know of the word " Dividend."
3. In what way, if any, does a Trial Balance differ from a Balance

Sheet ?

4. A Tradesman is supplied with 1 cwt. of Butter at £5 9s. M. per
cwt. He returns 13 lbs. which he finds in a damaged condition.
Make a copy of the Credit Note which he should receive.

5. Explain the meaning of " Insolvent " and " Composition."
6. If a man owes you £578 and pays a composition of 7s. 8(^. in

the £, how much would you lose ?

MIDLAND COUNTIES UNION OF EDUCATIONAL
INSTITUTIONS.

Intermediate, 1907.

Part I. Compulsory.

J. Bassett is a Tobacco Merchant. On January 1, 1907, his
position was as under

—

Assets: Cash, £27; Bank, £1,524 8s. 6(Z. ; Furniture and Fittings,

£270 ; Horses and Carts, £182 10s. ; Tobacco, £625 ; Cigars, £476 ;

Cigarettes, £186 ; E. Dean, £165 9s. M. ; H. Singleton, £86 9s. M. ;

H. Richardson, £109 5s. Id.

Liabilities: Ogden & Co., £97 10s. ; Godfrey Phillips, £176 8s. 8^.
;

Wills & Co., £620; Smith Bros., £380 7s. 6d. ; John Cotton,
£59 10s. ; Capital, £2,318 6s. 6^^.

1907.

Jan. 1. Sold E. Dean, Tobacco, £18 5s. Sd. ; Cigars
1. Paid cash for Typewriter
3. Bought of Ogden & Co., Tobacco, £45 10s.

Cigarettes ......
4. Paid Wills & Co., cheque on account; Dis-

count, £10 12s. 6d
4. Received cheque from E. Dean ; Discount,

£2 12s. M
6. Withdrew from Bank for personal expenses
8. Invoiced H. Richardson, Cigars, £17 7s.

Cigarettes .......
8. Endorsed E. Dean's cheque and sent it to

Smith Bros. ......
9. Paid Fire Insurance Premium in cash .

11. Purchased from John Cotton, Tobacco .

12. Received cheque from H. Singleton on account
12. Sold Cigars for cash .....
16. Sold to H. Richardson, Tobacco, £62 10s.

;

Cigars 36 10 6

18. Singleton's cheque returned bj' Bank dis-

honoured . . . . . . . 47 10

£



£
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Sales

Purchases

.

Cash

.

Bills Payable
Creditors .

Rents
Bank
Taxes and Insurance
General Charges
Buildings .

Shepherd's Capital .

Elkington's Capital .

Interest and Discount
Salaries

Wages
Carriage and Freight
Repairs and Depreciation
Plant and Tools
Shepherd's Drawings
Elkington's Drawings
Debtors

£ s.
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the Gas CJoinpany £375 10s,

& Co. , £340 OS.

The followino! were their transaction

Sept. 3.

11.

11.

11.

12.

15.

15.

15.

17.

17.

20.

20.

20.

20.

20.

20.

23.

23.

23.

30.

30.

Rainsford & Co , £284 os. ;

for tlie month

—

Smith & Co. (iravel, 185Purchased from
loads, at 7s.

Forwarded to Smith & Co. (acceptance pay
able in 10 days) ....

Adams's Bill paid at Bank .

Forwarded to Adams & Co., Coals, 360 tons

at 18s

Forwarded to Gas Co., cheque
Sold to Burchell, G., Coals, 240 tons, at

17s. M.
Sold to Burchell, G., Coke, 144 chaldrons
at 12s. Q,d.

Sold to Burchell, G. , Gravel, 36 loads, at 10s,

Received from Burchell, G., cheque, and
paid same into Bank....

Sold to Adams & Co., Coal, 160 tons, at ISs

Sold to Cope & Co., Coal, 72 tons, at 18s.

Sold to Burchell, G., Coal, 36 tons, at 18s.

Bank honour acceptance
Adams & Co.

,
paid cash for (itoods—Discount

£3 12s. &d.

Paid to Bank
Purchased Coal from Rainsford & Co., 820

tons, at 16s.

Purchased Coal from Smith & Co., 120 tons
at 17s. %d.

Purchased Coke from Gas Co., 64 chaldrons
at 12s.

Purchased Gravel from Smith & Co., 24
loads, at 6s.

Paid Rainsford by cheque for Goods—Dis
count, £16

Gave Smithson Acceptance for 1 month, £340,
and cash .... . .

Sold Cope & Co., Coal, 180 tons, at 19s.

Sold Cope & Co., Coke, 140 chaldrons, at

15s. (id.

Sold Cope & Co. , Gravel, 42 loads, at 7s. Qd.

Cash paid for Salaries and Expenses
Cope & Co. settle their account by payin
cash .......

and Smith

£ s. d.

64 15

64 15

215

324
150

90
18

180
144
64 16

32 8

64 15

140

137

171

87 10

15 15

136 15

210

656

105

38 8

7 4

640

330

Coal on hand on September 30, £1,401 12s. ; Coke on hand, £358
;

Gravel on hand, £45 17s.

Post the above transactions into the proper books of account, take
out a Trial Balance, and prepare a Profit and Loss Account and
Balance Sheet on September 30.

Part II.

{Four questiotis only are to be aUanpted. Anstvers are to he given briefly.

)

1. Define Capital, and show clearly how I could have £1,000
Capita], and at the same time only £1 cash.
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2. What do you do with each of the followiug balances—Balance

of Profit and Loss Account ; Capital Account ; Trade Expenses
;

Goods Account ; Discount Account ?

3. Explain clearly the terms—Acceptance, Promissory Note,
Draft, Assets and Liabilities.

4. Rule a form of Sales Day Book, suitable for a manufacturer
who makes three distinct classes of articles, and give three specimen
entries.

5. What do j'ou understand by B/R, B/P, Days of Grace ? What
is meant bj' Discounting a Bill ?

6. Write out a Silk Mercer's Invoice for Goods Sold, amounting
to more than £100, and give the form of a Bill at 3 months date,
drawn by the mercer on his customer for the amount.

MIDLAND COUNTIES UNION OF EDUCATIONAL
INSTITUTIONS.

Intermediate, 1908.

Part I. Compulsory.

Work out from the following items and draw up therefrom a
Balance Sheet and Capital Account on January 1, 1902, and a Trial
Balance, Profit and Loss Account, and Balance Sheet on December
31, 1902.

A trader was possessed of the following Assets on January 1,

1902—Cash at Bankers, £2,150; Cash on Deposit, £5,000; Debts
(tue from Sundry Customers, £7,600 ; Stock-in-trade, £8,000

;

Consignments abroad, £3,250 ; Bills Receivable in hand, £6,925
;

Investments in Consols, £10,000, valued at 95 per cent. ; Leasehold
Warehouse and Offices, £1,500.
At the same date he had the following liabilities, viz.—To Sundry

Creditors, £13,700 ; on Bills Payable, £14,000 ; on Loan Account,
£5,000.
During the year he had business transactions, of which the

following is a summary

—

£
138,000
154,000

2,375
1,824

Goods purchased .......
Goods sold to Customers ......
Goods returned to Manufacturers ....
Goods returned by Customers .....
Bills Payable accepted for Gooi^« purchased of Manu

facturers ........
Bills Payable paid .......
Bills Receivable received from Customers for Goods sold
Bills Receivable discounted by Bankers
Discount charged on Bills Receivable discounted by Banker!
Wages and Salaries, and Rent, Rates, and Taxes paid
Depreciation in value of Stock of Goods by fire, after de

ducting the Insurance Monej' received .

Abatement and Allowances made to Customers on Good
purchased by them ......

Drawings out of Business for private purposes .

Loans repaid ........
Cash received from Customers .....
Interest paid on Loans £250, less Interest received on

Deposit £150 .........

104,000

97,500
123,000
118,000

1,180

5,284

1,600

770
2,500
4,000
12,000

100
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£
Cash paid to Manufacturers for Ooods purchased . . 21,000

Losses on Consignments ....... 375

Cash remitted by Consignees ...... 1,500

Interest received on Consols ...... 260

Stock-in-trade on December 31, 1902, is £7,500, and Consols are

valued on that date at £90 per cent., depreciate Leasehold Premises

at 3 per cent., and charge interest on Capital at 5 per cent.

Part II.

{Five questions only are to he attempted. A nsiwcrs are to he given hriejiy.

)

1. What errors are likely to remain undiscovered in a Trial

Balance which agrees in total ?

2. Show how to post the following into the Ledger, and explain

the words in italics

—

Jan. 1. Accc2>ted T. Smith's draft on me for £100 payable in 3

months.
Feb. 1. Bi.fcoimted A. Jones's acceptance for £500 due March 15

and received cash £497 5s.

3. What do you understand bj' the following terms—Lien, Liqui-

dation, Lloyds, pro formd Invoice, and Bankers' Draft?
4. Give the rulings of an anal3'zed Purchase Day Book of a

manufacturer, and make a few specimen entries.

5. What do you understand by "crossing a cheque"? Explain
thediflerent kinds of crossings, and state the effect of such crossings.

6. What is Interest on Capital, and why is it charged ?

7. Explain as clearly as you can why it is that the total of the

Dr. Entries of a set of hooks kept on the Double Entry System
agrees with the total of the Cr. Entries.

MIDLAND COUNTIES UNION OF EDUCATIONAL
INSTITUTIONS.
Advanced, 1908.

Part I. Compulsory.

Prepare Trading and Profit and Loss Accounts and Balance Sheet
of the Yorkshire Tweed Co. , Ltd. Nominal Capital £10,000, divided
into 5,000 6 per cent. Preference Shares of £1 each, and 5,000 Ordi-

nary Shares of £1 each. On December 31, 1906, the position was as

follows—Stock, £3,699 19s. Id. ; Depreciation : Machiner}', 7i per
cent, per annum ; Engines, Boilers, and Shafting, 10 per cent, per
annum ; Cards, Bobbins, Shuttles, etc., 25 per cent, per annum ;

Additions to be depreciated for half-a-year. Reserve 3 per cent, of

Debtors' Balances for Discount and £200 for Bad Debts. Reserve
5 per cent, of Creditors' Balances for Discount. Take into account
the following—The Rent of Telephone, £10, has been charged on
Trade Expenses Account, and paid for year ending September 30,

1907. Fire Insurance for £8,000, at a premium of 10s. per cent.,

expires Midsummer, 1907. District Rate for half-year ending
March 31, 1907, is not yet paid or entered in the books, the year's

rate being £20. Preference Dividend is paid to June 30, 1906.

Managing Director is entitled to 10 per cent, bonus on the net profit

for the year (after charging Debenture Interest).
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7. Give a list of the allowances from Income Tax to which a

trader is entitled who is returning his profits under Scliedule 1).

Also state what expenses usually charged to a trader's Profit and
Loss Account will not be allowed by the Income Tax Commissionei s

COUNTY COUNCIL OF THE WEST RIDING OF
YORKSHIRE.

Book-keeping and Accountancy.

First Stage, 1907.

[3 hours allowed.]

1. On Marcli 1, 1907, Robert Kelly commences business with

£600 at credit of his account at the County Bank ; his transactions

Mar. 1. Bought Goods from H. J. Jowett & Co.

,, 2. Paid cash for Advertisements

,, 2. Drew cheque for Petty Cashier (to be
accounted for), £10, and Office Cash,
£40.

,, 2. Received from Lidgett & Sons a Horse, Cart
and Harness worth £35 in exchange for

Goods £20 and Cash £15.

,, 4. Sold Goods to J. & R. Campbell .

,, 5. Drew cheque for Warehouse Furniture .

,, 5. Bought Goods from Lidgett & Sons

,, 7. Paid cash for Travelling Expenses

,, 7. Received from J. & R. Campbell, cash, £52 ;

allowed Discount, £1 6s. 8fZ.

,, 9. Paid Wages .......
,, 11. Bought Goods from H. J. Jowett & Co.

„ 12. Paid Lidgett & Sons by cheque £320; Dis-

count, £6 19s.

,, 12. Bought Goods for cash . . . . .

,, 12. Drew out of Bank for Office Cash .

,, 13. Sold Goods to J. & R. Campbell .

,, 14. Paid cash for Telephone Rental .

,, 16. J. & R. Campbell pay amount owing by
them less £ 1 4.s\ 8r/. Discount.

,, 16. Paid Wages .....
,, 16. Two weeks' Cash Sales

,, 18. Paid to Bank out of cash

,, 19. Paid for Warehouse Cleaning

,, 19. Sold Goods to Lidgett & Sons

,
, 20. Paid cheque to H. J. Jowett & Co. , £185 U)s.

Discount, £9 15s. 3fZ.

,, 22. Bought Goods from H. J. Jowett & Co,

,, 23. Paid Wages
,, 27. Bought Goods from H. .1. Jowett & Co
,, 27. Sold Goods to Lidgett & Sons

„ 30. Paid Wages
,, 30. Cash Sales for two weeks
,, 30. Cheque drawn for Petty Cashier's payments

for month, £8, viz. Goods, £2 5s. ; Trade
Expenses £5 15s.

, , 30. Robert Kelly takes cash for private use

,, 30. Paid to Bank out of casli . . . .

£ s. cl.

158 10 6

5

53 6

120
326 19

8 10
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Enter up in the proper books, and prepare Trial Balance,

March 30, 1907.

2. Describe fully the process of balancing the Cash Book and
Bank Account. When should this be done, and how often should
the Cash be counted ?

3. A. buys from B. goods £51 18s. "id. on January 3, 1907. At
the end of February A. discovers that B. has charged (in this item)
for lOg j'ards Clotli at 3s. 8(^. per j'ard, when the price should have
been 3s. 2d. per yard ; and on February 14 A. sends back to B. one
piece of Worsted, 72 j'ards, at 4s. %d. per j'ard, as being of wrong
shade ; this is part of the Goods bought on Januarj- 3 as above.
Give the proper entries which A. should make in his books relating
to these transactions.

4. Explain the Ledger Index ; state how it may be specially
arranged for speedy reference when the Ledger contains a very
large number of accounts.

5. What are Vouchers ? Describe a good S3-stem of arranging
them.

COUNTY COUNCIL OF THE WERT RIDIX : OF
YORKSHIRE.

Second Stack, 1907.

[3 hours allowed.]

You are provided with paper ruled for the following books

—

Journal, Cash Book,
Sales Day Book, Sales Ledger,
Returns Inwards Book, Bought Ledger,
Purchases Da\- Book, Impersonal Ledger,

Returns Outwards Book, Private Ledger.

Open the books of William Barker, Manufacturer, on March 1,

1907, in accordance with the following particulars

—

Due to Bank .

Stock ....
Machinery
Motor Delivery Van
Due from Ward & Sons .

Due to Jas. Arnold .

Bill Payable (Fryston & Co.

)

A. Jones owes a disputed debt estimated to realize

You are required to record the transactions for the month of

March from the information given below, and to close the books
at the end of the month, showing Profit and Loss Account and
Balance Sheet.

The Invoices sent out for Goods sold were—
Mar. 5. Ward & Sons, 69, Wall Street, Wilton, 10 gross Mixed

Fancies at 23s. Qd. per dozen ; 54 dozen Best White
Fancies at 25s. per dozen

;
per own van.

,, 24. Briggs & Co., Ltd., 32, City Court, Crompton, 210
dozen Double Fancies at 36s. M. per dozen ; 4 only

Blue Fancies at 44s. M. per dozen ; Packing-case,

OS.
;
per G.N.R. , carriage forward.

The Credit Notes sent out were

—

Mar. 8. Ward & Sons, overcharge on 54 dozen Best \^'hite

Fancies at 2s. M. per dozen.

,, 27. Briggs & Co., Ltd., 1 Packing-case returned, 5s.

£
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The Purcliases were—
Mar. !). Jas. Arnold, Raw Material, £I'24 9.s. \d.

,, 14. The Well Stores, Ltd., Coal, £10 lis. M. ; Machinery
Repairs, £12 14s. iSd. ; Patent Stoking Apparatus,

£55.

,, 23. The Well Stores, Ltd., Extra Tj-re for Motor Van,

£5 5s. ; Repairing Motor Van, £8 19.s. M. ; Packing-

cases, £4 2s. M. ; Coal, £9 Is. U. ;
Petrol for

Motor Van, £6 lis. M. ; Machinery Oil, £5 10s.

Credit Notes received were

—

Mar. 12. Jas. Arnold, Raw Material returned, £10 7s. \d.

„ 16. The Well Stores, Ltd., for Old Furnace Bars, £6 9s. 6d.

All cash received is paid to Bank weekly on Saturdays, March
9, IG, 23, 30.

The Receipt Book Counterfoils were

—

Mar. 4. Ward & Sons, cheque (dated March 12), £53 Is. ; Cash,

£50 ; Discount, £5 8s. (yd.

Note.—Ward & Sons' cheque was returned by tlie Bank on

March 14 "dishonoured." Acting on Ward & Sons' instructions

it was paid into Bank again on March 23.

Mar. 16. Lewis & Co., Solicitors, £5 18s. 6d., being amount re-

covered from A. Jones, £7 10s. {less Law Charges,
£1 lis. Qd.), for disputed claim.

,, 28. Briggs k Co., Ltd., cheque on account, £200.

,, 29. Hopkinson & Co., 2 Packing-cases, cash sale, 15s.

,, 30. The Well Stores, Ltd., hire of Motor Van 3 days at 2
guineas, £6 6s.

The Cheque Book Counterfoils were

—

Mar. 7. Self, Wages, £45 3s. 2d. ; Petty Cash, £2 16s. lOd. ;

Private, £5.

,, 8. Jas. Arnold, £41 19s. 7d., in settlement of account to

date.

,, 14. Self, Wages, £51 9s. 6('. ; Petty Cash, £3 10s. 6(/.
;

Private, £5.

,, 22. Tlie Well Stores, Ltd., £68 4v. ; Discount, £3 lis. 10(^.

,, 23. Self, Wages, £41 3s. Qd. ; Petty Cash, £3 16s. 3d.
;

Private, £5.

,, 26. Note.—Fryston & Co.'s Bill due this day paid by the

Bank.
,, 28. Self, Wages, £47 6s. 8d. ; Petty Cash, £2 13s. 4*;. ;

Private, £5.

,, 30. J. B. Richardson, 1 month's Rent, £8 IS--. 4(Z.

On examining the Bank Pass Book on March 30 it is found that
the cheque on the 22nd inst. for the Well Stores, Ltd., is entered
£68 4s. lOd., and the receipt also shows this amount. J. B.

Richardson's cheque has not yet been presented at the Bank.
The Petty Cash Book shows a balance in hand of £1 3s. 6(^. at

the end of the month, the remainder has been paid away in Sundry
Expenses.
On comparing the Stock at the end of March, it is found that the

Stock List at March 1, 1907, had been over-added £50.
Stock, March 30, 1907, (xoods, £365 14s. 3d. and extra tyre at

half cost.
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COUNTY COUNCIL OF THE WEST RIDING OF

YORKSHIRE.
Third Stage, 1907.

[3 hours allowed.]

1. Phillips & Thomas, Ltd.

Trial Balance, December 31, 1906.
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The Petty Cash item, £120 6a-. 6^^., as per Trial Balance represents

tlie following payments

—

£ s. d. £ i". d.

Goods bought 33 9 2
Repairs 27 18 5

Horse-keep 15 5 7

Travelling 24 15 2
Sundry Expenses . . . . 14 3 7

115 11 11

and the Petty Cash in hand, Dec. 31, 19U0, is 4 14 7

£120 6 6

At December 31, 1906, the Stock is, Goods, £7,346 15s. Id. ;

Coal, £56.

Rates are prepaid, £15. Half-year's Rent of House, £10, is due
The Interest on Bank Deposit Receipt has accrued but is not

credited to the Company in their current banking account. Accounts
for Extensions to I'remises are owing, £200. Of the Debtors, £346
is estimated to be bad. A Bill Receivable in hand, £150, is known
to be bad. Depreciation is 1 per cent, on Freehold, 10 per cent, on
Engine and Boiler, 5 per cent, on Machinery and Plant, and it is

decided to write off one-fourth of the Extensions Account, and to

treat the Models as being worth £200. Sales Ledger Balances
include £;5(X) Smith Bros., who ;ire creditors in the Bought Ledger
for i;250. Reserve 5 per cent, disccnint on the good debts.

Prepare Profit and Loss Account, and Balance Sheet, December 31,

1906.

2. An Engineer's books give the following figures : for the year

1906, Materials purchased, £17,500 ; Sales, £30,0(KJ ; Wages, £7,500;
and Expenses, £2,000. The Stocks at the beginning of the year

were: Materials, £6, (XK) ; Finished Work, £4,000 ; and at the end of

the year they were : Materials £5,00(J, and Finished Work, £3,000.

For the year 1907, the Materials purchased were: £14,000, Wages,
£4.8(XI, Expenses, £1,200, and Sales, £17,000. The Stock at the

end of 1907 is Materials, £7,000, and Finished Work, £6,000.

Prepare a statement showing each year (and also the average of the

two years) what are the percentages of Cost of Materials, Wages,
Expenses, and Profit on the output.

3. Arthur Beresford borrows £10,000 from the Building Society

on January 1, 1907, and repays £S0(J per annum by half-yearly

instalments in discharge of the Principal and Interest. Calculating

interest half-yearly at 4 per cent, per annum, prepare an account in

A. B.'s Ledger showing the position up to January 1, 1910.

4. A Firm's l)ooks are made up half-yearly, and many items

have been included under the heading of General Trade Expenses.

The Firm have a f[uantity of ^Materials for Repairs, and also a stock

of Catalogues and printed matter. It is desired to know in future

what is the separate cost, each half-year, of Horse-keep, Repairs,

Advertising, and Office Expenses. Explain in detail how the

necessary alteration in the system is to be properly effected.

5. Arthur Dent and Wni. Fenn are partners. Tlie Capital at

March 30, 1907, is Dent, £4,634 15s. ; Fenn, £3,391 lis. In their

Balance Sheet is a Freeliold Property, £1,8()0, which it is agreed
that Dent shall take over from tlie partnersliip at April 1, 19(^7, at

the value of £2,0^(0. The partners then wish to make their
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respective Capitals in the business eqiial, and in order to do this

Dent on April 1 pays £100 into the Firm's banking account, and
also gives to Fenn by cheque on his own (Dent's) Bank for the sum
required to make the Capital of the two partners equal. Write
out the two partners' accounts in the Firm's Ledger showing the
transactions.

6. Criticize the following

—

Short Bros., Ltd. Balance She kt, Dcee??i&cr 31, 1906.

s. d.

To Debentures . 1,000



14 10
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Expenses to Manchester, 7s. 3'/. 11th. Newspajjers, 3.^-. ; Copy Letter

Book, 7s. Qd. 13th. Telephone Trunk Calls for February, os. Qcl.

17th. Telegram, 9|f/. 20th. Railway Guide, Id. 21st. Stamps, 10s.
;

Goods, 6s. Ik;. 23rd. Great Northern Railway Account, 15s. 6«^.

•24th. Firewood, 3s. 25th. Car Fares, 7*/. 26th. Carrier, 2s. 2(1.

27th. Expenses to Liverpool. 10s. bd. 28th. Advertisement for

Clerk, Is. 6f^. 30th. Bottle of Ink, 2.s\ U. ; Goods, 14s. 9d. 31st.

Parcel Express Co., lis. 9d.

The Petty Cashier keeps a float of £10 and is re-imbuised on

April 1 by cheque for his payments during March. What records

should be made of—
(a) The float

;

(h) The cheque for payments during Marcli

;

{c) The Petty Cash Book totals for March ?

COUNTY COUNCIL OF THE WEST RIDING OF
YORKSHIRE.

Second Stage, 1908.

[3 hours allowed.]

\"ou are provided with paper ruled for the following books

—

Jom-nal, Cash Book,

Sales Day Book, Sales Ledger,

Returns Inwards Book, Bought Ledger,

Purchases Day Book, Impersonal Ledger,

Returns Outwards Book, Private Ledger.

The following Trial Balance is taken from the books of Messrs.

Carr & Vi'illis after they were closed on December 31, 1907. Re-

open the books in accordance therewith.

William Carr, Capital Account .

James Willis, Capital Account .

Fixtures Account ....
Trading Account, Stock
Advertising Account, Stock
Bad Debts Account, Reserve . . 10

Cash Book, Bank Balance . . . 144 19 3

Sales Ledger balances

—

Rush & Co., Ltd. {A''uie—terms,

5 per cent, for monthly settle-

ment on the 10th) . . . 68 11 2
Sykes, Ltd. .... 33 9 5

Bills Receivable Account . . 29 U U
Bought Ledger balance

—

Rush & Co., Ltd. {Koit;—term^,

5 per cent, for monthly settle-

ment on the 10th) ... 58 3 4

£ s.
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Jail. 3. Sykcs, Ltd., Lightown, 85 yds. " Frictionless
"

Belting at 3s. M. per yd. ; 9 doz. and 4

Patent Laces at 13s. per doz. ;
per N.E.R.,

carriage paid ......
,, 8. Rush & Co. , Ltd. , Broadfoot, 370 yds.

'

' Power-

ful "Strapping at 2a-. 8^. per yd. ; per their cart

., 25. Sykes, Ltd., Lightown, 3 cwt. 2 qrs. 8 lbs.

Rirumed Sheets at Is. 2.1,(1. per lb. ; 4 Double
Fretwork Chains at 25a. each ; per N.E.R.,

carriage paid ......
,

, 27. Rush & Co. , Ltd. , Broadfoot, 1 , 1 30 yds.
'

' Power-

ful " Strapping at 2s. Gr/.per yd. ; per their cart

Tile Credit Notes sent out were^
Jan. 6. Sykcs, Ltd., Lightown, 1 doz. Patent Laces

at 13s. per doz. returned "wrong size"

,, 9. Rush & Co., Ltd., Broadfoot, Id. per yd. over-

charge on 370 yds. "Powerful" Strapping.

The Invoices received were

—

Jan. 4. North-Eastern Railway Co., Carriage

,, 14. Rush & Co., Ltd., Broadfoot, Goods

,, 16. Warner Bros., Printing Show Cards

,, 21. Vale k Miller, litting up new Show Room,
£66 10s., and mending Show Case broken

during Stocktaking, £3 15s.

,, 27. North-Eastern Railway Co., Carriage

,, 31. Warner Bros., New Set of Account Books,

received January 1 .... .

The Credit Notes received were

—

Jan. 3. Rush & Co. , Ltd. , (Joods returned .

,, 18. Warner Bros., allowance for Show Cards

slightly damaged in transit

.

Cash received during month was

—

Jan. 4. From Bank by cheque .....
,, 10. Rush & Co., Ltd., cheque in settlement of

account to date .

,, 15. Sykes, Ltd., cash, £32 Is.

(drawn by C. Rogers),

£2 14s. lOd
,, 25. From Bank by clieque

The Payments were

—

Jan. 4. Wages .....
,, 4. Sundry Small E.xpenses .

,, 9. North-Eastern Railway Co., cash

,
, 11. Wages .....
,, 11. To Bank
,, 16. To Bank
,, 18. Wages .....
,. 18. Bank debit account with amount of C. Rogers

cheque returned dishonoured

,, 20. Warner Bros., cheque in settlement to date

,, 25. Wages .......
,, 25. Sundi-y Small Expenses ....
,, 29. Vale & Miller, cheque on account

,, 31. William Carr, withdrawal, cash £25 : cheque

£25.

8[/. , and cheque
£20 ; Discount,

£ s. d.

22 1

49 8

29 3 4

141 5

13

1 10 lU

£ s. d.

1 2 6
39 6 1

22 11 1

70 5

17 3

4 15

3

1

30

58 2 6

20

6 3 6
14 3

1 2 6

6 5
58 2 6
35 U
6 4

20
20 9 6
6 1 3
1 8 10

40
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On January 31 the Bill Receivable, £29, is discounted with the

Bank, who charge 4s. 9fZ. for doing so.

It is doubtful if the balance due from Sykes, Ltd., will be

recovered, therefore increase the Bad Debt Reserve to cover an
estimated loss of 50 per cent, of this debt.

Stock of Goods, £755 lO.f. ; Advertising Stock, £26.

Each partner is entitled to 5 per cent, per annum interest on his

capital in the business and they share the j)rolits equally-.

COUNTY COUNCIL OF THE WEST RIDING OF YORKSHIRE.
Third Stage, 1908.

[3 hours allowed.]

1. Lead & Hall, Ltd.
Trial Balance, Decemher 31, 1907.

1,164 Ordinary Shares £7 each,
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The additions to Plant, £386 2s. M., consist of Machinery,

£187 14s'. M.; Shafting, £117 Is. 2d.; Trade Fixtures, £40 9s. lOrf.;

New Horse, £40 17s. (jrf.

Stock, December 31, 1007, is £3,(ir)0 9s. (v/.

Write oft' Depreciation

—

Freehold, £50 ; Machinery, 10 per cent. ; Engine, Boiler and
Shafting, 12;\ per cent.; Trade Fixtures, 10 per cent.; Office

Furniture, ") per cent. ; Horse and Van, 20 per cent. The
additions during the year to be depreciated for six months.

Reserve Discount 2^ per cent, on Creditors, 3| per cent, on good

Debtors, and Reserve for Bad Debts, £1(X).

Rates and Insurance prepaid, £78.

During the ye&v the Cijmpany have manufactured Stationery

goods, £123 9s., for their own use in the office, and they have a

Stock of £25 on hand at December 31, 1907.

The Prepaid calls, £48, are entitled to interest 5 per cent, per

annum (owing for 1907).

The Manager is to have a bonus of 5 per cent, on the net profit.

The Vendors' Shares take one-fourth of any i)rofit earned in

excess of 10 per cent, on the Ordinary Capital called up.

Prepare Trading and Profit antl Loss Account and Balance Sheet,

December 31, 1907.

2. A Company has a very large number of credit customers
;

what suggestions as to Book-keeping can you make with a view to

keeping an eye on the doubtful ones 'i When preparing the Balance

Sheet what steps would you take to ensure as far as possible the

debts being shown at a correct value ?

3. A Trader's Warehouse is burnt down, and the following

books, etc., which had not been placed in the safe are destroyed,

viz. Bought Ledger, Purchases Book, and Invoice Files. The list of

the balances of the Bought Ledger made up to the end of the

previous year and the Stock Sheets at the same date are preserved

in the safe with the usual books. State in detail how you would
proceed to restore sufficient records with a view to («) the Insurance

claim and {h) the current year's Trading Account and Balance
Sheet.

4. Jones & Co., Bradford, have an agent (W. Rimmer) in

Barcelona, who obtains orders for goods, and delivers the goods

from a stock supplied to him by Jones & Co., Rimmer invoices the

goods to the customer, and sends monthly Sale Sheet to Jones & Co.,

the items being charged in pesetas. Rimmer collects the cash and
pays it to Jones & Co.'s account at Credit Lj'onnais, Barcelona, after

deducting his salary and expenses, sending a monthly Cash Sheet to

Jones & Co. Jones & Co. wish to include in their Sales Ledger an
account for each foreign customer, in sterling. Explain fully how
you would deal with these matters.

5. T. Robson, a Manufacturer, buys each month £500 worth of

Raw Materials from Cook & Co. on the following terms of dis-

count : for prompt cash 5 per cent., cash by the end of the following

month ^'l per cent., cash by the end of the second month following

2h percent., cash by the end of the third month following 1^ per

cent. ; after that time, net. (For example, materials bought in

January are subject to i'l per cent, if paid for by February 28, and
2h per cent, if paid for by March 31, etc.) Prepare accounts
extending over six months showing the result to Robson as regards

Interest and Discount

—
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{a) If he owes his Bank £5,000 at 5 per cent, interest on

January 1, 1908, and takes full discount
;

[h) If he owes his Bank £5,000 at 5 per cent, interest on
January 1, 1908, and takes no discount.

The interest may be dealt with in months, not daj'S.

6. In a set of books there are several Sales Ledgers, each balanced
separately every month. The balances at March 31 extracted from
the Ledgers amount to £1,210 8s. 3f?., the Sold Ledger summary
shows a balance of £1,200 8s. 3f?.

How would you proceed to find the difference, beginning where
you think a mistake of this kind M-ould be most likely to occur ?

Explain how you would search for the error through all the books
affected.

COUNTY COUNCIL OF THE WEST RIDING OF
YORKSHIRE.

First Staoe, 1909.

[3 hours allowed.]

1. Define fully the use of a Sales Day Book.
2. Two traders A. and B. carry on the same kind of business. A.

has a set of books which are properly kept, whilst B. keeps no books,

but only has incomplete memoranda of a portion of his transactions.

What will A.'s advantages be as compared with B. at the end of a

} ear's trading ?

3. What are the points which you would consider it necessary to

watch if you were entrusted with the keeping of a Cash Book ?

4. On Mai'ch 1, 1909, Chas. Read commences business and borrows
from his father, Jolin Read, £250.

£ s. d.

Mar. 1. He paj's £200 into Commercial Bank.

,, 1. He becomes Tenant of a Sliop at £4 a month
Rent.

,, 1. Paid cash for Shop Fixtures ....
,, 1. Paid to G. Ellis for Stock in Shop by cheque.

,, 2. Bought Goods from A. Reynolds

,, 4. Paid Plate Glass Insurance ....
,, 5. Sold Goods to Beale & Co. ....
,, 5. Sold Goods to Ashton & Mills

,, 5 Paid for cleaning Shop .....
,, 6. Receipts per Shop-till for week
,, 7. Ashton & Mills return Goods ....
,, 8. Paid to Bank
,,11. Sold Goods to Beale & Co
,, 12. Ashton & Mills pay cash (Discount allowed,

3s. lOf/.)

,, 13. Receipts per Shop-till for week
,, 13. Paid self for Household Expenses .

,, 13. Paid Wages, 2 weeks .....
,, 15. Received cheque from Beale & Co., and paid

into Bank (Discoimt allowed, S.s.

)

,, 15. Paid to Bank .......
,, 15. Paid for Advertising ...
,, 16. Sold Goods to Beale & Co. ....
,, 16. Bought Goods from A. Rej-nolds

CO
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Mar. 18. Paid Rates by cheque ....
,, 18. Paid A. Rej'nolds cheque (Discount, 13s. 4^1,)

,, 19. Sold Goods to Ashton & Mills . .

,, 20. Receipts per .Shop-till for week
,, 20. Bought Goods from A. Reynolds

,, 24. Sold Goods to Beale & Co.

,, 27. Receipts per Shop-till for week
,, 27. Paid month's Rent.....
,, 27. Paid self for Household Expens'.-s ,

,, 27. Sold Goods to Beale & Co. .

,, 27. Paid Wages, 2 weeks ....
,, 28. Goods returned by Beale & Co.

,, 29. Paid for Repairs to premises .

Enter in the proper books and prepare Trial Balance.
;>. J. Rhodes has tlie following transactions with B. Sharp

—

On Jan. 1, 1909, Sharp owes Rhodes £15 8s. M. Rhodes sells

goods to Sharp : Jan. 28, £4 16s. M. ; Feb. 3, £8 17s. M. ; Feb. 9,

£5 12s. \\d. ; March 4, £13 12s-. M. ; March 18, £6 14s. M. ; Marcli
24, £3 lis. M. Sharp returns Goods, Feb. 6, £2 16s. M. ; March
1, 17s. \\d. Rhodes hwys, Goods from Sharp: Jan. 16, £10 10s.

;

Feb. 18, £14s. 15s. M. ; March 25, £3 9s. 2d. ; and on Feb. 28,
Rhodes returns Goods, £3 os. 9(^. Rhodes allows Sharp discount
5 per cent., and Sharp allows Rhodes 2h per cent. Make out an
account showing how much Sharp owes net at March 31.

=€ s.

. 4 13
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The Capital in the business belongs to the partners in equal

shares. The Partnership Agreement provides for interest on
Capital at 5 per cent, per annum, and for Wm. Abbott to have
fiv'e-eighths of the profit, James Berrys three-eightlis.

You are required to enter up and post the books for the two
months, prepare Trial Balance, and close the books on March 31,

1909, showing Balance Sheet. The Sales 'D^y Book and Purchases
Daj' Book are ruled to keep a separate record of Coal, Coke, and
Lime. Expenses are not entered in the books until payment is

made. All cash received is paid to Bank on the following morning.
The Cash Book is balanced monthly, and the totals of Sales, Pur-
chases, Returns, and Discount are posted to the Impersonal Ledger
monthly. The Stock is taken on March 31, 1909, and is found to

be Coal, £750 ; Coke, £425 ; Lime, £95.

The Invoices sent out for goods sold were

—

Feb. 3. Thos. Speight & Co., Ltd., Birkenhead, Coal

,, 8. Bryde k Son, Bristol, Lime
„ 8. ,, „ Coke
,, 17. Anderson & Co., York, Coal

„ 17. ,, ,, Coke
Mar. 1. Bryde & Son, Bristol, Lime

„ 16. T.'^Speight & Co., Ltd., Birkenhead, Coal

,, 16. ,, ,, Coke
,,16. ,, ,, Lime
,, 22. Anderson & Co., York, Coke
,, 22. ,, ,, Coal

The Credit Notes sent out were

—

Feb. 10. Bryde & Son, Bristol, overcharge on Lime
sent 8th inst. ......

,, 20. Thos. Speight & Co., Ltd., error in invoice

sent 3rd inst. ......
The Invoices received were

—

Feb. 10. Deepdown Colliery Co.

£ s.
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Mar 11 Anderson & Co., cheque, £223 Os. 5^/., in settlement of

account to February 28, 1909; Sales J^edger account

subject to 1^ per cent, discount, £3 7s. M. ;
Bought

Ledger account net.

29. Bryde & Son, cheque, £205 3.s. M., being fir.st aii<l hual

dividend of 17s. <6d. in £ on account due.

29. Employers' Insurance Co., cheque, £4 3*-. 6'/., being refund

of compensaiion already paid to one of the Carmen by

the firm as Wages whilst away from work owing to

injuries received.

The cheques drawn were

—

Feb 12 Deepdown Colliery Co., £68 12s. 6d ; Uiscount, £3 12s. 3d

13. Selves, £25 (for Wages, £23 2s. Qd. ; Trade Expenses,

£1 17s. M).
^ ^ ,

18. Bill Payable, £240, due this day advised at Bank.

\\ 24. Midland Railway Co., £15 6s. 3f/., for Carriage outwards,

',', 27. Wm. Abbott, £20, withdrawal.

,,' 27. Jas. Berrys, £20, withdrawal.

, 27. Nield & Son, £10 5s. for Advertising.

;
, 27. Selves,:£32 (for Wages, £23 12s. M. ; Travelling Expenses,

£5 4s. ; Trade Expenses, £3 3s. 6(i).

Mar. 5. Bank return Bryde & Son'i? acceptance, £100, dishonoured,

and charge 2s. for noting.

10. Deepdown Colliery Co., £440 8s. \d. ;
Discount, £2o

3s. Id.
,,. ^,

,, 12. Selves, £35 (for Wages, £24 19s. U. ;
Travelling Expenses,

£5 18s. 2d. ; Trade Expenses, £4 2s. Ad.).

18. Wm. West, £.35 for additional Horse.
', 26. Selves, £33 (for Wages, £23 4s. U. ;

Trade Expenses,

£9 15s. 9(;.).

COUNTY COUNCIL OF THE WEST RIDING OF
YORKSHIRE.

Third Stage, 1909.

[3 hours allowed.]

1. Martin Hanson & Co., Ltd.

Trial Balance, Dcccmhrr 31, 1908.

£ s. d. £ s. d.

Preference Shares : 13,500 £1 5 per

cent, shares fully paid . . . 13,500

Ordinary Shares T 58,000 £1 shares

fully paid 58,000

Debenture Stock, 4.', per cent. . . 19,500

Freehold . .
~

. . . • 23,500

Fixed Plant 4,400 O

Loose Tools, etc 2,750

Furniture 2(J() O (»

Horses, Carts, etc 250 (»

Patterns and Models . . . . 3,200 (» (I

Goodwill 53,293

Debenture Interest paid to Dec.

31, 1908 877 10
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£ s. d. £

675

Preference Dividend paid to Dec
31, 1908

Loan Interest paid to Dec. .31

1908
Directors' Fees .

Bank Commission
Subscriptions
Bank Interest

Debenture Trustees' Fees
Loans
Bank
Reserve Fund
Investments
Profit and Loss Account, Dec. 3!

1907
Stock, Dec. 31, 1907
Purchases .

Discount received
Returns Outwards
Sales .

Discount allowed
Wages
Bad Debt account
Coal .

Insurance .

Loans to Workmen
Horse-keep
New Plant (Loose)

New Buildings .

New Patterns .

Repairs
Trade Expenses
Salaries

Debtors
Creditors .

Cash .

New Electric Light Installation (to

be spread over 3 years) .

263 2 10

250 (»

26 18 3
29 14 6

26 5

6,593 10 10

707

8,302 6 2

17,315 10 7

1,390 13 11

18,658 11 7

1,890 19 1

168 1 2

5 12 2
735 3 4

385 17 9

81 9 9

525 5 10

1,594 5

635 7 2

1,307 1 6

11,612 8 5

99 16 8

300

179 17 6

5,530

6,100

6,493 8 6

221 11 3
51 10 11

48,701 17 2

408 1 9

3,363 19 10

£162,050 6 11 £162,050 6 11

Stock, December 31, 1908: Goods, £8,605 18s. 9r7. ; Horse-keep,

£25.
Dividend accrued due on Investments, £150.
Depreciation : Fixed Plant, 5 per cent. ; Loose Tools, 71 per cent.

;

Patterns, 10 per cent. ; Horses and Carts, 20 per cent. ; Furni-

ture, 5 per cent. Half Depreciation to be charged on additions

during year.

Reserve £600 for Bad Debts and £667 for Discounts on Debts
due.

If there is an}' surplus profit for the j-ear after paying Debenture
Interest and Loan Interest, Preference Dividend and 5 per cent.

Ordinary Dividend, place 25 per cent, of such surplus to a Special

Reserve Account.
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Prepare Trading and Profit and Loss Account and Balance Sheet,

December 31, 1908.

2. X., Y., and Z. are partners.
, ,,

Their respective Capitals in the business as shown ''Y their

Balance Sheet on December 81, UX)8, are X., £3,(X)0 ;
Y

,
t2,2f)(>

;

Z £800 The profit for the year, amounting to £l,WMt, has been

credited to X. half share, Y. and Z. quarter sliare each, and the

books have been closed.
-, ^, i

During 1908 thev have withdrawn nothing beyond their salaries,

which have already been charged to Profit and Loss Account, it is

found on March 31, 1909, that interest on the Partners Capital

(5 per cent, per annum) as provided by the partnership agreement

has been omitted.
, , , , ,. t.\,-

Give the entries you would make in the books to correct this

3 \ Manufacturer's books show the following figures for each

item for the two years 1907 and 1908 : Materials used, £22,389 and

£21 427 • Wages, £7,495 and £7,577 ; Rent and Power, £l,6a9 and

£1 655 • Carriage, £513 and £494 ; Trade Expenses, £303 and £309 ;

Gas and Water, £213 and £240 ; Travellers, £719 and £763 ;
Repairs

£426 and £563 ; Insurance, £78 and £78 ; Depreciation, 16(X) and

£580.
Goods produced (Net), £30,468 and £36,261.

Pr»^pare a statement showing for each year the various costs

per cent, on production.
.

4. A Limited Company's Balance Sheet contains (amongst

others) the following items

—

Assets. £ «• ^''•

Closed works (cost £5,000, now worth £1,0(X») . . 4,500

I'rofit and Loss Account Balance .... 2,780

Goodwill I'-'^'^f* "^

Liabilities.

Forfeited Shares Account _ lOf' ^
Reserve Fund Account ~^^^^^ "J ^

What would you suggest with regard to these items ?

5. Lead & Hall, Ltd., have a Share Capital of 1,164 £7 shares,

£5 10.9. per share called up. A. V. Rawle has 1,100 shares,

£5 10s. per share paid up. C. B. Rooke has 64 shares, of which

32 are fully paid up (z. e. £7 per share). The Reserve Fund Account

is £2,350. The Directors call up the final £1 lO?. per share,

and at the same time distribute a Bonus (out of Reserve) of

£1 10s. per share.
, , , ^ •

Write up the entries which you would make m the books to give

effect to the foregoing.

Assuming that 12^ per cent, dividend has been previously paid,

and the available profit is the same now, how will the rate of

Dividend be affected by this alteration in capital ?

6. " The Reserve Fund of a Company should be invested outside

the Company's business." This statement is frequently made;

state your reasons for agreeing or disagreeing with it.
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LANCASHIRE AND CHESHIRE INSTITUTES.
Elementary Grade, 1907.

[3 hours allowed. ]

{You must first attempt not more than three of the questions in Fart
I, and afterwards attempt the Statements of Accoitnt in Parts II and
III of this Grade.)

Pait I.

1. ^Vhat do you understand by

—

[a) Capital

;

[h) Voucher
;

(c) Bringing down a balance ?

2. Mention two or three ways in which a cheque can be crossed.

3. What is a Bank Pass Book ? Explain its use to a business man.
4. Rule the form of a Petty Cash Book, and enter an amount of

£12 received by the petty cashier on March 1, 1907, and the
details of four payments made bj- him for the week ended March
8. Bring down the balance.

5. On January 1, 1907, John Smith had cash in hand, £5 10s.
;

cash at Bank, £60 lOs. ; Goods on hand, £125 ; and William Alton
owed him £7. He owed to Arthur Roberts £27 10s. Journalize
(only) the above.

Part II.

6. On March, 1, 1907, Charles Henry Smithson commenced
business as a Grocer with £1,000 capital, of which £950 was paid
into his Banking Account, and £50 retained as Cash in hand for

business purposes. His transactions for the month were as follows

—

1907.

Mar.

9.

13.

15.

16.

IS.

19.

29.

29.

29.

29.

29.

Purchased Goods at J. Robinson & Son's
auction mart, and paid cheque

Also bought Office Furniture and Fittings,

for which he jiaid cash .

Sold to Mrs. B. Vero, Goods
Purchased from Lipton's, Ltd., Tea

,, ,, J. G. Cooper, Sugar
Paid Lipton's, Ltd., a cheque in full settle

ment of account
Goods bought at J. Robinson's auction mart

and paid cash....
Sold to Mrs. A. Harker, Goods .

Received from Mrs. B. Vero, cash
And allowed her Discount

Cash Sales for month .

Paid Shop Assistants' Wages for month
(cash) ......

Paid Rent for month (cheque)
Paid Trade Expenses for month cash)

Paid into Bank .....

s. d.

731

. 38
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LANCASHIRE AND CHESHIRE INSTITUTES.

Inteumediate Gkade, 1907.

[3 hours allowed.]

(
Voii mttst first attempt not more than four of the questions in Part I,

and afterwards attempt the Statements of Account in Parts II and III

of this Grade.)
Part I.

8. What is the meaning of

—

(a) Book Debts

;

{h) Dividend ;

(f) Reconciliation Account ?

9. What are the advantages of Double Entr}' book-keeping over

Single Entry ? Can a trader who keeps his books by Single Entry

ascertain his profit or loss for any period, and if so, how?
10. What do you understand by the "Opening Entries" and

"Closing Entries" of a business? Give an example of each.

11. Upon which side of a Ledger would you expect to find the

following balances

—

(a) Discount Account
;

(6) Goodwill Account

;

(c) Furniture and Fittings Account
;

[d) Rents Received Account ?

12. Explain the meaning of

—

(a) Personal Accoixnt
;

[h] Impersonal Account ;

and give an example of each.

13. Sketch a form of Wage Book (for a week) for a firm of joiners

who pay their men according to the number of hours they work at

a fixed rale per hour. Fill in the particulars for the week ending

March 9, 1907, for—
Albert Smith, who works 50 hours at M. per hour.

Harry Jones, who works 54 hours at 95C?. per hour.

Part II.

14. On January 1, 1907, the position of Moses Atkinson,

trading as M. Atkinson & Co., Drapers, Llandaff, was as follows—

Cash in hand .....
Petty Cash in hand
Balance in Bank ....
Office Furniture and Fittings .

Cost of Electric Light Installation

Stock-in-trade ....
Owing by Geo. Somers k Co.

,, ,, Richard Smith

,, ,, A. Abson & Sons
Owing to W. Wilson

,, ,. Dickenson Bros.

,, Whittaker's, Lt<l. .

£ s.
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Jan

The transactions for the month were as follows

—

1907.

I. Purchased from W. Wilson, Goods
I. Sold to Richard Smith, Goods
7. Received cash from Geo. Somers & Co.,

full settlement, which I accept .

Paid Fire Insurance out of Petty Cash .

Paid W. Wilson, by cheque

—

Account . . . . 339 19

Less Discount 5 per cent. 17

9.

12

£ s.

128 10

59 8

118 17

4 3

14.

i;

18.

19.

20.

21.

30.

30.

30.

30.

30.

30.

30.

30.

30.

322 19

10 14

96
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Tart I.

16. I buy Goods on March 1, 1907, dated forward as June. I

make up my accounts on April 30. How should E deal witli this

item in my Purchases Day Book, Ledger, and Balance Sheet?
17. Ill rendering accounts to the surveyor of taxes for Income

Tax ])urposes, certain adjustments are necessary. Name at least

live of such items, and the reason why they are included in arriving

at the figure of assessment.

18. ICxplain tlie difference between

—

{a) Sinking Fund,
{b) Reserve Fund,
(c) Reserve Account.

19. What do you understand by

—

{a) Nominal Account,
{b) Real Account,

ifi) Personal Account,
(iive two examples of each.

20. Is it advantageous or not to convert a business into a Limited
Liability Company ? Give rea.sons for your answer.

21. A friend desires 3'ou to advise him as to whether he should

invest £1,0(X) (which he has free) in

—

{(() Ordinary Shares of a Company wliich has paid 8 per

cent, per annum during the last three years ; or

{b) In 6 per cent. Cumulative Preference Shares of the same
Company ; or

(c) In 4 per cent. Debentures of the same Company.
How would you advise him ?

Part 11.

22. Tiie Nominal Capital of the Lancashire and Cheshire

Engineeiing Company, Ltd., is

—

£10,0<J0 divided into 10,000 Ordinary Shares of £1 each,

£20,00<J divided into 20,(XJ0 7 per cent. Cumulative Preference

Shares of £1 each,

and the Company is authorized to issue £10,000 divided into 200

5 per cent. First Mortgage Debentures of £50 each.

From the following Trial Balance prepare a Trading Account,

Profit and Loss Account, and Balance Sheet, as on March 31, 1907.

Ordinary' Share Capital

Preference Share Capital .

Arrears on Ordinary Shares

200 5 per cent. First Mortgage Deben
lures of £50 each, £30 paid

Sundry Creditors
Sales ......
Returns off Purchases
Profit and Loss Balance, March 31

1906
Plant and Machinery .

Patents .....
Office Furniture and Fittings

Sundry Debtors....

Dr.
£ s.

70
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Cr.

Purchases .....
Returns off Sales

Salaries .....
Goodwill .....
Stock of Materials, Muich 31, 190(i

Wages, productive
Carriage (inwards)

Carriage (outAvards) .

Coal and Coke ....
Loose Tools, March 31, 1906
Rent, Rates, Taxes, and Insurance
Sundry Expenses
Discounts allowed and received . . 760 200
Bad Debts
Directors' Fees .....
Interim Preference Dividend, paid

October 15, 1906 .

Bank charges .....
Debenture Interest, less Tax
Cash in hand .....
Lloyds Bank, Ltd 1,067 10

£68,031 0~0 £68,031

Dr.
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LANCASHIRE AND CHESHIRE INSTITUTES.

Elementary Grade, 1908.

[3 hours allowed.]

( You must first attempt not more than three of the questions in Part
I, and afterwards attempt the Statements of Account in Parts II and
III of this grade.

)

Part I.

1. Explain the meaning of the following

—

((«) Personal Account,
(6) Impersonal Account,
(') Crossed cheque,

and give an example of each.
2. What is the object of a Goods Account, and how is it

balanced ?

3. Explain the difference between Cash Discount and Trade
Discount.

4. On April 1, 1908, James W. Barlow had Cash in hand, £17 10.?. ;

Goods on hand, £50 10s. ; and W. Anson and Charles Harper owed
£20 lOs. and £17 respectively ; Barlow had no liabilities, excepting
Lloyds Bank, Ltd., to whom he owed £17 \0s. Journalize (only)
the above.

5. Make out Sam Jay's account in your Ledger in respect of the
following dealings during ]\Iarch 1908—

1908, £
Mar. 2. Jay buys Goods from you .... 20

,, 8. You receive cash from Jay on account . . 15

,, 10. You sell Goods to Jay 16
,, 31. Y"ou buy Goods from Jay .... 2

Bring down the Balance.

Part II.

On March 1, 1907, William Slater commenced business with a
balance at his Bankers of £1,500, and Cash in office, £225. The
transactions for the month were as follows

—

1907.

Mar. 1. Purchased Goods for cash

,, 2. Paid for Office Furniture and Fittings, cash
,, 5. Paid into Bank .....
,, 6. Sold W. Anson, Goods ....
,, 9, Received from W. Anson on account .

,, 12. Sold J. Wormald, Goods
,, 15. Received from J. Wormald .

And allowed him Discount
,, 16. Bought of Sims & Co., Goods
,, 19. Paid cheque to Sims & Co. in full settlement
,, 19. Purchased from Emile Robarts, Goods .

,, 31. Cash Sales for month ....
,, 31. Paid Wages by cash ....
,, 31. Paid Rent for month by che(]ue

,, 31. Paid into Bank

Enter the above transactions in the proper books, post to Ledger
accounts and prepare a Trial Balance.

U U

s.
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Part III.

From the foregoing, make out Profit and Loss Account and Balance
Sheet on March 31, 1907, taking the value of the Stock on tiiat date
at £128.

LANCASHIRE AND CHESHIRE INSTITUTES.

Intermediate (iRade, 1908.

[3 hours allowed.]

(Yoii, must first attempt not more than four of the questions in Part I,

and afterwards attevijd the Statcmevts of Account in Parts II and III
of this grade.

)

Part I.

1. A merchant sells to John Black Goods to the amount of £60r>,

and as Black cannot pay for them when due the merchant takes a
Bill at 3 months for £015, charging £1.5 for interest. Journalize
(only) the above transaction in the merchant's liooks.

2. Explain briefly the following terms as used in connection with
cheques: "Endorsing," "Dishonoured," "Not Negotiable," "Refer
to Drawer."

3. What are the points of difference between a Bill of Exchange
and a Promissory Note ? Write out the form of a Promissorj' Note.

4. What do you understand b}' a Trial Balance ? What is its use ?

When should it be prepared ?

5. On June 30, 1908, when you take out your balances you find

that William Armstrong is indebted to j'ou in the sum of £80. It

is found out, however, that by an oversight you have omitted to

give him credit for Goods returned, amounting to £20, by which
amount his account is now reduced. On September 30, 1908, you
receive from his Trustee in Bankruptcy a first and final dividend of

4*;. %d. in the £. Where and how would you enter this transaction
of September 30, 1908 ?

6. A friend of yours is starting a business which is divided into

three departments. A, B, C. He is anxious to know the Profit or

Loss on each department, (iive a list of the books which you would
advise him to keep, with the ruling of one of the books only.

Part II.

On March 1, 1908, Walter Benn bought from W. James his

business as merchant, paying him, cash £500 for Stock-in-trade,

£100 for Fixtures, and £50 for Office Furniture. He also paid into

the bank £600 for further working capital, and retained a further

£50 for Office Cash. The ti'ansactions for the month of March
were as follows

—

Mar. 1. Drew and cashed cheque for Pelt}' Cash
,, 2. Purchased from A. Penny, Goods for cheque

,, 4. Sold Goods to W. Nield ....
,, 6. Received Bill at 3 months from W. Nield in

settlement of his account .... 2(10

,, 0. Discounted Bill at Bank, who charged me t3
for discount . . . . . . 3

£
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as used in Mining. How would you deal with dead rent in the
books of a Colliery Company '

4. What do you understand by " Account Current"? Make out
such an account for Yeadon & Co. frona the following

—

1907.

Jan. 1. Sold Goods to Marshall & Co., £200, due March 1.

Feb. 1. Received cash from Marshall & Co., £100.
Mar. 1. Bought Goods from Marshall & Co., £500, due Mav 1.

April 1. Paid Marshall & Co., £300.
May 1. Bought Goods from Marshall & Co., £200.
June 30. Sold Goods to Marshall & Co., £300.

Interest 5 per cent., the account to be made up to June 30, 1907.

5. In preparing accounts for the Surveyor of Taxes showing
profits taxable under Schedule I), how would j'ou deal with the
vmdermentioned items ?

—

(«) Bank Interest,

(b) Defalcation by cashier,

(c) Depreciation of Land and Buildings,
{d) Fire Insurance,
(e) Partners' salaries,

if) Interest on Capital,

(g) Rents from Cottage Property,
(h) Premium on Leasehold.

6. In closing the books of a Company whose accounts are made
up to June 30 in each year, you find the following

—

1. Poor and District Rates for the half-year ending September
30 next, £300, paid on June 1.

2. A number of invoices for goods amounting to £250. The
goods were delivered on June 28, and wei-e not included
in the stocktaking at tliat date, and the invoices have not
passed through the books on the ground that the goods are

intended for use after June 30.

3. Rent, £1,000 per year, payable quarterly. Last rent paid
up to April 30.

4. £600 expended in cost of issue of Debentures, repayable in five

years from date of issue.

5. Expenditure of £1,000 on advertising new article called

"Plato" introduced to the public.

How would you deal with the above-mentioned items in the books
of the Company ?

Part II.

The Silver Ore Company, Ltd., was formed on April 1, 1907, with
an Autliorized Capital of £60,0(h:>, divided into 30,000 Ordinary Sliai-cs

of £1 each and 30,(Xl0 5 per cent. Cumulative Preference Shares of £1
each. The whole of the Ordinary Shares were issued and fully paid,

but of the Cumulative Preference Shares 22,000 only were issued, and
of tliese 21,900 were fully paid, but on the remaining 100 shares ISs.

only had been paid. From the following Trial Balance prepare
Balance Slieet, Trading Account, and Profit and Loss Account on
April 1, 1908.
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an.l whose business is divided into tiic three following departments :

Woollens, cottons, silks. ,,^ ,• i„i., o
4 William Robinson owes to you for goods sold to hun on July -,

1!)()S £27.-) U).s. On July 6, 190S, he sends a Bdl for tl2.) d^ue on

October 1 190S, and also cash on account of the balance, k.^Z 1 is.m.

On October 1, 1908, he fails to meet his Bill, and you pay for noting

the dishonouml Bill, 1.. (W. On December 31, 1908, y;''^?^^!^

from his Trustee in Bankruptcy a tirst and hnal dividend of bs. 8rf.

in the £. Show William Robinson's Ledger Account m your books.

5. What is meant bv

—

(rt) (Jross proHt,

{b) Net profit 1

A man's turnover for the year ending October 31, 1908, is £12,500,

his eross profit is £2,500, his net profit is £750.

What is the rate per cent, on the turnover for gross profit and

also for net profit ?
, . , -, c ^\ ^ ^t

6 You supplv Mr. Lloyd Asquith with goods of the value of

£550, and he gives you in payment a Bill of Exchange due on

January 1, 1909. On November 1, 1908, you discount the Bill at

tlie rate of 5 per cent, per annum. How much cash will you receive .

and give the entry that you will make in your Cash Book on this

date. _
Part II.

7 On February 1, 1909, Henry Wood commenced business with

the' following assets : Cash in hand, £50 Is. U. ;
Cash at Bank,

£864 7s. M.; Stock-in-trade, £560. William Jones owes him

£162 Is. U. ; James Slater owes him £124 2s. 6c?. His liabi ities

are : John Jackson, £400 2,v. M. ; A. Wilson, £103 Ids. ;
Webster &

°The transactions for the month of February were as follows-
^

Feb. 1. Sold Goods to Wm. Jones . • .
• , •

St) 10

2 Gave Bill to A. Wilson at 3 months m settle-

ment of his account . ••,-,• \}, a \

3 Paid John Jackson on account (by cheque) . 100 U
" 4 Drew from Bank for Petty Cash . . .10 U

,, o. Cash sales
i -a n n

„ 6. Paid into Bank . . . • • " i?a n n
9 Bought of Webster & Co., Goods . . .

^50 u
"

ll" Received from Wm. Jones, Bill at 4 months,

in full settlement of his account . . . -^0 u u

12. Bought Office Furniture and Fittings (by
^^

_^

cheque) . . • • V. i
' r

"

13 Henry Wood withdraws from Bank, tor

private purposes . . • '

;,
^- . ' ^^^

13. Paid out of Petty Cash, Stamps and Sundry
_^

^ ^
Expenses

'

, ,\

15 Sold Goods to Jas. Slater . ... .
-"" ^'

''
17. Jas. Slater returns Goods as being inferior to

^^ ^ ^
sample .....

;
•

19 Paid Webster & Co. by cheque £300, and

received Discount, £7 10s. . • • •

•^^' ^" "

'>3 Paid John Jackson on account, by cheque,

£100, and received Discount, £5 . .

^ n a
28. Received Rent from sub-tenant . . •

b u u
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£ s. cl.

Feb. 28. Drew cheque for Wages . . . . 60
And paid £57.

,, 28. Kent rfwe to Landlord 36

,, 28. Credit Capital with Interest, £G 10s.

,, 28. Depreciate Office Furniture, £4.

Enter the above items in the proper books, post to Ledger, and
take out Trial Balance.

Part III.

8. From the foregoing, close the accounts, bring down the
balances, make out Profit and Loss Account and Balance Sheet.
On February 28 the Stock amounted to £484 10*'.

LANCASHIRE AND CHESHIRE INSTITUTES.

Senior Grade, 1909.

[3 hours allowed.]

(You must first attcm2)t not more than four of the questions in Parti,
and afterwards attempt the Statements of Acco2int in Farts JI and III
of this grade,

)

Part I.

9. What is the meaning of (a) forfeited shares, (b) premium on
shares ? How are they dealt with in a company's accounts ?

10. Having before you the Profit and Loss Account of a manu-
facturing business, what points would require attention in adjusting
it for the purpose of submission for Income Tax assessment?

11. What is a sinking fund? Give an example, with imaginary
figures.

12. Define an "Account Current," and make out such an account
for Alfred Brown in respect of the following transactions with
Charles Dawson

—

Goods sold to Charles Dawson, £200, due February 1.

Received cash from Charles Dawson, £50.
Goods bought of Charles Dawson, £.300, due April 1.

Paid to Charles Dawson, cash, £200.
Goods bought of Charles Dawson, £150.
Goods sold to Charles Dawson, £120, due June 1.

The account to be made up to June I, 1908, interest to be at 6
per cent, per annum, which may be calculated by months instead
of days.

13. Explain, as applied to the Balance Sheet of a Joint Stock
Company, the following

—

{a) Capital Authorized,
(b) Calls in Arrear,

(c) Mortgage Debentures,
(d) Preliminary Expenses.

On which side of the Balance Sheet would they appear ?

14. How should the figures be shown in a company's Balance
Sheet in both the following cases

—

1908.
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(a) A company issues £40,000 4 per cent. Mortgage Deben-
tures at 95 per cent.

(h) A company issues £40,000 4 per cent. Mortgage Deben-
tures at par,

and undertakes to redeem them at the end of ten years at £105.

Part II.

15. The secretary of the Cheshire Manufacturing Company, Ltd.,

takes out his balances on December 31, 1908, and submits to you
the following particulars, from which prepare Trading Account,
Profit and Loss Account, and Balance Sheet

—

Nominal Capital, £150,tKX), divided into 5,000 Preference Shares
of £10 each, and 10,000 Ordinary Shares of £10 each.
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Reserve for Debenture Interest, £375.
Reserve for Wages, £50.

Provide for Bad Debts, £400; Insurance prepaid, £21.

Depreciate Land and Buildings 1 per cent., and Plant and
Machinery 10 per cent.

Reserve for Discounts, 5 per cent, on Sundry Debtors and 2i per

cent, on Sundry Creditors. Stock at December 31, 1908, £18,763.
Value of Loose Tools at December 31, 1908, £2,000.

Part III.

16. Arthur Arnott, Ben Barber, and Charles Corson carried on

business in co-partnership as Corn Millers, at Salford. On October

1, 1907, their capital was £8,000, £5,000, and £2,000 respectively.

By the deed of partnership each partner was to have 5 per cent,

interest on his money, and a salary of £250 per annum. The only

amount drawn out of the business by each partner during the year
was the amount of his salar3\

Before taking into account any interest on partners' capital,

or partners' salaries, the profit of the business for the year ended
September 30, 1908, w^as £2,070. Profits were divided in the pro-

portion of 3, 2, 1, respectively.

Prepare Profit and Loss Account and open Partners' Capital

Accounts, showing each partner's position on September 30, 1908.

NATIONAL UNION OF TEACHERS EXAMINATIONS.
Elementary, 1909.

[3 hours allowed.]

( Voit, may ansiver all the questions.

)

1. Give the meanings of the following : Account, Commission,

Posting, Solvent, Sterling, Voucher.
2. Rule a model Sales Book, and enter two of the following items

to each of two names (and dates) of your own choice : 6 gross

buttons, at M. per doz. ; 20 yds. silk, at 10s. M. per yd. : 5 doz.

hats, at 2s. 6^^. each ; 90 ties, at 21s. per doz.

3. Each day, from Monday to Saturday (six days), a costermonger

bought 17s. Qrl. worth of fruit. His takings were 23s. daily. On
Saturday night he reckoned he had 2s. 6(Z. worth of fruit left. Make
out an account, showing his profit for the week.

Exercise.

On January 1, 1909, the state of Francis Fair's business was as

follows : Cash in hand, £365 ; Goods on hand, £420.

Debtors : B. Best, £115 ; D. Dean, £80; K. Kew, £315. Creditors :

L. Lord, £205 ; Y. Young, £90.

You are requested to find and credit his Capital. Then enter the

transactions given below in suitable books, post them to the Ledger,

draw out a Trial Balance, balance the Accounts, and make out a

Profit and Loss Account and Balance Sheet.

1909. £ s. d.

Jan. 1. Paid Rent 25

,, 2. Received of K. Kew . . £197 10

Discount in addition . 2 10
200
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1!)

Jan.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.
23".

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

30.

30.

Paid Water Rate
Sales to K. Kew......
Received cash for a Bad Debt written off

last year .

Bought Goods of L. Lord
Received cash of B. Best
Wrote off the balance of his debt as bad

Cash Sales .

Cash Purchases .

Received cash of K. Kew . £113 12 6

Discount in addition . 17 6

a s. ,1.

5 5
120 15 6

Paid L. Lord, cash
Discount in addition

K. Kew bought Goods
Paid Wages.
Y. Young purchased Goods
D. Dean paid me

Discount in addition

Purchases from N. Nash
Paid Y. Young, cash .

Discount in addition

Sales to D. Dean .

Paid Wages
Paid L. Lord, cash

Discount in addition

D. Dean bought Goods
Paid to N. Nash, cash

Discount in addition

Y. Young sold me Goods
Drew cash for Self

Paid Salaries

Interest on Capital

Stock on hand

£146 5
3 15

£78 8

. 1 12

£53
1 12 6

£53 12 6
1 7 6

£35
. 1 10

24 12 8

65 10 6

102 12 6

12 7 6

90 3 4

70 13 4

115

150
32 8 4

8 15

35 7 6

80
136 10

54 12 6

120 13 4

8 15

55

24 16 8

36 10

85 10 9

25
35
4 3 4

495

NATIONAL UNION OF TEACHERS EXAMINATIONS.

Intermediate, 1909.

[3 hours allowed.]

1. Describe briefly the Imprest System of Petty Cash.
2. During the week a costermonger invested £5 in fruit and IDs.

in paper bags. He paid the boy who helped him 75., and the hire

of his barrow cost him 3s. 6fA On Saturday night he found his

takings amounted to £8, and he reckoned he had Is. Qcl. worth of

bags and 5s. worth of fruit left.

Make out an account showing liis profit for the week.
3. Explain: Bonded Goods, Del Credere, Rebate, Scrip, P.P. I.,

A/s.
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Exercise.

The affairs of Artlnir Abel, Contractor, stood as follows on
January 1, 1909—

Assets: Cash in Office, £30 ; Cash at Bank, £900.
Bills Receivable : No. 1, £200 ; No. 2, £240.
Benjamin Binns, £720; Expenditure on Contract 10, £2,160

;

Expenditure on Contract 11, £4,800 ; Freehold Premises, £7,500 ;

Horses and Carts, £1,100; Stock of Materials, £3,000.
Liabilities: Bills Payable, No. 20, £150; No. 21, £250;

Charles Cain, £350 ; Instalments received on Contract 10, £1,200
;

Instalments received on Contract 11, £3,600.

His transactions for the month are given below. You are requested
to enter them in the proper books, post them to the Ledger, make
out a Trial Balance, Profit and Loss Account, and Balance Sheet.
Closing entries should be passed through the Journal. All pay-
ments, unless otherwise stated, are made by cheque ; all receipts

are paid into the Bank same day.

1900.

Jan. 1. Received cheque for Bill No. 1

Rebate allowed ....
1. Signed Contract 12 to restore St. John

Church for .....
2. Bought of Charles Cain Bricks value .

Paid him cheque ....
And Acceptance at 3 months .

4. Paid for two new Horses
4. Paid for Postage, etc.—OfEce Cash
5. Received Instalment on Contract \ 1

6. Paid Wages—Contract 10 .

,, ,, Contract 11 .

7. Materials supplied to Contract 10

,, ,, Contract 11

,, ,, Contract 12

8. Retired Acceptance No. 20 for cheque .

And Rebate .....
9. Bought Tiles of Chas. Cain for two months

Bill

11. Received cheque from Benjamin Binns
Discount in addition.

11. Paid for Repairs to Carts

12. Bill Receivable No. 2, Frank Fox, £240, due
this day, returned dishonoured. Noting
Expenses—Office Cash

13. Retired Acceptance No. 21, cheque
Rebate allowed

14. Arthur Abel's Drawings
14. Charge Benjamin Binns for repairing his roof

15. Bought Cement of Chas. Cain
16. Paid Wages—Contract 10 .

16. ,, ,, Contract 11 .

16. ,, ,, Contract 12 .

16. ,, ,, Yard Watchman—Office Cash
18. Materials supplied to Contract 10.

19. Received Instalment Contract 10.

£ s. d.

198 10

1 10

4,000
530 10 6
350
300
75

2 12 6

615
155 15

90 5

365 10

550 10

240 15

148 12 6

1 7 6

230 17 6

411 12

8 8

10 5 6

12 6

247 10

2 10

45

12 2 6

290 10 6

60

100 14 6

45 7 6

1 15 6
605
720



£
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5. The Trent Valley Water Company.

Trial Balance, Dicemler -31,

60,000 Ordinarj- Shares of £1 each,

fully paid ....
20,000 Preference Shares of fl

each, fully paid, 6 per cent.

Debenture Stock, 5 per cent.

Premiums on Shares
Expended on Purchase of Land .

Expended on Construction of Works
Expended on Mains and Service

Pipes ....
Expended on Meters
Expended on Parliamentary Ex

penses ....
Sundry Debtors
Sundry Creditors .

Reserve Fund
Sundry Debtors for Water Rates
due .....

Stores on hand
Investments—National ^^'ar Loai

Stock, at par
Cash in hand
Cash at Bank
Salaries ....
Printing ....
Incidental Expenses
Maintenance of Pumping Stations
Maintenance of Reservoirs .

Maintenance of Filter Beds .

Repairs to Mains
General Repairs .

Directors' Fees
Auditors' Fees
Rates and Taxes .

Interest on Debenture Stock t

date .....
Dividends on Prefei'ence Shares t

date .....
Interim Dividend on Ordinary

Shares, Aug. 1, 1908
Water Rents
General Rents
Transfer Fees ...
Unclaimed Dividends .

Balance of net Revenue Account
Jan. 1, 1908

IOCS.

3,000
10-2,.S30

11.920

l.OaO

2,000
48

1,242
34(1

250
60

3,353
600
50
37

1,705
500
150
220
155
400
50

2,500

1,000

1,200

3,000

£ s. d.

60.000

20.000
20,000
20,000

841

258

14,667
350
24
20

1,000

£137,160 £137,160

Tlie Reserve Fund is to be raised to £500, and National War Loan
Stock increased to a like amount at par, to be known in future as

Reserve Fund Investments.
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1

You ai'e requested to make out: (1) Capital Account, (2)

Revenue Account, (3) Net Revenue Account, (4) Reserve Fund
Account, and (5) General Balance Sheet.

6. From the following particulars prepare a Statement of Afl'airs

and Deficiency Account as on December 31, 1908, for the informa-
tion of the Creditors of Black and White, who are insolvent, (^asli

in hand, f20(). Book Debts : Good, £2,000 ; l)oul)tful, £300
(estimated to produce £100) ; Bad, £500. Stock in trade valued at

£1,900. Freehold Property cost £3,000, estimated to produce
£2,500 ; this jiroperty is assigned to creditors for £2,300. Shaves
held, £150 ; these are given as security for a debt of £400. Creditors :

Unsecured on open account, £5,000 ; on Bills Payable, £1,000.
Partially secured by shares, £400. Fully secured on Freehold
Property, £2,300. Preferable claims for Taxes, Wages, and Salaries,

£100. Black's drawings, £2,000 ; White's drawings, £2,850. The
business commenced on January 1, 1906. Black put into it

£2,500, and White £2,900. The first year showed a profit of

£3,000, but the next two years showed a loss of £4,300. No
provision was made for Bad Debts.

;,

i'HE AUCTIONEERS' INSTITUTE OF THE UNITED
KINGDOM.

Preliminary, 1908.

[2 hours allowed.]

1. Explain the terms (a) Nominal Account, {h) Personal Account,
(c) Real Account.

2. Write out the form of a cheque for £120, drawn January 1,

1908, on tlie Commercial Bank, Ltd., 21, Broadway, Liverpool, and
cross it

Drawer—J. Ford. "The Traders' Bank, Ltd."
Payee—T. Ray. " Moorgate Street, E.C."

3. Make out T. Reed's account, [and say whether he is my
Debtor or my Creditor.

1S9S.

Dec. 1. I owe T. Reed ....
,, 3. Bought Goods of T. Reed
,, 4. Returned Goods (damaged) to him
,, C. Paid him cash on account

,, 10. He sells me Goods ....
,, 12. He buys (Joods of me
,. 18. I sell him Goods ....
,, 23, I pay him a cheque

,, 26. He sells me Goods for casii

,,28. I buy Goods of him
,,30. I sell him Goods for cash

£
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4. Make out a Cash Account

—

1907.

Jan. 1. Commenced Business with a Capital in cash

4. Paid J. Reed for Office Furniture

7. Bought Goods for cash .

9. Sold Goods to F. Moore for cash

12. Advanced to Petty Cash
18. Paid Wages ....
21. Paid for Cottages bought this day
24. Paid Fire Insurance Premium
25. Received of L. Green
26. Received of T. Lewis .

28. Paid R. Thomas .

28. I receive from T. Judd .

30. I receive Rent from Cottages .

31. I pay 1 month's Rent
31 I paj- Wages ....

£ s. d.

SW
80
160
185
15

4
200

2

65
150
15

25
17 6

7 10

2

5. The following are the balances of accounts in my Ledger, with-

out considering the Capital Account. From them make out a

Balance Sheet, and show what is the amount of my capital.

Dr. Balances

—

Stock
Bills Receivable
Bank
Cash
T. Reed .

J. Roberts
F. Walker

Cr. Balances

—

Bills Payable .

F. Wilson
J. Atkinson
C. Crow .

Loan .

£
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THE AUCTIONEERS' INSTITUTE OF THE UNITED
KINGDOM.

Intermediate, 1908.

[2 hours allowed.]

1. An auctioneer is agent for a Fire Insurance Company, and his

quarterly list of Premiums to Christmas amounts to £60. He
collects £50 from these customers in respect of this amount, and the

remainder allow their insurances to lapse. During the quarter he

effects fresh insurances, the premiums on which come to £25. He
closes his quarterly account with the Company by remitting the

balances after deducting 15 per cent, on the new business and
5 per cent, on renewals. Show the Company's account in the

Agent's Ledger.
2. State the books of account you would consider necessary to

properly record the transactions of a moderate-sized auctioneer's

and surveyor's business, stating briefly the nature of the entries

which would go in each.

3. John Smith & Co. owed you on January 1 £125. On January 10

they send you their Acceptance for this amount due July 10. On
January 15 you passed this Acceptance on to Arthur Robinson on

account of an amount of £200 due from you to him, and he charges

you £2 \Qs. interest for taking a Bill instead of cash. On March 31

you send Robinson a cheque for £77 10s. to balance his account.

On July 14 you receive notice from Robinson that John Smith & Co.'s

Acceptance has been dishonoured, and you send him a cheque to

take it up. He then returns the Bill to you. John Smith & Co.

become bankrupt, and on November 30 you receive a first and final

dividend of Os. M. in the pound, the balance becoming a bad debt.

Open Ledger Accounts showing the above ti'ansactions.

4. At the close of a trader's financial year the following items

have not been posted

—

(1) In Purchases Journal, the total of Goods bought from
creditors

;

(2) In Returns Outwards Book, the total of Goods returned to

creditors
;

(3) In Returns Inwards Book, the total amount of Goods
returned by customers ;

(4) In Casli Book, the total Discounts allowed and total

Discounts received.

How would you deal with the above in order to close off the books
and get out a Trial Balance ? You also find that the Bank Pass

Book shows a balance of £559 4.9. Qd., while that on the Cash Book
is only £472 3s. 2d., owing to cheques drawn not having been
presented. Which is the correct figure to take in your Trial Balance,

and why ?

4. The following is a Trial Balance of the business of A. B., an
auctioneer, for the year ended December 31, 1907. Prepare his

Profit and Loss Account and Balance Sheet.
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Trial Balance,

Cash at Bank
Cash in hand
Office Salaries

Commissions earned
Furniture and Fittings in Oliice

A. B., Drawings for 3'ear
A. B., Capital, Jan. 1, 1907 .

Valuation and Survey Fees .

Agency Fees....
Rent, Rates, etc. .

Rent, Rates, etc., owing
Stationery and Printing
Postage and Telegrams .

Office Expenses
Sundry Debtors
Sundry Creditors .

6. Describe bi'iefly what is meant by "Double Entry" book-
keeping. What do 5'ou understand by a "Journal," and how does
an ordinary Journal difier from a "Sales Journal " and a "Purchases
Journal " ? Give a ruling (with one specimen entry) for each.

Decen
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4. Make out F. Walker's account as it would appear in your
Ledger, and show the lirst entry for the month of July, supposing
that monthly balances were taken.

1908.
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for the3'ear ending December 31, 1908, prepare his Trading Account,
Profit and Loss Account, and Balance Sheet. Allow 5 per cent, per
annum interest on Capital, write £50 depreciation from Lease, and
10 per cent, from Furniture and Fittings. The Stock, December
31, li;08, was £1,292 8.s-. lOr^.

Trial Balance, December 31, 1908.
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INSTiraTE OF BANKERS.
Preliminary Paper, April 1907.

Note.—Seven only out of the following ten questions are to be
attempted. The number of marks assigned to each question is given

in brackets at the end of the same.

Definition and Ceneral Principles.

1. Give the rulings of a Cash Book where all tliemonej's received

are banked and all the paj-ments made are by cheque. In the

rulings, set out " Discou7tfs and Allowances Columns," " debit" Rni{

^'credit," and sliow on tlie Double Entry System how these are dealt

with. Make three entries on each side, elucidating the foregoing.

[13 marks.]

2. Post the following entries into the Ledger, creating Ledger
accounts ^' Dr. and Or.''' for each entry

—

Goods Bought—
1. From John Jones, Steel Rails, £1,000.
2. From William Smith, Bolts and Nuts, £1,500.

3. From John Richardson, Steel Rails, £1,400.
Goods Sold—

4. To Great Northern Railway, Steel Rails, £2,000.
5. „ ,, Bolts and Nuts, £500.
6. To Midland Railway, Bolts and Nuts, £000.

Take out a Trial Balance of the above Ledger accounts.

[20 marks. ]

3. Explain the difference between a " Trial Ledger Balance" and
a '^Balance Sheet " and state on which side the "debit" and "credit"

accounts as taken from the Ledger are respectively shown in each
of the above. [13 marks.]

4. Give four detailed Journal entries explaining the fundamental
axiom in book-keeping that ''Every debit requires a credit" and
vice versa. [13 marks.]

5. Give, in a short sentence of, say, eight words or so, your
definition of " Capital," as more particularly applying to an
Individual or a Private Firm, rather than to a Joint Stock
Company. [13 marks.]

6. Name the three principal books of account into two of

which books initial entries are made and thence posted into the
third book, giving the names of the first two books and the third

book respectively. [10 marks.]
7. State into which of the following books of accounts : Cash

Book, Petty Cash Book, Journal, Sales Day Book, Bought Daj'

Book, Returns Inwards Book, Returns Outwards Book, entries

a to k (as under) are to be made, preparatory to being posted into

the Ledger

—

[a] Purchased of John Smith Goods value £1,000.

(b) Sold to Arthur Brown Goods value £75.
((•) Returned John Smith (loods not up to sample, value £200.

[d) Arthur Brown returns (Joods not up to sample, value £25.

(e) Pay John Smitli, elicipie in settlement of account, £780, he
allowing £'20 foi' '1\ per cent. Discount.

(/) Receive in settlement of accoimt, from Arthur Brown,
£48 15.9., he deducting^£l 5s. for 2i per cent. Discount.



£ s.



5,000
2,000
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£
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side). Set out this Balance Sheet, properly marshalling the
accounts, but not altering the individual figures except in the case

of the Capital Account, to which give the correct figure, adjusting
the final totals.

Dr.
BALANCE SHEET, December 31, 1906

Cr.

To Cash at Bankers
,, Invcstment.s

,, (:ajntalAccount(siibject
to afijnstriiciit,

above)

,, Debtors
,, Lnan from Bunkers
,, Bills Receivable ...

,, Goodwill

£
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£24,000 in all, such Capital being subject to 5 per cent, interest

per annum. The net profits for the year amount to £7,200,
divisible as follows

—

{a) 5 per cent. Interest to the Partners on tlieir Capital.

{h) One-half of the remainder to be allocated to the respective
partners as profit 2^''o >'"^« to their respective Capital.

(c) The other half to be diraled up as follows—
One-third to go to the General Reserve

;

One-sixth to go to the Sinking Fund towards extinction of

Lease
;

The remainder to be divided equally among the three
partners as further profit.

Write up accounts showing what each partner receives by way
of Interest and Profit, and how much goes to the General Reserve,
as also to the Sinking Fund. [15 marks.]

2. Give the ruling of a "Sales Journal" on the tabulated
columnar system, filling in the headings for six departments.
Make two entries of sales and post to the Ledger accounts, both
Personal and Impersonal. In what respect does the " Sales
Journal" differ from the " Bought Journal " ? [10 marks.]

3. To which books (Sales Journal and Bought Journal) are
"Returns Inwards " and "Returns Outwards" books correlative ?

and explain the use of these two latter books. [10 marks.]
4. The following Balance Sheet has been wrongly taken out

from the traders' books of account, and therefore the totals on
each side do not agree as they otherwise should have done. You
are required to set out the items correctlj' on each side ("Assets
and Liabilities "), when the same will duly balance, and when doing
so marshal the respective items in their recognized order

—

Liabilities.

To Creditors on Open Ac-
count

,, Bills Receivable

,, Mortgage on Freehold
Projierty (see Contra)

,, Partners' Drawings in

anticipation of un-
divided Profits

,, Partners' Capital

3,090
3,008

6,000

1,000

10,000

23,098

Assets.

Casli at Bank and in

hand 1,206
Debtors on Open Ac
count 4,005

Bills Payable 2,665
Stock 2,550
Plant and Machinery. 6,020
Freehold Property

(see Mortgages, Con-
j j

tra)
I
10,020

Reserve ji 2,000
Profit and Loss Ac-
count, undivided 1

Profits
; 4,155

&. 32,528

[20 marks.]
5. When a Bill Payable and a Bill Receivable mature and are

met, on which sides of the Cash Book are the amounts respectively

entered, and to which sides of the Ledger are they posted ?

[5 marks.]
6. Explain what is meant l>y a " Contingent Liabilitj'," and how

would you show it on the Balance Sheet without increasing on
both sides the totals of actual " Liabilities and Assets " ? [5 marks.]
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7. Give the ruling of a Journal and record therein the following

transactions

—

(a) Adam Brown instead of Alfred Brown has been credited

with the half-year's dividend on £1,000 Rohilkund and
Kuinaon Railway Stock, £35. Pass the necessary entry,

correcting the error and crediting Alfred Brown.
(h) Credit William Jones and Thomas Smith with one year's

interest at 5 per cent, on their respective Capital of

£15,000 (William Jones) and £10,000 (Thomas Smith).
(i-) Write off following bad debts: Abel Benson, £10 7s. 6rf. ;

Benjamin Cawston, £14 3s. M. ; Theodore Howard,
£5 4,s'. 9(^. ; and David Powell, £1 Is. M. In all,

£30 Ms. 2d.

(d) Transfer the following Debit Totals to Profit and Loss :

Rent, £150 ; Salaries, £500 ; Office Expenses, £50 ; Bad
Debts, £30 17*'. 2d. ; Interest (including Partners' Capital),

£1,400. In all, Total Expenditure, £2,130 17s. 2d.

(e) Transfer tiie following Credit Totals to Profit and Loss

:

General Commissions, £4,370 2s. 6d. ; Insurance Broker-
ages, £2,150 4s. 9d. In all, Total Gross Profits,

£6,520 7s. Sd.

( f ) Transfer the difference between the above Total Gross Profit,

£6,520 7s. 3d., and Total Expenditure, £2,130 17s. 2(1,

say £4,389 10s. Id., being net profit for the year from
Profit and Loss to William Jones's Drawings Account, three-
fifths ; and Thomas Smith's Drawings Account, two-fifths

(being pro rata with their respective Capital).

JVofe.—In making these six Journal entries be careful to

enter in each case the distinctive name of the Ledger
account, both Personal and Impersonal. [25 marks,]

8. Explain the use of the three recognized primary books of

account, viz.

—

(a) '
' The Journal.

"

(b) "The Cash Book."
(c) " The Ledger."

Also of the subsidiary book to the Cash Book, viz. " The Petty
Cash Book." [5 marks.]

9. Explain the meaning of the two categories of Ledger accounts,

viz.

—

1. " Personal Accounts.

"

II. "Impersonal Accounts," sub-divided into^
[a) Real Accounts.
(b) Nominal Accounts. [5 marks.]

10. Out of the following heads of Ledger accounts draw up
a " Trading Account," a "Profit and Loss Account," and a "Balance
Sheet," omitting all figures throughout, but showing the necessary

"Carried forward " and "Brought forward" wherever they occur

in the ordinary way. "Debtors," "Creditors," "Rent and Rates,"

"Capital," "Wages," "Bills Payable," "Purchases," "Sales,"
" Bills Receivable," "Stock at commencement of the year," "Stock
at end of the year," " Partners' Drawings," " Reserve," "Plant and
Machinery," "Freehold Prenuses," "Salaries," "Travelling,"
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"Investments," "OiBce Disbursements," "Cash at Bank," "Cash
in hand," "Renewals and Repairs," "Gross Profit," "Net Profit."

In drawing up these three skeleton accounts take care to marshal
the respective headings in their usually recognized order.

[20 marks.]

INSTITUTE OF BANKERS.

Final Paper, April 1908.

[*2 hours allowed. ]

Note.—Seven only oiit of the following ten questions are to be

attempted. The number of marks assigned to each question is

given in brackets at the end of the same.

Double Entry : Elucidation and Explanation.

1. Give the ruling of a Cash Book (with discount column), of

a Bought Journal, and of a Sales Journal (both on the columnar
sy.stem), as also of a Ledger, the rulings of all four books to contain

posting columns. Record in the first three books the following

transactions respectively applying to each, posting such entries

into the Ledger ; take out a Trial Balance of the totals

—

1908.

Jan. 1. a. Bought of the Cleveland Iron Co., Ltd., for cash in

a month

—

2,000 tons Best Spanish Ore, at lis. Qd. per ton.

2J000 tons Cleveland Pig Iron, at £2 10<!. per ton.

1,000 tons Cleveland Haematite Iron, at £3 lOs.

per ton.

,, 2. h. Sold to ISIoss, Isaacs & Co. for cash in a fortnight

—

1,000 tons Cleveland Pig Iron, at £2 15s. per ton.

1,000 tons Best Spanish Ore, at £1 per ton.

, 3. c. Sold to Tracey, Turnerelli & Co., for cash in a

fortnight

—

1,000 tons Best Spanish Ore, at £1 !.<;. per ton.

1,000 tons Cleveland Pig Iron, at £2 Ms. M.
per ton.

1,000 tons Cleveland Hasmatite Iron, at £3 15s.

per ton.

,, 10. d. Received on account of Messrs. Moss, Isaacs & Co.,

£2,925, allowing them £75 (2^ per cent, discount),

making together £3,000.

,, 11. c. Received on account of Tracey, Turnerelli & Co.,

£5,850, allowing them £150 (2^ per cent, discount),

making together £6,000.

15. /. Paid on account to Cleveland Iron Co., Ltd., £7,800,
they allowing £200 (2J per cent, discount), making
together £8,000.

(J.
Paid Landlord (E. Bales), one quarter's Warehouse and

Ofiice Rent, £125. [15 marks.]

2. The following are a " Trading Account," a "Profit and Loss

Account," and a "Balance Sheet." Transpose the figures therein

shown into the original final Ledger balances whence tlie above
three accounts were raised. In doing this eliminate all contras of

every description, such as, for instance, balances transferred from
"Trading Accoimt " to "Profit and Loss Account, "and thence to
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"Balance Sheet, "as also "Stock at December 31, 1907," transferred
from "Trading Account " to "Balance Sheet."

TRADING ACCOUNT, Year ending December 31, 1907
Dr. Cr.

To Stock lit Jan. 1, 1907... 5,296

,, Purchases
, 8,372

,, Wages 4,699

,, Rent of Warehouses ...
j

1,000

,, Gross Protit carritxl

down 5,CS0

£| 25,048

sAd.

10 6

4 5

lOiO

0,0

1

11 3

16 2

By Sales I 19,625

,, Stock at December 31,

1907,carried to Balance !

Sheet
:

5,423

25,048

3. d.

210

PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT, Year ending
December 31, 1907

Dr. Cr.

To Office Rent £300
,, OfflceSalaries 725 10 6

,, Renewals and
Repairs 126 4 5

,, Firelnsurance 45 7 6

„ Travellers.... 420 2 2

,, Office Ex-
pense.s 115 5 7

,, Net Profit for the year
ending December 31,

1907. carried toBalance
Sheet

&
I

By Gross Profit brought
down

,, Profit on Discount and
Interest Account

5,680

212

5,893

Dr.
BALANCE SHEET, December 31, 1907

Creditors on Opi 1

Account
Bills Payable
Proli t and LossAccount,
Net Profit for the year
ending December 31,

1907
Capital Account

—

Partners' Capital ....

&
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4. How can a merchant, who accurately keeps a full set of books

and records every transaction therein by Double Entry, satisfy

himself at the end of the financial year not only as to his exact
pecuniary position, but also whether his year's trading has resulted
in a profit or a loss, and the exact ainount of profit or of loss, as tlie

case may be ? [10 marks.]
5. Give the ruling of a Petty Cash Book on the "Tabulated

Columnar System." Explain the working of it, and show how,
by using it in connection with the "Imprest System," the totals of

the various heads of Expenditure are periodically posted to their

respective Ledger accounts with the minimum of labour.

[5 marks.]
6. Messrs. Dossabhoy, Merwangee & Co., of Bombay, consign to

Messrs. Narrabhoy, Simpson & Co., of London, goods which cost

£10,000, for which they draw upon London Bills aggregating
£11,555 17s. %d., which the London firm accept on presentation
and meet at maturity. The Bombay house pay cash for freight
and marine insurance amounting to £1,193 10s. 6(/. The consign-
ment realizes in London £15,795 8s. lUrf., after paj-ing all charges
on this side. Make the necessary entries in Messrs. Dossabhoy,
Merwangee & Co. 's books, and show the balance due from ^Messrs.

Narrabhoy, Simpson & Co., after dividing the profits equally.

[10 marks.]
7. Brown, Jones k Co., in partnership, take out at December 31,

1907, the following Trial Ledger Balance

—

Debits.

Stock at January 1, 1907 ..

(iVoie.—Stock at Dec.
11, 1907, is £10,500.)

Bills Receivable
Debtors on Open Account
Purchases diu'ing the yeiir

Wages
Salaries

Rent of Offices

Freehold Premises
(Mortgaged for ^£5,000.)

Plant and Machiner}'
Office Expenses
Renewals and Repairs
Partners' Drawings

—

Edward Brown £1,500
Thomas Jones 1,000

Investments against Sink-
ing Fund

Interest, Discount, and
Allowance (Balance)

Goodwill: Ori^^inal cost ...

Patents: Origiiial Cost ....

Travelling
Cash in hand
Cash at Bank

ii

5,000

3,500
15,000
2,500

1,000
500

12,800

5,000
3IJ0

400

2,500

3,000

100
3,000

2,000
800
100

1,000

63.500

Credits.

Sales during the year
Bills Payable '.

Creditors on OpenAccount
Creditors on Mortgage
Account (Freehold Pre-
mises)

Partners' Capital

—

Edward Brown £15,000
Thomas Jones 10,000

Sinking Fund against

Goodwill and Patents....

25,000
3,000
2,500

5,000

25,000

3,000

63,500

Make the Journal entries for the following

—

Credit each partner with one year's interest at 5 per cent, on his

Capital. Make a Reserve of £250 against Bills Receivable and £150
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a.'ainst Debtors, together £400. Write off Depreciation on I hint

aSd Machinery, £5(i0, and add a further £1,000 to the bmkingFund

against Goodwill and Patents, bringing it up to £4,000.

When the above Journal entries are made draw up a irading

Account and a Protit and Loss Account, transferring the net

profit pro raid three-fifths and two-fifths to tlie Partners' Drawings

Accounts, and then draw up a Balance Sheet. [25 marks. J

8 The following is Messrs. Smart, Sharp k Co.'s Balance Sheet

at December 31, 1907, on which they seek to raise a further loan of

£5 000 on their bankers (Messrs. Bullion & Co. ). State whether, in

your opinion, Messrs. Bullion & Co. are justified in making the

further advance, or whether they should decline, giving your

reasons as clearly as possible for the course you consider the

bankers should take—dealing separately with each item, Dr.

(Liabilities), and Cr. (Assets), in consecutive order.

Pro forma BALANCE SHEET, December 31, 1907

Dr.
Cr.

Liabilities.

To Advance from Messrs.

Bullion & Co
,, Creditors on various

Accounts, estimated

at, say

,, Reserve Account as per

Balance Sheet, Decem-
ber 31, 1897

,, Capital Account

E. & O. E., January 31

1908. Smart, Sharp
&Co.

£

0,000

14,500

500
20,000

40,000

Assets.

By Cash—
At Bank, Mi-ssrs.

Bullion & Co. £'2,&00

In hand, Petty
Cash 100

,, Debtors on various

accounts, estimated

at, say

,, lnvestraents(December
31, 1897)—

Balance as per Ledger

,, Partners' Drawings Ac-
counts

,, Stock and Goodwill
(December 31, 1897)...

,, Profit and Loss Ac-
count

—

Net Balance to date...

Dillerences in books
unascertained, say ....

2,tJ0U

8,500

1,600

7,500

13,600

5,500

800

40,000

9. Messrs. Hentsch & Co., bankers, Geneva, draw on January 1,

1908, on account of customers, the two following Bills through

their London agents on Messrs. Good, Sterling k Co., St. Swithin's

Lane

—

No. 1, at 60 days' date, for £73 16s. \\d.

No. 2, at 60 days' sight, for £1,926 3a-. \d.

Both these Bills are accepted on January 4, 1908. Give the due

date of the maturity of each Bill (including days of grace) and the

amount of draft stamp the London agents affix to each Bill.

[5 marks.]

10. What do you understand by ''Liquid Assets"''. Give four

headings of this class of Asset and marshal them in the general

recognized order of priority. fl^ marks.]
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INSTITUTE OF BANKERS.

Preliminary Paper, April 1909.

[2 hours allowed.]

Note.—Seven only out of the followiug ten questions are to be
attempted. The number of marks assigned to each question is given
in brackets at the end of the same.

Definition and General Principles.

1. M. Rankin and \V. King decide to amalgamate their two
businesses under the style or firm of Rankin k King.
The firm decided to take over the following Assets and Liabilities

at the figures stated

—

From M. Rankin

—

Land and Buildings .

Plant and Machinerj'
Stock-in-trade ....
Work in Progress
Debtors .....
Cash at Bank ....
Bills Receivable
Bills Payable ....
Reserve for Discount on Debtors
Creditors .....
Mortgage Creditor

From W. King

—

Stock-in-trade . . . .

Debtors .....
Cash at Bank ....
Creditors .....

£ s. d.

10,000

5,000
3,000
1,000

5,500
1,000

2,000
3,000

150

6,000

8,000

6,000
10,000

2,000
5,000

Make the opening Journal entries in respect of the above, post

the same to Ledger accounts, and prepare starting Balance Sheet
of Rankin & King, showing the respective Capitals of M. Rankin
and W. King in the new firm. [20 marks.]

2. What is the distinction between "Gross" and "Xet"' Profit

or Loss ; also between " Account Sales " and " Account Current"?
Set out an Account Current, inserting twelve amounts therein.

[10 marks.]

3. Enter the following transactions in the respective Bought and
Sold Day Books, Journal, and Cash Book, and post to the Ledger

;

balance the Ledger accounts and prepare a trial balance.

(a) Purchased from A. Bray k Co. 200 tons Pig Iron at 45i'.

per ton, £450.

(&) Sold Wm. Smith k Co. 40 tons Pig Iron at 60s. per ton
£120. Paid Carriage thereon, £10.

(c) Sold F. ]Midlane 148 tons Pig Iron at 48.'!., £355 4.s.

{d) Received Cheque, £118, from Wm. Smith k Son in payment
of Pig Iron. Discount allowed, £2.

(e) Received from F. Midlane cash on account, £200.

(/) Withdrew from Bankers £100, from which were paid Salaries,

£50 ; Rent, £40 ; and £10 advanced to Petty Cash.

[g) Accepted A. Bray & Go. 's Bill for £450 at 3 months.
[20 marks.]
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4. Explain the terms

—

{a) Debit aud Credit.

(6) Assets and Liabilities.

(e) Revenue Account and Profit and Loss Account.
{d) Cash Account and Income and Expenditure Account.

[10 marks.]

5. [a) A. Brandt sells B. Spicer Goods to the value of £500.

(6) A. Brandt buys from B. Spicer Goods to the value of £300.

(c) A. Brandt receives from B. Spicer cash, £250.

Show the above transactions as they would appear in

—

(rt) A. Brandt's Ledger.
(ft) B. Spicer's Ledger. [10 marks.]

6. When an Invoice of a Purchase is received, how would the

accuracy of the same, in large works, be ascertained as to quantities

and prices, and what signatures would be required before the book-

keeper would enter such Invoice in the Purchases Day Book ?

[10 marks. 1

7. Make out an Account Sales of 500 bales of Cotton from New
Orleans per s.s. Wihnslow, consigned to M. Cook & Sons on commis-
sion by John Smythe & Co.

—

Sold 250 Bales = 103,270 lbs. at 5(1 per lb. to W. Soley.

Sold 200 Bales = 80,375 lbs. at G^d. per lb. to W. Boothe.

Remainder unsold.

Charges paid by Consignee as follows

—

Freight, £160.
Insurance and Other Charges, £50.

Commission on Sales, 2| per cent. [10 marks.]

8. Explain the terms "Bill Receivable," "Bill Payable," and
" Bill of Exchange."
Rule a form of Bills Receivable Book and enter particulars of two

Bills thereon.

Open Personal and Impersonal Ledger Accounts in respect of the

two Bills and post the Bills to such accounts. [15 marks.]

9. How would you proceed to prepare a Profit and Loss Account
and a Balance Sheet, and what nature of item would be inserted in

each account respectively? [10 marks.]

10. The following figures are all Balance Sheet items, from which
prepare a Balance Sheet of the firm of Black k, White, December 31,

1908—

C. Black, Capital ....
L. White, Capital Account in debit

Land and Buildings ....
Plant
Debtors ......
Stock of Goods .....
Reserve for Bad Debts (Credit Balaiice)

Creditors ......
Bills Payable
C. Black, Drawings ....
L. White, Drawings ....
Depreciation of Buildings (Credit Bal-

ance) 500

£
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Profit—

C. Black, two-thirds
L. While, one-third

Loan from Bankers

£
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The following is a summary of the Cash Book for the twelve

months emliiig December 31, 1908—

I £

To Balance at Jiinnary 1, i

190S !l 2,000

„ Receipts from W. F.
||

Fnwie
;;

~>^->^

„ Receijits Iroiu M. '^

Pilkington
;,

5,6uO

,, Bills Receivable I
4.JW

£20,000

By Salaries

,, Wages
,, Bills Payable

,, Payments to A. Will-

ing

,, Payments to B. Glover

,, General Office Ex-
penses

,, Drawings, C. V.

R'cliardson

,, Drawings, G. Picl<fovd

,, Balance at December
31, 1908

600
740

3,600

4,850

'J,500

750
750

5,750

£20,000

Post the whole of the above items to their respective Ledger

^^Th "following are the remaining transactions for the year ending

December 31, 190S, which enter in their respective Day Books or

Journal and post to tiie Ledger accounts—

£ s. d.

. 12,000

3,000
50

. 12,550

6,450
100

4,550

7,750
3,500

Purchases from A. Willing

Purchases from B. Glover .

Discount allowed by A. Willing

Sales to W. F. Fowle
Sales to M. Pilkington

Discount allowed to W. F. Fowle

Bills Receivable from W. F. Fowle

Bills Payable accepted for A. Willing

Stock of Goods at December 31, 1908

At December 31, 1908, write ofif Depreciation on Plant and

Machinery, £200, and provide Reserves for—

Land and Buildings

Discounts on Debtors

£150
£100

Take out a Trial Balance of the Ledger balances '-"I'laf el^v^l^s

prepare a Profit an.l Loss Account and Balance Slieet at December

31, 1908. Divide the profit equally between the two
P'^^-Jj;;^;;;-^^^^^

3 Journalize in tabular form the following sales, placing all the

impersonal items under their respective separate accounts-

V y 2
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W. Wills & Co.

For Goods .

Brokerage .

Insurance
Freight
Other Charges

W. Jones & Co.

For Goods .

Commission .

Freight
Charges

Less Interest

A. Basden & Co.

For Goods .

Commission .

Less Interest

d.

050
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dividing the profit two-thirds to F. Jones and one^third to G.

Colville" but before dividing the profit wnte off
7J

per cent.

Depreciation from Plant and Machinery and create a Reserve ot 5

Tier cent on Land and Bnihlings. [U) marKs.j

^5 A McCall sold Goods to M. Segoin on July 1, 1908, amounting

to £200 With the Invoice Mr. McCall sent Mr. Segoin a Bill for

acceptance dated July 1, 1908, for £200 at 3 months which Mr.

Sn accepted. On July 4 Mr. McCall di^^^^^f^^ the ^.ill with

his Bankers, receiving credit in his Pass Book for £200 an.l was

charged £5 for Discount.
. , , tvt o • „

On October 1, 1908, Mr. McCall received from Mr. Segoin a

cheque for £105, representing £100 on account of the BiU and ±o

for Interest, and a further Bill for £100 at 3 inonths '^ted October 1

1908. Mr. McCall paid the cheque mto the Bank but did not

'''on"october^', 1908, Mr. McCall handed to Mr. Segoin a cheque

for £200 to meet the Bill then due.
.

On January 1, 1909, Mr. McCall paid the Bill for £100 into lis

Banking Account for collection, and this was duly met by Mr.

^llike the necessary entries in A. McCall's Journal and Cush

Book, posting them into the Ledger.
^ iJwIni

6 Explain the meaning of the terms "Fixed and Floating

Assets," also explain how you would arrive at the value to be

placed upon the Goodwill of a Business for Balance Sheet^pujposes.^

7. At December 31, 1908, the Balances as per Cash Book and

Bank Pass Book are as follows—

Bank Overdraft, as per Cash Book . . £249

Cash at Bank, as per Cash Book . . • £/8

Explain the probable cause of the difference between the two

books, and make a Reconciliation Statement i^l"^t'^f^"g^J'°^"5

^"s^ Should a book-keeper in preparing a Balance Sheet of a trading

concern show as a Liability Bills Receivable under Discount with

the Bankers : if so, show the entry you would make in the Balance

Qi i L''
maiKs.j

r in the case of a manufacturer, which items of Income and

Expenditure should be included in the Manufacturing Account and

which in the Profit and Loss Account? ^ . , c
L^ "^^'^'^^•J

10 Explain what is meant by balancing on the Total System, and

give specimen entries in a Debtor's Total Account. [5 marks.]

CHARTERED INSTITUTE OF SECRETARIES.

Intermediate and Final Examinations, December 1907.

[2 hours allowed.]

Candidates for the Intermediate arc to answer the ten questions marked

' / " Candidates for the Final are to answer the ten questions markea

' F." No marks will be given for ansivers to any other questions.

I. 1. State shortly the principles upon which the Double Entry
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System of book-keeping is founded, and the respective functions of

a Balance Slieet and a Revenue (or Profit and Loss) Account.
I. 2. What do you understand bj' the terms "debit" and

"credit " ? When does an account show a debit balance, and when
a credit balance ? What is the meaning of a debit balance on the

following accounts

—

(«) Cash Account,
(b) Depreciation Account ?

What is the meaning of a credit balance on the following accounts

—

(c) Capital Account,
(d) Bank Account ?

I. 3. A capitalist, X., keeps the accounts relating to his personal

investments by Double Entry, and on December 31 last he extracted

a Trial Balance from his Ledger as follows

—

Trial Balance, December Zl, 1906.

Dr. Cr.

£
Capital Account ....
2^ per cent. Consols
Interest and Dividends Account
3 per cent. London County Council
Stock ......

Miscellaneous Expenses .

Drawings Account ....
Bank Account.....
4^ per cent. Cape of Good Hope
Stock 4,000

£
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You are required to show (a) the Journal entries necessary to
open the books of the partnership, and {b) its Balance Sheet as on
July 1, 1907.

I. 5 F. Wiiat is an Account Current ? Give a ;;?-o. /()?«)(? example
of an Account Current between A. and B. , showing a balance due to
the former.

I. 6. ¥. State as fully as you can what kinds of errors may occur
in books of account which a Trial Balance will fail to detect.

I. 7. F. Distinguisli between Trade Discounts and Cash Discounts,
and state shortly how each should be dealt with in the books of a
commercial business.

I. 8. F. On June 1, 1907, A. sold to B. goods value £400, receiv-

ing in exchange B.'s Acceptance at three months for that amount.
On June 3 he discounted B.'s Acceptance with his bankers, who
charge him £5. At maturity the Bill was dishonoured, and
seven days later it was renewed at three months, A. charging £10
interest.

You are required to show the above transactions in A.'s Cash
Book and Ledger.

I. 9. F. Taking the facts as stated in the preceding question,
show in the form of Journal entries how they should be recorded in

the books of B.

I. 10. F. How would you distinguish between Capital Expendi-
ture and Revenue Expenditure? For purposes of account wiiy is it

necessary that such a distinction should be observed ?

II. F. A firm of merchants are in the habit of making a provision

against Bad and Doubtful Debts by charging against profits 5 per
cent, on the Sales for the j'ear. Their total Sales for the past three

years have been £50,000, £55,000 and £65,000 respectively. In the
first of these years £1,500 was actually written off customers'
accounts as Bad Debts, in the second year £3,000, and in the third

year £2, 750.

Show the Ledger accounts necessary to record these transactions
and provisions.

12. F. On December 31, 1906, the A. Company, Ltd., had a
Reserve Fund of £100,000, represented by an investment of

£112,359 12s. Consols at 89. On May 15, 1907, the Company pur-

chased from X., for £25,000, the freehold of the land upon which its

leasehold business premises were situated, the purchase to be com-
pleted on June 30 following. On the latter date Debentures of the

A. Company, Ltd., for £50,000 were paid off at par, and the

aforesaid purchase was completed, the moneys required for both
purposes being provided by the sale of the requisite quantit}' of

Consols, which produced 84 net.

Y'^ou are required to show the Ledger accounts affected by the
above transactions.

13. F. From the following Trial Balance of the Alpha Manufac-
turing Company, Ltd., for the year ended December 31 last,

prepare Trading Account, Profit and Loss Account and Balance
Sheet, after providing a Reserve of £150 for Doubtful Debts, and
for Depreciation of Plant and Machinery at 70 per cent., also making
allowance for £50 rates paid in advance.
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Trial Balance
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books"? When does this operation take place, and whixi is its

purpose ?

I. 3. Journalize the following transactions

—

{a) Bought from A. goods value £50.
{h) Sold to B. goods value £25.
(f) Allowed B. as discount 12s. M.

I. 4. What do you understand by Tabular Book-keeping? State
shortly under what circumstances the system is advantageous.

I. 5. F. X., a Merchant, in the course of preparing his Balance
Sheet for the past year, finds upon his books the following debit

balances : A., £10 ; B. , £12 ; C, £15. A.'s account he regards as

wholly bad, and he does not expect to recover more than half of the
amount due from B., and two-thirds of the amount due from C
Show, in Journal form, what entries should be made inX.'s books

before proceeding to prepare his Balance Sheet.

I. 6. F. The following is the Trial Balance of Y., a City merchant,
for the year ended December 31 last. You are required to prepare
therefrom Trading Account, Profit and Loss Account, and Balance
Sheet, taking the Stock at the close of the year as being worth
£5,000.

Trial Balance, December 31, 1907.

Stock, January 1, 1007
Purchases .

Sales ....
Premises
Salaries

Sundry Creditoi'S

Carriage and Freight

.

Rent, Rates and Taxes
General Expenses
Bills Payable
Bad Debts .

Bank ....
Capital Account

.

Drawings .

Bills Receivable .

Dr.

£ s. d.

4,800
12,250

9,500
650

750
500

275

75

2,400

1,200
600

£ s. d.

16,500

5,000

500

11,000

£33,000 £33,000

I. 7. F. Instance three different kinds of errors in accounts that

would not disturb the agreement of the Trial Balance.

I. 8. F. Show the Ledger accounts affected by the following

transactions, and state through what book of first-entry each would
be recorded

—

1908.

Jan. 1.

,, 5.

Feb. 1.

„ 4.

Sold to A. Goods value £100.

,, ,, £200.
Drew upon A. at three months for £300.
Discounted A.'s Acceptance with bankers at 6 per cent.
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I. 9. F. State how you would deal with Cash Discounts in a

business where the receipt and allowance of such discounts is

frequent.

I. 10. F. On January 1, 1888, the A. Company, Ltd., acquired
a fifty years' lease of its business premises, paying therefor

£10,000. It was decided to provide for depreciation by setting

aside £90 per annum as a Sinking Fund, and on December 31, 1907,

the amount so set aside had (with interest) accumulated to £2,400.
On December 31, 1907, the Directors obtained from an insurance
company a policy assuring them the payment of £10,000 at the end
of thirty years, in consideration of an annual premium of £220, the
first premium being paid upon that date ; and having thus provided
for the redemption of Capital they gave instructions that the £2,400
accumulated during the past twenty years should be stated in the
Balance Sheet dated December 31, 1907, as " Reserve Fund."
Do j'ou consider this treatment correct? Give reasons for your

answer.
II. F. Capital Expenditure has been defined as expenditure of

such a character as to necessarily involve further expenditure for

upkeep in subsequent years. Give two examples of Capital Ex-
penditure that would not be covered by this definition.

12. F. State shortly the difi'erence between the basis for the

valuation of assets in the Balance Sheet of a going concern and in

the Statement of Afiairs of an insolvent business.

13. F. What do you understand by sectional balancing?

14. F. X. & Co. are Wholesale Drapers. It is their practice

when preparing their annual Balance Sheet to make a Reserve of

2J per cent, on their Trade Debtors and Creditors to cover Cash
Discounts. On December 31, 1906, the Outstanding Debtors were
£4,872, and the Creditors £2,648. At the end of the following

year the figures were £3,980 and £2,964 respectively. During the

year 1907 the totals of Discounts (as per Cash Book) were as

follows: Dr., £1,623 ; Cr., £1,205.

You are required to show the Discount Account for the year

1907, as it would appear after closing the books on December 31

last.

CHARTERED INSTITUTE OF SECRETARIES.

Intermediate and Final Examinations, December 1908.

[2 hours allowed.]

Candidates for the Intermediate are to answer the ten questions

marked "I." Candidates for the Final are to answer the ten questions

marked " F." No marks will be given for ansurrs to any other

questions.

I. 1. State shortly what you understand by the terms "Debit"
and " Credit " in accounts.

I. 2. The following is the Trial Balance of the West End Flats

Company, Ltd., for the year ended September 30, 1908. You are

required to prepare therefrom the Company's Profit and Loss

Account and Balance Sheet.
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Trial Balance, September 30, 1908.

Dr. (Jr.

£
Bank
Rents .....
Sundry Debtors
Sundry Creditors .

Freehold Buildings
Rates and Taxes
Depreciation ....
Office Salaries and Expenses .

Repairs, etc ....
Share Capital
4 per cent. Debentures .

Interest 1,200

£
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Manufacturing Company, Ltd., for the j'ear ended September 30,

1908, prepare Trading Account, Profit and Loss Account and
Balance Sheet, after providing a Reserve of £300 for Doubtful
Debts, and for Depreciation of Plant and Machinery at 10 per cent,

per annum.

Trial Balance, September 30, 1908.

Dr. Cr.

ti. d.
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Give an example of one,

CHARTERED INSTITUTE OF SECRETARIES.

Intermediate and Final Examinations, June 1909.

[2 hours allowed.]

Candidates for the Intermediate are to answer the ten questions marked
" /." Candidatesfor the Final arc to answer the ten questions marled
" F." No marks ivill he given for answers to any other questions.

I. 1. State, as concisely as you can, the precise clifiference between

Single and Double Entry Book-keeping.

I. 2. Define (a) Nominal Accounts,
(b) Debit Balances,

(c) Trial Balance.

I. 3. What is a Suspense Account?
with two or three entries on each side.

1. 4. A sold B. goods to the value of £100, and drew uj)on B. fi>r

tliat amount at three months. A. subsequently discounted the Bill

with his bankers, wlio charged him £2 for the accommodation.

The Bill was duly met by B. at maturity. You are required to show
(a) the above transactions as they would appear in A.'s Ledger,

(b) proformd Journal entries in B.'s books relative to the above.

I. 5. F. On January 1, 1909, B. joined A. in partnership, bringing

in a capital of £1,000 in cash. On that date A.'s financial position

was agreed between the parties as follows

—

Stock 1,500

Debtors 7(H>

Cash 50
Creditors..... 1,250

^\\o-w j)ro foriad Journal entries to open the books of the partner-

ship, and the Balance Sheet of the firm as it would appear on

January 1, 1909.

I. 6. F. From the following Trial Balance prepare Balance Sheet

and Profit and Loss Account of the Motor Supplies Company, Ltd.—

Trial Balance, March 31, 1909.

Dr. Cr.

s.
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I. 7. F. State Avhat you considei- to be the advantages of having

several books of first-entry, instead of passing all transactions
through the Journal, and under what circumstances you consider
the retention of the old-fashioned Journal a convenience.

I. 8. F. Make Journal entries in respect of the following adjust-
ments on the closing of a set of books on March 31 last : (a) Bad
Debts Reserve to be increased by £500. {b) A Reserve of 2\ per
cent, for cash discounts to be made on Debtors' accounts totalling

£10,000, and Creditors' accounts totalling £5,000.
I. 9. F. State why it is that a Bank Pass Book rarely shows

exactly the same balance as the Cash Book. Give a pro forma
Reconciliation Account, showing how the accuracy of the Cash
Book balance may be verified from the Pass Book.

I. 10. F. On January 1, 1909, X. consigned to Y. goods of the
pro forma value of £1,000. X.'s expenses in connection with the
consignment were £20. On April 1 X. received from Y. his Account
Sales dated March 12, showing that the whole of the consignment
had been sold, and had realized £1,300 gross ; that Y.'s expenses
were £50, and his commission 2i per cent. At the same time Y.
remitted to X. a Bill drawn on Z. for tlie balance due, payable 10

days after sight. You are required to show the accounts in X.'s

Ledger atlected by these transactions, and give the form of the Bill,

assuming it to have been accepted by Z.

II. F. \Vhat do j'ou understand by the term Sectional Balancing ?

State shortly how this operation may be performed, and what are

its objects and advantages.
12. F. On March 1, 1909, the A. B. Company, Ltd., redeemed an

issue of £50,000 Debentures, at a premium of 5 per cent. Show
the necessary entries in the books of the Company.

13. F. A manufacturer wishes to frame his Trading Account so

that it will show clearly the value of raw materials used during the
current financial period, instead of merely showing the values of

materials purchased and of the opening and closing stocks thereof.

Ex])lain how this may be done, giving pro forma examples of the
accounts necessary to elucidate your explanation.

14. F. State shortly M'hat you understand by Cost Accounts, and
the value of these accounts in a manufacturing concern.

LONDON CHAMBER OF COMMERCE.

EXAMIXATIOy FOR SeNIOR COMMERCIAL CERTIFICATES, 190G.

[3 hours allowed.]

Important Notice.

Candidatesfor the ordinary Senior Certificaks may answer all or any
of questions \ to 6 {both inclusive), but must not attemjit questions 6 or 7.

Candidatesfor the Teachers' Diploma are confined to questions 2, 3, 5,

6 and 7, and must not answer questions 1 or 4.

1. Briefly describe the uses of the Journal ; and give particulars
of the entries you would expect to find in the Journal of a business
in which the "Sales" and "Bought" Ledgers were balanced
independently, by means of adjustment accounts.

2. The undermentioned Profit and Loss Account is that of James
Brown, Dair\'man. for the 3'ear ended December 31, 1905

—
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PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT
Cr.

To Office Salaries

„ Rent (one ytai)

,, Taxis (Schd. I), paid
for iy05-6 assessment)

,, Trade Expenses
., Insurance (lire)

,, Travelling Expenses ...

,, Depreciation on Plant
at 15 per cent

,, Bad Debts written off

,, Discount Account
,, Balance,beingnetprofit

carried down

857
200

56
532

96
113
36

£2,3i3

By Balance from Tr
Account

Provision for

Debts :—
Amount received
Dec. 31,1904 ...

Amount reserved
Dec. 31, 1905 ...

ading

"Bad

£321

By Balance brought down

£

2,229

£2,343

s. d.

oio

325

Prepare an account for submission to the Income Tax surveyor,

and show the amount upon which James Brown will have to pay

tax for the year 1906-7.

The profits of the business in previous years, as agreed with the

surveyor, prior to any allowance for wear and tear of plant, were

as follows

—

£
Year to Dec. 31, 1902 .... 2,062

1903 .... 1,250

1904 . . . . 786

d.

Has James Brown, in your opinion, any grounds for claiming a

repayment of Income Tax for the year 1905-6?
3. "You are instructed to organize the book-keeping department

of a small factory. What books of account would you advise

as necessary, and what rules would you lay down for the guidance

of the staff' and to ensure that the books aie kept accurately, and

well up to date? Assuming that tlie clerks are three in number,

mention what duties j'ou would allot to each.

4. In preparing the Profit and Loss Account of a manufacturing

firm, what diff'erent methods are there of providing for the waste of

an asset owing [a) to wear and tear, as in the case of machinery ; or

[h) effluxion of time, as in the case of a building erected upon lease-

hold land ?

What method do you favom- for providing for such waste, and

why ? State briefly what entries would be required to carry your

suggestions into effect.

5. A. F. Walters and J. B. Smith are in partnership as Pipe

Manufacturers ; they also rent and work a retail shop. Profits or

losses are shared as follows: A. F. Walters, two-thirds; J. B.

Smith, one-third. The sliop manager sends in weekly returns of all

transactions, and these returns are duly incorporated in the books

of tlie head office. You are required to prepare a Trading and Profit

and Loss Account for the year ended February 28, 1906. and a

Balance Sheet as on tliat ilate ; a separate Trading Account is also

required showing the working results of the sliop.
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The following is a list of the Ledger balances as extracted by the

head clerk of the firm as on February 28, 190!)

—

Ledger Balances.
£ s. d.

A. F. Walters, Capital Account . . . . 6,200
J. B. Smith, Capital Account ..... 3,50(J

Plant and Machinery 3,280
Fixtures and Fittings—Factory .... 620
Purchases . . . . " 11,780
Sales—Factory 19,353
Sales—Shop 7,538
Manufacturing Wages ...... 6,433
Manufacturing Expenses . . . . . . 891

Rent, Rates, Taxes, Light and Insurance—Factory . 360
Rent, Rates, Taxes, Light and Insurance—Shop . 423
Stock on hand, March 1, 1905—Factory . . . 3,828

Stock on hand, March 1, 1905—Shop . . . 747
Cash Purchases—Shop ...... 62
Sundry Creditors . 2,428

Travellers' Commission—Factory .... 152

Office Salaries—Factory 280
Office Expenses, Postage, etc.—Factory . . . 395
Law Expenses and Audit Fee—Factory . . . 41

Bad Debts written off—Factory .... 800
Discount Account, Credit Balance—Factory . 282
Reserve for Bad Debts as on March 1, 1905 . . 74
Sundry Debtors 2,520

Furniture, Fixtures and Fittings—Sliop . . . 980
Bills Receivable . . ' 2,000

Bills Payable 78
Salaries of Manager and Assistant at shop 266

A. F. Walters, Drawings Account .... 1,212

J. B. Smith, Drawings Account .... 606
Cash at Bank 2,512
Cash in hand—Factorj' ...... 700
Cash in hand—Shop....... 50

Before preparing the annual accounts the follo\A ing adjustments

are necessary

—

Interest is to be credited upon the capital accounts at 5 per cent.

Reserves for : Rent, Rates, etc. Account (factory), for rent

accrued due February 28, 1906, £78 ; Rent, Rates, etc. Account
(shop), two months' rent due to February 28, 1906 (the annual rent

of the shop is £360) ; Audit Fee, £36.

The manager of the shop is entitled, under his agreement, to a

commission of 2 per cent, on the gross profit realized by the shop.

Plant and Machinery are to be depreciated at 10 per cent.

Fixtures and Fittings are to be depreciated at 5 per cent.

Provision for Bad and Doubtful Debts is to be made at 2i f)er

cent.

The stock on hand as on February 28, 1906, was valued as

follows

—

£ s. d.

Factory 3,105
Sliop 470
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The goods supplied by the factory to the shop during the year

were priced at £4,199 cost price.

*6. Samuel Hobson, in business in the city, finds liimself in-

solvent. From the various books and papers in his possession the

following particidars as to his financial position are forthcoming.

Prepare the Statement of Affairs for submission to his creditors and

a Deficiency Account in the ordinary form

—

£ s. d.

Sundry Debtors—Good, £1,280 ;
Doubtful, £2,800

(estimated to produce £1,00(J) ; Bad, £700 . . 4,780 U

Sundry Freehold Houses, etc. (estimated to produce

£2,(X)0) 3,300

Shares—1,000 Ordinary Shares in the Cable Tele-

graph Co. valued at par ..... 1,000

Mining and Railway Shares (2,5(M) are held as

security bj' partly-seciired ci-editors, and the

balance by fully-secured creditors) . . . 9,450

Loss through the unsuccessful defence of an action

at law 5,420

Business Expenses ....... 3,200

Creditors, Unsecured 16,740

Creditors, Partly-secured 5,420

Creditors, Fully-secured 3,110

Preferential Claims for Salaries and Rent . . 500

Private Drawings 1,200

Samuel Hobson, Capital Account .... 3,800

Cash at Bank 420

Bills Receivable, good 800

*7. What books, in addition to the ordinary books of account,

do you consider a manufacturer should keep in order to enable him

to prepare a complete system of Cost Accounts ? What information

do you consider that such a system would provide ?

* These questions are not to be attempted by Candiaiites other than tliose

sitting for tlie Teachers' Diploma.

LONDON CHAMBER OF COMMERCE.

Examination for Senior Commercial Certificates, 1907.

[3 hours allowed.]

Important Notice.

Candidates for the ordinary Senior Certificates may answer all or

any of questions 1 to 5 {both iriclusivc), but must not attempt questions

G or 7.

Candidates for the Teachers' Diploma are confined to questions 3, 4, 5,

G and 7, and must not answer questions 1 or 2.

1. The Chilworth Motor Company, Ltd., was registered in 1903.

The Nominal Capital of the Company consists of 200,000 6 per cent.

Preference Shares of £1 each, and 200,000 Ordinary Shares of £1

each. During the year 1903, the whole of the Preference Shares

and 100,000 of the Ordinary Shares were issued to the public and

fully paid up, with the exception of £100 calls in arrear on the

Ordinary Shares.

The Company was very successful, and, during tlie year 1906,

ofi'ered the balance of the Ordinary Shares to the public at a

z z
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premium of 10s. per share. All the issue was taken up and duly
allotted, pa3able, as to V2s. Qd. per share on application (including
tlie premium), and 7*'. 6'/. per share one month after allotment. No
further calls were made during the year.

Set out the Capital of the Company as it would ajjpear in the
Balance Sheet as on December 31, 1906.

2. Set out below is a statement prepared by Mr. J. Brown, a
Cigarette Manufacturer, claiming to show the result of his year's
trading.

Do you approve of the statement ? Give brief reasons in support
of jour views.

December 31, 190&
Dr. Cr.

To Capital

,, Suiuiry Creditois

,, Loan
,, Bank Overdraft
,, Balance,beiiigprolit for

the year

&
2,659

9,850
2,000
2,000
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exception of the cash and investments, the purchase price being

agreed at £60,000.

The vendors were paid, as to £50,000 ui fuUypaid Ordinary

Shares, and as to the balance in cash.

The bahince of the Share Capital was taken up by the public and

fully paid up.

Show the entries necessary to close the books of the old lain, and

to open those of the new Companj'.

5. The Postford jSlanufacturing Company, Ltd., was registered

in 1902. The Nominal Capital of the Company consists of 40,00i>

5 per cent. Preference Shares of £1 each and 10,000 Ordinary-

Shares of £1 each.

No dividend was paid for the year ended December 31, 1905, on

either class of share.

The Company's books were closed and balanced, as on December

.31, 1906, on which date the Stock in hand was valued at £9,050.

The balances of the Ledger accounts were as follows—

Debts (as on Decem

Ledger Balances.

Purchases ....
Buildings ....
Fuel . . . . •

Plant and Machinery
Boiler and Heating Plant .

Repairs ....
Loose Tools

Office Expenses .

Sales .....
Wages ....
Discount (Debit Balance) .

Reserve for Bad and Doubtful

ber 31, 1905) .

Salaries ....
Postages and Telegrams
Rates and Taxes
Travelling....
Loan on Mortgage (charged on above premises)

Interest and Bank Charges
Directors' Fees .

Stocks on hand (January 1, 1906)

Sundry Creditors

Sundrj' Debtors

.

Goodwill ....
Profit and Loss Account (Credit Balance from

Preference Share Capital

Ordinary Share Capital

Unpaid Calls

Bills Payable
Bank Overdraft .

Cost of New Catalogue
Cash in hand

i; s. d.

15,345

24,054
485

5,654
592
472

1,856
.362

37,950

13,671 U

83

1905)

250
1,062
116
239
317

8,500
402
300

8,990
10,960

9,847

4,000
206

17,520

8,000
50

2,100

2,721

300
10

0.

0'

Before preparing the annual accounts the following adjustments

are necessary

—

Provision for Bad and Doubtful Debts is to be made at the rate

of 5 per cent.

Z Z 2
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Provide for depreciation at the following rates

—

Plant and Machinery Account . 10 per cent.

Boiler and Heating Plant Account .10 ,,

Loose Tools Account . . .20 ,,

Write off one-third of the Cost of New Catalogue and one-half of

the Repairs Account against the current year, carrying the l^alances

of these accounts forward to next year.

Prepare a Trading and Profit and Loss Account for the year ended
December 31, 1906, and a Balance Sheet as on that date.

* 6. The Birget Engineering Company, Ltd., purchased certain

patents from Short & Sharp, under an agreement dated June 30,

1906, at a cost of £40,000. £1,000 of this sum was to be paid to

the vendors in cash, and the balance in fully-paid £10 Ordinary
Shares.

Licluding the Shares allotted as fully paid to the vendors, the
Company issued Capital to the extent of £75,000, consisting of

£50,000 in Ordinary Shares of £10 each (£1 on application, £4 on
allotment, and £5 at the end of 3 months), and £25,000 in 5 per cent.

Preference Shares of £5 each (£1 on application, £2 on allotment,

and £2 at the end of 3 months).
Under the agreement with Short & Sharp, the patents passed to

the Company on July 9, 1906, whicli date was also tlie date of

allotment.

All the shares issued to the public were fully subscribed and dulj'

paid for with the exception of £200 Calls in arrear on the Preference
Shares. All cash was paid direct to the Company's Bankers.
Make the necessarj' entries in the books of the Company to give

efi'ect to the above transactions, and show how they would appear
in the Company's first Balance Sheet.

* 7. In a business consisting of many departments (e. </. Co-opera-

tive Stores), how would you suggest that the Stock Account should

be kept and Stocks recorded, so as to minimize the danger of a false

retui'n by the manager on the one hand, and to prevent pilfering

on the part of dishonest emploj'ees on the other ?

' These questions are not to be attempted by Candidates other than those sitting

for the Teachers' Diploma.

LONDON CHAMBER OF COMMERCE.

ex.\minati0n for senior commercial certificates and
Teachers' Diploma, 1908.

[3 hours allowed. ]

Important Notice.

Candidates fm' the ordinary Senior Certificates may ansicer all or

any of questions 1 to 5 [both inclusive), hut must not attempt questions

6 or 7.

Candidatesfor the Teachers' Diploma arc confined to questions 3, 4, 5,

6 and 7, and must not ansxoer questions 1 or 2.

1. The Birchets Mineral Water Companj-, Ltd., sends out cases of

aerated water to chemists in various parts of the country " on sale

or return." Each chemist is at once debited in f he Company's books
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witli tlic water supplied at the price he is to obtain for it wlieii sohl,

and is allowed to deduct 10 per cent, from this value when account-
ing for his sales. The personal accounts of all chemists so supplied
are included in the Ledger balances at the end of the year. How
would you deal with these accounts when preparing the Company's
Profit and Loss Account and Balance Slieet?

2. Tlie London and Westminster (Trocerj' Company, Ltd., has a
]\etail Branch in Manchester, which is supplied with all goods from
London. The Branch shop keeps its own Sales Ledger, receives cash
against Ledger accounts, and remits tlie whole of the cash received
daily to the Head Office. All wages and Branch expenses are drawn
for by checpie weekly from the Head Office ujjon the Imprest
Si'stem.

From the undermentioned particulars supplied by the Branch
manager show how the Branch accounts would appear in the Head
Office books, and prepare a Profit and Loss Account for the Branch
shop for the six months to December 31, 1907.

£ s. d.

Six months' Credit Sales ...... 2,387
Returns Inwards .

•
. . . . . . 20

Cash received on Ledger accounts .... 2,384
Cash Sales 1,214
Stock, July 1, 1907 720
Stock, December 31, 1907 1,121
Debtors, July 1, 1907 1,227
Goods received from Head Office .... 2,178
Rent, Taxes, etc., paid ...... 375
Wages and Sundry Expenses paid .... 396

3. Messrs. J. ]\Ioss & Co., of London, consign goods to the cost

amount of £1,500 to their agent, J. Solomon, Hong Kong, on which
they pay freight, insurance, and charges, £55, drawing on him at
90 days for £1,300. They discount the Bill at Lloyds Bank, being
charged £15 tlierefor. They receive Account Sales of the consign-
ment for £1.729, less Agent's Commission, etc., £71, and a draft on
the Bank of Hong Kong for the balance.

Make the entries necessary to record the above transactions in the
books of Messrs. J. Moss & Co.

4. An English company owns a Tea Plantation in Ceylon. All
the tea produced is shipped to a London firm of tea brokers, who
duly furnish Account Sales and remit proceeds to the London office

of tlie Company. The accounts of the detailed expenditure in Ceylon
are kept in Indian currency, and are sent to the Head Office in London
monthly. The Account Sales and the account of the remittances to

Ceylon are kept in sterling.

What method would jou adopt for dealing with the two currencies
employed when writing up the Head Office books?

5. The Chiddingfold Manufacturing Company, Ltd. , was registered

with a Nominal Capital of £100,000, divided into 50,000 G per cent.

Preference Shares of £1 each, and 50,000 Ordinary Shares of £1
each.

The books of the Company were balanced as on January 31, 1908,
on which date a Trial Balance, containing the following balances,
was extracted from the books

—
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Ledger Balances.

Carriage, Dock Dues and Freight .

Ailvertising

Fuel, Lighting and Water
Postage and Incidentals
Catalogues and Price Lists

Packing ....
Machinery Repairs .

Stable Expenses
Office Expenses, Stationer}^ and Telephone
Ordinary Share Capital Account
Six per cent. Preference Share Capital Account
Debenture Capital Account (200 Debentures of £100

each at i\ per cent.)

Eniplo3'ees' Superannuation Fund
Debenture Interest
Directors' Salaries .

Buildings Account .

Machinery and Plant Account
Stock on hand (February 1, 1907)
£5,000 Consols (at cost) (Investment of Employees

Superannuation Fund) .

Casii in hand .....
Horses and Carts ....
Transfer Fees .....
Purchases .....
Purchases Returns ....
Factory Wages ....
Salaries and Travellers' Commission
Rents, Rates, Taxes and Insurance
Sales ......
Sales Pteturns .....
Discount Account (Debit Balance) .

Bad Debts written off . . .

Bank Charges and Interest

Legal Expenses and Audit Fee
Companj^'s Contribution to Superannuation Fund
Debtors as per Sales Ledger
Creditors as per Bought Ledger
Bills Payable ....
Cash at Bank ....

£ s. d.

4,773
649

2,163
590
416
542
177
913

1,022

5,000

20,000

20,000

4,360
855

1,095
903

8,750

38,672

4,360
210
720

1

102,664

3,748

12,704
10,691

3,173

174,493
6,619

2,762
203
42

418
516

19,876
4,340
320

5,784

Before closing the books the following adjustments are necessary

-

1.

£
25

342
379
541

500

Telephone Rent paid in advance .

1. Travellers' Commission owing
3. Rent due .......
4. Insurance unexpired .....
5. Reserve for Discounts, etc., on Sundry Debtors

6. Write off the following Depreciations—Machiner\' and Plant.

10 per cent. ; Carts and Horses, £214.

The Stock on liand as on January 31, 1008, was valued at

£34,839.
The Directors decide to Avrite off tlie whole of the Buildings
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Account and to transfer £7,000 to Reserve Account from the

profits of llie 3'ear.

Vou are rccjuired to prepare a Trading and Profit and Loss

Account for the year ended January 31, 1008, and a Balance

Sheet as on that date.

*6. On January I, 1907, A. owes B. £6,000, for which B. receives

two Acceptances from A., one for £2,000 payable in two months, the

other for £4,000 paj-able in four months, in each case from Januar}' 1,

1907. B. duly discounts botii tliese Acceptances with his bankers on

January 3, 1907, at 4 per cent.

Before the first Bill becomes due A. requests B. to assist him in

taking it up by providing him with £1,000 in cash, and drawing a

third Bill on A. for that amount at three months from the due date

of the first Bill, plus interest at 5 per cent, per annum ; B. agrees to

this proposal and advances the money, discounting tlie Bill with his

bankers at 4 per cent.

A week before the second Bill for £4,000 falls due A. again asks

B. to assist him to the extent of £2,500. B. , however, is not in a

position to do this, and, as his bankers will not discount any more
of A. 's Acceptances, he arranges with A. to draw on him (B. ) iavo

Bills for £1,131 16s. M. and £1,408 3s. id. at two months and three

months respectively from the due date of the £4,000 Bill. B. duly

accepts these two bills and remits them to A. , who discounts them
with his bankers at 4 per cent., and, assisted by the proceeds, duh-
meets the £4,000 Bill. B. also meets his two Bills on maturity.

On June 7, 190/, A. becomes bankrupt, leaving his third Bill unpaid.

Make the necessary entries in B.'s books to give eftect to the above
transactions.

*7. State briefly how you would explain to a Book-keeping class

the principles of the "Double Account System," and enumerate
some classes of undertakings to which it is applicable.

* These questions are not to be attemiited by Candidates otlier than those sitting

for the Teacliers' Diplon a.

LONDON CHAMBER OF COMMERCE.
Examination for Senior Commerctal Certificates and

Teachers' Diploma, 1909.

[3 hours allowed.]

Impoktant Notice.

Candidatesfor the ordinary Smior Cerfip'ca/fS may ansirrr all or any

of qursd'ovs 1 to 5 (both inclusive), but must not attempt questions 6 or 7.

Candidalcsfor the Teachers' Diploma, are confined to questions 1,2, 5,

6 and. 7, and must not answer questions 3 or 4.

1. A Limited Company was formed to take over an old-established

manufacturing business. The purchase price was fixed, V)y an
agreement dated Januar}- 1, 1909, at £60,000, payable as follows

—

£2,5,000 in £1 Ordinary Shares of the Company issued as fully

paid.

£2.5,000 in 5 per cent. Debentures, repayable in 1919 at 105.

£10,000 in cash, payable on February 1, 1909.

The (Jompany was duly registered with a nominal capital of

£100,000, consisting of 100,000 Ordinary Shares of £1 each. On
January 15, 1909, 15,000 Ordinary Shares were issued to the public
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which (late a Trial Balance, containing the following balances, was
extracted from tlie books

—

Led(jek Balances.

Freehold Premises ......
Plant and Machinery .....
Ordinary Share Capital (50,000 shares, fully called)

Calls in Arrear. ......
Preference Share Capital (2,500 shares, fully paid)

Stock-in-trade, March 31, 1907
Office Furniture ......
Loose Tools, March 31, 1907 .

Patterns ........
Patents
Profit and Loss Account (Credit Balance, March 31

1907)
Goodwill Account ......
Sundry Debtors ......
Cash at Bank, Current Account
Cash at Bank, Deposit Account
Cash in hand .......
Sales ........
Sales Returns .......
Purchases .......
Purchases Returns ......
Sundry Creditors ......
Bills Payable
Manufacturing Wages .....
Repairs and Renewals of Plant
Coal.........
Gas and Water ......
Rates, Taxes and Insurance ....
Office Salaries.......
Trade Expenses ......
Bad Debts written off .... .

Reserve for Bad Debts (March 31, 1907) .

Directors' Fees ......
Carriage ........
Interest on Bank Deposit Account .

Audit Fee and Legal Expenses
General Expenses ......
Discounts, allowed to Debtors
Discounts received from Creditors .

Preliminary Expenses .....
Travelling Expenses .....

Before closing the books the following adjustments

(1) A portion of the premises has been sublet,

1908, at £80 per annum, and the rent due to date has not been paid
or passed through the books.

(2) The insurance unexpired amounts to i;30.

(3) Eleven months only of the Office Salaries have l)een paid.

One month's salaries were owing on xMarch 31, 1908.

(4) Make the Reserve for Bad Debts equal to an amount repre-

senting 5 per cent, on the Sundry Debtors (excluding Sundry Debtors
for rent).

(5) Write off" the whole of the preliminary expenses.

£
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(6) Write off the following depreciations

—

{a) Plant and Machinerv . . .10 per cent.

{h) Office Furniture \ . . .10
(c) Patterns . . . . . . 15 ,,

{d) Patents 20 „

The Stock-in-trade on March 31, 1908, was valued at £23,995,
and the Loose Tools at £2,730.
You are required to prepare Trading and Profit and Loss Accounts

for the year ended Mai'ch 31, 1908, and a Balance Sheet as on that date.

What dividend, if any, would j^ou recommend the Directors to

propose, taking into consideration the fact that the dividend on the

Preference Shares for the year ended March 31, 1907, has not been
paid?

*6. A Limited Company hns a Nominal Capital of £2.50,000, in

25,000 shares of £10 each. Of these, 4,000 shai'es were issued to

the vendors as fully paid, 8,000 shares were subscribed for b_y the

public, and during the first year £5 per share was called up. 2,000

siiares were issued, as fully paid, to persons other than the vendors,

in payment for property purchased. On the 8,000 shares subscribed

for by the public there had been paid at the end of the first year

—

On 6,000 shares, the full amount called.

,, 1 ,250 shares, £4 per share

,, 500 shares, £3
,, 250 shares, £2 ,

The Directors forfeited the 750 shares on wliich less than £4 had
been paid.

You are required to submit Journal entries recording the Capital

transactions of the Company, and to set out the Capital as it should

appear in the Company's Balance Sheet at the end of the first year.

*7. Describe briefly the books of account which you would expect

to find in use in a bank. State what the "General Ledger" of a

bank should contain, and what information you would expect it to

afford.

* These questions are not to be attempteil by Candidates other than those sitting

for the Teachers' Diidoina.

SOCIETY OF INCORPORATED ACCOUNTANTS AND
AUDITORS.
Intermediate.

1. Rough & Strong were in partnership, sharing profits ; as to

Rough, three-fifths, and Strong, two-fifths. Strong agreed to

retire, and the Balance Slieet taken out at date of dissolution

showed the following position—

•

Balance Sheet.

To Rough
,, Strong

,, Sundry Trade
Creditors

£
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Rough agreed to continue the business and take over tlie Assets

and Liabilities, subject to the following allowances being made to

him : Book Debts, 5 per cent. ; Stock-in-trade, 15 per cent. ;

Machinery and Plant, £150; Fixtures, £50 ;
Creditors, 3 percent.

Draft accounts showing the adjustments under these terms and the

final Capital Accounts.

At annual stocktaking on June 30, 1907, the following items

liave not been l)rought into account. Illustrate how you would deal

with them.

Old Machinery sold, £167.

Fire Insurance, paid March 31, 1907, £10 IDs.

Income Tax paid, £48 3s.

Doubtful Debts, amounting to the sum of £465.

Yearly Rent of Premises due September 29, 1907, £260 Os. Od.
^

[Dco:r>iber 1908.

2. A. and B. are equal partners, and on June 30, 1908, their

Balance Sheet stood as follows

—

Liabilities. £

To Sundry Creditors 5,000

,, Bank Overdraft 1,500

,, A., Capital Ac-

count . .2,100

,, B., Capital Ac-
count . . 1,600

As.SET.S. £ -s.

By Stock-in-trade 3,500

,, Sundry Debtors 6,100

,, Fixtures and Fit-

tings . . 250

,, Cash in hand . 50

., Investments . 300

£10,200 £10,200

It is arranged that C. shall be taken into partnership, and as a

result of the negotiations it is agreed (as between A. and B. only) to

make the following adjustments in the above Balance Sheet—

(a) To write off Bad Debts amounting to £1,500.

(b) To write down the Fixtures and Fittings to £100.

(c) To Depreciate the Stock-in-trade by 15 per cent.

(d) To write off Loss upon Investments, 25 per cent.

(e) To Create a Goodwill of £1,000.

C. then introduces £1,000 as his third share of the Capital, to

which amount it has been agreed that that of the other p;irtncrs

shall be adjusted. State what entries will be necessary to carry

out these transactions, and prepare an amended Balance Sheet of

the firm immediately after C. has become a partner.
[December 1908.

3. From the following Trial Balance a.s at January 1, 1908

prepare Manufacturing Account, Profit and Loss Account, and

Balance Sheet.

I'urchases (Materials)

Discounts (Balance) .

Wages (Productive) .

Sales

Salaries

Travelling Expenses

D,
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PuRCHASKs Ledger.
£ s. d.

Jan. 1. Balances owing ...... 4,454 18 1

,, 1. Dr. Balances 6 11

Discounts ....... 96 5 5

Purchases 12,400 14 3
Sundryallowances credited as Inwaicl iloUuus 6 4 11

Outward Returns . . . . . . ao 16 8

Cash paid 5,924 7 11

Payments made, per I'etty Cash . . . 2 17
Sales brought from Sales Ledger . . . 1 15

Transfers fi-om Dr, side of Purchases Ledger
to Sales Ledger...... 544 7

Cash received 10

[June 1909.

5. C. and D. carry on business in partnership. The following are

the particulars of the firm's profits for the three years ending 1908

—

1906. 1907. 1908.

£ £ £
Share of Net Profits—C, two-thirds . 1,200 1,300 1,100

Share of Net Profits—D., one-third . 600 650 550

Salary—C 200 200 200
Salary—D 400 400 400

Interest on Capital—C. ... 350 400 450
Interest on Capital—D. ... 150 200 250
Depreciation allowed .... 900 900 900

Income Tax, Schedule D . . .130 140 140

From above figures prepare a return showing the liability of each
partner for the year 1909-10 for Income Tax Assessment, as required

by Surveyor of Taxes.

IJune 1909.

SOCIETY OF INCORPORATED ACCOUNTANTS AND
AUDITORS.

Final.

1. The T. R. Y. Co., Ltd., has been formed with a Capital of

£30,000 to take over the business of a Wholesale Confectioner.

£10,000 is paid for Goodwill, £5,000 for Plant and Machinerj% and
£5,000 for Stock. The vendor takes £5,000 in cash, and the
remainder in 5 per cent. Preference £1 Shares as fully paid. The
remaining £15,000 are issued as Ordinary Shares, payable 2s. <6d.

on application, 10s. on allotment, 5s. in one month, and 2s. Gd. when-
ever required, at three months' notice. Raise the proper accounts
in the Company's books, showing how they stand at the end of one
month. [December 190S.

2. Journalize and post in K. W. (jr. 's books the following trans-

actions

—

April 1. Draws upon H. B. at one month for £200 (for Coods
supplied).

,, 4. Draws upon W. R. at two months for £300 (for Coods
supplied).

Both of these Bills he discounts with his Bankers at

V the rate of per cent, per annum.
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April 28. Remits cheque, £100, to H. B. to enable him to meet Bill.

May 4. Bill met. L)raws on H. B. fresh Bill for sum advanced
at one month with 5 per cent, interest added. Bill

met at maturity. This was not discounted, but
collected by Bank in the usual way.

,, 7. W. R.'s Bill returned unpaid. 6s. Qd. expenses.

,, 8. W. R. sends Goods value £150 to K. W. G. in part
discharge of his debt. This is subject to a discount of

21 per cent, as being viituall}' a cash transaction.

,, 10, K. W. (t. draws upon W. R. at two months for

remainder of account, adding expenses on I'eturneil

cheque, cost of fresh Bill stamp, and interest for the
term at the rate of 5 per cent, per annum.

July 13. W. R.'s Bill returned unpaid. 55. expenses.

Draw up proper accounts, including payment of duties, and other
matters referred to, closing the estate as on December 31.

[Dcceinher 1908.

3. P. offers to take M. into partnership upon equal terms upon
payment of a premium of £2,500. But as M. cannot find the money
for three years, the following arrangement is agreed upon. M. is

to have, to start with, a managing salary of £100 per annum out of

the net profits. Then the residue is divided as to P. two-thirds,
M. one-third. M. will dra\v one-third of his share of the profits,

leave one-third in the business, and hand over the remainder to P. in

part pavment. Draw up the partnership accounts for each of the
three years, showing the amount due from M. to P. at the end of the
period. Prrviovs fo the division charge interest at the rate of 5 per
cent, upon P.'s capital of £6,000, which interest he will draw out
in addition to his share of the profits ; also credit M. with interest

at the same rate upon any capital he has accumulated in the business.
His interest will not be drawn, but added to his Capital.

£
Profit, 1st year .... 1.600
Profit, 2nd year .... 2,000
Profit, 3rd year .... 2,200

THE INSTITUTE OF CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS.
Intermediate.

1. What is the difference between a Balance Sheet and a Statement
of Affairs? Prepare a short Balance Sheet at December 31, 1907,
of a firm of private traders (witli two partners), and show the
same figures in the form of a Statement of Atiairs. [Nor. 1908.

2. How would you recommend the keeping of the books of a Com-
pany, having its Head Office in London, with Branches in Paris,
Berlin, and Amsterdam ? How would you deal with the figures at
December 31, when the Balance Sheet is prepared? [Nov. 1908.

3. What is the percentage rate of Gross Profit on ?

—

(1) The sale-price of goods purchased for the sum of £1,000, and
sold for £1,333 6s. Sd.

(2) The jfjurchctse price of goods bought for £783 6s., and sold for

£979 2s. 6d. [Nov. 1908,

s.
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4. In the case of the business of three trading Companies being

amalgamated as at January 1, 1908, what entries would \'ou rueom-

niend should be made for bringing all the Liabilities and Assets into

the new Company ? Cilive specimen entries. \_A'ov. 1908.

5. On March SI, 190r>, a Merchant contracted to sui)ply to 1). E.

10,000 tons of Welsh Coal at I'i.s. ijd. per ton, free on board Cardiff,

to be delivered at the rate of 2,000 tons per month as required, and

paid for by Bill at one month from date of delivery. At the same

time he covered himself by making a contract with the Y. Colliery

Company to deliver to his order the same quantity at the same rate

and in like manner at lis. M. per ton, to be paid in cash, less

2^ per cent., 14 days after delivery. Two thousand tons were

delivered on April 10, 1905, and the terms of the contracts in

respect thereof were Aw\y observed.

Make the requisite entries recording the transactions in the

Merchant's books down to April 30, 1905, and state in what books

each entry should appear. [-lj^«y 1905.

6. On November 30, 1904, J. Draper sold to B. Turner furniture

amounting to £165, and i-eceived on account his Acceptance for £100

at three months from the said date. J. Draper got the Bill dis-

counted at the rate of 4 per cent, by his bankers. The Bill was
dishonoured, and with 5s. for noting and expenses debited by the bank

to J. Draper's account. B. Turner arranged to pay off' his liability

on April 2, 1905, including interest at 5 per cent, on the dishonoured

Bill.

Make Journal entries in respect of the above, post up B.

Turner's Ledger account, and l)ring down the balance payable on

April 2, 1905. [May 1905.

7. John Gates's books are kept by Single Entry.

On December 31, 1907, his Capital was £7,500.

On December 31, 1908, his books showed the following balances—

£ A'. (/.

Machinery and Plant 3,000

Furniture and Fittings 400

Stock 4,500

Book Debts 1,250

Cash drawn by liim during the j-ear . . 300

Goods taken by him during the year . . 50

Cash at Bank 300

Cash in hand 25

Sundry Creditors 1,500

Allow 5 per cent, interest on his Capital (taking no notice of

withdrawals). Write off' 5 per cent, from Machinery and Plant ar;d

Furniture and Fittings, and 3 per cent, off' Book Debts, and prepare

Balance Sheet showing his Capital Account in detail. [Maij 1909.

8. A. Jones and B. Evans carry on business in partnership, sharing

profits and losses in the proportion of three-tifths and two-tifths.

The following is the Trial Balance of their books on December 31,

1908—
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Freight and Carriage Inwards .

Income Tax, Schedules A and 1)

Interest on Banic Overdraft
Machinery and Plant
Maniifacturing Wages . .

Miscellaneous Trade Expenses .

Office Furniture ....
Office Salaries .....
Printing, Stationery and Advertising
Purchases .....
Rates ......
Repairs and Maintenance of Plant .

Repairs to Property
Reserve for liad and Doubtful Debts.
Returns (Purchases)
Royalties 1,172
Sales 25,298
Stock, January 1, 1908 . . . 5.523

Dr.
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J. Hanis, Capital Account (.fanuary

1, 1905)

J. Han-is, Drawings Account (includ-

ing Interest) . . . .

R. Dovat, Capital Account (January

1,1905)
R. Dovat, Drawings Account (inchul-

ing Interest) . . . •

Sundry Debtors ....
Bank Loan .....
Furniture and Fittings .

Sundry Creditors ....
Cash in hand .....
Stock (as on January 1, 190.'>) .

Purchases .....
Wages ......
Reserve for Bad Debts (December

31, 1904)

Salaries ...••
Sales ..•••
Cash at the Bank ....
Trade Charges ....
Discount Account . . . .

Carriage ..••••
Otfice Expenses ....
Rent, Rates, and Taxes .

Audit Fee
Intere.'?t Account . . . .

Stock was taken on December 31, 1905, and was agreed by the

partners at £2,000.

Before closing the l>ook.^, the following adjustments are

necessary

—

(1) Reserve £125 for salaries due on Decendjer 31, 190.''>, but

not yet paid or passed through the books.

(2) Reserve half a years interest to December 31, 1905, on the

Baidv Loan at 5 per cent, per annum.

(4) Make a provision of 5 per cent, on tlie outstanding Debtor

balances for Bad and Doubtful Debts.

(4) Credit each partner with interest on Capital at the rate of

5 per cent, per annum.

(5) Provide for Depreciation on Furniture and Fittings Account

at the rate of 10 per cent.

Prepare a Profit and Loss Account foi' the year ended

Deceml)er 31. 1905, and a Balance Sheet as on that date.

[Kor. 190(3.

14. On January 1, 1905, X. and Y. purchased the business and

freehold premises of Smith & Co. for £25,000. Of this amount

X. found £10,000 and V. £0,000. The balance of £10,000 was lelt

5 A 2
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by the vendor upon mortgage of the freehold premises at 4 per cent,

per annum.
X. was to devote only such time as he thought fit to the

business, but Y. was to devote the whole of his time, for which
services he was to receive a salarj' of £300 per annum prior to

the division of profits.

Each 1 ai tner was to })e credited with interest upon his Capital at

5 per cent, per annum, and debited with the same rate of interest

upon all sums drawn from the business. Profits and losses were to

be divided equally.

The profits of the business for the 3'ear ended December 31,

1905, prior to any of the above adjustments, amounted to £3,825.
During the year X. drew £520 in equal amounts on Januarj' 1,

April 1, November 1, and December 1.

Apart from the management salary to which he Avas entitled,

Y. drew £420 in equal amounts on April 1, November 1, and
December 1.

Show how the Capital Accounts of the two partners would appear
in the firm's Balance Sheet at December 31, 1905. [A'or. 1906.

15. How would you treat the undermentioned items in prcjiaring

the Annual Accovints of a Limited Compan}' ?

—

(1) Premium of £5,000 paid for a 21 years' lease of a City
Warehouse.

(2) £525 expended in costs of issue of £10,000 4| per cent.

Debentures, repayable 10 j^cars from the date of issue.

(3) £3,000 expended in stnictural alterations to tlie above-
mentioned warehouse.

(4) Di'awings of a Managing Director in excess of his commission
and fee.«, £1,500.

(5) Expenditure of £2,000 on advertising a new article

introduced to the public during the second half of the

Company's financial j-ear. The sales of the article to the

close of the j'car amounted to £750, and thei'e is ever}'

prospect of considerable growth in the sales if advertising

he continued. [A'^ov. 190(3.

IG. Tlie Westholme lOngineering Compan}', Ltd., was registered

in 1900 with a Nominal Capital of 500,000 shares of £1 each.

During the same year 250,000 of these shares were issued and fully

paid up.

The balance of the Share Capital was offered to the public in 1905

at a premium of 5.s'. per sliare. Of these shares 200,000 were applied

for and duly allotted, payable, as to 7*. 6/^. per share on application

(including the premium) and 2.<. 6d. per share one month after

allotment. No further call Avas made during the year. The expenses

of the second issue amounted to £1,025, of which amount £500 was
written ofi' during the j'ear.

Show how the above transactions would appear in the Companj''s

Balance Sheet as on December 81, 1905. [Aor. 190G.

17. The following is a summarj- of tiie Ledger balances of A.'s

business on June 30, 1904

—



Cash....
Debtors
Creditors .

Reserve for Bad Debts
Freehold Premises .

Stoek
General Reserve AccouiiL

Capital

Plant and Macliinery

Loans

LWAMINAHON PAPEES
]Jr.

£ *•. •'.

1,000
13,500

725

3,000

7,250

2,600
2,100

Cr.

2,600
500

2,500
23,850

£29,450 £29,450

As on July 1. 1904, the above business is bought by the B. Com-

pany, Ltd. , who take over all the Assets and Liabilities at the book

values, paying for them in shares of the Company, and pay £10,000

cash for Goodwill. The B. Company's Balance Sheet on June 30,

1904, was as follows

—

To Slime Capital
auUioiized ^lOOjOOO

To Shares issued and
Ijaid up .

To Creditors

To General Reserve
Account

.

To Protit and Loss
Account .

40,000
5,000

2,050

7,000

£54,050

By Casli .

By Debtors £10,000
Lss Reserve 1,000

ByLeaselioMPremises
By Stock .

By Plant and Ma-
chinery .

By Loans .

£
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Horse-keep
Depreciation of Horses
Depreciation of Furniture and Fixtures
Office Cleaning .

Office Salaries

Audit Fee .

Pensions
Bad Debts .

Sundry Office Expenses
Travelling Expenses .

19. The following is the Trial Balance of A.
December 31, 1903—

at

Bank .

Investments,
cost

Purchases .

Wages
Stock, Januarj' 1

Cash in hand
Office Expenses .

Salaries

Buildings .

Plant and
chinery .

Furniture
Fittings .

A.'s Drawings
B.'s Drawings
C.'s Drawings
Rates, Taxes and

Insurance
Discounts .

Bank Commission
Debtors
Bills Receivable

.

Repairs

Ma-

and

£ 6-. ,1.

1,000

3.000

45,000

75,000
20,000

25

350
560

5,000

20,000

300
500
400
300

1,200

815
150

25,000
2,900
600

A.'s Capital

B.'s Capital

C.'s Capital
Sales .

Bank Interest

Creditors .

Bills Payable

£ s. d.

120
50

55
40

300
42

100
212
75
60

IDcc. 1904.

B. and C. on

£ 5.^ d.

20,000

15,000

10,000
145,000

100

4,500

7,500

£202,100 £202,100

The Stock at the end of the year amounted to £21,500.

By the partnership deed A. was to have a salary of £500, B. £400,
and C. £300, and each was to have 5 per cent, intei-est upon his

Capital. Profits and losses were to be divided two-fifths, seven-

twentieths, and five-twentieths respectively.

Write otf 20 per cent, from Investments, '1\ per cent, from
Buildings, 5 per cent, from Plant, Machinery, and Furniture and
Fittings, and 2^ per cent, from Debtors and Creditors. Provide
£500 for odd days' Wages, allow £30 for Insurances paid in advance,
and £2,000 for possible deterioration of Stock.

Prepare Trading and Profit and Loss Accounts, Partners' Capital

Accounts, and Balance Sheet. {Dec. 1904.
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THE INSTITUTE OF CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS.

Final.

1. A., B. and C. agreed to purchase a l)nsiness iu New York ami
carry it on for a stated period. A. invested !ii!4,000, B. .'5!25,000, and
C. $'20,000. The partnership agreement provided that they should

share profits and losses in the proportion of A. 5, B. 3, C. 1. At the

end of the term the Balance Sheet was as follows

—

Assets. $
Cash . . . 500.00

Debts Receivable . 68,000.00

Stock of Goods, as

per Inventorv . 47,000.00

Machinery and Plant 35,000.00

Shares and Bonds, at

market price . 22,000.00
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Share Capital .

Plant and Machinery
Depreciation Fund .

Tugs and Barges
Transit Silo Building Account
Wages ....
Coal
Lighterage
Dock Dues
Earnings ....
Directors' Fees

.

Salaries ....
Interest on Loans, etc.

Law Costs
Audit Fee
Rent, Rates and Taxes
Goodwill ....
Stores on hand, December 31

Directors' Commission
Office Furniture
Cash at Bank .

Debtors ....
Sundry Creditors
Loans ....
Repairs ....
Stores used during the year
Insurance of Plant, etc. .

litUl

£ s. d.

40,000

14,000

60,000

4,000
247
118
285

500
500

1,000
200
150
955

75,000

1,500
154
500

1,000

3,000

100

1,000
211

£ s. d.

195,000

7,000

15,000

4,420

13,000

Transfer £3,000 to the Depreciation Fund.
The creditors for loans hold 5 per cent. Mortgage Debentures

for £18,000, part of an authorized issue of £30,000, by way of
security.

Write off £700 in respect of obsolete Plant and Machinery.
The Authorized Capital is £200,000, divided into 25,000 Ordinary

Shares of £5 each and 75,000 6 per cent. Cumulative Preference
Shares of £1 each.

The issued Share Capital is

—

25,000 Ordinary Shares of £5 each, issued to shareholders in

the vendor company as fully paid.

15,000 6 per cent. Cumulative Preference Shares of £1 each,
issued to the same fully paid.

5,000 6 per cent. Cumulative Preference Shares of £1 each,
issued as fully paid, in exchange for Debentures of the
vendor company.

50,000 6 per cent. Cumulative Preference Shares issued at par
for cash.

There is a liability on contracts for work not yet executed
amounting to £5,000.
Prepare a Balance Sheet at December 31, 1901, with Trading and

Profit and Loss Accounts for the year ended that date. [June 1903.

4. A Limited Company, the registered office of which is in London,
has a Share Capital of £100,000, all issued and fully paid. It has a
house in Paris, and has in Hamburg a house which is a branch of
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should be made in C. D.'s books. Make a copy of the Bill drawn
h\C D. on W. and R., and state what documents would be attached
to it. [Kov. 1906.

6. A. and B. carried on business in partnership as Engineers. On
June 30, 1906, their Balance Sheet showed the following state of
affairs—

Assets,

Cash in Iiand ....
Cash at Bank ....
Freehold Land and Buildings
Fixed Plant and ^Machinery
Loose Plant and Tools
Stock-in-trade ....
Patterns and Drawings
Patents .....
Sundry Debtors—Open Accounts . £16,725

Zcss Provision for Bad Debts . 1,672

Bills Receivable . .....

£
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7. The following are particulars of a partnership concern—Capital

:

A., £.">,000
; 1!., £4,(11 M) ; and C, £3,U00 ; sharing profits in propor-

tion. U. is a limited partner with £5,000, and is entitled to 6 per

cent, thereon, and no more, if the profits in any year are e(iual to

that rate all round.

On January 1, 1905, the balances on the books, in addition to the

above sums, were : Loan from Bankers, £3,000 ; linking Fund for

Leases, £1,500; Undrawn Profits, A., £250; B., £200; and C,
£150; and D., for Undrawn Interest, £250; Leases and Buildings

at cost, £5,000; Plant and Machinery, £4,500; Stock, £6,150;
Book Debts, £6,400 (less Reserve against same, £400) ; Office

Furniture, £260 ; and Cash at Bankers, £440.

The trading transactions during the year 1905 were : Purchases,

all for cash, £25,650; Sales, £34,000; Stock, December 31, 1905,

£4,500.
The Cash transactions comprised Book Debts received, £32,000 ;

Purchases, £25,650 ; Salaries and Wages, £1,500 ; General Charges,

£492 ; Rent and Taxes, £600 ; Interest on Bank Loan, £120 ;

Drawings, A., £500 ; B., £400 ; C, £300 ; and a payment to D. of

£250.
Increase Sinking Fund by 8 per cent, on cost of Leases, etc.

;

allow 7 per cent, depreciation on Plant and Machinery, and 5 per

cent, on Office Furniture ; and reserve £200 further against Book
Debts.

Prepare Trading and Profit and Loss Accounts, ascertain and
distribute the net profits, and produce a Balance Sheet as at

December 31, 1905. [Aw. 1906.

8. White, Gratton & Co.'s Balance vSlieet on December 31, 1906,

showed the following Assets and Liabilities

—

Land and W'orks ....
Stock and Work in progress
Patents, Licences, etc.

Book Debts .....
Cash at Bankers and in hand
Bills Receivable.....
Creditors ......

A Limited Company was foinied with a Share Capital of

£300,000, divided into 150,000 £1 Ordinary and £150,000 £l 5 per
cent. Preference Shares, and a Debenture Capital of 1,000 £100
4 per cent. Debentures, and took over the assets of the firm, except

cash and bills, and accepted the liability to creditors, for the con-

sideration of £350,000, payable in 50,000 fully-iiaid Ordinary and
50,000 fully-paid I'refcrence Shares and 500 Debentures, and the

balance in cash.

A prospectus was issued and the balance of the Shares and
Debentures was offered to the public as follows

—

Paynble. Per bliare. Tor D'^bentuvr.

On Application.... 2s. 6d. 20 per cent.

On Allotment .... 7s. (id. 30 ,,

On First Call .... 'ys. Od. 25
On Second Call.... 5s. Od. 25 ,,

All the Shares and Debentures were applied for and were allotted,

and payments were made when due.

£
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and, :}06 ; deatli and, 304

;

earned income and, 304 ; em-
bezzlement and, 318 ; income
and, 303 ; limited companies
and, 305 ; married women and,

306 ; replacements and, 313 ;

retirement from business and
scale ot, 304 ; wear and tear

and, 310
" Above par " explained, 598

Acceptance of Bill explained. 26.

79, 192

Acceptor of Bill defined, 191

Accident Insurance Premium
and Income Tax, 302

Accommodation Bills, dangers of,

199; explained, 199, 575;
postponing crisis by, 417

Account, Books of, 29 ; definition

of, 31, 575
Account, Current, see Curreiii

AcCOKIlt

Account Days explained, 575
" Account rendered " defined.

575
Account Sales defined, 217 ;

specimen of, 218
" Account stated " defined, 575

Accounts, classes of, 32, 33

Accountant, definition of, 575
Accountants, principal bodies of

pro''essional, 576

Act of Bankruptcy, cheques pre-

sented and, 190 ; definition

of, 423, 576 ; enumeration of.

423 ,ii,h'

Adjudication of Bankruptcy.
417

Adjustment Accounts, Creditors

Ledger in, 334, 335, 346;
Debtors Ledger in, 328-331,

345 ; explanation of, 327

(general Ledger in, 332, 335

mode of preparation of, 328

336-338; names of, 333

specimens of, 330, 331, 335

Transfer Journal in, 339

value of, 327, 329, 333

Adjiinistration, Letters of, 576

Administrator, 576
Adventure, see Jaiiit AJroiiurr

Advertising expenses, treatment

of, 448 ; in departmental ac-

counts, 363-365
Advice, definition of, 576
Advice Note, definition of, 576

Affidavit, definition of, 576

Agenda Book, 284

Agent, definition of. 577

Agreement, definition of, 577 ;

Hire Purchase, 482, 588

Allonge, definition of, 191

Amalgamation, definition of, 577

American Railway B S, specimen

of, 413
Amortization, definition of, 577

Annual Rent (Colliery), defini-

tion of, 400 note

Annual Summaries, necessitv for,

284

Annuities, definition of, 577 ;

kinds of, 577 ; Income Tax
and, 315

Appeals against Assessment of

Income Tax, 307-309

Application and Allotment Ac-

count, 254

Application and Allotment
Book, 266-267

Application and Allotment
Lists, 255

Application Form for Shares.

254, 268

Apportionment, definition of, 577

Appreciation, definition of, 577

733
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Appropriation Account, 454, 465

Arbitrage, Arbitrageurs, Arbi-

tration, defined, 578

Arbitrator, definition of, 578 ; in

partnership disputes, 229

Arrangement, Deed of, see Di'nl

of An-a/if/finent

Arrears of Preference Divi-

dends, 251 7/ote

Articles of Assocl\tion defined,

578

Articles of Partnership, 228

Assessment of Income Tax, mode
of, 306

Assets, definition of, 10. 119, 578 ;

differing values of, 126 ; entra-

in Journal of, 74; Fixed, see

Fi.red A-^n^etS ; FLOATING OR
Circulating, see Flmi/I^ir)

Asxei.'^ : grouping of, 121, 124 ;

improper use of word, 127;

Liquid, 595 ; loss on realization

of, 124, 126 ; order of realiza-

bility of, 123, 125. 160. 435;
position of, in B/S, 123 and
mifp, 435, 492 ; rules for valu-

ing, 128 ; treatment of not

easily realizable, 127

Assignee, Assignment, definition

of, 579
Assurance Co.. form of accounts

of, 489-493

Assured, definition of, 595
'At call" explained, 436
At sight " explained, 196

At 60 DAYS AFTER SIGHT '' ex-

plained, 199

Attorney, definition of, 579

Auctioneers' Institute Exam.
Papers, 671-676

Audit, definition of, 579
Authorized Capital defined, 249

Averages, definition of, 579
Award, definition of, 579

Bad Debts, Income Tax and, 316 ;

treatment of partly recovered,

103. 107, 150 ; wri'ting off, 535

Bad Debts Account, specimen of,

105

Bad Debts Reserve, treatment of,

107, 548 ; specimen account,

105
" Balances brought down " de-

fined, 5 ; rules for, 518
Balances, agreement of, 34, 91 ;

bank columns (C B), 46;
Capital Accounts, 229; Casli

Book, 38 ; classification of, 10 ;

Credit, defined, 10 ; Debit,
defined, 10 ; definition of, 4

;

Discount Account, 42 ; Draw-
ings Account. 230 ; Pettv

Cash Book, 48; Profit and
Loss Account, 115; Trading
Account 97 ; treatment of, 5 ;

Trial, see Tr/nl Balance

Balance Sheet, American Rail-

way, 413 ; definition of, 15,

119,127; differing opinions on,

120 ; Double Account Sj'stem

of, 211, 407, 408 ; Dr. and Cr.

in, 120; Goodwill in, 126;
grouping in, 121, 124; ideal,

121 ; incorrect heading of, 129 ;

limits of, 126 ; nomenclature
of. 127 ; position of Assets and
Liabilities, 121-124 ; Profit

and Loss Account and, 129 ;

specimens of. 15, 122, 182, 239.

241. 264, 280, 370, 372, 379,

413, 434. 442. 443. 450, 452,

458, 460. 461, 470, 472, 476,

480,483, 486, 492, 493, 551 , 567

;

Statement of Affairs and, 120,

127 ; two methods of prepar-

ing, 121 ; value of, 120, 126 ;

warning when considering. 125

Balance Sheets, Public Com-
panies, copies of—A. I'c F.

Pears, Ltd., Soap Manufac-
turers, 450; Barcla}-, Perkins,

i^c Co., Brewers, 472 ; Con-

solidated Gold Fields of S.

Africa Ltd., 464; Imperial

Tobacco Co., Ltd., 452; J.

Lyons i^- Co., Ltd., Caterers,

476; Jameson, Conway, A;

Phelps, Solicitors, 460 ; Lipton.

Ltd., 446; London and North-
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Western Railway, 440 ; Mala}'

States Tobacco Plantations,

Ltd., 456; Midland Blast Fur-

nace Co., Ltd., 485 ; Peninsular

and Oriental Steam Navigation

Co., 468 ; Prudential Assurance

Co., Ltd., 489; The Salvation

Army, 483; The Union of

London and Smiths Bank,
Ltd., 434; William Whiteley,

Ltd., 480
Bank, crossed cheques and, 185;

definition of, 19 ; minimum
balance at, 22 ; practice of in

cr. Bills and Cheques, 83, 147 ;

reasons for stopping cheques,

190; remarks on cheques, 190

Bank Account, not posted in

Ledger, 31 ; Balance defined,

39 ; Balance Sheet, form of,

434; Branch Results, treat-

ment of, 438 ; Charges, 535

;

Columns in C/B, 39, 40 ; Com-
mission on accounts, 22;

Clearing House explained,

583 ; Discount defined, 26, 83 ;

Discount, treatment of, 83,

148; Drafts, 581; Interest,

316; Loans, see Loat/s ; Note,
average life of, 435 ; Note,
compared with cheque, 183

;

Note, compared with P/N,
200 ; Note, disadvantages of,

183 ; Note, where not legal

tender, 594 ; Overdraft, treat-

ment of, 561 ; Pass Book.
checking of, 46 ; Pass Book,
reconciliation with C/B, 46

;

Pass Book, uses of, 22 ; Post
Bills defined, 579; Rate de-

fined, 23, 579 ; Rebate, 437 ;

Receipt for Share Call,

273; Receipt for Share
Application Deposit, 271

;

Receipt for Share Allot-
ment Deposit, 272 ; Reserve,
438, 579 ; Return explained,

580 ; Statement of Accounts,
434-438; Travelling Inspkc-
TORS of, 438; Waste Book, 605

Bank of England Book, 436

Bank of England, form of ac-

counts of, 580
Banking, advantages of, 19

Bankruptcy, Acts of, see A<ix uf

lUitihiiiptctj ; adjudication of,

417 ; Committee of Inspection

in, 418 ; composition in, 416 :

Deficiency Account in, 419,

422 ; discharge from, 418 ;

"Estate Cash Book " in, 423
;

examination in, 418 ; first

meeting of creditors in, 417 ;

front sheet, 419 ; Notice, 424
note ; meaning of, 417 ; Oflficia

Receiver in, 417 ; order of dis-

charge from, 418 ;
partnerships

and, 240 ; Petition, how pre-

sented, 417 ; postponement of,

417 ; preferential creditors in,

418 ; public examination in,

418 ; release of trustee in, 423 ;

Realization Account in, 423
;

Receiving Order in, 417

;

Statement of Affairs in. 418-

421 ; trustee in, 417, 418, 423
Barclay, Perkins & Co., Ltd.,

form of accovmts of, 472-475
Bearer Cheque, explained, 184
" Below Par,'' definition of, 598
Bill, accepting a, 26, 79 ; accept-

ing foreign bills, 195 ; acceptor

of a, 192; Accommodation,
see Acconi/nodafion Bills ,•

actual form of, 26 ; allonge on,

191 ; a negotiable instrument,

187 ; an instrument of credit,

190; at sight, 196; at 60

days' sight, 199 ; banker's

security when buying, 196

;

collection of, 80; compared
with Bank Note, 25 ; com-
pared with Cheque, 188 ; com-
pared with P N, 201 ; com-
position on, 82 ; Consignment
Accounts and, 216 ; date of

maturity (actual), 26 ; date

of maturity (usual), 199 /mtr ;

days of grace on, 26 ; definition

of, 25, 190 ; discount of, 25,
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26, 83-84 ; dishonouring of,

82, 192, 194, 598 ; Document-
ary, see Ddcuiiifiitarii Bilh :

drawing of, 192 ; drawee of,

192 ; endorsement of, 25, 191 ;

" endorsing over," 191 ; Ex-
chequer, see Ercliequrr Jii/Is ,•

Foreign, see Foreign Bilh .•

House, see Hnu».e BiJh ; In-

terest on, 200 ; liability on,

26, 191, 192, 194; Long Ex-
change, 199 ; negotiable in-

strument, 187 ; noting of, 82,

192, 194; "not negotiable,"

188; "on demand" defined,

196; Payable, defined, 26;

Payable Book, 81 ; present-

ment of, 600 ;
protesting a,

192; rebate on, 196, 437;

Receivable, defined, 26 ; Re-
ceivable Book, 81 ; recovery

of noting charges on, 194

;

Referee in case of need, 602 ;

renewal of, 194 ; .'.•((//s recoin-s

on, 603; Short Exchange,
199; specimens of, 193, 197;
stamp duty on, 200 ; tenor of,

26, 196; three months after

date, 199; usance of, 199;

utiUty of, 25, 26; "with
documents attached," 196, 216

Bill Brokers, 436
Bill of Lading, a negotiable in-

strument, 188 ; attached to

BE, 196, 216; in Consign-

ment Accoimts, 216 ; speci-

mens of, 198

Bill of Sale, explained, 581

Bills of Exchange Act, 190

Bills Payable Book (or Journal).
entries in, 80, 140 ;

" remarks "

columns in, 84 ; specimen

forms of, 81, 169 ; uses of, 68.

79, 80

Bills Receivable Book (or

Journal), entries in, 82, 141,

148, 512, 514; "remarks"
columns in, 84 ; specimen

forms of, 81, 169 ; uses of,

68, 82

Bimetallism defined, 597
Block Account, specimen of, 459

Board defined, 581

Board of Directors defined, 253,

581

Board of Trade defined, 581

Bond, definition of, 581

Bond Exchequer, see Exchequer
Bond

Bonded Warehouse defined, 582

Bonus, defined, 582 ; to customers,

instance of, 454
Book Debts, definition of, 582 ;

how to treat, 102-104 ; kinds

of, 102 ; reserves for, 103

Book-keepers' Compendium, 575-

605
Book-keeping defined, 1 ; Single

Entry, 2, 205; Double En-
try, 1, 6, 9; Tabular or
Columnar, 349

Books, essentials in keeping, 28 ;

kinds of, 28-29

Books of Account defined, 29

Books of Original Entry, kinds

of, 29 ; use for, 29, 30, 33, 67

Borrowing on Security, example
of, 149

Bottomry, definition of, 582

Bought Book, see P/irrlittnef! Bnol-

Bought Ledger defined, 34

;

entries in, 345-346

Branch Accounts, B S in, 370-

372, 379 ; conversion of fluc-

tuating rates, 382 ; conver-

sion of stable rates, 376 ; crop

cost account in, 384 ; exchange

rates in, 374-382 ; explanation

of, 366-373; Foreign, 373-

385 ; Foreign, assets in, 382

;

illustration of, 377 ; invoicing

in, 372 ; Multiple Shop, 373

;

practice of some accountants

in, 380 ; rates of exchange

(table), 375 ; reserve for losses

on exchange, 378 ; specimen

forms of, 377, 379; Tobacco
Plantation, 384; Trial Bal-

ance in, 369-372, 378, 379,

383, 384
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Branch Businesses, kinds of, 366

Brewery Accounts, form of, 472-

475
Bullion, definition of, 582

Call Account, 256
Called-up CapitaI;, 250
Calls on Shares explained, 250,

254, 256 ; method of entering,

256 ; notice of, 268 ; notice,

form of, 273

Capital Account, definition of, 9,

33 ; of limited Company, 252 ;

of partnersliip, 230 ; specimens

of, 10, 231, 237, 242

Capital, Authorized, defined, 249
;

definition of, 10; Fixed, see

Fixed Assets ; Floating, see

Floating Assets; increase of,

590; Initial, defined, 137;

Interest on, 228, 229, 232,

233, 234 ; Loss, example of,

314; Loss, Inc. Tax and, 314;

in Limited Companies, 33

;

Issued, 250, 543; Paid-up,

250 ; position in B S of, 543 ;

Reduction of, see Recon-

struction ; Registered, see

Authorized ; Stock, 252; Sub-
scribed, 250 ; treatment of,

542-543, 564 ; use of word a

misnomer, 10

Capitalized Profits, see Reserve

Fund
Cases of Schedule (D), 295

Cash Account, nature of, 31-34;

specimen of, 12

Cash Book, balancing of, 38, 45

;

columnar, specimen of, 352

;

definition of, 29 ; Double
Column, 41 ; entries in, 38,

137, 142, 145, 146, 148, 149,

152, 259, 341, 519; kinds of,

40-53; nature of, 33, 34;
origin of, 38 ; reconciliation

with Pass Book, 46 ; salient

feature of, 44; specimen rulings

of, 39 ; Three Column, 45
;

uses of, 38
Cash Credit, definition of, 582

3 B

Cash Discount defined, 24, 42

;

method of entering, 42, 43

Cash Sales defined, 23 ; separate

Ledger Account for, 143

Cashier, duties of, 44, 46
Casting defined, 353
Catalogue, treatment of costs of.

561

Certain Rent (Colliery), defined,

400
Certificate, definition of, 582
Chambers of Commerce, object of,

582
Charitable Subscriptions, In-

come Tax and, 315
Chartered Institute of Secre-

taries Exam. Papers, 693-

702
Charter Party defined, 583
Chattels defined, 583
Cheque, bankers' marks on, 190

;

bank's treatment of paid in,

147 ; Bearer, 184 ; Bearer,
compared with Order, 184—186;

Book, 189 ; compared with

Bank Note, 183 ; compared
with B/E and P,N, 187-188;
crossing of, 185-187 ; counter-

foil of, 20, 21 ; definition of, 20,

184, 191 ; drawing of, 20, 189 ;

endorsement of, 185 ; kinds of,

184, 186; negotiabiUty of, 187,

188; "not negotiable," 188;

Open, 186 ; Order, 184 ;

payee of, 20, 184 ;
" payee's

account only," 188 ; plain

paper, 189 ; post-dated, 599 ;

reasons for stopping, 190;

specimen of, 21 ; stolen, 187,

188 ; total number cleared,

1907, 183 ; with receipt form
attached, 189

Children and Income Tax, 306
Choses in Action defined, 5s3
C.I.F. explained, 605
Circular Note defined, 583
Circulating Assets defined, 128,

583
Clearing Houses, object of, 435,

436, 583 ; kinds of, 583
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Closing entries, 76

Coal Account in Ledger, form of,

488
C.O.D. explained, 605
Codicil, definition of, 5S3
Collateral Security defined, 583
Collectible Debit defined, 493
Colliery Accounts, 398-406

Colonial Stock Act, 1900, 593
Columnar Book-keeping ex-

plained, 349-358
Columnar Cash Book, advantages

of, 351, 428 ; described, 351 ;

(Dispensary), 352
Columnar Journal described, 349

Columnar Ledger described, 351-

358 ; Hotel Visitors', 356-357 ;

types of, 356 ; when useful,

358
Columnar Purchases Account,

specimen of, 59

Columnar Purchases Book, speci-

men of, 59
Columnar Sales Account, speci-

men of, 64
Commercial Credit defined, 583
CoMJiissiON, definition of, 584 ; on

Current Account, 22

Committee, definition of, 584
Committee of Inspection, see

JJa/il'/'tq)fci/

Companies (Consolidation) Act,

1908, 227, 247, 248, 249, 255,

284, 579, 591, 596, 597, 600,

602, 603

Company, Application and Allot-

ment Book of, 266 ; Ai'ticles

of Association, 578 ; Assets in

exchange for shares in, 256

;

Authorized Capital of, 250

;

Balance Sheet of, 264 ; Board
of Directors of, 253, 581 ;

books required for, 284

;

bonus tj customers in, 454 ;

Capital Account in, 33 ; De-
ferred Shares in, 251 ; defini-

tion of, 584, 595 ; dividends of,

284; Example exercise, 258-

274 ; exceptions in Companies
Act, 248 ; forfeited shares in.

280 ; Founders' Shares in, 251

;

Goodwill of, 257, 415, 455;
Income Tax and, 291, 304-305,

315, 317, 319 ; incorporation of,

247 ; Issued Capital of, 250

;

Joint Stock, 247 ; Ledger en-

tries (opening) of limited, 261-
263 ; liabihty (Ihnited) of, 247,

252 ; liability (unlimited) of,

248 ; liquidator of, 285 ; Man-
agement Shares of, 251 ; Mem-
orandum of Association of, 247;

minimum number of members
of, 248 ; ^linute Book, 284, 596
One Man, 249

; paid up capital

in, 248
;
partnerships and, 257

;

payment of vendors of, 252;
Preference Shares in, 250, 251,

and /lofe ; preliminary expanses

of, 283; Private Limited,

248, 249, 600; prospectus of,

254 ; Public, 248 ;
purchase

price in shares of, 257

;

quorimi in a, 601 ; Receiver

for Debenture Holders, 285

;

Registered Office of, 602 ; re-

construction of, 601 ; Seal

Register of, 603 ; Statement
of Affairs in, 418, 419 ; Shares

of, 249; Single Ship, 604;
stock in, 252 ; subscribed cap-

ital of, 250 ; taking over busi-

ness of, 258 ; Transfer Depart-

ment of, 266 ; Wasting Assets

of, 129 ; Watered Capital of,

258 ; Winding-up of, 285, 418

;

Working Capital of, 408
Compensating Errors explained,

584
Composition defined, 584
Consideration defined, 584
Consignee defined, 21 j

Consignment Accounts, 215-226

;

Account Sales in, 217-218

;

agent in, 215 ; Bills of Ex-

change in, 216 ; Consignee's

books in, 219 ; Consignor's

books in, 217 ; Del Credere in,

215 ; example of treatment of,

218 ; formula for Interest in.
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221 ; Interest on balances in,

221 ; Ledger, 217 ; Ledger,
entry in, 219 ;

" net proceeds
"

in, 217 ; precaution in calcu-

lating Interest in, 224 ; pre-

paration of Consignor's Annual
Accounts, 217 ; specimens of,

218, 220, 223
Consignments defined, 215

Consignments Inwards and Out-
wards, 216, 219

Consignor defined, 215

Consolidated Gold Fields, fomi
of Accounts of, 464-^66

Consolidated Stock, Consols,
defined, 584

Constructing Engineers and Cost

Accounts, 397
Consul, duties of, 584
Contingent Ll4bility defined,

584
Contract, definition of, 584

;

Simple, 603
Contract Note defined, 584
Cost Accounts, batches of articles

in, 396 ; books for students on,

397 ; cost price in, see CWs/

Price ; checking accuracy of,

396; Crop, 384, 456; Con-

structing Engineers and, 397

;

contents of, 393 ; details of

preparing, 394 ; drawbacks of

system, 397 ; Colliery, ex-

ample of, 398 ; how to obtain,

487 ; no hard and fast forms

for, 397 ; price analysis for,

395 ; railway locomotives and,

395 ; specimen form of, 398 ;

supplemental to financial

accounts, 397 ;
" time sheets'^

in, 394 ; value of, 392, 396
Costing Department, duties of,

396
Cost Ledger explained, 395-396
Cost Price explained, 393-398
Counterfoil defined, 20 ; speci-

men of, 21

County Council of West Riding
Exam. Papers, 635-651

Coupon, definition of, 253, 584;

3 B 2

for Debenture Holders, 253

;

specimen of, 732
Credit defined, 23

Credit Balances defined, 10

Credit Note defined, 585 ; use of,

86
" Credit of Payee's Account

only," legal effect of, 188

Credit Side of Ledger defined, 3

Crop Cost Account, specimens of,

384, 456, 459

Crore (of rupees), value of, 602

Cross Casting defined, 353

Crossing (cheque), meaning of, 185;

ways of, 186-188

Cum Dividend defined, 585

Cumulative Preference Shares,

251

Currencies, Foreign, 373 ; Fluc-

tuating Exchange, 380 ; Stable

Exchange, 374
Currency explained, 585

Current Account defined, 20, 575;

Interest on, 22, 23, 221 ; mini-

mum balance of, 22 ; specimen

of, 223 ; transfers from, to

Deposit Account, 23

Customers Ledger, see Sales

Leih/er

Customs and Inland Revenue
Act, 1887, 294

Day Book, see Sales Booh
Days of Grace, definition of, 26

Dead Rent (ColUery), defined, 400

Debenture, Bonds, 253, 284;

Register, 254 ; Stock, 253 ;

Stock Certificate, 276

Debentures, apparent anomaly
of issue, 278 ; Bearer, 253

;

defined, 253, 585 ; discount on,

278 ; how issued, 278 ; how
transferable, 253 ; interest on,

284 ; issued as fully paid, 256 ;

Mortgage, 597 ; premiums on,

278 ; Receiver for Holders of,

285 ; reserve for redemption

of, 108, 475
Debit Balances defined, 10

Debit Note defined, 585

Debit Side of Ledger defined, 3
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Debit Side, use of, in B S, 127

Debtors Ledger, transactions re-

corded in, 328
Debts, see Booh D/'hts

Deductions, allowed on Income
Tax, 301, 302, 312; disallowec

on Income Tax, 302, 312
Deed, definition of, 585
Deed of Arrangement, advantage

of, 424 ; common form of, 424 ;

creditors' assent to, 425 ; credi-

tors' rights under, 424 ; defini-

tion of, 423, 578 ; kinds of, 425;

procedure under, 425 ; Trus-

tee's duties under, 424-425;
when void, 424

Deed of Partnership, see Par/-

Defendant, definition of, 599
Deferred, Annuities, defined, 577;

Annuities, income Tax and,

302 ; Creditors defined, 599

;

Payments explained, 482

;

Shares defined, 251 ; Shares,
reason for avoiding, 415

Deficiency Account defined, 419

;

example of, 422
Del Credere explained, 215
Delivery Order defined, 586
Demurrage, definition of, 585
Departmental Accounts, 361-

388; advertising expenses in,

363, 365 ; analysis of expenses

in, 361-365 ; in different busi-

nesses, 362 ; Ledgers, 365 ;

specimen of Trial Balance in,

363 ; Profit and Loss Account
in, i;64 ; Trading Account in,

364
Deposit Account, defined, 22

;

distinguished from Current

Account, 23 ; Income Tax and,

316 ; Interest on, 23 ; transfer

to Current Account, 23

Depreclvtion, Accoimt, specimen
of, 112, 113; Allowances,
rules for, 312 ; definition of,

109, 577 ; distinguished from
wear and tear, 310 ; distin-

guished from fluctuation in

value, 110; Double Account
System and, 410, 445 ; Funds,

412 ; Goodwill and, 416 ; In-

come Tax and, 310 ; invest-

ments and, 448, 451 ; insur-

ance against, 114; kinds of,

109 ; land and macliinery and,

536; leases and, 110, 114;

sMps and, 312; treatment of,

111-114

DlFFERENTL\TION OF INCOMES de-

fined, 305
Directors' Fees, treatment of,

538, 544, 558, 564

DiscHLVRGE, of Debtor, 418 ; of

Trustee, 423

Discount, Account, 43, 44, 534;

Bankers', defined, 26, 83

;

Bankers' method of comput-

ing, 83 ; Cash, defined, 24

;

Cash, method of entering, 42,

151 ; Trade, defined, 24

;

Trade, advantages of, 24

Discount on Debentures Ac-

count, 278
Discounted Bills, bank's way of

treating, 83

Dishonoured Bill, 82, 192 ; order

of liabihty on, 194

Dispensary Columnar C B, speci-

men of, 352
Dissolution of Partnership,

240-243

Distress, definition of, 585

Dividends, arrears of, 251 note;

as unearned Income, 305

;

definition of, 585 ; deduction

of Income Tax from, 319

;

Interim, defined, 284, 591 ;

payable out of profits, 252,

284 ; unreaUzed profits and,

601 ; when declared, 284, 545

Dividend Warrant defined, 585

Dock Warrant explained, 585

Documentary Bills, action of

bank with regard to, 196, 216;

defined, 196

Dormant Partner defined, 586

Double Account System, Ameri-

can Railways and, 412 ; Bal-
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ance Sheet of, 408-409 ; com-
pulsory application of, 410 ;

defects of, 411 ; differing opin-

ions on, 410 ; dominating idea

of, 409 ; explanation of, 406-

413 ; Fixed Assets in, 407-409;

good illustration of, 444 ; pro-

vision for Depreciation in, 410,

412, 445 ; railways and, 410-

413, 444 ; statutory derivation

of, 410
Double Column Cash Book, speci-

men of, 41

Double Entry, main principle of,

6, 31 ; note on, 6 ; origin of, 1 ;

principal utility of, 7

Doubtful Debts, see Bad Belts

Drawee, definition of, 191

Drawing a B E, definition of, 26

Drawing Acct., example of, 234
Drawings of Partners, defined,

230 ; interest on, 233 ; treat-

ment of, 230

E. AND O.E. explained, 586
Earned Income, abatements on,

304, 306; definition of, 305;
married women and, 306

Electric Lighting Companies, 410
Elementary Theory, 1-18

Embezzlement and Income Tax,
318

Endorsee defined, 185

Endorsement defined, 184
" Endorsing over," 191

Endowment Policy defined, 184

Entry, defined, 586
Entry, Port of, defined, 586
Equivalent Equipment explained,

410
Estate, definition of, 586
Estate Cash Book, auditing of,

423
Estate Duty, definition of, 586
Examination Candidates, advice

to, 7, 57, 69, 91, 100, 107, 129,

221, 230, 233, 235, 290, 311,

317, 448, 494-567
Examination Papers, specimen,

606-732 ; Auctioneers' Insti-

tute of United Kingdom, 671-

676; Chartered Institute of

Secretaries, 693-702 ; County
Council of West Riding of

Yorks., 635-651; Institute of

Bankers, 677-693 ; Institute of

Chartered Accountants, 718-

732; Lancashire and Cheshire

Institute, 652-665; London
Chamber of Commerce, 702-

714; Midland Counties, Union
of Educational Institutions,

627-635; National Union of

Teachers, 666-671; Royal
Society of Arts, 610-627;

Society of Incorporated Ac-

countants and Auditors, 714-

718 ; University of Oxford
Local, 606-610

Exchange, Bill of, see Bill of

Exchaiifie

Exchanges, Table of Rates of,

375; Stable, 374; Fluctuat-

ing, 380
Exchequer Bills defined, 586

;

Bonds defined, 586
Excise Brewing Book explained,

475
Excise Duties defined, 586
Ex Dividend defined, 585
Execution, definition of, 586
Executor, definition of, 587
Exercises, 11, 17, 27, 34, 52, 60, 65,

77, 89, 116, 129, 201, 211, 224,

244, 287, 324, 358, 385, 430,

504, 606-732

Factor, definition of, 587
Farmers and Income Tax, 293
F.A.S. explained, 605
Finance Acts 1897-1909, 295, 299,

303, 305, 306, 308, 312, 319
Firm, definition of, 587
First Cost, see Prime Cost

First Meeting of Creditors, 417
Fixed Assets defined, 129, 407,

587 ; Foreign Branch Account
and, 382 ; greater part of pro-

perty owned, 408 ; tvpical

kinds of, 407, 416
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Fixed Charges defined, 395
Fixed Rent (Colliery) defined, 400

nofe

Flat Cost, definition of, 395
" Floaters," definition of, 436

Floating Assets defined, 128,

407, 583, 587 ; Foreign Branch
Accounts and, 382 ; typical

kinds of, 407, 444
Floating Charges defined, 587

F.O.B. explained, 587, 605

Folio, definition of, 587

Footage defined, 399
" For Cash," definition of, 23

Foreign Bills, definition of, 194 ;

liability on, 195 ; noting and
protesting of, 195 ; separation

of First and Second, 195 ; sets

of, 195 ; special feature of, 194;

specimen of, 197 ; "with docu-

ments attached," 196, 216

Forfeiture of Shares, entries re-

quired, 281 ; legal position, 280

Form of Application for Shares,
268

Formation Expenses, see Pre-

Vnnhia)'}! Expenaes

Founder's Shares, 251

Fraudulent Preference ex-

plained, 587

Freehold Land, treatment of, 536

Freight, definition of, 587
" From Account to Account "

explained, 436
Furnace Account, specimen of, 485

Garnishee Order, defined, 190,

587 ; effect on cheques, 190

Gazettes, London, etc., their uses,

588
General Average, defined, 579,

588
General Crossing (cheque) ex-

plained, 186

General Ledger, 327, 332

General Ledger Adjustment Ac-
count, 330, 335

General Lien, definition of, 594

General WorkingAccount, speci-

men of, 468

Gilt-edged Securities defined,

455, 588
Gold, the standard of money,

597
Gold Bond defined, 582
Goldfields of South Africa Ltd.,

form of accounts, 464-466
Goldsmith's Book, 436
Goods Account, objection to open-

ing, 57

Goods in Bond defined, 582
Goods not up to sample, proce-

dure with, 24, 84
Goodwill Account in partnership,

238
Goodwill, a transferable asset, 413;

Capital of limited company
and, 415 ; definitions of, 234,

413 ; depreciation of, 415, 416,

450 ; illustration of pajTuent
for, 257 ; Income Tax and, 318;

legal aspect of book value of,

416, 450 ; limited company
and, 415, 448, 478 ;

" payment
for share of," caution, 236

;

reaUzation of , 124, 126 ; reasons

for writing do\\Ti, 416 ; re-

ducing book value of, 416

;

saleability of, 126 ; specific

mention of, 257 ; value of, 413-

415, 455, 47S

Gross Loss, definition of, 98

;

method of treating, 98

Gross Profit, definition of, 97, 157;

method of treating, 97

Gross weight (or Gross), defini-

tion of, 220
Guarantee (Guarantor), defini-

tion of, 588
Guaranteed Stocks, definition of,

588
Guard Book, definition of, 588

Hat Money, definition of, 600

Head Office, Accounts and Books,

366-373
Head Rent (Colliery) defined, 400

note

Hidden Reserves, see Secret Re-

serves
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Hints to Exam. Candidates, sec

Exam. Cati<l'tdiite>!

Hire Purchase Agreements ex-

plained, 482, 588
Holding Out, definition of, 590
Hotel Visitors Ledger, form of,

357
House Bills explained, 199

Hypothecate, definition of, 590

I/F explained, 190
Imperial Tobacco Co., form of

accounts of, 452-455
Impersonal Accounts, see Nomi-

)ial AccotDits

Impersonal Ledger, see Nomiml
Ledger

Imprest System explained, 51 ;

note on, 151-152
In Bond, 582
Income, definition of, 305, 590
Income and Expenditure Ac-

counts, 428-430 ; error in

nomenclature, 426 ; distin-

guished from Receipts and
Payments Account, 428 ; ex-

ample of, 429
Income Tax, abatements (scale of),

304 ; annuities and, 315

;

apparent hardship of, 299

;

appeals, 307 ; assessment, pre-

paration of, 297; bad debts and,

316 ; bankers' Interest and,

316 ; bookmakers and, 317 ;

breweries and, 317 ; businesses

(new) and, 299 ; businesses

(two or more) and, 300

;

capital loss and, 314 ; change
of ownersMp and, 300 ; chari-

table subscriptions and, 315 ;

charities and, 304 ; children

and, 306 ; controlling prin-

ciple of, 291 ; death and, 304 ;

deductions (allowed) on, 301,

312 ; deductions (not allowed)

on, 302, 312, 318 ; deposit

accounts and, 316 ; deprecia-

tion (rates on) allowed, 310-
312 ; dividends and, 303, 319 ;

earned income and, 304 ; ex-

emptions from, 303 ; farmer

and, 293; Finance Act 1907

and, 299, 305; Finance Act
1909 and, 305, 306; indus-

tries (special) and, 300 ; Inland

Revenue Act 1878 and, 310 ;

Inscribed Stock and, 319

;

institutions and, 293 ; insur-

ance premiums and, 302

;

Interest and, 315-316 ; iron

and coal mines and, 300

;

lease depreciation and, 317 ;

life assurance, 302, 322, 323 ;

limited companies and, 304 ;

losses and expenditure and,

301 ; losses by embezzlement
and, 318 ; married women and,

306; nature of, 290; net

profits and, 296 ; new business

and, 299 ; notice of appeal,

308 ;
partners and, 318-321

;

penalty for false return, 304,

307 ;
preliminary expenses and,

315 ;
premiums on lease and,

318 ;
premiums on shares and,

317; production of books, 309 ;

Property Tax, 292 ; replace-

ments of plant and, 313 ; retire-

ment from business and, 304

;

Returns, examples of, 321-

323; Revenue Act 186 3 and,

299 ; Rule of Averages, 298 ;

salaries (Sch. E), 296 ; salaries

(partners'), 318 ; Schedules of,

291-297 ; schoolmaster and,

306 ; secretary and, 296

;

sliips and, 312 ; Short Loans
and, 315 ; six cases of Sched-

ule D, 295 ; speculation and,

317 ; Super-tax and, 306

;

trade charges and, 318 ; trust

funds and, 303 ; imearned in-

come and, 305 ; unwisdom of

dogmatism on, 290, 317 ; volun-

tary gifts and, 317 ; volun-

tary subscriptions and, 315 ;

wear and tear and, 310-312

Income Tax Abatement Claim
Form, 303

Income Tax Acts, 289-291
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Incorporated Company defined,

247
Incorporation defined, 590
Increase or Capitax,, 590
Indent, definition of, 590
Indenture, definition of, 590
Infant, definition of, 590
Initials for Books of Entry,

133

Inland Bill of Exchange ex-

plained, 192 ; form of, 193

Inscribed Stocks, definition of, 590

Insolvency, definition of, 590

;

note on, 150

Insolvent Debtors, loss from, 102

Institute of Bankers Exam.
Papers, 677-693

Institute of Chartered Accoun-
tants Exam. Papers, 718-

732
Insurance Prebhums, Income Tax

and, 302 ; treatment of, 535,

547
Insurer defined 595
Interest, definition of, 590 ; In-

come Tax and, 315, 316 ; on
capital during construction,

591 ; on Current Account, 23,

221 ; on Partner's Capital, 232;

treatment of, 558
Interim Dividend explained, 591

Inventory, definition of, 591

Investments, definition of, 591 ;

depreciation of, 448, 451, 493;

dividends and, 319 ; liints on,

592 ; in same business, 108,

466, 541 ; realized profits and,

601 ; types of, 592

Invoice, definition of, 593 ;
pro

fonnu, 215, 593

Invoice Book defined, 593 ; term

loosely applied, 593

Invoice Press Copy-Book, 138

I U explained, 593

Issued Capital defined, 250

Jettison, definition of, 593

Jobbers, definition of, 593

Joint Accounts, explained, 389-

392 ; specimen of, 391-392

Joint Adventure defined, 389

;

division of profits in, 390

;

illustration of, 390
Joint and Several Liability de-

fined, 593
Joint Stock Co., see Cohijmiiji

Journal, Columnar, 349 ; defini-

tion of, 29 ; discontinuance of,

70 ; diversity of opinions on,

69, 70, 76 ; form of, 72 ; kinds

of, 29, 67, 68 ;
" narration

"

in, 73 ; Proper, 68 ; use of,

67-70

Journal Entries, note respecting,

76 ; rules in compiling, 72 ;

specimens of, 72, 75, 76, 137,

165, 166, 260, 279, 282, 283,

499, 521

Journalizing, definition of, 70;

example of, 71

Judgment, definition of, 594

"Kites'- explained, 199

Lac (Lakh) (rupees), value of, 602

Lancashire and Cheshire Insti-

tutes ExAJL Papers, 653-666

Landlords' Tax, see Prappyhi Tax

Latin Monetary Union explained,

594
Lease, depreciation of, and In-

come Tax, 317 ;
premium on,

594 ; treatment of, 110, 114

Ledger, Balances in, agreement of,

34 ; Balances in, defined, 4

;

Capital Account in, 9 ; Col-

umnar, 351, 356; Cost, ex-

plained, 395 ; definition of, 2,

30-31 ; Departmental, 361

;

Entries, theory and practice,

30 ; Hotel Visitors, 357 ;

kinds of, 34 ; method of enter-

ing in, 28-29 ; Nominal Ac-

counts in, 8 ; Personal Accounts

in, 3 ;
posting the, defined, 33

;

Profit and Loss Account in, 9 ;

Real Account in, 5 ; rule of

entry in, 67 ; Self-Balancing,
see Nf//- Balauc'nui Ledger ;

specimen entries in, 12-13,
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170-179, 219-220, 261-263,

342-348, 355, 357, 488, 521-

526 ; Water Co.'s Consumers,
354-355

Ledger Account, debit and credit

side of, 3 ; definition of, 5

;

how constructed, 3, 4 ; kinds

of, 32 ; specimen ruling of, 3,

31, 170-180, 261-263, 521-526

Legacy, definition of, 594 ; duty
on, 594 ; kinds of, 594

Legal Tender, definition of, 594

Letter of Allotment, 255, 268,

272 ; legal effect of, 255

Letter of Application, 254 ; form

of, 271

Letter of Credit defined, 594

Letter of Indemnity, 275
Letter of Regret, 268, 274
Letters Patent, see Paloii

Liabilities defined, 10, 119, 594;
entry in Journal, 74 ;

grouping

of, 121, 124 ; improper use of

word, 127 ; order in B'S of,

124, 435, 492 ; position of in

B S of, 123 and iiole

Lien, definition of, 594

Life Annuities defined, 577

Life Assurance and Income Tax,
302

Life Assurance Co.'s Accounts,

form of, 489
Life Assurance Co.'s Act 1870,

Schedules of, 492
Life Assurance defined, 595
Limitation of Actions explained,

595
Limited Company, see ('(Ji/i/xiin/

Limited Liability defined, 247 ;

on shares, 252

Limited Partnership explained,

228

LiPTON, Ltd., form of Accounts o!",

446-448
Liquid Assets, definition of, 595
Liquidator, definition of, 595

;

duties of, 285 ; illustration of

account by, 285-286
List of Applications for Shares,

255

Lloyds, objects of, 595
Lloyds Bonds, explanation of,

595
Lloyds Register, 595
Loans, at call, defined, 436

bankers' practice in granting

22, 437 ; Bill Brokers, 436
conditions for raising, 22
" from account to account,'

436 ; on consignments, 436
rate of interest on, 22, 437

Short Notice, 436 ; stock

brokers', 436
London cV- N.W. Railway Co.,

form of accounts of, 439-445

London Chamber of Commerce
Exam. Papers, 702-714

London Clearing House, proce-

dure of, 435-436
" London Gazette," 588
Long Exchange Bills explained,

199

Loose Bills, explained, 462
Loose Leaf Ledgers, 500
Loss, definition of, 8, 98, 99 ; from

Insolvent Debtors, 102 ; OF
Capital and Income Tax, 314

Lyons iV; Co., Ltd., form of ac-

counts of, 476-478

Machinery Account, specimen of,

112-113
" Maker " of a P/N defined, 200

Malay States Tobacco Plan.,

Ltd., form of accounts of, 456-

459
Management Shares, 251

Managing Director defined, 595

Manifest defined, 595
Margin of Security on Loans,

436
Mjvrine Insurance defined, 595

Marked Cheques, 190

Married Women and Income Tax,

306
Marshalling Assets, 123, 124

Memorandum Books defined, 29

;

uses of, 29, 46

Memorandum of Association de-

fined, 596
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Merchants' Accounts, illustra-

tions of, 133-182
Midland Blast Furnaces, Ltd.,

form of accounts of, 486-488
;

specimen of Coal Account in,

488
Midland Counties Union, etc.,

Exam. Papers, 627-635
Mineral Royalties, basis of, 399 ;

entries necessary, 403 ; ex-

ample of, 401, 402-404 ; lessee

and, 400 ; minimum rent, 400,

403 ; pa3Tnent of, 404 ; prin-

ciple of recording, 402 ; short

workings, 400
Minimum Balance, 22
Minimum Rent defined, 400

;

royalties and, 403 ;

Mining Royalties, see Eoyalile.-^

Mint Par of Exchange defined,

375, 596
Minute Book, necessity for, 284,

596
Minutes defined, 596
Moiety defined, 596
Money, Cheap and Dear, defined,

596 ; function of, 597
Money Market defined, 597
Mortgage, First and Second, de-

fined, 597
Mortgagee, Mortgagor, defined,

597
Multiple Shop Concerns, system

of, 373 ; example of accounts
of, 448, 476 ; stocktaking in,

373

Narration, definition of, 73
National Union of Teachers

Exam. Papers, 666-671
Negotiable Instrument defined,

187, 597 ; position of holder of,

187, 188

Net, 598
Net Cash, see Net
Net Loss, 98, 99, 115
" Net Proceeds " explained, 217
Net Profit defined, 97, 98-99, 539;

assessment of, 198 ; Income

Tax and, 296 j treatment of,

115

Net Revenue Account, form of,

442-443

Net Weight, Net, defined, 221, 598
New Business, Income Tax in, 299
Nominal Accounts, defined, 8, 32

;

example of, 8 ; treatment of

in older methods, 8

Nominal Capital, see Authorized

Capital

Nominal Ledger, defined, 34

;

entry in, 33

Non-Cumulative Preference
Shares, 251

Notary Public, 192

Notice of Appeal, see Income Tax
Noting a Bill, 82, 192, 194
" Not Negotiable," effect of

words, 188, 597 ; limit of words
to cheque, 188 ; when useless,

598
N/S explained, 190

Official Receiver, duties of, 417 ;

as Trustee, 417, 418
" On Cost " Charges defined, 395
" On Demand " defined, 196

One Man Company defined, 249

"Open Account Current" ex-

plained, 575
Open Cheque defined, 186
Opening Entries, 74, 137

Order Cheque explained, 184

Order of Discharge from Bank-
ruptcy, 418

Ordinary Shares defined, 251

;

reasons for avoiding in some
cases, 415

Original Entries, definition of, 28

Outstanding Expenses, 100

Overdraft, bank treatment of, 561
" Overhead " Charges defined,

395
Oxford University Local Exam.

Papers, 606-610

Paid-up Capital defined, 250

Par, definition of, 598
Pari Passu, meaning of, 598
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Par of Exchange, see Mint Par of

Exchauge
Parol Contracts, see Simple Con-

tracta

Particular Average defined, 579

Particular Lien, defined, 594

Partners, adjustment of Income
Tax between, 320 ; definition

of, 227 ; distinguished from
investors, 233 ; drawings of,

230 ; Income Tax and, 318, 319,

320, 323 ; interest on capital

of, 232, 233 ; interest on draw-

ings of, 233 ; liability of, 227,

229, 233; number of, 227;
rights of, 227 ; Salaries and
Income Tax, 318 ; taking over

Assets by, 243

Partnership, Accounts, 227-246;

Accounts, hints for examinees,

230; Accounts, example of, 231;

acquisition by company of,

256; Act, provisions of, 229,

240, 594 ; admission of new
partner into, 238-239; alter-

native to cash premium in,

238 ; Balance Sheet in, 241 ;

bankruptcy of, 240 ; Capital

Account of, 229-231, 237-238;

clauses of Deed of, 228, 232
;

Companies (Consolidation)

Act, and, 227 ; compared with

limited company, 248 ; Deed
OF, definition and clauses of,

228, 232; defined, 227; dis-

putes, 229 ; dissolution of,

243 ; Drawing Account of,

234; Goodwill in, 234, 236;
Limited, 227 ;

premiums for

admission in, 235 ; Profit and
Loss on Realization Account
in, 240 ; ranking of debts in

bankruptcy of, 240 ; realiza-

tion of assets in, 240 ; taking

over assets by, 243

Pass Book, see Haul- Fa>i.^ Bonk
Patent Rights, entering value of,

546 ; meaning of, 537, 598 ;

wasting nature of, 109 ; writ-

ing down, 537

Pawn, definition of, 598

Payee, definition of, 20, 184
" Payment for honour supra

PROTEST," 598

Pears c^- Co., A. c^ F., Ltd., form of

accounts of, 450-451

Peninsular and Oriental Steam
Navigation Co., form of ac-

counts of, 468-471

Per Cent., meaning of, 598

Percentage defined, 598

Perpetual Annuities defined, 577

Per Procuration defined, 598

Personal Account, defined, 4, 6,

32 ; specimen of, 4

Personal Property defined, 599

Petition in Bankruptcy, 417

Petty Cash defined, 20, 47

Petty Cash Book, description of,

47 ; example of entry in, 139 ;

specimens of, 49, 164

Petty Cashier, duties of, 47

Pig Iron, cost price of, 487

Pig Iron Account, specimen of,

485
" Pig on Pork," 199

Plaintiff, definition of, 599

Pledge, Pledgee, Pledger, see

Pairn

P/N explained, 599

Policy defined, 599

Poll defined, 599

Port of Entry defined, 586

Post-dated Cheque, defined, 599

Posting, Bills Payable Book, 79-82;

Bills Receivable Book, 82-84
;

Cash Book, 38-51 ; errors in,

92-94 ; Journal, 67 - 75 ;

Ledger, 30-34 ; Purchases

Book, 55-60 ; Returns Books,

84-87 ; Sales Book, 63-65 ;

Tabular Books, 358

Postponed Creditors defined,

599
Power of Attorney defined, 579

Preference Shares, 250, 251

Preferential Creditors, enume-

ration of, 418, 599

Preliminary Expenses enume-

rated, 283 ; treatment of, 283
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Premium, definition of, 599 ; differ-

ence between Capital and, 236 ;

example of, 235 ; Income Tax
and, 317, 318; instead of

rent 110; ON Debentures,
278 ; ON Shares, 277 ; Part-

nersliips and, 235, 238 ; Reserve
Account and, 277 ; treatment
of, 235

Premium on Shares Account, 277
Prepaid Insurances, treatment

of, 535
Presentment for Acceptance,

600
Press Copy, definition of, 600
Price of Manufactured Article,

analysis of, 395
Primage, definition of, 600
Prime Cost, definition of, 395
Private Company, see Conipumj

Private Ledger, defined, 34
Probate defined, 600
Pro Forma Invoice, defined, 593
Profit, definitions of, 8, 99, 309,

600; Gross and Net, 97
prior to incorporation, 600
question of company's, 252
Realized, defined, 601

Profit and Loss Account, B'S
and, 129 ; defined, 8, 99 ; main
principle of, 100 ; specimens
of, 106, 115, 180, 364, 435, 446,

450, 454, 457, 460, 464, 472,

476, 480, 486, 566
Profit and Loss on Realization

Account, 243
Promissory Note, Bank Note and,

200 ; BE and, 201 ; cheque
and, 188 ; defined, 200 ; dis-

honouring, etc., 201 ; how
usually drawn, 200 ; liability

on, 200; "maker" of, 200;
stamp duty on, 201

Promoter, Promotion, defined,600
Prompt Cash explained, 605
Property Accounts, see Rc'tl

Accounts

Property Tax explained, 292
Prospectus defined, 254, 600
Protesting a Bill, 192-194

Provisions, kinds of, 102

Provisions and Reserves, treat-

ment of, 100

Proxy, definition of, 600 ; Voting
BY, 601

Prudential Assurance Co., form

of accounts of, 489-493

Public Examination of Bank-
rupt, 418

Public Limited Co., see Conqxtin/

Published Accounts, forms of,

433-493

Purchases Account, Columnar,
59

Purchases and Expenses Jour-
nal, specimen of, 350

Purchases Book or Journal, 55 ;

Columnar, 58, 60 ; entries in,

138, 144, 167, 342, 520 ; speci-

mens of, 56, 59

Pure Endowment Policy, Depre-

ciation and, 114

Quarter Days (England and Scot-

land), 601

Questions, see Exei-chesi

Quorum, definition of, 601

Railway Co., form of accounts of,

440-445
Railway Clearing House de-

fined, 583

Ranking Assets, see JIarshallhiff

yl-S'.s'C/.s'

Rate of Discount, 580

Rates of Depreciation and In-

come Tax, 311, 312

Rates of Exchange, explained,

601 ; table of, 375

Raw Material, defined, 601

R, D explained, 190

Real Account defined, 5, 6, 32;

entry in Ledger, 33 ; specimen

of, 5

Real Estate or Property defined,

599

RealizationAccount of Trustee,

240, 242, 423
Realized Profits defined, 601

Reassurances, 492
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Rebate, definition of, 196, 601

Receipt, definition of, 605
Receipts and Payments Account

defined, 425 ; caution respect-

ing nomenclature, 426 ; colum-
nar C,B in, 428 ; compared
with I. and E. Account, 428 ;

example of, 427
Receiver, duties of, 285, 601
Receiving Order, efi'ect of, 417
Reconciliation of QB with Pass

Book, 46
Reconstruction defined, 601

Record Book defined, 602
Refer to Drawer (R D), 190
" Referee in case of need" ex-

plained, 602
Register of Applications (Lists),

255
Register of Directors, 284
Register of Mortgages, 284, 597
Registered Capital, see Author-

ized Cdjiilal

Registered Office (Company),
602

Registration of Company, 247
Regulation of Railways Act,

1868, 410 /lotr

Release of Trustee, 423
Remittance defined, 602
Renewed Bill, treatment of, 194

Repairs Account, specimen of,

101

Replacements of Plant, 313
Reserve, see lie.^erre Fund and

ncxfives

Reserve Acct., use of term, 109
Reserve for Bad Debts, 103-104,

537 ; Income Tax and, 316 ;

treatment of, 107, 556
Reserve for Bad, etc.. Debts

Account, specimen of, 105
Reserve Fund, defined, 108

;

diftering opinions on, 108

;

investment of, 108 ; purpose
of, 108 ; Reserve Account and,

109 ; various terms for, 109
Reserve Liability, defined, 602
Reserves, banker's, 108, 436;

carrying forward of, 100, 101 ;

for special purposes, 107, 108,

484 ; kinds of, 102, 107-108 ;

investment of, 108, 436, 466,

541

Reserves Acct., specimen of. 101

Respondentia Bonds defined, 582

Rest, definition of, 109

Returns, definition of, 24

Returns Books, description of,

84, 86 ; specimens of, 86, 87, 88

Returns for Assessment, 297,

306, 307

Returns Inwards defined, 25

;

recording of, 87, 144

Returns Inwards Book, entries

in, 144, 168, 342, 520 ; speci-

men forms of, 87, 88, 168, 342

Returns Journal, use of, 68

Returns Outwards defined, 25,

85 ;
posting of, 85

Returns Outwards Book, speci-

men forms of, 86, 88, 168;
entries in, 145, 342

Revenue Account, specimens of,

440-442, 489, 490
Royal Society of Arts Examina-

tion Papers, 610-627

Royalty, definition of, 398

Royalty Accounts, 398-406

Royalty, Mineral, see M'niend

Royalties

Rule of Averages (Income Tax),

298

Rupee, value of, 602

Rx explained, 602

Salaries of Partners and Income
Tax, 318

Sale, for cash, explained, 23 ; of

buildings, method of, 149 ;

' upon credit, explained, 23 ;

upon credit, entry of, 65

Sales Account, specimen of

Colmnnar, 64

Sales Book, description of, 63

;

entries in, 65, 141, 143, 150,

167, 342, 520 ; specimen forms

of, 63, 64, 167, 342
Sales Ledger, described, 34 ; Ad-

justment Account, 331, 345
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Salvage defined, 603
Salvation Army, form of accounts

of, 483-484
Sans Recotjks defined, 603
Schedules (Income Tax) ex-

plained, 291-302
Schedule D, 294-296, 296-302;

amount of Income taxable

imder, 298 ; apparent hard-

ship under, 299 ; appeals under,

307-309 ; assessment (modes
of), 306-307 ; businesses (new)

under, 299 ; businesses (two
or more) under, 300 ; bad
debts under, 316 ; capital

losses under, 314 ; cases of,

295 ; change of owTiership

and, 300 ; deductions (allowed)

under, 301 ; deductions (dis-

allowed) under, 302 ; dividends

and, 319 ; exemption and
abatement under, 303 ; earned
income under, 305 ; embezzle-

ment under, 318 ; insurance

premiums under, 302 ; interest

under, 315 ; iron and coal

mines and, 300 ; losses and
expenditure under, 300 ; mar-
ried women under, 306 ; busi-

nesses under 299 ; partners'

salaries, 318 ; position of secre-

tary under, 296 ; preparing

assessment, 297 ; iirocedure

for exemption, 298 ; replace-

ments and, 313 ; rule of aver-

ages, 298 ; special conditions

under, 300 ; speculations under,

317 ; voluntary subscriptions

and, 315 ; wear and tear under,

310
Schoolmaster and Inc. Tax, 306
Scrip, definition of, 603
Seal (Common) defined, 603
Se.vl Register explained, 603
Secret Reserves, 108 ; method of

creating, 438
Secured Creditors, 419
Securities, definition of, 603
Self-Balancing Ledger, Cash

Book in, 341 ; explained, 329 ;

system illustrated, 339-348

;

example of, 339
Set-off, definition of, 603
Settlement (Settling) Days, 436,

575
Share Capital, defhiition of, 252
Share Certificate defined, 268,

582; delivery of, 255, 268;
specimen of, 275 ; what in

exchange for, 275
Share Register (Ledger), 254,

264
Share Transfer, form of, 270
Share Warrants to Bearer, 603
Shares, Appfication and Allotment

Account for, 254 ; Applica-

tion and Allotment Account
Book for, 266 ; as part pur-

chase price, 257 ; banker's

receipt for, 271, 273 ; call

notice on, 268, 273 ; calls on,

250, 254, 256 ; certificates for,

255 ; compared with stock,

252 ; CuMULATn^E Pref., 251

;

Deferred, 251 ; definition of,

249 ; dividends on, 252, 284
;

forfeited, 280-283; form of

application for, 254, 268, 271

;

Founders', 251 ; how issued,

250, 277 ; issued at premium,
277, 279 ;

" issued credited as

fully paid," 256; Letter of

Allotment for, 255, 268, 272
Letter of Indemnity, 275
Letter of Regret, 268, 274
limited liability upon, 252

Lists of Application for, 255
IVIanagement, 251 ; Non-Cum,
Preference, 251 ; Ordinary
251; Pref., 250, 251 note

special settlement for, 268

Tranferor and Transferee of,

268 ; Transfer Register of, 266

treatment of, 254, 255, 279
Ship, ownership of, 603
Ships and Incojie Tax, 312
Short Excilvnge Bills explained,

199

Short Loans, defined, 597 ; kinds

of, 436 ; Income Tax and, 315
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Short Workings (Shorts) defined,

400 ; entries necessary, 403 ;

illustration of, 401, 404 ; lessee

and, 400
Short Workings, recording of,

402 ; " recouping " of, 401,

404 ; specimen forms of, 406
Simple Contract, defined, 603

Single Account System, 211

Single Entry Book-keeping, 205-
211 ; conversion into D E,

209 ; information afforded by,

207 ; inherent weakness of,

207, 209 ; Statement of Affairs

by, 208

Single Ship Company defined, 604

Sinking Fund explained, 604
Sleeping Rent (Colliery) defined,

400 iiolf

Slip (Marine Insurance), 604

Society of Inc. Accountants and
Auditors Exam. Papers, 714-

718
Solicitors' Accounts, form of

accounts, 460-463 ; advance
payments in, 462 ; Capital

Accounts in, 463 ; clients'

moneys in, 463 ; fees for affi-

davits in, 463 ;
" loose bills

"

in, 462 ; premiums for articled

clerks in, 462 ; stamp duties

and, 463

Special Settlement defined, 268

Specialty^ defined 604

Specific Legacies explained, 484
Speculations and Income Tax, 317

Stable Exchange Countries,
List of, 375

Stamp Duty, on Bills, 200 ; on
Cheques, 189 ; on P/Ns, 201

;

paid by Cheque, 463
Statement, definition of, 604
Statement of Affairs, Balance

Sheet and, 120 ; Bankrupt's,

127,418; compulsory winding
up, 418 ; definition of, 120

;

form of, 420-421 ; items of,

419 ; modification in Ltd. Co.

of, 419; Single Entry, 208;
summary portion of, 419

Statistical Books defined, 29

Statutes of Limitation, 595, 604
Statutory Declarations defined,

576
Statutory Income defined, 298
Steamship Line Accounts, form

of, 468-471

Stock, compared with Shares, 252

;

definition of, 252 ; Inscribed,

590, 592 ; Registered, 592
StockExchange Clearing House,

583

Stock Exchange Settling Days,
436, 575

Stock Receipt defined, 590

Stock to Bearer defined, 592

Stoppage in transitu explained,

604
Stopping a Cheque, reasons for,

190
SuBPCENA defined, 604

Subscribed Capital defined, 250
Sundry Debtors, 121, 161

Sundry Trade Creditors, 121

Super Tax explained, 306

Surety defined 604

Surplus, American use of word, 109

Surrender Value defined, 492,

604
Suspension of Payment, note on,

149

Synopses of Lectures, 568-574

Tabular Book-keeping, see

Coluiroiar Book-l-eepinij

" Taking up a Bill under Re-
bate," 196

Talon, definition of, 585, 605

Tare, definition of, 221

Taxation of Bllls of Cost, 605
Taxes Management Act, 1880, 308

Taxing IVIaster, duty of, 605
Tenor of a Bill, definition of, 26 ;

when expressed in months, 26
Terms of Sale and Pay'ment, 605
Testator defined, 605
Three Column Cash Book, posting

Disct. in, 43 ; specimen of, 45
" Three months after date "

explained, 199
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Tied Houses explained, 474
Time Sheets explained, 394
Tobacco PLANTATioisr, cash returns

from, 384 ; form of accounts,

456-458
Tontine defined, 605
Trade Chaeges and Inc. Tax, 318
Trade Discount, advantages of,

24 ; definition of, 24 ; entering

of, 24
Trading Account, charges debited

in, 97 ; expenses and charges

in, 531 ; items of, 97 ; nature
of, 57, 96, 529 ; object of, 96 ;

preparation of, 155, 531 ; speci-

mens of, 97, 98, 179, 364, 550,

566
Transactions, classification of, 2 ;

definition of, 2 ; entry of, 33 ;

examples of merchants' trans-

actions, 133-182 ; recording,

32 ; rule in considering, 32
Transfer Journal, use of, 339
Transfer Register, nature of,

266 ; required by law, 284

;

specimen form of, 269

Transferor and Transferee, 268

Treasury Bills defined, 605
Trial Balance, agreement of, 51,

92-94, 327 ; Branch, 369-371

;

compensating errors in, 584 ;

defined, 7, 91 ; example of,

14 ; extraction of, 14, 91 ;

preparing, 7, 91, 92 ; specimen
forms of, 14, 91, 93, 181,

348, 363, 369-372, 378, 379,

383, 384, 526, 563
Trustee defined, 605
Trust Funds and Inc. Tax,303-304
Trustee Act, 1893, provisions of,

592
Trustee in Bankruptcy, see also

Trustee ; auditing of accounts

of, 423; duties of, 417-418;
ReaUzation Account of, 423 ;

release of, 423 ; under Deed of

Arrangement, 424
Turnover, definition of, 605

Umpire defined, 578
Underwriter defined. 284
Unearned Income and Income

Tax, 305
Unissued Capital, 249 250
Union of London and Smiths

Bank, forms of accounts of,

434-438
University of Oxford Exam.

Papers, 606-610
Untlimited Companies, 248

Unpaid Calls, treatment of, 560
Unpaid Expenses, treatment of,

100-102
" Upon Credit " explained, 23

Usance defined, 199

Valuation Balance Sheet, speci-

men of, 493
Voluntary Gifts and Inc. Tax,317
Voluntary Subscriptions and

Income Tax, 315
Voting by Proxy, 601

Voucher, definition of, 605

Wages, 96, 393, 395
Warrants, Dividend and Income

Tax, 319 ; dock, 585
Warranty, definition of, 605
Waste Book, 605

Wasting Assets, defined, 129

;

examples of, 109, 161 ; machin-
ery as, 110; railway, 445;
writing dowTi 110

Water Company's Accounts, Con-
sumers Ledger in, 355 ; nature

of, 354
Watered Capital, frequent cause

of, 258
Watered Stock defined, 605
Wear and Tear, assessment of,

310 ; deductions for, 310-313 ;

distinguished from Deprecia-

tion, 310 ; illustrations of, 310,

313
Weights (Gross and Net), 220
Whiteley, Willl4M, Ltd., form

of accounts, 480
Working Capital, 128, 408

Richard Clay <£• Sons, Limited, London and Bungay.
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